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MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT,

To the Senate and House o f  Representatives:

I transmit herewith the Eighth Annual Eeport of the Commissioner 

of Labor. This report relates to industrial education in the United 
States and foreign countries.

Benj, Harrison.
Executive Mansion,

Washington, T>. C., February 8, 1803.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Department op Labor, 
Washingtonj D. C., February 7, 1893-

S ir  : I have the honor to iran smit h er e with the Eighth Animal Beport 
o f tbe Commissioner o f  Labor, which, report relates entirely to industrial 
education in its various tonus in the United States and foreign countries.

In the act making appropriations for the legislative, executive, and 
judicial expenses of the government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1891, under the appropriation for this Department, was the following 
item: “ For the investigation of, and report upon, the various industrial 
school systems, and also technical school systems, o f  the UnitedSfcatesand 
forei gn countries, five thousand dollars.” The plans which were adopted 
for the prosecution o f the inquiry, indicated by this special clause in an 
appropriation act, comprehended a very wide and searching inquiry into 
the effects of manual training and trade instruction upon the ,in
dividual, the intention being to ascertain where the graduates of 
manual training, trade, and technical schools, or those who have 
received partial courses in such schools, were employed, and from 
their surroundings and their employers to learn all the facts relative 
to their economic and moral condition. The schedule which was 
adopted for the collection of the desired information included in
quiries concerning the age o f the student workman, the various occu
pations he had followed, whether he had been trained conjointly by the 
study o f books and the use of tools, his proficiency in the actual use 
of tools and materials relative to the proficiency of other workmen, 
whether he attained an average degree of skill and efficiency in the use 
of tools quicker than those who had not had manual or trade training, 
whether he had acquired greater economy in the use o f  materials than 
others, whether he is more proficient in the things that indicate mental 
cultivation—such as. methods o f work, planning, arranging, etc., his 
promise of becoming a more intelligent workman than those not receiv
ing special training, his moral qualities relative to the average work
man, his faculty for managing men, his interest in the welfare o f  the
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8  ' ' LEl'TER OF TRANSMITTAL.

establishment, whether he received greater compensation than that 
given to persons not coming from the technical schools, and"' various 
other general facts which would go to indicate the exact results of 
manual and trade training. The plan was to make this report the result 
o f original inquiry, and it was expected that under the general powers 
of the Department, as outlined in its organic law, the investigation 
could be carried beyond the cost stated in the act quoted.» Under a 
former ruling of the accounting officers of the treasury department, this 
expectation was justified. But after the work was well under way a 
new ruling was made (and I believe a proper one), which limited the 
Department in this particular investigation to the sum of $5,000. 
Originally, the intention was to give most prominence to the chapters 
on manual training in conjunction with book work, the kindergarten 
in relation to manual training, manual training and trade instruction in 
reformatories, and the effect of industrial education upon individuals as 
shown by special investigation. A ll these subjects were to have been the 
result of original inquiry, and the material drawn from other sources 
was to have been subordinated to the Department’s own efforts. The 
treasury ruling referred to made a reversal of this plan necessary. The 
chapters relating to the present status of industrial education in this 
and other countries have been made most prominent, and those .giving 
the results of original inquiry the least so, although perhaps the more 
important part of this report. The chapters on the present condition 
of industrial education, while they are to a considerable extent the 
results of careful compilation, could not have been made as comprehen
sive as they are without the original work of the experts of the Depart
ment. In making the general chapters only the most trustworthy 
information has been accepted. This change of the plans of the De
partment results in a report which may appear in some respects to du
plicate matter published by the bureau of education under the title 
of Industrial and Manual Training in-Public Schools in the United 
States, being Part II of the work on Art and Industry. This exhaus
tive volume, prepared by Dr. Isaac Edwards Clarke, of the bureau 
oi education, comes to me after this report is ready for the press. A  
careful examination of it shows that the two reports practically sup
plement each other, and that they do not to any considerable extent 
cover similar lines. The report of the bureau of education enters more 
largely into historical matter and into the theory of industrial education 
from the standpoint of the teacher. Our own, so far as the chapters
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9LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

on education in the United States and foreign countries are concerned, 
gives condensed statements of the exact status of different institutions 
for manual training and industrial instruction, while, of course, the 
original matter in the other chapters is not canvassed at all in the doc
ument just published by the bureau of education. Where the report^ 
touch most closely is in what each has to say concerning what has 
actually been done in some American cities. Otherwise, as stated, the 
reports are supplemental each to the other, and the fact that they reach 
widely different constituencies renders the little duplication occurring 
of no practical importance.

In its original work the Department has been fortunate in securing 
'the assistance of men not generally employed by it. Through the 
kindness of the honorable secretary of war, the Department was able to 
avail itself of the services of Lieut. Henry T. Allen, second United 
States cavalry, military attaché of the United States legation at Saint 
Petersburg, and the services of Mr. Charles W . Hills, o f the quarter
master general’s department. Through the courtesy of the honorable 
secretary-of the treasury, Mr. J. Fred. Meyers, a gentleman thoroughly 
"acquainted with the German language and Germany, and greatly inter
ested in the cause of industrial education, gave his services to the 
Department in connection with our inquiries in Germany. Dr. Henry
H. Belfield, the director of the Chicago Manual Training School, was 
of great service to the Department in ascertaining the results o f man
ual training in connection with book work. Dr. Homer T. Fuller, 
of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, contributed important mate
rial in explanation of the so-called Russian method of manual training. 
Dr. Azel Ames, jr., of Boston, temporarily residing in London, furnished 
the Department with a valuable preliminary report on industrial edu
cation in Great Britain, which greatly assisted our experts in prosecut
ing their special inquiries. Mr. John Koren, a gentleman thoroughly 
conversant with the Scandinavian languages'and familiar with the habits 
and customs of the people of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, rendered 
efficient service in the Department’s inquiries in those countries. The 
valuable services of all these gentlemen were secured at a minimum cost 
through their patriotic endeavor to assist in so important an inquiry 
as that relating to industrial education. Their labors were supple
mented by various members of the regular force of the Department.

The tabulations have been carried out under the direction of the 
chief clerk, Mr. Oren W . Weaver, and by Mr. G. Wallace W. Hanger,
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10 LETTER QP- TRANSMITTAL.

of this Department, who has general charge of the tabulating force. 
To these gentlemen and the members o f the force assisting in the 
production of this report, I am under great obligation. Especially do I 
wish to thank Dr. William H. Band, of this office, who has had special 
charge of the compilation o f all material not resulting from the original 
work o f  the Department, and Mr. Charles H. Verrill, who has been 
engaged in the revision of the report. I am also under special obliga
tion to Hon. Horace G. Wadlin, chief o f the bureau o f statistics of labor 
o f  Massachusetts.

In addition to this regular annual report o f  the Department there 
have been prepared two special reports, one relating to the compulsory 
insurance laws o f  Germany and the other to the Gothenburg system 
of liquor traffic, while an investigation relating, to the housing of labor 
in different countries is in prosecution. A  portion of the force has also 
been engaged upon the collection of data relative to the phosphate 
industry of the United States, in accordance with a resolution o f  the 
Senate. Much time lias also been occupied in completing and perfect
ing the Department’s share in the work of the Senate committee on 
finance, especially in relation to wholesale prices and wages for the 
period from 1840 to 1891, inclusive, and for the supplementary period 
including October 1892. This report of the Senate finance committee, 
contemporaneous with this annual report o f the Department, is an 
-exceedingly important one, giving as it does the rates o f  wages paid 
in leading industries for the long period named. A ll these rates of 
wages, in accordance with the general practice o f this Department, 
have been collected from the actual payrolls, and not from statements 
made to the Department. Access has been obtained in nearly all 
cases to the payrolls themselves, and transcriptions made therefrom 
for use in tabulation and in classification. The collection of data, 
therefore, is most trustworthy in following the rates of wages from 
1840 down to the present time. The Department also prepared for the 
committee on interstate and foreign commerce o f the House o f Bepre- 
•sentatives a compilation of the labor laws of the various states and 
territories and the District o f  Columbia, which compilation accom
panied a report submitted by Hon. John J. O’Neill, o f that committee, 
July 20, 1892, and has since been printed. It is a work of about six 
hundred pages, giving quite in extemo the specific labor laws of all the 
states that had been enacted up to and including the legislative ses
sions o f  the different states for the year 1890-’91.
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In the Seventh Annual Report I called attention to a provision in the 
organic law of the Department relating to the establishment of a system 
of reports by which, at intervals of not less than two years, the gen
eral condition, so far as production is concerned, of the leading indus
tries of the country could be reported. The object of this provision 
of law was to secure information at brief intervals concerning the vol
ume of production of the country, so that conclusions might be drawn 
as to whether production was increasing or decreasing, and in either 
case as to what leading industries were more especially affected. The 
provision of-law cited could not be carried out except by thorough 
cooperation with the census office, because the statistics of manufact
ures for 1890 must furnish the basis for any such system. During 
the past summer an attempt was made to establish the system indi
cated by law, and to this end the superintendent of census heartily 
cooperated with this Department. It was soon found, however, that 
the means at the disposal of the Department of Labor were quite in
adequate to the carrying out of the provision of the organic law. 
Furthermore, the question of the establishment of a permanent census 
office had been raised by Congress, and the proper committees were 
considering the propriety of creating a permanent census bureau. 
These two reasons—a lack of means and the prospect of a permanent 
census office—caused me to suspend the preliminary labors necessary 
for the establishment of the system of reports provided for in the 
organic law of the Department. Should a permanent census office be 
established this work would be more especially its duty than that of 
this office.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Carroll D. Wright,

Commissioner.
The President.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N .

The investigation, the results of which are summarized in the follow
ing pages, was undertaken by this Department, pursuant to an act of 
Congress appropriating $5,000 “ for the investigation of, and report 
upon, the various industrial school systems, and also technical school 
systems, of the United States and foreign countries.”

The terms of this act have been construed to include the systems 
of manual training, of apprenticeship, and of technical instruction, in 
vogue in the several classes of special schools as well as the public 
schools, at home and abroad; and the Department has endeavored to 
execute its commission with full fidelity, so far as the limitation im
posed by the amount of the appropriation wnuld permit.

The object kept steadily in view throughout this inquiry has been 
to compare- foreign systems of industrial education with our own, and 
by this means to obtain from the older civilization of Europe some use
ful hints for the improvement of American schools; but above all, to 
ascertain the precise effects of manual and technical training upon 
local and national industries, upon the pupil, upon the quality of his 
work, his capacity for wage earning, his value to his employer, etc.

To define some of the terms which will frequently recur in this report, 
it may be said that manual training signifies instruction in tool work 
as an educational discipline. This definition distinguishes and dif
ferentiates it from trade school teaching, the sole or primary aim of 
which is to give the apprentice a thorough and practical knowledge of 
some handicraft. It is true, the apprentice may incidentally acquire 
much general information in a trade school; but education is not the 
main end sought in the apprenticeship school, whereas In the manual 
training school it is the paramount object. The difference may be illus
trated by contrasting the course pursued in the ]New York Trade Schools, 
for example, with that of the Saint Louis Manual Training School. In 
one, the course is of short duration, and is limited to a severe drill in 
the theory and practice of a trade. The course in the other lasts three 
years, comprising high school studies, with manual practice in wood 
and iron work as a coordinate branch of education.

The technical school is a high grade trade school, or a school in 
which, while a craft is taught, the scientific principles upon which it 
is grounded are also fully explained and demonstrated in their appli
cations to art and industry. Schools of this class are the weaving 
schools of Philadelphia, Crefeld, Glasgow, Berlin, etc.
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16 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

Institutes of technology are of university rank, and their courses of 
study lead to a professional degree, generally to that of civil, mining, 
or electrical engineer. To this grade belong the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology, the Eensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, the Stevens Institute of Technology, etc.

Manual training is of modern origin. For while many theorists and 
scholars during the past four hundred years have declared themselves 
in favor of such instruction, and while some fitful attempts had been 
made at intervals to incorporate manual labor with scholastic educa
tion in isolated instances, it was not until the year I860 that a man of 
sufficient courage and force of character appeared and undertook to 
reconstruct the educational system of his native land in accordance 
with the principles of Pestalozzi and Froebel. This was Uno Cygnaeus, 
of the Helsingfors Teachers’ Seminary, who, after long and diligent 
study of Swiss and German educational authorities, devised an ad
vanced system of manual exercises adapted to pupils beyond the kin
dergarten age. This is sometimes called the Eussian system of tool 
instruction, though the term Eussian system is now generally used 
to designate that plan of shop instruction under which the pupil pro
duces no finished article, but merely makes component parts of an . 
object, or manipulates the material used, as an educational exercise.

The so-called Eussian method of manual training", whether practised 
in apprentice schools, or trade schools, or in technical schools, is really 
a misnomer, for there is no one method exclusively in vogue in Eussia, 
either for the training of artisans or for purposes of education for 
superintendence. -Take, for example, the two largest technical schools 
in the empire, one at Saint Petersburg and the other at Moscow. In 
the former the course of theoretical training, including drawing, covers 
four years, then in the mechanical department there is an additional 
year which is devoted almost solely to shop practice. This embraces a 
brief course in wood work, iron filing and chipping, use of lathes and 
planes and other machine tools, and a slight amount of forging. But 
here there is no aiin to construct a machine for actual use. A  few have 
been erected for illustration and these are in the museum of the insti
tute. The purpose here is purely to educate, and the form and finish 
of the product, as judged by the eye or estimated by the calipers, is the 
objective result.

On the contrary, the whole plan of the corresponding department of 
the Moscow Technical Institute is quite different. The course is six 
years long. During the first year there is given about thirty hours 
weekly of instruction in mathematics, physics, and free-hand and 
mechanical drawing. In the second year fifteen hours weekly are de- 
vpted to recitations, lectures, and drawing, while eighteen hourg weekly 
are given to shop work, viz., six to carpentry, six to wood turning, and 
six to lathe work in metals. Yery little time is given to bench work 
in metals, very much to the use of machines. In the third year twelve
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INTRODUCTION. 1 7

hours weekly are allofced to practical work, this being chiefly the con
struction of locks, the manufacture of which involves the use of both 
machine and hand tools. A  part of the students may employ the prac
tice time of this year in pattern work. In the fourth year twelve hours 
weekly are employed in shop work. The construction of locks or pat
tern work is continued, and about half the time is equally divided be
tween forging and foundery work. In the fifth year the students work 
twelve hours weekly in the machine shop, and become accustomed to 
manage all the machines used in any ordinary shop. In this machine 
shop, besides the 40 to 60 students in each class, there are about 
35 journeymen, and the purpose is to manufacture a great variety oi 
articles for sale. So in the foundery 30 journeyman workmen are em
ployed and a great deal of job work and government work is executed. 
During the last year considerable time is given to designing machinery 
and to excursions to manufactories in the city.

What Prof. Runkle calls the Russian method is essentially the method 
of the Saint Petersburg Institute of Technology and of the Novgo
rod School, an exhibit of the work of which is made at the Chicago 
exposition. This is the method adopted in shops of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology at Boston. But the Moscow method differs 
from the former in three respects: First, the practice is distributed over 
five years’ time instead of being all crowded into one year; second, 
it is much more largely machine work rather than bench work with 
hand tools; third, as much as possible of the practical work is done 
with a view to the use and sale of the products. The Moscow method 
is best represented in this country by the shop work of the Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, though the latter school carries the idea of con
struction for use still farther. This method might almost as properly 
be called Russian as the other.

From Finland the educational reform extended to Sweden and all 
Scandinavian countries, and thence to the whole world. In adopting 
the new method, however, each nation has given to it a distinctive 
name. In Sweden it is known as sloid; in Germany, manual dex
terity, though instead of this term many German writers now use the 
name adopted by the Strasburg congress, viz., workshop instruction; 
in France, manual labor; in the United States, manual training, etc. 
The one characteristic common to all these systems is that the manual 
work subserves a purely educational purpose. As M. Salomon says of 
sloid, it is to be used in the service of the school, not that the school 
should be subordinated to sloid. Swedish sloid, by the way, as ex
pounded by the principal of the Naas Seminary, consists mainly of 
wood carving and simple cabinetmaking. A  series of one hundred 
models is placed before the pupil and he is taught how to reproduce 
each of them with hand tools. The Naas Seminary, however, does not 
represent all phases of so-called sloid systems, but only one. The 
Swedish models do not satisfy the aesthetic tastes of all nations.

S. Ex. 65-----H
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18 REPOET OP THE COMMISSIONER OP LABOR.

The Belgian people, for example, while employing what they call a 
sloid system in their schools, reject the sloid models of Sweden as 
uncouth, and make use o f an entirely different set of their own inven
tion. Denmark, too, has adopted sloid into her educational system. 
But, as may be seen from the detailed description of Danish sloid by 
Prof. Mikkelsen, there is but a slight resemblance between its methods 
and those in vogue in Sweden. In Scandinavia wood sloid prevails, 
but metal sloid and polysloid systems exist elsewhere. There is, 
therefore, no single sloid system, but there are many systems of sloid. 
It must never be forgotten that the mode of educational organization 
in Europe differs widely from that of the United States. In several 
continental states, for example, a manual training system is established 
by law and the schools themselves are aided by direct subventions from 
the government. The same thing is true of trade and technical schools 
also. With us, on the contrary, whenever public manual training 
schools are founded, the work is usually done by local boards, by munic
ipal authority, or by private enterprise, and the undertaking assumes 
the character of a tentative experiment. Hence, we have no uniform 
system of manual training in this country, but only a number of inde
pendent, heterogeneous ventures, some of which, however, have already 
demonstrated their right to exist.

But there are several incorporated manual training schools in the 
United States which surpass anything of the kind to be found abroad. 
In these, something more is taught than the use of mere hand tools. 
Machine tools for wood and metal work abound, and the colossal 
mechanical appliances for testing the strength of materials, etc., (to be 
seen in the Chicago, Saint Louis, Toledo, and Philadelphia schools) 
dwarf into insignificance the relatively meagre equipments of the foreign 
schools of this class. In short, Europe has nothing in the nature of a 
manual training school equal to any of these great American institu
tions; nor has the Old World a single institute o f technology that can 
bear comparison with the best of our own.

In respect to technical and trade schools the conditions are, with a 
few exceptions, exactly reversed. There is nothing more admirable than 
the European systems of trade and technical teaching. Their thorough
ness is proverbial, and the specialization of their training comprehends 
th e minutest details. The German Fachschule, where a single specialty 
is taught—upholstering, for example—turns out, at the end of the course, 
a thoroughly competent workman. The dyer who learns his art in the 
Grefeld laboratories is versed in all the subtile chemistry of colors ; and, 
from his knowledge of the composition of fabrics, understands how to 
compute, to the fraction of a pfennig, the cost o f dyeing a given number 
of yards blue or yellow.

A  like thoroughness characterizes the instruction given in the horo- 
logical schools at Besançon, Geneva, and Coventry, great centres of the 
watchmaking industry. It is a distinguishing feature, also, of the pro-
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INTKODUCTION. 1 9

fessional schools of tailoring, dressmaking, and artificial flower making 
in France, Belgium, and Switzerland; of the Austrian wood carving, 
and cabinetmaking schools 5 of the German schools for locksmiths and 
horseslioers; and even of the fishing schools of the Scandinavian 
peninsula.

I11 the fishing school, for example, the topography of the coast line is 
minutely taught by means of charts and maritime excursions, and the 
youth becomes as well acquainted with every headland and bay of his 
native country as with the physiognomy of his teacher. He studies the 
tides, winds, and currents. He is made full sailor. He learns the habits 
of fishes, the season for catching, the proper bait for different species, the 
best methods of curing his catch and preparing it for market. Besides 
all this, he acquires a knowledge of French and English nautical and 
commercial terms, and familiarizes himself with the prices current of 
various lauds. His training, if not equal to a liberal education, is an 
excellent preparation for his vocation in life.

A  few of the trade and technical schools of the United States take 
rank with their European prototypes. Of these, the Hew York Trade 
Schools, the Pratt Institute, tl*e textile department of the Pennsyl
vania Museum and School of Industrial Art, and the Hew York Institute 
for Artist-Artisans are examples. But the most of our schools of this 
class are far inferior, in respect to the fulness and completeness of 
their teaching, to the foreign models.

Yet, in our half-developed state colleges of agriculture and the me
chanic arts we have the foundation for a better system of technical 
instruction than exists anywhere today; and in the establishment of 
such noble institutions as the Drexel Institute, the Williamson Free 
School of Mechanical Trades, the Armour Institute, etc., one may dis
cern the promise of future American primacy in the industrial arts.

However, it is not with the prospective, but with the present condi
tion and effects of industrial education that we now have to do; and we 
purpose to consider this subject in the following chapters.

In considering the subject of the present status of industrial training 
in the succeeding chapters, no attempt has been made to take a census 
of the various institutions in this and other countries in which industrial 
training in any form constitutes a feature. A t "the present time the 
number of institutions equipped for manual and trade training is of no 
great consequence. It is rather the organization and methods of repre
sentative schools which are something more than experiments that we 
wish to know. The chief object, therefore, has been to draw from 
original and other sources the facts which should most clearly show 
the actual progress which has been made relative to the introduction 
and prosecution of studies in manual training and in trade schools, and 
their influence on the individual. Only those sources which are con
sidered most authentic have been used to supplement the original 
inquiries of the Department.
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CHAPTER I.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED
STATES.

The present status of the industrial education movement in theUnited 
States is peculiar. Perhaps not more so, however, than its develop
ment from its inception. It is one outcome of the feeling of dissatis
faction with the older methods of education and the effort to make 
public education more practical. The same feeling has manifested 
itself in the reform of the college course by reducing the amount of 
classical study required, by the introduction of elective courses, the 
adoption of the seminary method, and the extension of the laboratory 
method in scientific study. As far as industrial education is concerned, 
this movement made its beginning and has reached its highest develop
ment in schools of a scientific or technological character. These schools, 
the first of which is only about thirty years old, now rank in their kind 
with any in the world, and taken all in all, as educational institutions, 
they are of equal rank with the best universities. Prom these schools the 
movement has extended through the agricultural colleges until it has 
reached, and is now transforming, the methods of instruction in the pub
lic schools. Its immediate influence on the public schools has in many 
instances been through schools established by private enterprise for 
manual education. The success of these experiments has determined 
the fate of the new education. Some of the larger public schools have 
carried the experiment to success and have* been eagerly followed in 
the work by the more ambitious of the smaller ones. Several states 
have indorsed the movement by appropriations and others by legisla
tion permitting its adoption in public schools.

The schools which would properly be included in any consideration of 
the subject of industrial education differ very much in character. Prom 
the school which aims to give the pupil simple educational exercises in 
drawing, modelling, and wood working, to the schools which turn out the 
skilled designer, dyer, or mechanical engineer, is a long step. Between 
these two extremes are schools of various grades and characters. To pre
sent all these without some attempt at classification would give but a con
fused idea of the progress that has been made by the industrial movement 
in education. The line of demarcation between schools of such various 
aims and methods as those considered is not sharply drawn; but we 
could hardly expect to find it otherwise. Many o f the courses of 
instruction offered by the schools are confessedly experimental and
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.quite naturally follow widely different lipes. Manual training, simply 
as an educational feature, is found more commonly in courses of the 
grammar and high school grades. The best schools are not all, how
ever, under public management. Some of the earliest schools were 
established, and are still successfully carried v>n, entirely by private 
enterprise. The simple exercises in drawing, modelling, and wood 
working, which have characterized the beginnings in some of , the pub-- 
lie schools, are quite different from such complex courses as are offered 
in the Saint Louis, Chicago, or Baltimore manual training schools. Some 
o f the higher grade schools, too, of more complex organization will be 
found with departments that might be classed as strictly manual train
ing, while having also the technological department. The Hne between 
the trade and technical schools will in some cases be more difficult of 
definition. The so-called trade schools may be said, in general, to train 
apprentices, while the technical schools turn out men thoroughly 
instructed and trained in all that science as well as manual skill has 
accomplished. Any classification that might have been made would 
be arbitrary and probably open to criticism. The classification that 
has been adopted had for its aim the bringing together of schools of 
the same general purposes and character. It was thought that a much 
clearer idea could thus be gained of what has been accomplished along 
the different lines followed by the various schools.

As presented in this chapter the schools are separable into four 
classes, viz., manual training schools, trade and technical schools, 
agricultural colleges, and institutes of technology.

MANUAL TRAINING.

Manual training in the public schools will be found to have been 
more often the subject of experiment in the northeastern states, perhaps, 
than anywhere else., Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York seem 
to have led in the number of experiments, though it certainly can not 
be said that any single one of these experiments, or the results attained 
by any one, overshadows in importance those that have been made in 
Baltimore, Chicago, Omaha, Philadelphia, or Toledo. But in these 
states the movement seems to have made more progress in the smaller 
cities and towns. In New Jersey the reason is clear. The encourage
ment which the state has officially given by duplicating any sum be
tween |500 and $5,000 which might be subscribed or appropriated has 
tempted some of the smaller places to give the work a trial where it 
probably would not have been thought of without the state’s offer. In 
several other states there has been state action in the line of permissive 
legislation—either authorizing taxation or allowing school boards to 
take measures to incorporate manual training with the branches already 
taught in the public schools. So that whatever may have been done 
in these states is the result of local legislation and may be assumed to 
represent local sentiment. It may probably be said, too, that if the
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CHAP. I.— INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 2 5

manual training instruction lias been retained in most of these places, 
it lias been from a feeling of satisfaction with the results of the trial.

In the South different conditions prevail. But here, too, the move
ment has made a good deal of progress. The industrial element has 
been incorporated in very many of the schools established for the 
benefit of the colored people. These schools are not generally of a 
public character, though in many cases the state has freely voted funds 
for their support. The expenses of attendance are small, however, and 
frequently tuition can be obtained free of charge. The schools usually 
offer instruction for all grades from the preparatory to the theological 
student. The normal and agricultural courses will be found prominent 
features. The John F. Slater fund divides its income of about $45,000 
among forty-four different schools for the colored race. The fund as 
now administered is doing much to advance the cause of industrial 
training. Whatever the result of this training upon the graduates, it 
offers, under the plans adopted in many schools, the opportunity to the 
students of paying in great part the expenses of their education in work. 
Generally it is not possible to point to positive results of the industrial 
training upon the occupations of the graduates. The demand for 
teachers and ministers of the colored race all over the South seems to 
take up nearly all the better and more proficient of the graduates. 1

In the adaptation and application of manual training principles to 
the needs of different schools, it often happens that the methods and 
extent of the work are greatly modified by varying local conditions. 
The public schools, for examide, in whose curricula the new discipline 
is tentatively incorporated, can not, as a rule, carry it much beyond 
the elementary exercises of drawing, modelling in clay, aiid the simple 
manipulations of carpentry, with plain sewing and cooking. The ex
pense o f equipment and the cost of maintenance (to say nothing of its 
inexpediency from an educational point of view) forbid the further ex
tension of the experiment, at least, outside the larger cities. Thus, in 
the public schools of Somerville, Massachusetts, sewing is the sole 
branch of manual training; in the high school at Albany, Hew York, 
wood work and sewing are taught; while in the Philadelphia Manual 
Training School, drawing, clay modelling, and tool instruction com
prise the whole of this special instruction.

In the great incorporated manual training schools like those at Chi
cago and Saint Louis, on the other hand, a more thorough course is 
pursued, including carpentry, wood turning, patternmaking, cabinet 
work, foundery work, forging, machine shop work, etc. The methods 
of teaching adopted in these institutions are analogous to those in 
vogue in institutions of technology and other professional schools 
where the student acquires a knowledge of science not from text-books 
merely, but from a severe course of practice and experimentation in 
the laboratory.

A  glance at some of the ways in which manual training has been
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supported in tlie public schools may prove interesting and instructive. 
In Jamestown, New York, where , a beginning was made as early as 
1874, the funds were for a long time raised by subscription and by ex
hibitions given by the students. Even now, though the city makes an 
appropriation, much of the money is raised in this way. In Hoboken, 
New Jersey, public spirit has been at the back of the movement. An 
organization of the citizens—the Hoboken Industrial Association— 
started the movement, and, while both the state and city have joined 
in the support, has continued in the management. The state of New 
Jersey, as already noted, has for several years generously shared with 
any town or city complying with certain conditions in the support of 
manual training. A t Toledo the manual training school was a gift to 
the city. A t Baltimore the city has from the first borne all the expense.

The ways in which the public schools offering manual training dis
tribute their benefits are various. For not in all the schools does every 
pupil receive the benefits of the training. On the contrary, the custom 
would seem to be more frequently the other way. In Baltimore, for 
example, the manual training course is a distinct high school course 
which the pupil must choose as he would choose the English or the 
classical course. This plan has come to be a favorite one nrthe organi
zation of manual training high schools in the larger cities. In Omaha, 
on the other hand, the manual training is an exercise which may be 
taken by high school pupils in addition to the regular studies. Going 
to Jamestown again, we find the training offered to certain selected 
students below the high school only, while at Mont Clair, New Jersey, 
the manual training work is introduced in some way to all the grades 
from the lowest up to, not into, the high school. Washington goes a 
step farther than Mont Clair and offers manual training as an elective 
to high school students. The plans in operation in the Washington 
schools provide for what is probably the most complete o f the systems 
of manual training in the public schools.

Many schools described in the succeeding pages as institutions of 
manual training are, to a certain extent, schools of apprenticeship, 
though the brief courses pursued in them seem wholly inadequate for 
the mastery of any trade. Of course the scope of its training deter
mines the rank and the category to which a school belongs, for it is the 
grade of work done by a school or college, and not the title that it 
bears, that indicates its relative educational position,* and, judged by 
this standard, many so-called technical and trade schools gravitate to 
the manual training level.

A LA B A M A .

The Emerson Institute at Mobile, an institution for the freedmen in 
the South, under the care of the American Missionary Association, 
has an obligatory manual training course of wood work for boys and of
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sewing and cooking for girls. In the wood working department it is 
the end and aim to have pupils become acquainted with all the ordinary 
tools of carpentry, to give them a general knowledge of wood working 
principles, and to afford them the best possible training by practice. 
In sewing the same object is kept in view. Regular instruction in all 
kinds of plain sewing is given to girls of all grades up to the seventh 
year.

A t Talladega College manual training holds a prominent place in 
the school work. The training for boys begins with the third and 
fourth grades by instruction in knife work. This is preparatory to the 
work which may be regarded as more distinctly industrial—carpentry, 
which extends through the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. 
In the ninth grade mechanical drawing is introduced. In the tenth 
grade instruction is given in agriculture and horticulture.

For the girls a graded course of instruction in sewing, cooking, etc., 
is arranged. The course begins with plain needlework in the third 
grade and extends through the seventh grade including the cutting 
and fitting of garments. Cooking is taken up during the eighth grade. 
During the ninth and tenth grades there is instruction in nursing, with 
special study in hygiene.

The Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, a school for training 
colored young men and women, at Tuskegee, was established by an act 
of the Alabama legislature in 1880. Its beginning was made in a 
church, July 4,1881, with 30 students and 1 teacher. The school now 
occupies several substantial buildings and owns 1,400 acres of land. 
In the tenth year (1890-’91) from its foundation it had 31 officers and 
teachers, and, including the training school, an enrolment of 731 stu
dents, representing 13 states.

The state has from the first contributed to the funds of the school. 
The appropriation of $2,000, annually made for the support of the in
stitution, was increased by the session of 1883 to $3,000 annually. All 
of this appropriation is used to pay tuition.

The work of the school includes a preparatory course of three years 
and a normal course of four years. The agricultural and mechanical 
work is carried on in connection with the normal course, which is de
signed to give a thorough English education. The course as planned 
has for its object u to teach the dignity of labor; to teach the students 
how to work, giving them a trade when best; and to enable students 
to pay a portion n f their expenses in labor.” In accordance with this 
plan work is required of all students.

On the school farms a special effort is made to give the students les
sons in practical farming. The-work not only furnishes valuable em
ployment to the students but supplies largely the demands of the 
school. There is a brickyard and a saw and planing mill in connection 
with the farms. A ll the buildings on the school grounds have been 
erected by students’ labor. The bricks were made by them, and the
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lumber was sawed and worked up by tbom. In addition to this, bricks 
and lumber are sold and made to contribute to tbe funds of tbe school.

Carpentry is also a branch o f work taught and practised in the 
school. Much of the furniture used in the school as beds, tables, 
benches, wardrobes, etc., has been manufactured in the shop of the 
school. In this connection painting is also taught.

A  well furnished printing office offers instruction and practice in job 
and book work. All of the printing peeded by the school is done here, 
as well as much job work from which an income is derived. Some 
instruction is also given in blacksmithing, tinsmithing, shoemaking, 
and harness making.

For the girls a sewing room and a well equipped laundry furnish op
portunities for instruction in their respective departments. Here many 
articles are made for sale" to the students, and in the laundry the work 
of the school is done.

This school is a type of a large class in the South. The characteris
tic feature of the class is the combination of manual work and book 
work with an educational aim, the manual work contributing at the 
same time to the equipment and maintenance of the school and to. the 
payment of the expenses of the students.

C A L IF O R N IA .

A t Oakland a manual training department, in connection with the 
public schools, was inaugurated in 1890.

The Cogswell Polytechnic College of San Francisco is an institution 
of high school grade, according to the report of its president, with a 
department of manual training. The president, writing under date of 
August 7, 1891, says:

Only the carpenter shop, blacksmith shop, modelling and carving 
rooms are in operation now, in addition to the drawing and high school 
course of studies. The first class was graduated in May last, so that 
the time is'evidently too short in which to test the value of their train
ing, and they will hardly represent what we expect to accomplish when 
all departments are in working order.

There were 21 graduates in 1891, 14 girls and 7 boys.

CONNECTICUT.

- Ill the Normal Training School of New Britain all the classes are 
trained in the sloid system of wood work. Scholars of the model schools 
are also instructed in the use of tools, and practice regularly in the 
workshop. The kindergarten department of this school does a related 
but independent work in training kindergartners.

In the public schools of New Haven a systematic course of lessons in 
carpentry, cooking, and sewing is given. Instruction was commenced 
November 1, 1886, and since that time 10 classes of 24 boys each, mak-
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ing one class from each, grammar school, have received two hours’ in
struction each week. Drawing, modelling in clay, and construction 
work with paper and pasteboard for materials, as taught in the primary 
grades, are the branches taken up I

FLO RID A.

The Florida state superintendent of public instruction, writing in 
18S8, stated:

Many of the principal schools in the cities and towns have introduced 
the ordinary tools of the trades, and placed a bench and table in the 
building, and pupils are being made familiar with their use. This is 
our beginning ; we hope to press it to the front until we shall make our 
system of public education thoroughly practical. In our normal schools 
(state) we are training our teachers of both races for this work.

A t Jacksonville, in 1887, manual training was introduced in the 
colored graded schools, with 60 boys and 58 girls in attendance. The 
work of instruction was begun in a two-story building, the#lower floor 
being occupied by the boys, the upper by the girls. This school re
ceives $1,000 a year from the income of the Slater fund.

GEORGIA.

A t the Atlanta University a three years’ course of mechanics, con
sisting of work in wood and iron, is laid out for all students. Seven 
and a half hours a week are given to this work during the course. In 
the first year the use of tools and the général principles of wood work
ing—mortising, tenoning, dovetailing, etc., the measuring of lumber, 
and kindred manipulations are taught. In the second year this course 
is continued and extended, and wood turning, patternmaking, and me
chanical drawing are taken up. The use and care of the blacksmith’s 
forge and tools, the principles of forging, the tempering of steel, etc., 
are learned in the third year. Boys in this college, and in its prepara
tory and normal departments, not only take the above course, but they 
are also taught the principles of farming and gardening. Besides, an 
outfit of type and a printing press now belong to the equipment of this 
department, and the printer’s art will be among the subjects taught.

The building used by this department was put up in 1884. It is of 
brick, 100 by 44 feet, and three stories high. It is divided into suitable 
rooms fitted up for the several branches of the mechanic arts. One 
room is furnished with 30 cabinet benches, each supplied with a full 
• set of tools. In another room are 12 wood turning lathes run by 
steam. A  forge room has been added and 12 forges and anvils are 
in use. Another room is used for mechanical drawing. The furni
ture in this room was made by the students.

For several years various forms of manual training have been in vogue 
at the University of Georgia. Quito recently (1888) a department of
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mechanical engineering has been organized, and under the title Georgia 
School of Technology has taken a place in the first rank among the 
most promising schools of the new South.

It has been equipped with machinery and tools from the best makers 
and of the latest patterns at a cost of over $20,000. The two-story 
brick workshop of the school is 250 feet long by 80 feet wTde. The 
shops of the institution have already won an enviable reputation 
for the quality of their iron and brass castings, perfection in gear-cut
ting, and the beauty and variety of their wood and other work. These 
shops are self supporting, and in addition contribute to the general 
expenses of the other buildings. The leading object of the school is to 
teach the principles of science, especially those which relate to the 
mechanic and industrial arts.

The school offers an education of a high grade, founded on mathe
matics, the English language, the physical sciences, and drawing, while 
it gives such familiarity with some industrial pursuits as will enable 
the graduate to earn a living.

To be admitted to this school, students must be 16 years old and 
show proficiency in elementary English branches. Tuition is free to 
residents Of Georgia; but a charge of $150 is made against non-resi
dents of the state. Every student must take the full course as pre
scribed; there is no elective course.

Lectures, recitations, and practice are the means of instruction. The 
course lasts four years and consists of the following studies:

First year.-—Algebra and geometry; free-hand, linear, and instrumental 
linear drawing, perspective sketching, and orthographic and isometric 
projection; advanced grainmar, readings, and essays; shopwork, includ
ing wood work, with elementary instruction in laying out work, the use 
of ordinary hand tools, pattern and cabinet work, and the use and care 
of wood working machinery.

Second year.—Solid geometry completed, plane and spherical trigo? 
nometry, levelling, topography, surveying, and field practice in com
pass and transit surveying; descriptive geometry, shades and shadows, 
and machine drawings to scale; rhetoric, readings, and essays; physics, 
including general.properties of matter, motion and machines, hydro
statics, pneumatics, and acoustics; general chemistry—non-metals, 
metals, and lectures on technical subjects; shop work, including iron work, 
the simpler lathe operations, the ordinary operations performed with 
engine and speed lathes, upright drill, planer and shaper, and turret- 
head screw machine, the simpler kinds of bench work, and practice in 
the foundery in moulding and pouring iron and brass.

Third year.—Analytical geometry, field practice in plane table sur
veying, calculus, and map work; drawing—spur, bevel, and worm gear
ing, and machine designing; science of rhetoric, political economy, 
science of government, readings, and essays; engineering—kinematics,
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mechanism, materials, and¿nachine design; physics, including magnet
ism and electricity, heat and light; chemistry, including metallurgy, 
useful metals, and qualitative analysis; physiographic, lithological, 
and historical geology; shop work—practice in the more complicated 
operations with the lathe and planer, in the use of the universal mill
ing machine, and in gear cutting, tool making, the care of boilers and 
engine, and foundery practice.

Fourth your .—Calculus; special problems in designing machinery 
and graduate work in machine design; English literature, criticism, 
readings, original speeches; engineering, analytical mechanics, machine 
design, applied mechanics, steam engineering and prime movers, labo
ratory experiments; physics—laboratory work; organic chemistry, his
torical and dynamical geology; shop work, including the building of 
one or more machines, engineering and planing work, assembling, erect
ing, and starting new machinery, making drawings and designing tools 
and fixtures to be built in the shop.

There are also at Atlanta two colleges for colored students, with work
shops and a limited amount of manual training. It was not possible, 
however, to find any students who had attended these schools employed 
in actual manual work. The demand for teachers of the colored race 
all over the South seems to take up all the better and more proficient 
ones.

In Clark University at Atlanta, blacksmithing, carpentry, carriage 
making, wagon making, painting, harness making, shqemaking, print
ing, and draughting are all taught. There was about $15,000 worth 
o f work sold out of the shops in the year 1890-’91. A  special course 
in the trade school has been introduced whereby a student with an 
English education can devote all his time to the trade school, thus 
completing his trade in a short period of time. Housework, dress
making, and needlework are taught to young lady students* In
1890- ’91, 75 boys were enrolled in the trade school. The catalogue of
1891- ’92 indicates continued prosperity in this department o f Clark 
University.

Spelman Seminary, Atlanta, is an institute for women and girls, with 
an industrial department as a prominent feature. The manual branches 
taught are housekeeping, cooking, washing and ironing, sewing, dress
making, and printing. The teachers are all females, and in the indus
trial department there is a special teacher in each of the following 
branches: Printing, dress cutting and making, sewing, laundry work, 
and domestic arts. In the aggregate there were 515 students engaged 
in these specialties in this School in 1891.

There was also a nurse training department, with two teachers and 
57 pupils in 1891. The course of instruction in this department extends 
through three years, and is most practical and thorough. The authori
ties say, u W e are unable to supply the calls for nurses from physicians 
in the city who have had our nurses care for their patients.”
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The state has recently made provision for a girls’ industrial training 
school, giving the old capitol grounds at Milledgeville and liberal ap
propriations.

ILLIN O IS.

In the state of Illinois manual training has a place in the public 
schools of several cities.

At Beardstown boys from the seventh and eighth grades have the 
option of pursuing shop work. In 1887 a basement room was fitted up 
for this work, and furnished with benches and wood working tools. 
The course of shop work is designed to occupy two years’ time, each 
class averaging two and one-half hours per week.

The only items of special interest relating to this movement are the 
cost of the plant and the current expenses. These are given as follows :
Six cabinet benches ...................................... ........................................................................  $100
Twelve sets of tools............................................................................................................ : .  '  50
Tools for general nse........................................ *...................................................................  15
Fixtures and furniture.......................................................................................................... ' 25
Incidentals.................................................................................................................................. 10

200
The annual cost of carrying on  the work is, in detail: Instruction, 

$250; materials, $25; repairs, $15; incidentals, $10; total, $300.
: Among the foremost of the schools of its class in America is the Chi
cago Manual Training School. This institution may be taken as a fair 
representative of its class. The course of instruction is far from super
ficial, nor is it devoid of the humanities. In mathematics, science, and 
drawing it takes a wide range. The course of study and practice ex
tends over three years. It is not necessary to speak in detail concern
ing the thoroughness of the instruction given. It is essentially the 
same in amount and in character as the course of the Saint Louis 
school, very fully described in another place. It is sufficient to say that 
graduates of this school are admitted without examination and free of 
conditions to the School df Mechanical Engineering of Purdue Univer
sity, the Polytechnic School of Washington University, Sibley College 
of Cornell University, Eose Polytechnic Institute, Colleges of Agri
culture, Engineering, and Natural Science of the University of Illinois, 
and the University of Michigan. This fact is cited merely to show the 
standing of the school, and the esteem in which it is held by higher 
educational institutions. It indicates, too, something positive in regard 
to the amount of academic work accomplished in the course of the school.

The school has been growing constantly since its opening in February 
1884. The equipment has been increased from time to time, and in 
1890 the building was considerably enlarged to meet pressing demands. 
The school has been obliged to refuse admission to applicants for want 
of sufficient room. The list of instructors for the year 1891-’92 num
bered thirteen. For the same school year the number of pupils enrolled 
was as follows :
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Junior class.................................. i .............................. - ........................... 158
Middle class............................................................................................. ....... 108
Senior class.................................. 1 .....................- ........................................... 71
Postgraduates................................................................................................. ^

Total.............I .......................................................................................339

The tuition fees charged are $80, $100, and $120 for the first, second, 
and third years, respectively. The annual deficit is made up by the 
Commercial Club of Chicago, the founder and owner of the school. 
Deserving boys who are prepared for the school are frequently admit
ted without payment of fees.

It should not be overlooked that ‘ ‘ education, not manufacture, is the 
idea underlying the manual training” given in this and in all other 
schools of the class; and it is the educational, not the commercial, value 
of the training which is most prized. The committee on annual exhibit 
of drawings at this school said of the work:

Your committee is especially pleased to notice the attention given to 
free-hand drawing, believing, as it does, that the ability of the work
man to use his pencil freely in the expression of his thought is an impor
tant factor in an industrial development. The mechanic who, perceiv
ing how an improvement may be made in this or that portion of 
machinery, or who, conceiving an original thought, is unable to explain 
the same by a sketch, is sadly deficient and can not compete with the 
workman educated, not only to independent thinking, but in the free 
expression of the same. * * *

We take pleasure in commending, not only the work of the pupils in 
following the course of instruction used, but the course of instruction 
itself, as tending to give them at an early age, and even without their 
recognizing its importance, knowledge and skill which will be of the 
greatest importance to them in any future work of civil, mechanical, 
mining, or electrical engineering, or indeed in almost any work of man
ufacture or construction.

The graduates of the school now number 307. Dr. Belfield, the direc
tor of the school, has collected some interesting facts in regard to the 
occupations followed by 236 graduates, not including the class of 1892.

OCCUPATIONS OP GRADUATES OP THE CHICAGO MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.

Occupation.

In higher schools of technology................................
In higher schools of literature..... ............................
In higher schools of law.................... ......................

Total in higher institutions............................

In manufacturing establishments as designers —
In manufacturing establishments as foremen........
In manufacturing establishments as draughtsmen 
In manufacturing establishments as machinists ... 
In manufacturing establishments as electricians...

Total in manufacturing establishments....... .

Architects and in architects’ offices........................
Civil, mechanical, and mining engineers...............
Teachers of drawing and shop work......................
Clerks, bookkeepers, salesmen, etc...........................
Miscellaneous............................................................ .
Unknown................................................................... .
Deceased.....................................................................■

Gradu
ates.

’  54
12 
5

71

4
11
24
11
10

60

~9
17
6

54
8
9
2

Total graduates 236

S. Ex. 65------3
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The great success of the Chicago Manual Training School has led to 
the establishment by the city of a public institution of the same char
acter, called the English High and Manual Training School. A  new 
building was put up, which, together with the site and equipment, cost 
about $70,000. The school was opened September 3,1890.

As this is one o f the latest schools o f its class, established with a gen
erous equipment, it may be interesting to look at its course of study.

COURSE OF STUDY.

FIRST YEAR.

First term. Second term. Third term.

Algebra.
First part of natural philos

ophy.
English and bus 
Free-hand and m 

Carpentry and joinery.4 Twelve lectures

Algebra.
Physical geography, with pri

mary principles of geology, 
ness letter writing throughout th 
eclianical drawing one hour a day 
Wood turning.

on wood as material for building a

Algebra.
Physical geography, with pri

mary principles of astronomy, 
eyear.
for three terms.
Pattern and cabinet making, 

nd manufactures.

SECOND XEAB.

Plane geometry.
General history.

English and 
Ghemistry oi 
Mechanical c 

Moulding and casting.

Twelve lectures 01

Solid geometry.
General history.

general composition, three terms, 
bookkeeping, three terms, 
rawing, one hour a day througho 
Forging and welding.

i metals as material for building i

Conic sections or commercial 
arithmetic.

General history.

ut the year.
Tempering, soldering, and braz

ing.
hd manufactures.

THIRD YEAR.

Descriptive geometry or book
keeping.

ÏTaturaî - philosophy or com
mercial arithmetic.

English literature.
Civil government.
Machine drawing.
Machine shop work.

After the first year pupils m, 
place of the metal laboratory wo 

Stenography and typewriting

Trigonometry or bookkeeping. 
Light and electricity or com

mercial law.
English literature.
Political economy.
Architectural drawing. 
Construction of machines. 
Twelve lectures on machinery 

and power.
ly elect the commercial or scient 
rk.
are elective after the second year

Surveying or bookkeeping. 
Review of the sciences or com

mercial law.
English literature.
Political economy. 
Topographical drawing. 
Running and care of engines.

ific course; and the chemical in

During the year 1891-’92 there were 259 pupils enrolled. Of these 
175 were in the first year, 61 in the second, and 23 in the third.,

The expenditures during the year for the maintenance of the school 
were $19,798.47, of which ,$17,688.38 was for the salaries of the 13 
teachers employed. The average expense per pupil'was $76.44, or, if 
based on the average number enrolled (217), instead of the total num
ber (259), $91.24 per pupil.

A t Peru a rudimentary form of manual training has been in vogue 
in the public schools for several years. The town has fitted up a wood 
working shop capable of accommodating a class of twenty. The boys 
o f the publip schools take daily lessons for five days in the week in 
this shop. The instruction relates to the care and use o f tools, the 
nature of materials, and practical designing of simple objects. For

ÜH
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the girls, sewing lessons are provided, Nothing is attempted beyond 
plain sewing, cutting, and fitting. W ood carving, in connection with 
drawing lessons, completes the course of manual exercises.

INDIANA.

In the city of Indianapolis manual training has recently received a 
powerful impetus by the action of the school board. In a small way, 
and as a matter of experiment, manual exercises in wood turning had 
been previously introduced into the curriculum of the municipal high 
school. A t a meeting of the school board held May 1,1891, that body 
concurred in the report of a committee of its own members recommend
ing the levy of a tax of 5 cents on every $100 of taxable property as 
authorized by the legislature, for the purpose of establishing and main
taining a manual training school. “ It seems the wisest plan,” the 
committee remarks, “ to delay until next spring the erection and full 
equipment of such building. The reason for this is'that the funds are 
not available until the spring and autumn of 1892.”

The course of study in the preparatory class of Purdue University at 
La Fayette embraces one year’s work, including instruction in bench 
wrork in wood, giving practice in the use of the carpenter’s common 
tools and machine work in wood, etc. Purdue University is, however/ 
an institution that aims at something else than manual training. It 
is, in fact, a professional school; and any proper classification would 
bring it into the group of technological schools.

K EN TU CKY.

Mr. Dupont, a prominent citizen of Louisville, has made a gift to the 
city of a buildiug which he will turn over to the proper authorities fully 
equipped for manual training on condition that it become a part of the 
public school system, the cost of this building to be not less than $75,000. 
In addition to this Mr. Dupont has expressed a willingness to expend 
a great deal more if necessary. The school will be after the plan o f the 
Saint Louis Manual Training School.

LOUISIAN A.

A t New Orleans University some workshop training is given. The 
end in view is something more than educational. An effort is made to 
make the industrial department self-supporting by the filling of outside 
orders. Instruction and practice are given in carpentry, cabinetmak- 
ing, upholstering, printing, and tinsmithing to the boys, and to the 
girls in plain and fancy needlework and, to a limited extent, in cooking.

In 1887 a feipale college was opened as a department of Tulane Uni
versity of Louisiana under the name of the H. Sophie Newcomb Memo
rial College. In this college there are 15 professors and instructors, and 
provision is made for the higher education of young women.. A ll appli
cants for admission must be at least 15 years of- age and pass a rigor-
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ons examination. The regular courses of study—classical, literary, 
and scientific—extend through four years and lead to the degree of 
bachelor of arts. Special studies may be pursued for a shorter period 
when students elect to take a partial course. The languages, ancient 
and modern history, mathematics, chemistry, physics, biology, geology, 
and mineralogy are included in the course; and special prominence is 
given to drawing, painting, design, modelling and casting, and wood 
carving. Tuition costs $25 per quarter. The attendance in 1888-’89 
“was 148, of which number 77 were regular, 11 special students in the 
literary or scientific course, 43 special art students, and 17 were mem
bers of the Saturday art class.

Tulane High School, a department of Tulane University of Louisi
ana, gives a thorough course in manual training. The manual training 
school is not a separate department, but a laboratory in wood and iron,' 
where instruction and practice render the student quick, observant, and 
accurate with the eye, ready, skilful, and exact with the hand, and able 
to think in things as well as about them, and to execute as well as to de
scribe. The work is not intended to teach trades to young men, but to 
make them experts in the principles and handicraft of wood working, 
iron and metal working, and machine construction.

In the physical and mechanical courses, drawing is considered fun
damental and enters into every course. All students who enter the 
high school learn to draw as a matter o f general instruction. More than 
three hours are given to recitations, and an hour and a half to manual 
training or drawing, daily, except Saturdays.

The catalogue for 1891-’92 shows that the high school faculty con
sists of fourteen instructors. O f these six belong to the department of 
manual training, viz., the director, two instructors in drawing, the in
structor in iron working, and two instructors in wood working.
- With regard to the work the president says, “ Our object is general 

training, not to make artisans. The actual knowledge acquired and 
diffused is very large, and the satisfaction is general as to the pupils 
being taught to be handy and useful. W e are satisfied as to the out
come.”

Straight University, a school for colored students at Hew Orleans, 
has nearly 600 in the college, normal, college preparatory, common 
English, and primary departments. Special attention is given to 
manual training. There is a two years’ course of wood work, of an 
hour a day, for the seventh and eighth grades. The main features of 
the work are as follows:

Seventh grade.—Planing to a true surface; laying out work, includ
ing measuring with the rule and marking with knife and gauge; sawing 
to the line; boring, gluing, driving nails and screws;‘ sand-papering; 
making box-joint, dado, mortise, tenon and groove.

Eighth grade.—Making mitre joint (square, octagon, and hexagon); 
regular and irregular bevels (using the steel square); scarf joint; dove
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tail; laying out curved work; planing and chiselling curved surfaces; 
sawing curved lines; bending by sawing and steaming; making round 
forms.

Students during this course are required to make out bills of mate
rials for tbeir exercises, and from other drawings, also, to make occa
sional working drawings; to learn the names of tools and their parts, 
their uses, and the reasons for their characteristics; facts about mate
rials used; to observe in what way and where the principles in the 
exercises enter into construction, and to learn as far as possible the 
scientific basis on which they rest. They are expected, within reason
able limits, to read plans of wood construction and to execute them 
intelligently.

The girls receive instruction in sewing, mending, dressmaking, wash
ing, ironing, and other kinds of domestic work. Students of both sexes 
are taught printing.

M AR YLAN D .

On March 3, 1884, a school for manual training was opened in Baltic 
more under the control of the board of commissioners of public schools. 
A t the start it had sixty students.

The course of instruction covers three years. In the first year it in
cludes arithmetic, algebra, geometry, mensuration, English language, 
history, geography, physiology, physics, geometrical drawing and 
sketching, carpentry, wood turning, forging, and the proper care and 
use of tools; in the second year, algebra, geometry, plane trigonometry, 
mensuration, physics, history, English literature, mechanics, geometri
cal, mechanical, and architectural drawing, patternmaking, vise work, 
welding, tempering, soldering, and brazing; in the third year, geome
try, trigonometry, physics, mechanics, bookkeeping, literature, chem
istry, political economy, geology, engineering, machine and architectural 
drawing and designing, machine shop work, filing, turning,-drilling, 
planing, etc., and the study of machinery. One hour per day is given 
to drawing and two hours to shop work. There is a preparatory de
partment, with a two years’ course of study, to which boys from the 
public schools are admitted, on recommendation of their teachers, 
without examination. Candidates for admission to the full course must 
be 14 years old, and pass an entrance examination in elementary 
studies.

The first class was graduated in June 1887. Out of the twenty-five 
young men composing it, one is an instructor in the school, one a civil 
engineer, two electrical engineers, one a marine engineer, one a house 
carpenter, two patternmakers, one a draughtsman, one a farmer, one a 
car builder, one a machine supply storekeeper, one an architect, six ma
chinists, one a student, and two in mercantile pursuits, all with bright 
prospects for a useful and prosperous future. The number o f students 
enrolled on December 31,1887, was 273.
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The seventh annual catalogue o f this school (1891) contains a report 
by the principal on the condition and needs of this prosperous institu
tion. He says:

On the 31st of December, 1889, there were 506 students on roll, of 
whom 9 were special students, and of these 6 were from the Johns, 
Hopkins University. Since that time 211 have been admitted by per
mits and 38 by transfer, making the total number of students in the 
school during the year 755, of whom 17 were graduated and 310 with
drew from the school, leaving on the roll at this time 428 students.

A  list of 88 graduates is given, embracing the classes of 1887, 1888, 
1889, and 1890. Of this dumber 58 (or 66 per cent.) are draughtsmen, 
engineers, machinists, etc.

The McDonogh School, founded by the terms of the bequest of John 
McDonogh and situated 12 miles northwest of Baltimore, on an estate 
o f  835 acres, was opened in November 1873. The foundation is de
signed primarily for the education of poor boys of the city of Baltimore, 
in accordance with the will of Mr. McDonogh.
. The McDonogh bequest now comprises an endowment fund of 
$728,500, the farm and buildings, and several tracts of land in Lou
isiana. Dr. Zenas Barnum left at his death in 1882 a bequest of $80,000 
for the promotion of mechanical instruction and manual training in 
the McDonogh school. One hundred boys were registered as mem
bers of this school for the year 1890-’91. ' Candidates for membership 
must be poor residents of Baltimore and between 10 and 14 years of 
age. During the school session of forty-two weeks, from August to 
June, a portion of the afternoons and of the Saturdays is devoted to 
manual work. The time so applied averages an hour and a half a day, 
or nine hours per week. Farm and garden work, bee keeping, dairying 
the taking of weather observations, etc., are taught, as well as short
hand, typewriting, printing, and wood working. The printing office 
has been in operation since the summer of 1883, and has grown until 
17 boys are now taught to set up type and to do presswork. The wood 
working shop, which was opened in January 1886, has been gradually 
extended, so that during the session of 1890-791 a class of 16 boys was 
kept at work. Broom making is also taught to a limited extent dur
ing the winter months. The alumni of this school number 266, and of 
these 104 (or nearly 40 per cent.) are engineers or engaged in some me
chanical business.

Mr. Alexander Chaplain, secretary of the board of school commission
ers, of Easton, Talbot county, writes under date of August 5, 1891:

Three years ago we introduced drawing into all of the public schools 
o f this county, and into the central high school we introduced manual 
training also. Manual training is not an annex to the school, but an 
integral part of its curriculum. The. literary course was not abridged 
in any particular, but manual training was introduced for its educa
tional value alone.
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M ASSA CH U SETTS.

Iii tlie state of Massachusetts much has been done in the direction 
of manual education in the towns and smaller cities. Some legislative 
action has been taken, but for any training beyond drawing it has 
been of a permissive rather than of a mandatory character. Chapter 
69 of the act of 1884 permits the purchase and use of hand tools for 
schools, the expense to be borne by the town. Section 1, chapter 44, 
of the public statutes requires industrial drawing to be taught in all 
the public schools. Section 7 permits every town and requires every 
city and town having more than 10,000 inhabitants to give free instruc
tion in industrial drawing to persons over 15 years of age. Section 8 
goes even farther and permits any town to establish and maintain one 
or more industrial schools for teaching the arts, trades, and occupa
tions, and to make special appropriations.

Several towns and cities in the commonwealth have taken advantage 
of the statute to introduce the use of hand tools into their schools, 
while industrial drawing is a part of the public school instruction in 
nearly all the larger places. Fortunately, we have an official state
ment of the condition of the schools of the state in respect to manual 
training in the form of a special report of the state board of education, 
submitted to the legislature under date of March 20, 1890. From this 
report and some later returns we have drawn the following summary 
of the instruction given in the public schools of the state:

The whole number of cities and towns in the commonwealth is 351; 
the number in which industrial drawing is now taught is 201; the 
number using models and objects in connection with drawing is 119; 
the number employing a special teacher in drawing is 43. Nearly 80 
per cent, of the school population of the state, or of pupils between the 
ages of 5 and 15 years, received instruction in industrial drawing dur
ing the school year 1889. The board of education employs an agent, 
a graduate of the State Normal Art School, who devotes his whole 
time to aiding the school authorities in introducing industrial drawing 
among the daily exercises of their schools.

Besides drawing, a considerable number of schools now offer some 
other form of manual instruction, such as cooking, sewing, clay model
ling, carpentry, or metal working.

Carpentry, or wood work in some form, is a part of the course, re
quired or optional, in the schools of Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, 
Easton, Fall River, Springfield, Waltham, and Winchester. A t Ded
ham a vacation school in sloid work, with four classes of boys, is con
ducted. In the schools of Stoneham clay modelling and paper cutting 
are taught.

Instruction in sewing finds a place in the schools of eighteen cities 
and towns, viz,, Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, Dedham, Easton, Fall 
River, Hyde Park, Lawrence, Malden, Milton, New Bedford, Newton,
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Somerville, Springfield, Waltham, Watertown, Wellesley, and W in
chester. This work is found more commonly in schools of the gram
mar grade, though in the case o f Easton the instruction begins with 
the girls of the primary schools.

Cooking is taught to the girls of the public schools in six cities and 
towns, viz., Boston, Brookline, Canton, Dedham, Easton, and Winches 
ter.

The board, in closing its'report, says: “ This new element of educa
tion is gradually working its way into the schools, and will doubtless in 
due time take its proper place in our courses of public school instruc
ción.” It should perhaps be noted in this connection that not all of 
this instruction is the result of the appropriation of public funds. In 
several cases, as at the North Bennet Street Industrial School in Bos
ton, at the English High School in Cambridge, at Easton, and at Fall 
Biver, the training, although for the benefit of the public school pupils, 
is supported by private means.

Instruction in sewing in the public schools of Boston has for many 
years been a part of the regular course. As long ago as 1870 sewing 
was made obligatory in every girls’ school, though not in the three up
per classes. Instruction is now given by special teachers, two hours a 
week, to the fourth, fifth, and sixth classes of girls in all the grammar 
schools. In some of the grammar schools the instruction is continued 
in the upper grades. The work is confined to making useful articles, 
either for clothing or for domestic use, no ornamental or fancy sewing 
being attempted. In the first class, instruction is given in cutting 
dresses and other garments.

As early as 1881 definite effort was made by private individuals in 
Boston looking to the introduction of manual training into the gram
mar grade of the public schools. Bepeated effort was made by the. 
pioneers in this work to obtain from the school board permission for 
classes to receive instruction at the North Bennet Street Industrial 
School, and in September 1883, before formal action had been taken 
by the board, boys from the Eliot school were sent to the North Ben
net street school for instruction in carpentry, printing, and shoeinakiug, 
by permission of Mr. Charles E. Perkins, chairman of the third division 
committee. It was not until February 27,1885, however, that a hear
ing was given by the committee on a manual training school to a few 
persons interested in manual training, the subject under consideration 
being the acceptance of an offer from Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw to give to 
pupils Bom certain schools training in cooking, housekeeping, and 
laundry work for girls, and printing, carpentry, and shoemaking to 
boys. During the next March (1885) an order was passed with the 
following cautious wording, that pupils “ whose parents or guardians 
so request in writing may attend the industrial school on probation 
for two hours weekly.”

In May 1885 the first classes in cooking under this order were
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started at tlie North Bennet street school, pupils coining from the 
Hancock school. In October of the same year two cooking schools 
were started simultaneously, each receiving 150 pupils weekly from 
the public schools. One o f I these in Tennyson street (Starr King 
School) was supported by Mrs. Hemenway, and the other was carried 
on by the North Bennet Street Industrial School.

Mrs. Hemenway supported the Tennyson street school for three 
years, when, in 1888, its further- expense was assumed by the city. 
The North Bennet Street Cooking School was always largely indebted 
to Miss Sarah B. Fay, who assumed its entire running expenses from 
1887 to 1892, when its support was assumed by the city.

These two kitchens were the first public school kitchens in America. 
It is to the high standards established by these first two schools, and 
to the normal classes established later by Mrs. Hemenway, and under 
the able direction of Miss Homans, that the excellence of the teaching 
in the school kitchens of Boston is largely due.

In the year 1886 another cooking school was established by private 
enterprise in Jamaica Plain, and the school board started another in 
South Boston. The Jamaica Plain school was assumed by the city in 
1888.

In 1888 the first experiments were made in Swedish sloid, all pre
vious work with tools in Boston having been based on the Russian course 
of work. Modifications were at once found necessary in the adaptation 
of sloid methods to American needs and standards (prominent among 
which was a satisfactory system of drawing); but the ideas upon 
which the system is based were found to be so entirely in harmony 
with those of Froebel as to commend it to the followers of this great 
teacher, and to decide Mrs. Shaw to offer to the school board opportu
nities for its study both in children’s and in free normal classes taught 
by Mr. Gustaf Larsson. Three graduates from the school at Naas were 
employed by her as teachers, and two new schools started in addition 
to the one first established in North Bennet street.

So general has been the interest in this new departure that more 
than a hundred teachers have undertaken the arduous work of the 
normal classes, while the manifest influence of sloid upon other systems 
employed here shows how general and how generous has been the 
recognition of its value.

In the year 1884 a manual training school was opened in the base
ment of the Latin school, which was carried on for several years; but 
as the other plans which were being carried on in the other parts, of 
the city were found to be superior, it was closed in 1891.

In the year 1889 the trustees of the Eliot school fund in Jamaica 
Plain, having experimented with summer schools for some years, of
fered free instruction in wood working to the pupils of the public 
schools, and scholars were received that year from five grammar 
schools and one high school. In the year 1891 these trustees asked
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the privilege of making an experiment by giving a four years’ course 
to the four upper grades of the grammar school, which request was 
granted, and the experiment is now being made.

This system is based upon the course o f Russian manual training as 
introduced by Dr. Runkle in 1876 in the school of mechanic arts at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but has been largely in
fluenced by the modified form of Swedish sloid made by Mr. G. Lars- 
son of the Appleton street primary..

At present there are thirteen manual training shops distributed 
throughout the city for the instruction of boys in the grammar school 
grades.

All of these áre now entirely supported by the city, with the excep
tion o f the one in the Appleton street primary school, which is still pro
vided for by the liberality of Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw, and the one at 
Jamaica Plain, where a portion of the salary of the principal is paid 
by the board of trustees of the Eliot school fund. .

Perhaps especial mention should be made of the school in South 
Boston. It was said a few years ago that only from 16 to 20 scholars 
could be instructed at one time in this shop work. Others contended 
that a much larger number could be taught in one class, and it was 
felt that unless this could be done the system would be too expensive 
to be practical.

The old church building on E street, South Boston, was leased by 
the city and 60 benches were placed in the room. It has been found 
to be perfectly feasible to teach the demonstration lesson to all the 
60 pupils at one time, and in all the new schools provision is made for 
30 pupils, which is all that can be accommodated with benches in 
school rooms of the ordinary size.

The school board has not yet decided upon any one plan of manual 
training for universal use. It seemed wiser to test several plans, all 
o f which have great merit, which are alike in many respects, and yet 
which have points o f  difference. After a longer trial it will be possible 
to combine the best feature s o f all these into one uniform system. For 
the present all are giving satisfactory educational results. The shops 
at East Boston, Appleton street, Allston, and Brighton are following 
substantially the sloid system as modified by Mr. Larsson for Ameri
can ideas. Those at Roxbury, Dorchester, Jamaica Plain, and West 
Roxbury are an outgrowth of the Russian system, Americanized by Mr. 
F. M. Leavitt with the aid of Prof. R. H. Richards, of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Tec hnology.

The school at North Bennet street has a third set of models and a 
little different plan, the result o f several years’ experiment by Mr. B. 
F. Eddy. The fourth plan is the one adopted by Mr. F. W . Kendall, 
and is being tested in the shop at South Boston.

On account of the great expense by the necessary multiplication of 
many more shops, it is doubtful if  for years to come it will be possible
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to give throughout the city shop instruction in more than the second 
class. But it is thought that practically as good results, educationally 
considered, can be obtained for boys in the lower grade by work done 
in the school room, and at a very small expense. The work done this 
year by several of the schools shows that all that is required is a small 
tray or board, 19 by 13 inches, with a wooden rim, two triangles, dividers, 
rule, file, and a knife with a stout handle and a blade one and a half 
inches long. Yery thin board is used, the object to be made being first 
drawn upon it, and cut out with the knife, and the various parts being 
finally put together in some simple, j>ermanent form. A  full outfit for 
a room of 56 pupils costs^ about $46; but as most of this outfit can be 
used for several classes in the same building, the cost in the larger 
schools is not over 25 cents each year per pupil. The material used, 
as wood, glue, etc., will not cost over 15 cents per year for each pupil. 
The color work that is done by the boys in some of the lower grades 
in the grammar school, while the girls are sewing, costs for the outfit 
about 12£ cents per scholar, and for the material about 8 cents per year 
for each pupil.

There are 14 school kitchens where girls receive instruction in cook
ery. To quote the language of the report:

There have been for several years such schools in different sections 
of this city, but this year a sufficient! number of new ones have been 
opened to make it possible to teach the scholars in all sections'of the 
city.

The following facts were adduced by Gen. Francis A. Walker in an 
address delivered before the National Educational Association in 1887 
as proof of the educational value of the Boston cooking schools:

No one can spend an hour in the cooking schools of Boston, as they 
have been maintained, first, through the philanthropic enterprise of 
Mrs. Hemenway, and afterward at the expense of the city, without 
being impressed by the very'high educational value of the instruction 
given.

As a great object lesson in chemistry, as a means o f promoting care, 
patience, and foresight, as a study of cause and effect, as a medium of 
conveying useful information, irrespective altogether of the practical 
value of the art acquired, the short course, which alone the means at 
command allowed to be given to each class of girls, has constituted, I 
do not doubt, the best body of purely educational training which any 
girl of all those classes ever experienced within the same number of 
hours.

I will mention but a single point. The very large range in the Ten
nyson street cooking school was, during the last school year, ready to 
cook any of the dishes that might be prepared by the pupils, from half 
past nine in the morning until half past four in the afternoon, for 5 
days in the week, for 38 weeks. Fires were made, and the dampers 
and drafts were controlled by the pupils, under the direction of the 
teacher. The amount of coal consumed in this time was considerably 
less than two tons.

Now, if any unhappy householder here present will compare this 
expenditure of fuel with what takes place in his own kitchen, he can
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not fail to be impressed by a sense of the prudence, patience, care, fore
thought, intelligence, and skill involved in keeping up such a service at 
so small a cost. I f  this be not educational, pray what is education ? 
And what is true of this is equally true of all the other exercises in the 
cooking school, under proper tuition.

In Boston, according to the latest annual report of the school com
mittee, the year 1892 was memorable for the progress made in manual 
training in all its departments. Prom this report we transcribe the 
following instructive passages concerning the widely heralded Mechanic 
Arts High School:

The city council of 1891 appropriated the sum of $100,000 for a 
mechanic arts high school. The land was purchased at the corner of 
Belvidere and Dalton streets at an expense of $40,000, but the balance 
of the appropriation was not sufficient for the building. The city coun
cil of this year have appropriated the further sum of $80,000, and the 
building is now under contract. It is to be three stories in height, 224 
feet long by 90 feet wide.

The basement, besides containing the boiler rooms, etc., will be pro
vided with several hundred lockers to contain the regular clothing of 
the boys when they are in their working costumes. There will be on 
the first and second floors several class rooms, each to accommodate 72 
pupils, in three sections of 24 each; a machine shop with engine, lathes, 
planers, etc.; a blacksmith shop with25 forges and anvils; a moulding 
shop; a carpenter shop; a finishing room; a wood turning room; a chem
ical laboratory; a reading room and library.

In the third story there will be a large room to be used both as a 
gymnasium and an assembly hall. The 25 hours’ time of the week will 
be divided into about 10 hours of shop work, 10 hours of book work, 
and 5 hours of drawing.

The book work will consist of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
physics, and chemistry. The building will accommodate* from 300 to 
350 pupils, and it is believed that it will be the most complete building 
of its kind in the country.

It is expected that it will be ready for occupancy by September 1, 
1893; and for the first time in Boston the boy who wishes to enter the 
industrial world will have the same opportunities given to him for 
preparation at the public expense as have been given so long to those 
who wish to prepare for a business or professional life.

A t Brookline there is a manual training school, where grammar grade 
boys and girls take courses in mechanical and free-hand drawing, in 
carpentry, in cooking, and in sewing. There is also a vacation school 
for carpentry, during July and August, for boys over twelve years of 
age, where the work is of a more practical character than in the regu
lar school classes.

The girls belonging to the first, second, and third grades in all the 
grammar schools of Brookline receive instruction in sewing. A ll kinds 
of plain sewing are taught, together with cutting and fitting, in the 
last year of the course. The work is in charge of special teachers.

Cooking has a place in the regular course, the lessons in some of the 
grades being compulsory. A  vacation school is also maintained, for 
girls over twelve, years of age, where cooking is taught.
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In regard to tlie effect of manual training upon the other studies in 
Brookline schools, Mr. W . H. Lincoln, chairman of the school committee, 
says, “  other branches suffered no detriment; but, on the contrary, the 
pupils were so benefited by the course in manual training that their 
proficiency in other studies was greater than it had been in previous 
years.”

The manual training school at Cambridge was founded in 1888 
by Mr. Frederick H. Rindge. This is one of the best equipped, as well 
as one of the most recently established of American manual training 
schools. It is the result of a careful study of all available information 
concerning similar institutions in this country and abroad, supplemented 
by personal inspection of several of the best known schools of its kind.

Although the school is supported by private munificence, and the 
mechanical work is carried on under the direction of a superintendent 
responsible only to the founder, it is, nevertheless, in its essential fea
tures, a part of the public school system. A ll who take the regular 
course are enrolled as pupils of the English High School, and their aca
demic work is carried on under the direction of that institution.

The school was opened in October 1888, and its first class, fifteen in 
number, was graduated in June 1891. The membership, January 1, 
1892, was as follows: First year, €6; second year, 42; third year, 31; 
class from Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard University, 22; class 
from engineering department of Tufts College, 11; special students, 20; 
a total of 192.

These classes of college students are taking the full course of shop 
work. The instruction is given under the authority of the colleges, and, 
in each case, is counted as a part of the student’s collegiate course.

The three years’ course of study, adopted tentatively at the outset, 
has been considerably modified by experience, and it is now expected 
that the course will be extended to four years.

From the outset pupils are taught to interpret mechanical drawings 
and to work from them. A ll exercises, even those that involve only the 
most simple operations, are presented to the pupils in the form of blue 
prints from carefully prepared working drawings. These blue prints 
are mounted upon heavy cardboard, so that they can be conveniently 
suspended for reference at each pupil’s bench. Full specifications are 
always given, and no effort is spared to secure the greatest practicable 
accuracy of execution. All completed work is examined and marked by 
the instructor with the same care which is given to written tests in 
other schools.

The aim is to demonstrate the value of manual training as an educa
tional force. Every exercise is chosen with reference to its power to 
train the eye and the hand, and to develop facility in the use of particu
lar tools. Every task or process is discontinued as soon as the pupil 
has learned to do it well, and a problem calculated to call forth new 
power is substituted. The school disclaims any design to teach special
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trades, but au earnest effort is made to fit boys to enter upon tlieir life 
work without loss of time, and with greatly diminished liability to err in 
the choice of occupation. Experience has shown that the graduates 
readily find, suitable employment at higher wages than they would 
have been likely to receive without this special training.

The following outline will serve to give a tolerably adequate notion 
of the variety of the exercises :

Carpentry.—Saw and chisel exercises; halved joints; blind mortise 
and tenon joints; open mortise and tenon joints; halved dovetailed 
joints; dovetailed joints; brace joints; boring exercises; dowel joints; 
table leg and rail; triangle., 30°, 60°, and 90°, glued; model of a newel 
post; and a tool chest.

Turning and patter nmalcing.— Straight cylinder; broken cylinder; 
stepped cylinder cone; curves, convex, concave, and compound; 
spheres; banister posts; rosettes; mallets and handles; rings of round 
sections; rings of octagonal sections; engine crank; lathe face-plate; 
ratchet wheel; T-pipe fitting; sheave wheel; hand wheel, etc. Dur
ing thè last half of the second year, the pupils of each class malie pat
terns of all the parts of some machine. The castings are obtained and 
the machines completed during the next year.

Blachsmithing.—Exercises in drawing, upsetting, bending, twisting, 
riveting, welding, punching, and tempering. Some of the articles 
made are the wedge; the square point; sign dogs; stone dogs; S-hooks; 
bent rings; welded rings; harness hooks; truck hangers; hook and sta
ples; swivels; shafting keys ; shaft with shoulders; bent angle irons 
for strengthening joints; welded angle irons; chain links; eye bolt and 
ring; device with bolt and cotter; bolts and nuts, square and hexag
onal; lathe tools; tempered spring; flat drill; hammer; blacksmith’s 
tongs, etc.

Metal worlc.—Exercises in chipping, filing, scraping, polishing, fit
ting o f sliding j>arts, drilling, hand-turning, bolt cutting, tapping, etc. 
Some of the artides made are surface gauge, calipers, electric bind
ing posts, and turned brass ornaments.

The founder of the school has recently decided to erect immediately 
a building adapted to accommodate the academic work of the manual 
training course. The building will be placed in the rear of the present 
structure, and will be connected with it by a covered passage way. 
It will contain three large school rooms, a physical laboratory and ap
paratus room, and an assembly room. A  considerable portion of the 
basement will be used for a large drill room, near which will be toilet 
rooms, wash rooms, a shower bath,-and all needed conveniences for the 
athletic teams. When this building is completed, the conditions for 
testing the educational value of manual training ought to satisfy its 
most exacting advocates.
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The manual training school is merely an additional factor in the 
Cambridge school system. It- supplements the work of the grammar 
schools with a useful course of study, likely to prove peculiarly at
tractive to many boys. It does not interfere with the work of any 
other school.

The staff of teachers in this school consists of the superintendent, a 
medical director, an instructor in machine shop practice, an instructor 
in mechanical drawing, an instructor in blacksmithing, an instructor 
in turning and patternmaking, an instructor in carpentry and joinery, 
an assistant in machine shop practice, an assistant in drawing, and an 
engineer.

At Fall Eiver the B. M. C. Durfee High School offers a manual train
ing course coordinate with courses, such as are usually offered in high 
schools. The course covers a period of four years, and is intended to 
prepare pupils for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and other 
scientific schools or for active life. The manual training includes me
chanical drawing, carpentry, joinery, iron fitting, wood turning, pat
ternmaking, and care of tools and machinery. The shop work takes 
up about two-fifths of the time, bookwork and drawing occupying the 
remainder.

In the public schools of Lowell drawing has been taught for twenty 
years. An evening drawing school is now maintained for those who 
are unable to attend the day school. During the year 1890, 592 pupils 
were enrolled, of which number 343 were males and 249 females. In 
April 1890, sewing was introduced into the grammar^ grades. Aside 
from these specific exceptions, Lowell schools have no manual exer
cises. The superintendent has recommended that shop work be added 
for the boys in the high school, but as yet no action has been taken.

Sewing was introduced into the schools of Somerville in October 1888. 
The work has been graded in the same manner as the regular school 
work, apportioning certain stitches to each year. The fourth grade 
learns the proper use of the needle and thimble, correct position of 
body, hands, and work, and four or five different stitches, making at 
the close of the year a simple article without gathers. Grades five and 
six are taught enough additional stitches to make a garment with 
gathers, qualifying them to make nearly all articles of underwear with 
a little oversight. Grades seven and eight add-to the previous work 
instruction in darning, patching, herring-bone stitch, and buttonholes. 
In this systematic fashion, sewing is taught to all girls of the grammar 
schools. Two special teachers are employed, who give all the instruc
tion in this branch. The superintendent has recommended that sloid 
and other forms of manual work should be provided for boys in the 
public schools.

Mr. George B. Kilbon, of the Springfield Manual Training School, 
speaking before the Manual Training Conference at Boston in 1891,
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sketched the history of the work done in that city. The experiment 
there was begun in April 1886, when, at the solicitation of the school 
committee, the city gave $1,000 for the purpose.

One-half of this sum [Mr. Kilbon states] was spent in equipment, 
and the other half in paying for tuition. Twelve benches and twelve 
sets of tools were bought, and the school commenced. So satisfactory 
was the experiment that the next two years the city gave $3,000 a year, 
then $4,000 for two years consecutively, and this year (1891) voted 
$4,500. So one may see the interest has been growing from the outset. 
The school is on a substantial foundation, because it has been accepted 
by the school committee and is under the regular school régime. W e 
have now 18 joinery benches, 8 wood turning lathes, a moulding equip
ment of 12, a carving equipment of 18, and a partial equipment for iron 
work, consisting of 1 forge, 1 planer, 1 engine lathe, 1 drill press, 4 vises, 
and 4 sets of bench tools. A  Shipman engine of six-horse power drives 
the machinery.

The Springfield Manual Training School has two departments, high 
school and grammar school. Its high school department consists of a 
three years’ course of daily work in scientific study, drawing, and man
ual work, providing for joinery, wood turning, and carving during the 
first year; forging, patternmaking, and moulding during the second 
year ; and iron chipping, filing, and finishing during the third year. The 
grammar school department consists of a one year’s course of weekly 
lessons for the senior grade; In both departments the manual lessons 
are of one and one-half hours’ duration, the drawing lessons in the high 
school being three-quarters of an hour.

A  third department of the manual school is projected. W e have 
some wide-awake lady teachers among us who wanted something of 
the kind; and, when an opportunity was offered them to learn the use 
of tools, thirty-seven improved it. They were organized in three 
classes, and went on with the work, happy as could be, happy as any 
set of boys, and did as good work. * * *

After some months of work another question arose. A  few of these 
teachers asked the privilege o f  giving manual lessons to boys under 
their charge, in grades fifth to seventh, which was granted; and $10 
was expended for tools for an experimental class of twenty-four 
fifth-grade pupils. W e arranged a course of lessons in which the 
pocket knife was the only cutting tool used. For laying out problems 
five additional tools were used—try-square, gauge, rule, dividers, and 
pencil. The work was done in the ordinary school room, the desks 
being protected from injury by movable covers. The success of this 
led to the arrangement of a four years’ course in knife work. These 
years precede the senior grammar work. Our boys in the fifth grade 
are nine years old and upward. In this course we have first surface 
forms cut from thin wood, then some knife carving, then geometric 
forms cut from thicker wood, then cubes, prisms, cylinders, and cones 
are cut, then a few joints are made. The fourth year natural and me
chanical forms are cut, all done with the knife.

Our school at first met with some opposition, though I hear of none 
today. W e have been able to take only one class of girls, though 
more want it. But we can not do everything with the money the city 
gives us. This one class has done excellent work. W e thoroughly be
lieve in drawing and have an efficient drawing teacher.
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W e have also in Springfield sewing, paper cutting and folding, and 
clay modelling. The outline in the mind of our educators is that the 
kindergarten should be followed by clay modelling, this to be succeeded 
by the knife work, which, in its turn, should continue till pupils reach 
the age for a general tool course. That will give a consecutive course 
of manual training from the earliest years up through the years dur
ing which the public school has charge of the pupil. W e do not claim 
to be omniscient; but we have done the best we knew how. W e shall 
do tomorrow better than we have done today, because we shall know 
better then what we want to do.

M INNESOTA.

A  manual training course was introduced intof the Duluth high 
school in 1889. During the first and second years of the course the 
manual work consists of industrial drawing and wood work, followed 
in the third and fourth years by industrial drawing and metal work.

In the Minneapolis public schools a conservative beginning of man
ual training has been made by introducing industrial drawing and 
wood working at the Central high school and at the two branch high 
schools. This work was begun in January 1887. The high school 
now affords a carefully arranged manual training course with architec
tural and machine drawing, and wood and metal work. The course 
extends over four years and is coordinate with the other high school 
courses. The principal of the Central high school, writing July 9,1891, 
stated that of the five who had graduated from the course up to that 
time three were already in a technical school and the others would §oon 
enter.

A t Saint Paul a beginning of instruction in manual training in the 
public schools was made in October 1887. A  room in the basement of 
the high school building served for a workshop. It was fitted up with 
benches, tools, etc., sufficient to accommodate 8 classes of 12 pupils 
each.

At first both boys and girls were permitted to undertake the work, 
but at the end of one year the course of study was rearranged for 
boys only. A  course of special training suitable for girls is contem
plated by the school authorities, but it is deemed best to await the 
results of experiments now in progress elsewhere before establishing 
such a separate course.

The work grew so in public favor that a new school was established 
entirely distinct from the high school, and a new building erected. 
This school now has a faculty of eleven members. Over 100 pupils 
were enrolled during the year ending June 1890.

The system of instruction adopted in the school comprehends three 
courses of study covering three years each. The business course is 
designed to give a symmetrical and practical education to boys who 
for any reason do not intend to pursue a higher course of study; the 
preparatory course is for boys who wish to enter polytechnic and en- 

S. Ex. 65------4
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gineering schools; and the Latin course for those who wish to complete 
their preparatory training in the high school and then pursue a clas
sical course in college. In all the courses the same plan of manual 
training is followed, the only difference being in the kind of book work. 
The manual work includes drawing, joinery, wood turning, wood 
carving, patternmaking, forge and foundery work, and machine shop 
work.

MISSOURI.

The Saint Louis Manual Training School was opened September 6, 
1880. This is the pioneer school of manual training in the United 
States. It is equipped with all the appliances necessary for the success
ful prosecution of its work, and its courses of study and practice are 
admirably coordinated.

The arrangement of the three years’ course of studies, tool work, 
etc., is substantially as follows :

First year.—Algebra, through simple equations; review arithmetic; 
English language, its structure and use; history of England; Latin, 
French, or German grammar and reader may be taken in place of 
English and history; American classics; commercial geography; ele
mentary physics; botany; drawing, instrumental and free-hand from 
objects; penmanship; joinery; wood carving; wood turning.

Second year.—Algebra, through quadratics and radicals; plane 
geometry; chemistry, theoretical and practical; English composition 
and literature; rhetoric; English or French history; Latin (Caesar), 
French, or German m aybe taken in place of rhetoric and history; 
British classics; bookkeeping; drawing, line shading, and tinting; 
forging; patternmaking; moulding; casting with plaster; soldering 
and brazing; military drill.

Third year.—Geometry continued through plane and solid; reviews 
in mathematics; mensuration; English composition and literature; 
civics and political economy; general history; French or German may 
be taken in place of English and history, or in place of the science 
study; physiology; elements of physics, with laboratory practice; 
mechanism; military science and tactics; drawing, brush-shading, 
geometrical, machine, and architectural; metalwork with hand and 
machine tools; filing, chipping, fitting, turning, drilling, planing, screw
cutting, etc.; execution of projects; military drill.

Candidates for admission to the first-year class must be at least 14 
years old and pass an entrance examination in arithmetic, geography, 
spelling, and penmanship, and in writing English, with the correct use 
of capitals and punctuation.

In a late catalogue of this school, the director says:
The school has served to demonstrate the entire feasibility of incor

porating the elements of intellectual and manual training in such a 
way that each is the gainer thereby
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As tliis is the oldest of the manual training schools, a glance at re
sults as shown by the occupation of the graduates may prove interest
ing. In a letter to the Indianapolis News, the director of the school, 
Prof. 0. M. Woodward, has presented the facts in regard to the first 
200 graduates:

The Saint Louis Manual Training School was opened in September 
18S0j and its first class (29 members) graduated in 1883. A  class has 
graduated every June since, the last (1891) class numbering 50. The 
whole number of graduates is 386.

In quoting the record I shall limit myself to the first 200: The 
classes of 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, and nine in 1888, omitting six, 
who are unknown.

The first striking thing about the 200 is the fact that 67 of them went 
on into “ higher education,” general or professional.

I f the best fruit of education is a “  mental appetite,” as has been said, 
our educational tree bears good fruit, for in unexpected numbers our 
students crave more education. In fully half the cases the boys who 
have “  gone on ” had no intention of going beyond the manual training 
school when they entered it. The development of an educational appe
tite on the part of the student, and the final consent to gratify it even 
at a sacrifice on the part of the parents, are events which continually 
bear testimony to the stimulating effect of the school. In several cases 
students have spent on higher education money earned after leaving 
the “ manual” school. Higher education is expensive and no small 
proportion of these 200 young men were unable to command the neees-
sary funds. \

The present occupations of these 200 are as follows:
Engineers (civil, mechanical, and mining)...... ..........    31
Physicians ami dentists........................................ :. -......... ............................. 6
Lawyers...................— ...................................................................................  i
Editor...........................................................................................   1
Art student.................................................................................. -..................  1
Teachers.....................................  20
Superintendents, managers, and foremen............................ .... .........- .............. 21
Clerks (railroads, hanks, manufacturing, and commercial houses) .............. 49
Farmers and stock-raisers.......................................................................    7
Partners in business (all kinds)........................................................................ 27
Dra ghtsmen and architects............................................................................  14
Mechanics (11 machinists, 4 patternmakers)................................................   15
Letter-carrier..................       1

Total........................................ .. . : .......................................................  200
Went on into higher education, more or less......... ................ - ........................  67

The large number of educated engineers in the above list will next 
be noted, and then the small number of mechanics, but this requires 
explanation.

If I omit those who go into higher education with a definite occupa
tion in view, the most common employments of our recent graduates 
are drafting and tool work. There is a lively demand for this class of 
workers, and our boys are able at once to earn good wages.

Though these ean not be called either skilled or experienced,, they 
seem to master the practical details with little difficulty,, and they gen
erally give great satisfaction.

Many of these boys fill mixed positions, dividing their time between 
drawing, keeping books, and working in shop. I frequently receive 
letters asking for a “  graduate of the school,” his capacity for general 
usefulness being fully recognized.
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For a year or two these persons arp rated on their employers’ books 
as draughtsmen or mechanics. The next thing, I am surprised to be 
informed, is that they are superintendents, or assistant managers, or 
foremen, or officers of a company.

A  word in regard to the large number of clerks, nearly 25 per cent, 
of the whole: Our graduates are eagerly sought for positions where 
their experiences in drawing and shop enables them to deal intelligently 
with work done in manufacture or with the articles handled. Hard
ware, manufacturing, and railway companies appear to find these clerks 
valuable. Hot one appears as a clerk or salesman in a retail dry goods, 
clothing, furnishing, or provision store or grocery.

The number of our alumni filling positions of high responsibility is 
quite remarkable. They are well known in Saint Louis, and it is they 
who have done so much to increase the popularity of the school.

There are several explanations of the extraordinary success of these 
young men:

1. In the first place they are not afraid to work with their hands. 
While they cordially dislike drudgery and can not endure “  work that 
leads to nothing,” they have no prejudice against the inevitable dirt 
and oil of a shop. They generally p refer active work, if it is interesting, 
to standing around or sitting still.

2. They can do more than one thing. They can make a drawing, or 
pattern, or model, or keep books, or set up a machine with equal facil
ity. People of this sort soon become valuable.

3. They are not content with clumsy apparatus and laborious methods 
when they can devise better ones. It is a common occurrence for me 
to hear of “ little improvements” and inventions made by our graduates 
in connection with their daily cares. Most of these inventions are de
vices for saving labor and preventing waste, and are patentable in 
character; others are of a high order of merit and a source of income. 
The ability to embody a mechanical idea in a readable drawing and 
then to construct a working model is indispensable to the successful 
inventor.

The number of inventors among our graduates is so great that T am 
thinking of collecting statistics on the subject.

4. Perhaps the most valuable habit our graduates acquire is that o f 
working systematically on a plan they have fully matured. This is 
closely allied to the predisposition to invent, just pointed out, but it 
bears very emphatically upon the faculty of laying out and directing 
large plans of work. This makes them useful both in the formation of 
schemes for improvement and their execution.

An instance occurs to me in illustration of the last paragraph. A  
graduate (one of the 200) came into my office a year or two ago to shake 
hands and tell me of his affairs. He was a prepossessing young man 
about 22 years old. Said he: “ I am a blacksmith, and I think I am 
the only graduate who is a blacksmith.”

This was very interesting to me, for though every graduate is fairly 
trained in the arts of iron and steel forging, and I knew that several 
had temporary employment at the forge, no one to my knoAvledge had 
remained there. So I asked him to tell me how he was getting on.

He said that on leaving school he went to work with his father who 
was a blacksmith. He soon found himself at home in all the work of 
the shop, and then he saw opportunity to improve and enlarge in im
portant directions, so he introduced new tools, employed more men, and 
constructed devices for handling heavy work. “ And now,” said he, 
with evident pride, “ I have 26 men at work under me, and we 
are prepared to do any forging, heavy or light, that the city may bring.”
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Here was a young man not five years from tlie manual training scliool 
who had outstripped his father at his own trade.

Some of my readers may recall a trip in a Pullman sleeper where the 
water flows into the washbasins as if from a hydrant, without the as
sistance of an awkward pump. This improvement, with all the details 
involved, was made by one of our graduates.

His device consists i l connecting the tank of compressed air belong
ing to the air brake with the upper side of a long cylinder full of water 
lying beneath the floor of the car. The air serves to force the water 
up to the washbasins with considerable pressure. This young man 
has been very successful in the Pullman company, and he has opened 
the door to some half dozen of his fellow alumni.

It frequently happens that I hear of the sudden promotion of a young 
man who had entered some shop at moderate wages to do what he could 
and learn the business thoroughly. There is generally great surprise 
that he can do so much and so well on mere school training, and pres
ently he outstrips all expectations in the progress he makes. I remem
ber one who entered an iron fitting shop at about $1.50 a day. Before 
half a year had elapsed he had been “ found out” and was given the 
position of assistant superintendent in a large glass works near by. 
When I next saw him he was making plans for a new office and draw
ing room. There was then no agreement as to wages, but he was not 
anxious. He is still with the glass company earning a fine salary.

I could go on indefinitely telling of the triumphs and successes of 
our graduates. Undoubtedly there are successful graduates from all 
schools, but I do not hesitate to say that in a most conspicuous manner 
our graduates have seen the quick and unmistakable advantage gained 
by means of their manual training. A  young man just out of school 
and interested in a steam sawmill in one of the southern states writes 
that he is acting as superintendent, and that manual training comes in 
“ mighty handy” when a “ mere trifle might disable engine and ma
chinery for a whole day while all the men lie idle.”

A t the present, and for a long time to come, the demand for teachers 
of manual training is and will be very active. The very best shop 
teachers are those who, having gone carefully over the work of a man
ual training school, take higher work in literature, science and art for 
several years, studying meanwhile methods of teaching and laboratory 
work in science and in shop.

My advice to students is: “ Get all the training and culture you can.” 
I have known men to suffer from lack of education and training, never 
from their possession. No one has ever been injured by his ability to 
make a scale drawing, to construct a pattern, to temper a drill, to 
sharpen a chisel, or to match and glue two pieces of wood, any more 
than he has by the ability to spell correctly, to translate a page of Latin 
or French, or to explain a dynamo.

When he can do both these and those he is sure to be in demand.
It is evident from what I have said that I do not regard the manual 

training school as a finishing school; its training is broad and generous, 
preparatory to more special training in special higher courses, or in the 
activities of practical life.

N EBRASK A.

Omaha has attracted considerable attention among educators on 
account of her early incorporation of manual exercises with the ordi
nary school system of training. The course is optional, those taking 
it doing the same book work as the rest of the school. The work at
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present is confined to tlie high school grades. The superintendent of 
schools, in his report for 1889, says:

I believe it better that this work be made a part of the high school 
course only. Eighth grade pupils have enough to do in the ordinary 
■work o f the grade, no part of which is of less practical value than the 
studies of this department, and there is a tendency, in introducing the 
mechanical work in the lower grades, to neglect that which is more 
important. , * * * Furthermore, if the grades below the high school 
are allowed to take this work the incentive which it offers to enter the 
high school is in a large measure taken away.

During the year 1889, 57 boys and 7 girls took carpentry, 76 boys 
and 8 girls took wood turning, and 22 boys and 2 girls took wood 
carving. Of these, 62 were from the high school and 32 from the 
eighth grade.

The subject of introducing sewing, dressmaking, and other depart
ments for the benefit of the school girls has been discussed, and a 
teacher of cooking has been employed. The system ean not be said, 
however, to have become definitely fixed.

N E W  HAMPSHIRE.

In the public school system of Concord provision is made for manual 
training. The work includes a course in wood work and a course in 
sewing, both optional with the pupil. During the school year 1890-’!) 1, 
110 pupils received instruction in wood work. O f this number only 12 
were from the high school. Two hundred and thirty-five girls of the 
public schools were taught sewing, 23 of whom were high school pu
pils.

N EW  JERSEY.

Kew Jersey has already been spoken of as one to give early legisla
tive aid to the cause of industrial education. The first act looking to 
the introduction of this element into its system o f public instruction 
bears date of March 24, 1881. The object as stated in the words of the 
act was the a establishment and support of schools for the training and 
education of pupils in industrial pursuits (including agriculture), so as 
to enable them to perfect themselves in the several branches of industry 
which require technical training.’7 This act provided that—

Whenever any board of education, school committee or other like 
body of any city, town or township in this state shall certify to the 
governor that a sum of money not less than three thousand dollars has 
been contributed by voluntary subscriptions of citizens or otherwise, 
as hereinafter authorized, for the establishment in any such city, town 
or township of a school or schools for industrial education, it shall be 
the duty of the said governor to cause to be drawn, by warrant of the 
comptroller, approved by himself, out of any moneys in the state treas-' 
ury not otherwise appropriated, an amount equal to that contributed by 
the particular locality as aforesaid for the said object; and when any 
such school or schools shall have been established in any locality as 
aforesaid, there shall be annually contributed by the state, in manner
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aforesaid, for the maintenance and support thereof, a sum of money 
equal to that contributed each year in said locality for such purpose; 
provided, however, that the moneys contributed by the state, as afore
said, to any locality, shall not exceed, in any one year, the sum of five 
thousand dollars.

The act further provides for the appointment of trustees to be given 
the organization and management of such schools. Additional provi
sion is made for the prospective schools by giving to the city, town, or 
township power to appropriate and raise by tax money for their sup
port.

This act was only a beginning. Subsequent legislation, made on the 
same general lines, has considerably extended the benefits of state aid. 
The act of March 7, 1888, “  for the promotion of industrial education,” 
and the act of February 15, 1888, “  for the promotion of manual train
ing,” required but $500 to be raised by taxes and subscriptions before 
state aid in an equal amount could be obtained. This, of course, placed 
outside aid within the reach of many more of the cities and towns.

It would be interesting to know just to what extent these acts have 
influenced the development of manual or industrial training in New 
Jersey. Unfortunately we have not at hand complete information on 
this subject. As in any new movement, changes are constantly being 
made by the introduction of the work in new places or by its develop
ment where already established. It should not be assumed that the 
industrial movement in New Jersey owes all that it has accomplished 
to legislative aid. The beginning at Mont Clair was made indepen
dently of any outside aid. Nor should it be understood that all the 
results of the legislation have been in the direction of manual training. 
The Newark Technical School is something quite different from the 
manual training school.

From the report of thè state superintendent of public instruction for 
the school year ending August 31,1891, it appeared that manual train
ing in some form had become a part of the course of instruction, either 
optipnal or required, in the public schools of thirteen cities and towns, 
viz., East Orange, Garfield, Hoboken, Mont Clair, Morristown, Orange, 
Passaic, Paterson, South Orange, Union, Vineland, Weehawken, and 
West Hoboken. Probably the next report when issued will show its 
introduction in other schools. In several places the matter is known to 
have been agitated with some promise of success.

Hoboken offers a striking example o f manual training in the public 
schools as the outgrowth of state aid. The instruction is not in the 
bauds of the city authorities, but is controlled by a board o f trustees 
who employ the teachers and guarantee the expenses. The funds, how
ever, are now derived entirely from city and state appropriations. In 
the earlier days of the work much of the money was raised by sub
scription, and a part of the funds so accumulated is still in the hands 
of the trustees.
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The work was begun in December 1885. It has grown so that in 
1890 an attendance was reported, in all departments of instruction, ot 
1,430 pupils. The numbers*in the various departments were: Wood 
working, 240 ; cooking, 350; clay modelling and wood carving,'2405 
sewing, 600. The accommodations are insufficient. The work is for 
the most part carried on in a building apart from the schools, to which 
classes are sent in turn.

The instruction now offered includes clay modelling, w~ood carving, 
and wood working for the boys, and sewing and cooking for the girls. 
Clay modelling is practiced one hour and a half a week during the first 
year of the manual course. This is followed by exercises in wood carv
ing. During the third year joinery is taken up for two hours and a 
half a week. The sewing course includes lessons and practice in out
line running, figure-stitching, hemming, felling, sewing on buttons, 
making buttonholes, darning, patching, etc. The course in cooking 
includes instruction in the care of supplies, materials, and utensils, in 
the selection of materials, and in the chemistry of cooking, with practice 
in cookiug.

Probably the most widely known example of public school manual 
training in New Jersey is found at Mont Clair. The work was begun 
October 1, 1882, the trustees having appropriated $1,000 for the pur
pose. The pupils of the second and third grades of the grammar 
schools, averaging 12£ years of dge, were selected for the experiment. 
The work has continued without interruption since that date.

The manual training as now arranged consists chiefly of clay model
ling, cabinet work, wood carving, sewing, cooking, wood and metal 
turning, and vise work. The shop work is carried through all grades 
and required of all pupils up to, not into, the high school. The aim of 
the work is not to produce articles of value nor to teach any trade, but 
to discipline the mind through the hand and eye. The manual exer
cises are on the- same footing as the other branches of school work, the 
two hours a week devoted to them being taken from school hours.

The expenses of the work have not been great. For fitting up the 
workshop in a school building and supplying it with benches, tools of 
various kinds, etc., about $350 was used. The whole cost of starting 
‘and carrying on the school during six years was: First year, $725.86; 
second year, $599.34; third year, $582.51; fourth year, $681.19; fifth 
year, $708.53; sixth year, $667.96.

A  complete account of the course of training in the Mont Clair schools 
will be found in Chapter X I.—The Kindergarten in Eelation to Manual 
Training.

Orange is another place that has availed itself of the offered state 
aid. In 1887 the city appropriated $1,000 for the introduction of manual 
training into the public schools. In accordance with the law already 
referred to, this entitled the city to another $1,000 from the state. In
struction was at once begun in schools of every grade. Sewing, paper
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weaving, and clay modelling were tanglit, and kindergarten methods 
were introduced into the primary grades.

Sewing is now a part of the work, being taught in all grades, includ
ing the high school. Cooking lessons are also given in the upper high 
school classes. Boys of the grammar and high school classes receive 
lessons in simple carpentry. Industrial drawing was introduced into 
the schools of Orange about fourteen years ago, and still maintains a 
prominent position.

A t Paterson, during the year ending March 19, 1891, the total num
ber o f boys receiving manual training instruction was 350, arranged in 
15 classes ranging from 15 to 30 pupils in each class. Each class re
ceived one and a quarter hours’ instruction per week. A  large number 
of the high school boys completed the list of 25 lessons, covering all the 
forms of simple joinery. Considering the limited time, amounting in 
the aggregate to about 50 hours per year for each class or pupil, the 
development of skill has been quite remarkable.

A t Vineland manual training was instituted as a branch of public 
school instruction by a natural and easy method in 1887. The sum of 
$500 had been appropriated by the town with which to begin the work ; 
but this amount would not hire a special teacher. Accordingly the 
school board sought for a man who could act as principal and train the 
17 teachers so that they could teach the children in their schools. They 
found a man of the right stamp, and in June 1887, opened a summer 
training school for teachers with an attendance of 45, and here the yearns 
work was taught.

Drawing lessons are given twice a week to all pupils. Clay model
ling was introduced in 1888. Lessons in carpentry and lessons in bud
ding and grafting are now given. For the school year ending August 
31 1891, Vineland received from the state $1,000 toward the support 
of this special teaching, an equal amount having been voted by the 
district.

N EW  YORK.

Manual training was introduced into the Albany High School in the 
form of wood work in January 1888. Superintendent Charles W . Cole 
said of it in 1890:

Manual training is no longer an experiment with us. W e have be, 
come satisfied of its high educational value, and we believe it will re
main a fixed element in our system. The question to be determined- 
however, is how far up and how far down it shall be extended. Thus 
far we have confined shop work to the high school boys; next fall we 
shall introduce wood working in the sloid form among the girls in the 
high school.

This has since been done.
Superintendent Cole has noted an interesting and important effect 

of the work upon the attendance of boys in the high school. In 1891 
he stated that previous to the introduction of manual training the pro-
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portion o f boys to girls in the Albany High School bad been 30 to 70; 
it was now 48 to 52.

Prominent among manual training schools of its grade is the high 
school of the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. The three years’ course of 
study is designed to fit boys and girls for their life work, and, “  without 
ignoring or antagonizing the education of the past, seeks to perfect 
this by supplying the elements heretofore disregarded.” The school 
“ does not endeavor nor wish to prepare for a particular occupation, or 
class of occupations, but rather tries to make its course as broad and 
general as is consistent with the age o f the pupils and the time spent 
in its completion. Geometry and chemistry are introduced into the 
course, but not with the primary object of preparing teachers of math
ematics or science; so manual work is made a feature, but not in order 
to train carpenters or machinists; on the contrary, the literary work 

' and all forms of manual work are made parts o f the course of instruc
tion for one and the same reason, because of their disciplinary and ed
ucational value.”

As in most of the manual training high schools, the course of study 
is arranged to meet, as far as possible, the requirements for admission 
to advanced scientific, technical, or other schools, and at the same time 
to supply the needs of that larger class of boys and girls who finish 
their school room education with the high school.

The course of instruction, as set forth in the catalogue of the insti
tute for the year 1891-92, embraces, in the first year, English language 
and rhetoric, algebra and geometry, physiology and physical geography 
vocal music, free-hand and instrumental drawing, model and cast draw
ing, and clay modelling. The manual work for boys consists o f bench 
work in wood, wood turning, patternmaking, and principles o f moulding; 
for girls, few mg, hygiene, and home nursing.

In the second year the studies are general history and English 
history, or Latin. Essay writing, geometry, trigonometry, bookkeeping 
physics with laboratory practice, vocal music, perspective, architect
ural drawing, elements of design, and mechanical drawing are also 
taught; while foundery moulding, forging, and tinsmithing for boys, 
and dressmaking and wood carving for girls, constitute the subjects 
of the manual training course.

In the senior year the subjects taken up are English literature, civil 
government, political science, French or Latin, essay writing, principles 
o f construction, chemistry and metallurgy, vocal music, mechanical 
drawing, problems in construction; and in manual work, machine shop 
and bench work, machine tool work, and construction are assigned to 
boys, and cooking, millinery, and dressmaking engage the attention of 
the girls.

The school year in the high school department is divided into three 
terms, and the tuition per term for the first year is $10, for the second 
year $15, and for the third year $20.
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'  In the autumn of 1874 a printing office was opened at Jamestown, 
in one of the school buildings, and fitted np with press, type, and 
fixtures, at a cost of $125, for the purpose of affording an oppor
tunity to the boys and girls of the grammar and high schools to learn 
type setting as a form of manual training.

Since that date the scope of the work has been greatly extended. 
Two wings have been added to the high school building, and in the 
basement are two rooms, one of which is used for a sewing room and 
printing office, and the other for the shop. The rooms are about 28 by 
37 feet, are well lighted and pleasant, and are supplied with all needed 
tools, material, and instructors, and are kept open during all the school 
hours of the day, four days of the week.

Superintendent Love writes :
Today, January 19,1887, this much can be said of the department 

of manual training in Jamestown public schools. A ll the pupils in the 
. first six grades, about 1,400 in number, are given lessons daily, or at 

least three or four times a week, in some kind of manual training. One 
hundred and twenty-five of the girls and 65 of the boys receive lessons 
in the sewing-room or shop at least twice or three times each week, and 
20 boys and girls set type in the printing office, one hour, four days ef 
the week.

The system is well organized; and, from the lowest primary depart
ments, in which kindergarten exercises are practised, to the academic 
department of the high school, the work is carried forward by easy 
stages of gradation. Up to the seventh grade the course varies but 
little from that of other manual training schools. Beginning with the 
junior class o f the grammar department, the instruction for the remain
der of the course is as,follows:

Junior grammar class.—Penmanship; drawing, free-hand and indus
trial ; physical culture, exercises in gymnasium; manual training for 
boys—to draw lines and lay off distances, use of the hammer, fche-saw, 
the plane; manual training for girls—plain sewing, running, gathering, 
stitching, overcasting, over-and-over sewing and hemming; printing, 
boys and girls—(1) learn the letters in the lower case, (2). also in the 
upper case, (3) to hold and handle the stick, (4) to set up and distribute 
words, (5) also sentences, (6) to set up and distribute copy.

Middle grammar class.—Penmanship; drawing, free-hand and indus
trial; physical culture, exercises in the gymnasium ; manual training for 
boys—review the work of the last year, lessons in construction, boring, 
chiselling; manual training for girls—crocheting, knitting begun; print
ing, boys and girls—(7) to learn to correct proof, (8) to set up copy and 
distribute it on time, (9) to make up and lock forms.

Senior grammar class.—Penmanship; drawing; physical culture, exer
cises in the gymnasium; manual training for boys—review lessons of the 
last year, lessons in mitreing, dovetailing, dowelling, begin drawing and 
construction; manual training for girls—knitting advanced, mending, 
patching, darning, making buttonholes; printing, boys and girls—(10)
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^run the press, (11) wash type and distribute form, (12) do job work 
given out.

In the academic department, comprising the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, 
and thirteenth grades, the work in manual training is as follows: For 
young men—drawing and construction, the lathe, finishing, printing; 
for young women—cutting, the use of the sewing machine, embroidery, 
cooking, printing.

The means for meeting the cost of manual training at Jamestown 
were at first derived exclusively from the proceeds of exhibitions given 
at intervals by teachers and pupils, and even now the expense is 
mainly provided for in the same way, only a small amount coming from 
the public school fund.

In 1892 Superintendent Rogers reported that “ the usefulness of the 
department of manual training is greatly hindered by lack of proper 
facilities. In spite of its many limitations the value of this instruction 
may be regarded as fully established.”

Newburgh has a-manual training school, with a complete equipment 
for teaching carpentry in a four years’ course. The instructor receives 
a salary of $1,200 a year. There are, also, two teachers of sewing, paid, 
respectively, $400 and $500 a year. The total number of boys taking 
manual training is now 160.

As to sewing, the city report states the number of classes in this 
branch to have been 36 in all, with an average number of 20 pupils to 
a class, or 720 altogether. A  lesson of one hour a week is given to 
each class.

Instruction in manual exercises began in the schools of New York 
city on February 1,1888. There is a graded course of study, beginning 
with the lowest primary grade and progressing through every succeed
ing grade of the primary and grammar school course. The full course 
requires 14 terms for completion.

The work has not been introduced into every public school, but all 
pupils in the several schools where the work has been introduced are 
compelled to study all the subjects taught in their respective classes. 
Any pupil not wishing to attend a manual training school may attend 
one of the other class of schools, and any pupil of the schools having 
the regular course of study may at any time enter one of the manual 
training schools.

The work consists of paper folding and cutting, free-hand and me- * 
chanical drawing, clay modelling, wood working, sewing, and cooking.

There are 37 departments pursuing the manual training course of 
study, the whole number of pupils registered December 31,1891, being 
19,935, with an average attendance of 18,249. These schools consist of 
7 male grammar departments, 8 female grammar departments, 1 mixed 
grammar department, 13 primary departments, and 8 primary schools.

There are 122 classes in sewing, containing 5,675 pupils; 22 classes 
in cooking, containing 614 pupils; and 55 classes in workshop (wood 
working), containing 1,811 pupils.
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Modelling in clay is a part o f tlie course of instruction in 229 classes, 
containing 8,703 pupils; but clay is used in form study in 193 other 
classes, containing 10,640 pupils. A ll the pupils receive instruction 
in the English branches and in drawing (free-hand or mechanical). 
The course pursued in this class of schools seems to be meeting with' 
general approval.

The College of the City of New York, established in 1848, gives, 
among its courses of instruction, a three years’ mechanical course, which 
is, in detail, as follows:

Lessons
FIRST T E A R . per

week.
French, German, or Spanish.................................................    5
English language........................................................................................   3
Mathematics..................................................................................................... 3
Physics.................................. -............... ........................................................  2
Drawing, free-hand and mechanical.................................................................  3
Workshop, instruction and practice,, or commercial products........... .........L.....  4

20

SECOND Y E A R . y

The same modern language as before..........................................    5
English...........................................   3
Mathematics__ _ — ........................................................................................  3
Chemistry........................................................ — ..........................................  2
Drawing .............................................................. -............... ..........................  3
Workshop or commercial products................. .............................................. ... 4

i

20

TH IRD  Y E A R .

A second modern language...................................................... ......................- ..................... 5
English ...................................   3
Mathematics....................................-..........................................>.................. 3
Physics and chemistry......................................................................... ............ 5
Workshop, or history and political economy........... .......... . .............................  4

20

The subject o f commercial products in this course includes the study 
o f raw and manufactured products. Eaw materials are studied as 
derived from (1) the mineral kingdom, as metals, ores, coal, petro
leum, etc.; (2) the vegetable kingdom, as grain, timber, textile fabrics, 
tea, coffee, etc.; (3) the animal kingdom, as silk, wool, fur, hides, meat, 
etc.; (4) the sources of supply and lines of conveyance, or what is 
generally known as commercial geography, a subject much studied in 
European countries, but too often ignored in America.

The workshops are 3 in number. The wood working shop contains 
15 double benches, with closets and tools for a class of 30. The 
forge shop contains 6 Buffalo forges, 20 anvils, and 2 long benches 
with 15 vises, with forge and vise tools, and accommodates a class of
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from 15 to 30 students. The lathe shop contains 26 lathes for wood 
and metal working, 4 engine lathes, a circular saw, and 6 grindstones.

For admission to the lowest class the. student must be 14 years of age 
and a resident of New York city. He must pass an entrance examina
tion in writing, spelling, the English language, arithmetic, elementary 
propositions in geometry, geography, the history of the United States, 
and the elements of industrial drawing.

Instruction is free, and free text books and apparatus are supplied. 
The cost of instruction is nearly $3,600 per annum. The total cost of 
shop plant, in report of October 31, 1888, is reported to have been 
$8,640.06.

The Hebrew Technical Institute of New York is a manual training 
school. It was organized in 1884. This institute is sui generis, and, 
within the prescribed limits, it is one of the most thorough among the 
training schools of the country. Pupils are required to be 12f years of 
age and to pass an examination in’arithmetic, English, geography, and 
history.

The course of instruction is embraced in three departments^ viz., 
shop work in wood and iron; drawing, free-hand and mechanical; the 
English branches and physics. Pupils attend during the hours which 
constitute the school day, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. in. with an intermission 
of one hour at noon, and are instructed in all the departments.

The course of study in this institution is arranged on the basis of 
general instruction in the use of tools, drawing, and the general branches 
to cover a period of two years, the third year to be devoted to prepa
ration for some special branch.

The relation between the drawing and shop departments is very close 
while the mathematics taught in the English department should be 
practical and bear upon the shop work. The English department in
cludes instruction in the following branches: Arithmetic, geometry 
history, geography, reading, writing,- language lessons, physics, and 
industrial topics.

The drawing department includes freehand drawing (model and 
object and decorative drawing) and mechanical drawing.

The shop work includes wood working and metal working. Under 
wood working, the following are the stages: Pasteboard work, bracket 
sawing, construction work in bracket sawing, preliminary exercises in 
the use of saw, try-square, and chisel; exercises in nailing and use of 
hammer, joinery, construction work, wood carving, patternmaking, 
moulding and casting. Metal working should commence with exercises 
in tin and soldering, light work on speed lathe, forge work, chipping, 
and filing, engine lathe work, shaper and planer, drill press, and con
struction work. The metal working shop is equipped with 2 engine 
lathes, 2 drill presses, 2 speed lathes, 1 planer, and 15 vises, with all the 
necessary tools used with such machines. The vise work teaches the 
properties of cast iron, the use of the hammer, chisel, file, straight-edge, 
calipers, square, bevel, gauge, and dividers. »
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By tlie end of the second year the special aptitude of the pupil is 
evidenced, and arrangements are then made for a lengthy stay each 
day in that shop which will prepare him for his special trade. Thus 
the pupils in the wood working department, in the third year, devote 
their entire time to wood working, either patternmaking, cabinet
making, or carpentry and drawing', while those who show an aptitude 
for machinery'devote their eutire time in the metal working shop and 
mechanical drawing (one hour a day only being given to physics and 
mathematics). Those who show a desire to engage in electrical work 
receive special instruction in that branch.

Instruction, books, and tools are furnished free. The number of pupils 
at the date of the latest report (January 1,1891) was 148. The first 
class waff graduated from this school in 1886. Henry M. Leipziger, 
Ph. D., is director of the institute, and there are seven instructors asso
ciated with him. The whole number of graduates (including the class 
of 1890) is 62, namely, in the class of 1886, 18; in the class of 1888,11$ 
in the class of 1889, 17; in the class of 1890, 16. Of these 6 are con
nected with electrical works, 3 are architects, 2 are machinists, and 1 is 
engaged in the telephone business. Most of the remaining graduates 
are employed by business firms concerning whose line of trade infor
mation is not available.

The Industrial Education Association of New York, in addition to 
publishing educational monographs from time to time, instituting 
lecture courses, and seeking in every way to create an interest in all 
educational work and to diffuse a knowledge of any advance in peda
gogical science, has founded a college for the training of teachers, tui
tion for a full year’s course in which costs $60. This college was opened 
in 1887, and in connection with it a model school for boys and girls.

In this school (consisting of a kindergarten and a primary and a 
grammar grade), besides the branches usually taught in the public 
schools, industrial drawing, clay modelling, and the use of tools are 
taught. The course for girls includes a graded system of sewing and 
cutting, together with a course in cookery.

The work of this association has been merged in that of the New 
York College for the Training of Teachers.

Dr. Felix Adler’s Workingman’s School in New York city was founded 
in 1878. Instruction is gratuitous for the children of the poor, for whom 
the school is primarily intended. The enrollment in 1892 shows an 
attendance of over 360 pupils.

The Society for Ethical Culture maintains the school, which is entirely 
unsectarian and receives pupils of both sexes and all nationalities be
tween the ages of 3 and 14 years. The full course covers a period of 11 
years. Since this year’s term 28 pay pupils have been admitted to the 
school, who add about $2,800 to the funds of the society, which re
quires $22,000 annually to defray the expenses of the institution.
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This school is an excellent example of the application of manual 
training methods through all grades of instruction, from the kinder
garten to the high school. A  normal course for kindergartners is now 
provided in a department of this school.

OHIO.

The Technical School o f Cincinnati was opened for the admission of 
pupils in November 1886. It is an incorporated institution and under 
the management of a board of trustees. The faculty is composed of a 
director and 8 teachers; 3 are shop instructors, 4 class instructors, and 
1 takes charge of the draughting department. Since 1887 about half 
the expense of the school has been borne by the Commercial Club.

Pupils are admitted at 14 years of age, on certificates of grammar 
school principals, or after passing an examination in the English 
branches commonly taught in the grammar school.

The course of study and shop work in this school requires three years 
for its completion. The ffrst year subjects are algebra, arithmetic, ele
mentary science, physiology; English language, history, American lit
erature; free-hand, outline, and model drawing; shop details, simple 
projection and geometrical construction; proper care and use of tools, 
carpentry, joinery, and wood turning.

The second year studies include geometry, chemistry, English lan
guage, English history and literature; shop details, orthographic pro
jections, isometric projection, principles of perspective, development of 
surfaces, machines from measurement; forging, welding, tempering, and 
tool making.

In the third year the course comprises higher algebra, plane trigo
nometry, physics; English language, civil government, political econ
omy, or German; machine drawing, general plans, detailed working 
drawings, shop details, or architectural drawing, interior decorations, 
buildings from measurement, architectural perspective; chipping, filing, 
fitting, turning, drilling, planing, milling, construction of some ma
chine or machines.

One-half of the pupils’ time throughout the entire course is devoted 
to manual work, viz., two hours to shop work and one hour to drawing. 
The remaining half (three hours) is given to mathematics, sciences, 
and language equally.

Tuition for the course of study is as follows: First year, $75; second 
year, $100; third year, $125.-

The carpenter shop of this school is equipped with 52 cabinetmak
ers’ benches, 15 speed lathes, 1 rip and cross-cut circular saw, 1 grind
stone, 2 emery wheels, bench tools for 90 boys, turning tools for 42 boys.

The blacksmith shop has 19 forges, 19 anvils, 2 vises, 1 blower, 1 ex
haust fan, 1 bellows; tongs, hammers, flatters, fullers, swages, etc., 
for 54 boys.
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There are now enrolled 152 scholars, of whom 72 are in the first year, 
38 in the second, 25 in the advanced year, and the remaining 17 in pre
paratory or special classes. Of the whole number, 29 enjoy the priv
ileges of free or partially free scholarships, while from the remainder is 
received the sum of $10,500 in tuition fees.

At Cleveland, as early as February 1885, instruction in carpentry 
was begun for the benefit of a few boys of the Central High School. 
The interest which these pupils showed in the work attracted the atten
tion and enlisted the sympathy of certain business men of the city, who 
at once formed a stock company with a capital of $25,000, and were in
corporated June 2, 1885, under the title of the Cleveland Manual 
Training School Company.

The school was opened for pupils early in February 1886. The 
state legislature soon after authorized the levying of a tax of one-fifth 
of a mill for the purposes of manual and domestic training. This tax 
amounts to about $16,000; and so manual training found its way into 
the public schools, all pupils being entitled to free tuition.

On entrance pupils must be 14 years old and fitted for the high 
school; otherwise they must pass a written examination.

The course of study in the Cleveland Manual Training School is 
briefly as follows:

First year.—Free-hand, geometrical, and mechanical drawing; car
pentry, cabinet work, pattern making, moulding, casting, care and use 
of tools, etc.

Second year.—Geometrical and mechanical drawing; forge, vise, and 
machine work in iron and steel.

Third year.—Mechanical drawing; machine work in metal, tool mak
ing, etc.

Each lesson lasts three hours, and three lessons a week are required 
of each pupil. Six hours a week are spent in the shop and three hours 
at the draAving lessons.

In September 1887, a cooking department was added to this school. 
The course in cooking for one term is as folloAvs:

First week: Lamb chops, cranberries, mashed potatoes, oatmeal, 
baked apples.

Second week: Potato soup, scrambled eggs, turnips in white sauce, 
apple tapioca.

Third Aveek: Fish balls, milk toast, apple shortcake, coffee.
Fourth week: Mixing and baking bread and biscuit, tomato soup, 

steamed rice.
Fifth week: Oyster stew, corn cake, toasted crackers, griddle cakes, 

lemon sirups.
Sixth Aveek: Corned beef hash, frying out fat, rye muffins, doughnuts.
Seventh week: Beef stew, dumplings, chocolate, cookies.
Eighth week: Creamed cod fish, French toast, cottage pudding, sauce.

S. Ex. 65------5
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Ninth week: Oollops or Hamburg steak, lyonnaise potatoes, apple 
pie, gingerbread.

Tenth week: Green pea soup, fried fish, potato balls, floating island, 
plain eake.

The total number of students in the three classes of the school, in 
June 1891, was 172. Of these, 25 were in the third year class, 47 in the 
second year, and 100 in the first year. The whole number of graduates 
at the same date was 35. Seven had already gone into business and 
the remainder were pursuing advanced studies.

Toledo has a famous manual training school, from which 14 students 
were graduated in the summer of 1889, the fifth year of the school. 
Of the graduates, 0 were boys, 8 girls. Mr. George S. Mills, super
intendent of the training school, agrees with other promoters of manual 
instruction when he says, “ It is already proved that the manual train
ing school has a tendency to keep boys in the high school.” The course 
covers four years, the pupils’ time being about equally divided between 
mental and manual exercises. Forty-five minutes per day are given to 
drawing, and from three-quarters .to one and a half hours to shop work.

For residents of Toledo instruction in the manual training school is 
free j a small charge for material only being made as follows: For boys, 
the first year, $6; the second year, $7; the third and fourth years, $-9 
each. For the girls, the first and second years, $6 each; the third and 
fourth years, $9 each.

Of the 22 graduating in 1888, 16 are filling positions as machinists, 
designers, draughtsmen or draughtswomen, instructors in shop work, 
domestic economy, etc. The class of 1889 was smaller, numbering 14. 
Of these, 1 has secured employment as a machinist, 1 as draughtsman 
for an engraver, and 1 as draughtswoman for a sanitary engineering 
firm. Seven, or one-half of all, have found positions to work.

The department of domestic economy in this school is designed for 
the training of girls in applied housekeeping. The studies are identical 
with those pursued by boys of the same grades, except that other forms 
of manual instruction are given.

Thus, in the first year’s course, the girls of the senior grammar class 
take lessons in light carpentry, wood carving, care and use of tools, 
and wood finishing. The second year embraces introduction to courses 
in plain sewing and garment cutting and making. The third year’s 
course embraces instruction in preparing and cooking food, purchasing 
household supplies, and chemistry of cooking. The fourth year, the 
girls receive lessons in cutting, making and fitting garments, household 
decorations, millinery, etc.

The practical nature of the instruction given in the department of 
cookery may be inferred from the following programme:

Boiling.—Illustrations of boiling and steaming, and treatment of 
■vegetables, meats, fish, and cereals, soup making, etc.

Broiling. Lessons and practice in meat, chicken, fish, oysters, etc.
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Bread making.—Chemical and mechanical action of materials used. 
Manipulations in bread making in its various departments. Yeasts 
and their substitutes.

Baking.—Heat in its action on different materials in the process of 
baking. Practical experiments in baking bread, pastry, puddings, 
cake, meats, fish, etc.

Frying.—Chemical and mechanical principles involved and illustrated 
in the frying of vegetables, meats, fish, oysters, .ete.

Mixing.—The art of making combinations, as in soups, salads, pud
dings, pies, cakes, sauces, dressings, flavorings, condiments, etc.

Marketing and economy.—The selection and purchase of household 
supplies. General instructions in systematizing and economizing house
hold work and expenses. The anatomy of animals used as food, and 
how to choose and use the several parts. Lessons on the qualities of 
water and steam; the construction of stoves and ranges; the properties 
of different fuels.

The textile fabric work will include garment cutting and making, the 
economical and tasteful use of materials, millinery, etc.

PE N N S Y L V A N IA .

The Philadelphia Manual Training School, Seventeenth and Wood 
streets, opened in September 1885, has a faculty of thirteen professors 
and instructors. Like the Chicago school, it affords to pupils oppor
tunities to pursue the usual high school course in literature, science, 
and mathematics, combined with a thorough course in drawing, and in 
the use and application of tools in the industrial arts.

The course of study lasts for three years. One hour a day is devoted 
to drawing, two hours to shop work, and three to academic studies. 
The school has chemical, electrical, and physical laboratories, drawing 
and modelling rooms; and, in its mechanical department, wood working 
shops with 54 cabinetmakers’ benches, each supplied with a full set of 
tools, and metaLworking shops with 12 forges and as many anvils, 36 
vises with full equipment o f tools, appliances for foundery work, etc. 
In the senior class are 70 students; in the middle class, 111; and in 
the junior, 138.

The Northeast School, Howard street, opened in 1890-’9l, has a 
faculty of nine professors and instructors. The equipments are similar 
to the Seventeenth and W ood streets school. It has 214 students 
enrolled in its different classes.

In the spring of 1882 a beginning of manual instruction was made 
at Girard College in the branch of metal work. The experiment was 
successful, and it was decided to build more ample quarters tor the 
work. Accordingly, a building 55 by 155 feet and two stories high was 
put up on the college grounds, and, on December 9,1884, opened for 
pupils. Since that date the use of wood working tools has been taught
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in this institution, and foundery work and blacksmithing have been 
introduced. Pupils are also taught mechanical and geometrical draw
ing.

Prior to the introduction of wood working in 1884, according to the 
report of the trustees, only one-third of the boys on leaving college en
tered mechanical pursuits. Since that event two-thifds of the boys 
have obtained employment at mechanical occupations.

In the report and catalogue for the year 1890, President Petterolf 
says:

Manual training prepares boys for the learning of a trade just as 
academic training prepares young men for professional study.

This remark defines the use and the limitations of manual training 
in its relations to skilled labor, with clearness and, apparently, with 
absolute justice. Manual training is merely preparatory discipline of 
the eye and hand, not trade teaching.

Yice-President Gregory writes, June 20, 1891:
Our pupils upon reaching certain classes are expected to attend the 

instruction in the mechanical department as regularly as that in arith
metic, or in any other study.

There is an industrial annex of the public schools at Tidioute in 
which several phases of manual training are made available for educa
tional purposes. There are five departments of the work, indicating a 
very thorough organization:

First. The primary department, where kindergarten methods pre
vail.

Second. The drawing department. Mechanical drawing is taught in • 
all grades, including the high school.

Third. Floriculture, or the department of practical botany. In this 
department are arranged, in various ornamental designs, six beds 30 by 
40 feet; and the care of one of these is assigned to each room. Both 
boys and girls work at gardening, and learn something of the methods 
o f cultivation of different varieties of plants.

Fourth. The girls’ department of domestic economy.
Fifth. The boys’ department of wood working, etc.
In each of these departments the course embraces the work of three 

years.
The workshop for boys is furnished for the practice of carpentry 

wood turning, and work in tin, iron, etc. During the first year the boys 
work at carpentry in a shop furnished with 10 double benches, each of 
which is supplied with 2 vise3, a centre board, on each side of which 
hang 1 cross-cut saw, 1 rip-saw, 1 back-saw, 1 hammer, 1 bevel square,
1 try-square, 1 mallet, 1 pair of compasses, 1 gauge, 1 oilstone, 1 oil-can, 
and 1 whisk broom. In the second year the wood lathe is used by the 
boys, and metal work comes in the final year.

Wilkes Barre is “ the only city in northeastern Pennsylvania in 
which manual training forms a part of the public school system,” says
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Mr. A. W . Potter, district superintendent of schools, in the sixth 
annual report (1888-’89).

The cost of the plant is as follows : Tools, $75.50; benches, vises, 
stops, etc., $59.49. An expert instructor in joinery is secured for 
two half days each week at a salary of $16 a month.

The course consists of the making of 20 models, viz., chiselling 
square and mitre cut; halved corner; ledge joint; cross-lap joint; 
mitre joint; mitre-lap joint; square butt; slip mortise and tenon; 
through mortise and tenon; secret-slip mortise and tenon; blind mortise 
and tenon; brace-joint mortise and tenon; halved dovetail; keyed dove
tail; dovetail butt; through dovetail; through end dovetail (one tenon); 
through end dovetail (three tenon); drawer dovetail; bevel dovetail.

In November 1888, sewing was introduced, as a form of manual train
ing for girls, into the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth year grades 
of the Wilkes Barre schools. Friday afternoons from 3 to 4 o’clock were 
selected for instruction in this work. The regular teachers being 
required to give the instruction in sewing, it became necessary to have 
a well defined course and a set of models. The course outlined and 
illustrated by the Industrial Education Association o f New York city 
was adopted. The instructions are explicit and the models examples 
of accuracy and neatness.

There are 20 models used in this course also, viz., overhanding or top 
sewing on striped calico; overhanding on white muslin, two selvages; 
turning hem on colored paper; hemming on unbleached muslin with 
red thread; running by a thread; hemming on white muslin; over
casting; felling on unbleached muslin; felling on bleached muslin; 
gathering; buttonholes and buttons; gusset; herring-bone stitch on 
flannel; stocking darning; darning on cashmere; patching; tucking, 
whipping, sewing on ruffle; feather-stitch; sampler; making simple gar
ments.

RHODE ISLAND.

In Bhode Island several cities have taken up manual training to a 
greater or less extent. During 1890 an industrial school for girls, which 
as a private enterprise had experimentally introduced sewing, dress
making, and cooking into some of the public schools, was incorporated 
with the public school system of Newport, the city voting to appropri
ate $3,000 yearly to its support. There is a dressmaking department 
and a cooking department, with a special teacher for each. Providence 
has been giving instruction in sewing to a large number o f the girls 
in her schools. During the year 1891 out of $500,000 appropriated 
for new school buildings one-sixth was for a new manual training 
school. The new building will be thoroughly equipped for work in 
wood and iron, including blacksmithing. A t Westerly drawing, stick 
laying, and modelling have been adopted in the various grades, and 
the results of the work are giving much satisfaction to the teachers.
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SOUTH CAROLINA.

South. Carolina has a number of schools for colored students in which 
some manual instruction is given. In the Schofield Normal and In
dustrial School, at Aiken, about 200 pupils of both sexes receive in
struction in sewing, carpentry, and printing as a means of discipline 
and education. In Porter Academy, at Charleston ; Brainard Institute, 
at Chester5 Benedict Institute and South Carolina University, at 
Columbia; and Claflin University, at Orangeburg, some degree of 
manual training is maintained. In the Winthrop Training School for 
Teachers, at Columbia, teachers are prepared for the teaching of ele
mentary manual exercises in connection with their other duties. The 
instruction given here consists of paper folding and cutting, paste
board work, clay modelling, and map moulding in sand and clay.

TEN N ESSEE.

A t Knoxville a manual training course has been introduced into the 
public schools. The branches taught are carpentry, printing, sewing, 
and cooking.

Knoxville College is under the care of the United Presbyterian 
Church of North America, and is sustained mainly by contributions 
from the various congregations through the Board of Missions to the 
Freedmen. In its industrial department the ends of economy and readi
ness for life Work are sought through industrial training. Housework, 
sewing, printing, and tool and machine work are the special subjects of 
instruction, together with gardening and farming.

The catalogue states that a new building was to be completed in Sep
tember 1891, and in readiness for the opening of the term. This build
ing will contain shops for work in wood and iron, drawing rooms, and 
laboratories for chemistry, botany, and agriculture. The building will 
be equipped with a boiler and engine and the necessary machinery and 
tools, and the laboratories will have a good outfit of apparatus.

Le Moyne Normal Institute, at Memphis, places manual training in 
the course of study on the same footing and treats it in every respect 
as of the same importance as any other branch of study. The girls of 
this school are taught needlework in all of its branches. Cooking, 
household hygiene, and nursing are also included in the course. The 
work comprises recitations and practice through ten years of the course 
o f study.

Wood working, typesetting, and printing are for the boys; The 
equipment of the wood working shop consists of 14 benches and as many 
sets of carpenter’s tools. There are also several lathes in the shop. 
In the printing office the work has proved very successful, both in 
practical results and as a valuable auxiliary in the intellectual training 
of the school. The number of pupils for the year 1890-’91 was 708.
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The Central Tennessee College, o f  Nashville, is an institution sup
ported by the Freedmen’s Aid and Southern Education Society o f  the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. It has 'an industrial department, and, 
by the aid o f the John F. Slater fund, it is enabled to give instruction 
in printing, earpentry, blaeksmitbing, tin work, wagon making, cook
ing, sewing, cutting and making garments, and millinery. Connected 
with this college there is a department o f mechanical art training, 
whose course of study occupies four years, and may be specialized by 
students desiring to learn a particular trade.

Manual training has recently been introduced into the course o f  Fisk 
University, Uasliville. Printing and shop work practice are the means 
used to secure the ends sought. The course runs through three years. 
Two hours each week are given to working in wood. The young women 
are taught nursing and hygiene, cooking, dressmaking, and plain sewing.

In the Morristown Normal Academy a moderate amount o f  man
ual training is given to the pupils. Girls are instructed in sewing, 
dressmaking, millinery, and housekeeping in all its departments. The 
young men learn something of typesetting and printing.

TEXAS.

There is a department of industries in connection with Bishop College, 
Marshall. Students are required to work one hour each day at some 
kind of manual labor. A  carpenter shop, a supply of tools, and an 
instructor have been provided, and a class of young men have been 
taking lessons in the elements of carpentry and the care o f tools. The 
young women assist in the boafding department in preparing food for 
cooking, etc. They are also taught to sew.

A t Wiley University, also located at Marshall, sewing, dressmaking, 
millinery, and nursing, with the whole art o f  housekeeping, are taught 
to young women, and printing office work is made available as a means 
of education to young men. It is an institution for colored people.

VIRGINIA.

The Miller Manual Labor School of Albemarle, at Crozet, Albemarle 
county, is a school founded for the education of “ poor orphan and 
other white children whose parents shall be unable to educate them, 
the said orphans and other children being residents of the said county 
of Albemarle,” according to the terms o f the will by which Samuel 
Miller bequeathed over a million of dollars for the establishment and 
support of the Miller Manual Labor School. The fund so devised is 
held in trust by the Virginia board of education, and the school is man
aged through the agency of the Albemarle county court*

From a list of children eligible (under the will o f Mr. Miller) to mem
bership the court appoints the pupils of the school. None but resi
dents of Albemarle county can be appointed; but those that secure 
appointment are clothed, fed, taught, and cared for by the school.
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The first pupils were admitted to this school in October 1878, twenty 
in number. It was at first hard to persuade the friends of the' children 
to allow appointments to be mdde under the conditions imposed by the 
Miller testament ; but in 1892 there was an enrolment of 266 pupils.

In August 1884, a department was organized for the instruction of 
girls; and the first girls were admitted to the school in November 1884.

Most pupils enter the primary department of the school, not being 
sufficiently advanced to begin in the higher grades. In the academic 
department there are five classes, each of which is given one year. The 
courses of study for the boys and girls are different.

The boys’ course is as follows :
Fifth (lowest) class.—Arithmetic, English, reading and dictation, 

physical geography and scientific knowledge, farm work, printing, and 
free-hand drawing.

Fourth class.—Algebra, English, Latin, zoology and botany, wood 
work, farm work, free-hand drawing, and bookkeeping.

Third class.—Algebra, English, Latin or German or French, botany 
and physiology, mechanical drawing, foundery and forge practice.

Second class.—Geometry, physics, Latin and German, chemistry, 
mechanical drawing, and shop practice in iron work, or laboratory 
work in either chemistry or biology.

First class.—Trigonometry, mechanics, Latin and German, agricul
ture or industrial chemistry or mineralogy and geology, mechanical 
drawing, special shop practice or laboratory work in biology, and chem
istry or physics.

The girls’ course includes—
Fifth class.—English, arithmetic, reading and dictation, physical 

geography and scientific knowledge, plain hand and machine sewing, 
housework, and free-hand drawing.

Fourth class.—English, arithmetic, Latin, zoology and botany, dress
making, cutting and fitting, housework, and tree-hand drawing.,

Third class.—English, arithmetic and algebra, Latin or German or 
French, botany and physiology, dressmaking, cutting and fitting, 
housework, cooking, and wood carving or designing or free-hand 
drawing.

Second class.—Chemistry, algebra and geometry, Latin and German, 
physics, dressmaking, cutting and fitting, housework, cooking, and 
wood carving or designing or drawing, or laboratory work in chem
istry or biology.

First class.—Literature, geometry, Latin and German, industrial 
chemistry or mineralogy and geology, dressmaking, cutting and fitting, 
housework, cooking, and wood carving or designing or drawing, or 
laboratory work in chemistry or biology.

Some interesting details of the work of the school have been drawn 
from its report. The unique character of this institution justifies a 
somewhat extended notice of its courses.

The course of instruction in the wood working department of the Mil-
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ler school requires that 12 hours per week for 40 weeks shall be devoted 
to this branch. Of these 480 hours, 80 are devoted especially to car
pentry and joinery, 80 to turning, and 80 to carving. The remaining 240 
hours are equally divided between cabinetmaking and patternmaking.

Carpentry and joinery.—Instruction in this branch is given in the 
bench room. The use and care of tools are taken first. The principles 
upon which such are constructed and some of their uses are thoroughly 
explained. These are illustrated by exercises specially designed to 
show the use of the tool under consideration. The exercise is explained 
to the class by the instructor, after which each member is required to 
do it himself. After an exercise or exercises have been given on each 
of the tools, instruction' is given in the construction of a number of 
joints used in framing buildings, etc. One of each of these is made by 
each member of the class.

From the first the class is taught to work from drawings which are 
put upon the blackboard. Unless each exercise is reasonably well 
made, the pupil is required to do it again and again, if necessary, till it 
is done with reasonable accuracy. The classes are also taught to keep 
the tools in order.

Turning.—In the same manner as before the use and care of each 
tool are tquglit. After a number of exercises illustrating the use of the 
tools are given and completed, designs of various styles are given, be
coming more difficult as the members of the class become more skilful. 
A  number of exercises is given in face-plate and chuck work.

Carving.—This is taught in the same manner as the other two, the 
designs given becoming more elaborate as the members of the class be
come better acquainted with the use of the tools.

Cabinetmaldng.—This is the actual manufacture of useful articles of 
furniture. In this branch the pupil has the opportunity to apply the 
principles taught in the three branches which go before. Particular at
tention is paid to the way in which the work is put together. As the 
sole object is to teach and not to make money, no time and pains are 
spared to see that the work is not simply for outward appearance. 
Every piece which is accepted is substantial and well made through
out.

Patternmaleing.—As it requires a lifetime to become skilful in this 
branch of work in wood, and as it is impossible to be an expert 
patternmaker without understanding the art of moulding, only a few 
of the underlying principles can be taught. The class is taught how 
to make a number of small patterns, core-boxes, etc., while at the same 
time the method of moulding each one is thoroughly explained.

Forge and foundery work.—The first things taught in the brass foun- 
dery are the names of the different tools and how they are used. The 
student is then shown how a mould is made and where mistakes are 
likely to occur, and what effect these mistakes would have on the 
finished casting. As soon as these things are thoroughly understood
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tile student is given the simplest kind o f pattern and is required to 
mould it. When successful he is given a'pattern which is a little more 
difficult, and so on until he has become tolerably proficient in the 
moulding o f small articles. He is then required to cast his moulds, 
first in zinc, on account of its low melting point and the ease with 
which it can be handled, and then in brass. A t this point instruction 
is given in the mixing of brass and bronze, showing what mixtures 
will produce a hard, soft, or fluid alloy, as may be required. The time 
spent" in the brass foundery is about five weeks.

The class then goes to the iron foundery, where instruction is given in 
snap moulding, moulding in large flasks, ramming, venting, the use of 
gaggers, chaplets, core-making, facings, their composition and how and 
when to use them, where lines of weakness in castings are likely to 
occur, the elements of dry and loam sand moulding, and other subjects 
which come up during the course. After the above is thoroughly 
understood, instruction is given in the construction and management 
of the cupola, each boy in turn being required to take charge o f a 
melting.

Among the things made so far this session, 1891-’92, are the castings 
for 12 wood working lathes, 1 slate machine, 1 rattle barrel, 10 stop 
eock boxes, 10 wash room sinks, 1 ton grate bars for boiler room, 20 
east iron steps for stairs in main building, 1 circular stairway for 
engine room, and several tons o f other castings which were made for 
practice and have been remelted.

BlaeJcsmith ivorJc.—In order that the student may get a correct and 
rapid idea of form and proportion, and also thoroughly familiarize 
himself with the use of the hammer, the first operations in forging are 
performed in lead instead o f  iron, which acts under the hammer very 
much as hot iron does and permits the operations of forging with the 
exception o f welding and upsetting. The time devoted to lead work 
is about 30 hours.

The use and care of the fire is then taught, the different kinds of 
fires, and which to use for certain kinds of work. Good work can not 
be done without a good, clean fire; therefore the importance of this is 
carefully impressed on the student’s mind.

Next follows a systematic course of drawing, upsetting, bending, 
punching, and welding. Before finishing iron forging each student is 
required to make a set of tongs for the use of the next class.

Metal worTc.—.Regular instruction in this department is given to No. 
2-class on the first three days of the week, four hours each day, during 
the-whole session. Special instruction is given to those members oi 
No. 1 class who desire to take a fuller course than that given in the 
regular way.

Instruction is given in bench and machine work in cast iron, wrought 
iron, steel, and brass, by means of a course of graded exercises em
bracing the principles of machine construction. Each exercise is sup
plemented by something of mechanical value.
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Before commencing work on any machine a thoTough explanation is 
given to the class of the methods of operating and adjusting all parts, 
giving the technical terms used to distinguish them. In this division ' 
instruction is given in chipping, filing, scraping, polishing, measuring, 
graduating, drilling, reaming, etc.

One boy is detailed from the metal working class each week, who is 
engineer for that week, .and he is required to give all necessary atten- ' 
tiou to the engines, besides taking indicator cards each day, setting 
valves, calculating horse power, etc.

The industrial training of the girls’ department consists in instruc
tion" and practice in dressmaking, including cutting and fitting by 
measurement, plain hand and machine sewing, cooking, housework, 
stenography, typewriting, bookkeeping, wood carving, and drawing.

In the sewing department the girls are divided into four classes ac
cording to age, and each class in turn is taught all the different kinds 
of sewing, from darning stockings to cutting, fitting, and making a 
stylish dress. The first class is instructed in dressmaking, including 
cutting and fitting by measurement, and has ample practice in this line 
by actually cutting and fitting their own dresses and the dresses of 
other girls. The second class has for its specific work the making of 
the most difficult parts of garments which have been cut and fitted by 
the first class, and begins the rudiments of cutting and fitting. The 
third class receives instruction and practice in plain hand and machine 
sewing, and does the plain sewing for the department. The fourth 
class, or youngest, is taught to hem, fell, backstitch, and to make 
buttonholes, and does the darning and mending for the department. 
In addition to-the foregoing lines of sewing, the girls learn to make a 
great variety of fancy articles in crochet work and embroidery. It will 
be seen from the above that as a girl grows older she learns all the 
different kinds of sewing, and that the practice in these results in the 
doing of a great deal of work which would otherwise have to be hired 
out.

The girls have constant practice in house cleaning, such as scrub
bing, dusting, sweeping, fire making, and dining room work, including 
dish washing, setting tables, cleaning silver, etc.

In the cooking department the girls are instructed and practised in 
preserving, pickling, and canning fruits and vegetables.

Other branches of manual training are taught to the girls, such as 
modelling and wood carving.

A  garden of 50 acres is cultivated by the pupils, and each boy learns 
the best methods of planting, fertilizing, and tending vegetables and 
small fruits. The farm connected with this school yielded the following 
products in the year 1891: Hay, 124 tons; corn, 2,650 bushels; oats, 
80 tons; ensilage, 176 tons; pork, 9,762 pounds; milk, 119,828 pounds.

In the school year 1891-’92 there were on the roll of the school 173 
boys and 93 girls. The whole number of those who have enjoyed the
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benefits of the school since its organization is 592—469 boys and 123 
girls.

The published report of the school gives a list of the graduates, with 
post office address and occupation of each. The total number of grad
uates reported is 305. Of this number 23 have died, and in the case of 
42 the occupations are unknown. Below we give a summary of the 
occupations of the remaining 240.

OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES OF THE MILLER MANUAL LABOR SCHOOL.

Occupation. Grad
uates. Occupation. Grad

uates.

2 31
7 27
7 2
7 5

13 Professors (chemistry, mechanical engi
neering).

3
2

32 9
6 1

6
4

23 37
3
3 Total..... ............................................. 240

Industrial training for young women is provided for in Hartshorn 
Memorial College of Richmond. This does not mean a training for ser
vants in the kitchen, the chamber, or the laundry, but rather in that 
knowledge of common things, that disciplined attention, that training 
o f the eye, that cunning of the fingers, which makes the mastery of all 
things possible.

The instruction includes the physiology and hygiene of woman’s 
physical life; the sanitary and housewifely care o f a house—of the 
sleeping rooms, of the kitchen and pantry, of the bath room, of the cellar, 
o f the parlor; plain sewing, patching, darning, knitting; the arts of 
the laundry; the use of detergents; soap making; plain cooking; bread 
making and bread raising preparations; the selection and cooking of 
meats; of vegetables; cake and pastries; healthful and unhealtliful 
foods; economy in cooking; the principles of nursing and the care of 
the sick; cooking for the sick; causes and prevention of sickness; the 
care of clothing; o f cotton and linen; of woollen, silks, and furs; the 
cutting and fitting of plain garments; principles of health and of taste 
and beauty in dressing; decorative needlework and knitting; the care 
of children.

The president, the Rev. Lyman B. Tefft, writes under date of July 
20, 1891: “ Our industrial training is incidental to our training of 
teachers and religious workers.”

W ISCON SIN.

The State Normal School at White Water employs manual training 
as an adjunct of educational work.

A  small workshop, begun a few years ago as an experiment, affords 
limited means for instruction and practice in the use of wood working
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tools, and lias proved aval liable adjunct of the scientific department. 
Members of the class in physics spend 4 hours each week, for 20 weeks, 
in learning the use of the fundamental tools and how to construct 
simple apparatus.

The State Normal School at Milwaukee also adopts manual training 
to a limited extent. Boys from the model school of this institution 
receive instruction in sloid. This is an admirable exemplification of 
the adaptability o f carpentry to the lower grades of the public schools. 
There is opportunity offered, also, to students of the normal school to 
participate in this work.

CONFERENCE ON M AN U A L TRAINING.

The conference on manual training held in Boston, April 8-11,1891, 
may here receive appropriate notice. This we believe to have been the 
first general conference in America on this subject, but the report of 
the proceedings indicates that the teachers of the United States have 
well matured thoughts concerning the question, and that many of them 
have had experience in the new educational movement which qualifies 
them to speak with some authority, and entitles them to a respectful 
and attentive hearing. It is fortunate that the papers read at the sev
eral sessions of the Boston gathering have been collected and published 
in full, together with a phonographic report of the discussions called 
forth by the essays presented.

The conference was held in the English High School building at 
Boston. It was called to order by Mr. Edwin P. Seaver, and presided 
over by Dr. Samuel Eliot, who, in his opening address, said with per
tinence and force:

Manual training is to be judged by its results, and the results gath
ered together here will persuade a great many persons that it is 
worthy of a far more respectful consideration than it has yet received.

Governor Russell was then introduced. He spoke briefly of the 
Rindge Manual Training School of Cambridge. This school provided, 
he said, that—

Boys upon graduation from the grammar school, at the age of about 
13 or 14, should have the option to enter the manual school and get 
manual instruction in connection with high school studies. Their time 
was divided between the two schools. A t the high school they pursued 
the usual studies, such as mathematics and physics, and at the manual 
school they were taught carpentry and joinery, forging, machine work, 
pattermnaking, drawing, and other manual studies. * * *

Such education should be made a part of our public school system, 
open to all * * * then making it optional to the pupil, rather than 
compulsory.

President Eliot, o f Harvard College, spoke in his usual incisive man
ner. He said in part:
' I am old enough to remember when the brain was supposed to be 
the seat of the mind, just as the lungs were held to be the furnace 
that warms the body. I remember being taught that the animal heat
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was kept up in the lungs, but we all know better now. W e know that 
wherever an atom is consumed, in whatever part of the body, there 
heat is generated, and, therefore, that the animal heat pervades the 
whole organism. It is just so with regard to the human mind; it per
vades the body. It is not in the head, but it is all over the body; and, 
when you train the hand, or the eye, or the ear, you train the mind. 
As Governor Russell said, manual training is mental training. Never 
admit that manual training is anything* distinguished from, or in op
position to, mental training. In the skill of the artist’s hand, in the 
methodical, accurate movement of the mechanic’s arm, in the acute ob
servation through the physician’s eye or ear, there is always mind. 
Therefore, there is no opposition between manual training on the one 
hand and mental training on the other. W e are simply training another 
kind of faculty—not memory, but discriminating observation and cor
rect perception. * * *

Manual training is in the experimental stage. W e have not yet 
learned whether carpentry is a better means of giving training in cor
rect observation and in the nice use of finger and eye than chemical 
experimentation or physical experimentation with instruments of pre
cision, such as are now used even in elementary instruction. I do not 
think the better way is as yet demonstrated, but teachers and stu
dents are pushing these inquiries in high schools, manual training 
schools, and scientific schools, and are in a fair way to arrive, in time, 
at just conclusions.

Dr. Felix Adler made an address at the second day’s session, on the 
Educational Value of Manual Training in the Public Schools. W e 
quote a few of his suggestive utterances:

Manual training has a history in other countries outside the United 
States, and if we consult the French experiment we shall be impressed 
by the degree of success which has already been achieved in that 
country. The very fact that manual training is being rapidly intro
duced into many of the French public schools is a remarkable testi
mony in its favor, because the system there is not guided after the 
haphazard fashion of this country, where every town has its own 
board of education, and where those boards are not usually composed 
of experts.

The educational system of France is governed by a national coun
cil, consisting of some of the most eminent men of science to be found 
in that country. Every step that is taken is carefully and fully con
sidered, every trifling innovation is the subject of earnest investiga
tion. If, therefore, manual training has met with remarkable success 
in France, that is testimony in its favor which should not be ignored.

Other interesting addresses were made by distinguished education
ists; but we have space to introduce only a few specimens of the wise 
and weighty utterances with which the volume containing the report is 
filled.

For example, when Mr. D. W . Jones, master of Lowell School, Boston, 
said, “ W e welcome this manual training just so far as it is an educational 
power, and no farther,” he expressed, in the most concise terms, the 
prevalent idea of the teaching fraternity as to the proper function and 
the limitations of manual instruction.
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So, too, when Col. T. W . Higginson said, in Ms pregnant speech:
W e recognize that the whole thing is as yet only half developed. 

W e mast go away with that understanding, that each locality has got 
to work it out in detail for itself, to try its o wn experiments, avail itself 
of its own failures, take its own material, use it as it can, and by and 
by it will be developed into sometMng like a cohesive and systematic 
form, as our regular high school training maybe said to be by this time, 
where men are working on the same lines and know what those lines 
are. In manual training we are all working experimentally.

In the profound and carefully prepared paper of Prof. S. N. Patten, 
o f the University o f Pennsylvania, also, the necessity of teaching do
mestic economy in our public schools is urged with peculiar eloquence. 
W e quote one of his remarks on this subject:

In better economy of what we produce, we have a key to our indus
trial problems; and here, more than anywhere else, our practical en
deavors can produce results if we work up the matter systematically. 
Give the laborers an education of the kind which will have a direct in
fluence upon their consumption, and the solution of other educational 
problems will be much simpler than it now is.

The address of Prof. 0. E. Eichards, of the Pratt Institute, on Means 
and Methods of Manual Training, and the historical sketch o f the Origin 
of Mechanic Art Teaching by Prof. J. I). Eunkle, o f the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, are exceptionally rich in suggestiveness; and 
this is true, also, of the valuable paper read by Prof. Eobert H. Eichards, 
of the Massachusetts Institute o f  Technology, on Manual Trainin g as an 
Inspiration to Mental Development, in which the author recalls some of 
his own personal experiences by way of illustration.

W e can not refrain from copying the sententious expression of the 
Eev. 0. G. Ames, who, in the closing address, said: “ The best part of 
our education comes not so much from knowing as applying knowledge 
to a c t i o n a  thought whose full import should be felt in schools of 
every grade and kind.

The discussions at the Boston conference embraced a wider range of 
topics than the reporters at the German congresses have usually con
sidered, at least, in recent years. The reason is, doubtless, that de
bate on the subject is more o f a novelty with us than with the people 
of continental Europe, where every phase of the question of manual 
training has been under investigation for years, and where settled con
clusions have been reached concerning many matters, which, in America, 
are yet sub judice, and which, moreover, in this country involve other 
conditions and require more careful adjustment than under European 
governments.

TEADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Totally different from the manual training schools in aims and meth
ods are the institutions of a trade and technical character. The 
manual training school, as has been seen, aims at directing, by courses 
of mental and manual exercises, the development of all the powers of
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tlie individual, tlie single educational purpose being always kept in 
view. The trade and technical schools, on the other hand, aim at such 
special development as will give a mastery of some particular craft. 
Unlike many of the manual training schools none of those for trade 
and technical training are parts of the public school system. The 
School of Industrial Art at Philadelphia is the only one of its class, so 
far as known, that has received any assistance from a state appropria
tion. But no extended summary of the aims and characteristics of the 
trade and technical schools need be made. Schools of these classes 
are not so numerous, nor their methods so various, that any elaborate 
analysis is necessary to make clear the differences in their aims 'or in 
the work for which they are organized. All this will be easily under
stood by comparison of the statements for the several schools.

N EW  Y O R K  TRADE SCHOOLS.

In 1881 the New York Trade Schools were established in New York 
city, at the corner of First avenue and Sixty-eighth street, by Col. 
Bichard T. Auchmuty, a gentleman of means who has given much 
attention to labor problems. His investigation of the questions in
volved led to certain definite conclusions, and these he proceeded to 
put into practical form by founding schools for the purpose of giving 
young men instruction in certain trades, and to enable young men 
already in their trades to improve themselves.

Here courses of instruction are given at very moderate, charges in 
bricklaying, plastering, plumbing, carpentry, house, sign, and fresco 
painting, stone cutting, blaeksmithing, tailoring, and printing. There 
are both day and evening classes. The thoroughness of the instruction 
given in each of these trades, it is claimed, leaves nothing to be desired 
For example, in the bricklaying class the manual instruction will be in 
building 8, 12, and 16-inch walls; in turning corners and building walls 
intersecting at different angles; in building piers, arches, flues, fire
places; in setting sills and lintels; in corbelling, etc.

The scientific instruction is upon the strength of walls, construction 
of flues, thrust of arches, mixing and properties of mortar, cement, etc. 
The scientific instruction is given by means of lectures illustrated by 
experiments, and by carefully prepared manuals.

In the bricklaying classes the young men are taught first how to 
handle the trowel and how to spread mortar. After this they are prac
tised on 8 and 12-inch walls. When these can be carried up plumb 
and the courses laid level, the class is put upon walls returned at right 
angles, piers, arches, fireplaces, and flues. Great care is exercised 
that each brick is properly laid, and that the joints are neatly pointed. 
No attempt is made to work fast until towards the close of the course, 
when an hour is given, at stated intervals, to ascertain how many 
brick each member of the class can lay in that time in a workmanlike
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manner on a straight wall. The brick work is carried up as high as 
the young men can conveniently work; it is then torn down, and the 
bricks cleaned to be used again. Before an exercise is commenced, the 
instructors show how it should be done. The young men are then re
quired to practice under the constant supervision of the instructors 
until they can do the work well.

The course of instruction in this department extends through nearly 
six months for the evening classes. The tuition costs $18 tor the course. 
The evening class is limited to 1*00 young men.

The prospectus of the school 'makes some interesting statements in 
regard to the work of the young men. Members of the class of 1883-’84, 
after finishing their course of instruction, were employed by the pro
prietor of the New York Trade Schools to build three stores on One- 
hundred and twenty-fifth street, near Fifth avenue. Many members 
of the classes of 1884-’85 and of 1885-’86 were employed by the pro
prietor of the schools to build the large apartment house on the corner 
of Ninety-third street and Ninth avenue. The members o f the class 
of 1885-’86 also built four houses on Sixty-eighth street, between First 
and Second avenues. The additions to the New York Trade Schools 
and five houses on Sixty-eighth street were built by members of the 
class of 18S7-’88. Much work has also been done by members of later 
classes, both on additions to the trade schools and on other buildings. 
A  calculation is made of the number of brick laid èaeh fortnight, and 
the young men’s wages are graded accordingly. Nearly all the brick 
of these buildings, except the face brick, were laid by young men who 
could not handle a trowel when they joined the schools, six months 
before being employed. Much of the face brick work on the buildings 
erected the last three seasons was done by former graduates of the 
schools. Thèse buildings have attracted great attention from mechan
ics and those interested in training the young men of this country in 
the mechanic arts. . It would be difficult to find more thorough or better 
work. The lines are true, each joint is straight and neatly struck.

The Philadelphia Builders’ Exchange sent a committee last year to 
inspect these buildings and the work on exhibition at the New York 
Trade Schools. So favorable a report was made that it was decided to 
establish trade schools in Philadelphia.

Equal facilities are afforded for learning the other bradés taught in 
this school, and equal thoroughness characterizes the instruction given.

A  circumstance of peculiar significance in connection with the tail
oring department of the Auchmuty school deserves to be specially 
mentioned, namely, that the tailoring class is managed by the Mer
chant Tailors’ Society of New York.

The object of the Merchant Tailors’ Society in establishing a school 
of tailoring is to teach the trade thoroughly in all its parts. The 
school is under the. supervision of first class teachers, who are practical 

S. Ex. 65------6
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tailors and understand every detail of the trade. Instruction is given, 
throughout the year from 8.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m., with one hour inter
mission at noon, except Saturday.

The cost of tuition is $100, payable in advance, for the entire course 
o f  two years, or less, i f  the pupil is found proiieient by the examining 
committee.

The instruction is graded as follows:
First grade.—Plain seams, back and side stitching; felling, stoating, 

padding collar and lapels; single and double stitched edges; binding 
and flat braided edges.

Second grade.—Piping and cording of all kinds; tacking pockets: of 
all kinds, raw edges and pockets of all kinds.

Third grade.—Buttonholes of all kinds and sewing on buttons; 
sleeve cuffs o f  all kinds; fancy sewing of all kinds; making and finish
ing all kinds o f  fronts, lapels, and collars.

Fourth grade.—The pupil to be placed with finishing tailor on coats, 
pantaloons, and waistcoats.

When a pupil in the tailoring class has finished the course and 
passed a satisfactory examination, he receives a certificate of pro
ficiency—not from the school, but from the Merchant Tailors’ Society, 
a source which gives it peculiar value.

To accommodate the students o f the New York Trade Schools, Col. 
Auehmuty has erected the building No. 300 East Sixty-seventh street, 
where comfortable, well furnished rooms are rented at $2 per week for 
single rooms and $3 per week for double rooms with two beds. This 
includes lights and attendance. The building is within a few minutes’ 
walk of the schools, and is in charge o f a respectable family. Meals 
can be had in neighboring houses and restaurants at from $3 to $3.50 
per week.

The institution is not pecuniarily profitable to its proprietor, nor is 
it self supporting. The receipts of the New York Trade Schools last 
season from pupils and the sale of old material were $12,343.55. The 
expenses, exclusive of interest on cost of land and buildings, taxes, and 
insurance, were $21,868.00.

The attendance in successive years has been as follows: First sea
son, 30; second season, 98; third season, 207; fourth season, 198; fifth 
season, 304; sixth season, 337; seventh season, 469; eighth season, 369; 
ninth season, 520 ; tenth season, 589; eleventh season, 541.

The New York Trade School Journal is a publication devoted to the 
interests of the proprietor and apprentices of the New York Trade 
Schools. The first number of the Journal (for December 1892), whose 
mechanical make-up represents the skill o f the printing class of 1893, 
is a creditable piece of typographical art.

On its first page, under the heading, How the Graduates Succeed, 
are given extracts from the record book of the Auehmuty schools, con
taining reports from 48 recent graduates as to their occupations,
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■wages* etc. From these letters it appears that the graduates gener
ally receive journeymen’s wages at their respective trades within a 
few months after leaving, the schools.

SCHOOL OF THE PH ILAD ELPH IA BUILDERS’ EXCH AN GE.

A s an illustration of what may be accomplished1 by associations, and1 
corporate bodies in the way of establishing apprentice schools, we 
may cite the example of the Philadelphia Master Builders’ Exchange. 
Reference has been made to the visit of a committee of this exchange 
to the New York Trade Schools. Mr. Qharles Gillingham, of the Phil
adelphia organization, gives the following sketch of the sequel to that 
visit:

A t the first meeting of the board after the visit to New Yorkr which 
was on the 8th of May,, a committee on mechanical trade schools was. 
appointed, composed * * # of three members representing each of
the seven trades to be taught in the school. It was deemed, inadvisable 
to take any active steps for the organization; o f  the school until after, 
the completion of the new building, and as that was not accomplished, 
until October 1889 * * * the work, was quietly proceeded with un
til about one year ago. Then, however, the committee took off their 
eoats and went to work in earnest. On the 18th o f March, 1890, they 
made an official visit to the New York Mechanical Trade School and 
to the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, thereby obtaining much valuable 
information, which enabled them to proceed with their work.

A  superintendent was selected, the basement of the exchange was: 
fitted up at a cost of $1,629.58, and tools-were purchased to the amount 
of $1,484.25. The fact that the school was to be opened under the man
agement of the Builders’ Exchange of Philadelphia was widely made 
known through the advertisiii g columns o f  the daily papers, an d applica
tions for scholarships were received to the encouraging extent of 295, the 
applicants signifying their preference as to the branch of trade in which 
they desired tuition. As the options ran largely to a few of the trades; 
contemplated, namely, plumbing, bricklaying, and carpentry, it was 
impossible to accommodate more than 129 pupils.

The next work of the committee was to select nine instructors in the 
various trades, and the school was opened on the evening of September 
2,1890.. The 129-pupils, each of whom pays $18 per term-of nine months, 
were apportioned among the several branches of trade as folio w s: Plumb
ing, 61; bricklaying, 31; carpentry, 21; blacksmithing, 7; stone cut
ting, 3; painting, 3; and plastering, 3.

Col. Auehmuty, whose beneficence is not confined within the limits 
of his own city, has subscribed towards the expenses of the Philadelphia 
school the sum of $3,000 per annum for three years. The exchange 
has accepted the gift, but the school promises soon to become self sup
porting.

The first year’s course of instruction in the Philadelphia trade schools 
having been completed in June 1891,. the occasion was observed with, 
fitting graduation ceremonies. The following extracts from the editorial 
columns of the city newspapers are of interest, as showing what has been
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accomplished wi thin the year, and as indicating the attitude of the press 
in relation to the movement :

The graduates numbered 62 out o f classes with pupils numbering 129, 
the great difference being accounted for in the fact that many of the 
young men failed to apply for examination. These were divided among 
the building trades as follows: Plastering, 3; painting, 2; stone cut
ting, 3; blacksmithing, 4; carpentry, 14; plumbing, 27; bricklaying, 9. 
Among the remarks made on the occasion of the graduation exercises 
were the following significant ones by Col. A. K. McClure: “ The great 
want of this age is American mechanics. W e are losing each year. 
Our mechanics, instead of becoming better, are becoming worse. In
stead of artists they have been degenerating in attainments of skill 
and in their mechanical profession. The great mistake is that they do 
not respect their own calling, and therefore others do not respect them. 
Every mechanic should be an artist and master of his trade. He should 
start out with the resolve to leave nothing unlearned in his particular 
calling. I f  they did that they could make .their own terms, as they 
would be worth much more than they are today.”

Other speakers praised the Master Builders’ Exchange for inaugurat
ing the school, which it was predicted would become a great auxiliary 
to the public school system.

After commenting on the exercises, the Philadelphia Times said :
The special need of the country today is educated mechanics ; that 

is, a class of skilled industry that is more than mechanical in its aims 
and attainments, a class that is artistic in everything pertaining to its 
calling. W e have plenty of men in all trades who imitate the mechan
ical routine they have learned, but the thorough mastery of our me
chanical trades is well nigh a lost art in the United States, and the 
result is that foreigners are now very largely filling the more responsi
ble and lucrative mechanical positions in America.

One of the most unfortunate and unwise theories of our trade unions 
is that which hinders the free and thorough apprenticeship system of 
olden times. The only practical result is a steady lowering of the 
standard of mechanical skill and fidelity and the intrusion of countless 
competitors from foreign lands and from the imperfect teachings of 
rural industries. Our printers are crowded with rural typé'-setters, 
many of whom never had an opportunity to learn the art of printing, 
and what is true of the printers, admittedly one of the most intelligent 
class of mechanics, is equally true of nearly every mechanical pursuit 
in the land. In machinery American mechanism leads the world, but 
in most other mechanical callings the complete, artistic mechanic comes 
from foreign countries, where education and thorough apprenticeship 
yet rule in mechanism.

IN STITU TE FOR COLORED YOUTH.

The Institute for Colored Youth in Philadelphia was chartered by the 
state of Pennsylvania in 1842, on the foundation of a bequest by Mr. 
Bichard Humphreys, whose will provided for the establishment of a 
school “ having for its object the benevolent design of instructing the 
descendants of the African race in school learning, in the various 
branches of the mechanic arts and trades, and in agriculture, in order 
to prepare, fit, and qualify them to act as teachers.”
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An industrial department was finally opened in connection with the 
school, and in the year 1889 instruction was commenced in the trades 
of carpentry, bricklaying, shoemaking, printing, dressmaking, milli
nery, etc.

A t the close of the year 1891 there were 108 males and 151 females 
enrolled in this department. Concerning the usefulness of the instruc
tion in this school the report says:

It is sometimes asked whether the industrial training is of any real 
practical value. A  few particulars of the work done by our pupils 
will, we think, answer the query satisfactorily.

The statistics show that up to twelfth month last the shoemaking 
class, which has averaged about 21 members, and works about five 
hours a week, had made on actual orders received 44 pairs of shoes 
and had done 187 jobs of repairing. * * *

The bricklaying class has made a most excellent showing. It also 
numbers about 20 members. One man, who was making $7 a week at 
opening oysters before he learned this trade in our school, can now easily 
average $3.25 a day at jobbing, and at one time had in his employ as 
many as five men, three of whom were also our scholars. His work 
has included cementing several cellars, building chimneys, setting 
ranges, repairing, etc. Another man who had been working as a 
laborer now averages as jobber $3.50 a day. Still another of our 
scholars, among his other work, built a church edifice at Eighth and 
Sycamore streets, Camden. This building is 40 by 60 feet and 20 feet 
high to the square, with a 20-foot peaked gable at each end. It con- 
taing upwards of 75,000 bricks. Six young men, five of them scholars 
of the industrial school, assisted in the work.

The printers also have made satisfactory progress. A  monthly 
report is made to the board of managers of the affairs of the industrial 
department, which is now regularly printed in the school. Last year’s 
annual report was also the work of this class, and it is expected that 
the present report will also be printed by them. In addition to this 
work the class has completed a large number of orders for bill heads, 
advertisements, business cards, and other similar work.

These three branches are mentioned as giving the best illustrations 
of the practical results of the industrial training, but an equally en
couraging showing can be made by the other classes.

This school is under the care of members of the Society of Friends. 
There are nine teachers in all connected with the institute, and the 
course of study covers four years. This includes the high school and 
normal courses.

W ILLIA M SO N  FREE SCHOOL OF M ECH A N ICA L TRADES.

One of the most liberally planned and endowed of institutions of its 
class is the Williamson Free School of Mechanical Trades, founded by 
the late Isaiah Y. Williamson, of Philadelphia, “ for the purpose of 
giving poor and deserving boys a good English education, for training 
them in habits of morality, economy, and industry, and for teaching 
them mechanical trades.” The school is different in some respects from 
any trade school previously established. It is designed to take the place, 
so far as a school can, of the old apprenticeship system. .
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The- school has an equipment ample for its purposes. There are 
three shop buildings well fitted for the trades taught, those for the 
wood working and machine trades being well equipped with power 
tools. The plant, including land, buildings, and equipment, to the 
present time has cost $363,391.60, besides which the school has an 
endowment and other funds of the par value of $1,575,812,05, the 
market value being somewhat greater. The school is located at W il
liamson School, Delaware county, Pennsylvania,, about 16 miles from 
Philadelphia.

Classes are admitted, on April 1 in each year. Boys to be admitted 
must not be under 16 or over 18 years of age; they must be of good 
health and of good moral character, and they must be able to 
read ordinary text fluently, write a plain hand, and work in arithmetic 
as far as fractions. Some elementary knowledge o f geography and 
United States history is desirable, though not absolutely essential. 
Other things being equal, preference will be given to boys in the fol
lowing order: Those born in Philadelphia; those born in Bucks county, 
Pennsylvania; those born in Montgomery and Delaware counties, Penn
sylvania; those born elsewhere in Pennsylvania; those born in New Jer
sey; those born elsewhere in the United States.

All boys admitted are bound as indentured apprentices to the trustees 
for three years. The indenture may, however, be cancelled by the 
trustees for the pupil’s incompetency or bad conduct, or if, in their opin
ion,, the pupil has so advanced in his studies as to make it more advan
tageous for him to pursue his work elsewhere.

Each boy on entering the school is given a preparatory course of six 
months in wood working and mechanical drawing in connection with 
studies in the school room. A t the end of that time he is placed at one 
of the following three trades (the selection of which is made by the 
trustees, due regard being given to the inclination and adaptability of 
the boys to the trade to which they are assigned): W ood working in its 
various branches, such as carpentering, patternmaking, cabinetmak
ing:, etc.; building, including bricklaying, tile, range, and boiler setting, 
etc., plastering, and stone masonry; machine trade in all its usual 
details, including practical training in steam and electrical engineering, 
steam fitting! etc. Each boy takes but one of the trades named, 
and his instruction in mechanical drawing, which*continues during his 
entire course, tends in the general direction of his trade.

The work of shop and school room takes up 8 hours daily on 5 
days of the week, each boy spending 4 hours in the shop and 4 in 
the class room. The academic work includes reading, writing, arith
metic, algebra, geometry, physicahand political geography, history, elo
cution, physical science, physiology and hygiene, civil government, 
chemistry, and vocal music..

The benefits o f the school are entirely free, no charge being made for 
boarding, clothing, or instruction. The boys are divided into families of
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24, each having its matron and its own distinct home or cottage, cared 
for by its occupants. The homes contain no kitchens, dining rooms, 
or laundries, these being located in other buildings.

The number of applications for admission has greatly exceeded the 
capacity of the school. The school was opened October 20,1891, and 
the first class will be graduated in 1894. With the new class to be 
admitted on April 1 next the pupils will number 168, divided about 
equally among the three departments. The faculty of the school now 
consists of a president, a superintendent, and nine instructors, four 
being for the academic and five for the mechanical work. The results 
are reported by the president o f the school as being “ preeminently sat
isfactory.”

PR ATT INSTITUTE.

Barely, if ever, has a great educational institution been more happy in 
conception, more wisely planned, or more successful in the results 
achieved within a brief time than the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn. The 
institute as organized is the result of many years of study of schools in 
this country and abroad on the part of its founder, Mr. Charles Pratt of 
Brooklyn. There was no single institution in existence doing just the 
kinds of work that Mr. Pratt wished to take up. Cooper Union, in New 
York city, was doing nothing in the way of industrial work, unless we in
clude under that name the classes in stenography and typewriting and 
for art instruction. The manual training high schools, then just begin, 
ning to multiply, and the New York Trade Schools were both in a meas
ure doing tor boys work within the range of his purposes. Schools of 
the character o f the Regent street Polytechnic and the People’s Palace 
in London were just beginning to develop on the lines which they have 
since so successfully followed out. But in schools of this last class 
there was nothing just like the manual training and trade schools of 
our own country. Nor was there anywhere a school offering courses of 
instruction of such variety and thoroughness as those now offered in the 
department of domestic art and science of Pratt Institute. Mr. Pratt 
could not then copy the organization and methods of any one school, but 
from a study of many models had to create a new and more comprehen
sive type of school.

It will be.found that Mr. Pratt’s school comprehends something of 
the methods of all o f these schools, and much more. He has adopted 
the manual training school, admitting girls as well as boys, however; 
he has established trade schools on the same general lines as Col. 
Auchmuty’s, adding in the same department scientific and technical 
instruction, with particular regard to industrial uses; he has added 
trade schools in some special lines for girls and courses for very com
prehensive instruction in domestic science. Besides these, the more 
important departments, should be mentioned the other departments of 
music, of commerce, of agriculture, and the classes in library methods, H |
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as well as the technical museum, a collection for illustrating the achieve
ments in science and art with special reference to the work in the classes.

The purpose of the founder in giving such a prominent place to the 
department of domestic art and science in his educational curriculum 
is disclosed by the following incident, which he relates to illustrate and 
enforce his view of the subject:

Eeturning from France a few weeks since, I met on the steamer some 
ladies who had gone to Paris for no other purpose than to buy trousseaux 
for some of their friends, because they could not obtain as fine a qual
ity of needlework in this country. W e wish to develop the skill and 
cultivate the taste of Americans, so that they may be able to do as good 
work here as can be obtained in Paris.

Again, referring to household economy and domestic science, he says:
One important design of this department is to render it practicable 

for persons of very limited income to secure and enjoy more comfort in 
their homes. The man who earns $10 per week will have a more at
tractive and happy home with a wife trained in household economy 
than the man who receives twice as much whose wife has had no train
ing in domestic economy and thrift.

The high school department has been already described with other 
schools o f manual training and does not call for any extended notice 
here.

The department of domestic art and science, if judged by the attend
ance, is the most important in the institute. It certainly deserves 
special notice, including, as it does, courses of instruction unique in the 
combination of constant practical work with the most thorough study 
of artistic and scientific principles in their relation, not only to good 
housekeeping, but to home making, to the preparation of clothing, of 
economical and wholesome food, and to such knowledge of sanitary 
and hygienic laws as will tend to secure comfortable and healthy homes 
at the least expense.

The department includes the following courses of instruction: Nor
mal domestic science course, courses in household science, hygiene 
and home nursing, cooking, laundry work, plain sewing, dressmaking, 
millinery, and physical culture. In all branches of instruction in this 
department there are morning, afternoon, and evening classes. In the 
evening classes the plan of the day work is followed as far as the lim
ited time permits.

The normal domestic science course is a two years’ course of five days 
a week, primarily designed for those intending to teach. Instruction is 
by means of lectures and recitations, with a good deal of laboratory 
work. There is practical work, including sewing, laundry work, cook
ing, and visits to manufactories. The study and practice of normal 
methods also receive due attention, while a series of lectures by special 
investigators is given supplementary to the course.

The course in outline is as follows:
First year.—German, physics (energy and heat), chemistry (general 

and qualitative), biology (bacteriology and physiology), drawing.
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Second year.—Chemistry (including chemistry of cooking), chemistry 
x o f foods, and calculation of dietaries, household science, hygiene and 

house nursing, public hygiene.
The division of household science embraces three courses of study, 

continuing through a year. The instruction by lectures is illustrated 
and supplemented by visits to private houses and other buildings. The 
following is a brief outline of the three courses:

House sanitation—Situation of the house, surroundings, and cellar; 
removal of wastes, plumbing and care of fixtures; substitutes for water 
carriage, water supply; ventilation, heating, lighting, sanitary furnish
ing, and general care of the house.

Household economy.—The arrangement of work and furnishings, the 
care in detail of every portion of the house, house cleaning, household 
accounts, mistress and maid, household amenities.

Household art.—Architecture, interior decoration, furnishing.
The full course of instruction in hygiene and home nursing consists 

of three courses of twelve lectures each. The aim is to teach women 
how to care for cases of sudden illness or accident, and to perform 
intelligently the duties of a nurse where trained service can not be 
obtained. In these courses the work of bandaging, artificial respira* 
tion, application of splints, lifting helpless patients, and preparing and 
applying poultices is done by the pupil under the personal direction of 
the instructor until a reasonable degree of proficiency is attained. To 
a large extent the instruction is by practical demonstration upon the 
living- model. The subjects of the courses are:

First course.—Heart, and circulation of the blood; general direction of 
the main arteries; various bleedings and ways of arresting them; im
mediate treatment of those suffering collapse from injury or fainting, 
and of tho^e apparently drowned, or otherwise suffocated; immediate 
treatment of burns, scalds, wounds, and bruises; observing and record
ing pulse, respiration, and temperature; furnishing, warming, and ven
tilating the sick room; bathing, dressing, and administering food and 
medicines to patients ; practical bandaging, bed making, lifting and prop
ping helpless patients.

Second course.—Prevention and care of bed sores; treatment of fevers, 
bathing, sponging, diet, use of disinfectants; nursing special diseases, 
care of children, immediate treatment of fractures, sprains, unconscious
ness, epilepsy, hysteria, poisonous bites, sunstroke, and frost bite; poi
sons and their antidotes; practical preparation and application of poul
tices, blisters, and stupes; packs and vapor baths; carrying the sick 
and injured.

Third course.—Hygiene of infancy and childhood—growth, food and 
artificial feeding, teething, clothing, exercise, etc.; outlines of physi
ology and hygiene for adults; care of eyes, ears, skin, digestion, and 
lungs.

The course in public hygiene consists of twelve lectures on the fol-.
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lowing topics: The care of streets, sewers, water supply, etc.; precau
tions against the spread of contagious diseases; quarantine disinfec
tion; the laws, and the reasons for the same, concerning milk, butter, 
meat, etc.; school hygiehe.

In the classes o f the cookery section the physiological relations be
tween food and the body are carefully studied, and with these in view 
the pupil learns how best to choose, to combine, and to prepare foods 
to meet the demands of healthful living. There are various classes 
adapted to the times and needs of the different pupils. The complete 
scheme of instruction is divided into three courses of three months 
each. Each course consists of weekly lessons o f two hours’ duration.' 
The subjects covered by the courses are as follows*:

Courses A  and B .—Making and care of fire, dishwashing and care of 
kitchen, boiling meats, vegetables, and cereals, soups, stewing and 
braising,.warmed-over dishes, simple invalid cookery, broiling, frying 
and sautéing.

Course C.—Clear soups and bisques, soufflés and croquettes, salads, 
French and mayonnaise dressing, entrées and sauces, roast game, fancy 
desserts and cakes, frozen creams, a breakfast, a luncheon, a spring din
ner, a winter dinner.

There is also a course specially designed for physicians, nurses, and 
others desiring to learn to cook for the sick. Besides a series of lect
ures on dietetics, it includes the preparation of meat extracts, broths, 
gruels, soups, beverages, and dishes for convalescents.

Special courses are also offered. A  special course of three lessons a 
week completes the regular work in three months. Another course in 
fancy cooking consists of twelve lessons of three hours each in advanced 
work. Still another series of lessons teaches the use of the chafing- 
dish. All of these courses are on the same comprehensive plan and 
are followed out with the same thoroughness.

The course of instruction in laundry work covers three months, and 
includes the following lessons: Some historical notes regarding laun
dry work, location of the laundry, appointments, care of appointments; 
classification of articles to be laundered—table linen, bed linen, body 
linen, flannels; theory—talk upon water, washing soda, soaps, bleach
ing powders, and bluings, with tests; methods of removing stains; 
practice work—scalding, rinsing, and bluing bed linen and towels; 
theory—sprinkling, stretching, folding, and ironing; history and prep
aration of starch; practice work—starch making; table linen, body 
linen, and handkerchiefs ; shirts, collars, arql cuffs ; cold and boiled starch ; 
silk, merino, and flannel underwear; prints and hosiery; clear starch
ing—infants’ dresses, fancy handkerchiefs ; laces and embroidery ; crewel 
embroidery; colored silk embroidery.

The complete course in sewing includes three graded courses of three 
months each with two lessons a week. In connection with each course 
talks are given upon the various materials used, with special reference
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to judicious purchasing'. Eaeh pupil is required to record in a note
book the instruction received at each lesson. A t the end of eaeh course 
a ’written examination is given.

First course.—Method of threading needle, making knot, and using 
thimble; talks on the manufacture of the needle and thimble; basting 
and overhanding; turning hem by measure, hemming and running; 
talks on weaving; stitching and overcasting; backstitching and fel
ling ; gathering, stroking gathers, and putting on bands; making but
tonholes and eyelets, sewing on buttons; putting in gussets; talks on 
the growth and manufacture of cotton; herring-bone stiteh on flannel; 
patching; hemstitching, tucking, and whipping ruffle; chain-stitching, 
feather-stitching, and mitreing corners; French hem on damask; darn
ing on scrim, cashmere, and stockinet; slip-stitching and blindstiteh- 
ing; mending and darning.

Second course.—Choice of materials; taking measures; machine- 
stitching; cutting white skirt by measure; making skirt with or with
out ruffle; cutting underwaist from pattern, basting, stitching, and 
trimming; cutting and making a cambric dressing sack from pattern.

Third course.—Fine hand sewing; advanced machine work; draught
ing undergarments; making cambric dress without lining; talks on 
the growth and manufacture of linen and on fine materials; making 
baby linen.

The complete course o f instruction in dressmaking comprises four 
courses o f  three months each. There are three lessons a week, two of 
two hours each devoted to practical work, and one of one hour to free
hand drawing and design. Applicants must be at least 18 years of 
age and must have successfully completed the first and second terms 
of the sewing course, or show an equivalent amount of training. 
Throughout the courses the work cut and planned in the class must be 
finished at home. The courses in outline are given below:

First course.—Talk on color and textiles applied to dress; instruction 
in the choice o f materials; cutting foundation skirt from measure; 
finishing skirt for trimming and draping; talk on form, line, and pro
portion in relation to draping and trimming; planning skirt; draping 
skirt; cutting waist and sleeves from pattern; basting, fitting; trim
ming, finishing; drawing, including pencil practice, study o f the 
appearance o f cylindrical objects, study o f drapery, and drawing of 
skirt, bows, etc. In this course each pupil is required to complete one 
dress for herself and to do as much practice work at home as is pos
sible.

Second course.—Talk on woollen textiles and their manufacture; 
choice of materials and colors; practice in taking measures; talk on 
form, including artistic and hygienic principles o f  dress; instruction 
in draughting close fitting waist; cutting and fitting waist linings; 
cutting and fitting plain cloth basque; cutting and matching striped 
or plaid basque; draughting waist with extra seam for large figures;
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trimming and finishing waist; drawing, including drawing of waists 
and gowns, notes on form and color, and practice in tlie use of color. 
In this course two basques, one of plain and one o f striped or plaid 
material, are completed. Constant practice in draughting at home is 
required.

Third course.—Instruction in choice of materials for house and street 
wear, considering color and texture; talk on the growth and manu
facture of silk; taking measures and draughting princess dress; talk 
upon the contour and poise of the body as essential in artistic dress; 
planning princess dress; cutting, and making princess dress; practice 
in draping, illustrating the principles of variety, unity, and repose; 
cutting and making house or evening dress from original design by 
pupil; draughting; drawing, including problems in design, sketches in 
water color of gowns, etc., and outline and proportion of the human 
form.

Fourth course.—Talk on the manufacture’ o f cloths; draughting 
jackets of various styles; cutting, basting, fitting, and pressing; mak
ing various styles of pockets and collars; lining and finishing jackets; 
cutting and fitting child’s dress and coat.

The work in the millinery classes is divided into three graded courses, 
each covering a term of three months, with three lessons a week, two in 
practical work of two hours each, and one of one hour in free-hand draw
ing and design. In connection with each course talks are given on the 
suitability of materials, combination of colors, and character of lines 
and form as essehtial to artistic millinery. Here, as in the work out
lined above, the courses are planned with careful attention to thor
oughly educating the taste and training the hand and eye by constant 
practice of the best methods.

The department of science and technology affords instruction in 
various scientific and technical subjects, as well as a thoroughly practi
cal training for the principal mechanical trades. The scientific and 
technical subjects studied are algebra, geometry, physics, chemistry 
(two years’ course), electrical construction, steam and the steam 
engine, strength of materials, and machine design. The shops and the 
laboratories of the departments are supplied with such appliances as 
will best promote the efficiency o f the instruction.

The work in the trade school includes both day and evening classes. 
In the day classes the instruction is similar in outline to that of the 
evening glasses, but greatly extended in amount and variety, and in
cludes a much greater amount o f practical work. The day classes 
afford sufficient time by continuous practice to prepare for practical 
work at the trades. In the evening classes the aim is principally to 
broaden and extend the training of those already engaged at the 
trades.

Under the methods pursued, carefully arranged courses of work are 
provided in which the reason o f each step is clearly explained. Fre-
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quent talks on methods and materials are given throughout the course. 
The school does not aim to turn out journeymen mechanics, but to 
afford a training that further practice in active work will perfect. The 
trades taught are carpentry, machine work, plumbing, and house, sign, 
and fresco painting. Outlines of two of them will be sufficient to illus
trate the methods and to indicate the thoroughness of the training. 
In each case it is the evening course that is described.

Carpentry.—Use of tools; course in joint work; methods of framing; 
making model of frame house; setting and bridging of partitions; lay
ing of floors; making and placing doors and window-frames; sheath
ing, clapboarding, shingling, cornicing; inside trimming; making and 
hanging of doors, sashes, and shutters; wainscoting, base-boards, stair 
building, etc.; practice in the use of working drawings, and laying out 
work from plans.

Plumbing.—Use of tools; preparing wiping cloths; making soil; tin
ning soldering-iron, brass, iron, lead, and tin; making solder; solder
ing seams; making cup joint, over-cast joint, straight-'wiped joint, 
flange joint, and branch joint; working-sheet lead into bends, traps, 
service boxes, and safes; lining tanks; caulking iron pipe joints; 
bending with sand and kinking irons; also lectures on the materials 
used in the trade, the proper arrangement of drain, soil, and waste 
pipes, trapping and ventilating the same, supply pipes, boilers, tanks, 
fixtures, and pumps. Charts and diagrams are freely used, and study 
is made of examples of defective plumbing. Special attention is given 
to the plumbing rules of the city of Brooklyn.

The department of industrial and fine arts aims to provide thorough 
and systematic art instruction. Courses for both day and evening 
classes include training in drawing, clay modelling, design, architect
ural drawing, mechanical drawing, wood carving, and art needlework. 
The work in all the courses is of quite a comprehensive character, in 
no case covering less than two years, and in the regular art course 
requiring four years.

The other departments do not call for extended description. The 
very brief notice of them already given has sufficiently indicated the 
character of the instruction.

On the whole the Pratt Institute appears to be a most liberally 
planned and judiciously managed institution, whose founder is ever 
seeking, with wise and discriminating judgment, to increase its effi
ciency and expand the sphere of its usefulness.

It is somewhere observed by Mr. Buskin that the wisest man is he 
who has been oftenest aided, who is taught by every one he meets, and 
enriched by everything that falls in his way. W ith the wisdom which 
comes of wide experience, Mr. Pratt remarks on the subject of tuition:

There is no one subject in connection with this work upon which I have 
such peculiar feelings as when a poor man comes to pay his hard earned 
wages for the education of his child. Instinctively my feeling is to
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say, u Don’ttake the-money” ; but in my cooler and calmer thoughts 
the judgment formed after long and patient study of human nature 
tells me that it is wiser, and better for every one to pay a part at least 
of the cost o f this éducation.

The institute occupies four large: buildings. The main, building, on 
Kyerson street is 100. by 86 feet and six stories high. The science and- 
technology building,, with the extension, is 144 by 95feet,. and the one- 
story trade school building is 103 by 95 feet,. The high school build
ing is 50 by 80 feet and three stories high. Plans are in progress for 
the;construction of a new building, during, the present year, for the 
accommodation of the library, the museum, the art department, and 
a large auditorium..

The catalogue o f  the institute for 1892-’93 shows the registration in 
the various departments for the fifth year of the school, lS9I-’92, to 
have been as follows:

Department. Day. Even
ing.. Total.

144 
559 

1,388:
so;
89

133
43:

144
892

1,940
312
333
426
43

Department: ofindustrial andflne arte-:............ ........... ........................... .......... 333
552
232
244
293.

2,436: 1,654 4,090
149

3; 941

The teaching force of the school consists of the heads of the various 
departments, with a corps of about 90 instructors and assistants»

The institute has been most liberally provided for by Mr. Pratt. A  
statement made by the: president in October 1891 shows the amount o f
its property :
Endowment fund................................................................................ $2,000, 000.00
Real, estate, building and equipment fund, to be used as required......  835,000; 00
Cost of present institute buildings, equipment, and grounds............. 523, 337.61
Cost of Aistral̂  Inwood, and Studio buildings....................................  332, .437..07'

Total..................................................................................................  3,690,774 68

DREXEL INSTITUTE.

The Drexel Institute of Art, Science^ and Industry, at Philadelphia, 
is a new school of complex character. The school was opened in Sep
tember 1892., As now organized its work comprehends six depart
ments-, viz., department of mechanic arts; business department,, in
cluding; a; commercial eourse and a course: in stenography and type
writing! technical department, including cookery courses and trade 
courses in  dressmaking and millinery;, normal department, including 
courses for training of teachers in drawing, science, physical culture,
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manual training, cookery, dressmaking-and millinery, and the course in 
library work;■ scientific department for advanced, scientific training in 
physics and chemistry, and applications; and art department, including 
a regular art course, a normal art course, a course in mechanical and 
architectural drawing, and courses nr applied design, decorative paint
ing, wood carving, and stained-glass work. Several additional course» 
are to be added, among the more important of which will be courses in 
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and machine con
struction.

The building with its equipment has thus far cost about 11,000,00b. 
The endowment is $1,000,000, which is dedicated to the maintenance o f 
the instruction. The institute possesses a valuable library o f  about
10,000 volumes, and a museum devoted to art industrial productions,, 
such as textiles, ceramics, wood carvings, metal work, ivories, embroid- 
.eries, etc. The whole is tlie gift of Mr. Drexel of Philadelphia*

The teaching force now numbers over forty, with President James 
MacAlister at the bead. The work of the next year will require an 
increase in the number of instructors.

The instruction in the department of mechanic arts is of the advanced 
manual training character. It aims to give a general rather than a 
special training. The work provides a thorough course in mathematics^ 
science, drawing, and shop work in connection with the essential Eng
lish branches of a secondary education. The time of the student is 
about equally divided between the class room and laboratory studies,, 
and the shop work. The course of instruction covers three years of 
two terms each. The tuition is $20 per term..

The course of instruction is as follows:
First year.—Arithmetic, algebra, plane geometry; distribution and 

economic uses of minerals and plants, chemistry, physics (laboratory 
work and lectures) ; English language ; free-hand and mechanical draw
ing, clay modelling; and shop work, which includes carpentry, joinery, 
wood turning, bench work (chipping and filing) in iron, care and use 
of tools.

Second year.—Solid geometry,, plane trigonometry, business forms and 
accounts f physics, physiology and hygiene; English language and litera
ture, civil government; mechanical drawing, historic ornament, clay 
modelling; and shop work, which includes patternmaking, moulding, 
casting, forging, welding, tempering, soldering, and brazing.

Third year.—Spherical trigonometry, surveying, theoretical mechan
ics; electrical physics and applications o f  electricity, theory and prac
tice of the steam engine; English language and literature, practical 
economics; mechanical drawing, architectural drawing, principles o f  
design; and shop work, which includes constructive wood work, orna
mental iron work, applied mechanics, machine work, and practical train
ing in connection with the extensive mechanical and electrical plants 
in the institute.
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The technical department includes courses in cookery and in dress
making and millinery work. The following courses in cookery are 
given:

First course.—The fundamental principles of cookery, and practice in 
the preparation of simple dishes and courses. In connection with the 
practical training in the jnaking of dishes, elementary instruction is 
given in the composition and dietetic value of foods.

Second course.—This course includes instruction and practice of an 
advanced character in the preparation o f more complicated dishes and 
menus than are included in the first course, cost of materials for and 
preparation of a dinner.

Course in invalid cookery.—This course is intended for the training 
of professional nurses and persons desirous of acquiring a practical 
knowledge of cookery suitable for the sick room. It embraces gen
eral principles, followed by special instruction and training in invalid 
cookery.

Normal course fo r  training teachers o f  cookery.—The object of this 
course is to train special teachers o f cookery, for whose services there 
is a constantly increasing demand. The instruction is thorough and 
occupies one year. It embraces the following subjects: A ll the pre
ceding courses in cookery; chemistry and its applications to cookery 
and other departments of domestic science; human physiology, per
sonal hygiene, and public hygiene and sanitation. Lectures on the 
general principles of methods of teaching and on the history of educa
tion in its relations to this department o f school work.

The tuition in the cookery courses is, for the first course, $10; sec
ond course, $15; invalid cookery, $10; normal course, $30.

The instruction in dressmaking is arranged in three courses, each of 
five months’ duration. The first course is devoted to the fundamental 
principles of dressmaking, the choice of different materials, draughting 
the skirt from measurements, cutting, making, hanging, and draping 
the skirt, cutting and fitting the waist from patterns, and the general 
finish of garments. The second course includes draughting the waist 
from measurements, matching striped, plaid, and figured materials, 
and advanced work in making princess dresses. A  considerable por
tion of the time is devoted to practical work leading to a knowledge of 
the designing of dresses; The third course is intended for students 
who have satisfactorily completed the first and second courses, and con
sists of draughting and finishing outside garments of different materials 
and the making of children’s garments. Each student is required to 
design and make a street dress, a dress in gown form, and a coat. 
During the first course instruction is given in business forms and 
accounts, during the second course lectures are given on the chem
istry of textiles and dyeing, and during the third course on the history 
of costume. Throughout the courses instruction is given in the kinds 
and qualities of materials used in dressmaking. The tuitions are, for
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tlie first course, $15; for tlie second course, $20, including draughting 
chart; for the third course, $25.

In the millinery division there are two courses, each occupying five 
months. During the first course are taken up the fundamental princi
ples relating to the'making of hats, bonnets, and toques. These are 
executed in colored cotton flannel, sateen, and cheese-cloth, which rep
resent, respectively, velvet, ribbon or silk, and cr£pe. The instruction 
and practice leads at the end of the term to the making of hats, bonnets, 
and toques of choice materials. In the second course pupils pursue the 
study of black silk and crape work, frame-making, and practical work 
in choice materials. In this, as in the dressmaking classes, certificates 
are granted to such students as satisfactorily finish all the courses pre
scribed. The fee for each course is $12.

In the normal department of the institute courses are'provided for 
the training of special teachers of drawing, of science, physical culture, 
manual training, cookery, dressmaking, and millinery. There is also 
a class for the training of assistants in library work, and a normal 
course in the department o f physical culture designed to supply com
petent and thoroughly equipped instructors and directors in that 
branch.

The scientific department embraces a division of physics and a di
vision of Chemistry.

The courses in physics include training in laboratory methods, gen
eral physics, and a technical course in applied electricity. For admis
sion to the last mentioned course the student must have a good knowl
edge of elementary algebra and plane geometry and of general physics. 
The course in electricity occupies two terms, taking up the elements 
of electricity and magnetism. The student, by lectures and practical 
work in the laboratories, is familiarized with the applications of elec
tricity to telegraphy and telephony; the methods and apparatus used; 
the properties of overhead and underground lines; the management 
of primary and secondary batteries; principles of dynamo-electric ma
chinery; the use of the dynamo for lighting and for the transmission of 
power; use of the motor in stationary power plants and on railways; 
wiring and line construction.

In the chemical division the elements of the science are taught, and 
in ihe higher courses qualitative analysis -and industrial chemistry of 
a more advanced character may be studied. The main object of this 
advanced work is to prepare students for actual work as practical 
chemists and in the arts and manufactures requiring chemical knowl
edge.

Special lecture courses are provided for students of various technical 
branches. These courses are as follows: Chemistry of the metals, 10 
lectures; chemistry of textiles and dyeing, 12 lectures; chemistry of 
foods, 12 lectures; chemistry of photography, 10 lectures; chemistry 
of paints and painting, 10 lectures; chemistry of clays, 5 lectures.

S. Ex. 05------7
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The art department, besides its regular art and normal courses, of
fers some art courses of special industrial value. The first o f these are 
the special courses in mechanical and architectural drawing designed 
to fit students for practical work in the draughting room, and the archi
tect’s office.

The course in applied design is for the training of professional de
signers, and occupies three years. It provides instruction in the prin
ciples o f decorative design and in the technical methods of their 
practical application. The instruction runs nearly parallel with that 
given in the first three years of the regular art course, with special 
training in the application of art to the production of original designs 
for oil-cloth, wall papers, carpets, wood work, metalwork, tiles, book 
covers, etc.

Thorough technical courses are given in decorative painting, wood 
carving, and stained-glass work. In all these courses a preliminary 
art training is necessary to the completion of the work.'

A R M O U R  IN STITU TE .

It is expected that the Armour Institute (to be opened for the 
reception of pupils during the year 1893 at Chicago) will prove a 
powerful auxiliary of educational work in the Northwest.

The institute has been organized on the plan of a series of trade and 
advanced technical schools. It will do for Chicago a work similar to 
that done by the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn and the Drexel Institute 
in Philadelphia, but still broader and more diversified.

The carrying out of the full idea, including the new building for the 
manual training and practical classes, recently completed, will involve 
an expenditure by Mr. Armour of about $3,000,000, including the large 
amount of productive property surrounding the institution which Mr. 
Armour has given for purposes of perpetual endowment.

Armour Institute is organized into departments, each of which is in 
the charge of a director. The departments already organized are as 
follows: The department of mechanical engineering; the department 
of electricity and electrical engineering; the department of mining 
engineering and metallurgy; the department of domestic arts; the 
department of library science; the department of art; the department 
of kindergartens; the department of commerce.

Besides the equipment of the several scientific departments the 
institute has a gymnasium, a technical museum, and a library. The 
home of Armour Institute is a fire-proof building of the most modern 
construction, five stories in height above the basement, and furnished 
with every convenience that health, comfort, and the requirements o f 
such an enterprise could dictate.

This institution is founded for the purpose of giving to young men 
and women the opportunity of securing a liberal education. It is 
hoped that its benefits may reach all classes. Its aim is broadly
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philanthropic. Armour Institute is not a free school 5 but its charges 
for instruction, are in harmony with the spirit which animates alike 
the founder, the trustees, and the faculty, namely, the desire to help 
those who wish to help themselves.

The Hew York Trade Schools, Pratt Institute, Armour Institute, etc., 
are types o f American trade schools where the instruction is of a more 
practical character than that o f  the English technical schools. On this 
point Dr. W . T. Barnard said, writing in 1886:

I know of but one English school where any consistent efforts are 
made to apply school instruction in the shops—that of Mather and 
Platt, Manchester, whose teachers are employed in the shops, and per
sonally direct the theoretical instruction of their pupils to shop work.

The absence of this combination of theory and practice, under intel
ligent direction, constitutes the great weakness, and seriously impairs 
the usefulness, of such schools. To teach the principles of mathemat
ics, physics, mechanics, machine construction and gearing, the formulae 
of chemistry, etc.-, without fixing those principles in the scholar’s mind 
by illustrative experiments, the actual handling of apparatus, machin
ery and tools, is an impractical method of instruction which, as afore
said, has in a large measure destroyed the usefulness of technological 
as well as of public schools.

W A T C H M A K IN G  SCH OOLS.

In the Waltham Horological School at Waltham, Massachusetts, the 
course of instruction includes watchmaking, repairing, and bench tool 
making, as well as optics and engraving. The school aims to meet the 
needs of two classes o f students—those who wish to learn watch
making, and those who, after experience in the shop, wish to perfect 
themselves in the trade.

The school claims that under the training given “ not only is the 
American watch system taught in all its branches, from taking the 
rough stock and bringing it to a state of perfection, but all foreign sys
tems, such as the Swiss, English, and in fact every known manufacture 
o f watches, taught so that the student is not only able to repair Amer
ican watches and understand how to make any part to be duplicated, 
but he is equally well posted on repairing foreign watches, and under
stands how to make or repair any part requiring the skill o f a thorough 
watchmaker or repairer.”

It is stated that some students, with previous experience, graduate 
in six months. The average time of graduation is one year. The tui
tion for the course is $200. The graduates of the school number about 
five hundred, most of whom are employed in watch factories or in 
watch repairing shops throughout the country.

A  school of watchmaking, known as the Chicago College of Horology, 
has been in operation for several years at Chicago, Illinois. Up to date 
seventy-five pupils have been graduated at this institution or have 
received certificates o f  attendance for periods varying from one month 
to a full year.
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In 1888 a school for watchmakers was established at La Pofte 
Indiana. In this school students are taught the art of making high 
grade chronometers and fine lever watches from raw material. 
Engraving, optician’s work, etc., are also taught, and pupils are required 
to master every detail o f the work. Twenty-nine pupils were enrolled 
in 1891. The school enjoys an excellent reputation among horological 
experts. Other American schools of watchmaking are the Chicago 
Watchmakers’ Institute, at 2G Van Buren street, Chicago, Illinois; 
Elgin Horological Institute, Elgin, Illinois; Parson’s Horological Insti
tute, La Porte, Indiana; Saint Louis Watchmakers’ School, Saint 
Louis, Missouri; and Woodcock’s School for Watchmakers, Winona, 
Minnesota.

G EN E R AL S O C IE T Y  OP M E C H A N IC S  A N D  T R A D E SM E N .

The General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen of New York city 
maintains a free school of industrial drawing. The classes are com
posed of young and middle-aged mechanics, all of whom are daily 
engaged in occupations that demand a knowledge of drawing, of a 
special kind, before they are able to make any advance in their several 
trades. The work of the school, as designed, provides such training as 
will advance them in the most rapid and practical manner. The instruc
tion is not, properly speaking, class but rather individual instruction, 
the teacher giving each pupil personal attention and advancing him 
according to his knowledge and capacity.

The plan of the school comprehends an architectural or builders’ 
course, a mechanical course, a course in free-hand drawing, a course 
in cabinet work and decorative design, and a course in modelling. 
There are, beside, courses in stenography and typewriting.

The architectural or builders’ course is for the study of architectural 
work and drawings as prepared by architects. The object of the in
struction is to enable the pupil to fully understand and work from such 
drawings, and to prepare for himself drawings of lesser importance. 
The pupils are masons, carpenters, stone cutters, ornamental brick
layers, etc., o f all degrees of proficiency from the beginner up. The 
students in the mechanical course are from much the same occupations 
as in the builders’ course. The work embraces the geometrical draw
ings required by joiners, framers, stair builders, metal workers, pattern
makers, etc., with the special applications in each occupation.

In the course in free-hand drawing are found engravers, chasers, 
die-sinkers, fresco painters, lithographers, etc., training themselves for 
advancement in their chosen vocations. The course in cabinet and 
decorative design attracts cabinetmakers, furniture designers, deco
rators, wood carvers, etc. There is also a course in modelling where 
good work is done.

Of the good results of the training, not only the testimonials o f former
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pupils, but the better evidence o f their work, furnish the strongest 
proof.

This society also maintains ten free scholarships in the New York 
Trade Schools.

N E W A R K  T E C H N IC A L  SCH OOL.

The Newark Technical School of Newark, New Jersey, according to 
the director’s statement, is not a school for teaching trades; it is not 
a school of manual training. The classes of men the technical school 
is designed to reach are abnormally developed, it might be said, in the 
line of manual training, and it is the mental training which is neces
sary to round out the complete man. The latter the technical school 
designs to give.

This institution is, as nearly as possible, a continuation school of 
Europe transported to the shores of New Jersey. The school was 
opened February 9, 1885.

The sessions of the school are held five evenings in the week, namely, 
from Monday to Friday, inclusive, during the hours from 7.20 to 9.30. 
The course of study requires four years, and is arranged in the follow
ing departments:

Department o f science.—Physics with applications; general and agri
cultural chemistry with applications.

Department o f mathematics.— Arithmetic, algebra, geometry (plane 
and solid), trigonometry; elementary mechanics, principles and use of 
machinery and tools.

Department o f drawing.—Free-hand, model, cast, architectural, me
chanical.

In 1888 there were 255 pupils in this school. None are admitted 
until 16 years of age, except to the preparatory department, which any 
boy may enter, without examination, at 15. Applicants for admission 
to the regular departments must pass an examination in arithmetic, 
geography, history, and English composition, or bring certificates of 
graduation from a grammar school.

The number of students enrolled in all the classes in 1890 was 286. 
The graduating class of 1891 consisted of 6 members. One is a tool 
maker, one a surveyor, one a machinist, one a clerk, and two are 
draughtsmen.

SCHOOL OP M E SSR S . HOE &  CO.

For thirty years a school has been conducted in New York city by 
the Messrs. E. Hoe & Co., o f printing press fame, for the benefit of the 
sons of their workmen. According to the statement made in the fourth 
annual report of the New York bureau of labor statistics, 250 boys are 
employed in the factory of the Messrs. Hoe. Since they can not all be 
taught at the same time, they are divided into classes, receiving in
struction two evenings a week. The teachers and the school rooms are
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provided by the firm; and inasmuch as the boys have already had their 
day’s work before they enter on their school duties, Messrs. Hoe give 
them their suppers at the closing of the shops at half past 5 o’clock, 
so that they may not have the need of going home, some o f them to a 
considerable distance, and returning for the school, which opens at half 
past 6.

The school is free. The course of teaching is thoroughly practical, 
with a direct bearing on their advancement in the calling to which they 
have given themselves. The studies are mechanical drawing by rule 
and compass, arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.

The school has been at work many years, and the results have been 
satisfactory. It has identified the boy beginners with the firm; they 
have developed into workmen who understand their duty and do it in
telligently. During the school session, which lasts the greater part of 
the year, with intermission in the summer evenings, the boys are 
further instructed and entertained by lectures and other means of re
lieving the monotony of the school routine.

N EED  OF TE C H N IC A L  ED UCATION .

The necessity of improving the technical skill o f the American work
man is urgently demanded both on economic and educational grounds. 
Dr. W. T. Barnard puts the case with clearness and force when he 
writes:

Skilled labor must be had from some source, and we can not afford to 
import it in bulk, if  for no other reason than its expensiveness. Our 
own people have the first claim upon our industrial occupations, but 
if we are to compete for foreign trade they must be so trained as to 
make and keep them, in knowledge and skill, at least the equals of 
foreign workmen.

On this subject, indeed, there is a general consensus of opinion 
among those most intimately concerned in the educational and indus
trial interests of our people. In a suggestive essay entitled Economic 
Aspects of Industrial Training, Bichard T. Ely, Ph. D., expresses in a 
single sentence the conviction which he shares, in common with many 
of our wisest educators, when he writes:

Industrial training, not for a few, but for all people, for every boy 
and girl born in the United States, without one exception, is the chief 
economic demand of our time. # # * Comparatively little is at- 
tained by picking out a few here and there and elevating them above 
the masses by technical schools. W e want to extend the benefits of 
industrial schools to all alike.

The relation of industrial training to commercial pursuits was indi
cated by the president of Cornell University in an address delivered 
November 15, 1892, on the subject, Education and Commerce, in the 
following explicit language:

Commerce has hitherto done its mighty work mainly by rule of thumb, 
but every human pursuit and profession is now maimed in its eflicieney
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by  the relatively undeveloped condition of pure and applied science. 
I sometimes hear that we are to win the markets o f the world by free 
trade and retain the home markets by'protection . Well, the freedom 
in which I see greatest potency is the free instruction o f the industrial 
classes, of men and women of all pursuits and professions, in the high
est and deepest truths which science can discover.

The nourishment of science is so costly that it can no longer be done 
without aid from the state. W e have not, in all this land, a university 
that even tolerably represents existing knowledge, to say nothing of 
its growth. In the interest of the large majority of our people it is 
both just and politic for the state to offer universal free education of 
the highest as well as of the lowest order. The old fashioned college, 
designed for a few favored classes, belongs to the past. The modern 
democratic and industrial world demands a university as broad as the 
life and interests of all the people. Such a boon is today the greatest 
need in our state of New York.

An intelligent observer, Mr. William Mather, the member of the 
British royal commission, who visited this country in 1883, in his re
port on the condition of industrial education in the United States, 
makes a suggestion that is worth recalling in this connection. This 
friendly critic refers to the act of Congress of 1862, granting lands and 
land-scrip to each state for the establishment o f colleges of agriculture 
and the mechanic arts; and, while noting the fact that many of the in
stitutions founded on this sagacious scheme of statemanship have 
become almost exclusively literary, he predicts that “ within a short 
time these institutions will become the great technical schools of the 
country.”

It is clearly within the power of the several states to regulate the 
courses of study pursued in the institutions alluded to by Mr. Mather. 
In the act establishing provisions for colleges of agriculture and the 
mechanic arts, we read, “ The leading object shall be * * * to teaeh
such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic 
arts in such manner as the legislatures of the states may respectively 
prescribe in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the 
industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life.”

The states have not yet availed themselves of all the privileges to 
which they are entitled under this enactment. Mr. Mather, in the 
report already referred to on industrial education in the United States, 
remarks with evident surprise: “ I have not met with any institutions 
for technical training having any bearing upon the textile industries.”

Sagacious countrymen of our own comment regretfully oh the same 
theme. In a letter to this Department under date of October 28, 1890, 
Mr. S. N. D. North, secretary of the National Association of Wool 
Manufacturers, writes :

I have been convinced that one great reason why our manufacturers 
fail in competition with foreigners in the production of the finer fabrics, 
those which involve the artistic element in pattern and manipulation, 
is because neither they nor their employés have the training and edu
cation which have permitted the Europeans to achieve such splendid
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results. I f  their attention can once be sharply brought to this fact, it 
may inaugurate the system of technical training in this country on a 
basis that will gradually approximate the systems of England and the 
continent. [He adds] I am convinced that there is no branch of in
dustry which has so much to gain in this respect as the woollen manu
facture.

In the British royal commissioners’ report on technical instruction 
occur the following pertinent remarks:

In textile industry it is the design that sells the cloth. The 
quality of the fabric may be hard to tell, but every customer forms his 
own estimate of the pattern printed upon it, or woven into it. The 
wool comber, the spinner, the weaver, may each do his part faultlessly, 
but if the design is unsatisfactory or inappropriate, or the color or 
finishing of the piece is ineffective, it will be cast aside by the pur
chaser as inferior the moment it is displayed on the shop counter 
against more effective, even though intrinsically less valuable, goods.

To the same effect spoke Mr. Swire Smith of Bradford, England 
(a large manufacturer and a prominent advocate of technical education), 
in an interview reported in the Dry Goods Economist, and reprinted in 
the Irish Textile Journal of June 15, 1890. We copy that portion of 
his remarks which relates to American manufactures:

In my present extended tour through twenty-four states of the 
Union, I have taken care to ascertain in the several cities visited the 
proportion of foreign goods sold in comparison with those of American 
production.

In nearly every case I have found that the gdods possessing the 
highest value and the most perfect design and workmanship were of 
foreign manufacture, and the lower grades were well represented by 
those of American production. In this I have been forcibly reminded 
of the condition o f Great Britain ten years ago, which had, up to that 
time, devoted her manufacturing energies to the production of goods 
for the million, so much so that the greater part of the highest grade 
of goods sold was of foreign manufacture. A  very prosperous trade 
had been enjoyed by England until foreign governments shut out these 
goods by tariffs in order to encourage their own industries.

In this condition English interests were impoverished, and it was 
then that great impetus was given to technical education. This was 
taken in hand so promptly and with such spirit, and manufacturers 
adapted themselves to the changed condition of affairs so quickly, that 
today the chief exports of textile goods from England are not in the 
commoner grade of goods, but in the high class novelties which the 
United States appreciates so highly. As far as my observations in this 
city [Philadelphia] have extended, I have found that goods easily 
manufactured without any special skill are produced in this country, 
whereas the highest grades of goods are imported. There is no coun
try in the world that can afford to buy such expensive dress as the 
United States, and the greater quantity of these, goods, which are made 
abroad, are sold here. This state of things ought not to be, and that 
it does exist is doubtless due to a want of technical training.

In conclusion Mr. Smith says:
This must not be forgotten—that your people, in proportion to their 

means and ever increasing appreciation o f taste and sterling value,
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will give a higher price for the fabrics that please them, even though 
made abroad, rather than a low price for fabrics that are ugly or flimsy, 
even though made at home. Twenty years ago the textiles from Eng
land were mainly common goods, now they are the superior and attrac
tive goods, and this statement applies even more to the imports from 
France and Germany, who have hitherto paid more attention to attrac
tiveness than the English.

To illustrate the methods employed in the best technical schools 
abroad, and to indicate the thoroughness of the instruction which they 
give, let us take, as an example, the weaving school at Crefeld, Ger
many.

Here the course is divided into two sections—the theoretical and the 
practical; the first including a thorough study o f drawing, the second 
including instruction on the loom. Drawing and painting are taught 
from copies and models, and from natural plants and flowers, with 
adaptations to printing and other branches o f the textile industry. 
Due prominence is given to geometrical drawing, and the drawing of 
machines, particularly of those parts of the loom which affect the pat
tern in the woven fabric. •

There are also lectures on textile fibres, on th© elements of weaving, 
and on machinery. Fabrics are decomposed and explained, looms are 
arranged for weaving plain goods, or goods with simple designs, and 
technical calculations and bookkeeping are carefully taught.

In the second year lectures are given on the principles which govern 
the ornamentation of woven or printed fabrics, and the art teaching is 
continued until the student is able to invent and apply original designs. 
He is then admitted into one of the studios, where, under the guidance 
o f qualified designers, he is encouraged to give play to his own imagi
nation.

A t the same time he continues his studies in the decomposition of 
patterns, and in the composing and calculation of designed materials. 
He attends lectures on the construction, erection, and action of the 
looms and other machines used in weaving; he unmounts the power 
loom, piece by piece, and builds it up again; he works at the forge 
and learns the use of the machine and hand tools in the workshop; he 
cuts the cards in accordance with his own design on the paper prepared 
by his own hands; he fixes the cards in the Jacquard machine,'and 
at length becomes thoroughly practical in weaving the most complex 
pattern, both in hand and power looms. After two years’ instruction of 
the SQrt above described, the product is an accomplished weaver.

T E X T IL E  SCHOOL, P H IL A D E L P H IA .

It must not be supposed that America has no trade schools which can 
bear comparison with those of foreign countries. The School of Indus
trial Art in Philadelphia has a textile department, established in 1883, 
which, in the estimation of good judges, is superior even to the famous
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Crefeld school. From the Pennsylvania Eeport on Industrial Statistics 
for 1888 we quote what is said o f the origin o f this department:

Partly from a desire to advance their own interests by educating the 
workmen and designers employed in their own mills to do the higher 
classes of work, which are of course always the most profitable, but 
largely and mainly from motives of pure patriotism and philanthropy, 
to help raise the standard of American productions and to educate 
American youths in such a way as to enable them to occupy the posi
tions as designers and superintendents now held almost exclusively by 
men who have profited by the advantages offered by European schools, 
the manufacturers of Philadelphia raised among themselves the amount 
necessary to establish and equip this school.

These men subscribed in 1882 a fund of $30,000 for the enterprise, 
the year previous to that in which Mr. Mather visited America and 
found no school for instruction in textile industries. The undertaking 
prospered, and now, according to this report, it is no longer incumbent 
upon any one to visit Europe for technical instruction in textile art, 
as this school is fully prepared to supply technical information on all 
subjects connected therewith.

The status of this institution is justly a source of local pride and of 
national satisfaction.

The school furnishes not only the first instance of work o f this 
character being undertaken by an American school 5 it is doubtful 
whether certain advantages and merits do not attach to its methods 
over those of even the best known of the European institutions. In 
support of this view is the testimony of several persons who have 
attended this school after having been pupils o f some of the best of 
those in Europe, and who cheerfully accord to the Philadelphia school 
the first place in regard to the advantages afforded.

These advantages consist mainly in the more adequate facilities 
which are furnished the pupil to carry all, or nearly all, the work 
projected by him to completion. This is a phase of the plan of in
struction to which comparatively little importance seems to be attached, 
and for the carrying out of which very slender provision is made in 
the European schools.

A t Crefeld, for example, which is usually regarded as quite the 
model textile school in Europe, the looms are kept running but with 
no great variety of product, but with more or less distinct aim of 
producing goods which shall have a certain commercial value, and 
the pupils have the opportunity of assisting at their operations as any 
other juniors or apprentices might d o ; but, except in rare instances, 
as when one’s design is selected at the end of the term from those 
produced by a whole class, the practical work at the loom has no rela
tion to the design produced by the student.

In the Philadelphia school, on the other hand, the pupil has con
tinually to carry his individual design to completion, performing or 
assisting at every process in its progress, from the preliminary sketch 
to the dyed and finished fabric. Whatever this last represents of 
taste, of knowledge, or of skill, whatever calculations are involved, 
the commercial ones as well as those possessing artistic or technical 
significance, all must be the pupil’s own.
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Since 1887 the school has received assistance from the state to the 
extent of $10,000 a year, in return for which the school grants free 
scholarships, one for each county, to be filled by appointment o f the 
governor.

The course of technical study in this school extends over three years. 
The circular of the school for 1891-,92 contains the names of 151 for
mer students o f the school, with their present occupations. This is 
only a partial list, but it shows that a very large proportion o f the 
graduates become designers, draughtsmen, dyers, architects, or manu
facturers.

Were technical trade schools of an equal order of excellence estab
lished all over the country, even if there should be only one such school 
in each state, the result would naturally be to give a powerful stimulus 
to industrial education, and to lift the trades to the dignity of the pro
fessions, the artisan to the plane o f the artist. The special function 
of such a school would depend partly upon the nature of the industry 
in the region o f its establishment, and might be determined wholly by 
local circumstances. It need not be a weaving schoolj it might be a 
dairy school, or a school of forestry or of farriery, according to the 
special need.

From another volume of the valuable series of educational reports 
recently issued by the state of Pennsylvania, the Eeport of the Indus
trial Education Commission for 1887-r89, we learn that:

There is not in the United Kingdom a technical institution of the 
grade of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, not a manual'train
ing school, as far as the commission has been able to ascertain, of the 
grade o f the Philadelphia, the Saint Louis, or the Chicago Manual 
Training School.

And it may not be presumptuous to add that there is probably no 
school in the world where the manufacture of textile fabrics, in all its 
branches, is more thoroughly or more practically taught than in the 
School of Industrial Art at Philadelphia.

IN ST IT U T E  FOR A R T IS T -A R T IS A N S .

In this connection we ean not forbear to make an appreciative ref
erence to the work undertaken a few years since in New York city by 
Mr. John Ward Stimson. In 1888 this gentleman founded a sehool for 
artist-artisans at the American Institute. In the Home Journal of Jan
uary 14,1891, a communication was published giving a concise account 
of the origin of this institute and of its beneficent achievements. The 
writer of the article says:

Americans are recognized among foreign manufacturers as possessing 
unusual technical skill, but complaint has been made of their lack of 
originality in design.

This, we may remark parenthetically, is the usual criticism of both 
native and foreign observers who are best qualified to express an opinion 
on the subject.
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Partly, therefore, as a remedy for this [continues the writer] we may 
look to the Institute for Artist-Artisans, which has recently attracted 
the notice of artists and leading manufacturers. * * *

The special teaching begins with a more or less extended course in 
drawing from the flat, from casts, and from life. Natural forms, 
flowers, shells, minerals, etc., constantly illustrate nature’s own appli
cation of the primary laws of form; the student in brief learns how the 
creative spirit works out its expression step by step, 11 that form is but 
the embodiment of law and reason.” He learns the true significance of 
design, and where he handles his own plastic material can give it shape 
which embodies thought. * * * Mind, and hand are trained to
gether, enjoyment waits upon appreciation, and servile imitation gives 
way to the expression of individuality.

Such, theoretically and ideally, is this school. I f  achievement lags 
behind aspiration in this instance it is because of the imperfection 
which inheres in all human institutions. It is apparent, however, that 
the institute is winning its way to success. Its second year’s work is 
reported to have been double that of the first. “  Instead of four rooms, 
there are now ten; instead of seven departments, fourteen; instead of 
three instructors, nine,” says the writer in the Home Journal.

William Hamilton Gibson, the writer and artist, is the latest addition 
to the corps of instructors, assuming charge of the department of illus
tration and design. The other instructors and lecturers include John 
Ward Stimson, of the Paris Beaux Arts; Conrad Diehl, of the Munich 
Art School; Frederick Kaiffer, of the Munich Art School; J. A. Blan
kenship, pupil of Chapu, Paris ; Lyell Carr, of the Paris Beaux Arts ; 
Mme. L. Prince, of Leeds and Paris; H. S. Barnes, B>. Hunter, and 
others;

Among those who are giving this institution financial support, the 
following are named :

H. O. Havemeyer has sent to the institute $1,000; H. C. Stimson, 
$1,400; the Paterson Silk Guild has contributed $1,400 toward the 
cooperative fund; further contributed to by the New York jewellers, 
$1,200; George Burnham of Philadelphia,. $2,400 ; and by many New 
York firms and manufacturing companies, including Tiffany, Gorham 
Manufacturing Co., Whiting Silver Co., Durand, Sloan, Cottier, Herter 
Bros., Cheney Bros., Terra Cotta Co., Phœnix Company. The Dry 
Goods Economist has sent and set up a loom in the institute, and the 
Silk Guild will furnish an instructor who will teach the students how to 
apply to the machine the designs they create, furnishing thus the 
nucleus of a textile school which is founded upon an organic basis. 
Many of the larger dry goods dealers have expressed a strong interest 
in tins branch of the institute work, and have promised it pecuniary 
support once it is actively put in operation.

Of the students who have received instruction at the institute several 
noteworthy successes are already reported :

Mrs. S. Yedder, after two years of training with Mr. Stimson, went 
to Paris, at once stepped to the head of the École des Beaux Arts, 
took three medals, and has been accepted in the Salon. Two young 
students, without consulting Mr. Stimson, entered the competition for 
the New York Herald prizes, offered to all students of different schools
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in tlie country for best work in illustration and pen work for press 
printing. Among four hundred competitors they took the first and 
second prize#. A  graduate from the institute, now one of Tiffany’s 
best designers, gratuitously teaches in the evenings a class of metal 
workers at the institute. * * *

With such a corps of instructors, with such an equipment, with such ' 
financial backing, and with such a spirit animating its students the 
prosperity of this institute seems assured.

From a commercial and industrial point of view, the necessity of the 
best art instruction for artisans is becoming more and more a demand 
of the times. In an article of the New York Times o f May 6, 1891, the. 
failure of American manufacturers of textile fabrics to reach the stand
ard of excellence attained by their foreign rivals is attributed to the 
inferiority of American designs, color combinations, and factory work.

SCHOOL OP IN D U ST R IA L  A R T  A N D  T E C H N IC A L  D E SIG N  FOR
W O M E N .

The School o f Industrial Art and Technical Design for Women in 
New York city owes its origin and prosperity to the intelligent pur
pose and energetic management of its principal, Mrs. Florence E. Cory, 
who, in October 1881, organized her first class of five pupils, instructing 
them in the principles of design and the practical application of those 
principles to .industrial art.

This institution is said to be the only sehool of practical design for 
industrial manufacture in the world. In other schools of design tlie 
teachers might teach a young lady to make a wall paper design ; set 
her down with paper, brushes, and colors, she might make a beautiful 
design, but would not know (neither would the teachers) whether that 
design could be printed by machinery or not. She would not know how 
many colors she should use, how the colors should fall, the dimensions, 
or anything of the kind; the teachers do not know. A  design may bo 
well executed, faultlessly correct, and beautiful, yet worthless to the 
manufacturer because it cannot be woven or printed. Machinery has 
its requirements and its limitations, all of which must be considered 
when making a design, and without the practical knowledge necessary 
to do this an acceptable working design cannot be made.

In this school pupils are made practically familiar with the workings 
of machinery and the technicalities of design as applied to various 
industries, as carpet designing, wall paper, oil-cloth, linoleum, lace, 
chintz, silk, calico, leather, book covers, etc.

Two years are required for the completion of the full course of in
struction. The first year classes are taught simple designing for calico, 
muslin, stained glass, inlaid woods, jewellery, etc. In the second year 
the pupils learn advanced designs for oil-cloth, silk, carpets, etc. 
Some pupils attend a postgraduate course of one year. During the 
year no formal instruction is given, but orders are received and work
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ifi dans by th© pupils under the supervision o f the principal and well 
known designers.

The principal writes, nnder date of August 6,1891:
By far the greater mimher of graduates are at work in their own 

homes, and are not employed regularly at a stated salary by any manu
facturer. When their designs are finished they are sold to whichever 
manufactory pays the highest price.

A R T  A C A D E M Y , C IN C IN N A T I.

The A rt Academy of Cincinnati, Ohio, is devoted principally to the 
teaching of drawing and painting, but also to modelling, decorative 
design, wood carving, china painting, etc.

Mr. J. H. Gest, assistant director, writing nnder date o f August 6, 
1891, states:

The aim of the school is to give artistic rather than industrial train
ing, though many students acquire here a skill as draughtsmen that is 
afterward of service to them in trades, especially in designing. As an 
instance of this I may refer to the Bookwood pottery, which has 
acquired considerable reputation for its decorated ware in Europe as 
well as in this country. A ll o f the decorators employed there are 
pupils o f our academy, and all continue to attend the night classes.

About 400 students annually receive instruction in drawing, paint
ing, and decorative art.

OHIO M E C H A N IC S ’ IN STITU TE.

The Ohio Mechanics’ Institute o f Cincinnati has been in existence 
since 1828, and it is, therefore, one of the oldest of the schools of 
industrial art in the country, as it is one o f the best.

It has six departments, viz., mechanical, for engineers, metal work
ers, machinists, patternmakers, blacksmiths, etc.,* architectural, for 
architects, earpenters, masons, wood workers, builders, etc. ; artistic, 
for free-hand drawing, perspective, erayon, etc., for painters, carvers, 
cabinetmakers, etc., including instruction in designing as applied to 
the manufacture of furniture, jewellery, silverware, carpets, lace and 
damask hangings, etc.,* practical mechanics; carriage draughting; 
mathematics—chiefly to aid work in other departments.

Since its foundation 9,371 members have been enrolled in the insti
tute. During the school year 189(M91 there were 720 names on the 
roll.

T E C H N IC A L  D R A W IN G  SCHOOL, PRO VID EN CE.

The Technical Drawing School o f  Providence, Bhode Island, of which 
Mr. C. C. Anthony is director, was established in 1887 for the purpose of 
giving instruction in engineering and architecture, which, while ex
tending over ton months only, should furnish a thoroughly practical 
technical training.
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The director, writing, under date o f June 24, 1891, sends an incom
plete list of the former students of the school, with the present occupa
tion of each. The list contains 22 names. Of these pupils 20 had 
become draughtsmen, 1 was an architect, and 1 a civil engineer.

RH ODE IS L A N D  SCH O OL OP D ESIG N .

The Rhode Island School of Design at Providence was opened in 1878, 
and in the year 1891 the number of students in the school was 341. In 
the department of free-hand drawing there were 216, in that o f mechan
ical drawing 125. There were 8 in the graduating class.

Painting, modelling, and wood carving are also included in the courses 
of study. The course in each department is of three years’ duration. 
There are eight instructors. A  new building is now being erected for. 
the school.

A R T  A N D  D R A W IN G  SCHOOL, S A IN T  LOUIS.

Proin Mr. G. A. Schenk of Saint Louis, Missouri, we have received a 
circular descriptive of the Art and Drawing School conducted by him 
in that city.

It appears that there are the following classes under his management:
Night school for free-hand drawing (Tuesday and Thursday), from 7 

to 9 p .m .; school for machinery, perspective drawing, etc. (Wednesday 
and Friday), from 7 to 9 p. m. Day school for drawing (daily, except 
Saturday), and school for carving and modelling (daily, except Saturday). 
Sunday school for drawing, carving, and modelling, and every Saturday 
drawing classes for boys and girls.

The principal writes us, under date of August 26,1891, that within 
the past fifteen years he has had over 3,000 pupils in the school. 
Among those who have attended this private school are lithographers, 
engravers, architects, carvers, modellers, designers, draughtsmen, etc.

L O W E L L  SCH O OL OF P R A C T IC A L  D E SIG N .

The Lowell School of Practical Design, Boston, Massachusetts, es
tablished in 1872 for the purpose of promoting industrial art, is now 
under the control of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Tu
ition is free to all pupils.

The school occupies a drawingroom and a weaving room in the 
building of the institute on Garrison street. The weaving room affords 
students an opportunity of working their designs into actual fabrics 
of commercial sizes and of every variety of material and of texture. 
The room is supplied with two fancy chain looms for dress goods, three 
fancy chain looms for fancy woollen cassimeres, one gingham loom, and 
one Jacquard loom. The school is constantly provided with samples 
of all the novelties in textile fabrics from Paris, such as brocaded silks, 
ribbons, alpacas, armures, and fancy woollen goods.
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The course is of three years’ duration. The. number of students in 
this department is limited to sixty-five.

M IC H IG A N  M IN IN G  SCH OOL.

A  technical school of high rank, called the Michigan Mining School, 
is located at Houghton. It might with propriety be called a specialized 
technological school, as its work is essentially the same as that in the 
mining engineering course of institutes of technology. It is especially 
organized to afford training and instruction for the following classes:

(1) Those desiring a practical professional education in mining engi
neering, particularly graduates of colleges or schools in which a more 
general or literary education is given.

(2) Persons desiring as special students to take certain subjects as 
an aid in their practical work.

(3) Persons wishing as special students to obtain a knowledge of 
some science taught here for purposes of general education, or for use 
in teaching, or as an aid in some other professional course.

The course of instruction leads directly to a profession. The class 
of 1890 consisted of seven members. Of these four are reported as 
mining engineers, an'd one as a.civil engineer. The equipment of the 
laboratories and shops of this institution is ample.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.

Intermediate in grade between the manual training school and the 
technological institute are the agricultural colleges o f the United States. 
The department of agriculture has published a complete list of the 
schools and colleges of this class in forty-three states and territories. 
From an examination of the courses of study pursued in these insti
tutions it appears that eleven of these colleges of agriculture and me
chanic arts in this country, namely, those o f Arkansas, Delaware, 
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Ohio; Rhode Island, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, and W est Virginia, hold out the promise of the 
degree of bachelor of arts to such as complete a prescribed course.

There are about sixty institutions in the United States devoted to 
agriculture and the mechanic arts, but not all of these’ are of collegiate 
rank. The state of Georgia has six agricultural colleges, but only 
two of them have power to confer degrees of any kind. It is hoped that 
a symmetrical development of the two coordinate departments of the 
land-grant colleges may soon be witnessed, and that neither depart 
ment may be overshadowed by abnormal growth on the part of the 
other.

W e append a list of these schools, by states, with an outline of their 
courses of study.
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A L A B A M A .

The Alabama Polytechnic Institute, located at Auburn, was organized 
under the provisions of the land-grant act of 1862 by an act of the 
state legislature in 1879 as a state agricultural and mechanical college. 
It has received considerable aid from the state from time to time. Its 
teaching staff now numbers eighteen. There are five courses of study, 
three of which require four years each for completion, and lead to the 
degree of bachelor of science, viz., course in chemistry and agriculture, 
course in mechanics and engineering, and general course. The remain
ing courses, requiring but two years each, are the course in agriculture 
and the course in mechanic arts.

The college affords to its students a three years’ course in manual 
training, consisting of lessons-in carpentering and turning in the first 
year; pattermnaking, moulding and casting in iron and brass, and 
forge work in iron and steel in the second year; and chipping, filing, and 
machine work in the third year. The work is obligatory with the prepara
tory and with the two lower academic classes, each student being re
quired to take three exercises a week of two hours each in mechanic 
arts. With the junior and senior classes the shop work is optional.

The State Colored Normal and Industrial School at Huntsville 
was organized in May 1875. It has been aided freely by the state from 
the first, as well as by liberal contributions from the Peabody educa
tion fund, the John P. Slater fund, and private subscriptions. It 
was by the Alabama general assembly of 1890-’91 made the beneficiary 
of that part of the congressional grant, given under act approved 
August 30,1890, “ to the more complete endowment and support of the 
colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts.” .

Instruction is given under the department of mechanic arts in car
pentry, printing, mattress making, and shoemaking; under the depart
ment of agriculture, in farming and horticulture, and in dairy and live 
stock; and under the department of domestic industries, in laundry 
work, cooking, cutting and sewing, nursing, and housekeeping.

The number of students and the time devoted to the work in the 
various branches are shown in the following table taken from the cata
logue of 1890-’91:

Subject. Students. • Hours 
per day.

Days per 
■week.

6 2 3
8 2 3
3 2 6
6 2 3

28 2 to 8 6
5 2 to 8 6

15 2 to 4 6
18 2 2
21 2 to 4 2
18 2
22 2
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- In. addition to the above work in classes regularly organized for spe
cial instruction, all receive lessons in domestic affairs.

A ll o f the departments contribute in some way to the equipment of 
the institution, and are in most cases a source of ineome to the student 
as well as a means of training.

The North Alabama Agricultural School at Athens has a course of 
studies which is designed as a preparation for the Auburn college. 
The faculty consists of the principal and two professors.

A t Abbeville is located the Southeast Alabama Agricultural Sehool. 
In all there are five teachers, and the school is preparatory for the 
college at Auburn.

A R IZ O N A

A t Tucson there has been recently organized an agricultural uni- 
- versity. Courses of study are not yet announced.

A R K A N S A S ,

The Arkansas Industrial University, a state institution, is located 
at Fayetteville.

There are twenty-five in the teaching staff, and there are eight 
courses of study. The agricultural course of four years leads Up to the 
degree of bachelor of scientific agriculture. There is also a two year’s 
course in agriculture, but leading to no degree. The degree of mechan
ical engineer is conferred on students who have pursued a four years’ 
course in that branch. The two years’ manual training course does not 
entitle one to a degree. A  four years’ course in civil engineering leads 
to the degree of civil engineer, a scientific course of the same duration 
leads to the degree of bachelor of science, and a classical course of four 
years leads to the degree of bachelor of arts. There is, besides, a 
normal course of two years leading to a certificate of proficiency.

A  course of manual training has recently been established, extend 
ing through the four years of collegiate study, and in dose relation 
with the theoretical teaching. Five hours a week are given to drawing 
and ten hours a week to the shop work. The subjects taught in the 
training shops are carpentry and joinery, wood turning, cabinetmaking, 
patternmaking, foundery work, forging, metal fitting, machine tool 
wook, and care of steam machinery.

The equipment of the training shops is excellent. In the wood 
working shop there are 18 benches with tools, 7 turning lathes, circular 
saw, scroll saw, band saw, planing machine, etc. The forge shop has 
9 forges and all needed appliances. The machine shops have 13 benches 
with vises, sets of tools, etc. The foundery has a Collan cupola with a 
capacity of a ton of iron.
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Seventy-five students can be accommodated in the shops at one time, 
divided among the rooms as follows:
Wood working room.........................................- ........................................ . 24
Metal working room..........................................................................................  18
Forging room.............................................................-......................................  9
Fonndery................................................................    20
Tool room..........................................................................................................  1
Engine and boiler room.......................................................................... - ........  3

The department of manual training in this university has been in 
operation for so short a time that there have been no graduates from 
the school.

CALIFORNIA.

A t the College of Agriculture of the University o f California, located 
at Berkeley, there is a four years’ course o f study, which leads to the 
degree of bachelor of science. Special students, also, are received. 
The faculty includes nineteen professors, six instructors, and fifteen 
assistant and other officers.

COLORADO.

The State Agricultural College of Colorado is located at Fort Collins. 
There are ten members of the faculty. The courses of study are two 
—the agricultural and the mechanical—each leading to the degree of 
bachelor of science. Only two years are required to complete either of 
the courses in addition to three years of preparatory work.

The department of practical mechanics gives a systematic and pro
gressive education in the use o f tools and materials. It does not teach 
special trades, nor manufacture salable articles. So, without teaching 
any one complete trade, the mechanical*principles of many are gained.

The shop instruction includes courses of 13 weeks each in bench 
work in wood, and iron and steel forging, and courses of 12 weeks each 
in wood turning, patternmaking, moulding and casting, machine work 
in metals, and vise work in metals.

This course consists of exercises with the different wood working 
bench tools, so arranged in a graded series as to embrace the manipu
lation of the tools in their various applications.

The first class, consisting of three members, was graduated in 1884. 
One of the graduates is a farmer and veterinary surgeon, another is a 
stockman, and the third, a woman, is married and at home. There 
were six members of the class of 1885. Five of them were women, 
four of whom are accounted for as at home, and the other one is a pro
fessor in the state college. The one male graduate is assistant to the 
state meteorologist, at the experiment station. The class of 1885 had 
only one member. Four members belonged to the class of 1887. One 
is an engineer, one a librarian, one a county clerk, and one is at home. 
The class of 1888 had four members. One is a farmer, one a superin
tendent of an experiment station, one a teacher, and one a student '
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abroad. The class of 1889 had but two graduates. One is a farmer, 
and one a student. Nine students were graduated in 1890. Two are 
students elsewhere, two are at home, one is an engineer, one a clerk 
of a county court, one a teacher, one ah instructor in irrigation, and 
one a professor of botany and horticulture in Wyoming.

CONNECTICUT.

The Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University at New Haven 
is one of the institutions deriving income from the fund created under 
the land grant act of 1862. The teaching staff includes thirty-eight 
professors and assistants.

The courses of instruction occupy three years, leading to the degree 
of bachelor of philosophy. The first year’s course of study is the same 
for all. For the last two years special courses in chemistry, in civil 
engineering, in mechanical engineering, in agriculture, in natural his
tory, in biology preparatory to medical studies, in studies preparatory 
to mining and metallurgy, etc., are provided.

The state of Connecticut has another technical institution of a lower 
grade at Mansfield, known as the Storrs Agricultural School. The 
faculty consists o f the principal and five assistants. The course of 
study requires three years, but leads to no degree. The course includes 
general and agricultural chemistry, natural philosophy, farm mechanics, 
elementary geometry, land surveying, botany, zoology (including espe
cially domestic animals and insects injurious to the crops of the farm 
and garden), geology, human and animal physiology, agriculture, farm 
accounts, stock breeding, milk production, arithmetic, and English. 
Work on the farm of the school forms part of the required course.

t
D E L A W A R E .

Delaware College at Newark has a faculty of eight professors. There 
are five courses of study, viz., the classical and the Latin scientific 
course, each leading to the degree of bachelor of artsj the course in 
modern languages and sciences, leading to the degree of bachelor of 
science j the course in engineering and science, leading to the degree of 
civil engineer; and the agricultural course, leading to a certificate 
of graduate in agriculture. The first four courses require four years 
each; the last, three years.

FLORIDA.

Lake City is the seat of the Florida State Agricultural and Mechan
ical College. It was established in 1884, and has military and manual 
trainin g departments. Nine professors are on the teaching staff. There 
are two courses of study, each requiring four years for completion. The 
classical, literary, and scientific course leads to the degree of bachelor 
of arts; the agricultural and mechanical course to the degree of
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bachelor o f science. There is also a course leading to the degree of 
civil engineer. Tuition is free to all citizens of Florida.

Concerning the effect of the act of Congress passed March 2,1887— 
the Hatch bill—it is stated in the catalogue of this college for 1890-’91, 
that—

The funds appropriated by Congress under the Hatch bill have 
become available, and experimental work, in accordance with the pro
visions of that bill, began during the session of 1887-’88.

During the past year many important improvements have been made, 
such as clearing the ground, erecting needed buildings, fencing, stock
ing with thoroughbreds and grades of every description, and experi
ments extensively carried.on with fertilizers and all sorts of crops. 

* * * * * * *
Mne of its bulletins, already published, furnish a partial exhibit of 

what has been done, which promises most valuable results to the farmers 
and fruit growers of the state. * * * This fund * * * greatly 
increases our facilities for teaching the natural sciences and practical 
agriculture, and our students are thus directly benefited through its 
use. .

The manual training department is equipped with tools, engine, etc. 
The college printing office is fully equipped with two good presses, a 
large cutting machine, and a full line of plain and ornamental type, so 
that a cadet may become a practical printer in a short time without 
any expense.

The course of instruction extends through four years. The shop 
work includes the use of wood working tools during the first year; for 
this work twenty-three double benches are provided with forty-six sets 
of tools. The second year is devoted to patternmaking and moulding, 
sheet metal work, brazing, and soldering. The third year is devoted 
to forge work. In the fourth year the use of machine tools for metal 
work is taught.

Only students regularly qualified to enter the freshman class of the 
agricultural course will be permitted to take manual training, but for 
all taking the agricultural course it is obligatory. Ko student will be 
permitted to take drawing without the shop work, or vice versa.

G EOR GIA.

A t Athens is situated the Georgia State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts. There are thirteen in the faculty. The courses of 
study are three, each requiring four years for completion, viz., a course 
for the degree of bachelor of agriculture, a course for the degree of 
bachelor of engineering, and a course for the degree of bachelor of 
chemical science. In the engineering department there is also a par
tial course, known as the course in building and architecture, leading 
to a certificate o f attainments.

The Middle Georgia Military and Agricultural College at Milledgeville • 
has a course of study preparatory to the University of Georgia. Elect-
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ive and commercial studies are provided. There are twelve in the 
faculty.

The North Georgia Agricultural College is located at Dahlonega. 
Eight persons make up the teaching staff. The course of study requires 
four years for its completion and leads to the degree of bachelor of arts. 
Partial courses, also, are provided, leading to certificates.

The South Georgia College is at Thomasville. There are seven mem
bers of the faculty. The course of study is preparatory to the University 
of Georgia, including two years’ work o f the university grade.

The Southwest Georgia Agricultural College is located at Cuthbert. 
The function of this college is to prepare stqdents for the University of 
Georgia, with two years’ university grade work. There are five in the 
faculty.

The West Georgia Agricultural and Mechanical College is at Ham
ilton. The faculty consists o f three members, and the course of study 
is merely preparatory for the University o f Georgia.

ILLIN O IS.

The University of Illinois at Urbana has a college of agriculture. 
The faculty is composed of fifteen professors. There are two courses 
of study—the full agricultural course of four years, leading to the degree 
of bachelor of science, and the farmers’ course of one year, leading to 
no degree. There is a school of mechanical engineering whose aim is to 
ü t students to invent, design, construct, and manage machinery for 
any branch of manufacture.

In the department of mechanical art and design instruction is given 
and practice afforded in five different shops, viz., patternmaking, black- 
smithing, foundery work, bench work for iron, and machine tool work 
for iron. The mechanical building of this institution is of brick, 126 
by 88 feet. It contains a boiler room, a machine shop with lathes and 
other machinery, a pattern and finishing shop, carpentry and cabinet 
shops, and a blacksmith’s shop, 32 by 36 feet, furnished with forges, 
anvils, and tools, and having a cupola for melting iron.

This university was chartered in 1867, and opened to students in 
March 1868.

IN D IA N A .

A t La Fayette is situated the School of Agriculture of Purdue 
University, a state institution, with free tuition to residents of Indiana. 
Thirty-five professors and instructors constitute the faculty. The four 
years’ course of study leads to the degree of bachelor of science, and 
includes instruction in horticulture and veterinary science.

IO W A .

• The Iowa State College o f Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Ames 
has a faculty of twenty-six professors and instructors. There are five
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courses of study, viz., the course in science and agriculture, leading to 
the degree of bachelor o f science; the course for ladies, leading to the 
degree of bachelor of letters; the course in mechanical engineering, 
leading to the degree of bachelor of mechanical engineering; the course 
in* civil engineering, leading to the degree of bachelor of civil engineer
ing; and the course in veterinary science, leading to the degree of 
doctor of veterinary medicine. This last course requires three years’ 
study; each of the other courses, four.

This institution at first adopted the Russian system of training to the 
performance of isolated and fragmentary parts of a complete work, but 
this plan has been abandoned and the manufacturing system substi
tuted for it.

KANSAS.

The Kansas State Agricultural College at Manhattan has a regular 
coarse o f  study, requiring four years for completion, and leading to the 
degree of bachelor of science. Special and postgraduate courses are 
provided, also. The faculty and other officers number twenty-one.

KENTUCKY.

The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky is at Lexington. 
The teaching staff consists of seventeen members. There are four 
courses of study, each requiring four years, viz., the agricultural and the 
scientific courses, leading to the degree of bachelor of science; the 
classical course, leading to the degree of bachelor of arts; and the 
engineering course, leading to the degree of civil engineer. Normal 
courses of from one to four years are provided, and there is a commer
cial and phonographic department, with a principal and four assistants.

LOUISIANA.

The Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical 
College is at Baton Rouge. Fourteen professors make up the faculty. 
There are three four-year courses. The course in agriculture, and the 
course in mechanics and civil engineering lead to the degree of bachelor 
of science. The literary course leads to the degree o f bachelor of arts. 
There is a preparatory department, as well as a two years’ commercial 
course, for such as desire instruction of a special character*

MAINE.

The Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts is at 
Crono. The faculty consists of twelve professors and instructors. 
There are five courses of study, each of four years. A  course in agri
culture, a course in chemistry, and a course in science and literature 
lead each to the degree of bachelor of science ; a course in civil engineer
ing leads to the degree of bachelor of civil engineering; and a course
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in mechanical engineering leads to the degree of bachelor of mechanical 
engineering. Special courses leading to certificates are provided.

A s in many of the agricultural colleges, mechanical engineering 
takes precedence of other studies in this institution. O f the gradu
ates from this college it is said that “ less than 12 per cent, are found in 
the learned, professions,” most of them having adopted mechanical 
pursuits. “ Measured by the money standard, there are graduates 
whose services are valued at from $3,000 to $6,000 per annum.” This 
college graduated its first class in 1872.

M A R Y L A N D .

The course of study of the Maryland Agricultural College requires 
four years, and leads to the degree of bachelor of science. Seven pro
fessors constitute the faculty.

M A S S A C H U S E T T S .

Amherst is the seat o f the Massachusetts Agricultural College. 
There are fourteen professors, lecturers, and instructors. The course of 
study requires four years, and leads to the degree of bachelor of science.

The Bussey Institution of Harvard University is located at Jamaica 
Plain. It is a school of agriculture and horticulture, giving system
atic instruction in agriculture, useful and ornamental gardening, and 
stock raising, and is especially adapted for the instruction of young 
men who have been brought up as farmers or gardeners, as well as for 
those who wish to qualify themselves to be farmers or superintendents 
of farms, country seats, or public institutions, or wish to pursue Some 
special course in agriculture, horticulture, botany, or entomology. 
Inhere are seven professors and instructors. The course of instruction 
occupies one year, and if preceded by a preliminary course of one year 
at the Lawrence Scientific School, or its equivalent, and supplemented 
by a year of advanced study at the university, leads to the degree of 
bachelor of agriculture.

During the year 1890-’91 there were seven students taking the 
agricultural course in this school.

The instruction, briefly summarized, consists of lectures on the fol
lowing subjects, combined with practical work and experimentation on 
the Bussey farm—theory o f farming, horticulture and floriculture, 
landscape gardening and greenhouse work, tree culture, agricultural 
chemistry, botany, with special reference to the needs of agricultural 
and horticultural students, and entomology.

The farm of 200 acres on which the institution buildings are situated 
affords ample facilities for practical experiment and observation in the 
art of agriculture.' The farm is devoted primarily to the production oi 
hay, which is consumed upon the farm by horses and cattle taken to 
board. Students have constant ojjportunity to observe these animals,
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as well as the agricultural operations and the courses of crops by which 
the fertility of the soil is kept up.

The tuition fee for the academic year at the Bussey Institution is $150, 
but this is freely remitted to poor v and deserving students. A  few 
students are boarded free of cost in consideration of services rendered 
upon the farm, in the greenhouses, or about the buildings'. Estimated 
expenses, aside from tuition, vary all the Way from $200 to $350 per 
annum.

The Arnold arboretum on the Bussey farm was founded for the pur
pose of scientific research and experiment in arboriculture, forestry, 
and dendrology, and as a museum of trees and shrubs suited to the 
climate of Massachusetts. Students of the institution have free access 
to it.

M IC H IG A N .

There áre thirty-one members in the faculty o f the Michigan' Agricul- 
‘ tural College. This institution is located at Agricultural College. The 
courses of study are two—the agricultural and the mechanical, each 
leading to the degree of bachelor of science at the end o f four years. 
There is a postgraduate course also.

M IN N E SO T A .

The College o f Agriculture of the University of Minnesota is located 
at Saint Anthony Park. Professors and instructors to the number of 
seventeen compose the faculty. The course of study requires five years 
for completion, and leads to the degree of bachelor of agriculture.

The State School of Agriculture is also located at Saint Anthony 
Park. The faculty consists of twelve members. The coursé of study 
requires two years for completion, and leads to a certificate.

M IS SIS SIP P I.

The Agricultural and Mechanical College o f Mississippi is at Agri
cultural College. There are nineteen members of the faculty. The 
course of study covers four years, and leads to the degree of bachelor 
of. science. Preparatory and postgraduate courses are provided also.

The Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College at Bodney offers 
three courses of study, viz., the academic course and the scientific pre-. 
paratory course, each requiring two years for completion, and the 
scientific course of four years, leading to the degree of bachelor of 
science. The faculty is made up of nine officers.

M ISSO U R I.

The Agricultural and Mechanical School of the University o f the 
State of Missouri is located at Columbia. The faculty consists of 
eleven members. The agricultural course requires three years for com
pletion, and leads to the degree of bachelor of applied science. A  
special course in agriculture of one month’s duration is provided.
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President E. H. Jesse, -writing under date of August §, 1891, says:
Manual training will begin here for the first time in our college of 

agriculture and mechanic arts next September. Next year (1891-’92) 
we" shall have wood work, the year after iron work. W e mean to equip 
the department well and to manage it properly.

He states, further, that, under direction, of Prof. 0. M. Woodward of 
Saint Louis, the institution is making provision for one hundred 
students.

NEBRASKA.

The Industrial College of the University of Nebraska is located a t ' 
Lincoln. The faculty has twenty-three members. The courses of 
study occupy four years each, and are specialized as follows: Electrical 
course, chemical course, course in agricultural chemistry, course in 
geology, course in botany, course in zoology, course in agricultural 
biology, and civil engineering course. Graduates of these courses re
ceive the degrees of bachelor of science, bachelor of agriculture, and 
bachelor of civil engineering. There is also an elementary agricultural 
course o f two years.

NEVADA.

The School of Agriculture of the Nevada State University is located 
at Eeno. There are ten professors in the faculty. The regular four 
years’ course of study leads to the degree of bachelor of science. A  
short course in agriculture is also provided, requiring five months’ 
attendance each year for four years, but not leading to a degree.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

A t Hanover is located the State College o f  Agriculture and the 
Mechanic Arts. Twelve professors and instructors compose the faculty. 
There are two courses of study, each of four years’ duration and leading 
to the degree of bachelor of science, viz., the course in agriculture and 
chemistry, and the course in mechanical engineering.

NEW  JERSEY.

Eutgers Scientific School of Eutgers College at New Brunswick has 
twenty-one professors and instructors in the faculty. There are three 
distinct courses of study, each requiring four years’ attendance, and 
leading to the degree of bachelor of science, viz., a course in civil 
engineering and mechanics, a course in chemistry and agriculture, and 
a course in electricity. Besides, there is a special course in agricul
ture, of two years’ duration, leading to a certificate of attainments.

NEW  MEXICO.

The Agricultural College of New Mexico is located at Las Cruces. 
A t present the faculty consists of five professors, but additional in
structors are to be employed. The college was opened January 21,
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1890. The courses o f study, as now arranged, include an academic 
and commercial course, a scientific and literary course, a course in 
agriculture and mechanic arts, and the classical course.

NEW  YORK.

The College of Agriculture of Cornell University at Ithaca has a 
faculty of eight members, belonging strictly to the teaching staff of 
this department. But the number of professors, instructors, and assist
ants teaching some part of the work in the college of agriculture is 
fifty-one. The regular course of study requires four years’ attendance, 
and leads to the degree of bachelor of science in agriculture. A  post
graduate course, leading to the degree of master of science in agricul
ture is provided, and special courses also are arranged for such as wish 
to take them.

NORTH CAROLINA.

A t Iialeigh is situated the North Carolina College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts. The faculty is composed of eight professors and in
structors. This college is o f recent organization, and its course of study 
has not been defined.

NORTH DAKOTA.

The North Dakota Agricultural College is at Fargo. Its organiza
tion is not yet completed, and its officers have not been appointed.

OHIO.

Columbus is the seat of the Ohio State University. The faculty con
sists of thirty-four professors and assistants. In this institution there 
are three general courses of study, each requiring four years’ attend
ance, and leading, respectively, to the degrees of bachelor o f arts, 
bachelor o f philosophy, and bachelor of science. The technical courses 
comprise a course for the degree of bachelor of agriculture, requiring 
four years;' a three years’ course for the degree of doctor of veterinary 
medicine; a four years’ course for the degree of civil engineer; two 
courses, one in mechanical the other in electrical engineering, each of 
four years, and leading to the degree of mechanical engineer ; a course 
of four years for the degree of engineer of mines; a course for the degree 
of graduate in pharmacy, requiring three years ; also two years’ courses 
in agriculture and in mining. Postgraduate courses are provided.

OREGON.

The Oregon State Agricultural College is at Corvallis. The faculty 
is composed of twelve professors. The course of study requires three 
years, and leads to the degree of bachelor of scientific agriculture.

PENNSYLVANIA.

A t State College is located the Pennsylvania State College. - There 
are twenty-two professors and assistants on the teaching force. The
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four years’ courses of study are as follows : A  general science course, a 
Latin scientific course, à general course in agriculture, an advanced 
course in agriculture, advanced course in chemistry, course in physics and 
electrotechnics, course in civil engineering, course in mechanical engi
neering, course in natural history. The college also provides a course 
in mechanic arts requiring three years for completion 5 a ladies’ course 
in literature and science requiring two years; and a special course in 
chemistry of the same duration. The general course in agriculture 
leads to the degree of bachelor o f agriculture. The other four years’ 
courses lead to the degree of bachelor of science, the diploma desig
nating the specialty pursued.

President Atherton, of the Pennsylvania State College, writing 
August 6,1891, states that—

It is only within the last five or six years that the college has paid 
any special attention to mechanical training. The college was origi
nally founded as a manual labor and agricultural school, and, after 
many vicissitudes, the manual labor feature was dropped many years 
ago.

Nearly all our students are engaged in what might be called, gener
ally, the industrial professions. Some of our recent graduates have 
attained remarkable success, and I attribute that result to the fact 
that, without sacrificing anything of thoroughness in the theoretical 
work, we introduce a very large amount of experimental application in 
connection with it. ‘

RHODE IS L A N D .

Brown University at Providence is one of the institutions deriving 
income from the land grant. Twenty-two professors and instructors 
constitute the teaching staff. There are five courses of study, each 
occupying foiir years. They lead to the following degrees: Bachelor 
of arts, bachelor of philosophy, bachelor of science, and the degrees of 
civil engineer and mechanical engineer.

An extended course of study in agriculture is open to all students. 
It includes special lectures on agriculture relating to the history of 
agriculture, the study of soils, fertilizers, rotation of crops, etc., and to 
applied economic zoology. Under the latter head are discussed the 
distinctive characteristics of the most approved breeds of neat cattle, 
horses, sheep, and swine. Practical instruction is also given upon 
insects, birds, and animals injurious and beneficial to the farmer and 
horticulturist.

In May 1892 the Bhode Island State Agricultural School at Kings
ton was incorporated as the Bhode Island College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts. This change was followed by certain changes in the 
course of study and in the character of the instruction. This school as 
thus reorganized is prepared to fulfil on both the agricultural and me
chanical lines the purpose of the land-grant act. .
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The institution now oners two courses of study of four years each.; 
In the freshman year, and to a great extent in the sophomore year, the 
work for the two courses is the same. But from the beginning of the 
junior year the two courses follow lines which have aims clearly differ
ent. An outline showing the subjects taken up in the two courses of 
instruction is given in the following tabular statements:

AGRICULTURAL COURSE.

Honrs per 'week.

Subject.
Freshman

year.
Sophomore

year. Junior year. Senior year.

1st
term

2nd
torm

3d
term

let
term

2nd
term

3d
term

1st
torni

2nd
term

3d
term

1st
term

2nd
term

3d
term

2 2 3 3 4 3
2

5 4
5

2
4

6 6
5

Botany, elementary and physiological 4 5 2 «
5 7 9 4

4 2 Cl 6
2

5 5 3 3 2 4 4
2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Geography, physical....... ................. 3

2 4
3 3 3

2 2
4

i 1 i 1 i 1

6
2 2 2

3
3

3
6 3 a  6

4
2

3 2 2 2 2 2
2 è

i 2
4

3 3 3
3 2

Political economy and science of gov
ernment.

4 4
7

3
3

5 4 4
3 3

4

Total.......................................... 27 35 28 27 27* 28 24 26 27 18 19 >■ 17

a  Elective.
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MECHANICAL COURSE.

Hours per week.

Subject.
Freshman

year.
Sophomore

year. Junior year. Senior year.

1st
term

2nd
term

3d
term

1st
term

2nd
term

3d
term

1st
term

2nd
term

3d
term

1st
term

2nd
term

3d
term

2 2
5 4

5
4

6 6
5

4 5
3 3

5 7 6 a 3 a 3 a 3
6* 2

4 2
2 3 3 a 3

3
a  3 a  3 a Z

5 5 3 3 2 4 4

3 3 3 3 3 3 a3 a  3 a  3
3

3 3 6 i
4 4
2

2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1

3 3

2
2 2 2 2

3 3
6 6 6

6
5 4 5

3
4

3 2 2 2 2 2
2i 2 2

4
2 3 3

3 2
Political économy and science of gov

ernment.
4 4

2
1

3
3

27 35 28 28 274 28 2 4 26 25 23 23 21

a E lective.

The methods of instruction followed pay particular regard to the 
practical application of the various branches. Laboratory or shop work 
is given throughout the courses in accordance with the most approved 
methods. Chemistry, for example, is taken up during the second year. 
The work in general chemistry, in which continued applications are 
made in the lines of agriculture, physiology and hygiene, etc., is followed 
by the study of agricultural chemistry, taken up by students of the 
agricultural course in their third year. The laboratory work in this 
branch consists of such exercises as the analysis of milk, butter, and 
cheese, soils, fodder,'and fertilizers, tests for poisons in the stomachs of 
animals, the study of chemical changes in soils, and work in artificial 
digestion.
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The instruction in agriculture includes farm management, buildings, 
tools, crops ancPtheir cultivation, soils and drainage, manure and fer
tilizers, stock breediug and feeding, with lectures upon dairying and 
specialties in agriculture. The close relation of the school with the 
agricultural experiment station is o f great advantage to it, as the work 
of the farm and its equipment in the line of stock, tools, etc., may at 
any time be used in practical illustration of the work of the class room. 
The instruction in agriculture also includes practical field work in the 
afternoons. Gare is taken in the teaching of other subjects, as chem
istry, botany, geology, zoology, etc., to show their relations to agricul
ture. In geology, for instance, attention is given to the study of rocks, 
their elements, and the processes by which they are changed to soils; 
the study of soils, soil analysis, and the causes of soil sterility.

In addition to the regular courses just described, during the winter 
a short course in agriculture and mechanics is offered. Persons taking 
this course may have special instruction in veterinary science, agricul
ture, the chemistry of fertilizers, dairying, including milk, butter, and 
cheese analysis, carpentering, wood carving, iron work, and such part 
of the regular courses as they may deem best. This course continues 
through the winter term, about three months.

The tuition at this school is free to Ehode Island pupils. Both sexes 
are admitted.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts of the University oi 
South Carolina is at Columbia. There are twenty-two professors and 
instructors connected with the institution. The regular courses of 
study are six in number, each requiring four years for completion, and 
leading to the degree of bachelor of science, viz., a course of general 
science, a course of civil engineering, a course of mechanical engineer
ing, a course o f agriculture, a course o f chemistry, and a course of nat
ural history. There are, besides, four si>ecial courses, each requiring 
two years for completion, and leading to a certificate: A  shorter course 
of applied science, a shorter course of agriculture, a shorter course o f 
general science, and a business course. Elective courses are provided 
in special cases.

The College of Agriculture and Mechanics’ Institute in connection 
with Claflin University is located at Orangeburgh. The faculty con
sists of seventeen professors and instructors, There are ten courses 
of study: The college classical course of four years, leading to the 
degree of bachelor of arts; the college scientific course of three years, 
leading to the degree of bachelor of science; the college philosophical 
course of three years, leading to the degree of bachelor of philosophy. 
Then there are the college preparatory course and the normal course 
of three years each, leading to diplomas. The English course requires 
six years, leading to a certificate. The kindergarten course o f one
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year also leads to a certificate. Tlie same is true of the four years’ 
English Bible course, the four years’ music course, and l5he three years’ 
art course. Twenty industrial courses are provided.

SO U TH  D A K O TA .

The South Dakota Agricultural College is located at Brookings. 
Nineteen professors and instructors belong to the faculty, and there 
are also a foreman of the farm, a herdsman, and an engineer. There 
are three courses of study; each requiring four years for completion, 
and leading to the degree of bachelor of science, viz., a course in agri
culture, a course in domestic economy, and a course in mechanic arts. 
The two years’ course in pharmacy leads to no degree.

Under date of July 7,1891, the president writes that of the 20 gradu
ates 5 are farmers, 2 lawyers, 3 clerks, 6 teachers, and the occupations of 
the others are not" certainly known. There are only three graduates 
from the mechanic arts department. Of these 1 is cashier in a bank, 1 
teaching blacksmithing and machine drawing, and 1 wood carving and 
machine shop practice.

TE N N ESSEE.

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College of the University of 
Tennessee'is at Knoxville. Seventeen professors and instructors con
stitute the faculty. There are seven courses of study, viz., the literary 
scientific course, the Latin scientific course, the course in agriculture, 
the course in civil engineering, the course in mechanical engineering, 
the course in chemistry, and the course in mining engineering. .The 
college confers the degrees o f bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, 
bachelor of philosophy, and bachelor of agriculture.

T E X A S .

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas is located at 
College Station. There are twenty-eight professors and other officers of 
the institution. The two regular courses of study require four years 
each, viz., the agricultural course, leading by specialization of studies 
either to the degree of bachelor of scientific horticulture or to the degree 
of bachelor of scientific agriculture; and the mechanical course, leading 
by the same process to the degree of bachelor of civil engineering or 
to the. degree of bachelor of mechanical engineering. Special and 
postgraduate courses are also provided.

U TA H .

The Agricultural College of Utah Territory is located â  Logan. The 
organization o f the college is not yet completed, and courses of study 
have not been arranged.

VER M O N T.

The State Agricultural College of the University of Yermont is at Bur
lington. The teaching staff includes sixteen professors and instructors.
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In the department of agriculture there are four courses of study, viz., 
the full agricultural course of four years, leading to a degree; a short 
course in agriculture, requiring two years ; a winter school of agricul
ture, occupying eleven weeks; and a winter course of lectures to farm
ers, without fee for tuition.

VIRGINIA.

The Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College is located at 
Blacksburgh. There are fourteen members of the faculty. The regu
lar courses of study are four, each occupying four yeafs, viz., course in 
agriculture, leading to the degree of bachelor of scientific agriculture; 
course in mechanics, leading to the degree of mechanical engineer ; a 
general course, leading to the degree of bachelor of science; and a 
.course in civil engineering, leading to the degree of civil engineer. 
There is also, a business course.

A  course of instruction in drawing and in the use of ■frood working 
tools has been given to successive classes since 1886, and in the use of 
iron working tools since 1887. The course runs through three years, 
and averages six hours of work per week. The school shops are reported 
to be well supplied with machine and hand tools.

At Hampton is located Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. 
There are sixty-seven members of the faculty, including the instructors 
in the normal department, the night school, the Indian department, 
and the separate industrial departm ents for the men and the women. 
The course of study occupies three years, but does not lead to a degree.

W E ST  VIRGINIA.

West Virginia University is located at Morgantown. Sixteen pro
fessors and instructors constitute the faculty. Two regular courses of 
study, each of four years, lead to the degrees, respectively, of bachelor 
of arts and bachelor of science. In the department of engineering 
there is a four years’ course provided, which leads to the degree of 
civil engineer. Provision is also made for preparatory and postgrad
uate work.

W ISCO N SIN .

The College of Agriculture of the University of Wisconsin is at 
Madison. There are twenty-one members of the faculty. The course 
of study in the department of agriculture occupies four years, and 
leads to the degree of bachelor of agriculture. There are also short 
courses designed to occupy the student during the winter terms of 
two years, viz., a dairying course, a milk testing course, a course in 
butter making, a cheese making course, a course in animal husbandry, 
one in agricultural chemistry, one in veterinary science, one in horti
culture and economic entomology, etc.

S. Ex. 65------9
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M A N U A L LABOR IN  AGRICULTURA L  COLLEGES.

The department of agriculture has published a valuable report enti
tled, Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Convention of the Association 
o f American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations held at 
Washington, D. C., August 12 to 18,1891.

In this bulletin appears a paper prepared by Prof. Massey, of North 
Carolina, and read at the session of August 14, on the subject, “ To 
what extent may manual labor be introduced into the curriculum of 
land-grant colleges

The essayist took the ground that the wnly manual labor to be re
quired in an agricultural college course is such as may properly come 
under the head of laboratory work. In his own words:

Statistics show that in colleges thoroughly equipped for their work, 
and in which the laboratory methods are used, and the minor manual 
operations merely incidental, a much larger proportion of the students 
enter agricultural occupations than from the best of those where com
pulsory and paid manual labor is the rule.

Further, the writer quotes Prof. Bailey as saying:
The graduates from the Cornell College of Agriculture, and they are 

as many as from any bona fide agricultural school in the country, all 
follow agricultural pursuits.

Prof. Massey continues:
I  do not want it to be supposed that I oppose the teaching of all farm 

operations in an agricultural college. They should be taught, but no 
further than they are educational and necessary for the proper under
standing of the subject at the time in hand, all partaking of the nature 
of laboratory work. Nothing further than this should be attempted. The 
effort to make skilful farm laborers at such an institution will necessar
ily result in failure, lower the educational standard of the college, and 
as a consequence turn out men with a narrow and incomplete education.

It was shown in the discussion which followed that by actual analy
sis the purely agricultural colleges were sending 34 per cent, of their 
graduates back to the farm as actual practical farmers, and that doubt
less a larger percentage of.the graduates o f these institutions followed 
the profession for which the institutions were maintained than could be 
claimed for the graduates of the professional schools of any other calling.

EXPERIM EN T STATION S.

Each o f the forty-three states and territories mentioned in the fore
going list has at least one agricultural experiment station, either di
rectly connected with its college of agriculture or under the control of 
the local government, and in several states there are two or more such 
stations.

LEG ISLATIO N  FOR AGRICU LTU R AL EDUCATION.

It is worthy of note that a fresh impetus was given to the work of 
the agricultural colleges throughout the country by the act of Congress 
approved March 2,1887, providing for the establishment and mainte-
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nance of these experiment stations connected with the colleges founded 
in the several states under the provisions of the act of July 2,1862.

By this act of 1887 (known as the Hatch bill) the sum of $15,000 
was appropriated to each state for the purpose of paying the neces
sary expenses of conducting investigations and experiments bearing 
directly on the agricultural industry of the United States. This was 
made a continuing appropriation to be specially provided for by Con
gress in the appropriations from year to year.

The act forms an admirable and necessary supplement to the original 
legislation of 1862, and its effect is apparent in the increased efficiency 
of the agricultural colleges previously established, and in the rapid devel
opment of new institutions of this character in states which had not, 
prior to the enactment of the Hatch bill, availed themselves of the priv
ileges offered by the land-grant act.

But it is none the less true that an important factor in promoting 
the forward movement of technical education in America was the 
land-grant act of 1862, by means of which the colleges of agriculture 
and the mechanic arts have received in the aggregate more than 
$16,000,000.

The relative amounts realized by the several states from the sale of 
land or land-scrip apportionments are quite unequal. The proceeds 
per acre have varied from 41 cents for Rhode Island to $5.57 for Cali
fornia, and $6.73 for New York. This variation is due, however, to the 
greater or less skill exhibited by the different states in the financial 
management and final disposition of their holdings. Under the admin
istration of Mr. Cornell and (since his death) of the Hon. H. W . Sage, 
the proceeds of the New York state land grant now amount to nearly 
$5,000,000, and this vast sum constitutes the endowment fund of Cornell 
University, affording an illustration of the wisdom of the policy, in this 
instance at least, of giving the whole income to a single institution. 
Some of the states, it is believed, made a serious mistake in consent 
ing to a distribution of the educational revenue derivable from this 
source among several collegiate establishments—their well meant im
partiality reducing the proportion of each to so small an allowance as 
to be of little benefit. But, to quote the words of Prof. H. W. Tyler 
of the Massachusetts Institute o f Technology, in the Forum for Sep
tember 1891:

Although technological schools existed before the passage of the 
land-grant act; although others have been founded and successfully 
conducted without its aid; although it has been applied to a great ex
tent to the promotion of agricultural education; and although, finally, 
the income from it is often but a fraction of the total revenue o f the 
institutions receiving it, yet it can not be doubted that the grant, 
coming at an opportune time, greatly accelerated the development of 
scientifi c and technological education, and thereby contributed materially 
to the extraordinary industrial progress of the past twenty years. Its 
authorship is not the least among the public services of Senator Morrill 
of Vermont.
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INSTITUTES OE TECHNOLOGY.

R EN SSE LA ER  PO LYTECH N IC INSTITUTE.

u Technological education in tlie United Stated,”  remarks Prof. Tyler, 
in the Forum article before referred .to, “  may be said to date from the 
founding of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, New York, in 
1824. Stephen Van Rensselaer, its founder, as a member of the state 
board of canal commissioners, had been actively interested in the con- 
strution o f the Erie canal.

u Engineering as a profession was unknown; men were educated by 
the work, not for it. The object of the new institution was the general 
dissemination of that moderate amount of scientific knowledge which 
its founder recognized as indispensable to the community. Although 
conducted at one time as a general polytechnic school, the institute has 
been from its foundation primarily a civil engineering school, interpret
ing civil engineering, however, in a sense almost as broad as that which 
once excluded only military engineering.”

The faculty consists of eighteen professors and instructors. The 
course of study in civil engineering is now the only course of the insti
tute. All the regular members of the institute pursue this course, and 
the degree conferred is that of civil engineer. It should be stated, 
perhaps, that civil engineering is understood to include mechanical or 
dynamical engineering, road engineering, bridge engineering, hydraulic 
engineering, steam engineering, electrical engineering, mining engineer
ing, and sanitary engineering.

The studies of the course are designed to secure to all the graduates 
a professional preparation at once thorough and practical. The course 
of study occupies four years. The number of students in 1890 was 174.

About 1,000 students have been graduated from the institute, includ
ing the membership of all the classes from 1826 to 1889. Of these 
nearly all have followed some branch of engineering as a profession, 
though a very few are registered as lawyers, professors, etc.

Nothing need be said of the thoroughness of the equipment which 
the training of this institute supplies; its graduates, from Roebling 
down, are the best exponents of the school, and attest the value of its 
instruction.

M A SSA CH U SE T T S IN STITU TE OP TECHNOLOGY.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology at Boston was char
tered by the state legislature April 10,1861, and opened in February 
1865. This institution receives one-third of the income accruing to 
Massachusetts from the land-grant fund.

There are twelve regular four years’ courses of study, each leading to 
the degree of bachelor of science, viz., civil engineering, chemical engi-
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neering, electrical engineering, mining engineering, mechanical engi
neering, sanitary engineering, metallurgy, architecture, biology, chemis
try, geology, physics. The studies are the same for all courses*during 
the first year; after that divergence begins, with specialization for 
professional work.

Prof. Tyler writes:
A t the end of the first year (a) the student must decide which one of 

the diverging courses to follow, the results of the previous work guid
ing or restricting this choice. A student can not, for instance, pursue 
an engineering course without having shown some aptitude for mathe
matics.- A t present the drift is toward the mechanical, electrical, and 
civil engineering courses in the order named, these comprising nearly 70 
per cent, of students pursuing full courses.

In the second and succeeding years, the more important features are : 
First, the progressive substitution of technical for general subjects; 
second, a corresponding increase in the amouht of laboratory work ; 
and finally, the gradual introduction of more or less independent origi
nal work, scientific research, technical investigation, or constructive 
design. Thus, in the fourth year of the course in mechanical engineer
ing, the student devotes himself almost entirely to more advanced techni
cal work, either in mill or marine engineering, or in locomotive construc
tion. Laboratory work takes the form of tests of boilers, pumps, and 
so on, followed by an investigation to be embodied in thé graduating 
thesis. It may be added that the engineering laboratories are in no 
sense u toy workshops.” Among the apparatus for experiment are, for 
example, a 150-horse power engine, and a testing machine capable of 
breaking full-sized beams up to 25 feet in length.

Shop work occupies a strictly subordinate position. Its object is to 
impart some familiarity with tools and with materials, not to produce 
skilled mechanics. Begular instruction is supplemented, but not super
seded, by excursions to manufactories.

A  noteworthy characteristic of the curricula of the engineering 
courses, is the unity secured by basing all upon a nearly uniform found
ation, not merely of mathematics and physics, but of an extended 
course in mechanics and the strength of materials, with laboratory 
work. All regular students receive systematic instruction in litera
ture, history, and political economy, as well as in modern languages. 

The following is an outline of the course in mechanical engineering :
COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

F i r s t  y e a r .

First term.

Subject.

Solid geometry....... , .......................
Algebra...........................................
General chemistry -withlaboratory 

work.
Rhetoric and English composition.
French (or German) ........................
Mechanical drawing.
Free-hand drawing.........................
Military drill..................................

Honrs
Weeks. per

week.

8 4
7 4

15 7
15 2
15 3
15 6
15 1

Second term.

Subject.

Plane and spherical trigonometry. 
General chemistry; qualitative 

analysis.
Politioal history since 1815..........
French (or German).......... ..........
Mechanical drawing and descrip

tive geometry.
Free-hand drawing.......................
Military drill................................

Weeks

15

Hours
per

week;

a Now at the end of the first half-year.
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COURSE 1ST MECHANICAL ENGINEERING—Concluded.

S e c o n d  y e a r .

First term. Second term.

Hours Hours
Subject. Weeks. per Subject. Weeks. per

week. week.

Principles of mechanism................ 15 2 Mechanism: gear teeth; machine 15 3Drawing......................................... 15 2 tools; cotton machinery.
Carpentry and wood turning......... 15 4 IS
Analytic geometry................. ....... 15 3
Descriptive geometry...................... 15 5
Physics ..........'.................... 15 3
English literature........................... 15 - 1 English literature and composi- '15 2
American history..............- .......... . 15 2 tion..

15 3 15

T h i r d  y e a r .

Steam engineering; valve gears; 
thermodynamics.

Drawing.........................................
Forging...... .......................................
Integral caloulas...................../*--
General statics______ , ......... . .....
Physics: heat..................................
Physical laboratory.........................
German (or French)...................... .

15 3 Steam engineering; boilers.......... 15 3
Drawing, design, and use of sur- 15 6

15 6 veying instruments.
15 6 Engineering laboratory................. 15 2
5 4 Forging; chipping and filing ___ 15 4

10 2 Strength of materials; kinëmat- 15 3
8 2 ics and dynamics.
7 2 Physical laboratory........................ 15 2

15 3 . English composition...................... 15 2
German (or French)............... ...... 15 3

F o u r t h  y e a r .

"Steam engineering........................... 8 2
Hydraulics....... ............................... 7 - 2
Dynamics of machines.......... ......... 9 3 12
Machine design................................ 15 8 Strength and stability of struct- 15 3Engineering laboratory................... 15 4 ures; theory of elasticity.
Chipping and filing; machine-tool 16 6 English composition...................... 15 2work.
Strength of materials; friction___ 15 3 O p t i o n s .
Metallurgy of iron........................... 15 1
Heating and ventilation___; ......... 15 1 15
Elements of dynamo machinery___

Mill engineering............................. • 15
O p t i o n s . Naval architecture......................... 15 6

Marine engineering......................... 6 2
Locomotive construction............... 6 2
Mill engineering.............................. 6 2
Naval architecture......................... 15 8

The tuition fee is $200 per year. Applicants for admission to the 
institute must be 17 years of age, and must sustain an examination in 
arithmetic, algebra, plane geometry, and history, English language 
and literature, and in French or German.

VAN D ER BILT U N IVER SITY .

A t Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, in addition tothereg- 
lar academic course of study, there are various professional depart
ments, with only one of which we are now concerned, viz., the engineer
ing department, in which are twenty-two professors and instructors. 
This department comprises tjiree professional schools, namely, the 
schools o f civil, mechanical, and mining engineering. A  four years’
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coarse in either o f these schools leads to the degree of bachelor of engi
neering ) bat a fifth year’s course is provided for such as choose to 
pursne advanced stndies. The first year studies are the same for the 
three engineering classes, but in the second year the courses diverge 
toward the several specialties. The work laid out for each branch of 
engineering is essentially identical with that of all first class schools of 
this kind, though more attention is given to modern languages—French, 
German, and Spanish—than in most schools of engineering.

Tuition in this department is $50 per annum, and necessary expenses, 
all told, amount to $200 per annum and upward, according to the habits 
and mode of living of the individual student. Special students are ad
mitted to partial courses in this department. The whole number of 
students in the engineering courses in 1890-’91 was 55.

L A W R E N C E  SC IE N TIFIC  SCHOOL.

As befits a great university, Harvard offers facilities for the success
ful prosecution of special and professional studies of every description. 
The Lawrence Scientific School, for example, is a department of th is, 
university in whiòh the following courses of technology may be pur
sued: Civil and topographical engineering, chemistry, geology, biology, 
and electrical engineering. The course of study in each o f these 
branches extends through four years and leads to the degree of bachelor 
of science, the course of study for which the degree is given being,speci
fied in the diploma. There were 88 students in the different classes of 
the Lawrence Scientific School in the academic year 1890-’91.

L A F A Y E T T E  COLLEGE.

Technical courses of instruction are provided at Lafayette College, 
Easton, Pennsylvania.

The civil engineering course, leading to the degree of civil engineer, is 
comprehensive and thorough, including not only studies in civil engi
neering, but topographical, hydraulic, and mechanical engineering. Its 
object is' to give its students such instruction in the theory and prac
tice of engineering as to qualify them for immediate usefulness in the 
field and office, and, after a moderate amount o f actual practice, to fill 
positions of trust and importance in their chosen profession.

The location of Easton is most favorable for an engineering school. 
The city is at the junction of the Delaware and Lehigh rivers, and is 
a great centre for railroads, canals, bridges, founderies, pipe works for 
water, gas, etc., rolling mills, repair shops, and many other industrial 
works.

The mining engineering course, leading to the degree of engineer of 
mines, includes instruction in topographical and mechanical engineer
ing, mining, chemistry, metallurgy, and in other studies essential to 
the thorough preparation of the student for mining and metallurgical 
work.

. m

m m
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Iron mines are close at hand, and the anthracite coal mines and zinc 
mines are easily accessible; these, with the extensive quarries of lime
stone, steatite, and slate in the vicinity, offer excellent opportunities 
for the study of mining and quarrying operations.

The chemistry course includes lectures, text book study, and labora
tory practice, and leads to the bachelor of science degree. An electrical 
engineering course was organized in 1889, conferring the degree of elec
trical engineer on those who graduate in the course. Each course ex
tends through four years.

U N IV E R S IT Y  OP C IN C IN N A T I.

A four years’ course in civil engineering is open to students at the 
University of Cincinnati, of Cincinnati, Ohio. This is the only technical 
department of the university now in active operation, though provision 
for other special studies is soon to be made.

A  peculiarity of the university is that all departments of it are virtu
ally a part of the public school system of the city. Instruction in the 
university, as in the high schools, is free to all residents of the city. 
Even necessary expenses, such as laboratory fees, are reduced to the 
■lowest practicable limits, r There is not a family in the municipality that 
may not educate its sons and its daughters thoroughly without charge 
at every stage from childhood to manhood and womanhood. The in
come from the endowment funds of the University of Cincinnati is aug
mented by an annual city levy of one-tenth of a mill.

BhM

L E LA N D  STA N FO R D  JUNIOR U N IV E R S IT Y .

The first school year of the Leland Stanford Junior University at 
Palo Alto, California, began October 1,1891, and, as a matter of course, 
the character and gradation of its educational work in all departments 
have not yet assumed an ultimate form. Departments and courses of 
instruction in mining, civil, mechanical, and electri9al engineering have 
been organized.

The purpose of the university, as expressed in its charter, is to estab
lish u such seminaries of learning as shall make it of the highest grade, 
including mechanical institutes, museums, galleries of art, laboratories, 
and conservatories, together with all things necessary for the study of 
agriculture in all its branches, and for mechanical training, and the 
studies and exercises directed to the cultivation and enlargement of the 
mind.”

W O R C E S T E R  P O L Y T E C H N IC  IN STITU TE .

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute at Worcester, Massachusetts, 
though sometimes classed with schools of manual training, is virtually 
an institution of college rank. The requirements for admission to its 
lowest class are fully equivalent, except as to Latin and Greek, to the
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standard of entrance examinations in tlie best New England colleges. 
Candidates must be sixteen years old, and must be well prepared in 
arithmetic, geography, grammar, United States history, French, plane 
geometry, and algebra as far as quadratic equations. A s a fact, the 
average age of those admitted is over eighteen years, and under that age 
candidates are seldom mature enough for success in the work required. 
The faculty deem it advisable that the candidates, before applying, take 
a full high school course, including, if jmssible, such knowledge of Latin, 
Greek, and ancient and mediaeval history as is generally required for 
admission to college.

The courses of study and practice in' the Worcester institute are 
comprised in the following departments, viz., mechanical engineering, 
civil engineering, chemistry, electrical engineering, physical and politi
cal science. The mechanical engineering course occupies three and 
one-half years; the course in electrical engineering four and one-half 
years; in each of the other departments three years.

The institute is organized on the same general plan as the European 
polytechnic schools. Its faculty .consists of twelve regular instructors 
and professors, and eleven assistant instructors. One hundred and 
ninety-six students were in attendance in the classes of all departments 
of the institute for the year 1890-’91.

Statistics concerning the graduates of this institute, covering the 
twenty years, 1871 to 1891, show that more than 90 per cent, of the 
graduates are engaged in occupations for which their training at the 
institute specially prepared them.

A t the Washburn - shops connected with the institute are manufac
tured for sale machinists’ tools, engine and speed lathes, twist drill grind
ers, emery grinding machinery, hydraulic machinery, direct plunger 
elevators, accumulators, general wood work, school apparatus, etc. 
Thus students of the institute'have the advantage of practice and 
training in shops where the actual business of manufacturing salable 
articles is carried on. They do not merely mark time—they advance.

The cost of tuition is $150 per annum; but several free scholarships 
are open to Worcester county students, and, under certain conditions, 
to residents of other parts of the state.

Students who satisfactorily complete the prescribed course of studies 
in any department of the institute receive at graduation the degree 
of bachelor of science, the diploma merely designating the depart
ment of study which the graduate has pursued.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

The Rose Polytechnic Institute o f Terre Haute, Indiana, was founded 
in 1871 by the late Chauncey Rose of Terre Haute, and was opened 
March 7, 1883. It is devoted to the higher education of young men in 
engineering. 'Ihis term includes all those productive and constructive 
arts by which the forces and materials of nature are made subservient
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to the needs of man, together with the principles which underlie those 
arts.

The faculty consists of fifteen members, and there are, in addition, six 
instructors in the various shops. The course of study lasts four years, 
and a high standard of excellence is required of the Student. Tuition 
is free to residents of Vigo county; all others pay $75 a year each.

This institution has graduated seven classes, including the class of 
1891. The class of 1885 consisted of 3 members, all of whom are 
now engaged in some branch of engineering. The graduates in 1886 
numbered 16; of these, 12 follow engineering. In 1887 there were 8 
graduates; 5 are engineers. The class of 1888 was composed of 11 
members; 9 of them are engineers. In 1889, 9 students were gradu
ated ; 8 are now engineers. Fourteen students were graduated in 1890 ; 
12 are engaged in engineering specialties. The catalogue of 1892 
states that 8 of the class of 1891 are engaged in various branches of 
engineering; 3 are students, 2 are teachers, 1 is a draughtsman, 1 is a 
railroad employé, 1 a confectioner, and there is 1 whose occupation is 
not given.

S T E V E N S IN ST IT U T E  OF TE C H N O LO G Y.

The Stevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken, New Jersey, is es
sentially a school of mechanical engineering. It has been in operation 
twenty years, and its reputation is firmly established as one of the best 
of technological schools. Eighteen professors and instructors make up 
the teaching staff. The course of study occupies four years. Tuition 
fees amount to $150 a year for state residents; all others pay $225.

Each senior class has an opportunity to go on an inspection tour, 
visiting the principal centres of locomotive and machine manufacture, 
as Philadelphia, Hartford, Springfield, Boston, Providence, Fall Biver, 
etc.

The list of alumni who have received the degree of mechanical engi
neer from this school, as given in the catalogue, contains the names of 
nearly 400 graduates, most of them now engaged in some branch of 
engineering.

C A S E  SCHOOL OF APP LIE D  SCIENCE.

The Case School o f Applied Science at Cleveland, Ohio, was opened 
September 15, 1881. There are eleven members of the faculty all 
told.

There are seven regular courses of study: The general course; civil 
engineering; mechanical engineering; mining engineering; electrical 
engineering; physics; and chemistry. Each course requires four years’ 
study.

Freshmen must be at least sixteen years old and must satisfy the 
faculty of qualification.

à
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The whole number of students in the school, according to the cata
logue of 1890-’91, was 103; of these, 51 belonged to the freshman class. 
The whole number of graduates up to 1890 was 41.

One member of the class of 1887 is reported as pursuing postgradu
ate studies at Zurich. One of the class of 1889 is a student at Heidel
berg, and another in Paris. All the rest of the graduates are engi
neers, chemists, draughtsmen, assayers, or instructors in science. There 
were 7 members of the class of 1890; 2 are engineers, 2 are chemists, 
2 are draughtsmen, and 1 is an electrician. The courses in chemistry 
are open to students, not candidates for a degree, who desire to pre
pare themselves for work in special lines.

M IS S O U R I SCH OOL OP M IN E S  A N D  M E T A L L U R G Y .

The Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy is an institute of tech
nology with civil and mining engineering and metallurgy as specialties. 
It is a college of the University of the State of Missouri, and is located 
at Rolla, Phelps county, on the line of the Saint Louis and San Fran
cisco railway, about 100 miles southwest of Saint Louis.

The usual courses in the different branches of engineering are pur
sued in this school, and degrees are conferred at the end of the three 
years’ courses on graduates in civil, mining, and mechanical engineer
ing.

Certificates of proficiency are given also to such as pass an examina
tion in special studies. The total number of graduates is 46; of these, 
24 are engineers, 13 are assayers and chemists, 3 are teachers, 2 are 
draughtsmen, 1 is an editor, 1 a doctor, and 2 are at home.

U N IV E R S IT Y  OP M IC H IG A N .

The University of Michigan at Ann Arbor has incorporated shop 
work with its theoretical engineering courses. It was originally the 
plan of the trustees to open the mechanical laboratory to all classes 
of students, but on account of the large number of applicants in excess 
of the capacity of the shops, it became necessary to limit the admission 
to engineering students.

With the $9,500 appropriated in 1888-’89 the laboratory has been 
finished and is now receiving additional equipment. An instructor in 
forging has been added, so that now in addition to the superintendent 
there is a skilled mechanic in each of the four shops. The capacity of 
each of the shops is approximately as follows: W ood room, 18 at one 
time, 2 sections, 36; iron room, 12 at one time, 2 sections, 2#; forge 
shop, 12 at one time, 6 sections, 72; foundery, 12 at one time, 3 sections, 
36; total, 168.
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CHAPTER II.
PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN AUSTRIA. 

MANUAL TRAINING.

In its general outlines the system of education in Austria is almost 
identical with that of Germany. Its machinery consists of a series of 
schools, supported wholly or in part by the municipal authority, by the 
government, or by local societies. There are, for example, kindergar
tens, primary schools, intermediate, manual training, trade, real, and 
high schools, gymnasia, etc., forming successive gradations calculated 
to facilitate the pupil’s progress through all the stages o f his physical 
and mental development from infancy to maturity. The relation be
tween the several consecutive grades, however, is not so close as this 
statement, if left unqualified, might lead one to infer. In Austria, as 
in nearly all civilized lands, there is a gap between the kindergarten 
and the primary school ( Volksschule).

Herr Riss, of Vienna, a member of the provincial diet, who, in the 
capacity of delegate from Austria, attended the manual training con
gress held at Munich, September 22 and 23,1888, and made an inter
esting report before that body of educators upon the condition o f the 
work school movement in Austria, referred on that occasion to this 
defect in the school system of his native land.

None but boys from 11 to 14 years o f age are now admitted to the 
school shops supported by the association for the establishment and 
maintenance of school workshops in Cisleithania (a).

The association fully recognizes the existence of the chasm in the 
system, extending from the first to the fourth class of the primary school; 
and it is of the opinion that the aims of educational hand work can 
never be attained until they are expanded in both directions so as to 
embrace the kindergarten system of Froebel and all grades above it from 
the first class of the primary school to the highest class of the citizens’ 
school (Bürgerschule). It is, according to Herr Riss, a matter for regret 
that the Austrian schools are not today in a condition to reduce to 
practical effect this ideal.

The object of the school workshops is, first of all, pedagogic. The 
aim is to hold the shops in strict and intimate relation with the school

a Cisleithania, this side of the Leytha—a river of that name forming a part of the 
boundary between Austria and Hungary—is a local appellation of Austria, used to 
distinguish that country from Translei thania, that is, Hungary.
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of theoretical instruction, and it is believed that this purpose is best 
subserved by selecting 'for shop construction such objects as the pupil 
studies about in the school. Naturally, the choice of objects depends 
upon the kind of school to which the pupil belongs. As has been indi
cated, the Austrian system is not a rigid one, but is adjustable to vary
ing conditions and circumstances.

Without presuming to decide which method is to be preferred, we 
note the difference between this system of imparting manual instruction 
in shops separate and apart from the school, and the method pursued in 
the manual training schools, for example, at Saint Louis, Chicago, and 
elsewhere in this country, where shop practice and the ordinary studies 
of the high school grade are taught conjointly under one roof, and,* fbr 
the most part, by the same teachers. In Austria no attempt is made 
to combine in the same institution the discipline of shop work and tui
tion in the academic branches of the public schools.

In the Austrian school shops, according to Herr Eiss, the boys are 
taught modelling in clay, wood carving, carpentry (bench work), and 
card work. Each of these exercises, it is explained, has a distinctive 
educational idea behind it. The first two branches serve to broaden 
and deepen the knowledge of drawing acquired by the pupil at school. 
Physical training is the main purpose of carpentry, while card work 
affords illustrations of the applications of geometry.

The first school shop in Vienna was instituted by the aforementioned 
association in the Neubau district August 10, 1883. It opened with 60 
pupils, classed in two divisions. The second school shop followed on 
February 16, 1887, with 40 pupils. The erection of school shops is now 
looked forward to in the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and eighth 
districts of Vienna., In the ninth and tenth districts shops are main
tained by other societies, whose discipline differs in some respects.

In Simmering, two miles below Vienna, a school shop, patterned after 
those in Vienna, has been founded through the initiative and sacrifice 
of the teacher. Wiener-Neustadt, the second largest city of Lower 
Austria, has, by authority of the diet of Lower Austria, opened a 
school shop in the teachers’ seminary, located there under the director
ship of one of the Vienna pupils. School shops have also been recently 
established at Gratz, Lemberg, Troppau, Bielitz, Niemes, Prague, and 
Eeichenberg, some conducted and equipped according to the Swedish 
model, but most of them formed on the Vienna system. A t Prague, 
during the vacation time of the school year 1887, a three weeks’ course 
in card work was carried out.

As long ago as 1884, however, a course of manual training for teach
ers was opened in Vienna. Beginning October 1, in that year, it con
tinued until the end of March 1885, and thirty teachers from Vienna 
and its suburbs received instruction during the course. The time 
allotted to work was two hours and a half on two evenings in the week.

Since then this teachers’ course has been maintained every year, and,
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in all, one hundred and forty teachers from Vienna and its vicinity have 
enjoyed the advantages of the instruction. During the vacation season 
of 1887 (from July 18 to August 22) a five weeks’ course was conducted 
in Vienna, open to the teachers from all the provinces of the Cisleitha- 
nian half of the empire. Ninety-nine teachers attended this vacation 
course, of whom 38 were from Bohemia; 10 from Moravia; 13 from Gal
icia; 5 from Silesia; 16 from Lower Austria; 2 from Upper Austria; 1 
from Carinthia; 7 from Carniola; 2 from the Tyrol; and 5 from Kiis- 
tenland. This shows the lively interest felt by the profession in Austria 
in the promotion of this branch of instruction.

During the summer course of 1888, 28 citizen school teachers and 
primary school teachers were in attendance, together with 1 imperial 
district school inspector, 2 teachers of practice schools, and 1 director 
of a citizens’ school. The working time in this course was seven hours 
a day, and each hearer was required to choose a principal and a sub
ordinate specialty. It should be added that these teachers worked 
with untiring zeal, practising both before and after the appointed hours. 
Almost all of those pursuing the course of 1888 enrolled themselves for 
the next vacation session. The state grants a subvention for the six 
months teachers’ course of 300 florins ($102.30) a week, and the same 
sum is now appropriated, through the ministry of instruction, for the 
vacation course. Boyalty, also, has manifested a personal interèst in 
the work of the association, his majesty Emperor Franz Josef I. contrib
uting 200 florins ($68.20) towards its support in 1888.

The association now has more than 300 members, all of whom are 
active and earnest in promoting the establishment of the school shops.

The teachers of Vienna and, so far as can be ascertained, of Austria, 
are, by a great majority, friendly to manual training; and the people, 
so far as public'opinion can be known, are in sympathy with the new 
branch of instruction, recognizing fully the advantages which their 
children derive from it.

Speaking of the future work of the association, Herr Biss said :
I believe that the association, which has so far confined its activities 

to Vienna, should now change its tactics, and in the future work for 
the spread of its cause throughout all Cisleithania by the organization 
of local associations, by newspaper articles and pamphlets, by aiding, 
in the equipment of school shops, etc.

In this way the promise-which I made at Magdeburg, last year will 
be kept, that Vienna, as the most southerly point and centre of the 
manual training propaganda, will do her full duty.

In conclusion, Herr Biss said:
Vienna and Cisleithania will labor indefatigably, in concert with 

Sweden, France, and Germany, for the extension and promotion of 
manual training.

From the official and authoritative statement of Herr Biss we turn 
to consider next the history of the manual training system in certain 
municipalities of Austria.

S. Ex. 65------10,
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A t Budapesth, for example, the organisation of manual training 
schools was effected in 188&. The new system has already almost 
entirely superseded the repetition schools ( WiederHolun§sscJmlcn) which 
were formerly so common.

The reasons for the change are given by Herr Josef Korosi, director 
of the bureau of communal statistics. He says that parents often 
objected to their children attending the evening school ( Wieclerholungs- 
sehule) after working through the day 5 and, as attendance was 
optional, the classes were apt to dwindle to very small proportions. 
A t the close of the year only two or three, often only one pupil, would 
remain in attendance; that is, on paper, while in fact the class had 
.become extinct.

To counteract this evil schools of manual training were instituted, 
and the attendance o f apprentices at these schools was made obliga
tory. The fact that these schools are properly classified as manual 
training schools is evident from the description of their function, for 
they serve to supply apprentices with the theoretical and practical 
knowledge (of drawing and'modelling) which is necessary for admis
sion to a  trade school, where they may continue their studies with suc
cess. There are also preparatory classes for pupils not sufficiently 
advanced to pursue the regular course with profit.

The plan of studies in the new schools requires a three years7 course. 
In the preparatory class, six hours a week are occupied with theoretical 
studies, and four hours with drawing. Jn the regular course, during 
the first year, ten hours a week are allotted to the following sub
jects: Accounts, literature, geometry, free-hand drawing, and model
ling, The second and third years carry forward these studies, and 
physics is added to the curriculum.

Only ten hours a week are devoted in the aggregate to school work 
during any year of the course 5 and drawing and modelling include all 
there is of manual training at Budapesth, for no attempt is made to 
familiarize students with wood turning or iron working tools,

Under the municipal statute every district must maintain at least one 
manual training school, and, as a matter o f  fact, each district has one 
such school; districts 5 and 6 have two each, and districts 7 and 8 three 
each—sixteen in all.

The whole number of pupils enrolled in the sixteen schools, for the 
year 1888-’89, was 7,357. O f this number 5',499 belonged to'the schools 
at the close -of the year, and of those belonging there were—prepara
tory class, 1,808; first year course, 2,195; second year course, 1,120; 
third year course, 376. Pupils are admitted to the preparatory classes 
at the age of 9 years and upward, but the average age is from 13 to 
17 years. The larger part of the pupils become apprentices of lock
smiths, masons, carpenters, tailors, and printers.

A t the beginning of the period covered by the report (1885-1889) 
there were six schools of industrial drawing in the city. In 1889 all 
but one o f them had been discontinued. The attendance at the remain-
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mg school has steadily declined from 1,714 in the year 1885 to 986 in
1888-89. The principal reason for this falling off in number»is to be 
found in the fact that the majority of the pupils attend the manual 
training schools, in which drawing forms a required study.

Another typical Austrian school of manual training is described in 
the second annual report of the State Imperial School for Artisans at 
Klageiifurth. W e glean from the pages of this report all that is perti
nent to our purpose.

The K a iser  licli-Kon-igliehe Staats-Kandwer'kerseli'ule in Klageiifurth 
is essentially a manual training school, since its object is by means of 
theoretical instruction and practical exercises to impart the knowl
edge and skill which are desirable as a preparation for learning an 
industrial occupation, especially a manual trade. The teaching force 
consists o f the director and 9 teachers, and 2 master workmen (1 for 
wood and 1 for metal work) give practical instruction in the shops.

Architectural, free-hand, geometrical, industrial, and technical draw
ing, technology, commercial arithmetic and commercial bookkeeping, 
natural science, a knowledge of materials, religious instruction, geog
raphy, business customs, the German language, manual training, and 
shop work are the subjects taught. The term of study and practice 
in. this school lasts ten months in each year. The number of pupils 
for the year 1890-’91 was 41. The course requires two years work for 
its completion.

In connection with the manual training school are two other depart
ments—the public drawing class (in which the instruction lasts seven 
months, with thirty hours practice each week), and the industrial con
tinuation school, whieh also gives a seven months’ course, with nine 
hours instruction each week.

During the school year 27 pupils were enrolled in the drawingclass, 
and 147 in the two continuation classes. For admission to the first 
class of the manual training school, the pupil must be twelve years 
old. There is no age limit for entrance into the other departments. 
The school is yet only three years old.

It is unnecessary to attempt making a full enumeration of the Aus
trian manual training schools, and the only remaining institution of 
this class to whieh we shall now direct attention is the Pddagogiwn of 
Yienna. This is described as u unique of its kind, not only in Austria, 
but perhaps in the whole of Europe, ” since it gives “  attention to every 
side of the teachers’ training, ”  including in its course exercises in 
turning and sewing.

It is a normal school organized on a peculiar plan. It was opened in 
the autumn of 1868, under the directorship o f Dr. Frederick Dittes, with 
a three year’s course of instruction. Dr. Emil Hannak, speaking of 
the school at that period, says: “  The Piidagogiwm soon won for itself
a reputation reaching far beyond the boundaries o f  Austria, and was 
frequently sought by teachers from southeastern Europe. n
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In 1881 tlie Pädagogium was reorganized. As Dr. Dittes had re
signed, Dr. Emil Hannah, director of the seminary established at Wiener- 
Neustadt, and previously engaged under Dr. Dittes at the Pädagogium, 
was called to the head of the institution, and entrusted with the man
agement of the same.

This institution had its origin in the conviction that the well-being 
of the public schools depends upon the careful training of the teachers 
in all that pertains to the acquisition of knowledge, the art of imparting 
it, and the best methods of instruction, supplemented by experimental 
practice in teaching under competent supervision.

CONTINUATION AND TRADE SCHOOLS.

Continuation schools (Fortbildungsschulen) in the smaller cities assume 
a general character. Apprentices and young workingmen of all trades 
are assembled indiscriminately in the same school rooms ; and while 
general subjects of education are imparted to all alike, special theoret
ical instruction pertaining to the trade of the individual pupil is given 
to him. For instance, the shoemaker is instructed in the anatomy of 
the foot, and his drawing models are feet, boots, shoes, etc. The tailor 
is instructed in the general anatomy of the human body and must draw 
patterns of clothing according to certain measurements, and so on for 
all the other trades where feasible. But no practical instruction is given, 
no actual tuition in the use of tools.

In the large cities like Vienna, for example, every prominent trade 
has* its own Fortbildungsschule, supported by the guilds composed of 
the owners of trade establishments. Thus there are schools for car
penters, joiners, turners, painters, printers, confectioners, watch
makers, locksmiths, etc.

This tendency to establish special schools is seen in Vienna in a 
Fortbildungsschule for restaurant waiters. In this school instruction 
is given in French, in deportment, in the first principles of calisthenics, 
and in rapid commercial calculation. The school is supported by hotel 
keepers and restaurant owners, who send there, for a few hours each 
day, boys that wish to become expert waiters.

Gewerbeschulen, are true trade schools of a high grade. A  pupil 
entering one of these becomes a full-fledged workman at graduation. 
A ll Gewerbeschulen in Austria are conducted in strict accordance with 
one model—the Gewerbe-Museum in Vienna, which exercises a general 
supervision over that class of schools. All the drawing and clay mod
els are the same throughout the empire, and it may be safely asserted 
that when one has seen one school he has virtually seen all of them.

These schools are scattered over the whole of Austria, and they are 
located mainly with a view to supply the wants and necessities of the 
geographical position. The schools for weaving and knitting and the 
manufacture of textiles in general are nearly all located in Bohemia,
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Moravia, and Silesia, tlie inhabitants o f the provinces named having 
pursued these industries from time immemorial.

The schools Of artistic wood carving are found for the most part in 
the Tyrol and in Styria and Carinthia, whose inhabitants are appar
ently endowed by nature with a special talent for this class of work.

Schools for the building trades, etc., may be found everywhere, while 
schools for special trades are located in certain isolated spots where it 
is deemed necessary by the government to create or foster home indus
tries.

A llre co g n ized  trades and branches th ereof are represented b y  schools, 
for exam ple, o f  th e art trades, bu ild in g  trades, m achine in du stry , chem 
ical in du stry , textile  in du stry , lace m aking, every species o f wood  
w orking, stone and m arble cu ttin g, w illow  w orking, pottery , brass  
w orking, g lass industry, gun sm ithin g , locksm itk in g , w atch m akin g, 
iron and steel industry, m usical instrum ent m aking, o f  jew el m anufaet- , 
uring, and o f leather w orking.

In order to exemplify the methods of instruction pursued in the Aus
trian trade schools and to convey to the mind of the reader a distinct 
idea öf the variety of branches taught and the results attained in the < 
Fachschulen, we select a few of the establishments of this character for 
detailed description, beginning with the school of the wood working 
industry at Bruck.

The school year 1890-’91, which the present report covers, is the tenth 
of the existence of the Boyal School of the Wood Working Industry 
(.Kaiserlich-Königliche Fachschule fü r Holzindustrie) at Bruck on the 
Mur. The school year began September 15,1890, and closed July 31, 
1891. During the year 34 regular trade pupils (Fachschüler) were 
enrolled, of whom 26 were in the division for joiners and furniture 
makers, 7 in the carpentry division, and 1 in the turning department. 
Six of the number were new members, and 28 were hold-overs from the 
preceding year. Of the whole number 2 are dead, 2 left the school in 
the course of the year and chose a different calling, and 30 remained to 
the close of the year.

In addition there were 17 young people in attendance as extraordi
nary pupils, 11 of whom were unemployed laborers, who desired to 
improve their education during the winter season. A ll of these were 
day school pupils, but, besides, instruction was given in two classes 
of the industrial continuation school (Fortbildungsschule) connected 
with the Fachschule. These classes were held in the evenings and on 
Sundays, and boys only were received as pupils.

The term began October 15, 1890, and closed May 15,1891. In the 
first year’s course 52 apprentices were enrolled ; in the second, 15. The 
teaching staff of this wood working school consists of the director and 
5 assistants, 4 of whom are master workmen. Four additional teachers 
are employed as helpers, though not on the regular force. The subjects 
taught are special and industrial drawing for builders and cabinet-
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makers, free-hand drawing, shades and projections, architectural draw
ing, wood turning, religion, geography, correspondence, business forms, 
arithmetic, bookkeeping, shop practice, etc.

Following are the statistical data of the first decade of the Bruck 
Faehsekule

ATTENDANCE AT THE BETJCK F A C H S C jS U L E ,  1881-1891.

Year.
Pupils. Pupils in eacb trade.

Enter
ing.

At end 
of j:ear.

Gradu
ated. Joiners. Pattern

makers.
Type-

entters..
Turn
ers.

Carpen
ters.

188T ’82 ............................................ 8 8 7 1
1882 ’¿3 ...................... ....................... 17 17 14 2. 1
1883 ’84............................................. 30 26 2 24 5 1
1884-’85........................................ . 33 26 18 9 1 2 3
1885 ’86............................................. 28̂

20
22 6 15 8 3

I88Q ’87............................................. 20 4 13 3 4
1887 ’88..................................- .......... 22 20 7 11 2 4 5
1889 ’89.............................................. 36 32 2 24

35
1 5 6

1889 ’90 ............................................. 45
34

37 5 1 9
1890-91............................................. 30 4 26 1 7

In the continuation classes of this school there were, besides; 101 
pupils during the year 1S90-’91.

Grata is the seat o f a flourishing state industrial school (Kaiserlich- 
Konigliche Staats- Geicerbeschule). Herr Karl Lauzil is director. W ith 
him are associated 13 professors, many of whom are eminent men. In 
the supplementary list are the names of 29 additional instructors, 1 of 
whom are female specialists in the art o f embroidery.

There are four divisions of the school: A , the division of the building 
trades; B, the industrial art division; G, the public drawing and 
modelling sehool (for pupils of either sex); D, the industrial continua
tion school (for apprentices and helpers in the building, machinist, and 
other industries).

During the sehool year 1890-’91 there were in all 812 pupils enrolled 
in this school, distributed as follows: Division A, 202; division B, 111; 
division 0, 81; division D, 418.

The length of the course varies for the several specialties. In divi
sion A, for example, five winter sessions are requisite for completing the 
course for masons, practical builders, etc. For joiners and locksmiths 
the course in this division is of three years’ duration. In division B 
the course for modellers is o f four years’ extent ; for ceramic painting, 
three years; for the wood and metal industries, four years each; for 
white embroidery, two years; for color embroidery, three years. In 
division 0  there is no fixed term of study. In division D the course is 
for three years.

The course of instruction: in the classes of division A  for builders and 
masons lasts five years, and embraces the following studies: First year, 
German language, geography, accounts, geometry, geometrical draw
ing, elements o f  free-hand drawing, calligraphy; second year, German, 
business forms, accounts, natural science, geometry, projections, free*
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hand drawing, calligraphy, the building art, architectural drawing; 
third year, German, business principles and commercial bookkeeping, 
shades and projections, architectural drawing, knowledge o f building 
materials, building art (wood), architecture for stone masons, algebra, 
free-hand drawing from models, study of architectural forms, architect
ural drawing and modelling; fourth year, principles of the building art, * 
rural architecture, study of architectural forms, architectural drawing, 
architecture (stone and .iron), free-hand drawing, projections, street 
building and hydraulics, modelling, etc. ; fifth year, architecture, men
suration, street construction and hydraulics, projections, free-hand 
drawing.

In division B there is a common Fachsehule of industrial art, a Fach- 
schule (with workshop) of pottery, and special schools of the wood 
and iron industries, with shops. The studies in this division are 
as thorough as in the preceding one, of which we have given the pro
gramme in detail.

In division C (the public drawing and modelling school for men and 
women) the instruction is specialized according to the needs and the 
previous attainments of the pupils. Modelling in wax and clay, the 
technics of painting, ceramics, etc., are the branches pursued.

Industrial and machine drawing, free-hand and geometrical draw
ing, commercial arithmetic, bookkeeping, and business usages are the 
chief subjects taught in division D to the evening and Sunday classes 
for apprentices and helpers.

There is a special three years’ course in the Fachsehule of embroidery, 
consisting of instruction in drawing, the study of patterns anti materi
alŝ  the technology of embroidery, from studies in the art of embroid
ery, pattern cutting, etc.

Those who have completed the course in the lower divisions of the 
school of artistic embroidery may pursue a practical working course in 
the establishment, in which they can exercise themselves in undertak
ings of greater difficulty, thereby rendering easy the transition from 
the school to practical life.

A t Innsbruck is another state ihdnstrial school ( Kaiser lick -Konig lick e 
StaaU-Gewerbeselmle), with which there is connected a Fachsehule at 
Hall, in the Tyrol. The director is Herr Johann Deininger, with whom 
are associated 9 professors and 5 master workmen as instructors in the. 
industrial school. Besides these, 3 master workmen act as teachers in 
the Fachsehule at HalL

There are six divisions of this industrial school: The building trades 
division; industrial art division; special course for makers o f instru
ments of precision; drawing course for women and girls; industrial 
continuation school; public drawing, school for men.

The Hall Fachsehule has two divisions : For wood carving and join
ery, with shops; and Sunday courses.
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During the school year 1890-’91 there were 272 regular pupils in all 
departments of the school in the winter course, 163 in the summer 
course, and 72 guests (Hospitanten), i. e., attendants of the continua
tion classes and the Sunday courses.

The organization of the Innsbruck Industrial School and its courses 
of instruction are almost identical with those of the Grätz School. The 
special course for makers of instruments of precision comprises three 
sections—one for makers of cutting instruments, one for makers of 
electrotechnical apparatus, and one for makers of the parts o f clocks 
and watches.

A  collection of models of wood carving, designed especially for use 
in furniture decoration, is a part of the equipment of this school. The 
list includes ninety-seven specimens of leaves, buds, flowers, and other 
ornamental designs.

The workshops for instruction in mechanic arts at Klagenfurth 
(constituting a Fachschule fü r  das Maschinengewerbe) are intended to 
instruct the pupils of the higher real school in mechanics, and also to 
afford an opportunity for metal and wood workers to educate themselves 
in the fundamental principles of their specialties.

The course occupies three years. The school year 1890-’91 opened 
September 16. Twenty-seven new pupils entered the school at that 
time, who, with the 42 pupils of the preceding year, made up a class 
of 69 regular students at the beginning of the school year. The faculty 
consists of the director, 2 special teachers, 5 master workmen, and 6 
professors giving theoretical instruction.

In the theoretical department are taught German and geography, 
natural history, physics and chemistry, electrical science, and bookkeep
ing. The director himself oversees the instruction in the shops, and 
teaches mechanics and technology. Free-hand and machine drawing, 
arithmetic and geometry,'are taught by another technology, calligraphy, 
etc., by a third. Machine construction, carpentry, the elements of the 
locksmith’s trade, patternmaking, and smith work are practically taught 
by master workmen, one for each specialty.

A  special course for locomotive firemen and engineers was instituted 
in 1889. The first term in this course opened in November 1890, and 
24 pupils attended it. Sixteen attended the second course, which 
began in March 1891.

A t Salzburg there is a state industrial school (Kaiserlich-Königliche 
Staats-Gewerbeschule), with a continuation school annex. The director 
is assisted by 20 associate professors and special teachers.

There are four departments of the school, comprising a building 
trades department, an industrial art department, a public drawing and 
modelling department, a department of female employments and free
hand drawing.
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Tlie statistics of attendance for the year 1890-’91 were as follows:

Department.
Pupils.

Winter. Summer.

. H i , 138 27
Industrial art division: 27 25

42 35
11 7

188 109

406 203

A t Triest there is an industrial school (Kaiserlich-Königliche Staats- 
Gewerbeschule or Imperiale Reale Scüola Industrial), which has five 
divisions: An advanced industrial school, which has a section of the 
building trades and a mechanical section, each with a four years’ 
course; a master workmen’s school, with a special school of the wood in
dustry, a special school of the stone industry, and a special school of 
decorative painting; an evening and Sunday school, with a building 
trades section, an industrialart section, and a mechanical section, each 
with a three years’ course;.a general continuation school, with a'two 
years’ course; and a division of embroidery, with a three years’ course, 
and lace making, with, a one year’s course.

The programme of this school is published in Italian and German, 
both languages being used in the class room.

The advanced industrial school (höhere Gewerbeschule) aims to impart 
the special knowledge necessary for the principal branches of the build
ing and mechanical trades. The plan of studies includes arithmetic, 
geometry, physics, chemistry, drawing, etc. The tuition, payable in 
advance, is 7 florins ($2.39) per semester for citizens of Austria, and 20 
florins ($6.82) for foreigners. Pupils must provide themselves with ma. 
terials and instruments for drawing and writing, but the school supplies 
patterns and models.

The master wprkmen’s division of the school ( Werkmeister schule) is 
intended for the education of intelligent craftsmen in the specialties of 
wood work, stone work, and painting. The section of wood work has 
furniture, turning, and wood carving shops. A  special school (Fachschule) 
of the stone industry furnishes instruction in the art of sculpture, and 
there is a special school of decorative painting for pupils in that art. In
struction begins about the middle of September each year, and closes 
in the middle of July. The full course in wood work and sculpture oc
cupies 8 semesters; in decorative painting, 5 semesters. Tuition in this 
division costs the Austrian pupil 5 florins ($1.71); the foreigner, 15 
florins ($5.12).

The evening and Sunday school (Abend- und Sonntagsschule) is de
signed for apprentices and helpers in the building, industrial art, and 
mechanic trades. There are in this school the following special courses:
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Special courses in the building; trades for masons,, architects,, and car
penters, for stonecutters, for joiners, for locksmiths; special course in 
the industrial arts for sculptors and modellers, for furniture makers and 
cabinetmakers, for artistic locksmiths, lithographers, and decorative 
painters; special course in the mechanical industries for machinists, 
for mechanics and watchmakers. The instruction in each of these 
courses continues three years. A t least ten hours a week are required 
far instruction throughout the course. On Sundays from 8 a. m. to 12 in.; 
and for three days in the week, from 6.30 to 8.30 p. m. Every pupil 
pays an admission fee of 1 florin (34 cents) each year, and this- sum 
is applied to the increase of the school appliances. Certificates of at
tendance are given at the end of the yehr, and at the close of a three 
years’ course a leaving certificate (Abgang s-Zeugniss), as it is awkwardly 
styled, is granted to each pupil.

The evening continuation school (allgemeine gewerbliche Fortbildungs
schule) is a school o f  a more general character than the preceding. It 
gives a two years’ course of instruction, and serves as a feeder to the 
other departments of the institution.

The last division has two sections, a special school of lace making 
(Fachschule fü r  Spitzenarbeiten), with a one year’s course; and an em
broidery school (Fachschule fü r  Kunststickerei), with a two or three years’ 
course. There are daily sessions of these schools on all week days, 
from 9 to 4 in winter, and in summer from 9 to 5 o’clock. Instruction 
is also given in the several specialties every Sunday from 9 to 12. The 
conditions of admission are that the pupil must be 14 years old, must 
bring a certificate from the public school ( Volksschule), must possess 
some skill in lace making, in plain embroidery, and in drawing. The 
tuitioq is 2 florins (68 cents) per half year for regular pupils; for 
guests,. 5 florins ($1.71); for foreign students, 15 florins ($0.12).

The general studies, pursued to a greater or less extent in all divis
ions o f the school, include the Italian and German languages, geogra
phy, physics, chemistry, algebra, geometry,, free-hand and geometrical 
drawing, topography, penmanship, mechanics, architectural drawing, 
mensuration, hydraulics, bookkeeping, and technology.

The Technological Industrial Museum of Vienna (Kaiserlich-Königliche 
Technologisches Gewerbe-Museum) was opened in 1879. On October 
26,1889, it completed the first decade of its existence. This museum 
was founded by the Industrial Society of Lower Austria on the model 
of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers in Paris. The project had been 
under consideration for several years. Many financial difficulties were 
encountered, but at last, in March 1879, it was decided to make a be
ginning by establishing a section for wood industries,, leaving the 
further development of the scheme for a museum to be accomplished at 
a later period, according to the needs and possibilities that might ap
pear.
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Without following out tlie details of its growth, the statistics of 
attendance for the decade may be cited here:

Year. Pupils. Year. Pupils.

1879 ’80 ........... " ....... ............................... 44 1884-’85...................... ............................— 228
1880 *81 90 1885 ’80........................................................ 309
1881 ’82 ...................................................... 92 1886 ’87 ........................................................ 310
1882 ’83 ......................................................... 109 1887 ’S8.......... ............................................. 353
188&-’ 84 .................................. . . ........................ 224 1888 ’89 ........................................................ 406

The director of the Vienna Museum is Herr W . F. Exner. In the 
section of wood industry there are three professors, an assistant, and 
a iqaster workman on the teaching staff. In the chemical section there 
are four professors, an assistant, and a master workman. In the sec
tion o f metal industries and eleetrotechnics are a professor, an adjunct 
professor, an assistant, three master workmen, and two special teach
ers. There is also a brewing section, called the Austrian Experiment Sta
tion for Brewing and Malting (0 esterreichische Versuchsstation fü r  
Brauerei und Mälzerei). A t the head of this section is a professor, 
with two adjunct professors, an assistant, a superintendent of machin
ery, an engineer, etc.

Standing committees and societies connected with the museum do 
much to promote the success of the several sections. Twelve such 
organizations are reported. Through their agency laboratories have 
been opened in the museum for experimental work in paper manufact
ure; in the chemistry of dyeing; in rendering wood fireproof by satu
ration with non-inflammable materials; in the composition of asphalt; 
in making matches non-poisonous, etc.; in discovering new means of 
disinfection, new explosives, etc.

There is, besides, a special course of instruction with evening and 
Sunday classes. In this section the teaching is conducted by means 
of lectures for the most part. The subjects discussed have a direct 
bearing upon practical industries. For example, the mechanical and 
chemical technology of wood and metals, the most important building 
woods, industrial hygiene, workshop equipment, etc., were among the 
topics of the year 1889-’90.

In the electrotechnic section instruction is given on batteries and 
accumulators, the telegraph, telephone, electric clocks, dynamo-elec
trical machines, etc. Technical drawing for joiners and cabinetmakers, 
and for machinists and locksmiths, is taught in special evening and 
Sunday courses. So, also, instruction is given in commercial book
keeping, industrial computations, and the system of calculation for 
metal and wood work.

The programme of the special schools of the museum for the school 
fear 1891-?92 indicates that a new course has been added under the 
bitle of school of the- chemistry of dyeing (Seminar fü r Tinctorial- 
Chemie). The design of this section is to ground pupils in a knowl-
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edge o f general chemistry, of the manipulations o f qualitative and 
quantitative analysis, and to train them by experimental work in the 
laboratory for independent research in their special callings, as chem
ists of dyes, colorists, master dyers, etc.

A t Villach there is a special school of wood industries (Kaiserlich- 
Königliche Fachschule fü r  Holzindustrie).

The school year 1890-’91—the nineteenth since the establishment of 
the institution—began, in accordance with the announcement of the 
programme, September 16,1890, and closed July 31,1891. The indus- 

. trial and mercantile continuation schools (connected with the Fach
schule) and the course in stenography opened October 5, 1890, and con
tinued until the end of May 1891.

The Fachschule, in the strict sense of the term, is a day school, taught 
by the director and ten associate teachers. The continuation depart
ment is an evening school, with twelve instructors, four of whom are 
also teachers in the day department.

A  two years’ preparatory course was arranged for the opening of the 
school year 1891-’92, and it probably went into effect at that date. 
The regular course in the Fachschule last s four years.

In this school there is a section of drawing and modelling for men; 
a similar section for women; one for pupils of the Volksschule; a sec
tion for evening instruction (two years’ course in this industrial contin
uation school); a mercantile continuation course of like duration; and 
a course of stenography.

In the preparatory course reading, writing, accounts, and drawing 
occupy the first year; special courses in drawing (building, technical, 
industrial, mechanical), commercial accounts, commercial bookkeeping, 
and modelling occupy the second year.

In the day school of wood work there are subdivisions for cabinet
making, joinery, wood carving, and wood turning. In each of these 
specialties the course lasts four years. The conditions of admission 
are that the pupil must have completed the Volksschule studies and 
possesses sufficient bodily strength to pursue the course profitably.

Free-hand and geometrical drawing, shades and projections, drawing 
from models, architectural form study, drawing for furniture makers 

- and joiners, carvers, and turners, modelling, arithmetic, geometry, lan
guage and business usages, commercial bookkeeping, the elements of 
the technology of wood, finishing and practical instruction in furniture 
making, joinery, wood carving, and wood turning are the subjects taken 
up in the regular Fachschule.

The industrial continuation school gives to apprentices special theo
retical and, as far as practicable, actual shop work instruction in each 
industrial art specialty and technical or commercial pursuit which is 
needed in the exercise of their respective callings. Attendance upon 
this instruction is obligatory for all apprentices.

The mercantile continuation course aims to teach apprentices to trades
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those technical and commercial specialties which are of importance in 
the business of a merchant. The subjects taught are the German lan
guage, trade geography, arithmetic, and penmanship in the first year; 
in the second year course, correspondence, accounts, bookkeeping, 
knowledge of goods, mercantile accounts, and the laws of trade and of 
business. The courses in drawing and stenography are of indefinite 
duration. The enrolment in all departments for the school year 1890-’91 
was 490. These were distributed as follows: Day school, 50; public 
drawing school (women), 16 ; public drawing and modelling school (men), 
30; drawing and modelling pupils ( Vollcsschule), 98; preparatory divi
sion, 44; industrial continuation school, 126; mercantile continuation 
school, 28; stenographers’ course, 8.

Of the 73 day school pupils who have finished the course of instruc
tion at this establishment since 1877 (inclusive of those graduated in 
the year of the report) 2 are dead, 65 remain in the occupation learned 
in the school, and 6 have made choice o f a different life work.

The subjoined particulars afford a general idea of the station in life 
of the 65 graduates:

OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES.

Occupation. Gradu
ates. Occupation. Gradu

ates.

2 Independent master workmen :
Director of manufacturing establishment. 
Foremen :

1 3
4

2 6
2 9

Helpers :
12

Students :
3

8 2
2 4
5

65

The data for the foregoing summary were obtained by means of cir
cular letters from the school, in which the graduates were solicited to 
state their position in life, their income, and give their conclusions con
cerning such things, noting whether they were satisfied with their 
situation, and what influence the training of the Fachschule had exer
cised upon them and their condition.

It is to be regretted that there is not space to reproduce a part of the 
highly interesting answers, even in an abbreviated form. In general, 
it may be said that the most o f the pupils are content with their con
dition in life; that some of them have, after severe struggles, attained 
to a favorable position; and that finally all, without exception, recog
nize the value of the Fachschule training, and sometimes give expres
sion to their gratitude for it in an extravagant fashion.

The best situation held by one of the former pupils is that of director 
o f a pottery manufactory at Bonn. The salary attached to the position 
is 3,000 marks ($714), in addition to which he receives other fees amount-
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ingto 1,000 or 1,560 marks ($238 or $357). Then come tlie teachers in 
the Fachsehule. The lowest wages are reported by a pupil who went to 
work at Gratz at 6 florins ($2.05) a week. Between these extremes 
there lie very many grades, which are partly dependent upon local 
conditions. Higher salaries are paid abroad than at home. A t 
Munich a joiner receives from 3 to 5 marks (71 cents to $1.19) a day; 
a cabinetmaker, 21 marks ($5) a week; a mason, 28 to 30 marks ($6.66 
to $7.14) a week. Most pupils give 2 to 4 florins (68 cents to $1.36) a 
day as the amount of their income.. In Austria helpers report their 
monthly incomes at 24 florins, 32 florins, 40 florins, and 50 florins ($8.18, 
$10.91, $13.64, and $17.05) ; master workmen and foremen, 48 florins to 
70 florins ($16.37 to $23.87) a week.

The commercial schools (Hand&hsehulen) of Budapesth aré organized 
on a plan similar to that of other commercial schools o f Austria, but 
with certain differences. Under the law of the people’s schools a boy 
can not be apprenticed until he has attained his twelfth year and 
passed through the sixth class of the elementary school. From the 
elementary school the pupil passes to the lower grade of the commercial 
school, attendance in which is obligatory. These schools have a three 
years’ course, with seven hours o f study per week. The students are for 
the most part clerks and apprentices in mercantile business.

In the lower commercial schools the course includes reading, mer
cantile arithmetic, bookkeeping, correspondence, a knowledge of salable 
goods, national economy, cte.

The higher commercial schools approach more nearly to the character 
of special schools. Yet, besides commercial specialties, they make pro
vision for teaching various branches of general knowledge.

Pupil s.are admitted to these schools at the age o f 14. The first year’s 
course consists o f instruction in the Hungarian, German, and French 
languages, geography, history, mathematics, chemistry, technology, 
physics, commercial arithmetic, business methods, correspondence, and 
accounts; altogether, thirty hours a week. In the second and third 
years the same subjects are continued, with the addition of bookkeep
ing, the laws o f trade, national economy, and finance; thirty hours per 
week during the second year and twenty-six hours during the third. 
The optional studies are English and Oriental languages, the applica
tions of chemistry, etc.

In the year 1888-’89 there were three commercial schools o f the lower 
grade in tlie city, with an enrolment o f 419 pupils altogether. Of 
this number 356 remained in the schools at the end of the year. In the 
three higher or intermediate commercial schools 466 pupils were 
enrolled, of whom 413 remained at the close o f the year.

Such is the record o f the commercial schools in Budapesth as 
reported in the Statistik des Unterrichtswesens for 1885-1889. It does 
not appear that manual exercises and workshop practice have any 
place in the course of instruction, except to this extent, viz.,, that
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drawing and modelling are made obligatory. The schools give no 
indication o f being specially adapted to qualify students for any 
particular trade. They apparently aim simply to give a thorough 
general business education*

An obscurity exists in the statistical report concerning the trade 
schools of the city of Prague. In this case the calling for which 
students are prepared in the several school® is carefully noted y but 
nothing is said of any auxiliary educational discipline. The special 
schools of industry and trade in the city of Prague are catalogued as 
follows, with the number of teachers and pupils for the year 1888:

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS OH THE CITY OF PRAGUE.

School. Teachers. Pupils.* School. Teachers. Pupils.

2 97 8 365
107 5 221

3 155 6 141
2 99 5 111
1 57 2 63
1 45 1 63
1 35 3 185
4 159 9 267

12 539
1 55 Total............................. 76 3,001

Merchants.............................. 7 237

There is also a city continuation school for girls, with 7 teachers and 
191 pupils. A  school for beer brewing^ with 6 teachers and 37 pupils, 
and a school of instruction in the manufacture of spirits, with 5 teach
ers and 10 pupils, are maintained; and the unions of working women 
support 41 classes, in which 4^ teachers are émployed, and which are 
attended by 1,1.47 pupils. In addition to these there are 10 classes, 
with 516 students, taught by 15 teachers, in the special mercantile 
school.

Besides there are two mercantile academies, one for Bohemians and 
the other for Germans, in Prague. In the first there were, in 1888,12 
teachers and 188 pupils; in the German academy, at the same date, 
there were 16 instructors and 333 pupils. The name given to these insti
tutions implies that some form of business education is carried on in 
them, but no explanation of its nature or extent is afforded for the sat
isfaction of piqued curiosity.

O f the various private schools in Prague there is little to report. There 
are, however, two industrial schools under private management in the 
city, with 2 teachers and 58 pupils; seven schools for teaching dress
making, with 7 teachers and 47 pupils; four trade schools, with 27 
teachers and 300 pupils; and a school of telegraphy, with 2 teachers and 
40 pupils. But in no cáse is the length of the course, the programme 
of studies, or the cost of tuition stated.

Prague has an industrial museum, freely open to the public, in which 
there is a rich collection of specimens in 15 different departments.
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The Academy of Commerce at Prague was opened in 1856. Like 
most institutions of this class, this school has a three years’ course of 
study. - The age of entrance is 14. The government grants a subvention 
to this school, and exempts its graduates from two years’ military service.

Other schools of a similar grade exist at Yienna, Pest, Grâtz, and 
Lintz.

In Austria there are 302 establishments that give instruction in com
merce to 6,000 regular students and to nearly 40,000 clerks and appren
tices.
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CHAPTER III.
PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN BELGIUM.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.

Public education in Belgium, dating bacli to 1842, was organized as 
it now exists under the law of July 1,1879, and is controlled by the 
ministry of the interior and public instruction. It comprises—

I. Primary education.
II. Intermediate education.

HI. Higher education.
I. —Primary education embraces—
(a) The kindergartens [6coles gardiens or jardins d? enfants) which, by 

the last official report {Annuaire Statistique de la Belgique j  1890), num
ber 1,042 schools and 104,760 pupils.

{b) Primary schools, 5,614 in number attended by 614,671 pupils.
- (c) Special classes for adults corresponding to our night schools! 

and, besides, all instruction provided for inmates of asylums for deaf 
mutes, and for inmates of prisons and reformatories.

(d) Primary normal classes, normal schools, and schools for regents— 
a grade above the normal.

(e) Private schools under state inspection.
II. —Intermediate education includes—
{a) Intermediate schools of three divisions, state, communal or 

district schools, and private and sectarian schools which are inspected 
and sometimes subsidized by the government.

(b) High schools {athénées royaux) and communal and sectarian col
leges, also inspected and partly supported by the state.

III. —Higher education is represented by fhe two state universities 
at Ghent and Liege, and the two free universities at Brussels and 
Louvain—free in the sense of not being state institutions.

Under this heading also may be comprehended special examinations 
for degrees before the university faculties and central board.

KINDERGARTENS.

The direct relation of the kindergarten to manual training and to 
trade schools is being earnestly studied and experimented with in Bel
gium.

Everywhere the kindergarten forms a large, important, and well 
organized part of the public school system, and in several cities a
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woman inspector devotes lier whole time to the improvement of these 
infant schools and to the proper training of teachers to preside over 
them.

Children enter the kindergartens at 3 years of age and remain till 
they are 6 or 7. A t Brussels, Liege, and Yerviers, experimental 
transition classes exist, which prolong kindergarten methods into the 
■primary grades, the manual training exercises of Froebel reappearing 
in the primary schools and there developing into some simple form of 
actual hand labor with paper, pasteboard, or clay. The results have 
been very satisfactory.

In the city of Liege there were, according to the report of 1891 
(Rapport sur VAdministration et la Situation des Affaires de la Ville), 
4,717 children in attendance at the kindergarten. All of these children, 
of course, learn the alphabet of manual training.

A  normal course for kindergarten teachers (Cours normal de la méth
ode Froebel) is also maintained in Liege. During the school year 1890- 
>91, 18 pupil teachers attended this course, and 5 took the final exam
ination and received diplomas in that year.

This Department has received from one of the Liege kindergartens' 
(Jardin d?Enfants des Près Saint Penis) an album filled with specimens 
of paper work executed by pupils of that school. These specimens 
consist of artistic designs wrought in colored paper, and the interwoven 
figures make patterns that are most pleasing to the eye. Such work 
affords an excellent discipline in form study and in the combination 
of colors.

M AN U AL TRAINING- FOR GIRLS IN  THE P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS.

Sewing, drawing, and gymnastics have long been taught to some 
extent in various Belgian schools. In 1887, however, the director of 
primary education, Monsieur A. J. Germain, was charged to report to 
the ministry on the advisability of incorporating throughout all the 
primary and normal schools of the kingdom, classes in domestic work 
and housekeeping. One result o f  this valuable report (Pe VEnseignement 
des Travaux du Ménage) was the improvement and extension to all the 
schools of those sewing classes previously existing only in a few; and 
a no less important consequence was the adaptation to the public 
school system of courses in cooking and dressmaking which had already 
proved successful and useful in institutions founded and supported by 
private effort. Trade instruction for girls, started by private initiative, 
having taken firm root and flourished in Brussels and other Belgian 
cities, the idea was adopted by the more progressive communes and 
was applied in their primary or intermediate schools in the form of 
trade classes (cours professionnels). Tried as an experiment at a few 
points only, it was found too expensive to attempt to give such special
ized industrial training to the whole school population; but the hum-
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ber of centres where trade instruction is provided in connection with 
the free schools is constantly increasing.

The oldest and best of these trade classes engrafted on the commu
nal public school was established in 1886 at Saint-Josse-Ten-Hoode, 
Brussels, by Monsieur H. Brick, the alderman of public instruction. 
In the girl’s primary school, rue de la Limite, lessons in plain sewing, 
dressmaking, cutting and fitting, and pattern draughting are given. 
The course covers three years, and arouses much interest. It is entirely 
gratuitous. The school day is divided into two equal parts. During 
the morning, pupils follow the complete primary studies; during the 
afternoon, they learn special trades, electing either commerce and book
keeping, or dressmaking, including cutting and fitting, or underwear 
making. Industrial drawing is an important feature of each course. 
A t the close of the third year the pupils pass an examination before 
teachers and technical judges {gens de métier), and then readily find em
ployment in work rooms or commercial houses.

In connection with the higher divisions of the primary schools in 
Yerviers, classes in domestic economy and housekeeping have been 
opened, which complete the prescribed course in one year. They com
prise cooking, washing and ironing, household economy, how to make 
a fire and manage it economically, ventilation, the uses of various 
kinds of fuel, precautions to be taken in the use of combustibles, means 
employed for illumination, precautions requisite in certain modes 
of lighting, household and personal hygiene, classification 'of foods, 
their nutritive value and medicinal properties; potatoes of different 
species, relative price of the various kinds, nutritive principles of, 
industrial use of, etc.; bread, varieties of, nutritive value of; meat 
(beef, pork, veal, mutton, etc.), uses of different parts in culinary pre
parations; meals, ordinary, for a workman’s family of six persons; for a 
spread for a workman’s family of twelve persons ; bills of fare for a middle 
class family of six persons ; the purchasing of provisions, counsel as to 
buying to advantage for winter use; drinks—water, milk, beer, coffee, 
tea, chocolate; pernicious effects of alcoholic liquors; condiments, pre
serves; table service; household medicine; furniture; accounts; plant 
culture, etc.
M AN U A L TR A IN IN G  FOR GIRLS IN THE IN TERM EDIATE SCHOOLS.

So great was the success of the free classes in the primary schools ât 
Brussels that, on the demand of patrons, this identical type of instruc
tion, but more advanced, has been adapted to the intermediate school 
of the same commune, rue Musin, under the capable direction of Made
moiselle Destrée. Here a small fee is charged for the special courses, 
remitted, however, as a reward to the brighter pupils from the trade 
classes of the primary school who wish to profit further by industrial 
train in g. The mornin gs are devoted to the usual intermediate branches, 
and in the afternoons the industrial pupils pursue whatever trade
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course they may have elected. The number of special courses is larger 
in this school than in that o f lower grade, and painting on porcelain is 
carried to great perfection.

The difference between the book work done in the ordinary interme
diate grades and that covered by the trade classes in the same years 
is shown by the following table:

COURSE OE STUDY IN THE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.

Hours per week.

Subject. Intermediate course. Industrial course.

•
First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

Bookkeeping........................... 1 ii J 1 
2 112l? 31 31$ 512 2 21

3
11

3 21 Bf 32
2J 9

1*1
102* 104

Tainting and drawing............ 12 12 12 12
12 2

44 45 311 47* 46* 35*

Com
mercial
course,

first
year.

In the first year the industrial pupils give but one hour a week each 
to seien'ce, history, and geography, while the regular intermediate 
classes give, respectively, two, two and a half, and two hours. The 
industrial pupils devote ten hours to trade instruction^ while the inter
mediate pupils devote only two hours to sewing. The time for drawing 
is largely increased, that for languages is diminished, in the second and 
third years.

A t Molenbeek commune, Brussels, a trade school similar in charac
ter has been added to a public school already containing a kindergarten 
and a crèche. A t Ixelles, another commune of the capital, thorough 
and practical trade courses have been in operation three years, and 
cooking has also been introduced by means of a cookery centre similar 
to the English central stations for the use of classes from many schools. 
This cookery centre has grown to its present importance from a small 
housekeeping school first established by a committee of ladies interested 
in giving domestic training to the children of the people. The Countess 
of Flanders is president of this society, through whose efforts house
keeping schools have been opened in various parts of the kingdom.

Beginning at Ixelles, with six workingmen’s daughters as pupils and 
an old concierge o f the building as cooking teacher, this housekeeping 
school now employs a directress and three assistants. Several hundred 
girls, coming in classes of twelve from adjoining public schools during 
stated hours weekly, receive instruction. Other classes attend from a 
neighboring convent, and Thursdays are set apart for young girls who
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wish to remain all day. These are usually little housekeepers in charge 
of the homes of absent workers. The course will be more fully described 
under housekeeping schools for girls, but in a general way it may be 
said to comprise cooking, cleaning, washing and ironing, mending, 
darning, marketing, keeping accounts, writing out receipts, and describ
ing methods and domestic economy and hygiene.

M AN U A L TR A IN IN G  FOR GIRLS IN  NORM AL SCH OOLS.

In other communes of Brussels and in other cities of the kingdom 
the grafting of trade and housekeeping courses on the public school 
system is proceeding so rapidly that teachers to conduct these indus
trial classes in a scientific way are not numerous enough. Candidates 
are therefore being trained in special normal classes, and industrial 
instruction now forms a part of the curricula of all the normal schools.

C O U R S E  O E  S T U D Y  I N  N O R M A L  SC H O O L S .

H ou rs per w eek.

Subject. F irst
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

R  li P  m ñ  w r ' i 2 2 2
1 1 1

1
1 3 3
5 5 5
4 4 3
3 3
1 1 1

2 2
2 2 1

1
1 1
2 2 1

VAPstl Trvn si(* 2 2 1
G r a n a stic s 2 2 1

4 4 3

The directress of the Brussels Normal School, 22 rue des Visitandines, 
writes as follows :

The programme of domestic economy and housekeeping classes is 
perfectly practicable and has for years been followed in its entirety in 
my school. Young women have a natural aptitude for housekeeping 
pursuits and the apprenticeship need not be long. The theoretical part 
of this programme has always figured in our school work; the practi
cal part is newer, and we take this up after regular hours in order not 
to interfere with other branches of instruction.

Thus, in the second year, on Thursdays, from 2 to 4 o’clock, laundry 
work is thoroughly taught, the pupils coming in groups and each group 
having a turn once a fortnight. In the third year, once a week from 
October to the end of May, from 4.30 to 7.30 o’clock in the afternoon, 
cooking lessons are given. A ll the class learns the chemistry of cook
ing, while the active group prepares the repast, cleans the utensils, 
dines with the teacher, and then puts everything in order. Each group 
is in active service once a month. • ,

Thus conducted, domestic work does not encroach upon the scientific 
and literary courses, and has the happiest effect upon the dispositions 
of the girls, their tastes, and even their character.
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Everywhere in Belgium drawing is a most important essential in 
public school instruction, both for girls and boys, and needlework 
occupies always two hours a week, the instruction in this branch being 
usually given by the regular teacher of the grade. In some schools 
more time is devoted to sewing. A t Ostend girls continue to receive 
needlework training throughout the entire course. The work in this 
department is carried forward by a series of progressive lessons, and 
in the advanced grades the cutting and making of garments receive 
attention, with mending, darning, etc. Later in the course the ele
ments of domestic economy are taken up.

M AN U AL TRAIN IN G  FOR BO TS.

While industrial training for girls from the primary to the normal 
grades has thus been inaugurated, the boys have not been neglected. 
Belgium has always been quick to profit by new methods in use mother 
countries, and with a view to introducing manual training into the 
boys’ public schools, in 1882 the minister of public instruction sent 
Prof, van Kalken to Dresden to take a course under Herr Clauson- 
Kaas. In 1883 Prof, van Kalken and M. Sluys, director of the Brus
sels Hormal School for Males, were deputed to go to Sweden and 
study the system prevailing at Haas.

Prof, van Kalken, in his address before the German manual training 
congress at Munich in 1888, says:

The defeat of the liberal party in 1884 interfered for a time with the 
execution of this plan, * * * but in 1885 M, Sluys was authorized 
(by the new minister) to introduce manual training, in accordance with 
our report of 1883. Since then the normal school pupils have regu
larly received instruction in modelling, pasteboard work, and wood 
work for four hours each week. The city of Brussels has also intro
duced some form of manual training into all of her primary schools.

In order to form a teaching force that shall be competent to impart 
this instruction, the city has instituted various temporary courses 
under the direction of M. Sluys, with the assistance of well qualified 
teachers. M. Oalozet manages the pasteboard work, which is hia 
specialty, at the normal school at Brussels and in several temporary 
courses. He has established^ journal of manual training and has pub
lished a book entitled School Pasteboard Work, in which he describes 
his series of models. This series is somewhat like those of Leonard and 
Summer of Dresden.

The commune of Saint-Gilles, Brussels, is entitled to the honor of 
having opened the first course for manual training in Belgium. Wood 
and pasteboard work were there taught. On October 1,1885, there 
was begun a course of wood work for the upper class pupils o f school 
Ko. 5, under the direction of M. van Sweevelt. In March 1886 
Froebellian exercises were introduced into the lower grades and 
pasteboard work into the intermediate grades. * * * Up to the 
year 1887 the models of the normal school at Naas had served as guides 
in wood work, because this séries had a genuine pedagogic value. 
* * * Yet the Swedish models could not be slavishly followed in 
Belgium, and it was apparent that it would be necessary to prepare
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an advanced series of models adapted to tlie national genius. M. van 
Sweevelt had begun in 1886 to execute this conception, and in the 
month of August 1887 he had formed a new series of 100 models of 
wood work.

* * * Minister Thonissen had great faith in manual training, and 
resolved to establish temporary courses for the teachers of the whole 
country. Accordingly,-in September Í887, the first course of six weeks’ 
instruction was opened at Mvelles, and in the corresponding month this 
year (1888) it will be repeated. After March 1889 the teachers will have 
to undergo an examination in hand labor before an examining commis- * 
sion appointed by the state. The course at Mvelles was attended by 
60 teachers. M. van Sweevelt instructs in wood work, M. Calozet in 
pasteboard work, and M. Stepman in modelling. I ám engaged to 
lecture on the following subjects:

(1) Analysis of the ideas of Locke, Bousseau, Froebel, and Bieder- 
mann concerning manual labor.

(2) The different systems now in vogue. Manual training wears a 
special character in France, Sweden, and Germany. Comparison of 
these systems.

(3) The true character of the work in the elementary school; what 
distinguishes it from the instruction of the artisan.

(4) Pasteboard work: Description of the Dresden series. W ood 
work: The Naas series. This series, admirable for Sweden, is not alto
gether suitable for Belgium.

(5) Hand labor in connection with drawing and geometrical form 
teaching; working after a pattern; drawing of patterns; the making 
of an object from the drawing.

(6) Suggestions on beauty, harmony of colors, etc.
(7) Workshops, their equipment, the minimum number of tools req

uisite, materials, etc.
Since 1887 the state has made manual training obligatory in the 

state normal schools. A ll these institutions have received a full set of 
working tools for modelling, pasteboard work, and wood work. About 
fifty communes, also, have introduced this instruction into their schools.

To recapitulate:
The number of manual training schools: All state normal schools; 

about fifty primary schools.
Subjects' of instruction: Pasteboard work, modelling, and wood 

work obligatory in state normal schools; elective in primary schools.
Assistance given by the state: Temporary courses established by 

government; special examinations before an official examining commis
sion ; the introduction of manual labor into all state schools.

As to teachers, there are two parties; some are adherents, and a 
smaller number are opponents, of the new system.

Public opinion: A ll journals, Catholic as well as liberal, favor the 
movement, but artisans are in general inimical to this instruction.

Manual training teachers: The instruction in hand labor will be 
given everywhere by special teachers.

From 1888 to 1892 brilliant results have been achieved in the multi
plication of these manual training classes all over the kingdom.

In Liege, at the primary school rue des Bivagois, encouraging re
sults have been obtained in modelling, pasteboard and wood work. 
The city opened, besides, a special course for teachers lasting nine 
weeks, held from 5 to 8 p. m., and attended by thirty teachers. In
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the intermediate schools of Liege classes in domestic economy and 
housekeeping have been created. An interesting variation of these is 
to be seen in four cooking courses opened in connection with as many 
night schools in central localities.

A t one night school visited by an agent of this Department over 100 
pupils were present, nearly all o f whom were workers in shops—tailor ■ 
esses, vestmakers, dressmakers, the remainder, as a rule, being house
keepers for the workers o f their families. Twice a week cooking lessons, 
theory and practice, are given. The kitchen equipped by the city is 
altogether in white, so as to inculcate extreme neatness. The city, 
moreover, furnishes all materials used in the cookery demonstrations. 
The needlework course comprises cutting and fitting, and careful 
drawiug of patterns, while the general literary course is that of the 
intermediate grade condensed. Prizes are awarded by the city to the 
six pupils who stand highest, this reward taking the form usually of 
a little free summer journey, on which the winners are escorted by a 
teacher. In 1889 the successful scholars were sent in this way to the 
Paris exposition for several days, with ample opportunity for observa
tion and enjoyment.

A t Yerviers wood work classes for boys have proved highly success
ful, and the objects made, both by the sloid method and by the adapted 
methods devised by Belgian teachers, equal in finish and scientific gra
dations the best work done in American schools. The city has also 
created carpentry centres, classes from several neighboring public schools 
frequenting the one shop, which was fitted up at remarkably small cost, 
considering its excellent appointments.

SPECIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

That portion of industrial education in Belgium with which this re
port more particularly deals—the special, industrial, and technical 
schools—falls under the supervision, not of the'ministry of the interior 
and o f public instruction, but of the ministry of agriculture, industry, 
and public works.

By an agreement made in 1889 the ministry of public instruction 
controls all theoretical teaching of hygiene and domestic economy 
in the primary and night schools, all manual training and needlework 
classes, and certain normal courses and object lessons. The ministry 
of agriculture, industry, and public works supervises technical and 
trade schools, organizes the housekeeping schools proper (écoles mé
nagères), and all trade and domestic training classes in the public 
schools. In addition it has for years carried on the great work of 
developing, subsidizing, and inspecting the large drawing schools, 
industrial Schools, apprentice and agricultural schools.

To this ministry of agriculture, industry, and public works belongs 
the duty of inspecting workshops and enforcing factory laws. Being 
thus intimately connected with the industries of the kingdom and
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brought into contact with its industrial needs, by an easy transition . 
the oversight o f technical and industrial education in all its phases was 
confided to this .ministry, and a complete service o f inspection was 
established, both of industry and of trade instruction. Since 1891 the 
organization and inspection of all the housekeeping schools grafted on 
the public school system, as well as of independent institutions for \ 
domestic training and trade instruction, have been turned over to the 
same department, and the official force of inspectors includes both 
women and men.

The fact that the state organizes and aids public instruction, that 
there is one enlightened head, one policy, one system of inspection 
with a very high standard, instead of many independent superintend
ents with different policies, conduces not a little to the excellence and 
practical utility of industrial teaching in this progressive nation. A t 
the same time full play is afforded for private munificence, initiative, 
and experiment. Every man’s system is given a fair trial, his pet 
ideas free scope. The government merely strengthens where private 
hands are weak, guides where they are inexperienced, supplies omis
sions, and supervises firmly but not offensively.

Special, industrial, and technical instruction in Belgium may be 
classified as follows:

I. Apprenticeship schools and ouvroirs, or workshop and school com
bined. These were established as charities, and are diminishing in 
number and importance.

II. Agricultural and horticultural schools, and schools for training 
dairy maids.

III. Girls’ housekeeping schools, rapidly developing, over 250 having v 
already been established.

IY. Trade schools for girls, o f which all the principal cities now 
boast one or more.

Y. Parochial trade schools, those of Saint Luke being the highest 
type.

YI. Trade schools supported by guilds and trade unions, such as 
the brewers’ and tailors’ schools.

YII. Trade schools having day classes and shop work. Their design 
is to fit for a trade and to do away with the often misdirected drudgery 
of apprenticeship.

Y III. Large industrial schools, sometimes combined with drawing' 
schools, sometimes separate, where classes are held in the evenings and 
on Sundays and where the course is widely eclectic.

IX . Drawing schools, existing in every town of any size in the king
dom.

X . Commercial schools, the most important of which is at Antwerp, 
with the object to prepare accountants, merchants, consular and com
mercial agents for home and consular service.

X I. Schools of industry and mines, highly scientific in character.
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These confer the much esteemed degree of engineer, and correspond in 
a measure to our institutes of technology. The new Technical Institute 
of Electricity given by M. Montefiore-Levi to the city* of Liege ranks in 
this category.

The aim of technical and industrial schools in Belgium is trade pro
ficiency rather than all-around education. They are designed to train 
the artisan rather than to develop the man. Apprentices, workingmen, 
and would-be workers awaiting employment attend these industrial 
courses to increase their own technical efficiency in the trades they are 
already following or mean to adopt, and also with the hope of improv
ing their chance of obtaining better occupation at those pursuits in a 
labor market seriously overcrowded. Although joint instruction, men
tal and manual, is generally provided, the mental is usually sacrificed 
or at least subordinated to the manual; and it is intended not so much 
to add to the pupil’s sum of knowledge in all lines as to aid and de
velop his capacity in his present or future calling. Considered as mere 
trade schools, it is their strong point that time is not lost in acquiring 
facts which have no bearing on the life work. Considered as educa
tional factors, however, these great industrial institutions are some
times called narrow and one sided. In their favor the fact should be 
emphasized that a great variety of teaching in all branches is offered, 
courses as purely theoretical and scientific as American colleges afford. 
The workingman or student in any walk of life who chooses to attend 
night school during six, eight, even ten years—and some men study 
twelve and fifteen years—gets a very comprehensive literary and 
scientific as well as industrial course. Degrees are given, however, 
after three and four years for proficiency in any one branch or course, 
and the majority of pupils frequent the school no longer after winning 
the certificate they set out to gain. A  great many young men, many 
men of mature years, indeed, take course after course, and degree after 
degree, after having succeeded in mastering the branch which will 
best serve in their chosen occupation or life work—an occupation sel
dom changed in the stable and conservative social order and traditions 
which distinguish the Belgian people.

In many provinces the age of admission to industrial schools of the 
higher grade is 12 and 13 years, and the course of instruction is meant 
to make up to the pupil workman for his lack of further public school 
tuition. Institutions of the most advanced standards he enters at 15 
or 16, and the book work he accomplishes is always less than that 
prescribed in public schools of similar grades, for drawing and prac
tical applications take up much time.

The money to support the industrial, art, trade, and special schools in 
Belgium is derived from various sources. The government subsidizes 
nearly all these institutions freely, thus acquiring the right to inspect 
them, and also, to a limited degree, to impose special lines of study or 
curtail others. The communes or counties, besides, contribute funds,
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and usually the city as well, sometimes more liberally than the other-s. 
In some towns the educational institutions, of whatever kind they may 
be, are maintained wholly by certain districts (communes); and these 
communes, instead of duplicating by means of poorly equipped schools 
in their own midst the great central or special schools, wisely content 
themselves with giving scholarships in the latter to deserving students. 
Molenbeek and Saint-Josse-Ten-Noode at Brussels boast that no boy or 
girl within their limits need go without the best special training the 
kingdom affords, the commune bearing the pupil’s expenses while in 
attendance at the university or art and trade classes not provided by 
the commune itself. In Liege, in Yerviers, in Brussels, the municipal
ity assists even the most heterogeneous educational ventures, giving a 
room or building, furnishing teachers, supplying books and materials 
to be used by the cooking and sewing classes, and even aiding an en
terprise not entirely educational, like the working girls’ clubs, to which 
Brussels presents a vacation purse of 500 francs ($96.50).

A  remarkable feature of Belgian industrial education and worthy of 
all emulation is that many firms and industrial establishments, im
pressed with the need o f having better trained workmen, and actuated 
by motives of genuine philanthropy, create and support technical and 
special schools. The large and admirably managed industrial school 
at Morlanwelz was founded and is partly maintained by M. Arthur 
Waroeque, owner of the neighboring mines of Mariemont and Bascoup. 
The course of-study comprises general branches useful to all workers 
and, in addition, special instruction bearing on mines and mining. 
A t Seraing the great Cockerill iron works, spending nearly 200,000 
francs ($38,600) a year in advancing the welfare of its operatives by 
means of hospitals, societies, and. pensions, also supports in great part, 
without monopolizing, the flourishing Seraing industrial school. The 
company is, moreover, making a unique experiment—that of teaching 
the young boys over 12 years of age employed in their coal mines, so 
that they may not forget the instruction gained in the primary schools. 
The lads stop work at 4 p. m. and go at once to the school for two or 
three hours, learning enough to keep their minds active and thus coun
teract the stultifying effects of their toil. This same firm maintains at 
Hoboken, near Antwerp, an important industrial school, modified to 
the requirements of the ship building trade pursued in their shops 
(chantiers) at Hoboken. The faience manufacturers at La Louviere 
have organized a special drawing school which all of their decorators 
must attend. Indeed, every technical and industrial educational estab
lishment in the kingdom is aided financially by the large firms and 
employers of labor whose workmen are enrolled as students.

A  striking characteristic of industrial training in Belgium is its adapt
ability to local needs. For example, the industrial school at Soignies, 
where the chief industry is stone quarrying, strikes out of its curricu
lum much irrelevant matter that may with propriety be taught in other
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industrial schools, such as Brussels, which aim to fit men for a dozen 
vocations. Soignies, on the contrary, directs its efforts to studies that 
will be useful to quarrymen, stonecutters, and even stone carvers, the 
artistic side never being neglected in this land of wonderful ancient 
architectural monuments. A t Ostend, where the fisheries are the pre
dominating industry, a class in fishery has been successfully carried 
on by a priest, and a special room has been arranged in the public schools 
as a fisheries museum or workshop, containing all the appliances used 
in this trade. To this room are brought daily all the sons o f fishermen 
among the 500 pupils in the building, and these boys, probably des
tined to a life on the Channel and the North Sea, learn what pertains 
to that pursuit. The geography o f the district is taught by means of 
ocean and land charts, the use of the compass, the manœuvres of fish
ermen, the tying of knots and the setting of sails, the forms o f sailing 
boats, the kinds and habits of fish, etc. Of course, the ordinary book 
work of the grade had to be lessened to make room for this special class. 
As yet the course is only tentative and applied to boys under 12 years 
of age, but such interest does it awaken and so successful has it been 
that the intention is to continue this instruction into the higher grades. 
Moreover, the large and important industrial school at Ostend is more 
developed than any other in all teaching which pertains to ship building. 
Even in the lowest drawing classes the instruction is directed toward 
that trade. Instead of drawing ordinary machines the pupils draw 
boats, and though the institution is poorly housed on one o f the worst 
streets o f Ostend, it possesses a collection of models and ships that 
any museum might be proud to own.

A t Ghent, too, where cotton and linen are manufactured the teaching 
in the industrial school conforms to the needs of local industries, and a 
finely equipped weaving school is maintained, with day and Sunday 
courses. Each pupil begins with the simplest form of hand loom and 
learns every process up to the management of the most complicated 
modern power loom. The combination and analysis of warp and woof 
in fabrics is stud ied thoroughly, and those who finish the lessons marked 
out are fully capable of conducting the business of cotton manufactur
ing for themselves, or of taking charge of any weaving room and of 
reproducing any sample. Candidates who wish to master the art of 
dyeing, with reference to print works and designing, pursue an elaborate 
chemical course. The sketching of textile machinery, setting it up, and 
taking it apart are important exercises for such as are or intend to be 
loom fixers and mill machinists. Nor are women operatives forgotten, 
special Sunday and evening lessons being provided for darners and 
burlers, which are shared by tailoresses and dressmakers as well.

What is true o f Ghent applies with equal force to Verviers, the 
classes there being adapted to the woollen industry, and special instruc
tion is carried very far. A t Charleroi, with its network of coal seams, 
the instruction is suited to miners, with technical teaching for those
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who work underground. These student workmen walk 5 and 6 miles 
and back to the Sunday classes; and so indispensable is the training 
deemed that men have little chance to become boss miners or foremen 
without holding certificates from the industrial school.

The eclectic character of industrial training in Belgium is another 
inestimable advantage. For instance, the Flemish peasant, long past 
his school days and toiling seven days in the week for the necessities 
of life, may double his opportunities and advance his career by learn
ing French thoroughly in the night classes of the industrial school of 
his commune. Another gets aid at drawing, mechanics, whatever 
branch he most needs, without wasting time on non-essentials. The 
tradesman acquires bookkeeping and commerce, the designer takes an 
elaborate course of free-hand drawing and modelling, the machinist 
draws to scale or reproduces machinery in time sketches.

The practice, common to trade and manual training institutions in 
Belgium, of paying the pupil low market rates for the work accom
plished has this good result, that as part of tha wages are set aside 
each week and given the student workman only after he finishes the 
prescribed programme, he has a fund with which to start in life. This 
fund enables him sometimes to leave the thronged marts of his native 
country and seek more remunerative employmont in foreign lands. 
Expatriation of the graduates of the industrial school at Tournay is 
almost universal, and most of the ex-pupils occupy positions of trust 
in other countries.

Payment for the day’s weaving in rural apprenticeship schools is an 
aid to the poorer peasantry and serves to lighten the burden of the 
bureaus of charity. Apprenticeship schools of this type are numerous 
in Flanders and are often kept up in connection with parochial schools 
or convent workshops. The pupils, it is true, learn a trade, and often 
follow it in after years. Some of these ouvroirs are, however, nothing 
more than workshops, clean and under good moral influences, where 
young and inexperienced labor is utilized at low pay; the peasants 
gladly accepting any stipend in return for having their children under 
proper care.

The economy with which the technical and industrial schools are ad
ministered in Belgium is remarkable. Considering their equipment, 
the excellent qualifications of the men who compose their faculties, the 
practical utility of their teaching and the results achieved, the Belgian 
schools are perhaps the cheapest in existence. The power of organi
zation and administration is conspicuous; the sense of personal respon
sibility for the use of trust funds is very high; and the interest in 
education is both unselfish and widespread. More than all, greed for 
gain is not a ruling spirit. Men realize that there is something better 
to strive for than mere money getting; and foremost citizens lend their 
talents and efforts to the cause o f education. As a proof of the admir-
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able character o f the promoters and directors of these institutions, the 
fact may be cited that, in almost every city, the alderman of public in
struction or the mayor, who chiefly controls the schools, is either a 
university professor or a member of the national chamber of deputies 
or a professional specialist, in every case familiar with public needs 
and vowed to the public service, whether he be a renowned artist or a 
distinguished engineer.

The latest information with regard to industrial education in Bel
gium, later in most cases than the official school reports, is found, in the 
admirable treatise, IP Enseignement Spécial en Belgique, by Monsieur H. 
Bertiaux. This book will be freely quoted in the following pages.

APPRENTICE SHIP SCHOOLS.

The interesting report of M. de Bidder, professor at the university 
and alderman of public instruction at Ghent, made to the government 
in 1882, gives a discouraging account of these institutions.

Apprenticeship schools were established by the state as early as 1766 
to teach lace making to the indigent peasantry. At successive financial 
crises occupation of one kind or another was provided by the authorities 
to relieve the destitution of the poor. As the introduction of machinery 
at the beginning of this century revolutionized Flemish industries, 
especially the flax manufacture, hosts of workers were without employ
ment, and several communes opened weaving schools where even very 
young children were received and taught to read as well as to work. 
But in these workshops and schools combined, the educational features 
were in time sacrificed to the financial interests of exploiters of labor. 
Abuses grew up ; work crowded out lessons completely, the hours of 
toil became excessive; children 5 and 6 years old were overtasked at 
lace making, the women lace makers and weavers grew more and more 
ignorant and incapable of performing household duties; the pay 
dwindled to a ridiculous pittance, and great; misery ensued.

To counteract these results the state tardily intervened and limited 
hours of labor, insisted upon less work and more study, and prescribed 
a minimum compensation. Gradually, however, the apprenticeship 
school has languished and many have been suppressed. Such as are 
now maintained aim to supply employment during the winter to the chil
dren of the agricultural classes until the field work can begin.

In some localities a fine quality of work is produced and the training 
has a most salutary effect upon the young workers.

In the kingdom on December 31,1889, as many as forty apprentice
ship schools (écoles dPapprentissage) were subsidized by the state, with a 
total of 990 pupils (906 boys and 84 girls), 341 completing the course 
of instruction during the year.

These institutions have had their day of usefulness, and their impor
tance is now declining, although they still receive subsidies. More than
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one-half the expense o f maintenance in 1890 was borne by the state, 
about one-sixth by the provinces, and one-fourth by the communes, 
leaving one-twelfth only to be supplied from other sources.

The first apprenticeship school founded at Ghent in 1817 was dis
tinctly a charitable institution. A ll branches of the flax and woollen in
dustries were taught, and lacé making, embroidery, sewing, shoemaking, 
and carpentry, with book lessons of an elementary kind. In 1841 the 
state and the provinces granted subsidies to this and similar enter
prises which resulted in their rapid multiplication. But, since 1849, 
every school thus endowed has been placed under the supervision of a 
commission named by the administration. Two inspectors visit the 
apprentice workshops at frequent intervals to see that the rules 
are observed. They promote the theoretical and practical education 
of the apprentices, and develop the technical knowledge of the fore
men by means o f lectures. Every year they make a report concerning 
the object of their mission.

In 1890, 35 of these workshops were in active operation, 26 in 
western Flanders, 8 in eastern Flanders. In the province t of Namur, 
at Jemelle, is a school for girls, differing from the other ateliers d’ap
prentissage in giving only trade instruction, including hand and machine 
sewing, the making of common articles of dress, washing, ironing, and 
kindred pursuits. In 1890, 84 pupils attended. The course lasts two 
years and instruction is free.

Certain other apprenticeship shops possess special elements of vital
ity and admit of such development that at last they are transformed 
into trade schools, where the course of instruction includes, besides 
theoretical and practical weaving, the* principles of mechanics and 
drawing, and the elements of primary education. Eight regular weav
ing schools have been recently founded, six being in western Flanders, 
where the children pursue primary studies at least an hour a day, 
under a public school teacher. Their labor at the looms is paid for at 
rates depending both on the pupil’s aptitude and the contract with the 
manufacturer in charge of the shops—a part of the wages being held 
back, however, to purchase such an outfit as the pupil at leaving may 
need to carry on his trade at home. Prizes of money are also awarded 
for the same purpose, with the object of encouraging home industries 
and of giving the peasantry a resource on which to draw at seasons 
when agriculture can not be followed.

SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

There are several important schools of veterinary science, of agricul
ture, and of horticulture in Belgium. Of these the oldest and perhaps 
the best is the State Agricultural Institute at Gembloux. In 1890 this 
institution had 115 students pursuing agricultural studies.

Candidates for admission must be 16 years old, and, if not holders of 
a degree, must pass an entrance examination.

S. Ex. 65------12
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The course of instruction occupies three years. The studies o f  the 
first year are mathematics, rural engineering, land surveying, and level
ling, physics and meteorology, inorganic chemistry, botany, anatomy of 
the domesticated animals, general agriculture, external, characters of 
the domesticated animals, sylviculture, mathematical drawing, practical 
farming instruction, and excursions.

The second year, deals with hydraulics and irrigation, drainage, or
ganic chemistry, analytical chemistry,, mineralogy, geology, general 
zoology,, animal physiology, management of domesticated animals, 
general agriculture,, sylviculture, and horticulture,, rural and constitu
tional law, bookkeeping, practical instruction, and excursions.

The final year’s studies- embrace general mechanics, mechanics, ap
plied to- agriculture, rural buildings and country roads, agricultural 
technology, chemistry, zootechny, microscopy, special, cultures, sylvi
culture* rural and political economy, agricultural bookkeeping, prmti- 
cal instruction, and excursions.

Connected 'with the institute is a farm of 165 acres* in the cultivation 
of which the students take part. The cultivation of sugar beets is suc
cessfully carried on, and, notwithstanding the fact that in this industry 
the products of the soil are sold off, necessitating the purchase of large 
quantities of artificial fertilizers to maintain the productiveness of the 
fields, this farm yields an annual profit of $1,500.

Among the horticultural schools o f Belgium may be mentioned the 
State Practical School of Horticulture at Vilvoorden, and that at Ghent 
bearing the same name:

In each-ofthe.se schools the course of studies includes the French and 
Flemish languages, arithmetic, geography, geometry, and the elements 
of chemistry,, physics, and geology. Bookkeeping* the construction of 
greenhouses, laying out of gardens, and the various branches o f horti
culture are also taught, and practical instruction is given, in the gar
dens, nurseries, and greenhouses. A t  Yilvoorden candidates are adm it- 
tedto the school at 17 years o f age.. The full course extends over three 
years. Resident pupils are charged about $40 per annum for tuition f 
non-residents* about $20; Many applications for admission are refused 
for: want of room.. The number of students in 1890 was 40.

The minister of agriculture, industry, andpublic works* M. de Bruyn, 
has taken- special interest in the improvement o f agricultural methods 
in Belgium. To that end, also, he has established dairy schools for 
women and girls in various farming districts. Competent men and 
women were first sent to study the agricultural and dairy schools of 
Germany, France, and England, who, besides, are well acquainted 
with all achievements made in this line in the United States.

The young woman who conducts the dairy school at Wevelghem, 
which may be taken as a type of this instruction, had been a delegate 
to England, and her methods are of the most practical character. A  
fine farm was first selected as an experiment station; and the pupils,
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who are farmers’ daughters or candidates for teacherships in the newer 
dairy schools, board with the owner’s family. They milk the cows, 
overlook their feeding and housing, study cattle diseases, and inform 
themselves about pastures and foods. The dairy itself is equipped with 
the best and most improved apparatus, often two objects of the same 
kind but of different make or patent being provided to facilitate com
parison of methods. For certain purposes English appliances are 
best liked; for others, American or German patents give best results, 
the pupil in each case making her own tests. A  small chemical labora
tory is usually at hand, where experiments of all kinds germane to thé 
work go on. Lessons on subjects pertaining to agriculture and the 
dairy and exercises in bookkeeping, and accounts occupy a few hours 
each day. Exact record is preserved of the amount of milk each cow 
gives, the quantity of cream taken from it, and the amount of butter and 
cheese produced. In short, after two or three years of such training, 
the pupils become either practiealdairymaids or competent teachers,and 
leave the school with vastly higher ideas of the dignity and importance 
of farming as a life pursuit. When housewives may thus acquire a 
scientific grasp o f the difficulties which beset the farmer’s family and 
incline his womankind to desert the country for the overcrowded 
towns, if follows that the depopulation of the rural districts in favor 
of eities will be checked. Moreover, even in the remotest places ,̂ the 
government provides funds for and causes: to be given annually a cer
tain number of free lectures on farming topics, so that the whole agri
cultural population may learn something of modern progress.:

HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS FOE GIBLS.

To supply the deficiencies of female education, and to qualify girls 
for the positions as wives and mothers which they are predestined to 
fill, housekeeping schools have been established all over the kingdom, 
and classes in domestic work have been attached to many public 
schools.

To a manufacturer,. M. Smits of Couillet, belongs the honor of 
founding the first housekeeping school in Belgium, in 1872. The chil
dren of his workmen learned to* sew, knit, mend, darn, trim,, cut and 
fit,, not only underwear and women’s garments, but men’s trousers, 
blouses, and waistcoats; to repair cloth, to cut patterns, and to use the 
sewing, machine; to-wash and to iron, to cook, and to make and bake 
bread. This school coming under the notice of the Prince de Ohimay, 
governor of Hainaut, he started a similar one at Frameries in 1874. 
After having maintained this and several institutions of like character 
from his own purse for a number of years, the prince in 1877 requested 
the minister of the interior to incorporate the schools for domestic in
struction with the official system- of education. Now a network of 
such institutions covers the whole country.

Some of the most successful of these classes are conducted by the
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Catholic sisterhoods in Brussels and in the provinces. Those carried 
on in convents and in public and parochial schools are administered on 
the most economical basis, the cost o f superintendence being practi
cally nothing. Moreover, almost every woman of rank in the kingdom 
has one or more such schools under her special charge, either in town or 
country, and overlooks every detail with the sisters. The wives of 
manufacturers, too, and other women in private life are founding courses 
for domestic work in villages and in districts which the government has 
not yet reached5 so that here, as in the trade schools for girls to be 
described later, private initiative has been the entering wedge in bring
ing about these reforms. Already marked improvement may be ob
served in the homes of the miners and other working people within the 
radius of this instruction.

In 1889, under the auspices of the ministry of public works, a cen
tral committee of women devoted to the interests and propagation of 
housekeeping schools was formed, with the Countess of Flanders as 
president. In 1890 there were 20 communal or public housekeeping 
schools, 31 free housekeeping schools, 44 classes in household work 
annexed to communal schools, 15 classes attached to schools adopted 
by the committee, and 34 classes belonging to free schools. In 1892 
these numbers had increased to 250. Appliances for teaching all 
branches of domestic economy are ample. For cooking classes the 
equipment is complete, all necessary kitchen utensils being supplied. 
Collections of various edible commodities are also furnished, and 
pupils are carefully taught the cost of the different articles of food.

H O U SE K E E P IN G  SCHOOL, RUE LO CQ U EN G H IEN , BR U SSE LS.

Of the many housekeeping schools established in connection with 
public, parochial, private, and trade schools for girls in Belgium, the 
best equipped, most scientific, and most advanced is located in the rue 
Locquenghien, one of the poorer quarters of Brussels. This is not 
connected with any other school. The pupils devote all their time to 
the course of instruction. The object is to train girls to be good house
wives, or to become cooks, laundresses, and maid servants. Pupils go 
at 8.30 and remain till 4 or 5 o’clock, with interval for dinner, which is 
prepared by the group assigned to cook on that day, each group taking 
turns at all kinds of household work, washing, ironing, cleaning, filling 
lamps, marketing, cooking, darning, setting the table, and serving the 
meals. • All the studies pursued bear on these practical exercises, theory 

•and practice being united in every lesson. The girls are supposed to 
remain in the school three years, when they receive certificates of pro
ficiency. The menus selected are such as would be used in poor and 
middle class households, with a view to encouraging the pupils to 
make the most in after life of small resources.

Every week two mornings are given to cooking by sections of the 
class in turn, and one day to washing, another to ironing. The rest
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of the time is devoted to sewing and theoretical lessons. The cooking 
pupils work under the supervision of the teachers, purchase the sup
plies, settle the accounts, make and bake the bread, prepare the meals, 
and serve at table. In the sewing course the girls mend, darn, 
remake old garments, cut and fit, draught patterns, and in fact com
plete entirely the ordinary under and over garments worn by women 
and children. Tuition is free. Three courses are held each year.

H O U SE K E E P IN G  SCH O OL, M O R L A N W E L Z .

The equipment of this school includes a kitchen, laundry, sewing 
room, bread oven, provision room, and cellar.

Classes are held every week day from 8.30 a. m. to 4 p. m. with an 
interval of an hour and a half at midday. The attendance reaches 
from 50 to 80 pupils, who, to enter, must be 13 years old and must 
have completed the primary school studies. A  forfeit of 3 francs (58 
cents) is deposited, to be returned if  attendance has been regular. 
Instruction is free and the course may be completed in one year.

The programme of study includes domestic economy, elements of hy
giene and of accounts, kitchen work and needlework—in fact, practice in 
all the duties o f housekeeping, with instruction as to qualities of foods, 
the greater or less nutritive value of different food-stuffs, their relative 
digestibility, the best modes of cooking, etc. Opportunity is thus 
afforded to acquire the knowledge and skill necessary to conduct a 
modest home, or to secure good positions in well-to-do families.

A  convent school at Morlanwelz has a domestic section subsidized 
by the government and well managed, where all the housekeeping arts 
are taught—cooking, laundering, sewing, and fine embroidery. These 
classes are numerously attended and productive of much good among 
the working population. Small wages are paid to the children for 
sewing and embroidery.

H O U SE K E E P IN G  SCHOOL, L O U V A IN .

This school for domestic work at Louvain has been opened in connec
tion with a convent where boarding pupils are received; and the cook
ing and housekeeping classes are turned to practical use in providing 
for the daily wants of these internes. The intention is to train domestic 
servants; and a few girls who have followed the course have already 
secured positions in families. The classes are of too recent establish
ment to enable one to say whether they will succeed as a domestic 
training school. Of the utility of the instruction to the pupil in her 
own home and in after life there can be no question.

To multiply examples of these excellent housekeeping schools is use
less. Whether annexed to the public schools, as at Yerviers, Ixelles, 
and Ostend; to the night schools, as at Liege; to trade schools, here
after to be described; to normal schools, as at Brussels; or whether 
existing as separate institutions with a corps of teachers and assistants,
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the domestic classes are fulfilling a most useful mission, and bid fair to 
mitigate, if  not to cure, some of the worst evils of industrial life.

TRADE SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS.

The Association for the Technical Education o f Women was 
founded in Brussels in 1805, with a view to supplying omissions in 
the education'for girls organized by the public authorities. Women 
dependent on their own exertions found themselves, it was urged, sub
ject to most unfavorable conditions. Compelled to undergo a long 
apprenticeship under direction far from intelligent, or under employers 
bent on keeping their work people in menial and Merior positions, the 
toiler labored for the meanest wages. Chance, too, not aptitude, gov
erned the choice o f a profession; and competition and superior skill, on 
the part of rivals in industry, often drove the most deserving workers 
to the wall.

TR AD E SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, RUE DU M A R A IS , BR U SSELS.

With the aim of ameliorating the evils of apprenticeship, of training 
girls for special pursuits and opening up resources which can be pur
sued at home, of enlarging and extending the education acquired in 
primary schools—but which is so often forgotten in the struggle for ex
istence—,the first trade school for girls was established at Brussels. 
Eighty-four members agreed to pay annually 3fi francs ($0.95), and sev
eral subscribed largely. The munificence of Senator J. R. Bischoff- 
sheim, however, put the enterprise later on a firm basis, and it was 
installed in its present quarters, 94 rue du Marais. From 1868 the 
city of Brussels adopted the school as a communal institution, without, 
however, depriving it of its independent government. It is still man
aged by a council of administration composed of fifteen members. Their 
meeting room is filled with the best productions of the drawing and paint
ing classes. Every three months a conference, presided over by a gov
ernment inspector, unites all the teachers for the purpose of discussion ' 
and criticism of a lesson given by one of the staff of the school, either 
practical or scientific. In 1878 the award of prizes was abolished, the 
pupils being, trained to work well for work’s sake,, and not for the sake 
of obtaining a recompense. Exhibitions are given constantly, enabling 
the public to see the high standards attained in all branches, and put
ting the pupils in communication with employers to whom their skill 
and services may be useful.

The school was intended more for children of the middle ranks than 
for the very poor. In fact, it is the hardest working parents who are 
obliged to avail themselves of the earnings of their offspring and can 
not permit them to remain in class long enough to bo really trained. 
In arranging the course of study such branches were selected as would 
afford a girl the best chance to become self supporting. Indeed, indus-
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tries never before pursued in Brussels were actually created* as that of 
making artificial flowers, for wkiek article Belgium had hitherto been 
dependent on Baris. Though the attempt was greatly opposed, the 
result has been that many Brussels shops now manufacture flowers. 
The pupils trained at the school are competent forewomen and teachers 
of the art, because their instruction covered the making and witting 
together of all kinds of flowers, whereas shop apprentices usually learn 
only one branch of the business. A t first the pupil of the classes is 
not so rapid as the shop apprentice who turns out one flower year after 
year; but with some training at the shop she becomes a far better 
worker than those never at the school, and she is besides capable of 
teaching scientifically. So good is the class work, however, that the 
flower dealer who famishes material for it and buys the product from 
the school makes money by Ms contract.

The introduction of trade classes was opposed, too, by well estab
lished industries, such as dressmaking. Dressmakers wanted appren
tices who would drudge, run errands, or fashion one part of a garment all 
their lives. They objected to applicants who claimed to be able to make 
all parts of a garment, and who expected higher pay in consequence.

The more enlightened women of the profession, however, lend all their 
influence to the trade school. Through the efforts of two of the leading 
dressmakers of Brussels, artists in their profession,, who serve on the 
jury of award, drawing was made obligatory in the trade school, rue 
du Marais. In first-class establishments, they insisted, the work won en 
first see the client, then sketch a design that suits her, draw the cos
tume, and calculate by measurement the amount and cost of material, 
thus securing appropriateness and economy. Again, the fashionable 
dressmakers of Brussels furnish the school with new patterns as styles 
change. Their testimony is that girls who are graduated from the insti
tution are more valuable, after some shop training, than workers not 
educated there, and that they often become forewomen and heads of de
partments. Indeed, the pupil, after getting a few years’ practical experi
ence in the work room, threatens to supersede the old line dressmaker en
tirely, since she knows more theory; she can design, she can create. On 
the other hand, girls leaving the school after three years’ training some
times assume to possess knowledge which only current practice can 
give. They have the theory of ordinary garments only, not of the 
higher creations of the dressmakers’ art—artistic toilettes such as the 
luxury of the present day demands.

This school has taken almost a normal character and aims to reach 
young women in fair circumstances who are unwilling to work under 
the disadvantageous conditions that obtain in most workrooms, with 
long overtime and small pay. The intention is to train teachers 
and head workers. An important study is the history o f  costumes, 
and the drawing courses are very full and advanced, reproducing 
the costumes of all nations in all ages, The student knows just where
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to seek sketches of toilets of a certain fashion or period, whereas un
educated dressmakers, preparing for historical pageants, fancy balls, or 
theatrical performances, spend hours in a library without finding the 
desired drawings.

Severe competitive tests are imposed on all applicants for teachers’ 
places. Five candidates for a position as director of dressmaking at 
a school in the provinces were eaclf given five separate tests before a 
committee: 1st, to write a description of a costume; 2nd, to draw it; 
3d, to calculate the materials required and the cost; 4th, to make it; and 
5th, to fit and adjust it finally.

Three applicants were marked 70 each, and two 100 each, the latter 
having had, beside the school course, two years’ practice in a shop. 
Moreover, each candidate was required to give a lesson on this costume 
to a class; and in this demonstration all five were found deficient, none 
as yet having mastered the science of pedagogy. All, therefore, must 
study for some time before reporting for a second examination in the 
art of imparting ideas.

As yet in Brussels painting on china has not become a remunerative 
industry for girls, great experience being needed; but excellent work is 
done at the school of the rue du Marais. Some students go on into higher 
art, some give lessons, and a few successfully design stained-glass win
dows. In order to establish pupils and at the same time advertise the 
institution an employment bureau is conducted, through which girls 
are placed in good positions in industry and commerce.

The course of general instruction, pursued in the forenoon while the 
trade classes occupy the afternoon, includes French, Flemish, arith
metic, history, geography, natural science, hygiene, domestic economy, 
drawing, singing, and, in the commercial course, English or German. 
Drawing is the basis of preparation for all the trades, and is thoroughly 
taught. Lace designing, painting on porcelain, dress and underwear 
making, millinery, and the manufacture of artificial flowers are the 
chief industries followed. Girls who take the course in commerce un
derstand bookkeeping by double entry, speak German or English, and 
have some acquaintance with geography and commercial law. The 
number of pupils is nearly 400, and the school budget amounts to 60,000 
francs ($11,580).

The Association for the Technical Education of Women believes that 
it is a mistake to teach women to earn their living unless they are also 
taught culinary arts. When one can earn in two hours enough to hire 
seTvice for the day there is great temptation to neglect the household, to 
spend one’s life abroad, to go to restaurants and cafés. To counteract 
this tendency cooking is taught in the school of the rue du Marais ; 
and in the vigorous new offshoot of the parent school in the rue des 
Torres Feuves housekeeping lessons are a specialty. Parents pro
tested; they objected to their children becoming “ domestics.” The 
president and council of administration persevered and finally declared
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that no child should have lunch in the building except those who would 
enter the cooking classes and prepare a meal ht stated times. A t last 
that department proved a success; and in most other trade schools of 
the kingdom cooking classes are now established features, started either 
by the government or by committees of women interested in indus
trial education; but there are yet great gaps to fill in this species of 
training.

Graduates from the rue du Marais school are employed as teachers 
in almost every trade school for girls in Belgium, and also in Holland 
and other foreign countries where their services are in great demand.

TR AD E SCHOOL FOR G IR LS, RU E DU POINÇON, B R U SSE LS.

A  trade school nearly as old as that of the rue du Marais and equally 
important is in active operation in the rue du Poinçon, under the pat
ronage of liberal thinkers and progressive educators—the outgrowth 
of private initiative also. Beginning with extremely modest resources, 
and about 70 pupils in 1873, in 1874 it had 150 students and the city 
of Brussels recognized its usefulness and subsidized it. In 1879 it 
moved to its present quarters, rue du Poinçon, with 229 pupils, o f whom 
104 held free fellowships. In 1882 it became a communal institution, 
managed by an administrative council of fifteen members.

The instruction comprises general studies, obligatory upon all pupils, 
and special or trade courses, one or the other of which each student must 
follow. Study is pursued in the afternoon, trades are taught in the morn
ing, consisting o f sewing in all its branches,, underwear making, dress
making, embroidery, drawing, and commerce. This school took the 
prize in Antwerp in 1885 and at Paris in 1889 for the most practical 
work exhibited. The courses aim at being practical above all things, 
and the results are admirable. In the dressmaking classes it is inter
esting to see any wrap or gown a visitor may have on sketched rap
idly on the blackboard by a pupil, reduced to scale, a pattern of the 
garment cut out of muslin and fitted on the form, all in about twenty 
minutes.

In the sewing departments pupils the first year make up their own 
materials or sew for the crèche. By the third year they are able to do 
dainty work, ball dresses and bridal robes; but on graduation the fact 
is impressed on them that they lack practice in details of the art and 
knowledge of fashions and styles, and that, before setting up in bus
iness for themselves, they should serve a year or two in a dressmaking 
shop of the highest class.

The history of art is carefully studied, and pupils originate designs 
for embroidery and lace. In embroidery there are special courses. 
The Bohemian government sends pupils to this school to learn the 
art in order to teach it in the schools of Bohemia. Great attention is 
paid to the drawing; and the exercises of students of 13 preparing to be 
dressmakers compare more than favorably with what is called high
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art in American academies. Every step of every process in dressmak
ing is first sketched, and then the pattern is draughted. Flowers for 
lace and embroidery are drawn from nature. Drawing is the founda
tion o f the instruction in every trade.

Final examinations determine promotions to higher grades, and fre
quent exhibitions of work are held. Certificates are given to all who 
attain a certain high standard of excellence at the end of the course. 
The number of pupils is about 350.

The records as to the present occupations of graduates are more per
fect in this school than anywhere else in Belgium. Many of these 
graduates are teaching in the city and provincial schools, and are hold
ing positions of trust in foreign countries. The annual expenditure 
for the institution is about 40,000 francs ($7,720).

TR AD E SCH OOL FOR GIRLS, RUE D ES TER R ES N E U V E S, B R U SSE LS.

The Association for the Technical Education of Women was forced, 
on account of the number of applicants who could not be accommo
dated at the rue du Marais, to open, in 1888, a new trade and house
keeping school for girls. It is installed in handsome quarters in a 
populous industrial neighborhood, and already has achieved signal 
success.

Both the general literary studies and the domestic classes are oblig
atory for all pupils. The trades taught are underwear making, dress
making, laundry work, and millinery. The school has three aims, viz., 
to aid pupils to obtain a trade or business suited to the female sex and 
to help them to an independent position;• to initiate young women into 
domestic work and prepare them to direct their households with intelli
gence, order, and economy; to continue their primary studies and turn 
the lessons to useful account.

The domestic classes are a direct application of the lessons given in 
hygiene and domestic economy. The cooking course is varied with the 
seasons, and pupils go to market, purchase supplies, and calculate the 
cost of every ingredient and every meal. In other respects the school 
resembles its model, rue du Marais, and bids fair to equal it in point of 
numbers. On the practical side the instruction is more thorough; on 
the ornamental side less extensive than at the parent school, rue du 
Marais.

The general course comprises French, Flemish, arithmetic, accounts, 
geometrical drawing, history, geography, natural science, hygiene, 
domestic economy, maternal instruction, singing, and gymnastics.

The trade course includes sewing, dressmaking, underwear making, 
washing, starching, and ironing.

The housework course consists of mending, patching, and the neces
sary sewing for the family, cooking, house and furniture cleaning, the 
washing o f toilet articles, and various other household duties.
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IN TERM ED IATE T R A D E SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, AN TW ERP.

This school vas created in 1874 by" an association whose object was 
first to prepare young- women for the normal schools, and then to train 
them for trades without the intervention of the usual apprenticeship 
in shops. Subsidized by state and eity, it is, like the Brussels trade 
schools, governed by  a council o f administration o f fifteen members, 
and the instruction follows much the same lines. The studies last five 
years, two of which are preparatory. Of trades the pupil may select 
underwear making, dressmaking, cutting and fitting, and drawing and 
painting applied to various industries. The school is so largely at
tended that its present domicile is almost inadequate.

TR A D E  SCHOOL FOR G IR LS, G H E N T

In 1888 the city of Ghent transformed its communal ouvroir or ap
prentice school annexed to the public school of the rue dm Nouveau Bois 
into a regular trade school for girls.

The literary and trade courses resemble those o f the other Belgian 
trade schools, lasting three years, and presupposing a primary educa
tion. A t entrance the parents or guardian of the pupil agree to  pay 
when the young girl shall have completed the course the sum of 90 
francs ($17.37) as tuition, which, however, is always remitted to stu
dents who finish with credit, as a recompense for faithful application.

The dressmaking department, following the plan of the Paris schools, 
has established an outside clientèle, and sews for regular customers ; 
the workers being supposed to gain greater practical knowledge by 
making costumes for outsiders than in sewing on their own materials 
or constructing useless models. Pupils assist the mistress iu fitting, 
draping, and trying on. The proceeds of the work go to the school fund, 
although this plan is sometimes varied by paying the workers small 
wages, as in the tailor schools for boys. Drawing is here, as elsewhere, 
a prominent feature of the industrial training.

TR AD E SCHOOL FOR G IRLS, V E R V IE R S .

This school was established in 1886 by private initiative, and is 
managed by a committee of nine members. The eourse of instruction 
combines literary studies and certain trades. Modifications have lately 
been made by which more attention is paid to natural science, hygiene, 
and domestic economy. The other branches pursued are commerce, 1 
German, industrial drawing, with special relation to trades, dressmak
ing, underwear making, and painting. Much stress is laid on profi
ciency in drawing, and the achievements of the pupils are extremely 
creditable. Certificates are given to pupils passing good examinations. 
The attendance numbers nearly 200,
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INTERM EDIATE TRADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, LIEGE.

The city of Liege supports a trade school for girls as important and 
useful as those in Brussels. Besides the obligatory general studies, 
divided into inferior, intermediate, and superior, seven special courses 
may be pursued, viz., history and literature, commerce, dressmaking, 
underwear making, artificial flowers, drawing, and painting. In the 
literature classes there were in 1892, 37 pupils ; in commerce, 86; in 
dressmaking, 182; in underwear making, 53; in artificial flowers, 16; in 
drawing, 26; in painting, 17; making, with special pupils, a total of 
437 in attendance.

The lessons in flower making commence with the cloth in the bolt, 
and cover every step—dyeing, making, assembling; they last four years 
and are taught by a practical flower maker, thé head of a large manu
factory. Many advanced trade pupils omit the literary studies of the 
morning and pursue only the industrial work of the afternoon. The 
method of instruction is founded on the intuitive principle, and aims 
to develop originality andxto reveal natural aptitudes. The school 
possesses good collections of casts, charts, chemical and physical ap
paratus, and a small library. The trade instruction is graded, draw
ing forming the basis of it. After studying the first elements of form 
models are found in life and in nature, in landscapes, in plants and 
flowers. Geometry and perspective are insisted on, and the æsthetic 
in art and the history of art are presented in a way to appeal to the 
imagination and to furnish exercises useful in the practice of the 
pupil’s future trade.

The teaching staff consists of a director, a subdirector, ten teachers 
of the highest or regent grade, two governesses, five mistresses for 
Flemish, German, and English, a professor of natural science, a teacher 
of gymnastics, a superintendent o f industrial work, six dressmaking 
and two underwear making teachers, one mistress for artificial flowers, a 
professor and three drawing teachers, and a painting teacher besides. 
The important work accomplished by this excellent institution justifies 
the employment of so large and competent a faculty.

PAROCHIAL TRADE SCHOOLS.

The parochial trade and industrial schools in Belgium deserve men
tion, the admirable schools of Saint Luke being by far the best.

These Saint Luke schools complete, as it were, the course of Catholic 
instruction, receiving the pupils after their first communion and teach
ing them until they are about 20 years o f age and have become self sup
porting workmen. Graduates are in great demand by employers, be
cause of their skill as artisans, and many have set up in business for 
themselves, and in their own shops direct large numbers of workers at 
wood, stone, metal, décorative painting, stained glass, engraving, and 
building. Two ex-pupils are architects of wide renown, two are univer-
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sity professors, and many others are teachers of drawing and architect
ure in important schools. In foreign countries, too, they have had signal 
success, haying established industries in France, Holland, and England.

The Ghent school was the first of the Saint Luke schools, having 
been founded in December 1862 by the Society of Saint Yincent de 
Paul. In January 1863 it was formally opened with 12 pupils from 
12 to 15 years of age. By October of the same year 40 boys were 
enrolled • and at present 600 students of various ages, from 13 to 25, 
are in attendance.

A t the anniversary of the founding of the Ghent school the associa
tion of alumni gave to the institution a fine building, consisting of a 
museum and library combined.

Under the same authority and pursuing the same course of study 
schools have been established at Tournay, Liege, Brussels, and Courtrai 
in Belgium, and at Lille in France.

The Saint Luke schools aim to aid young men, particularly the sons 
o f artisans, to acquire the theoretical and practical knowledge necessary 
to attain an honorable position and insure their efficiency in various 
occupations, as architects, managers of public works,-sculptors, wood 
engravers, and painters. A ll the instruction is essentially practical, 
and the importance of drawing is fully recognized.

Ten years are required to complete the full course, but only those 
pupils destined to be architects remain so long. Four or five years 
suffice to give a good, artistic training as skilled workmen.

Tuition is free, and the financial resources of the Saint Luke schools 
are derived principally from subscriptions. The Ghent school, with 
600 pupils, receives from the state a subsidy of 5,000 francs ($965), 
and from the province 1,500 francs ($289.50). The Tournay school has 
150 pupils, Liege 100, and that at Schaerbeek, Brussels, founded in 
1887r is attended by upwards of 400 pupils, and gets from the state
5,000 francs ($965).

TR ADE SCHOOLS FOUNDED B Y  GUILDS AND TRADES.

Trades and trade unions in Belgium recognize the importance of 
giving apprentices more thorough training than is now generally ob
tainable since old fashioned apprenticeship, under which a boy might 
be bound out to a master, no longer exists in the kingdom. Just as 
the ancient guilds of London are at present endowing and even found
ing technical schools and classes, so the time honored “ syndics” or 
guilds of Belgium, or their modern representatives, the master tailors 
and brewers, are taking steps to train workmen to greater technical 
proficiency.

A t Louvain the Saint Peters Trade School was founded in October 
1888 by the corporation of trades and commerce of Louvain. The 
course was fully organized in October 1889 in a fine domicile, and the
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plan o f study embraces drawing and elaborate trade instruction. Tlie 
trade classes comprise tailoring, both cutting and sewing; carpet 
making, shoemaking, blacksmithing, stained glass, carpentry, joinery,, 
décorative painting, plumbing,, slating, masonry, and a botanical course 
for gardeners, The teachers are either scientific and technical school 
graduates or practical, manufacturers and foremen of workshops.

In  each department instruction is given also in physics and in com
mercial accounts. The object of the lessons is to obviate routine and 
to supply to the student workman those omissions in his all-round 
training, which, the specialized shop work surely entails.

Pupils must be at least 12 years of age in order to enter. The school 
administration is carried on by a commission appointed by the grand 
council of the corporation, and is composed, for the most part, of em
ployers and workingmen. One member of this commission is charged 
with the daily direction of the school. Its expenses for 1890~’91 
amounted, to 7,150 francs ($1,137.85). In 1891 there were a hundred 
pupils in the drawing school and a hundred in the trade classes.

SCHOOL FOR TAILORS, BRUSSELS.

The master tailors at Brussels, finding no properly qualified, jour
neymen tailors, resolved to establish a school for training skilled 
workmen,

The first Belgian school for tailors was opened at Brussels, April 
12, 1880, under the control o f the master tailors. The theoretical 
course includes- French, arithmetic, accounts, geography, history, and 
drawing, while in the practical department pupils undergo a three 
years’’training which qualifies each one to make his garment ( faire sa 
pièce). The first year is devoted to a complete course in sewing; the 
second year to completing the separate parts of a garment; the third 
year to putting together, pressing, and finishing the suit. A  fourth 
year is sometimes added, after which the pupil may consider himself a 
finished workman.

Cutting lessons were purposely omitted from the course of study to 
counteract tbe tendency in the trade for all men to become cutters 
while nobody was left to do satisfactory work with tbe needle. The em
ployers believed that to create a supply of skilled journeymen would 
conduce to their own , advantage and greatly improve standards in 
the business o f custom tailoring. They agreed to give preference 
always, to workers completing the prescribed course; and to the pro
gressive spirit o f the master tailors of Belgium the credit is due for the 
creation o f  excellent trade schools.

On account o f  tbe sedentary nature of tbe trade a complete course 
o f gymnastics is obligatory, under a competent professor connected 
with the school. The teaching staff consists of a director, professional 
tailors to supervise the actual work of the shops, and a professor of 
science.
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A  tuition fee o f 60 francs ($11.5S)i a year is charged all pupils, but 
the Brussels poor pay no. entrance fee; other pupils of the city pay an 
entrance fee of 50 francs (19.65), and those living outside the city 
limits 100 francs ($19.30). After six months’ probation, for all lads who/ 
have been faithful there is set aside in the school treasury a. certain 
wage, consisting of 1 franc. (19 cents), a week the first year, 2 franc&i 
(39 cents) a week the second year, and 3 francs. (58 cents) a week the 
third year; and the total, is given to the pupil on graduation, but he 
forfeits it if he leaves without completing the course. In the fourth 
year the worker receives all that he can earn. The school is well man
aged and is fulfilling admirably the ends for which it was estab
lished. Ex-pupils holding certificates of proficiency have obtained 
lucrative employment in. foreign countries.

In 18S9-’90 there were 32 boys in attendance. In 1892 applicants 
were being refused. The annual budget amounts to 12,000 francs 
($2,316), the state aiding with a subsidy of 2,000 francs- ($386),. the city 
paying 1,200 francs ($231.60),. and the,province 700 francs ($135.10), the 
master tailors subscribing the balance over and above receipts.

SCHOOL FOR TAILORS, LIEGE.

On a similar basis is organized the School for Tailors at Liege,, 
founded October 2, 1888, under the patronage of the government, the 
province, and the city. In  1890; 33 pupils were enrolled;, the state sub
sidy was 2,000 francs ($386), that of the commune and province being 
750 francs ($144.75) each. In 1891 there were 48 pupils. The earn
ings reserved for the boys amount to less than at Brussels, but the 
quality of work done is so fine as to have excited the admiration of 
renowned London firms.

A t Binche a school for tailors was opened in 1890, by the com
munal government, with 20 attendants.

SCHOOL OF TYPO G RAPH Y, BRUSSELS.

The School o f Typography (JEeole de Typographic) at Brussels orig
inated in the efforts of the compositors’ union to improve the conditions 
o f apprenticeship.

In most printing rooms the child entering to learn the trade of type
setter was a mere drudge and runner, carrying proof sheets, and doing 
almost menial work, and, after passing years at the business, he did not 
know even the elements of his trade. So many incompetents were 
thus enrolled in the calling that the union asked employers to require 
candidates to pass an examination, and in 1882 this rule was adopted; 
The large number of candidates rejected,, though the test was simple, 
dismayed the union and proved the great need for proper technical 
training. In  1886 the union called a joint meeting of its members and 
the largest printing firms, with a view to establishing a trade school;
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and through the efforts of the Printing Club and Library, the Printing 
Guild, M. Jean Dumont, editor of Le Typographe, and others inter
ested, the Brussels School of Typography was opened in 1888. The 
significant fact was recognized that, in those countries where tech
nical instruction was advanced,'as Germany, Austria, and Italy, print
ing had reached great artistic perfection; and Prance, not to be out
done, had opened a school for compositors at Paris, and was then build
ing a model institute for teaching the art of book making.

As a result of prolonged conferences and mutual concessions on the 
part of employers and the union the school was at last established, 
the publishers of Brussels agreeing to accept no workmen under 14, 
and to send all beginners to their free trade school.

After five years’ attendance pupils pass an examination and receive 
a diploma which entitles them to the wages of a skilled workman. The 
governing committee of the institution is made up half of employers, 
half of workmen.

The course is divided into two parts, one giving technical, the other 
literary instruction. Technical teaching keeps pace with that of the 
text book, and the pupil advances systematically in the knowledge of 
his trade to a full mastery of the printing art. During 1890, 71 young 
men were enrolled—19 in their first school year, 24 in their second, 18 
in their third, and 10 in their fourth. The classes are held at night, 
and during the day the pupils may be found scattered throughout the 
principal composing rooms and publishing houses o f Brussels. The 
expenses amount to about 7,500 francs ($1,447.50) annually.

BREW IN G SCHOOL, GHENT.

A  model brewing school was opened at Ghent in October 1887, 
founded by the Belgian Society of Brewers.

The school is divided into two sections. The first section is designed 
for the theoretical and practical training of foremen and journeymen 
brewers; tuition is free. The second section, not gratuitous, provides 
a complete education in the art of brewing for proprietors or directors 
of breweries.

During the first year 36 pupils were in attendance; of whom 13 were 
established brewers, 14 were sons of brewers, and 9 were aspirants to 
the position of brewers or directors of breweries. A ll these were pay 
pupils; but, besides, 27 attended the gratuitous section.

Stimulated by this success the organizers of the school still further 
developed their plan, and, in 1890, completed their work by the estab
lishment of a scientific station, similar to those that exist in Germany, 
in England, and in Denmark, whose office is to study all the questions 
o f a Scientific nature that pertain to brewing.

The school now consists of three sections—a free section, a techni
cal pay section, and a higher pay section. The gratuitous branches 
are French and Flemish brewing, applied mechanics, practical work
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in the brewhouse, and excursions to breweries. The course includes 
instruction as to waters available for brewing purposes, the barley, 
its germination, drying of the malt, methods of testing the malt, 
brewing by the methods of infusion, decoction, etc. In short, every 
process of the art is fully explained and demonstrated. The courses 
are given alternately in French and in Flemish, for 24 consecutive 
Sundays j and, on certain week days, pupils practise in the breweries 
of the city. A t the close of the school year the pupil is examined by 
a committee composed of two professors and four members of the ad
ministrative council of the school. W ith a possible 1,000 points the 
pupil may obtain 100 points for diligence in study, 600 points for the 
highest excellence in the course of brewing, and 300 points in me
chanics. Graduates of the Ghent school are highly esteemed, and 
they obtain large salaries. The average is 1,800 francs ($347.40) a 
year.

The technical course, for which 500 francs ($90.50) a year is paid, 
and the higher course, for which 250 francs ($48.25) is paid, include 
much more of the theory, chemistry, and technology of brewing. A  
complete bacteriological laboratory has been equipped, and a.model 
brewery is connected with the school, with a library containing Belgian, 
French, English, German, and American brewing journals and reviews.

The school budget of 1890 amounted to 30,000 francs ($5,790); state 
subsidy, 5,800 francs ($1,119.40); provincial and city subsidy, each, 500 
francs ($96.50). Since the founding of the school in 1887 the Flemish 
course of the gratuitous section has been followed by 54 pupils, and 
the French course by 57. In the-professional section 162 pupils have 
been enrolled; and at the opening of the superior section in 1890, 13 
pupils entered the new department, most of whom were master brewers 
or the sons of established brewers.

As a proof of the excellence of this Ghent school, the new scientific 
brewing institute at Berlin has adopted the same plan of study in the 
botanical course; and the new school of brewing at Lille (established 
in October 1890) has selected a course identical with that at Ghent.

TRADE SCHOOLS.

No manual training schools of the type of those in Saint Louis, To
ledo, New Orleans, Chicago, and Baltimore exist in Belgium. The 
nearest approach to their educational idea is embodied in two institu
tions, one at Ghent, newly established, the other at Tournay, one of the 
oldest foundations in the kingdom. The Tournay school, though called 
an industrial school and ranked as such in all catalogues, departs so 
widely from the lines pursued by the other industrial schools that it is 
more convenient and also more exact to describe it among the trade 
schools, of which it is by far the most important.

S. Ex. 65------13
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, TOURNAY.

The original aim of this establishment was to do away with the dis
advantages o f apprenticeship, which is usually passed under conditions 
unfavorable both to the technical proficiency and the character of the 
young workman.

In 1841 a school of arts and trades was opened at Tournay to per
fect workmen in local industries, to turn out good foremen and arti
sans—in a word, to teach manual labor properly. A t first a boarding 
department was attached to the school, and workshops for hosiery, car
pentry, casting iron and copper, locksmithing, and modelling. The 
whole was under the control of the clergy. Pupils were admitted at 
8 years of age, and could remain till they were 21. The price 
of board was 100 francs ($19.30) a year, besides which the school 
appropriated three-fourths of the earnings of the pupil in the shops, 
the other fourth being reserved for the boy till his departure from the 
establishment.

In 1860 the institution reorganized more on the model o f  other in
dustrial schools, retaining, however, the special workshops where the 
students were regularly employed all day; but, after 1865, it was on 
longer administered by priests, and the boarding department was kept 
entirely distinct.

As the school is at present operated, a theoretical industrial course, 
as well as shop work, is obligatory upon all pupils. This comprehends 
arithmetic, geometry, mechanics, physics, chemistry, industral econ- 
omy, and drawing, the first year being preparatory, the regular studies 
covering three years besides. They are pursued only in the early 
morning in summer and in the evening in winter. Drawing occupies 
six hours a week. The day is devoted to shop work.

The government contracts with a large manufacturer to assume the 
responsibility of carrying on the school shops, where he is at liberty to 
engage, too, his own workmen ; but he agrees to furnish always definite 
employment to the pupils at fixed rates. The classes in iron or wood 
work labor in squads under a teacher or foreman, performing all the 
processes requisite in the manufacture of the product. Such constant 
change of employment is, however, insisted on by the director of the 
school to prevent the lad from being a mere automaton or a routine 
worker, and to enable him to become proficient in all branches of his 
chosen trade.

Each student workman’s earnings are partly reserved for him until his 
majority, partly turned into the school treasury. The pupils are 
mostly over 14 years old, and each candidate serves six months 
probation before being finally received. I f  one shows no aptitude for 
a trade he is sent back to his parents. On entering the boy selects as 
his specialty either wood work or iron work, not both. The shops 
actually in operation admit of considerable liberty of choice among 
such pursuits as carpentry, joinery, iron casting, fitting, turning,
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core making, and copper work. Of late a special class lias been sent 
to a shop in the town where most beautiful and artistic ornamental 
iron work is produced.

The average yearly attendance is 125, and pupils come from Holland, 
England, Spain, Russia, and even America. The state contributes to 
the support of the school the sum of 21,000 francs ($4,053), while 
p ro v in ce  and commune each give 7,000 francs ($1,351) a year. The 
book work accomplished is less than that which American high school 
boys undertake. In winter the theoretical course is followed by lads 
of the town who do not enter for shop work, which swells the enrol
ment to 250, and entitles Tournay to class itself with other Belgian 
industrial schools.

TRADE SCHOOL, GHENT.

A s Tournay represents the earlier ideas regarding apprenticeship, 
the trade school for boys at Ghent stands for modern achievements in 
technical instruction; but the object is not, as in American manual 
training schools, to educate and to develop faculty, it is to form the 
best possible artisan by means of scientific preparation.

In 1882 M. Lippens, mayor of Ghent, announced that the creation of 
9, school of apprenticeship, where children coming from the primary 
schools could be instructed in wood and iron work, would be an essen
tial measure of policy.

In 1883 M. Lippens and M. Dauge, the alderman of public instruction, 
visited the apprenticeship schools of Paris, Rouen, and Havre. The 
Havre school particularly attracted their attention, both on account of 
its excellent organization, and because of the results obtained. Vari
ous circumstances conspired to delay the execution of M. Lippens’s 
project. But in 1887 the aldermanic college sent a special delegate, M. 
Devylder the present director of the school, to Havre to study the 
apprenticeship school of that city in all its details, as much from an 
educational point of view as from the trade and administrative stand
point. The favorable report of M. Devylder induced the board of public 
instruction to found a professional school for boys, and a course was 
opened in October 1887.

In 1890 the school was commodiously installed in a building erected 
especially for its accommodation. The course of study includes Flem
ish, French, arithmetic, practical geometry, accounts, the elements of 
physics and mechanics, a practical acquaintance with metals and com
mon woods, and drawing. Lessons and shop work in the well equipped 
school work rooms alternate during the day. No classes are held at 
night.

The pupils select either wood or iron as their specialty, and the shop 
instruction differs, accordingly, from the very first, although almost the 
same theoretical course is covered in both departments. Manual and 
mental exercises are so combined that, after three years’ application,
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the students are qualified to enter upon their particular trade. The 
iron work is specialized into forging', fitting, turning, and locksmithing. 
Boys aged from 13 to 16 may enter, and they must have attended 
for one year at least the highest class in a primary school.

This institution is equipped with one 12-horse power engine, fifty-five 
vises, six lathes (iron), one Whitworth plane, six forges, two ventilating 
fans, one ribbon saw, three power lathes for wood work, and forty-five 
complete sets of carpenters’ tools._ It is the intention to add immedi
ately other important machinery and tools, and to make the school the 
equal o f any of its kind on the continent.

Twenty-five pupils attended when the classes were first opened; in 
1890, 85 followed the course; in 1892 every place was filled, and appli
cants were turned away. A  committee o f twelve influential men has a 
general oversight of the school shops and assists in securing for grad
uates positions in some one of the many large industrial establishments 

■ of Ghent. Indeed, employers find the trade school boys very valuable 
workmen. The average pay they receive at first, in wood working 
shops, is 1 franc 60 centimes (31 cents) a day, and in iron works they 
get about 1 franc 80 centimes (35 cents) a day—considerably more 
than youths of the same age earn who have not had the advantages of 
the trade school.

The teaching staff consists of a director, a subdirector, instructors 
and foremen. The animal budget amounts to 27,060 francs ($5,222.58), 
the state granting a subsidy of 6,000 francs ($1,158), and the province
2,000 francs ($386).

N A TIO N A L SCHOOL OF W ATCH M AKIN G, ELECTR ICITY-, AND A P 
PLIED M ECHANICS, BRUSSELS.

The National School of Watchmaking, Electricity, and Applied Me
chanics at Brussels was founded in 1886 by private enterprise aided 
by the state, the province, and the city, with the design of furnishing 
young men the means of acquiring necessary theoretical and practical 
knowledge of all the branches of watchmaking, of the applications 
of mechanical principles to the construction of instruments of preci
sion, and of electricity.

The school is exclusively technical without the least reference to the 
commercial value of its products; but, nevertheless, a commission is 
authorized to sell the objects made by the pupils. The studies cover 
four years, beginning August 1 and ending July 1, each year. Both 
the theoretical and the practical courses are strictly obligatory.

The practical instruction includes preparatory education and pre
liminary work common to all branches of mechanical precision; the 
complete construction of a watch; the making of the movements; the 
setting up of all the parts o f watches, old and new; electric clocks; 
vBhronometry; telegraphy; telephony; electric signals; the making of
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instruments of precision 5 the construction of apparatus for purposes 
of demonstration in the school museum, etc.

The theoretical course includes mathematics, physics, chemistry, cos
mography, mechanics, elements of bookkeeping and accounts, French, 
and industrial economy.

Certificates are conferred after examination on pupils who have com
pleted their four years’ apprenticeship. A  travelling scholarship is 
granted to the pupil who finishes his studies with the highest credit, 
on the condition that he-will report, within the year, on the visits he 
may make to trade schools abroad.

For admission pupils must be at least 14 years of age, and possess, 
as a minimum, the education covered by the primary school course. 
The tuition is fixed at 250 francs ($48.25) a year, but the administra
tion gives scholarships or half scholarships free. Pupils serve a three 
months’ probation. The annual budget of the watchmakers’ school 
amounts to upwards of 15,000 francs ($2,895). The number of pupils 
varies from 20 to 25.

COURSE FOR STEA M  ENGINEERS, NAMUR.

A  course of instruction in locomotive driving and management of 
steam boilers (cours de manœuvre et <?’entretien des machines à vapeur) 
was established by the state at Namur in 1876. The teaching is con
ducted on Sundays, is public and free, and the state railroads allow a 
reduction.in fare to those attending. Certificates are delivered at the 
end of a year to pupils who possess sufficient knowledge of the branches 
taught.

SCHOOL FOR FISHERM EN, OSTEND.

A t Ostend a practical training school for fishermen was established 
in 1885 at the suggestion of M. Charles Janssens, who charged 
M. Defever, director of a free primary school, to draw up a special plan 
of studies for pupils destined for the occupation of fishermen. In 
1887 the fishing school was divided into two (higher and lower) depart
ments.

W ith the third year of primary studies in this school begins the 
technical instruction, which includes naval construction, navigation, 
the compass, exercises in finding one’s latitude and longitude, the 
North Sea, principal food fishes of the North Sea, places and seasons 
for fishing, implements for catching fish, preparation and curing of fish, 
etc.

In the fourth year the same studies are more extensively specialized. 
The variations of the compass are accounted for, and the corrections 
necessary for determining the true course are explained. Then the 
ocean currents are studied, the ebb and flow of the tides, high and low 
tides, the winds, their action on the sails, the water, sea charts, lati-
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tilde and longitude, calculation of distances, determination of routes, 
etc. The coast lines are modelled and made familiar, viz., the Belgian 
coast, and those of Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, and Eng
land. The formation of the shore of the North Sea, fishing stations, 
situation, distance and depth of the waters are also taught. Instruc
tion is given in the laws and international conventions concerning fish
eries, in all the arts of marine fishing, and in the repairing of appara
tus. In the fourth year a course in English is followed, with special 
reference to the use of the chief nautical terms.

During the year 1890-’91, 188 pupils attended this school, as follows : 
First year pupils*60; second year, 50; third year, 42; fourth year, 36.

The budget for 1890-’91 amounted to 2,400 francs ($463.20). The 
state, the province, and the commune pay, each, 800 francs ($154.40).

Since the founding o f this department 100 pupils, having completed 
the studies of the school, have secured places on fishing vessels.

The free school of Ostend, another establishment for the training 
of the sons of fishermen, was opened in 1890. The course requires two 
years for its completion, and 68 pupils were enrolled during the first 
year. The total cost of the school aggregates 4,000 francs ($772). 
The state subsidy is 1,500 francs ($289.50) ; the provincial, 500 francs 
($96.50). The deficit is covered by special subscriptions.

SCHOOL FOR FISHERMEN, BLANKENBERGHE.

In 1890 a free fishing school of lower rank was opened at Blanken- 
berghe„near Ostend. The instruction is given in winter, when the fish
ermen are at home, and on Sundays. The course is well arranged, and 
is sufficient for acquainting fishermen with all the ordinary duties per
taining to their craft.

The law of May 27, 1890, making it obligatory upon any one sailing 
in the capacity of master of a fishing vessel to possess a certificate of 
qualification, has had a salutary influence on the attendance at the 
fishing schools of Belgium.

Bertiaux says, too, that Holland, having enjoyed this special form 
of instruction for twelve years, has derived great advantage from it, 
not only in the matter of her fishery interests, but in the development 
of her merchant marine. In Holland it has been long understood that 
maritime fishing is the best possible apprenticeship for the formation 
of good sailors.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The aim of the Belgian industrial schools, says a government report, 
May 7, 1886, on the Condition of Industrial and Trade Instruction in 
Belgium (Rapport sur la Situation de VEnseignement Industriel et Pro
fessionnel en Belgique), is to give a workman scientific instruction bear-
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ing on his trade which he can not acquire in the shop; to develop his 
intelligence by acquainting him with the general laws of matter; and 
to free him from the tyranny of routine, enabling him to increase his 
economic value and thus better his material condition.

These institutions are essentially communal; perfect autonomy of 
management is left to the province or commune. The commune or 
municipality appoints teachers, prepares the expense budgets, ar
ranges programmes and rules, in fact, administers the schools. The 
government reserves only the right to approve and inspect with a view 
to control the general management of these institutions by virtue of 
its subsidy bestowed, and to aid in their development and improvement.

A t the close of 1889 there were fifty-four industrial schools in Bel
gium, some founded by private initiative, some by the state, with a 
total o f 14,947 pupils, of whom 1,304 were girls.

In 1892 thirty-five o f the most important of these establishments 
are described by Bertiaux in his book on technical education. These 
schools are located as follows: Anderlecht, Antwerp, Arlon, Ath, 
Bruges, Brussels, Charleroi, Châtelet, Courtrai, Fontaine l’Evêque, 
Furnes, Ghent, Gosselies, Hasselt, Houdeng-Aimeries, Huy, Jamioulx, 
Jemmapes, Jumet, La Louvière, Liege, Louvain, Marchiennes au Pont, 
Morlanwelz, Namur, Nivelles, Ostend, Pâturages, Saint-Ghislain, Se- 
raing, Soignies, Tournay, Yerviers, Vilvoorden, Ypres. Certain special 
courses, as photography at Brussels and steam engineering at Namur, 
are included.

In 1888 subsidies for the support of the industrial schools proper 
were granted to the amount of $50,809 from the state, $18,371 from the 
provinces, and $44,155 from the communes; aggregating, with receipts 
from other sources, $138,336. The special schools and courses also re
ceive liberal subsidies.

The value of these institutions to the laboring classes can hardly be 
overestimated. They meet the needs of various kinds of wage earners. 
Workingmen’s children, who become bread winners as soon as the 
factory laws allow, and even before, find in night study at the indus
trial schools the instruction which otherwise they would never have 
leisure to secure. Older men, moreover, discovering at the shop what 
they lack in efficiency, what hinderances bar their advancement, what 
influences must be counteracted, start in, even late in life, to supply the 
want by systematic training, which may be had absolutely without 
cost. Laborers 50 years old are not ashamed to seize such tardy op
portunities; and numbers of workingmen assert that they were fathers 
of large families before the chance occurred to enter on this coveted 
instruction.

More and more value.attaches each year to certificates from the in
dustrial schools, and many foremen and superintendents make it a 
point, in engaging or promoting workers, to require this test of capacity.
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Employers in general are strongly in favor of such practical industrial 
training, and some of them aid the schools financially. A  few em
ployers, however, object that the tendency is to overeducate the 
laborer, so that all workingmen expect to be captains of industry and 
none are willing to perform the duties of a private.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, ANTWERP.

Many Belgian schools, to which reference will be made, have been 
inspected by a British royal commission. The following statement 
concerning the Antwerp Industrial School is quoted from the report 
of this commission:

The Antwerp Industrial School is an evening school for workmen, 
who go through a definite course of instruction, having lessons in geom
etry, elementary science, and in drawing in its special application to 
various trades. The teaching is free, and is given in the Flemish lan
guage. In addition to the general course of instruction, which all the 
students of this school, as of other similar schools in Belgium, are ex
pected to follow, the commissioners found classes in which workmen are 

■ taught various special trades, such as wood graining and painting in 
imitation of marble; these being industries carried on in the city of Ant
werp. Twenty-seven pupils were at work in this class. The school con
tains 150 pupils in five classes. They enter at the age of 14 and up
wards, and remain four or five years. By a special ministerial decree 
children from the primary schools, who can satisfy the conditions of en
trance, are admitted at the early age of 12 years. Most of the pupils, 
however, have already spent more or less time in the workshop, and 
have, therefore, gained some familiarity with the practical details of 
their trade. The lessons take place between the hours of 6 and 9 every 
evening. Here, as in almost all other schools in Belgium which the 
commissioners visited, special attention is paid to drawing.

It is worthy of notice in connection with this school, as well as with 
other schools in Belgium, that the pupils are expected to go through a 
complete course of instruction as laid down in the programme for each 
year, and do not select such subjects as they themselves may consider 
to be more especially applicable to their own work. There is a prepar
atory course for young men who are not sufficiently advanced to enter 
the school. The annual cost of the establishment is $4,379.85, part of 
which is contributed by the town and part by the province and by the 
state. .

The criticism of the commission with regard to the rigidity o f the 
programme of study is hardly applicable at the present time. Students 
take up one or more branches of the course as time and capacity allow; 
or they pursue some branches one year, others the next, until the whole 
plan of instruction is compassed.

The Industrial School at Antwerp was founded in 1860, and ieorganized 
in 1866. The instruction, given in the Flemish language, comprises 
drawing lessons and the following scientific branches: Arithmetic, 
algebra, geometry, bookkeeping, hygiene, industrial legislation and 
economy, physics, chemistry, mechanics, and steam engines, with special 
courses for stationary engineers and in the materials of construction.
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Drawing includes linear, ornamental, geometrical; drawing from 
lines and from solid models, bas-relief, perspective, architecture, imita
tion (graining) of woods, marbles, and shells, plans for gardening, and 
sketching machinery.

The course covers four years, besides a preparatory term which 
pupils enter at 12 years of age. Classes are held almost entirely in the 
evening and on Sunday. In 1890, 355 pupils were registered. The 
state appropriated 9,500 francs ($1,833.50), the province 4,500 francs 
($868.50), and the city 11,000 francs ($2,123).

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL, BRUSSELS.

This institution affords a high order of technical instruction and 
resembles in some respects an engineering school, though intended 
chiefly for foremen and workmen. It was established in 1869 by the 
communal government, with the assistance of the province and the 
state. The curriculum requires three years for completion and includes 
the higher branches, such as geometry in its application to perspective, 
to stone cutting, audio timber; a full course in the construction of build
ings; special courses in electricity, chemistry, and designing machines; 
and unique and valued lessons in the art of photography. On Sunday 
mornings the building course is very largely attended by workmen in 
the building trades, particularly those in the employ of the city.

Pupils must be at least 14 years old, must be able to read and 
write well, and must know the four fundamental rules of arithmetic. 
Regular students study for certificates; the free pupils—those not bound 
to attend regularly—may listen to the lectures merely on presenting 
a card of admission.

Certificates of two kinds are awarded, general find special, the latter 
being for mechanical designing, electrical and civil engineering, and 
chemistry.

This institution boasts of a fine technological library o f about 12,000 
volumes, a chemical laboratory, a physical cabinet, /mineralogical col
lections, etc. In 1889-’90 there were 553 pupils enrolled; of this num
ber 212 were studying civil engineering, 68 mechanical design, 42 elec
trical science, 4 chemistry, and 16 photography. The school budget 
called for 124,372 francs ($24,003.80).

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL, CHARLEROI.

On account of the importance of Charleroi as an iron and coal centre, 
great interest attaches to the success the city has attained in affording 
a very high grade of scientific training to its thousands of miners and 
skilled iron workers who get their practical experience in the mines, 
founderies; furnaces, and rolling mills o f the vicinity. It is a proof of the 
intelligence of the working classes that these purely scientific advantages
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are so fully appreciated. Lads, adult laborers, foremen, miners, skilled 
artisans, after deriving as much good as possible from the excellent in
dustrial schools of their own immediate commune, such as Monceau- 
sur Sambre and Marchiennes au Pont, flock to distant Charleroi at 
night and on Sundays, not daunted by fatigue or inclement weather.- 
Pupils even come from the far away communes of Brabant and îsamur.

The school aims to supply in a practical way the special theoretical 
needs of all kinds of wage earners, and new studies are constantly be
ing offered as the demand arises. The latest course is one in the open
ing and management of mines (exploitation des mines)-, and it has as
sumed such value and importance that hundreds of miners frequent it 
on Sundays, spurred on by the fact that promotions at the mines are 
now granted chiefly to those who hold diplomas o f capacity in this 
study.

The Industrial School of Charleroi, now under the able direction of 
M. Demeuse and twenty-one professors, was founded in 1845 by 
the provincial council of Hainaut. The school, however, had shown 
only poor results up to its reorganization in 1865, when it was trans
formed into an industrial school proper, under the control of the com
mune, the province, and the state. Both on account of the large number 
of its pupils and the diversity of subjects taught, it is one of the most 
noteworthy schools of the kingdom. The courses in arithmetic, geome
try, astronomy, topography, and steam engineering require two years’ 
study; the other courses, one year. Instruction in physics, French, 
commerce, and drawing and -modelling is given three evenings in the 
week; the remaining studies are pursued on Sunday. In either class 
the annual tuition fee is but 6 francs ($1.16).

-Artisans compose the majority o f the pupils. School excursions are 
often made, under the escort o f professors, to the principal industrial 
establishments of the neighborhood; and large manufacturers and em
ployers interested in the institution award special prizes to students 
who obtain the highest distinction. The number of pupils enrolled in 
1889 was 934. The state and provincial subsidies amounted each to
10,000 francs ($1,930); that o f the commune was 4,000 francs ($772).

Graduates o f this school have organized a society known as the 
Association of the Alumni o f the Industrial School of Charleroi (Anciens 
Élèves Diplômes), with the purpose of establishing friendly relations 
among its members and of maintaining, developing, and perfecting the 
knowledge acquired at the school, by conversations, conferences, and 
excursions, and by all other means calculated to promote this object. 
This society has over two hundred members, though founded so re
cently as 1889.

The following Brief table shows the present occupation of 198 former 
students of this school :
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OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS OP THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, CHARLEROI.

O ccupation:.
N u m 
ber.

O ccupation. N u m 
ber.

9 2
A ' f ]11 _ t 2 1

1 2
2 8

TD . * , • \ 13 7
2 2

5  1 * i n  1 V j .. .1 11 jlh 11 h. r 1 2
2 1 i

60 I i
4 iD i rccTors, m|j in 0
7~j i

igfcSSi 1 i
1 2
f i 9
1 1
i 1
5 1
1 4

1QN 1
3 5
1 2
1 1
1 1
2 4
4
1 198

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, GHENT.

The Industrial School at Ghent, a superior technical school of great 
importance, was founded in 1828. The course was not well managed, 
however, and attendance declined. In 1834 the school was reorgan
ized, and more than 400 pupils followed the instruction with enthusi
asm.

The superintendents and the foremen of all the trades in Ghent at 
the time of the organization of this school came from England or from 
Germany. In 1834, according to Bertiaux, Ghent had not a single de
signer capable of making an intelligible drawing of a machine or of a 
mechanical or scientific appliance, even with a copy before him.

This last deficiency, so unfortunate for the further development of 
mechanical industry, was supplied by the intelligent foresight of Prof; 
Simonis, who had charge of the course of geometry; he made linear 
drawing an extension of that course, and, in connection with machine 
drawing, taught it to a class of 24 pupils in 1835.

The difficulty of addressing auditors, of whom a very large number 
could not understand French, led, in 1836, to the division of the course 
into two parts, viz., the French course, attended mostly by the sons of 
manufacturers; and the Flemish course, generally pursued by foremen 
and workmen of various occupations.

The different classes of the population pursuing the studies neces
sarily occasioned a notable difference in the methods of instruction; 
and so it came to pass that the French course assumed a scientific char
acter, while the Flemish course was especially directed to practical ends. 
Scientific principles were fully demonstrated, but every demonstration 
was immediately followed by the chief applications of which the prin
ciple demonstrated was susceptible.
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In 1856 the accidental explosion of a steam boiler led to the founding 
of a new course of mechanics, which was attended by more than 300 per
sons, the greater number of whom were charged with the care of steam 
boilers. The creation of a special diploma (brevet de capacite) gave a 
strong stimulus to the pupils of the new course, who by means of these 
diplomas secured advantageous positions in industry.

In 1852 a special school of industrial drawing and weaving was es
tablished, with a course parallel to that of the industrial school; but 
on reorganization in October 1860 the two departments were united 
under the name of an industrial school.

The curriculum of this school now includes the elements o f algebra 
and geometry, descriptive geometry, linear drawing and its applications 
to mechanics and machinery, ornamental drawing, the elements of phys
ics, elements of industrial mechanics, theory of steam motors, theoret
ical mechanics, with practical hand weaving and all the accessory oper
ations for making plain and figured goods, the preparation of cotton, 
linen, and silk fabrics, etc.; chemistry, with special reference to its ap
plications to local industries, such as sugar refining, distilling, soap 
manufacture, etc.; the chemistry of fibres and textile materials; bleach
ing, dyeing, etc.; industrial economy, elements of commercial accounts, 
theory and practice of photography, and the English and German lan
guages.

The weaving course includes preliminary operations, such as wind
ing, warping, beaming; harness for hand and power looms;' the prep
aration of woofs, bobbins, dressing machines; mounting and fixing 
looms, from the old hand loom to the most complicated modern Jacquard; 
glossing fabrics; weaving damasks, dimities, brocades, silks, velvets. 
The drawing of all kinds of textiles is obligatory, showing pattern, 
picks, stripes, etc. Samples of stuffs to analyze and reproduce are as
signed to the pupils, who soon grow proficient in the use of a variety 
of looms. Most of the graduates become superintendents or foremen 
in mills, or manufacturers on their own account.

The course of industrial drawing at the Ghent school is highly de
veloped, effective, and largely attended.

From 1863 to 1868 young women were taught the use of the sewing 
machine, at a time when that in vention was little known in Ghent. The 
lessons were of signal benefit, but were discontinued when machines 
became common possessions.

A  fine collection of casts, a library, a laboratory, a well arranged 
weaving room, and a photograph gallery complete the equipment of the 
institution. The models and machines are of great service in exempli
fying the principles o f instruction.

During the school year 1890-’91 the total number of pupils was 
1,645. The courses are entirely free, no tuition being charged in any 
department. Instruction is in both the French and Flemish lan
guages.
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The budget of 1890 amounted to nearly 60,000 francs ($11,580), sub-, 
sidies from state, province, and city covering the expense. The highest 
salary paid to any member of the teaching staff, 3,500 francs ($675.50), 
is earned by the professor of painting and ornamental drawing. Next 
to this official the professor of chemistry receives the most, 2,888 
francs ($557.38), and the professor of practical weaving comes next, 
with 2,800 francs ($540.40).

IN D U STRIAL SCHOOL, JEM MAPES.

The Industrial School at Jemmapes, a flourishing manufacturing centre 
near Mons, was instituted in 1880 by the commune and state, with the 
object of giving artisans of different occupations greater technical 
knowledge. The school has a three years’ course. Drawing, mathemat
ics, and mechanics are the principal branches taught. In 1889 there 
were 267 pupils. The state subsidy was 2,300 francs ($443.90), com
mune and province each paying 2,000 francs ($386).

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL, L A  LQUVIERE.

This institution, founded in 1888, under M. Berger and thirteen 
professors, has' already made a name for itself. It possesses besides 
the usual departments a commercial section especially for accountants 
and commercial agents. In addition china painting is taught. The 
making of porcelain is an important pursuit in the town, and manufac
turers in that and other industries give prizes for proficiency to the best 
pupils of the school. Established especially for workmen, its purpose is 
to impart the scientific knowledge requisite for the formation of good 
artisans, and to prepare them for worthily performing the functions of 
master workmen, overseers, and superintendents of trades and manu
factures.

Fourteen years is the age of admission. Classes are held on Sundays 
and in the evenings, and are attended by many miners, as well as by men 
of other vocations. Drawing is obligatory in the second and third 
years. The programme includes arithmetic, French, geometry, commer
cial science, physics and mechanics, the care and management of steam 
engines, chemistry and metallurgy, civil and mining engineering, the 
chemistry and manufacture of glass, painting on glass and porcelain, 
industrial economy, hygiene, surveying, and modelling. Tuition is free 
to pupils living at La Louviere. Others pay 4 francs (77 cents) at the 
time of enrolment, unless they come from a commune that grants a sub
sidy to the school, in which case they are admitted on the same terms 
as the inhabitants of La Louvikre. In 1889 there were 223 pupils en
rolled. The state contributed 4,570 francs ($882.01), the province 2,000 
fraucs ($386), the commune 4,225 francs ($815.43).
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OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES OF THE INDUSTRIAL »SCHOOL, LA LOUVlfeEE.

Occupation. Num
ber. Occupation. Num

ber.

Class o f  1889. Modeller. ...................................................... 1
1

C lerk ................................................................ 1
Draughtsman............... ............ 1 13Letter-carrier................................... 1
Miner.............................1..................... 1 Class o f  1891.
Stonecutter...................................................... 1

5 Designer............................ ............................ i
Fitter............................................................ i

Class o f  1890. Glassmaker .................................................. i
Miners....................................................... 3

C lerks...................................................................... 5 Modeller..........
Draughtsmen. . .  ............ ....... ................... 2
Fitters.............................. __________ 2 2Joiner.................... ............................... 1
Machinist.................................................... i 15

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, LIEGE.

The industrial supremacy o f Liege attracts to the city artisans of 
every trade; and as early as 1825 a lawyer, M. Dormal, founded the 
industrial school, which from that time has advanced steadily in scope 
and influence. From the first it was liberally supported by the citi
zens, by the Society of Emulation, and by the Society for the Encour
agement of Elementary Instruction. As early as 1828 a report was 
made showing its remarkable progress. After various changes in the 
faculty and curriculum the school was reorganized in 1836, the condi
tions of admission being made very severe. The .present regulations 
date from I860.*

The first year’s study embraces mathematics, geometry, and free
hand drawing. The second year calls for mechanics, physics, descrip
tive geometry, and the drawing of machines. In the third year the 
subjects are chemistry and metallurgy, engineering, hygiene, industrial 
economy, applied mechanics, steam engines and their care, and draw
ing as applied to machines, iron woTk, stone cutting, and carpentry. 
This work is specialized as follows: Industrial chemistry and metal
lurgy; applied mechanics, steam; electricity; building and engineer
ing; mining; firearms, comprising studies in the resistance of mate
rials, wood, castings, iron, steel, boring and drilling, and all the pro
cesses in the manufacture of ordnance. From October 1 to July 1 
courses are held in the evening; six hours each week being devoted to 
drawing, in three lessons of two hours each.

Liege is the centre not only of mines and enormous zinc and iron 
works, but also of an immense firearms industry. The weapons are 
made in sections in the homes o f the workers, both men and women 
being employed. The pieces are then carried to the dealer, who assem
bles them, rejecting a piece for the slightest flaw.

A t the industrial school 60 per cent, of the pupils are actual working
men. On leaving with diplomas students easily get lucrative posi-
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tions, feeing, in fact, much sought after; and a number have become 
prominent'in various branches of manufacture. In 1889-90 fifty-four 
diplomas and certificates were distributed to those completing' the three 
years’ course. Every year six travelling scholarships, worth 300 francs 
($57.90) each, are awarded to the six best pupils by the communal gov
ernment of Liege. These scholarships are conferred on condition that 
the holders make reports on the industrial establishments to which 
they are accredited as visitors. In January 1892 the number of en
rolled pupils was about 700. The budget for 1889-’90 amounted to 
32,524 francs ($6,277.13).

The following table shows the occupations of 148 of the graduates of 
this school:

OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES OF THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, LIEGE.

Occupation. Num
ber- Occupation. Num

ber. .

3 1
2 3
i 10
i 2
2 4
1 2

23 3
1 2
1 i
7 Mounter, machinery..................................... i
2 2
1 6
1 1
2 1
2 1

28 1
2 1

5.1 "SEBBB i 2
2 2
1 1

11
Gunsmiths............- ......................................... 6 148

IN D U STRIAL SCHOOL, LOUVAIN.

This institution was founded in 1876, and was installed in the same 
building with the Academy of Fine Arts, both being under the same 
management. The Central Belgian railroad contributes liberally to 
the support of the school, and the workmen in the extensive railroad 
shops of the city nearly ail attend the classes.

The studies are of three years’ duration, two years being spent in 
the preparatory department prior to entrance upon the regular course. 
In both six hours a week are devoted to drawing. In addition to the 
usual studies technology and technical drawing are taught, with 
mechanics, strength of materials, etc. The instruction is given in 
French and in Flemish. A  polyglot course of commercial correspond
ence has teen added, including French, German, English, Italian, and 
Spanish; and this teaching is o f special value. to all who look forward 
to a mercantile career. In this department alone there were 83 pupils 
in flie school year 1891-’92, and in all departments 378 on the rolls.
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The state and commune each paid a subsidy of 6,000 francs ($1,168) j 
the province contributed 3,000 francs ($579).

In connection with this institution a milling school of immense tech
nical significance and interest has been established. The course ol 
instruction is most thorough and of genuine practical utility. It 
includes the following subjects :

The study o f grains ; the botany of grain bearing plants, their culti
vation, the diseases peculiar to them, etc. ; the structure of grains and 
their microscopic examination ; the chemistry of grains ; noxious in
sects; the chemistry of flour, meal, starch, etc.; the study of adulter
ations; bread making, the quality and analysis of bread; the applica
tion. of physics to milling—water, steam, electric, and wind mills; trans
mission of power; different systems o f milling, grinding, pulverizing, 
granulating, etc.; and drawing, with particular reference to apparatus 
useful in milling.

The object of this admirable school is to train capable workmen, 
master workmen, and overseers in the milling industry. In 1891-’92 
fifteen pupils were taking this course.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, M AR CHIENNES A U  PONT.

The commune of Marchiennes au Pont, near Charleroi, is relatively 
very populous, and it is the centre of many important industries; 

, hence this industrial school has had a large attendance of pupils from 
its inception in 1873. The instruction embraces both general and 
special classes. The general course, lasting three years, comprises the 
French language, arithmetic, commerce, bookkeeping, algebra, geome
try, and linear and industrial, drawing. The special studies, covering 

•two years, embrace hygiene, industrial economy, mechanics, industrial 
physics, metallurgy, and working of mines.

The course of industrial drawing is well organized and produces 
excellent results. The teaching staff consists o f seven professors, 
most of whom are at the head of important industrial establish
ments. Many pupils from this school have obtained lucrative posi
tions. Certificates o f capacity are granted, after examination, to 
special as well as to general course students;

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL, M ORLANW ELZ.

In 1871 a drawing and industrial school was opened at Morlanwelz 
at the suggestion of the mayor, M. Warocqué, owner o f the important 
mines of Mariemont and Bascoup, and for years the financial mainstay 
o f the new institution. The instruction comprises mathematics, com
mercial bookkeeping, elementary and applied physics, strength of ma
terials, machine construction, technology, the management of steam 
engines, mining engineering, surveying and drawing.

The evening course requires five years for its completion, the Sun-
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day section takes three years. The evening programme has also two 
subdivisions, viz., a preparatory course of three years and a two years* 
course of mechanical drawing. Three subdivisions exist also in the 
Sunday section, namely, mining, three years; mechanical engineering, 
three years; and drawing, duration unlimited. Nowhere in Belgium is 
free-hand sketching of machinery in place, and drawing machines from 
models, better done.

Tuition is free and pupils must be at least 14 years old to be eligible 
for matriculation. Certificates of capacity are awarded to such stu
dents as pass an examination in all subjects that enter into the pro
gramme of study. These certificates are of five grades. For obtaining 
the lowest degree the applicant must answer correctly more than 51 
per cent, of the maximum number of questions; for the next higher 
more than 61 per cent, must be attained; for the third grade more than 
71 per cent, is required; for the fourth, more than 81 per cent.; and for 
the highest grade more than 91 per cent, of the examination questions 
must be correctly answered.'

The faculty includes 17 professors. In 1890 there were 170 pupils in 
the evening classes and 424 in the Sunday classes, a total of 594 stu
dents, some of whom were girls.

An association of pupils holding certificates from the Industrial 
.School of Morlanwelz was founded July 19, 1885, and is prosperous, 
having 114 members in 1890.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, OSTEND.

Founded March 12, 1866, and reorganized in 1888, this excellent 
school consists of two divisions, the industrial section and the section 
of fine arts. The studies in the former last three years, in the latter 
four years, both sections pursuing a common course during the first 
two years.

The special or applied classes comprise ornamental drawing, archi
tecture, mechanics, and naval construction. Ostend being a ship
building centre and the seat of large government works for that pur
pose, much attention is paid to the subject of naval construction, with 
rigid preparation in drawing, geometry, and mechanics. In the govern
ment shops, where the director of the school holds a prominent position, 
workers ate encouraged to attend the industrial classes; and most of 
the engineers and machinists in the mail and commercial service hold 
certificates from this institution. In the classroom both French and 
Flemish are used. The number of pupils is over 200.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, SERAING. ,

The Industrial School at Seraing was founded in 1858 by the 
commune, with thq aid of the province and the government, to educate 
young men to be designers and master workmen in metallurgy, 

S. Ex. 65------14
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machine construction, and civil engineering. The Cockerill iron works 
and other large industrial establishments contribute liberally to the 
funds of this institution. The instruction comprises a- general or pre
paratory course, and a more extensive special course of practical appli
cation to the produets and manufactures of the neighborhood.

In the general course of three years are taught industrial drawing, 
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, physics, mechanics, chemistry, hygiene, 
and industrial and commercial economy, etc. In the special eourse 
instruction is given in chemistry and metallurgy, applied mechanics, 
civil engineering, practical electricity, industrial hygiene, and other 

•subjects as the demand arises.
To serve as a preparation for the industrial school free evening 

classes have been opened, where the eommon branches, reading, writ
ing, arithmetic, orthography, and drawing, may be followed. ■ Pupils 
applying for admission to the industrial school must be 14 years of age 
or more, and must pass a rigid examination in these preparatory stud
ies. The institution, so important from its local position in the heart 
of a dense manufacturing centre, lives up to its opportunities and keeps 
abreast with modern methods, lately improving and enlarging its cur
riculum to give greater prominence to drawing, electricity, and metal
lurgy.

The Cockerill iron works supports on its own premises a venture, 
unique of its kind in Belgium—a school for miners—composed o f boys 
of 12, 13, and 14, who work all day in coal mines and are thus in 
danger of forgetting what they may have learned at school. To 
prevent this lapse into illiteracy and also to develop their intelligence 
and character, they are allowed to quit work early,- and at 4 o’clock 
they repair to a school room where a teacher employed by the firm 
instructs them for two or three hours. The lessons are attended with 
great benefit j and it is to be hoped that this plan will be adopted by 
other employers of youthful labor.

IN DUSTRIAL AND D R AW IN G  SCHOOL, SOIGNIES.

The industrial and drawing schools at Soignies were united in 1859 
and reorganized in 1878,- and together they are now installed in a new 
building adapted to their purposes. In this joint school all the teach
ing is designed to bear upon local industries, especially on stone cut
ting and the survey, quarrying, and transportation of freestone, which 
is the chief source of revenue in this region. The studies cover five 
years and include arithmetic, commerce, geometry, projections and per
spective, general physics and mechanics, architecture and civil engi
neering, economy, linear, relief, and industrial drawing, drawing from 
the antique, and architectural drawing.

The school is divided into three sections : A  preparatory section of 
drawing, with related subjects, common to all pupils, two years,- a 
section for drawing applied in the arts and industries ; and an indus-
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trial section, comprising several branches, eaeh requiring three years’ 
study.

In 1889 the number of pupils was 217, the state subsidy 3,000 francs 
($579), the provincial 1,250 francs ($241.25), and the communal 1,500 
francs ($289.50). Moreover, the large proprietors of quarries of the 
famous Belgian bluestone aid materially in supporting an institution 
patronized by nearly all their workmen.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, VSRVIERS.

The industrial school at Yerviers was founded in 1882, resulting from 
the combination in one institution of the School of Workmen and A r
tisans and the special classes in weaving, established in 1857 by the 
chamber of commerce. Instruction includes arithmetic and element
ary geometry, especially from the point of view of their application to 
industry; linear drawing as applied to machines and mechanics; ele
ments of physics; elements of industrial mechanics; elements o f chem
istry, considered in their applications to local industries, especially 
dyeing; the various processes of weaving; classification, composition, 
and analysis of fabrics; the theory of colors; ornamental drawing and 
drawing from nature, the composition of ornament with a view to de
signs for prints, damasks, velvets, carpets, shawls, and all steps neces
sary for adapting these designs to the loom, making samples, etc.

The first year all pupils follow the same course—arithmetic, French, 
and free-hand drawing. A t the beginning of the second year the 
studies subdivide into three specialities—weaving, dyeing, mechanics' 
and engineering. All the classes are held in the evening except that 

■ in practical dyeing and hygiene, which meets on Sunday. On that day, 
also, practical instruction in darning fabrics, woollens especially, is 
given to young women, over a hundred of whom assemble in the Sun
day morning classes. These girls are weavers, burlers, inspectors, 
and darners in the woollen mills, and tailoresses and dressmakers. 
The lessons are admirably thorough and practical, the mended places 
in fabrics being indistinguishable from new cloth, while pieces cut out 
completely are so skilfully restored as to deceive closest observers,

The weaving room is equipped with all appliances for thorough 
knowledge of the trade, and in both the theoretical and practical 
course analysis of stuffs is a specialty. Pupils completing the pre
scribed instruction are capable of reproducing any sample of woollen 
goods and telling all about it—how many threads there are in warp 
and woof, what numbers of yarn are used, what proportion of cotton 
and woollen there is, what mix and grade of materials, and how great 
is the strength*of the requisite dyes. Most of the graduates have re
munerative employment in the woollen mills of the town and province 
or with local and foreign cloth merchants.

In 1889 the number of enrolled pupils was 570; the state subsidy 
was 13,000 francs ($2,509); the provincial, 3,000 francs ($579); the com
munal, 8,000 francs ($1,544).
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DE A  W ING SCHOOLS.

The number of schools and academies of design in Belgium is re
markable. In 1889 there were 79 institutions of this character, with 
13,134 pupils. In this list the Boyal Academy of Fine Arts at Ant
werp is not included. The academy, with its 1,294 students, is by no 
means exclusively for artists, for, as the classification o f the pupils 
according to their professions shows, the largest number of any one 
trade were decorative painters (141), while professional artists num
bered only 114, and carpenters, architects, engravers, tailors, machin
ists, moulders, jewellers, and artisans of other trades abounded.

The Belgians have always been keenly alive to the fact that it is far 
from sufficient to train mere designers for special fields of industry, 
but that appreciative knowledge of art principles must be diffused 
among the people in order to create a demand for good work and to 
stimulate artists and artisans to the highest standards. The mere 
wage earning value of art—notwithstanding that great stress is laid 
on it—is held to be secondary to the deeper significance of art in the 
life of a people; and in Belgium, true art is an ever-present, dominat
ing idea, however much its universal application to industry may 
spring from commercial acumen.'

It is, therefore, not surprising that the principal cities boast fine draw
ing schools conserving all the old and high traditions which are the pride 
of the people. To deal properly with art education in Belgium would 
require a separate treatise; and this rejjort concerns itself only with 
the classes in industrial drawing existing in almost every school for 
drawing (école de dessin), and open both day and evening.

Women as well as men share all these advantages in art. A t the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Brussels, as elsewhere, the young 'women do 
excellent work and carry off many prizes.

Night classes are most numerously patronized, and the attendance is 
enormous. A t the Brussels academy colored objects as well as casts 
are much used as models, and alongside each model is a history or 
explanation of it printed in large letters, which the student is required 
to learn. The aim of all instruction is to develop the pupil’s individuality, 
the master giving free rein to the student’s interpretation instead of 
seeking to impose his own stamp. After the first year the courses are 
specialized according to the end to be gained. Attached to the academy 
is a superb museum of art curios, ancient and modern, freely drawn on 
for comparison between former and present artistic achievements, and 
used to stimulate the application of art to industry, thus inciting the 
emulation of the learuer.

Besides its noble academy Brussels possesses three other great 
drawing schools under large staffs of able teachers, with instruction 
suited to every branch of high and applied art—in Molenbeek-Sàint-Jean, 
Saint-Josse-Ten-Noode, and Ixelles, the three most progressive com
munes.
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For the first year the instruction is of a general kind and followed by 
all who enter. Emerging from these preparatory classes the student is 
guided to some extent in his next step by his life work or trade. I f he is or 
wants to be a mechanic, he turns to mechanical drawing; if a machinist, 
he draws models of machines; if a cabinetmaker, he adapts and origi
nates furniture; if an architect, buildings of all kinds and art history 
occupy him ; if a decorator, he remains longer in the elementary classes 
and pushes his studies further in the higher courses.

The secret of the success of these institutions is found in the circum
stance that great artists and skilled artisans are secured to teach in the 
industrial and art schools.

The smallest group of students pursuing any technical study—as, 
for instance, four or five young men learning cabinetmaking, or as 
many would-be ornamental ironworkers—get the instruction of a special
ist, an eminent specialist at that, and are not compelled to fall back for 
teaching on the master of general drawing. The professor of mechanical 
drawing is more probably than not a successful engineer and bridge- 
builder. Over the modelling rooms one of the famous sculptors of the. 
day will preside, whose mere presence is an inspiration.

Nearly every professor wears a government decoration for special 
attainments in some one line which is his main pursuit. The director 
of these schools are, as a rule, of high repute in the world of art 
achievement.

A t the Molenbeek-Saint-Jean school of design, in the poorest quarter 
of Brussels, attended by 600 pupils who are, almost without exception, 
workingmen and lads in blouse and wooden shoes, the small class in 
architectural drawing has been conducted for fifteen years by the ar
chitect who finished the famous law courts (palais de justice) when 
the man who designed and commenced the building died. This pro
fessor is now assisting the king’s q w R architect in the restoration of 
the royal palace at Laeken, and will probably in time succeed that 
functionary, as he stands practically at the head of his profession.

The drawing school at Soignies employs professors from the Brussels 
academy; and in the Bok faience works at La Bouvière the little draw
ing school for pottery decorators is taught by the same proficient masters. 
In the trade school for girls, rue du Marais, Brussels, the porcelain 
painting classes are conducted by one of the foremost artists in the 
city. Nor does the employment of these specialists interfere with 
the remarkably economical administration of the schools ; for, so small 
are salaries as a rule in Belgium, and so overcrowded is every avenue 
to a remunerative livelihood, that capable men are not unwilling to 
give several hours a week for what Americans consider paltry pay. 
Besides, these teachers believe in thorough work ; they are interested 
in education, and willing to advance the standards and achievements 
in art by personal participation in the drudgery of preparation essen-
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tial to success. With men like Portaels and Baes at the head o f the 
Brussels academy and painters o f great worth and repute in'charge of 
the drawing schools in almost every city, the supremacy of art in Bel
gium will not decline.

COMMERCIAL INSTITUTES.

The Commercial Institute (L’Institut Supérieur de Commerce) at Ant
werp is the only one o f its kind in Belgium. As its name implies, it is 
designed to fit pupils for commercial pursuits. The institute was 
opened in December 1853. The teaching staff consists of the director, 
professors, and the chief of the bureau of commerce with his assistants.

The course of instruction, which is both theoretical and practical, 
lasts two years. No subject of commercial importance is omitted 
from the plan of study. Attention is bestowed upon the minutest par
ticulars, and the whole character o f the teaching is practical as well as 
thorough.

During the first year five hours a week are devoted to banking, com
mercial accounts, bills o f exchange, contracts, commercial insurance, 
correspondence in French, Dutch, English,, and German, with special 
reference to buying and selling of merchandise, consignments, etc.
* In the same year two hours a week are allotted to the study of the 
history of commercial products. This course is pursued with great 
advantage, as the collections in the museum connected with th e in sti
tute are freely used to illustrate every branch of the subject.

The products of the mineral kingdom, for example, are first consid
ered. In this connection arsenical preparations are studied ; then 
phosphorus; carbon and its compounds, coke, anthracite and soft coal, 
animal charcoal, petroleum and its derivatives; iodine, bromine, min
eral acids, etc.

Then metallic substances—pdtash, soda, magnesia, etc., with iron, 
zinc, lead, antimony, bismuth, mercury, silver, and their compounds, 
and gold, platinum, etc., are studied.

Yegetable products come next, and all commercial roots, barks, 
woods, bulbs, seeds, flowers, and fruits, together with textile fibres, 
such as cotton, hemp, flax, etc., are carefully and practically considered.

Political economy and statistics occupy two hours a week of the stu
dent’s time throughout the first year. Under this head he is made ac
quainted with the object of political economy, concerning produc
tion, examination of the causes of the greater or less productivity in 
different places, concerning value, of money, o f credit, of the equaliza
tion of production with consumption, of international commerce, of the 
forms of production, of the distribution of wealth, o f the modes in which 
governments procure the necessary resources for the expenses of the 
public service, of statistics, their object, their use, their character, their 
divisions, etc.
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Commercial and industrial geography receives attention for three 
hours a week during the first year of the course, including the topo
graphical situation of the country, the nature of its soil, its mineral, 
vegetable, and animal resources; its political and social institutions, 
and their influence upon the prosperity of the place; the principal 
products of each locality; tables of exports; the principal products 
demanded in return by each place; imports; character of the economic 

• legislation and customs duties of each place; obstacles and facilities, 
to commerce; tastes and habits of the people in their relations to com
merce; description in detail of the principal places of commerce, their 
importance, etc.

One hour a week, in the first year’s course, is devoted to the principles 
of commercial law. Three hours a week are likewise consumed in the 
study of the German language; especially is the terminology of the 
principal articles of commerce thoroughly familiarized. Commercial 
correspondence and conversation in German are encouraged; while, at 
the same time, the commerce of Germany, the customs duties, the laws, 
the boards of trade, the banks, and the chambers of commerce are fully 
investigated. Three hours a week are also devoted to English studies 
of a similar kind. The Dutch language receives the same attention. 
This course is obligatory for all Belgian pupils. Optional Spanish and 
Italian lessons are also provided.

In the second year the same studies are pursued farther, and with 
the like painstaking thoroughness. Such training raises commercial 
pursuits to the rank and dignity of the learned professions.

A t the end of the second year of study the pupils are examined by a 
committee composed of seven members named by the government, and 
receive the diploma of licentiate in commercial science..

The institute has a well selected library of about 5,000 volumes, com
prising works on law, political economy, statistics, accounts, chemistry, 
history, geography, literature, etc., of various countries. There is also 
a chemical laboratory where pupils are taught analysis, and especially 
commercial analysis (as to strength, purity, adulterations, etc.).

The museum o f the institute is provided with an abundance of speci
mens and collections of great value for purposes of instruction; and 
the government aids essentially in the formation of such collections by 
instructing its diplomatic agents and consuls to keep this object in 
view.

The annual expenses of the institute amount to 85,000 francs 
($16,405). The receipts consist of a state subsidy, 45,000 francs 
($8,685) ; a city subsidy, 15,000 francs ($2,895) ; tuition fees, 25,000 francs 
($4,825). According to Bertiaux the attendance from 1853 to 1889 
was 3,879. O f this number 2,255 were Belgians and 1,624 foreigners.

During the existence of the school 398 Belgian ex-students have be
come heads (les chefs), or assistants in banks or commercial houses.
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Of these 184 are bearers of the diploma of licentiate of commercial 
science. < These pupils are distributed among the following occupations :

OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS OP THE COMMERCIAL INSTITUTE, ANTWERP.

Occupation. Num
ber. Occupation.

Bank clirectors, agents, etc............................ 155
213

8
Chiefs or associâtes of commercial houses .. 
Consuls.............................. ....... ..............

SCHOOLS OF INDUSTRY AND MINES.

Connected with the university of Liege is a school of mines of high 
repute; but as a type of this branch of higher technical education, the 
institution at Mons may be briefly described. The degree of engineer 
from this establishment is greatly valued.

As long ago as the year 1836 it was proposed by M. Thorn, governor 
of the province of Hainaut, tp establish a technical school for 
teaching subjects appropriate to the different industrial professions. 
The school was opened at Mons, November 1, 1837. A t first the 
’course of instruction was of two years’ duration, but in the school 
year l876-’77 the curriculum was enlarged, and the course was length
ened to four years.

Still the actual organization of the School of Mines and Industry was 
not perfected until October 1887, when the institution known as 
L ’École d'industrie et des Mines was established at Mons, the capital of 
the province.

Fourteen professors and five instructors are on the teaching staff. 
The course includes the specialties of mining, metallurgy, industrial 
chemistry, mechanics, locomotive, civil, and electrical engineering. 
A t the beginning of the fourth year each pupil is, allowed to choose 
what specialty he will adopt; until that period the studies and prac
tical work are the same for all students.

The annual tuition fee is 120 francs ($23.16). A t entrance pupils 
must be at least 16 years of age, and pass an examination in French, 
geography, history, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.

The school at Mons possesses a library, laboratories, and collections, 
and is well equipped for its work, especially in the department of elec
trical engineering.

The expenses for the year 1890 amounted to 62,450 francs ($12,052.85). 
The state subsidy for the year was 20,043 francs ($3,868.30), the pro
vincial subsidy was 27,087 francs ($5,227.79), the city.of Mons subsidy 
was 9,320 francs ($1,798.76). The average attendance at the Mons 
school is 80 pupils a year.
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CHAPTER IV.
PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN FRANCK !

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. :

Public school education in France began practically in 1833. In that 
year the distinguished statesman, Guizot, organized primary instruc- ' 
tion, dividing it into two grades, called respectively elementary and ad
vanced. The lower division, the elementary, included moral and civic 
instruction, reading, writing, the elements of French grammar and of 
arithmetic, and the legal system of weights and measures. In the ad
vanced grades, in addition to these subjects, pupils were to be taught 
the elements of geometry and its usual applications, mechanical draw
ing, surveying, some practical notions of the physical and natural 
sciences, singing, the elements of history and geography in general, 
and particularly the history and geography of France.

The advanced primary schools did not have the success which was 
hoped for them, for reasons which it would serve no particular pur
pose to outline here, so that in 1850 they were legislated out of exist
ence. In 1881 they were revived, and, since 1880 particularly, they 
have undergone a marked development. Curiously enough their 
suppression served to show the great gulf which existed between 
primary and higher education. It also marked the period of attempts 
to span it, in a measure, by so-called technical trade schools.

The system of public education in France has been entirely remod
elled in the last decade. The law of June 10,1881, made primary educa
tion absolutely free. The law of March 28, 1882, rendered attendance 
at school compulsory for children between the ages of 6 and 13 years, 
and gave to instruction a purely secular character. The law of October 
30,1880, definitely organized primary education in its various grades 
and confided it exclusively to the laity. In accordance with the terms 
of this enactment primary instruction covers the following classes of 
schools :

Infant schools (known popularly as kindergartens).
Elementary primary schools.
Advanced primary schools (a) and supplementary courses in 

connection with elementary primary schools (&).
Schools o f manual apprenticeship, as defined by the law of 

December 111 1880.

a The advanced primary school (école primaire supérieure) in France corresponds! 
very nearly to the American high school. Scholars enter at 13 years of age, after 
having graduated from the elementary primary school, and remain until 16 or 17.

6 In certain towns or villages where a small number of pupils wish to proceed: 
witn the higher primary instruction after having graduated from the elementary 
courses, instead of building up a new advanced primary school the instruction is • 
given in courses annexed to the elementary primary schools and called court 
complementaires.
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INFANT SCHOOLS.
The so-called infant school (école maternelle) or, to translate literally, 

mother school, is really not a school in the strict meaning of that word. 
It is designed to create a pleasant and imperceptible passage from the 
home to the school, imitating the affection and indulgence of the family 
while at the same time initiating the pupil into school work and regu
larity. Less attention is paid to teaching the child a mass of facts 
than to the development of its different faculties without fatigue, con
straint, or excess of application. He is taught to love the school and 
early to acquire a taste for work.

Below will be found in detail the programme of studies of these in
fant schools. The manual exercises are of the simplest sort, but they 
are, in a measure, an introduction to the more advanced training in the 
elementary primary schools. ‘

There are two grades in the infant schools, an infantile division for 
children between the ages of 2 and 5 years, and an advanced division for 
those from 5 to 6. Both sexes are received, but in the elementary and ad
vanced primary grades boys and girls are taught in separate buildings.

The following is the official programme of courses of study in the 
infant schools:

COURSjE o r  STUDY IN THE INFANT SCHOOLS.

Children from 2 to 5 years. Children from 5 to G years.

First prin
ciples of 
moral edu
cation.

Exercises in 
language.

Object les-, 
eons. In
formation 
about com
mon ob
jects. 
First no
tions of 
natural 
history. 
Illustra
tions on 
charts.

Care taken of the children in order to 
teach them good habits, to gain their 
affection, and to cause them to maintain
Sood relations the one with the other.— 

'irst notions of good and evil.

Pronunciation.—Exercises havingforaim 
the augmentation of the vocabulary of 
the child.—Little memory exercises 
(songs, fables, tales); questioning.

Names of the principal parts of the hu
man body; of the principal animals of 
the region; of nutritious plants and 
those most constantly seen, as trees and 
familiar flowers.—Name and usage of 
objects serving for clothing or used in
the house, for eating and at labor__
Study of colors and combinations at 
plav.—Notions in regard to day and 
night.—Observations upon periods of 
time (a day, week).—The names of day, 
evening before, and the morrow.—Age 
of the child.—The attention of tne 
child is called to the differences be
tween heat and cold, between rainy 
and fine weather.—Observations upon 
the seasons, their influences and prod
ucts.—First lessons in the education 
of the senses.—The child is taught to 
select and compare colors, shades, 
forms, lengths, weights, temperatures, 
sounds, odors, and flavors.

Simple conversations interjected during 
class exercises and recreation.—Little 
poems explained and learned by heart.— 
Relation of moral tales, followed by ques
tions to make sure that the pupil has un
derstood the point.—Songs.—Particular

. attention given to those children in whom 
the teacher has noticed some fault or vice 
springing up.

Combined exercises of speech, reading, and 
writing, preparatory to orthography.—1. 
Oral exercises; familiar questions having 
for object to teach children to express 
themselves clearly; correction of faults of 
pronunciation and local accent.—2. Memory 
exercises; recitation of short poems.—3. 
Written exercises; dictation, first of a 
single word, then of two or three, then of 
short phrases.—4 . Readings by the teacher, 
which are listened to and repeated by the 
pupils.

Elementary notions in regard to the human 
body; talks on hygiene.—Comparative 
study of animals, plants, stones, and metals 
the child knows.—Distinction between 
plants used for nourishment and those em
ployed industrially.—Stones and metals of 
ordinary usage.—The air, water (vapor, 
steam, cloud, rain, snow, ice).—Little 
object lessons, with the objects them
selves either before the eyes or in the 
hands of the children.—Familiar conversa
tions with the object of teaching certain 
elementary facts (the right and the left; 
names of days and months; the seasons; the 
distinction between the animal, vegetable, 
and mineral kingdoms), especially to cause 
them to observe, compare, question, and 
remember.
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COURSE OF STUDY IN THE INFANT SCHOOLS—Concluded.
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Drawing, 
writing, 
and read-

Arithmetic.

Geography.

History and 
tales.

Singing.

Manual ex
ercises.

Children from 2 to 5 years.

Making cubes, halls, etc., as play mo
saics.—Explanation of simple pictures 
(animals and common objects).—Mak
ing combinations of lines with small 
sticks.—Representation upon the_ slate 
of these combinations; description of 
common objects. No exercises in readr
ing, properly called.

Familiarize the child with the terms one, 
two, three, four, five, one-half; count
ing up to 10. Mental calculation with 
the first ten numbers.

Domicile and address of parents ; name of 
the commune ; simple exercises in rela
tion to distance.—Relative situation of 
different parts of the school.—Land 
and water.—The sun (its rising and 
setting).

Simple singing in unison.—Simple exer
cises.—Playing and marching.—Evolu
tions and drilling.—Attention to sani
tary matters and cleanliness.

Play.—Simple exercises in folding, weav
ing, and plaiting.

Children from 5 to 6 years.

Combinations of lines.— Representation of 
these combinations on the slate or paper in 
ordinary crayon or in colors.—Small origi
nal designs upon checkered paper.—Repro
duction of easy drawings made by the 
teacher.—Representation of the most sim
ple and usual objects.—First exercises in 
reading.—First elements of writing let
ters, syllables, and words.

First elements of oral and written emimera- 
tion.—Simple exorcises in mental arith
metic.-—Addition,, and subtraction, up to 
100.—Study of thé first ten numbers, and 
of the expressions half, third, quarter.— 
The four operations with numbers of 
two figures.—The metre, the franc, tho 
litre.

Familiar conversations and simple prepara
tory exorcises, serving particularly to 
evoke a habit of observation in the children 
by causing them simply to remark the most 
casual phenomena and the various configu
rations of the territory.

Anecdotes, tales, biographies, drawn from 
the nation’s history, accounts of voyages, 
etc., illustrated by pictures.

Singing in unison in two parts, learned ex
clusively by ear.—Play, marching, drill, 
etc.

Folding, weaving, plaiting, making combi
nations on paper or canvas with different 
colored woollen yarns.—Simple knitting.

An inspection of the manual work done by children in an infant 
school at Armentières, in the north of France, shows that sound ideas 
of elementary manual training there prevail. One hour a day is the 
time usually allotted to this kind of work. The children seem to take 
the greatest interest in what they do.

The programme of courses of study as outlined in the preceding 
pages is very closely followed in all the infant schools of France.

Charitable, quite as much as pedagogical, considerations influenced 
the original creation of infant schools. Now they are recognized as a 
most useful preparation to primary education, and the attention paid 
to the moral discipline and mental and manual instruction of the child 
predominates over the charitable idea.

The latest statistics available for the infant schools in connection 
with the public educational system of France are for the academic year 
1886-’87. A t that time there were 3,597 establishments giving instruc
tion to 543,839 pupils.

ELEMENTARY PRIM ARY SCHOOLS.

The elementary primary school represents the intermediate stagefln 
the public educational system. The child enters usually at 6 and re
mains until 13 years of age. There are four grades in these schools, 
viz., for children between the ages of 5 and 7, 7 and 9, 9 and 11, and 11 
and 13.

The official programme of courses of study includes instruction in

îfcâ

Æ
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the following- subjects: Hygiene and cleanliness ; ethical training; 
gymnastic and military exercises ; reading; penmanship; French lan
guage; history; geography; civic instruction; arithmetic; geometry; 
elements of physical and natural science; agriculture and horticulture; 
and singing. The official programme is followed almost uniformly 
and with only slight variation throughout the country.

W e give in detail so much of the official programme as relates in any 
way to manual training.

COUBp: OF STUDY IX  THE ELEMEXTARY PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Children from 5 to 
years.

7 Children from 7 to 9 
years.

Manual 
training 
for boys.

Simple exercises in 
braiding, folding, 
and weaving.— 
Cutting and ap
plying pieces of 
colored paper to 
geometrical de
signs.—-Small bas
ket work.—Com
binations of col
ored wool on can
vas or paper.

Exercises for devel
oping the skilful
useof chehands__
Cutting paste
board i cards in 
shapes of geomet
rical solids.— 
Basket weaving: 
combining twigs 
of different col
ors.—Modelling : 
reproduction of 
geometrical solids 
and very simple 
objects.

Manual 
training 
for girls.

Small exercises of 
the Eroebel sys
tem : weaving,
folding,braiding.— 
Simple works in 
knitting.

Knitting and stitch
ing : knitting to 
the right and re
verse, sides, in
creasing and de
creasing.—Cross- 
stitching on can
vas.—Elements of 
sewing: hems and 
whip-stitches.— 
Manual exercises 
for developing the 
skilful use of the 
hands; cutting and 
arranging pieces 
of colored paper.— 
Little tasks of 
modelling.

Ornament
al draw
ing.

Combinations of 
lines: represen
tation of these 
combinations on 
the slate, with a 
pencil on paper, or 
with touches of 
colors; small de
signs of invention 
on checkered pa
per; reproducing 
very simple de
signs made by the 
teacher.—Repre
senting very sim
ple common ob
jects.

Sketching straight 
lines and dividing 

’  them into equal 
parts; estimating 
the relations be
tween the lines; 
drawing and esti
mating angles.— 
First principles of 
ornamental de
signs.—Circumfer
ences, regularpoly- 
gons, rosettes, and 
stars.

Children from 9 toll 
years.

Construction of,cov
ered pasteboard 
objects, with de
signs of colored 
paper.—Simple 
iron wire work: 
trelliswork.—Com
bining iron wire 
and wood work:' 
cages .—Modelling: 
simple architect
ural ornaments.— 
Conception of the 
use of ordinary 
tools.

Knitting and darn
ing.—Cross-stitch
ing on canvas.— 
Elements of sew
ing: the running 
stiteh, backstitch, 
side-stiteh, whip
stitch, plain sew
ing, hems, seams, 
whip-stitching
edges, plaiting__
Perfecting simple, 
easy '■needlework 
(towels, napkins, 
handkerchiefs, 
aprons, covers), 
piecing, mending.

Free-h and drawing.— 
Ordinary geomet
rical curves: ellip
ses, spirals, etc.— 
Curves applied 
to the vegetable 
kingdom: stems, 
leaves, and flow
ers.—Copy of casts 
representing orna
ments in slight re
lief.—Geometrical 
representations of 
lines and perspec
tive, with plain 
lines then with 
shadows—geomet-

Children from 11 to 
13 years.

Combined exercises 
of designing and 
modelling: sketch
ing objects to be ex
ecuted, and con
structing objects 
after the sketches, 
or v i c e  v e n a .—•

, Study of the prin
cipal tools used in 
wood work__Prac
tical _ exercises.— 
Planing, sawing, 
and simple join
ing.—Railed boxes 
and joining with
out nails.—Wiiod 
turning—very sim
ple objects.—Study 
of the principal

. tools used in iron 
work. — Exercises 
in filing, smooth
ing, or finishing of 
rough objects from 
the forge or foun- 
dery. .

Knitting shirts, 
vests, gloves.— 
Stitehing on 
cloth. — Quilts, 
plaits, buttonholes, 
mending garments, 
darning. — Knowl
edge of cutting and 
finishing simple 
garments.—Knowl
edge of simple do
mestic economy 
and kitchen work, 
washing and repair
ing linens, the 
needs of the house
hold, the garden, 
and poultry yard.— 
Practical exercises 
at the school and at 
home.

First notions of geo
metrical drawing 
and elements of 
perspective.—free
hand I drawing.— 
Drawing of purely 
geometrical orna
ments from print 
or from relief: 
mouldings, egg- 
shaped ornaments, 
ogees, beads, den
tils, etc.—Drawing 
from print or from 
relief ornaments 
whose elements ara 
taken from the
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K8«-: COURSE OF STUDY IN THE ELEMENTARY PRIMARY SC H O O L S—Concluded.

Children from 5 to 7 
years.

Children from 7 to 9 
years.

Children from 9 to 11 
years.

rieal solids and 
ordinary simple 
obj ects.—Geomet
rical drawing.— 
Employment on 
the board of instru
ments for drawing 
straight linos and 
circumferences : 
rulers, compass
es, squares, and 
protractors.—This 
will be limited 
only to a knowl
edge of the use of 
those instruments 
which he will re
quire in the higher 
courso.

Children from 11 to 
13 years. •

.vegetable kingdom: 
leaves, flowers, 
fruit, palms, fhli- 
age, .etc.—Elemen
tary notions of the' 
orders of architect
ure illustrated on 
the blackboard by 
the teacher (3 les
sons). — Drawing 
of the human head: 
its parts and pro
portions.—Geomet
rical drawing.— 
Execution on paper 
by means of instru
ments, the geomet
rical figures which 
in the previous - 
course had been 
made on the black
board.— Principles 
of -coloring with 
even tints.—Repro
ducing designs of 
plane surface and 
light relief decora
tions : panels,
church windows, 
tiling, inlaid floor
ing, ceilings; fin
ishing some of 
these with India 
ink and coloring. — 
Representation by 
means of geomet
rical lines of geo
metrical solids and 
of simple objects 
such as framework, 
and pieces of car
pentering, exterior 
stops dressing, iron 
work, most ordi
nary furniture, etc,; 
employment of col
ors for indicating 
the nature of the 
materials. — Color
ing plans and 
charts.

■m

V :

Manual training commences where the pupil left off with it in the 
infant school, and is continued throughout the whole four grades of the 
elementary primary establishment. The instruction outlined for the 
highest division—for pupils from 11 to 13 years of age—would nat
urally call for workshops. Unfortunately these are not always forth
coming, as only a comparatively few communities have been public- 
spirited enough to provide them (a). It is unfortunate, especially in view 
of the fact that many children having completed their period of com
pulsory education, are drafted off by their parents into situations 
without having a chance to pass through the advanced primary school. 
A  two years’ course of workshop manual training, such as is prescribed 
by the official programme, would be of immense service to those who 
take up industrial occupations. No doubt studeuts o f this age are too

a In France tlie communes must supply the laud and erect the school buildings, 
which always remain local property. The state pays the salaries ot the teachers.
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2 2 4 REPOET OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

young to receive conspicuous profit in connection with any particular 
trade, but the knowledge of how to use tools, the dexterity of the eye, 
and suppleness o f the hand, the ability to fashion even the simplest 
object after a drawing, would serve them well no matter-what they did 
in after life. _

Manual training in this grade of schools is being considered more 
and more a necessary complement to a sound general education rather 
than as a practical end. As this view becomes more widely understoo'd, 
municipalities hitherto deterred by ignorance or indifference will make 
adequate provision for following out the official programme in its en
tirety. It is perhaps unfortunate that the courses of study are already 
so heavy that the only time left for the workshop is from half-past five 
to seven in the evening.

Generally speaking, the manual training courses for boys comprise 
two groups. The one consists in exercises destined in a'general way 
to unloose the fingers and t o . teach them dexterity, agility, rapidity, 
and accuracy of movement; the other, graduated lessons in modelling, 
serving to complement corresponding studies in mechanical drawing, 
and particularly designing in connection with industry. For the girls, 
besides cutting and sewing, a certain number of lessons and amount 
of advice are given not only upon domestic economy, but on morale, 
with a view of inspiring a love of order and a taste for housekeeping 
and to hinder the' acquisiton of frivolous and dangerous ideas.

From the infant schools to the advanced primary schools the follow
ing materials are utilized in the manual training courses : Straw, willow 
shoots, paper, thin cardboard, twine, wire, sheet iron, wood, iron, zinc, 
copper, modelling clay, pottery clay, plaster, chalk, and sandstone.

Manual training means from the beginning to the end a technical daily 
lesson, the theory of the immediate work to, be performed being par
ticularly emphasized. It means, also, free-hand and mechanical draw
ing, the sketching of common articles of manufacture and of their sepa
rate parts in plans, cross-sections, and elevations according to sc ale.

M AN U A L TR A IN IN G  IN  ELEM EN TAR Y- P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS FOR
BOYS, PARIS.

In 1873 M. Salicis, until his death general inspector o f manual 
training for France, conceived the idea of introducing manual training 
in the elementary primary schools. Workshops were then constructed 
in connection with the boys’ school in the rue Tournefort, forming a 
sort of annex. The city has ever since given 16,000 francs ($3,088) 
annually to pay for the necessary materials as well as the force of work
men teachers engaged to give the instruction.

Contrary to the general practice which admits only pupils from 11 
to 13 years of age to the workshops, the children enter here at 8. All 
do mechanical drawing and model work.
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In order to have more time for the shop the students o f the higher 
division (from 11 to 13 years) spend an hour longer each day at school. 
This division passes three hours daily in the workshops, and is divided 
into five sections, each of which spends one week alternately at carpen
try and wood turning, metal turning, forging and fitting, modelling 
and moulding, and wood and stone carving.

The children in the class immediately below (9 to 11 years) spend one 
hour daily in the shop, working alternately on wood and iron. Model
ling is done in a special class.

The youngest boys (8 years of age) devote two hours per week to the 
. shop, working also alternately upon wood and iron, and the same length 
o f time in modelling. The implements used by them are simply the 
rasp, the file, and the saw.

A  primary school teacher who has himself been instructed in manual 
training during his course at the normal school is in charge of the work
shops. Under him are placed five skilled workmen, a carpenter and 
joiner, a wood turner, a metal turner, a blacksmith, and a fitter, who 
direct the practical efforts of the pupils.

This institution is unique amongst schools of a similar grade in Paris. 
It was not accepted as a model for the rest, when in 1880 manual train
ing was introduced more generally. The commission having charge of 
the matter decided not to make, as it were, elementary trade schools, 
but to provide manual exercises in the workshop for the most advanced 
division only and to give to the instruction the character of a sort of 
gymnastics for the eye and the hand.

These views are embodied in the programme of studies already given 
and now in force. It seems probable, however, that another change will 
soon be made, for the whole subject has been recently carefully and 
thoroughly studied by a commission of experts at the head of which is 
M. Duplan, the subdirector of primary instruction for Paris. The 
principles adopted can not fail to have great weight coming from such 
high authorities. They are as follows:

1. Manual training in schools should be considered as a means of gen
eral education. It is besides an indirect preparation for the exer
cise of different occupations because it teaches the .method of handling
tools. I  , H  ,. .

2. Manual training should be above everything else methodical; it 
should comprise gradations and synthetic exercises. In order to 
encourage personal effort, competitions should be organized every two 
months between the more capable scholars. The greatest liberty 
should be allowed in the execution of the task imposed by the in-

3. Drawing being the base of manual training no object should be 
made without a full sized drawing of it having first been made by the 
student. The pupils should be familiarized with-the use of scales, 
cross-sections, and perspectives.

4. Manual training should be obligatory to all pupils.
5. Instruction should be given in the class room and in the work

shop.
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6. Modelling and the study and sketching of tools in general use 
should be exacted of all students, as well as for the younger ones other 
exercises, such as paper box making, folding, cutting, basket work, etc.

.7. Only scholars in the advanced division (11 to 13 years of age) and 
of the intermediate class (9 to 11 years) should go to the workshop. 
•However, if circumstances permit, one might also admit those of a 
younger grade on trial.

8. Instruction in manual training should be given during regular 
class hours.

9. Tim following amount of time should be given up weekly to man
ual training in the different classes of public schools. Infant schools, 
six hours. Elementary primary schools, nine hours, of which five 
should be accorded to manual training proper, and four to drawing and. 
modelling. Advanced primary schools, three hours in the first year and * 
two hours each in the second, third, and fourth year classes to manual 
training proper, and one hour in each of the four classes to modelling.

10. Instruction in manual training should be given by a regular 
teacher assisted by skilled workmen chosen by competitive examination. 
The latter should be taken for one year on trial.

11. One general programme should be prepared and be divided into 
three parts, viz., for the infant schools, elementary primary schools, and 
advanced primary schools, respectively, so as to insure harmony, uni
formity, and gradual development.

12. The manual exercises should always be preceded by theoretical 
and technical lessons on the subject in hand. The length of these 
latter should never exceed a quarter of the regular period.

13. In order to reduce as much as possible the expense o f the materi
als necessary for the prosecution o f the work the exercises should be 
so graduated as to allow the greatest economy in the use o f wood and 
iron.

14. The workmen instructors being chosen by competitive examina
tion, should be properly remunerated and allowed to improve their situ
ation. “

15. ' In order to make primary teachers competent to direct instruction 
m manual training they should be assigned for certain periods of time 
to the school in the rue Tournefort for observation and practice.

Paris at the present time workshops for the prosecution of manual 
training exist in one hundred and one boys’ elementary primary schools, 
or fully one-fourth of the whole number for Erance attached to this 
grade of schools.

Below is given a table showing the number of lessons and hours each 
week given to the different subjects taught in the elementarv nrhnarv 
schools of Paris:
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■ mCHAP. IV.---- DH) US TRIAL EBUCATION IN FRANCE.

COURSE OF STUDY 1ST ELEMENTARY PRIMARY SCHOOLS, PARIS.

Subject.

Moral and civic instruction.
Reading and recitation........
"Writing................................
Drawing. „ ------------------
Drawing, art...................... .
Drawing, mechanical..........
Arithmetic, elementary —  
Arithmetic and metric sys

tem.
Grammar..............................
D ic ta tio n ........................................
French language--------------
History................................
Geography........................ -
Physical and natural science
Object lessons...................
Hygiene, domestic econ

omy.
Mannal training..................
S e w in g ....................... ...................
Cutting and dressmaking .
Singing................................
Gymnastics.......- ........ -̂----
Military exercises..............
Recreation periods....... ......

T o t a l . . . .........................

7 to 9 years.
9 to 11 years. 11 to 13 years.

Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls.

LessonsHours Lessons Sours Lessons'Hours Lessons Honrs Lessons Hours
■per per per ■per per per per per per "Per

week. week. week. week. week. week. week. week. week. week.

8 .11 S 21 5 21 5 21 4 2
14 7 3 3 4 4 3 11 -2 if
10 5 5 21 5 21 2 14 2 14

14 2 4 2 4
• 2 11 2 H " 1 1 1 1

3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .5

5 21 |
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

(«) (a) 2 14 2 11 2 11 2 i i
a 5 « 2 1 2 11 2 11 2 11 2

3 2| 2 11 1 1 1 i

1 1

13. 2 31
c'2 ft 1 1J 1 14

1 24
2 1 1 1 1 a 2 2 2 2
5 2A 5 21 5 21 3 1-1 5 24

2
10 10 21 10 21 8 2 ID 24

73 321 .50 821 49 1 45 371 46 85

«H istory and geography taught in combination. 
b For boys only. 
cFor girls only.

M AN U A L TRAIN IN G IN  E L E M E N T A R Y  PR IM A R Y  SCHOOLS FOR
BOYS, LILLE.

After Parris. Lille 1ms perhaps done the most of all French cities for 
the development of mannal training in purely primary schools. There 
are nine workshops, in seven of which wood and metal work is carried 
on, modelling in plaster in another, while the ninth is devoted to book
binding and paper box making. Four hundred and seventy-one pupils, 
between the ages of 10 and 13, receive instruction in the shops during 
four hours weekly.

The original cost of the equipment o f all the workshops was about
30,000 francs ($5,700). Each shop is provided with ten carpenters’ 
tables, ten benches foT metal work, and four forge furnaces and anvils, so 
that sections of twenty-eight boys may work at one time. The annual 
cost of maintenance, which includes the salaries o f  the special teachers 
as well as the cost of materials used, is 15,200 francs ($2,933.00).

The instructing force consists of an overseer (surveillant) who is one 
of the regular teachers of the school and who has himself passed through 
a course of manual training in the normal school, a first-class carpen
ter and joiner who can also "do wood turning, and a skilful mechanic 
who understands fitting, metal turning, and forging. The overseer 
occupies himself with the elucidation of drawings, theoretical explana-
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228 REPORT OF v THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

tionSj and the supervision of the conduct of the boys. The Workmen 
teachers are charged, simply with the direction of all practical work.

They are paid 500 francs ($96.50) each per year for eight hours of 
presence weekly (except during the holidays) in the workshops.
' The system of instruction followed is quite interesting. It is the 
creation of Prof. 0. Codron, who is the technical director of the work
shops attached to the Industrial Institute of Lille, as well as the super
visor of the manual training department of the public schools.

Prof. Codron carefully designates the work to be done in the differ
ent years and even the order in which it is to be executed. He then 
makes on a sheet of paper a series of drawings, showing the plan, eleva
tion, and a cross-section of the object to be executed. Dimensions are 
also given. In a note below he sets forth first the usage to which the 
object is put and then detailed practical directions in regard to its 
execution. These sheets are posted conspicuously on the walls of the 
workshops. On brackets immediately beside them are the actual 
objects themselves, which have been previously made by pupils and 
now serve as models.

The students in the drawing class draw in their workshop notebooks 
the objects they are expected to make. In the shop itself, with the 
sketch, the sheets, and a model before them, they are in the best pos
sible position to learn how to translate a drawing into a material 
object of utility. This of course is the prime consideration in a skilful 
mechanic. It is safe to say that whoever can do this well will never 
want for work. Boys can be taught to do it in school, and in so learn
ing they enhance wonderfully their material prospects in life. The 
period of apprenticeship is materially shortened for a carpenter, ma
chinist, or fitter to about six months. A t the end of that time the boy 
o f 13J years of age becomes what is known in France as a half-work
man and earns 1 franc (19 cents) at least per day.

The instruction in manual training is given after school hours, from 
half-past 5 to half-past 7, four days in the week. The classes are divided 
into two Sections, one of which works in the wood and the other in the 
metal workshop. In the month of March the sections change places, 
the metal workers going to the wood workshop and vice versa. Stu
dents, therefore, are neither fitters nor carpenters when they graduate, 
but they know something of both occupations. More than this, they 
have learned the use of intelligence in its application to hand labor.

A  kind of museum is established in each school in which the best 
made objects are kept on exhibition, with thé name of the student 
workman perpetually attached.

M AN U A L TR A IN IN G  IN  E LE M E N TA R Y  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS FOR
GIRLS, PARIS.

' The municipal authorities of Paris have for more tiffin twenty years 
paid particular attention to the development of manual training in 
connection with the education of girls. Since 1867 instruction in sew-
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ing lias formed a part of the regular programme of elementary primary 
schools. The progression of exercises is as follows :

In all the classes the articles necessary for an exercise in sewing— 
cloth, canvas, needles, and thread—must be prepared before the time 
set apart for thè lesson.

Instruction in sewing must never be individual. It must be given 
orally and simultaneously to the whole class, and the theorems must 
always be elucidated by figures on the blackboard.

Each pupil, being provided with the necessary articles, must do the 
work in accordance with the method outlined.

A t the end of each month the pupil must do some original work. 
This is properly examined and classified.

The work required of girls in the different classes is specified below 
in detail.

INSTRUCTION IN SEWING-.

1. Course fo r  girls between 7 and 9 years o f age.

Marking: Simple stitch, cross-stitch on canvas; exercise in Roman 
letters.

Sewing: Running stitch, whip-stitch, side-stitch.
Application: Simple sewing, whipping, hemming.
The employment of canvas in this course is of great utility, not only 

for the study of cross-stitching, but for plain sewing as well. It per
mits putting in the hands of the children the blunted points, which 
preclude all idea of danger, and it accustoms them little by little to a 
suppleness of the fingers very necessary in sewing.

Cotton thread dyed is used, as this makes work more attractive in 
the eyes of the children and renders defective workmanship more 
readily visible.

As soon as the study of the first stitches is finished the child sews 
on a piece of cotton cloth without having had it made ready for her.

The attention of the child is evoked by the attractiveness of this 
new field of labor.

One lesson of hours is given each week.

2. Course fo r  girls between 9 and 11 years o f age.

Marking: Roman letters, italics, initials upon coarse cloth.
Sewing: Running stitch, side-stitch, whip-stitch, backstich, making 

buttonholes.
Application: Whipping, simple sewing, turning in seams, hemstitch

ing, making buttonholes.
Mending; ‘Putting a patch in the corner with a whip-stitch.
Both white and colored threads are used, as also cotton cloth or linen 

in small pieces, without being prepared.
The buttonhole stitch is first taught before cutting the cloth.
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All scholars must do the same ■work. The teacher must watch that 
everything is done in the same fashion after a typical piece which 
•serves as a pattern and has been prepared before the class.

During the first quarter each scholar makes a workbasket for her- 
seli? marks it with her name, and keeps in it her needle, thread, thimble, 
and scissors.

One lesson o f I f  hours is given each week.

3. Gowse fo r  girls between 11 and 13 years o f age.

Marking : Roman letters, italics, initials on fine linen or cotton cloth.
Sewing: Recapitulation of the different stitches studied in the two 

preceding courses; exercise in herring-bone stitching.
Application: Buttonhole making, joining, eyelets, seam-stitching on 

the bias, seam-stitching in quilting, seam-stitching zigzag, gathering. '
Mending: A  square piece, whip-stitched and backstitehed; a trian

gular piece in the same manner; darning and repiecing stockings.
Both white and colored thread are used as well as long and short 

needles. The pieces o f cloth on which the work is done are put away 
m the scholar’s workbasket, which she is obliged to prepare during the 
first quarter.

Mending, a most important thing in housekeeping, holds a conspic
uous place in the programme.

One lesson of I f  hours is given each week,

INSIRUCTION IN CUTTING-, BASTING, AND MAKING UP.

Instruction in cutting, basting, and making up was first organized in 
1877 in the seventh and ninth arrondissements (a) as an annexed course 
to the girls elementary primary schools. D uring 1878 a general course 
of instruction and application was created in each municipal subdi
vision of Paris, which was given for three hours every Thursday. In 
the following year, 1879, it was decided that henceforth this important 
branch of education should form an integral part of the regular courses 
of study in all of the elementary primary and advanced primary schools 
of the city.

In order to make the teachers efficient to direct the work two 
courses of normal instruction were opened on Thursdays (the weekly 
holiday in the French schools), which teachers were invited to follow. 
A s a special inducement a supplemental salary was awarded to all 
those who received the certificate of aptitude after having success
fully completed the course. Practically all now possess the certificate.
* The following programme, uniformly followed, gives in detail an out

line of the work required in connection with cutting, basting, and mak- 
ing up:

a A municipal division equal in areato perhaps tliree or four wards in American 
cities.
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Course fo r  girls between 11 and 13 years o f  age.

All the pupils must learn to take measures. The teacher picks out 
two scholars at a time; the first takes the measure o f the second and vice 
versa. The measurements are written on the blackboard and scrupu
lously verified by the teacher. The attention of the students is Galled 
to the precautions necessary when the measure is taken on clothes 
which already fit badly.

A  manikin may be employed for a theoretical demonstration, but 
never in the practical, since the figures which represent the measure
ments of the manikin are soon learned by heart, and hence teach 
nothing.

The measurements duly verified and corrected are left inscribed on a 
part o f the blackboard. The teacher assigns one of the class in reg
ular order to design on the other part of the blackboard the pattern 
in accordance with the given measurements. The. whole class copies 
this—the more advanced portion on paper, the other on slates—using 
always life-size proportions. The teacher walks around during the 
exercise indicating mistakes, and after the exercise examines carefully 
and marks the work done. In this manner the first hour and a half of 
the period is occupied.

Then the scholars under the direction of the teacher place their pat
terns on the cloth and learn how to cut out and baste the parts together. 
This done, the sewing and complete making up follow. Dresses, jackets, 
aprons, baby linen, etc., are the objects made.

These subjects form part o f the examination required for graduation 
from the elementary primary schools. Within a certain limit of time, 
at this examination, each pupil must trace a pattern of a basque in its 
proper dimensions, then cut it out in cloth, and baste the parts prop- 
.erly together.

Two and a half hours per week are given to instruction in this course.
The educational administration of Paris has thus defined the aim of 

these courses of study and application:
The instruction should aim at only useful ends and every exercise 

which is not of practical utility should be avoided. Our courses in the 
elementary primary schools ought not to endeavor to form workers 
specially trained in any particular branch of work. To do this is the 
mission of the trade school. The sole purpose of the instruction given 
should be to prepare scholars to become in later life good housekeepers 
and mothers of families. Therefore, as the programme shows, the work 
done is that which is of constant utility in the home circle, such as 
mending clothes, darning stockings, making linen, adapting cast off 
clothing of large children for younger ones, etc.

INSTRUCTION IN HYGIENE AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

This course of study, while purely theoretical and given orally, is an 
important adjunct to manual training. In certain of the advanced 
primary schools of Paris kitchens and laundries are attached for pur-
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poses of practical and manual demonstration, but there are none of 
tliese annexes to any of the establishments in the particular grade we 
are now considering.

While the oral instruction is going on the pupils have their needle
work in their hands and partially occupy themselves with sewing. 
This accustoms them to listen, and work with their fingers at the same 
time—a situation in which the practical housewife is very often placed. 
This course occupies three-quarters of an hour per week.

Course fo r  girls between 11 and 13 years o f age.

FIR ST TERM .

Hygiene: Definition of hygiene. Hygiene of the dwelling. Choice 
of a house, sanitary requirements, ventilation. Care of the house and' 
furniture from the sanitary jioint of view.

Domestic economy: Definition of domestic economy. Duties of the 
mistress of the house. Qualities requisite in a good housekeeper— 
order, economy, cleanliness, vigilance. Budget o f receipts, expenses, 
with daily account keeping. Inventory of the furniture. Eent and 
taxes. Conditions of renting a house; the lease and notice to leave.

SECOND T E R M .

Hygiene:. Heating and lighting from the hygienic standpoint. Ven
tilation o f rooms provided with heating appliances. Dangers of having 
stoves in sleeping rooms; necessary precautions. Properties of differ
ent kinds of fuel an.d their influence upon the respiratory organs. Dif
ferent modes of lighting. Precautions necessary with oil lamps, gas, 
etc. Influence of light on the vision. Hygiene o f the sight.

Domestic economy: Choice and care of furniture. Distribution of 
housekeepers’ work. Cleaning to be done daily, weekly, and in certain 
seasons. Advice upon the best way to make beds, sweep, and dust. 
Cooking utensils. Different forms o f stoves and ovens. Lighting fires. 
Cleaning and lighting of lamps. Care of cooking utensils and dishes. 
Puel, economic indications upon the different sorts, their proper em
ployment. The cellar, care to be taken of wine, provisions, and general 
keeping in order.

TH IRD  TERM .

Hygiene: Hygiene in relation to clothing. Properties of different 
kinds of cloth, silk, woollen, cotton, linen, etc. Influence of color in 
relation to clothing.. Style of clothing from the hygienic standpoint. 
Cleanliness of clothing and underclothing; its influence upon the 
health.

Domestic economy: Choice and care of clothing and underclothing. 
Materials necessary for all kinds of sewing. The employment of sew-
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ing machines. Making of clothing and underclothing. Patching 
and darning. Laundry work, materials used in this branch. Lye and 
soap washing. Instructions on the washing, folding, and ironing of 
linen. Different kinds of soil spots and the best way to remove them.

M AN U AL TR A IN IN G  IN  E L E M E N T A R Y  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS FOR
GIRLS, LILLE.

Instruction in manual training in this grade of girls’ schools at Lille 
does not differ materially from the system in vogue at Paris. In all of 
the twenty-one of these schools three and three-quarters hours are 
devoted weekly to instruction in sewing to picked members of the two 
highest classes, i. e., pupils from 9 to 13 years of age. There are in 
addition six courses of cutting and dressmaking, which are held from 
10 to 12 o’clock every Thursday morning. Ten to fifteen chosen pupils 
from each school attend. The municipality makes an appropriation of 
1,200 francs ($231.60) annually to defray the cost of these special 
courses. Students after'completing them find themselves in a position 
to earn 1 or 2 francs (19 or 39 cents) per week immediately on leaving 
school. In three months’ time they are paid 50 centimes (10 cents) a 

'day and at 16 years of age they gain easily 2 francs (39 cents) per day. 
A t 25 years of age they are often comfortably established in businesses 
of their own.

Every Thursday evening, from 7.30 to 9.30, two courses in cutting 
and dressmaking are given to those students who have left school 
before having completed their studies in order to enter situations found 
for them by their parents. Forty-seven are now availing themselves 
of the privilege. The municipality bears the expenses, which amount 
to 900 francs ($173.70) a year.

ADVANCED PRIM ARY SCHOOLS.

The official programme of courses of study in this grade of schools 
is given in detail in the following pages.

The distribution of classes and the amount of time accorded to each 
study has not been officially regulated. An inspection of the distribu
tion of classes in such advanced primary schools as Lille, Roubaix, 
and Tourcoing will fairly indicate the prevailing conditions. A t Rou
baix, for example, an exceedingly well equipped advanced primary 
school exists. The city is, moreover, a great industrial centre. In this 
school the time per week alloted to manual training is as follows: 
Fourth year class, five and one-half hours; third year class, four hours; 
second year class, two and one-half hours; first year class, three and 
one-half hours. This is, however, above the average.

Workshops had, up to the year 1889, been provided for 207 of the 
503 schools and supplementary courses of this grade*
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The official programme of courses of study in the advanced primary 
schools of Prance includes instruction in the following subjects : 

Penmanship; French language and elements of literature; history; 
geography; civic instruction and political economy; arithmetic; alge
bra; geometry; surveying; bookkeeping; elements of physics; chem
istry; natural sciences; hygiene; agriculture and horticulture; modern 
languages; electrical instruction; singing; gymnastic and military ex
ercises.

W e give in detail so much of the official programme as relates in any 
way to manual training.

COURSE OF STUDY IN THE ADVANCED PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Drawing for boys and girls.

Continuation of tlie exercises of the elementary schools, and application of the 
following programmes:

Free-hand drawing: Drawing of purely geometrical objects, from copy and relief; 
mouldings, ovals, heart-shaped ornaments, heads, dentils, etc.

Drawing from copy and relief: Ornaments whose elements are taken from the 
vegetable kingdom; leaves, flowers, fruits, palms, foliage, etc.

Exercises in designing from memory.
Elementary notions of the orders of architecture given on the blackboard by the 

teacher (three lessons). .
Drawing of the human head: Its parts and proportions.
Geometrical drawing: Execution on paper, with the aid of instruments, the geo

metrical figures which in the previous schools had been made on the blackboard.
Principles of coloring with even tints.
Reproducing designs o f plane surfaces and of light reliefs: Panels, church windows, 

tiling, inlaid flooring, ceilings. Some of those to be finished with India ink and 
coloring.

Representations of geometrical solids and other simple objects, such as framework 
pieces of carpentry, exterior stone dressing, iron work, most common pieces of furni
ture, etc., by means of geometrical lines. Employing of colors for indicating the 
nature of the materials. Coloring plans and charts.

Geometrical drawing for boys.

Plane geometrical figures. Executing, to a certain scale, from a side sketch, a 
plane surface decoration (tiling, inlaid flooring, borders, church windows). Color
ing with even tints, the different parts, either to conform to the sketch, or to com
bine the colors in such a way as to obtain a satisfactory decorative effect.

Projection. Executing, to a scale to be determined, from a side sketch, a drawing 
of a horizontal projection (plan), and of a vertical projection (elevation) of a geo
metrical solid. Displacing this solid parallel to the plans of projection, and giving 
new projections after the displacement.

Penetration. Executing, to a determined scale, after a side sketch given to the 
pupil, a drawing, by projection (plan, elevation), of two solids which mutually 
penetrate each other. The surfaces of the solids must be developed if they can be. 
The following are cases of the above: A sphere and a regular prism (square or 
hexagonal), of which the axis passes through the centre of the sphere; the sphere 
and cylinder to the cone of revolution. Cylinders of the same diameter, etc.

Plans of perspective. Making, by the exact processes o f linear perspection, the 
representation of simple solids (the cube, prism, cylinder), alone, side by side, or 
above one another, but without penetrating. The pupil will receive a sketch on 
which will be indicated the dimensions of the solids, the position which they are to
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occupy on the picture, the point of~view, and the height above the ground; ftlso 
the dimensions to .fee given on the perspective picture.

Parts o f machinery and plans o f  buildings. Execution on a given scale, afteT a 
sketch, the drawing of the parts o f a machine, or the plan of a building.

Ornamental designing for bogs and girls.

The proofs of ornamental drawings are always taken from models in relief.
The material conditions of acceptance, and the rules for the correction o f drawings, 

are determined by the ministerial circular of May 1, 1883, relative to the examina
tion of drawings by the superior commission.

Manual training for boys.

A . W OO D  W O R K .

P r i n c i p a l  woods employed in the constructions and. in machinery; qualities and uses.
Principal tools employed in wood work. -
Various kinds of exorcises in sawing, boring, planing, turning, and joining.

B . IR O N  W O R K .

Properties, varieties, qualities, and uses of iron; principal tools usually employed
in iron work. __ ,

Work with the file, the hammer, and forging, soldering, chiselling, boring, turning,
putting together, and adjusting.

Sketching- objects in iron or wood to be executed, and their construction after the 
sketch.

Manual training for girls,

HOUSE W O R K .

The dwelling: furniture, care of the furniture.
Food: arrangement of the kitchen; utensils, cleaning.
Supplies: water, bread, milk, lard, butter, oil, cheese, sugar, coffee, etc.; choice 

and qualities of meats; various modes of cutting meats; boiled beef, soups, fryings, 
roasts.

Elementary principles o f cooking.
Poultry, game, fish, eggs.
Vegetables: nutritive qualities; cutting, conserving.
Fruits: nutritive qualities and conservation; preparation of jams.
Drinks: wine, cider, beer, vinegar, alcohol, liquors, fruits preserved in brandy.
Heating: wood, coal, coke, charcoal; prices and heating power o f various fuels.
Heating apparatus: fire places, stoves, hot air furnaces.
Lighting: vegetable and mineral oils, candles, gas, various kinds of lamps.
Washing: lye washing of linens by the old and the new methods; potash, soda, 

soap, chlorides.
Scouring: effects of grease, of acids, of alkalies, of mud, of ink, of paint, etc.
Ironing. .
Clothing: qualities of the various tissues; their imitations; preserving woollens 

goods and furs during the summer; hygiene of clothing.
N E E D L E W O R K .

First gear.—Review of the elements included in the work o f the primary school 
in order to equalize and perfect the work already done.

Various kinds o f stitches; hemming, whip-stitch, flattened seams, gathering, cro
cheting, knitting,.

Simple darning; knitted darning.
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Hemming’ handkerchiefs, serviettes, linen cloths.
Flattened, seams in men’s shirts, and -womens’ and childrens’ chemises.
Lessons in dressmaking : childrens’ stays, corset covers, cap,s, bibs, bedding, babies’ 

robes or swaddling clothes; young girls’ chemises.
Lessons in cutting and fitting : corsets, childrens’ stays, corset covers, bibs, bed- 

ding, babies’ robes or s-waddling clothes; young girls’ chemises.
Second year.—Review of the various stitches used in sewing: running stitch, back

stitch, quilting, hemstitch, whip-stitch.
Buttonholes and connecting threads.
Needle embroidery ; feather-stitch.
Marking embroidery without models : initials, gothic and fancy lettering.
First lessons on the sewing machine : simple work.

, Lessons in dressmaking: mens’ shirts, womens’ and childrens’ chemises; womens’ 
and girls’ drawers ; flannel undervests ; womens’ skirts.

Lessons in cutting and fitting : waists, flannel undervests, womens’ skirts, dresses ; 
three or four models of simple robes taken from existing fashions.

Instructions in the manner of taking measures, taking orders, and fitting the 
clothes.

Third year.—Mending different garments; darning, various kinds of stuffs; darning 
holes.

Trimming womens’ hats.
Working the sewing machine.
Cleaning and repairing.
Lessons in dressmaking: linens for women and girls, with trimmings;" laces ahd 

embroidery; chemises, chemisettes, undervests, dressing jackets, drawers, gowns, 
corset covers, bonnets, collars, cuffs, etc.

Dresses with and without trimmings.
Summer clothes for women.
Exercises in cutting: clothing for little boys and girls; aprons, blouses, jackets, 

boys’ trousers, drawers, robes, cloaks.
The table which is given below shows the occupations followed by- 

students leaving (either as graduates or without having completed the 
full course of study) the advanced primary schools for boys in France 
during the years 1884, 1887, and 1890. The number of schools repre
sented in the table is 537.

OCCUPATIONS OP E X -ST U D E N T S OP A D V A N C E D  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS POR BOYS
PR A N C E .

Occupation.
1884. 1887. ' 1890.

Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number: Per cent.

Students, industrial ortechnical schools 
of higher grade.

Apprentices, laborers, and purely tech
nical employés in different industrial 
establishments.

Employés of railway companies............
Commercial pursuits.............................
Agricultural pursuits___r ...................1
Government service................................
Army and navy........................................

350

1,205

121 
1,869 

549 
513

3.46 
11.90

1.20 
18.46 
5.42 
5.07

.568

2,468

176
. 2,280 

1,344 
399 
259 
683

16$ 
1, 206

5.29 
23.00

1.64 
21.25 
12.53 
3.72 
2.42 
6.37

1.52 
11.24

573

3,776

158 
2,344 
1,403 

374 
172 
693

' 57 
.2,181 

99 
926

74

4.46

29.39

1.23 
18.27 
10.93 
2.92 
1.34 
5.38

.41
17.04

.84
7.21

.58

Banks, financial institutions, the com- 
' mercial marine, etc.

Teachers in other schools............ ; .........
Students in other schools......................
Sent abroad to learn foreign languages..

827
1,248

8.17 
12.32

Returned home without taking up any 
occupation so far as known. 

Deceased...............................................
3,442 34.00 1,103 

79

10.28

.74
Total................................ .............. 10,124 100.00 10, 728 100.00 12,830 100. Ofl
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The inférence to be drawn from the foregoing official statistics is the 
•very satisfactory one that pupils who have either wholly or in part 
completed the courses of study in thé advanced primary schools (about 
the same grade as the American high school) are more and more tak
ing up purely industrial occupations for a livelihood. ,The effect of 
manual training which has been steadily developing during the last 
ten years has been to augment the proportion from 11.90 per cent, in 
1884 and 23 per cent, in 1887 to 29.39 per cent, in 1890.

The figures just quoted refer to the whole 537 boys’ advanced primary 
schools of France in operation on December 31,1890. Of this number 

'34  have placed themselves under the operation of the law of December 
11, 1880, i. e., make a specialty of trade or technical training in response 
to the particular industrial needs of the region w7here they are sit
uated. It was officially ascertained that 46.46 per cent, of the Students 
graduating or quitting these schools during the year 1890, either passed 
on to technical schools of a higher grade or entered purely industrial 
occupations in a technical capacity. No statistics have as yet been 
compiled for girls’- schools of this grade.

It would be both interesting and instructive to give a detailed ac
count of many of the excellent advanced primary schools where man
ual training is carried on, such as at Paris, Lille, Eoubaix, Tourcoing, 
Eouen, and other places. But space forbids indulgence in this regard, and 
information relating to one or two typical ones only can be presented.

MANUAL TRAINING IN ADVANCED PRIMARY SCHOOLS FOR
BOYS, PARIS.

Every school of this grade in Paris has a workshop attached for 
manual work in wood and iron.

The tasks assigned are practically those prescribed in the official 
'programme of courses of study already given in detail in the preceding 
pages. Two hours weekly are assigned to workshop instruction in 
manual training in each o f the three years of the course of study and 
two hours per week each to geometrical and to free-hand drawing.

In the first year’s class there is a special section composed of candi- * 
dates for admission to the national schools of arts and trades at Aix, 
Angers, and Châlons. This section devotes ten hours instead of two 
hours weekly to workshop training. During the twelve years, 1878 to 
1889, exactly 200 students from the advanced primary schools of Paris 
secured admission to the national schools of arts and trades, while 
89 Were admitted to the still higher Central School of Arts^and Manu
factures.

In the third year a separation takes place into commercial and in
dustrial sections.

W e give below the number of hours per week assigned to each of the 
* prescribed subjects of study in the advanced primary schools for boys 

at Paris.
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COURSE OE S T U D Y  I N  A D V A N C E D  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS E O S  BOYS, P A R IS .

Hours per week.

Subject.
%

Eirst year. Second
year. Third year.

Regular
course.

Candi
dates for 
national 

schools of
All

students.
•Indus-

trial
course.

Commer
cial

course.
trades.

Manual training— _______ _____________
Drawing, free-liând....................................... 2

2

Mathematics............................................ g Ü 2
‘4
.3Physios and chemistry................................... 1Natural history....... ..............................

*Applied mechanics.................. ...............
Industrial economics...................................
Eeench.language and literature____ _____ __ 4 3Foreign languages....................................... 4History__.“ . . 7 ._______....______ ... n

Geography............................................. * 2Legislation________ _________________ . B
■Bookkeeping __________ ____ ___ 1 o 1Penmanship".... ......... ............. ...........
Moral and civic instruction........................... 1 1

14
3

.1Singing............................................. 1£Gymnastics and military exercises. - ............ i i
3

Total................................................. 3 6 i 32 I '34J 344 364

The table given below shows the occupations followed by ex-students 
of the advanced primary schools for boys at Paris. The figures of the 
table cover the years 1878 to 1889.

OCCUPATIONS OF E X -ST U D E N T S OE A D V A N C E D  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS EOR BOYS, P A R IS .

Occupation.

Students, technical schools of higher grade.........
Technical employés in industrial establishments
Technical employés in government service..........
Commercial pursuits______ ___________________
Non-technical employés in government service ..
Army apd miscellaneous'occupations.................. .
Students, other schools, non-technical.................
Deceased____». . . . . . . ........................ i .   .......
Unknown...............................................................-

Total.................................................

Number. Per cent.

539 5.81
• 1,99» 21.55

46 .50
.4,039 43.53

156 1.68
158 1.70
713 7.69
48 .52

1,579 17.02
9,277 100.00

It is interesting to note the large number of these boys who have 
entered technical vocations o f some hind. Of the whole number shown 
above, -9,277 boys, 2,584 or 2.7.86 per cent, appear in this class. This 
includes students in higher technical schools as well as those employed 
in technical positions either in industrial establishments* or in govern
ment service.

MANUAL TRAINING IN THE ADVANCED PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR 
BOYS (INSTITUTE TURGOT), ROUBAIX.

This school was founded in 1880, and the manual training feature 
was added in 1885 by the city o f Roubaix. The school prepares boys 
for the national schools of arts and trades or for commercial or indus; 
trial pursuits. The course of instruction covers four years.
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The instruction in theoretical branches is that prescribed by the state 
for advanced primary schools, more attention, however, being given to 
mathematics, drawing, and mechanics. The manual work is in wood 
and iron, one-half the time being devoted to each during the first and 
second years. During the third and fourth years pupils work entirely 
at wood or at iron. The work done consists o f useful articles such as 
patterns for machines (made of wood) mouldings, vises, tools, drilling 
machines, etc., and carpentry. The workshop for metal work has three 
drilling machines, seven lathes, one double forge, three grindstones, 
twenty vises, and twenty work benches: each pupil has one hammer, 
six files, one rule, one squaring rule, one rim square, one chisel, and one 
punch. The workshop for wood work has twenty work benches and 
each pupil has one large plane, one jack-plane, and one ordinary plane, 
two saws, one chisel, and one hammer. In the daily work the foremen 
may teach the pupils by taking the tools in hand and showing them 
how to do certain parts, but in work done for examinations only the 
pupils themselves are permitted to touch the tools.

The following table shows the course o f study with the fime given to 
each branch, and hence outlines the relative importance of manual train
ing in comparison with other branches. The school hours are from 8 
a. m. to 12 m., and from 2 to 7 p. m. with an intermission from 5 to 5.30p. m. 
Prom 5.30 to 7 p. m. most ©f the time is given over to study, but there are 
classes in singing and German besides the studies of the table below, 
and manual training work. On Thursday afternoon there is no school 
session.

COURSE OF ST U D Y  I N  TH E  IN S T IT U T E  TURGOT, R O U B A IX .

Accounting................
Agriculture...............
Algebra.......... - .........
Arithmetic................
Chem istry-------- --------
Composition.............. .
Dictation..................
Drawing, linear........
Drawing, ornamental
English...................... '
Ethics..-----------------
French.................—
Geography................
Geometry...................
Grammar...................
Gymnastics...............
History......................
Literature. . ............
Manual training.......
Natural history.........
Ornament...................
Physics-..*........ ........
Reading ....................
Recitation.................
Study................ ........
Style — .......... ..........
Writing.....................

Total................

Subject.

Honrs per week.

First
year.

1

21
3
2

31
1
311
21
111
1
2

131
2

464

Second
year.

1
1
31
3
2

4111
311
21
2à11111nil

46|

Third
year.

1
1
21
3

31
1
3 1 1 1 
2
4 1 1 
1 
1 
1

12411
464

Fourth
year.

111
211
1
2
2
411
2
3
1
1
3

&41
111

H
404
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The attendance at this school in 1891 was: First year’s class, 775 
second year’s class, 67; third year’s class, 52; fourth year’s class, 32; 
total, 228 pupils.

The pupils who leave the school enter upon commercial and indus
trial pursuits—mostly the former. . They belong generally to the bet
ter element of the middle class (bourgeois). The pay which ex-pupils 
get, either as apprenticed workingmen or as clerks, etc., averages 
about 25 francs ($4.83) per month for such as have attended the 
school one year, 40 francs ($7.72) for those having attended two years, 
50 to 60 francs ($9.65 to $11.58) for those having attended three years. 
Those who finish the course earn about 75 francs ($14.48) per month 
upon leaving the school. About 15 per cent, of the graduates continue 
their instruction at the National School of Industrial Arts at Boubaix.

The instruction is gratuitous. Forty boarders are received, who pay 
500 francs ($96.50) annually for board. Admission is by competitive 
examination. Candidates must be at least 12 years old and must have 
a certificate of primary education.

Following is the annual budget of this school:
Expenses paid by tbe city of Ronbaix:

Indemnity for residence of tbe director and five professors (a)....... ......  $926.40
Pay of two teachers .of manual training..................................................  463.20
Five indemnities for lodgings (a)..............................................................  463.20
Janitor..................................................................................................... . .  212.30
Furnishings for laboratory and shops........................ ............................... 501.80
Prizes...............       154.40
Furnishings for class instruction............................................   38.60
Fire overseers (during study hours).........................................................  386.00
One teacher of mechanical drawing........................................................  154.40
One teacher of German language....... .....................................................  154.40
One teacher of English language................................ .............................  308.80
One teacher of singing............................................................................... 115. go
Various indemnities and sundries................................. . .................. 86.50

Expenses paid by the state:
Salary of director...................................................................................... 579.00
Salaries of five professors at 2,000 francs each........................................ 1,930.00

Total annual expenses..................................................................... . 6,484.80

The brief table which is given below shows the occupations of 604 
ex-students of the Institute Turgot, covering the period from 1880 to 
1890:

OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS OP THE INSTITUTE TURGOT.

mm

Tear.

Industrial
pursuits.

Commercial
pursuits.

Higher tech
nical schools. Other schools. Government

service. Total.

Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Perber. cent. ber. cent.. _ ber. cent. ber. cent, ber. cent. ber. cent.

1880.... 1 9.1 10 90.9
1881.... 2 16.6 9 75.0 1 8.4 121882.... 6 37.5 5 31.2 3 18.8 2 12.5 161883.... 8 27.6 7 24.1 5 17.3 7 24.1 2 6.9 ’29 1001884'.... 17 31.4 21 38.9 7 13.0 7 13.0 2 3.7 54 1001885___ 25 * 31.6 36 45.6 4 5.1 11 13.9 3 3.8 79 1001886.... 22 29.7 33 44.6 5 6.8 13 17.6 1 1.3 74 1001887.... 27* 38.0 32 45.1 7 9.9 5 7.0 71 1001888.... 30 38.5 31 39.7 8 10.3 7 9.0 2 2.5 78 1001889.... 36 45.0 29 36.2 9 11.3 6 7.5 80 1001890.... 46 46.0 34 34.0 13 13.0 7 7.0 100 100

a In. lieu of rent.
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It will be noticed that during the eleven years for which the sta
tistics aré available there has been a marked advance in the propor
tion of those who have either passed on to some technical school of 
higher grade or have entered directly into some industrial calling, viz., 
from none and 9.1 per cent, respectively in 1880, to 13 per cent, and 
46 per cent, in ISOO. Only one-third instead of the great bulk of the 
students now connect themselves with commerce. I f  these figures 
show anything, they prove that manual training is becoming increas
ingly influential in giving a technical bent to the mind.

M AN U AL TRAIN IN G  IN  AD VA N CED  PR IM A R Y  SCHOOLS FOR  
BOYS, TOURCOING, ROUEN, AN D LILLE.

The conditions of admission, programme of courses, and character 
of workshop training at Tourcoing,- Eouen, and Lille do not differ mate
rially from those at Paris and Eoubaix. A  statistical statement of what 
has become of ex-students from the advanced primary schools in the 
two first named cities may not be without interest.
OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS OF THE ADVANCED PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

(INSTITUTE COLBERT), TOURCOING.

Occupation.

Apprentices and workmen.............................
Industrial pursuits......................... ...............
Agricultural pursuits. - . .............................
Commercial pursuits......................................
Office employés, industrial establishments.. 
Office employés, commercial establishments.
Employés, government service......................
Students, higher schools.........................
Student, military school................................
Architect.........................................................

Total.......................................................

1887-8 1888-89. 1889-90.

25

1890-’9L

3»

OCCUPATIONS OE EX-STUDENTS OE THE ADVANCED PRIMARY SCHOOL EOR BOYS,
ROUEN.

Occupation. Number. Occupation. Number.

Students, national'schools of arts and 18 Commercial establishments................... 171trades. Various branches of industry...............
Students, national school of agriculture 2 Agricultural pursuits....... .1................ 1$at Grignon. Students, normal sohools....................
Students, veterinary school at Alfort... 3 Obtained diplomas.............................. 5$Students, school for engineers of the 3 Obtained certificates of education......... 18
Government service................................ 26 Total.............. 587Banks and architects’ offices................... 67

M AN U A L TR A IN IN G  IN  AD VA N CED  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOLS FOR
GIRLS, PARIS.

The programme of studies as officially outlined in the preceding pages 
is practically followed, except that in some schools more attention is 
paid to manual training than in others. The domestic economy feat
ures, too, stand in the same category.

S. Ex. 65------16
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Especially- ia the insfcructiofl m practical cooking’ but little Miowed 
o®fe. ’ The. physical limitations are seek that a pupil i »  able- to under- 
t«k& practical exercises only two or three times a term, and of course 
mack can not be expected in the way of results.

The time allotted to instruction in manual training is two hours 
; weekly throughout the first three years and six hours weekly through
out the fourth year of the eourse.

Manual training in these schools does not in anywise partake of the 
nature of an apprenticeship to any particular occupation. It is 
meant to teach students how to cut and sew their own dresses with
out pretending to make of them dressmakers. It teaches them 
how to make their own hats without making milliners of them. Such 
exercises are a part, and an essential part,, o f  the general education of 
young girls, since it prepares them for the idle of good housekeepers 
and mothers of families. Beyond this result nothing is sought.

M A N U A L  T R A IN IN G  IN  A D V A N C E D  P R IM A R Y  SCHOOL POR G IRLS,
LILLE.

The industrial features of instruction were introduced in 1872, when 
, classes in sewing were opened. Painting on porcelain and cloth was 

inaugurated in 1881. The school had previously occupied itself only 
with advanced primary studies.

The object of the school is to make girls proficient in such work as 
is appropriate to their sex?- in addition to giving an advanced- primary 
education-.

The course of instruction is- for four years. The first three years 
have two- classes eaeh, and the fourth has three classes. The intel
lectual work is; the same as presented by law for advanced primary 
schools. Sewing is obligatory for all pupils; painting is optional. 
Embroidery and industrial design for cloths was introduced in 1892.

The following table shows the number of hours per week devoted to 
each study:

COURSE 0 E  S T U D Y  I X  T H E  A D V A N C E D 'P R IM A R Y  SCHOOL E O R O IR L S , L IL L E .

Subject;

Hours per -weelL

F irst
year.

Second
year:

Third:
year;

Fourth
year.

2. 2* 4- 3
14 22 jia 12
6 9 6 6
4 7 4 4

2
Iff 8 9

6 10 10 10
2DoiijtitjLie economy (theoretictil).................... .......................

2 2
6 6- e 8
4 0 2'

6
(f ff 4 4
2- 2 2 2
i 2 1 1
2 2' 2- 1
2 3 4 5---------
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Special classes are given Mondays and. Saturdays for girls who have 
left the school but wish to receive additional instruction in perfecting 
garments. These classes are occupied six hours per week.

Very few graduates seek positions in the industries—about 30 per 
year—and these leave school mostly at the end of the second year. Of 
the graduates about 40 per year become school teachers, there being no 
normal school here.

The instruction is gratuitous and the conditions for admission are 
the same as for other advanced primary schools. The attendance was 
330 pupils in 1891.

MANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOLS.

There is a class of institutions in France known as manual appren
ticeship schooISi They are a kind of public elementary trade school. In 
point of general instruction they are of the same grade as the advanced 
primary schools, but less attention is paid to purely intellectual 
than to workshop training. The latter is usually made to conform in 
character to the industrial needs of the region.

Previous to 1880 publie technical training lacked completely in 
organization. Certain municipalities, like Paris, Havre, and Reims, 
alive to the importance of this branch of education, had founded appren
ticeship schools or annexed technical courses to their, advanced pri
mary institutions. In other cases private or industrial associations had 
done the same thing,.

The law o f December 11, 1880, assimilated all these institutions 
and brought them under the joint control of the minister of public in
struction and the minister o f commerce and industry. It afforded also 
an opportunity for departments or municipalities wishing to provide 
the proper workshops and pay the necessary instructors to change the 
character o f their advanced primary schools to apprenticeship schools y 
in other words* to pass from a system of purely intellectual instruction, 
or mental with a modicum of manual training, to an elementary trade 
education, preparing the student for the exercise of some manual occu
pation.

Up to the present time about fifty schools have taken advantage of 
this law, which is how to be further modified by eliminating entirely the 
control of the minister o f public instruction and leaving them solely 
under the jurisdiction of the minister of commerce and industry. Thus 
they are likely to become more purely trade schools than they are at 
present.

M. Félix Martel, in an. interesting monograph, has set forth lucidly, 
in parallel columns* the chief points o f difference between advanced 
primary and manual apprenticeship schools. It  must always be borne 
in mind that the advanced primary schools and municipal manual ap-
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prenticeship schools are of practically the same grade as the American 
high school. The following is a condensed translation:

m i

A D V A N C E D  PR IM A R Y  SCHOOLS.

1. Creation of school.
By the decision of the council for the 

department (a) upon the approval of the 
minister of public instruction.

2. Instructors.
The directors and the professors are 

chosen hy the minister of public instruc
tion alone; the assistant and special 
teachers by the prefect of the depart
ment.

3. Admission of students.
Must have previously graduated from 

an elementary primary school.

5. Instruction.
At least eighteen hours per -week must 

be given up to literary and scientific in
struction.

6. Inspection.
Inspection under the direction of the 

minister of public instruction.

7. Board of supervisors.
A board of supervisors whose duty it 

is to look after the management of the 
school, to find places for graduates, to 
see that the programme of studies best

M AN U AL A PPR EN TICE SH IP SCHOOLS.

1. Creation of school.
By the decision of the council for the 

department approved by the minister of 
public instruction, who must previously 
have secured the assent of the minister 
of commerce and industry.

2. Instructors.
The director is chosen by the minister 

of public instruction, with the approval 
of the minister of commerce and industry, 
from a list of three names submitted by '  
the municipal council if  the school is 
founded by a municipality, or by the de
partmental council if  founded by a de
partment. The professors and assistant 
teachers are appointed jointly by the 
minister of public instruction and the 
minister of commerce and industry.

The workshop instructors are chosen 
by the mayor if the school is municipal, 
by the prefect if departmental.

3. Admission Of students.
Must be at least 12 years old. If candi

dates have not graduated from an elemen
tary primary school, they must be 13 years 
of age and pass an examination equiv
alent to that required for graduation 
from an elementary primary school.

* * #
5. Instruction.

Ten hours weekly at most may be ac- 
I corded to intellectual instruction. The 
| bulk of the time is devoted to work

shop training and to instruction in tech
nology and science, in its application to 
industry.

6. Inspection.
Same as in advanced primary schools, 

and in addition the inspectors of technical 
education from the ministry of com
merce and industry for the manual and 
technological branches.

7. Board of supervisors.
To appoint the physician for the school, 

prepare the budget, apportion the work 
of class instruction amongst the different 
teachers, present to the mayor or prefect

a The department in France may be roughly compared with the county in the 
United States.
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responds to local needs, . sclxolarsMps, 
etc., is appointed by the minister of 
public instruction upon the advice of 
the regional inspector.

8. Subsidies.
Solely, as far as the government is con

cerned, accorded by the minister of pub
lic instruction.

9. Scholarships.
Conferred with the sanction of the 

minister of public instruction by the 
prefect upon the advice of the local in
spector and departmental council.

a list of three candidates from which to 
choose a workshop instructor, to pre
pare for ministerial sanction a programme 
of special studies, and in general to 
watch over the material interests of the 
school.

This board is composed of one repre
sentative each of the ministers of public 
instruction and of commerce and in
dustry, and if the school is departmental 
the prefect as president, two members of 
the council of the department, and three 
men chosen from amongst the prominent 
manufacturers or merchants of the region. 
If the school is municipal, same as above, 
except that the mayor replaces the pre
fect as. president.

8. Subsidies.
Subsidies accorded by both the min

ister of public instruction and the min
ister of commerce and industry; only none, 
of the appropriation from the minister of 
public instruction can be applied to pay 
the expenses of boarding pupils, or the 
salaries of workshop instructors or of any
thing which has to do with apprentice
ship training. These are at the charge 
of the minister of commerce and industry. 
Furthermore, the subsidy from this latter 
source may bo applied in any manner, 
agreed upon in any covenant made with 
the municipalities concerned.

9. Scholarships.
Joint nomination of the two ministers, 

with the advice of the local inspector and 
departmental council.

The minister of commerce and industry 
may also give special scholarships (usu
ally for residence abroad) out of his 
budget.

The table given below presents the official programme of the course 
of Study in the manual apprenticeship schools of France. These schools 
are all regulated by the law of December 11, 1880.

COURSE OE STUDY IN MANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOLS.

Subject.
Hours per day-

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

Mental instruction as given in the advanced primary schools................. 2 2 2
ÏH 1
3

Scientific and technological instruction, especially in its application to in
dustry.

i i i

Total...................................................................................................... 7 8
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2 4 6 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

M AN U AL APPREN TICESH IP SCHOOLS, PARIS.

This class of institutions, as has been already remarked, represents 
strictly neither manual training nor trade schools; though leaning 
somewhat toward the latter.

In. Paris there are four principal ones for hoys and six for girls, sup
ported by the municipality, and administered largely by a supervising 
board appointed by the municipal council and the ministers of public 
instruction and of commerce and industry.

These schools pursue distinctly the aim of shortening the period of 
apprenticeship by allowing the pupil to choose, either upon entering or 
at the end of the first year, the specific occupation he expects to pursue 
in after life. In the boys’ schools the period allowed for general instruc
tion is four hours in the first two, and three hours in the third year 
daily; in the girls’ schools ‘three hours daily. The boys spend four 
hours and a half daily in the workshops during the first two years and 
six hours and a half during the third; the girls five hours daily in all 
the years.

The general instruction covers the most necessary subjects prescribed 
in the advanced primary schools. For the boys it comprises the French 
language and literature, mathematics, applied mechanics, technology, 
physics, chemistry, history, geography, ornamental and mechanical 
drawing, and bookkeeping:; for the girls, ethical and civic training, 
French language and literature, arithmetic, science in its application 
to commerce and industry, history and geography, ornamental and 
free-hand drawing, and bookkeeping.

In the workshops the:following trades are learned: Boys—forging, 
metal turning, fitting, tool making, manufacture of instruments o f pre
cision, ornamental locksmitking, modelling,, carpentry and joinery, 
wood turning; girls—embroidering for dresses or furniture, dressmak
ing, millinery, making underclothes and other articles of linen, indus
trial drawing.

Generally speaking, such schools are of the same grade as the advanced 
primary schools. The pupils are from 12 to 13 years of age upon en
tering, and must have already finished the course in some elementary 
primary school.

The admirable and practical system,, understood to be the creation of 
M. Alfred Dcutsch, adopted in two of the girls’" schools, can be readily 
understood from the following illustration: A  young girl, selected 
from a section of eight often , was shown a fashion plate of costumes 
and told to sketch one on a blackboard from memory, at the same time 
adapting it to a very stout girl who was chosen as the person for whom 
the costume was to be made. This she did, referring only twice to the 
fashion plate for an instant. Then the measure was taken, and the 
cutting and basting done by tlie rest of the -section. In twenty minutes 
time a costume was completed, which was an exact reproduction of 
that sketched upon the blackboard.
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Municipal trade instruction in Paris is.being constantly extended to 
new industries. There already exist four manual apprenticeship schools 
for boys: Diderot School for work: in metal and wood; School of 
Industrial Physics and Chemistry; Trade School for Furniture 
Making; Trade School for the Book Industries. Two more schools, 
the Crozatier School for Bronze Industries and the School for the 
Building Trade, will soon be opened.

For female education six industrial and housekeeping1' schools exist 
where girls can learn a trade. Two other schools of the same nature 
will soon be opened.

The studies and apprenticeship training, are gratuitous. The pupils 
who follow the complete course (three or four years) receive a certificate 
o f  apprenticeship. The pupils standing, best receive prizes of from 
to 300 francs ($9.65 to $57.90).

DIDEROT SCHOOL FOR APPRENTICES, PARIS.

The Diderot School was opened in January 1873 as a municipal in
stitution. The aim of the school is to form workmen who are intelli
gent and proficient in all the details of their trade.

Workmen are instructed in the following occupations, comprising 
metal and wood work: Forging,metal turning, fittmg, locksmith- 
ing, machines of precision j. patternmakin g, carpentry, and wood turning.

The duration o f an apprenticeship is three years. During the first 
year pupils pas» successively the workshops for wood, and those for 
iron, with a view of finding out their special aptitude. During the 
last two years they remain in the trade which they have chosen with 
the consent of their parents and according to the vacancies that exist. 
Following is the programme of studies :

MANUAL. WOKE.;

First year;—Pupils pass successively through all tie  different workshops for wood 
and iron..

FORGE WOKE.
Second year.—Preliminary exercises, tools, welding.
Third year.—Forging parts of machines.

M ETAL TU RN IN G . *

Second year.—Making tools, fittings, turning simple pieces, drilling, and horing. 
Third year.—Adjusting joints and sockets, screw cutting, screw cutting ly  hand.

SM ALL M ECHANICS.

Second year.—Tools. Fitting and turning small pieces.
Third year.—Small machines, models for demonstration.

ARTISTIC. LOCKSM 1THING.

Second year—  Tools, keys, locks, architecturai iron work..
Third year.—Joining pieces, ornaments, leaves, artistic iron work.

PR EC ISIO N .

Second year.—Preliminary exercises, tools, screw cuttingly hand.
Third year.—Physical and telegraphic apparatus.
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p a t t e r n m a k i n g .

Second year.—Patterns for simple parts of machines.
Third year.—Machine tools, gearing, loam hoards for fonnderies, core boxes.

C A R P E N TR Y .

Second year.—Fitting tools, joining, various frames.
Third year.—Uoors, sashes, furniture mountings.

W O O D  TU RN IN G .

Second year.—Mounting and fitting tools, handles and simple pieces, screw cutting 
by hand.

Third year.—Turning patterns for founderies, twisted pieces and mountings.
The class instruction comprises grammar, orthography and composi

tion in the French language, arithmetic, geometry, industrial chemistry, 
metallurgy, physics, technology, mechanics, history of France, geogra
phy, free-hand drawing, drawing from models in clay, iron, and wood, 
mechanical drawing, and, during the last year, bookkeeping.

The day’s work comprises four hours and a half in the workshops for 
the first two years, six hours and a half for the third 5 four hours of 
class instruction for the first two years, three hours for the third.

The school is in session from 7.30 a. m., for pupils of the first and 
second years, and from 6.45 a. m. for pupils of the third year, until 6 
p. m., with an intermission for luncheon.

Instruction is free; the pupils are furnished gratuitously with all the 
objects necessary for their studies and manual work. None are admit
ted under 13 or over 16 years of age. Sometimes pupils having a cer
tificate of graduation from elementary primary schools are admitted at 
the age of 12 years. Candidates are received after having passed an 
examination at the school consisting of a dictation; a problem ©^arith
metic, whole numbers; a problem in fractions; a problem on measurements 
of surfaces or volumes applying the metric system; a free-hand sketch.

The children of persons living outside of Paris, in the suburbs, may 
be admitted by competitive examination, on condition that the com
munity in which they live agrees to pay 200 francs ($38.60) per year 
for fees.

The school is under the administration of the school board of the 
city of Paris. The annual expenses of the school amount to about
160,000 francs ($30,880.)

The whole number of graduates of this school is 880. Out of 756 of 
these whose occupations are known 660, or 87.3 per cent., are following 
some technical vocation.

SCHOOL OF IN DUSTRIAL P H Y SIC S AND CH EM ISTRY, PARIS.

The School of Industrial Physics and Chemistry was founded in 1882. 
The object o f this school is to give scientific and practical instruction 
at the same time, and to fit the pupils for actual work, either as engi
neers or superintendents of shops, in industries where chemical or 
physical knowledge is required.

The instruction embraces algebra, study of functions, differential cal-
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cuius, integral calculus, trigonometry, descriptive geometry, pure and 
applied mechanics, general and applied physics, hydrostatics and heat, 
electricity and magnetism, optics, and acoustics, general chemistry, 
analytical chemistry, technological chemistry and metallurgy, organic 
chemistry applied to industry.

The instruction also includes experiments in chemistry, organic and 
. inorganic, general physics and its applications, practical work in chem
istry, physics, photography, and drawing.

A t the end of the second year the best pupils receive a travelling 
scholarship in order to visit, during their vacation, the most important 
industrial centres; they are obliged to make a detailed report of their 
observations.

During the first eighteen months pupils of the same classes remain 
together both in the class instruction and in the exercises in the shops; 
after that time they are divided into two classes, that for physicists with 
ten and that for chemists with twenty pupils.

The pupils remain at the school from half past 8 a. m. until 6 p. m. 
A  lunch is furnished them and they are not permitted to take their 
meals outside.

Outside the class hours pupils are constantly occupied in the 
various laboratories under the direction of professors or assistants. 
The practical work takes up about one-lialf the time each day. Three 
hours per week are devoted to drawing. Once or twice per week three 
hours are devoted to wood and iron work, glass-blowing, etc., in the 
workshops. The course of study extends over three years.

The attendance is limited to 30 pupils for each year, making a total 
maximum of 90 pupils at one time.

The instruction is entirely gratuitous. Pupils may receiye a com
pensation of 50 francs ($9.65) per month during the three years.

Pupils are admitted by competitive examination, the best 30 being 
chosen each year. ' The examination comprises a composition in French, 
arithmetic, algebra, plane geometry and geometry of space, physics and 
chemistry, including problems; also oral examination in mathematics, 
physics, and chemistry. Candidates must be of French nationality, 
between the agesofl5an d l9  years, and their parents must be citizens 
of Paris or of the same department outside of Paris. In the latter case 
the community in which they live must reimburse the city of Paris 200 
francs ($38.60) for the three years studies, and the pupils are not eligible 
to the monthly compensations.

This institution is under the administration of the school board of 
the city of Paris.

M AN U A L APPR EN TICESH IP SCHOOL FOR THE BOOK PUBLISH ING
INDUSTRY, PARIS.

The manual apprenticeship school for the book publishing industry 
was founded in 1889 by the city of Pajis.

The “ object of thissçhool is to produce,” for thebook publishing indus-
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try, u' skilful and intelligent workers capable ô f maintaining tbetradi
tions of taste and superiority o f French industry.”

The trades taught are bookbinding, stereotyping, lithographing, en
graving, and photography. The course of instruction lasts four years, 
and embraces, besides practical instruction in the shops of the school, 
the following subjects : French language, history, geography, arithme
tic, algebra, geometry, history of art, drawing, calligraphy, and mod-. 
elling. The instruction in these subjects is most thorough, and is far 
from being of an elementary character. The table following shows the 
character and amount of the instrnetion, both theoretical and technicalj
COURSE o r  STUDY IN THE MANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL POP.

PUBLISHING- INDUSTRY, PARIS.
THE BOOK

Subject.

T h e o r e t ic a l  i n s t r u c t i o n  18 a . i n .  t o  1 2  m . ) .

Anatomy, artistic...................
Chemistry (laboratory work)
Composition, artistic.............
Descriptive and perspective.
Drawing..................................
Drawing, linear..... ................
Geography and history.........
Grammar............ - ..................
Grammar, typographic..........
Gybanastics....... .....................
History of art......... ...........
History of book publishing..
Manual tr ainin g ....................
Mathematics...........................
Mechanics............... ..............
Modelling................................
Natural history......................
Physics......................—..........
"Writing..................................
Recreation..............................

Total
T e c h n ic a l  i n s t r u c t i o n  (1  t o 6 p .  m .) .

Antograph and script lithographing...
Bookbinding....... - ........................ ..........
Composition............ - ........- ....................
Electrotype impressions— .................-
Engraving, copper..................................
Engraving in relief....... ...... ....... . .. —
EngEaving on stone.................... ...........
Engraving, wood .................... ...............
Gilt edge work..... .................................
Impress ion, copper..... ...........— ...........
Impression, lithographic----------- --------
Ironwork.................................................
Justification and type founding............
Leather gilding.......................................
Lithographing.......L......................... — -
Photo-engraving and phototyping'.......
Photography..........................................
Preparing and ruling paper...................
Script engraving on eopper...................
Stereotype impressions.........................
Woodwork.............................................
Recreation............... t ..............................

Total........................ .....................

Total (theoretical and technical).

Hours per week.

First year.

Hrs. Min.

54

Second year.

00

00

00

a  4 50
b  2 25. K
54 50
52 25
«4 50
a4 50
«4 50
a  4 50-
52 25
«4 50r
a  4 5Q
54 50
54 50
52 25
«4 50
52 25
52 . 25
62 25
a  4 50
52 25
54 50

1 00

a SO

54 00
«.For seven weeks only. ■ 
b  Every other week.
c Pupils of the second year and later, who are assigned.to their trades, work tire entire time, from-1 

to 6 p. m., in their respective shops. From 3.20 to 3.30 they have a recess.

.va
v ■ ■■
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This school was established in 1889; two years after it had 30Q stu
dents.

The school is free to the sons of residents of Paris who are of French 
nationality. The sons o f French parents residing outside of Paris are 
admitted upon payment o f 200 francs (#38.00) each year of the course. 
Two meals per day (breakfast and luncheon) are given to the pupils.

Candidates for admission: are subjected to a competitive examination 
on the following subjects: Copy from dictation, two problems in arith
metic to test the applicants knowledge of simple and compound num
bers, fractions and decimals and the metric system, and drawing an 
ornamental figure from an object in relief. The candidates must be 12 
years of age and not over 16, and must be provided with certificates 
o f birth, vaccination, and primary education.

The school is maintained by the city of Paris, and is under the ad
ministration of the Paris school board. A  committee of supervision, 
consisting of 9 members of the municipal council, 2. specialists* 2 mem
bers of the school board and one literary man, have immediate control 
of the school.

M AN U A L APPREN TICESH IP SCHOOL OF FURNITURE M AKING,
PARIS.

The Manual Apprenticeship School o f  Furniture Making, called 
École Boulle, was founded as a municipal institution in 1886. Its object 
is to form workmen for all branches of furniture manufacture, such, as 
wood carvers, modellers, cabinetmakers, joiners, and upholsterers.

The manual work comprises cabinetmaking, upholstering, wood 
carving, chair making, and turning in wood, iron, etc. The first year 
pupils work in all the shops, in order to get a general idea o f  the dif
ferent trades relating to furniture making and to find out -for which 
trade they are best- adapted. The remaining three years are passed in 
the same shops,, each pupil continuing at his trade.

The theoretical instruction comprises industrial drawing, model and 
object drawing, modelling, history of art,-technology, geometry, arith
metic, French language, history, and geography.

The school is in session from 8 a. m* until 6 p. m. The mornings are 
reserved exclusively for class instruction, drawing, and modelling;, the 
afternoons from 1.30 to 6 p. m. are employed as follows :

During, the first year, exclusively at shop work;, during the second 
and third years, two and one-lialf hours at drawing and modelling, and 
two hours in the special workshops; during the fourth year, in the 
workshops and in visiting museums and industrial establishments.

The number of pupils admitted each year is 60, making a total at
tendance of about 240. These pupils are divided into the following 
groups after the first year: 12 cabinetmakers, 12 upholsterers, 12 
wood carvers, 12 chair makers, 12 turners (wood, iron, etc.).
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Up to the summer of 1891 only one elass of 35 pupils had graduated, 
25 out of the 60 having left during the four years.

Pupils must be from 13 to 16 years of age when they enter, and 
must be provided with a certificate of primary education. Pupils of 
.12 years are sometimes* admitted if  provided with such certificates. 
They are admitted by competitive examination on the following sub
jects : French composition—attention being given to the style, orthog
raphy, and penmanship, and object drawing—an ornamental design 
from an object in relief. Certificates of birth, vaccination, and good 
constitution are also required. The same residential qualifications aro 
required as in the two preceding cases.

The school is maintained by the city of Paris, and is under the ad
ministration of the Paris school board. The annual expenses of the 
school amount to about 160,000 francs ($30,880).

IN DUSTRIAL AND HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS, PARIS.

There are six of these industrial schools maintained by the city of 
Paris. Four of them were founded recently by the city. The other 
two had been private institutions, but became city property, one in 
1884, the other in 1886.

The object of these schools is to teach young women certain trades 
which pertain to their sex, and at the same time to instruct them in 
the duties of housewives.

The programmes and distribution of classes are, in general, the 
same in all the schools, so that the information for one will nearly ap
ply to all.

The course of instruction is divided into two divisions—the general 
course, in which all must take part regardless of their trades, and the 
special courses comprising the following trades: Plain sewing and fin
ishing, linen needlework, washing and ironing, embroidery—white and 
colored, artificial flowers and millinery, corset making, underwear 
making, fashionable »dressmaking.

The general course comprises: Primary instruction (advanced); ele
ments of bookkeeping; linear drawing; cutting and finishing; gym
nastics; one foreign language (English); domestic economy and prac
tical instruction in kitchen and housework.

Pupils must remain at the school from 8.30 a. m. until 5.30 p. m. 
•They are not permitted to leave for the noonday meal, but a luncheon 
prepared by themselves is furnished free of charge. Following is the 
distribution of classes:
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COURSE OF STUDY IN' THE INDUSTRIAL AND HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS FOR
GIRLS, PARIS.

Subject.
Hours per week.

First year. Second year. Third year.

2 1 1
al 1 112 2 31 111 12

i 2 22 i 32 2 * 2111 1
History..................................................................................... 2 2 2

111 1 i2
Kitchen and housework, marketing, washing and ironing. 
Trade instruction:

Sewing; embroidery; millinery and artificial flowers; 
painting; industrial drawing or commercial book-

(b )

21J

(6)

21J

(b)

211
41

41 41

Total ......................................................«.................. 44 441 431

a  Every other week.
b Eight pupils detailed in turn to serve one week.

The total number of pupils in five of the schools was 1,896 in 18.91.
Pupils visit the schools not only to learn certain trades, but many at

tend simply to make themselves more useful at home. Upon leaving 
the school those desiring to take positions have, as a rule, very little 
difficulty in finding them.

The schools are free to daughters of residents of Paris of French 
nationality. Daughters of French parents living in the suburbs may 
be admitted by paying 200 francs ($38.60) per annum. Pupils are 
admitted from the age of 12 to 15 years, upon presenting their certifi
cates of primary education. Pupils must furnish their certificates of 
birth and of vaccination. The materials and the luncheon are provided 
gratis.

The schools are maintained by the city of Paris, and are under the 
administration of the school board.
M UNICIPAL SCHOOL FOR THE A PPR EN TICESH IP OF BOYS, HAVRE.

This school was founded by the city of Havre in 1868. Its object is 
to form proficient workmen in the following trades: Locksmithing, fit
ting, forging, metal turning, coppersinithing, moulding and foundery 
work, carpentry, cabinetmaking, wood turning, wood carving, and pat
ternmaking.

The apprenticeship is for three years. Pupils, upon entering the 
school, are at once placed in their respective shops according to their 
own choice. I f  found unfit for the trade chosen they may be trans
ferred to another shop.
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1ft each? 0# the professions fhft pupils begin with a careful study c#  
ilie names, uses, and-manner o f handling tlie various tools pertaining 
to the occupation. The work consists- o f a systematic development of 
the practical knowledge and skill of the pupil, by placing before him 
such pieces as will gradually give him experience in all the principal 
phases of.the work of his profession. This includes both practice pieces 
according to a fixed jirogramme and useful finished articles. The lock
smiths and fitters take turns at the forge three months every year. 
The fitters take turns at the steam engines two by two. In the shop* 
work the pupils are separated into groups- of six each, and the work 
performed remains always in the same group.

The instruction in. drawing is considered very important and com* 
prises geometrical drawing, projections, linear drawing,, and industrial: 
drawing, the latter varying with the trade of the pupil.
• Following are the branches taught and the number of hours per week, 
devoted to each :
conns® o® study nr the municipal school, non the apprenticeship oe

BOYS, HAVRE.

Subject.
Hours- per -weelr.

Eirst year. Second year. Third year.

2 - 21 11.1 1
1 1

2 - 21. 1.
2 2

5 61 1
4 hi h1

28
I

312#

Total..................... .......................................... .............. 46 46 50

The following table shows the attendance during the year 1890-’91:
ATTENDANCE AT THE MUNICIPAL SCHOOL EOR THE APPRENTICESHIP OE BOYSv

HAVRE.

Pupils— Eirst year. Second.-.year. Third year. Total.

Admitted Oetober 1890.......... ......................... 141 6 7 51 259
Left school during the year 1890-’91.............. 52 19 4 75
In attendance at the end of the year.............. 89 48 47 184

At: the end o f the previous year the attendance was 170 pupils.
The following are the occupations o f  pupils who finished their course 

o f  study in 189T: Fitters, 1%  metal turners, 3 locksmiths^ 5 ; carpen
ters, 13; blacksmiths, 2; coppersmiths, 2 $ machine mounters, fi; total, A7.

Of' 131 graduates who- have formed: an alumni association, only 3 
are not en gaged in some purely technical calling. Further statistics 
are- unfortunately not available for this, one of the best institutions of. 
the kind in France.
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Instruction is entirely gratuitous. Considerable o f the work done; 
at the school is such as is ordered by customers, or is sold in 
other ways. The income derived from this source is distributed,- as 
X>rizes, among the pupils of the third year.- These prizes; generally 
vary from 100 to 300 francs ($19.30 to $57.90). Pupils with good 
records are presented with their tools upon leaving the school at 
the end of their apprenticeship.

Candidates for admission must be from 12 to 15 years of age.- They 
are admitted by competitive examination, and must present certificates 
of education and' of good conduct. Pupils are ou trial about two 
months before they are definitely placed in their respective shops.

This school is maintained by the city of Havre. Small subsidies 
are received from the ministry of. commerce and industry, and; from, 
the department. The budget for 1892 was as follows:
Salaries of director and. class instructors...................................................... $2,489.70
Salaries of subdireetor and technical instructors___.. .___ . . ____..... ___  4,911.85
Fuel, for machinery, heating, etc....... : ...................— ............................ 7-72. 00
Lighting, for shops, schoolrooms, etc___...------------------ ...__ ___ ...__. . .  289.50
Tools and furniture.............. - ........... .......................................... ................... 772. 00
School supplies of various Hinds..... ........................................ ....................  308.80

Total___________ __________ __ ____ ____ _____ _____________ . . . .  9j 543,85

Materials bought with state subsidies.______....._______ _____ ___ ._____ 386; 00-
Materials bought with department subsidies............................................... 38.60
Brizes to pupils and materials bought with the money obtained, from, sale 

o f products o f tbe school..................................... .............................................. 1,930.00

This school is under the same direction as the other municipal schools. 
Conformably to the national law of December 11, 1880’, a special com
mittee of patronage and surveillance is appointed for the school.

M AN U AL APPRENTICESH IP SCHOOL FOR BOYS, SAIN T-ETIEN N E.

This sehool was founded by  the city of Saint-Etienne in 18821 Its 
object is to prepare for the industries o f the vicinity workmen who 
are well instructed and who are capable of advancing; to the positions 
of foremen, and superintendents.

There are eight trades taught, viz.,; fitting, gun smithing, forging, 
moulding, carpentry and patternmaking, weaving, dyeing, modelling 
and sculpture.

The instruction is tlieoretieal and practical, and covers a period of 
four years. Duringthe first year the pupils pass through the diffèrent 
workshops iff order to get a general idea o f manual work. After the 
first year o f trial they are assigned to work at tbeir trades according 
to their tastes and fitness.

The fitters pass some time at the forge in order to learn how to forge 
their tools. A t the beginning of the third year they are subdivided— 
those who wish to become fitters and others who seek to fit themselves 
for gunsmiths.

The patternmakers pass some time m the shops for moulding and
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casting in order to understand the uses that are made of the ̂ patterns. 
All the work is executed from sketches or plans made by the pupils 
themselves.

Pupils of the section for weaving study the composition of textures, 
prepare the looms, execute work on the different kinds o f looms, learn 
to read and prepare cards, perfect the work, and analyze samples. They 
also study the development and construction o f machinery used in 
weaving. The work done in all the shops is practical, such as an a p 
prentice in an establishment would perform, only that it is done more 
systematically.

Particular attention is given to drawing. The first year pupils do 
only free-hand drawing from copy and geometrical solids. A t the be
ginning of the second year the drawing is special for each section or 
group.

The manual work occuines three hours per day the second year, four 
hours the third year, and five hours the fourth year. During the last 
six months it continues seven hours in order to accustom the pupils to 
the hard work required in an establishment.

The theoretical instruction is identical to all pupils of the same divis
ion. It is intended to give a good general education so as to develop 
their intellectual faculties. The subjects taught and the number of 
hours per week devoted to each are as follows:

COURSE OF STUDY IN THE MANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL FOR BOYS, SAINT-
ETIENNE.

Subject.
Hours per week.

First year. Second year. Third year. Fourth year,

French language (orthography, grammar, 
reading, recitation, style).

Instruction, moral and civil, political econ
omy and legislation.

Bookkeeping...................................................
History and geography..................................
Mathematics (arithmetic, algebra, geome

try, descriptive geometry).
Mechanics and technology.............................
Physical and natural sciences......................
Drawing..... ...................................................
Penmanship................................... ................

Total. 19

The attendance is,' on an average, about 300 pupils. About 250 have 
graduated since the foundation of the school.

The pupils upon leaving the school usually find employment in the 
arms manufactories, either as mechanics, turners, or draughtsmen; in 
other iron and steel works; in weaving establishments as office em
ployés for technical work, such as examiners, finishers, overseers, etc. ; 
in dyeing establishments; and in carpenter shops. The time during 
which the school has been in operation is too short to have produced 
many higher officials, and most of the early graduates are now doing 
military duty.
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About 35 per cent, of the students remain to graduate; 55 per cent, 
stay 3 years. Experience has shown that almost every one* in these 
classes enters some technical vocation.

Instruction is gratuitous. Candidates must be at least 13 years of 
age, and must present a certificate of primary education or pass an 
examination.

This school is under the administration of the city government, in 
the same manner as the other public schools.

Many other excellent manual apprenticeship schools exist in France. 
In general characteristics they do not differ materially from those 
whose organization has been outlined in the preceding pages.

It is always a question of interest to know what becomes of students 
who have followed courses in this kind of an institution. The follow
ing statements give, partially at least, the desired information for 
several other schools from which statistics were available.

M AN U A L APPR EN TICESH IP SCHOOL FOR BO YS, REIMS.

This school was founded in 1875 conjointly by the city and the Indus
trial Society of Eeims. The first of the following tables gives the 
occupations of graduates of the school, and indicates the number, with
out showing the occupations, of those leaving the school without grad
uating. The second table gives the occupations of those who did not 
remain to graduate.

OCCUPATIONS OF EX-STUDENTS OE THE MANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL,
EEIMS.

Occupation.

Army.......................................
Draughtsmen.........................
Employés, banks, wine trade, 
and wholesale commerce. 

Employés, nontechnical, 
miscellaneous.

Employés, postal, telegraph, 
and other government ser
vice.

Employés, railway service ..
Employés, retail trade..........
Employés, technical, boiler 

and machine shops, chemi
cal works, etc.

Employés, technical, build
ing, locksmithing, etc. 

Employés, technical, woollen 
industry.

Farmers..................................
Road and bridge construction 
Students, agricultural schools 
Students, colleges and colle

giate institutes.
Students, institutes of tech

nology.
Students, normal schools . . .  
Students, schools for naval 

engineers.
Students, other schools — .
Unknown .............................
Left school without gradu

ating.

Total

18

18

1878 18791880 1881 1882 1883 118811885 
1

1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891

1 5 r 2 3 4 1 2 2
1 4 2 2 3 O 2 5 2 3 4

5.- 4 2 3 2 3 2 6 7 6 8 6

1

1 1 1

1 1 1 2 2 1 9 1
2 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 2 4 1

5 8 6 7 8 4 2 4 0 2 l 5 4 5

2 1 4 2 „
4 2 4

6 3 2 7 4 1 10 4 5 2 9 9 6 9
1 1

2 5 2 1 2 1 1
1 1 1 1

1 2 1 4
. . . .

1 1

2 1 1 4 4 9 2 , 6 B1- 7 5

2 6 3 3 3 1 1
2 1 4 2 2

2 6 4
2 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 6

59 37 4 4 39 27 GO 54 65 59 56 82 72 86 61

81 58 70 66 5Ï 77 93 99 93 83 118 120 137 104 1,270

vl

S. Ex. 65- -17

f I

aS
B
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OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS (LEAVING SCHOOL "WITHOUT GRADUATING) OP 

THE M ANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL, "REIMS.

Occupation. 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883. 1884 1885 1888 1887 1888 1889 1890
}

189ljTotal.

3 2 3 1 1 3 1 4 1 2 1 1 23
1 2 1 5 2 1 3 1 2 18

Employés, banks, wine trade, 1 1 4 1 3 9 2 3 3 4 4 10 1 46
and wholesale commerce.

j 2 1 3 4 JÓ 3 21
miscellaneous.

1 1 1 1 4
and other government ser-
-vice.

1 1 1 2 i 6
2 2 :3 •5 2 2 1 3 -6 :6 3 9 .13 ■8

Employés, technical, boiler 3 1 2 3 2 1 3 6 1 30
and machine-shops, chemi-
cal works, etc.

•Employés, technical, build- 3 4 3 6 5 6 8 « 11 h 16 12 14 25 13 143
ing, loeksmithing, etc.

2 1 1 1 ? 4 2 1 14
industry.

2 1 1 "3 1 2
2 1 1 4

1 9 3
Students, colleges and colle- 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 3 1 4 15'
. giate institutes.

0
nology.

1 1 i 3
0

engineers.
1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 13

Unknown.._________ ______ 15 43 27 15 27 .12 36 29 38 -25 22 •45 24 17 21 396

Total............................. 18 59 37' 44 39 •27. 60 54 ‘65 59 .56 82 72 • CJ 81 819

A  very large proportion of students, nearly two-thirds, leave without 
completing the course of study. The percentage is not abnormal nor 
appreciably higher than for other similar schools in different parts of 
France. There are several causes for this state o f affairs. Students 
are in many cases compelled to withdraw' by their parents removing from 
the neighborhood of the school. This accounts for the large number of 
those whose occupations are unknown in the table for students leaving 
without graduating.

Parents of students attending manual apprenticeship schools of this 
sort belong usually to the working or lower middle classes. Needing 
all the income possible, they are apt to take away their children as 
soon as they can find for them a remunerative occupation. Such lack 
of consideration works a grave injustice alike to scholar and school and 
is the greatest obstacle manual apprenticeship institutions have to con
tend with. A  great many parents send their children for a year, or a 
year and a half at most, for the sake of the name of having them edu
cated in a manual apprenticeship school, a fact which enables a boy to 
more easily find employment.

There has been with the growth of time, however, a marked improve
ment in the sentiment of the working classes, particularly, in this 
regard. Experience has taught them that a year or two of sacrifice at 
this age of a boy’s life is better for all parties.

All tuition charges were abolished in 1882-’83. This fact accounts for 
the large augmentation of scholars leaving without graduating, which
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began in that year, A  greater percentage o f children of the poorer . 
classes came in, and consequently the proportion of those who from one 
cause ©r another were unable to finish their course o f  study increased.

The occupations enumerated in the foregoing tables (students ©f 
course excepted) are those which were finally chosen, not those into 
which students entered the first thing upon leaving, which might well 
be in many instances mere makeshifts.

The tables disclose the fact that among graduates whose occupations 
are known some 65 per cent, are pursuing technical vocations for 
their life’s work. Amongst those who left before graduation o3 per 
cent, of those about whom the essential facts are known are technically 
employed.

M AN UAL APPREN TICESH IP SCHOOL, NANTES.

This institution was founded in 1838 and has graduated in all nearly 
4 000 pupils. Only in recent years has an alumni society been formed. 
The statistics o f occupations, followed by members o f this organization* 
give the following results:

OCCUPATIONS OF EX-STUDENTS OF THE M ANUAL APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL,
NANTES.

’Occupation. Number. Per cent.

. , , . , j_________ 184 30.8
81 13.g
15 2.5Technical employes, railways........... ...................... —.............. ........ 28 4.7

908 51.5

159 20. 6
84 14.0
47 7.9

508 | 100.0

M AN U AL APPR EN TICESH IP SCHOOL, SAINT-CHAM OND.

This school was founded in 1879. In January 1892 the attendance 
was 90, The table below gives a list of the occupations chosen by the 
409 pupils who have left the school since the beginning:

Occupation.

Blacksmiths.................................•'
Boiler makers...................................
Carpenters........................................
Chemists............................................
Clerks, etc........................................
D rau gh tsm en --------------------------- ----------
Dt«8...... -....................I ---
Fitters...............................................
Locksmiths............ - .....................- ■
litaehinists — . . . . ---- - - - -  ------—
Moulders........................... — ........
Patternmakers — ..... .....................
Turners, metal---------------- -------
W  atehmakers. M.. . . . . . .  —.......:—
Various manufacturing industries
Students, higher .school«...............
A t  home .  v — ............... ...... . -.......

Total.......................................

."¿V

409
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M AN U AL APPR EN TICESH IP SCHOOL, ROUEN.

Since the foundation of the school in 1878 about 200 pupils have 
graduated. They are mostly occupied in industrial establishments in 
the city and vicinity and in the railway car shops. All work at thé 
trades they learned in school.

M AN U AL APPREN TICESH IP SCHOOL, BOULOGNE-SUR-MER.

In 1891 the attendance was 46 in the first year class, 15 in the second, 
and 7 in the third. The relative diminution is caused by parents put
ting their children to work before they have finished their studies". Pu
pils leaving school generally adopt some trade. Some of them enter 
the navy as engineer apprentices.

BOOK W OBK IN RELATION TO MANUAL TRAINING.

This question is difQcult to answer directly. It will be remembered 
that the advanced primary and manual apprenticeship schools are con
sidered to be of the same grade. In the first instance the law prescribes 
eighteen hours as the minimum of intellectual instruction per week. 
In the second the maximum is set down as ten. As a matter of prac
tice the minimum in the former case far exceeds the number named. But 
this is after all merely a comparison of a high school where manual 
training may or may not exist, according to the circumstances, with an 
elementary trade school.

Though statistics are not available in support of the assertion, careful 
observation and inquiry lead to the belief that the amount o f book work 
accomplished by students in manual training schools is practically the 
same as that done by students in schools of the same grade where 
manual training is not a factor. Furthermore, it is generally the case 
that students who do well at manual training are also apt in intellectual 
exercises, while the converse does not nearly so often hold good.

Too often in advanced primary schools the only time available for 
manual training is two hours after the intellectual exercises of the day 
have been completed, and when under ordinary circumstances the 
school would have adjourned. In such cases, therefore, the intellectual 
work of both classes of students must of necessity cover the same 
ground.

EDUCATION OF A  PURELY INDUSTRIAL CHARACTER.

In the schools which we have thus far considered we have been deal
ing with the four classes of schools in the general system of public 
primary education, viz., the infant schools, the elementary primary 
schools, the advanced primary schools, and the manual apprenticeship 
schools. In the first three classes the manual work is educative pure
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and simple, and any industrial value which it may have is. general and 
remote rather than special and immediate. In the last class—manual 
apprenticeship schools—the training begins to assume a purely , indus
trial character. It is designedly elementary trade training. Schools 
of this class, as has been indicated, are founded by departments and 
municipalities, and their operation is determined by the law of Decem
ber 11,1880.

With the exception of the class of schools last mentioned education 
of a purely industrial character does not possess in Trance any general 
organization, nor are the institutions in which it is given subject to 
anv special obligation. These institutions may be divided into three 
grades—primary, secondary, and superior.

Primary education of an industrial character is given in three differ
ent classes of schools—the national manual apprenticeship schools at 
Arinentieres, Vierzon, and Voiron, and the national school for watch
making at Cluses; the manual apprenticeship schools just referred to 
as a part of the general public school system and fully described in 
an earlier part of this chapter; and institutions or annexed courses 
founded by industrial societies, chambers of commerce, or private asso
ciations.

The national schools are maintained by funds annually voted by the 
chambers and appropriated in the budgets of the ministers o f public 
instruction and of commerce and industry.

Manual apprenticeship schools are supported in the same way.
The third category—i. e., institutions founded by industrial societies, 

chambers of commerce, or private associations—are maintained at the 
expense of their founders. They may draw, however, a special subsidy 
from the minister of commerce and industry. During 1890, 87 institu
tions and annexed courses of this character received from this source 
subsidies amounting to $49,624.49.

Secondary education of an industrial character is given in the three 
national schools of arts and trades at Aix, Angers, and Chalons, in 
the central school of Lyons, and in the Industrial Institute of the North 
at Lille. The first three schools are supported by appropriations from 
the ministry of commerce and industry, the fourth mainly from a pri
vate endowment, and the last principally by the department munici
pality.

Besides the schools for telegraphy, mines, and road and bridge con
struction, which are attached to the appropriate ministries, superior 
technical instruction is given in the National Conservatory of Arts and 
Trades, and the Central {School o f Arts and Manufactures.

The National Conservatory of Arts and Trades was founded in 1794. 
The aim of its founders was to promote the industrial transformation 
of the country and to disseminate a knowledge of mechanical inven
tions. A t  the outset indeed special agents were charged to demonstrate
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t<f visitors the operations o f new machines and to report to the govern
ment all inventions and mechanical improvements.

Later, in addition to the museum, courses o f applied science were 
organized. These courses are public, and are held in the evening from 
November to April. They are open to the public without any for
malities whatever.

More detailed information in relation to representative institutions 
o f the various grades mentioned will be found in another part of this 
report.

PRIM ARY INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

N A TIO N A L SCHOOL OF M AN U AL APPRENTICESHIP, ARM EN-
TIÈRES.

This school was founded in accordance with a decree of the national 
government passed March 10, 1882. It was opened in 1887. Like 
those at Yierzon and Voiron, it is intended to serve as a type for the 
other institutions for manual apprenticeship that may be organized by 
the departments, communes, or private associations.

The school comprises three divisions: The kindergarten, the elemen
tary primary school, and the advanced primary school.

The object of the kindergarten division of this school is to teach the 
children to read, write, talk, reflect, and do a little work with paper 
and linen. They begin with paper flowers, then make objects in card
board after pictures and explanations by the teachers, or sometimes 
after drawings on the blackboard. They also do needlework after 
patterns, make paper lamp shades, etc. The teachers relate to them 
events o f  history and give them ideas of geography, illustrating by 
means of pictures on cardboard. The school is in session from 8 
to 11 a. m. and from 1.30 to 4.30 p. m. Four hours a day are devoted 
to intellectual training, one hour to manual work, and one hour to rec
reation. This school differs from those generally known as écoles 
maternelles publiques in that its aim is not so much to render service 
to laborers by taking care of their children, as it is to prepare the 
way for further instruction. For this reason the hours of session are 
much shorter. The children are mostly those of the better class of 
working people. One hundred and ten pupils attend this school, 
ranging in age from 3 to 7 years. They are instructed by a directress 
and an assistant.

The elementary primary division follows the programme, decreed by 
the minister of public instruction, for the elementary primary schools 
o f France. Each pupil has two hours per week o f manual training. 
They begin with making patterns o f woven goods, simple squares, etc., 
on paper. In the second year they have albums in which they paste 
different colored papers, making first simple weaving patterns, then 
geometrical figures. A ll this work, even the cutting of the paper, is '
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done by the child. A t the end o f the second year the pupils begin to 
draw geometrical figures in pencil. Later on they do pasteboard and 
wire work, and finally, during the last year, they enter the workshops 
for wood and iron work.

The course o f study is for five years. The pupils are divided into 
four classes—two primary and two advanced classes. The school is in 
session from 8 to 11 a. m., and from 1.30 to 4.30 p. m. Pupils o f the 
two advanced classes remain from 5 to 6 p. m. for study.

The pupils are from 7 to 12 years of age; 150 attend this school; 125 
have graduated. Of these 80 entered the advanced primary school.

The instruction is given by a director and three assistants.
The manual work of the highest class (which goes to the workshops)' 

is done one day in the forenoon and the next day in the afternoon. 
For the other classes the manual training is always gone through in 
the afternoon from 3.30 to 4.30, the last school hour.

The object of the advanced primary division of this school is to edu
cate the pupils so that they may become foremen and superintendents 
of workshops.

The course of instruction eovers from three to six years, according 
to the efficiency of the pupils. The programme of studies is general, like 
that prescribed for advanced primary schools, except that special at
tention is given to practical branches which are not covered by the 
general programme.

During the first year pupils go five months to the workshops for 
carpentry and five months to those for iron work. A t the beginning 
of the second year pupils specialize, after which they remain either at 
wood or iron work. Those who take the course in weaving begin at 
that work immediately upon entering the school. There are three 
workshops for carpentry, and eight for iron work (fitting and forging) 
and weaving.

During the first year three hours per day are devoted to manual 
training, and during the second and third years four hours daily. The 
period is from 1.30 to 1.30 p. m. for the first year, and 8 to 12 a. m. for 
the other years. The school is in session from 8 a. m. to 12 m. and from
1.30 to 6 p. m.

The attendance is 155 pupils, 105 of which board at the school. 
Sixty-seven x>upils have completely finished their studies. Of these 1 
has gone to a national school of arts and trades, 10 into the marine 
service as engineers, 34 in various industries, 10 in commerce, 3 in 
the railway shops as fitters and machinists, 6 in other institutions of 
instruction, 2 in the government service (roads and bridges, etc.), and 
1 is a teacher.

The instruction is gratuitous. No charges are made for boobs or 
materials. Boarders pay 500 francs ($96.50) per year, and day board
ers (demi-pensionaires) are charged 200 francs ($38.60) annually. There 
are a number of free scholarships provided by the state, which are ob
tained by competition.
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Pupils are admitted by competitive examination, from among those 
who have finished their elementary primary education. They are gen
erally from 13 to 15 years of age when they enter, and about 18 years 
of age when they finish their studies.

The school is supported by, and is under the administration of the 
ministry of public instruction. The faculty consists of 1 director, 1 
accountant {comptable), 1 general overseer (who occupies himself with 
the discipline), 5 overseers, 6 professors, 1 superintendent of shops 
(graduate of a national school of arts and trades), and 7 foremen (chosen 
from among the master workmen).

Following is the annual budget of this institution:
E X PE N SE S.

Salaries of director, professors, etc............................................................ $12 738.00
Expenses of maintenance.............................................................; ................  '9  959 qq
Materials, tools, etc.................................... ............... _......................... 4  932 99

Total......................................................................................................  27,020.00
RECEIPTS.

Board of pupils......................................................1...........................  g 292 50
Subsidy of state for free scholarships........................................................... 2 991 50
State subsidy. . . . . . . .  — ....... .......................... .......... . . . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 826 00

Total......................................................................................................  27,020.00
COURSE OE STUDY OE THE NATIONAL SCHOOL OE MANUAL APPRENTICESHIP

ARMEN TIÈRES.

Hours per week.
Subject. Eirsi year.- Second year. Third year.

Section A. Section B. Section A. Section B. Section A. Section B.

Algebra......................... ; . . 1Aritiiino Liu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2
1*

2
. !4

2
14 14Descriptive: sketching. 3study, interrogation. m

Designing (imitation) and 
modelling. 14 14 14 14

Drawing (copy)................... 14 14Drawing, industrial............
Drawing, linear................... 2 3 3 3

3 1 2
3

2 2
Erench composition............ 2

3 2 2
Geography........................... 2

2 2
1

1
1

i 1History.................................. 1 1 1
Mathematics.......... .............
Mechanics and study..........

14 14‘Music................................... 14 14Music, instrumental, and 1 1 1 ' ------
study.

1 1 1 1Penmanship .................... 1 1
Physics.................................
Physics and study...............

1 1 1 1 1

12 12 .16 16 16Shop work, sculpture for
carpenters.

gl
34
34

24
34

14

4

1
H 5 4 3

Total........................... 48 48 48 48 48
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The table which is given below shows the occupations followed by 
the graduates of the three national schools of manual apprenticeship 
at Armentieres, Yierzon, and Yoiron. The small number of graduates. 
from these institutions is accounted for by the recent date of their cre
ation, the school at Yoiron being established in 1886 and those at Ar
mentieres and Yierzon in 1887. The whole number of pupils in attend
ance at the three schools in May 1889 was 1,418.

OCCUPATIONS OP GRADUATES OP THE NATIONAL SCHOOLS OP MANUAL APPREN
TICESHIP, ARMENTIERES, VIERZON, AND WOIRON.

Occupation.

Army and navy.......... -.......... ............................................. ..................j
Employés, agricultural pursuits. .  1.........- ........... - - - ............... . -
Employés;- banks, financial institutions, commercial marine, etc
"Employés, commercial pursuits.......................................................
Employés, government service.......................................................
Employés, railway companies.........- - - - - ----- : ..............................
Employés, technical, industrial establishments...........................
Students, higher technical schools.................................................
Students, other schools.......................................- ..........................
At home or unknown.............................*........... - ..........................
Deceased................................................- .......................................

* Total............................................1..........................................

Number. Per cent.

152

N ATION AL SCHOOL FOR W A TCH M A K IN G , CLUSES.

This school was founded in 1848 by the government o f Savoy, and 
reorganized by the French government in 1860 and in 1890. The 
objects of the school are: First, to educate skilful workingmen capa
ble of executing in whole or in part all kinds of instruments for 
measuring time and such other mechanisms of precision as are used in 
the sciences and arts; second, to give to young men the instruction nec- 
sary for attaining to the positions of manufacturers or superintend
ents of workshops in this industry.

The course of instruction covers three years. No pupil can attend 
a fourth year unless on account of sickness or for some other legiti
mate reason he was obliged to suspend work for more than six weeks.

The practical work comprises:
First year.— (1) Preliminary exercises in filing and chiselling: filing 

squares, octagons, rules, drill-boxes, screws, and barrel arbors. (2) Tool 
making: one set of drills with drill-box, one set of screw taps with wrench, 
one set of polished beams, one screw ferrule, one set of cutting files,f 
one set of lathe tools, exercises in polishing arbor and plate work. 
(3) Rough work: draughting of plans for, and executing rough work, 
balances, and cages of various kinds and sizes; different sorts of bar
rels* rough work for chronometers and auxiliary fusees. First year 
pupils can not pass into the second year’s work until they have passed 
a satisfactory examination before an examining board.

Second year.—Wheel work, setting, cylinder escapements, etc. The 
instruction comprises: (1) The mechanisms for winding adopted in the

iiH!
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manufacture. (2) Tools for wheel work. (3) Wheel work : comprising, 
in succession, cutting ami finishing the centre supports and cogs, and 
work on pinions. The pupils fasten the pinions on the wheels, pivot 
and set all the movements; set also the minute wheels. Movements as 
indicated by the board of administration. (4) Tools for cylinder es
capements. (5) Cylinder escapements, comprising the cylinder, the 
balance, etc. (6) Settiu g the escapements, mounting clocks and watches, 
and repairing cases.

Third year.—Escapements, finishing, regulating, and accessory work. 
Instruction comprises : (1) Tools for escapement work, such as for the 
anchor, the spring, and the duplex, and the necessary ideas of palette 
escapements. (2) Setting the escapements and finishing. (3) Tools 
for finishing. (4) Finishing watches : comprising the verification and 
correction o f all the parts, encasing, setting the dial, the hour and 
minute hands, boring the holes for the caps of the watches, making the 
different adjustments on stem-winders, and, finally, examining and regu
lating. (5) The execution of compensated balances and of various 
kinds of spirals. (6) Other accessory work, such as setting jewels, 
polishing, and watch repairing.

The theoretical work comprises: French language, arithmetic, ele
ments of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, mechanics, cosmography, 
physics (especially electricity), and draughting machinery.

The hours of work are arranged as follows :
From October 1 to April 1—8 a. m. to 12 m. and 1.30 to 5 p. m., shop 

work; 5 to 7 p. m., theoretical instruction. From April 1 to October 
1—7 a. m. to 12 m. and 1.30 to 4.30 p. m., shop work; 4.30 to 6.30 p. m., 
theoretical instruction. The time from noon to 1.30 p. m. is set aside 
for recreation. In the middle of the morning and of the afternoon 
20-minute pauses are introduced. The jurisdiction of the authorities 
of the school extends beyond the hours of session.

The instruction is conducted by a director, who is also professor of 
theoretical instruction; an assistant director, who is also secretary of 
the institution; a chief and a subchief for each of four workshops; 
two overseers. A ll these are appointed by the minister of commerce, 
o f industry, and o f the colonies.

The present attendance is 130 pupils. More than 1,300 pup®  have 
graduated since the school was founded. W ith rare exceptions all 
pupils remain in the profession. Some work in the neighboring coun- 

' tries, but the majority are scattered all over France. Some are exer
cising the mercantile branches of the industry, some are watch repair
ers, some are chiefs and overseers o f watch factories, and, finally, a 
certain number are constructors of telegraphic apparatus and scien
tific instruments.

The instruction is gratuitous. The raw materials and some tools are 
furnished gratis by the state, while some other tools and the necessary
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books are paid for by tbe pupils. A  sum of 25 francs ($4.83) is deposited 
for each pupil to secure against damage or loss o f property through neg
ligence. The minister of commerce, o f industry, and of the colonies de
cides upon the acceptance of pupils. Funds for their partial or entire 
maintenance are granted from the state treasury to pupils of parents 
who have established their inability to pay for the same. Classes are 
formed on November 3 of each year, and candidates must be at least 
14 years of age. Every application is made to the prefect of the de
partment in which the parents reside/ The educational standards 
exacted are certificates of primary education, or o f knowledge of the 
elementary branches. On the physical side there i s a negative require
ment that candidates shall possess no infirmity which might interfere 
with the exercise of their profession.

The institution is under the jurisdiction of the minister of commerce, 
of industry, and of the colonies, and under the special supervision of 
the prefect of the department of Haute-Savoie. It is entirely support
ed by the French government.

A t the end of each scholastic year an examination, covering the sub
jects taught during the year, takes place before a board consisting of the 
director, the assistant director, and one chief of a workshop. After this 
examination all pupils are classified accordingly, account being also 
taken of their conduct and the work executed by them during the year. 
Those who have terminated their studies and have passed a satisfactory 
examination obtain graduating diplomas, conferring the title, graduates 
of the National School of Watchmaking at Cluses. Pupils who rank 
first at the end of the third year obtain a gold medal containing the 
name of the recipient and the inscription École Nationale d’horlogerie 
de Cluses—Récompense. A  special diploma is awarded in such cases 
stating that the pupil obtained the medal. Prizes consisting of tools 
and scientific works as well as honorable mention are accorded to the 
best pupils of the first and second years.

This school was founded in 1848 for the purpose of giving a new im
petus to the watchmaking industry, which had been losing ground in 
Savoy. The institution had the following objects:, 1st, to introduce 
into Savoy the perfected methods o f work already adopted at Geneva 
and in the cantons of Valid and Neuchâtel; and, 2nd, to cause the man
ufacture of complete watches in Savoy, by teaching the young men all
the various branches of the profession.

The result of the school was an immediate revival of the watch
making industry. When Savoy was annexed to France, in 1860, the 
school was reorganized and its scope extended. Later on the French 
government erected the present building, which holds 200 pupils. A  
decree passed by the French government, in February 1890, effected 
another reorganization o f the school, and on this basis the school is at 
present conducted.
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LA MARTINIÈRE SCHOOL, LYONS.

This school was founded in 1831, with the legacy of Major-General 
Martin. It comprises two distinct branches, the school for boys and 
the school for girls.

DIVISION FOR BOYS.

In the division for boys the pupils study the sciences and arts 
applied to commerce and the industries; the object of the instruction 
is not to prepare the pupils for any distinct trade, but to render them 
apt to succeed in any industrial or commercial career by giving them 
advantages of a practical intelligence, a habit of scientific reasoning, a 
relatively broad instruction, and above all, by creating an enthusiasm 
for work.

The course of instruction is for three years. Each year pupils are 
advanced by competitive examination, and in this way the incompe
tent are eliminated.

The subjects taught are the following, all of which are obligatory for 
all pupils in the respective (fiasses:

First year.—Mathematics, drawing, grammar and French composi
tion, physics, chemistry, natural sciences, history and geography, pen
manship, manual training, and military exercises.

Second year.—The same subjects with the addition of English and 
bookkeeping.

Third year,—Oomjffetion of the preceding programme, machinery 
drawing, literature, commercial geography, political economy, visits to 
workshops.

'The manual training consists of carpentry, turning, and metal work? 
all pupils taking turns at each, quarter after quarter. Ho effort is 
made to apprentice the pupil for any one of these, the- object being 
simply to create a proficiency in a general way in manual work, to give 
the pupils some ideas for choosing their professions, and as a comple
ment to the instruction in drawing. The school possesses a complete 
outfit of looms, materials, and accessories for theoretical and practical 
instruction in silk manufacture for such pupils as desire to enter into 
that branch of industry.

The class instruction, particularly in mathematics, is carried on 
according to a peculiar method called the Méthode Tabareau. The 
idea of this system is to obtain from the whole class simultaneous 
work, and to execute immediately, under the eyes o f the pupils, the 
correction of the same; to assure a constant attention by a special 
system of interrogations addressed to each pupil and to all at the 
same time. Each pupil has a blackboard, chalk, and an eraser. The 
problem or question is given by the teacher, and all work out the same 
problem or write the answer to the same question simultaneously. After 
a specified time all must stop work, when the work is examined and
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the corrections explained to all pupils* This system allows no Tagging 
and compels each pupil to be constantly active. It creates an enthu
siasm for quick, careful work, which in business life is very advan
tageous. . .

In drawing, also, a peculiar method is adopted, that of Dupasquier. 
Pupils never copy drawings. The pupils are ranged in a circle around 
a model in such a way that the perspective is different for each pupil. 
The models consist of plane figures represented by wire, then cubes, 
cylinders, columns, and finally complete machinery. The drawings 
are executed in chalk on blackboards, and in pencil, ink, and water 
color on paper.

In chemistry the instruction is theoretical and practical and com- 
prises both the mineral and organic, with the applications to the vari
ous industries, particularly dyeing.

In the courses in physics and natural sciences the lessons are accom
panied by the exhibition of apparatus or samples, or by  drawings on 
blackboards.

COURSE OF S T U D Y  FOR BOYS I X  L A  M A R T IN IF R E  SCHOOL, LYO H S.

m

■ n

Hours per week.

Subject. Prépara- First year. Second year. Third

tory class. Section 1. Section 2. -Section 3. Section 1. Section 2. year.

2 2 2
Calculation....................... 6i

2 2 2 1
10

6J 6J
1210 10 10 10 10

3
Geography....................... 1

4 5 6* 5 4 4 4
1 2 2 Si - 2

8i
2i
8

Mathematics................... i 9
Si

8i 9 8i
3

ÜP h ysics.............................
3

2* 2 1 1
1

i Si 3 3*
1 1

Shop work or weaving. 3

37J 37i 37i 37J . 40i 40J 44} B i

The attendance of each section is from 80 to 100 pupils.
The graduates of the school at once obtain positions, as the applica

tions of employers for young men exceed the number of graduates; 
The proportion of offers for employment is as follows : For commerce, 85 
per cent.; engineers, architects, or mechanics, 7 percent.; chemical in
dustries, 1 per cent.; various industries, 7 per cent.

Instruction is gratuitous. The school admits only day pupils. The 
age of candidates must be 13 years for the school proper,_ and 12 years 
for the preparatory class. About 300 pupils are admitted annually 
by competitive examination in such branches as are taught in the 
elementary primary schools. About one-third o f this number falls out 
at the end of the first year and about one-half of the remainder at the

m
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end o f the second .year, either for voluntary reasons or on account o f  
incompetence.

The administration of La Mar timbre School is carried on by a com
mittee of seven members named by the municipal council of Lyons. 
The mayor o f Lyons is ex officio president o f  the committee and chooses 
the active president, vice-president, and secretary o f the committee.

The administrative committee (or board) prepares the budget to be 
submitted to the municipal council, makes and revokes all appoint
ments except that of the director, fixes salaries, prepares the plans of 
study, programmes, and regulations, and discusses all questions relat
ing to the school. The director of the school is named by the mayor 
o f Lyons. The members o f  the committeeare generally the most prom
inent men o f  the city engaged in commerce, industry, or science.

A  jury composed of merchants, manufacturers, artists, and pro
fessors, none of whom are directly connected with the school, conduct 
the final examinations, after which generally 50 or GO diplomas are 
annually distributed.

In 1885-’86 the receipts from interest on donations and bequests 
aggregated 150,216! p H  ($28,091.74). O f this sum the General 
Martin fund yielded 110,169 francs ($21,262.62); others, 40,047! francs 
($7,729.12). , . ’ ’ 4 .

This school is under the direction of M. Lang, and is unquestionably 
the best normal training school in France.

Complete statistics of the occupations taken up by the students and 
graduates o f this school have never been gathered. The experience of 
the director, which covers nearly twenty years, is that 25 per cent, only 
pursue some technical vocation for a livelihood. The rest drift into 
commerce in one capacity or another.
.. ^ Gre is probably a reason for the low percentage of those entering 
industry in the fact that Lyons is above all a city given up to commerce 
m silk. A  very large number of graduates enter some of these silk 
houses in one capacity or another.

D IV IS IO N  F O R  G IR L S .

This division o f the school aims to give to girls o f working people 
an apprenticeship in a trade, and at the same time a general education. 
It differs in this respect from the division for boys.

General instruction comprises penmanship, grammar, history and 
geography, mathematics, physics, chemistry, drawing, domestic econ
omy, and manual work. The class exercises arc conducted according 
to the same peculiar methods as in the division for boys, and, in most 
cases, by the same teachers.

The special instruction includes four branches, or sections, as follows*
Section -of commerce : Special subjects, penmanship, bookkeeping’ 

and English. h’
Section o f industrial drawing: Drawing with practical applications
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for industries, preparing card,s for looms, composition o f designs, litho
graphy, etc. A  subdivision of this section covers embroidery for gar
ments, furniture, church ornamentation, etc.

Section for ladies’ tailoring : Sewing by hand and machine, cloak 
and dressmaking (taking measurements, cutting, and finishing), and 
all that relates to a complete apprenticeship of the trade of ladies’ tai
loring.

On being admitted pupils have the option of choosing their professions. 
The apprenticeship is for three years. A ll pupils must take the gen
eral course of instruction, and none can do that without at the same 
time following one of the special courses.

The following table shows the hours per week given to the various 
branches of instruction in the several courses :

COURSE OF STUDY FOR GIRLS 321 LA. MARTINlfcRE SCHOOL, LYONS.

Hours per week.

Subject.
Commercial. Embroidery. Industrial draw

ing. Ladies’ tailoring.

First
year.

Sec
ond 

3 ear.
Third
year.

First
year.

■Sec- 1 
ond 

year.
Third
year.

First
year.

Sec
ond
year.

Third
year.

First
year.

Sec
ond

year.
Third
year.

■ 'V -
£
i 1 1 T
1 1 1 1

Drawing........................... 2 2 2 9
1041

12è
16

9
104

19* 19* 2 2 2 2

ty
Grammar........................ 5 5 4' 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4
History and geography.. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3j 3 3
Mathematics................... 3 3 3 3 3 ?
Penmanship.................... 4 2 3 2 1

1
i 2 1

1
1 2 1

1
3 2

10 10 10
7 * 7*

Total..................... 32 33 32* 32* 41i 321 32* 32* 15 «S3 32* 32*

There are also classes in ironing on Mondays and Fridays.
The attendance at the close of the year 1891 was 85 pupils in the 

first year’s class, 50 pupils in the second year’s class, and 35 pupils in the 
third year’s class. Several who have passed through the school remain 
for further practice, in addition to the above.

Pupils who complete the courses of instruction satisfactorily receive 
diplomas. The administration of the school interests itself in finding 
positions for such graduates. They find employment very easily, as a 
rule, in occupations for which they have been trained.

Pupils are admitted at the age of 12 years, upon leaving the pri
mary schools. Instruction is gratuitous. The work done is for pa
trons, or is sold. Graduates who desire to continue their practical edu
cation may bring their own work with them, perform it under the su
pervision of the teacher, but retain the same for their own benefit or use.

This school is under the same management as the division for boys. 
The principal of this school has the rank of assistant director.
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This institution, was founded in 1846 by M. E. Livet, the present 
proprietor. It has for its object the training of young men, destined 
for commercial and industrial pursuits, for the marine, and for the pub
lic and private administrative service.

The instruction is given to three divisions of pupils, as follows : The 
preparatory division, for pupils from 6 to 8 years of age, requiring two 
years: the elementary course, for pupils from 8 to 12 years o f age, 
requiring four years; the division for professional instruction, for 
pupils of 12 years and over, requiring five and six years.

The first two of these divisions include such studies as are taught in 
.the primary schools, special features of the former division being ob
ject lessons, and of the latter division, drawing and modelling.

The instruction given to pupils of the professional division comprises 
such studies as are taught in the advanced primary schools of France, 
together with technical branches. This division is again subdivided 
into two principal sections—one for commerce, and the other for the in
dustries.

Following are the studies taught in each of these two sections, with 
the number of hours per week devoted to each :

COURSE OF STUDY IN  THE INSTITUTION LIVET, NANTES.

I n d u s t r i a l  s e c t i o n .

Subject.
Hours per week.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

Fourth
year.

Fifth
year.

Ethics................................................. 1 iFrench language................................. 12Literature___T............................. 3
History’ and geography........................ 4 3
Mathematics..... . ....................... 8 CMechanics..........................................
Physics and chemistry......................... 2Study of steam engines............................
Natural histo^r.............................. 1
Bookkeeping..................................... 1 1
Calligraphy....................................... 2
English language......................... 2
Linear and ornamental drawing.......... 6

3 cArtistic designing...................” . . 3 3Shop work........................................ 17
Total............................................. MS 44 4441
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COURSE OE STUDY IN THE INSTITUTION L1YET, NANTES—Concluded. 

C o m m e r c i a l  s e c t io n .

Sours per week.
Subject. First

year.
Second Third 
year. year.

Fourth Fifth
year. year.

Sixth
year.

Ethics 1
French language................................ .
French literature....................................
History and geography....... . ................ .
Mathematics............................................
Mechanics............................................... .
Physics and chemistry........................
Natural history..... . ............................
Chemical manipulations.........................
Legislation.............................. . .............
Commercial accounting and bookkeep

ing.
English language...................................
German language.......... .........................
Calligraphy.......................................-—
Linear drawing.......................................
Artistic designing..................................
Vocal music............................................
Shop work............................................ .

5 
3 
36
21

2

4
3
2
3
31

Total

The professional division also comprises a section for engineers for 
the marine service, a school of watchmaking, and special classes in 
which pupils are prepared for the national schools of arts and trades, 
the schools of fine arts, the schools of architecture, schools of agri
culture, veterinary schools, and the school of mines at Saint-Etienne.

The pupils of the section for engineers for the marine service pass 
four hours per day at the workshops; the rest of the time is exclusively 
devoted to the study of drawing and other subjécts useful for thé pro
fession, French language, English language, industrial economy,’ pure 
mathematics (arithmetic, algebra, etc.), and applied mathematics (me
chanics, physics, etc.). Several special professors are employed for 
this section. The final examinations of this section are conducted and 
the prizes awarded by a board appointed by the minister of marine and 
o f the colonies. This gives official recognition to the examinations, 
and graduates are eligible to the grade of student engineers o f  the 
navy.

In the watchmaking school, which has existed since 1878, the pupils 
are occupied four hours per day at practical watchmaking. The rest 
of the time is devoted to theoretical studies, principally mechanics.

Pupils preparing for the other schools mentioned above take the 
regular professional course of study, with such slight variations in 
manual and theoretical work as will fit them for the required 
examinations.

A  gymnasium is attached to the school for the use of pupils, and mil
itary exercises are given according to government regulations.

The linear drawing of the industrial section is at once theoretical 
and practical. Pupils are taught in drawing geometrical plans, trac
ing, executing plans of machinery (often very complicated) of which 

S. Ex. 65------18
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they previously make sketches ta rth em od els , being instructed at the 
same time in the uses of the different pieces. A ll objects are drawn 
from nature either in the shops of the school or of city establishments, 
or from casts or patterns.

The course comprises also architecture, applied building construc
tion, ships, etc. ; it permits the graduate to take a position in an estab
lishment for construction of machinery, in an architect’s office, etc.

The workshops, covering 800 square metres, are completely furnished 
with tools and machinery, a steam engine, etc., and comprise a shop 
for fitting (mechanics), one for turning, one for foundery work, and one 
for carpentry and patternmaking. There is also a special hall for clay 
.modelling. Special teachers are.employed for each o f these shops.

.The attendance averages about 600 pupils, most of whom are in the 
professional division.

The tuition per year is as follows:
For boarders : Preparatory division, 600 francs ($115.80),- elementary 

division, <*00 francs ($135.10) j professional division, 800 francs ($154.40).
For day boarders:. Preparatory division, 300 francs ($57.90) j middle 

division, 350 francs ($67.55) j superior division, 400 francs ($77.20).
For pupils without any board: Preparatory, 100 francs ($19.30) : 120 

francs ($23.16),- 150 francs ($28.95).
Sixty francs ($11.58) per year, extra, is charged for manual training, 

from 12 to 30 francs ($2.32 to $o.79) per year fi>r class and drawing ma
terials, 2 francs (39 cents) for military exercises and gymnasium.

The course in watchmaking costs 200 francs ($33.60) per year for in
struction, and 50 francs ($9.65) for materials.

Pupils must, upon being admitted, present their certificates of birth, 
vaccination, and good conduct. Candidates pass examinations accord
ing to the grade which they desire to enter.

The school is entirely private, being supported by tuition fees. A  
slight income is derived from the sale o f  tools, machinery, etc., made 
by the pupils. Some free scholarships were created by subsidies from 
th,e ministries of public instruction, of the marine, and of commerce, 
industries, and the colonies of the national government, and from some 
of the neighboring departments.

The administration of the school is in the hands of M. Livet and 
his assistants. There are 21 teachers in the middle and superior divis
ions, and 6 teachers in the preparatory division, for class instruction- 
5 specialists, for technical instruction ; 6 overseers, and 9 instructors 
for optional branches, as music, fencing, dancing, etc.
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OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS OF THE INSTITUTION LIYET, NANTES.

Year.

1875..
1870..
1877..
1878..
1870..
1880.. 
1881.. 
1882..
1883..
1884..
1885..
1886..
1887..
1888..
1889..
1890..
1891..

Total.

Industrial
occupations.

Number. Percent.

673

42.5
48.8
36.2
39.6
45.3
49.0
45.1
52.9
42.7
49.2
50.0
47.8 
52.7
50.4
50.0 
49.6
50.4

48.1

Commercial
occupations. Government service. Students veterinary 

school of agriculture.

Number. Per cent. Number. Percent. Number. Per oent.

21 44.7 6 12.8
15 34.9 5 11.6 2 4.7
27 46.6 10 17.2

0 12.5
28 43'. 8 7 10; 9

5.7
26 36.6 11 15.5 2 2.8
26 37.1 6 8.6 1 1.4
28 41.2 9 13.2 2 2.9
25 38.5 7 10.8 1 I 1.5
32 42.1 4 5.3 2 2.6
38 41.3 6 6.5 1 4.4
44 40.0 5 4.6 3 2.7
51 39.5 8 6.2 5 3.9
54 40.3 9 6.7 4 3.0
5fr 42.1 7 5.3 4 3.0
55 40.1 10 7.3 3 2.2

573 41.0 119 8.5 33 2.4

EÜ

A PPR EN TICESH IP IN  FRANCE.

Although there exist a large number of schools especially devoted 
to trade education, it is still held by many to be the best course to 
apprentice children during a certain time to an employer who will 
instruct them in all the details of bis trade.

The engagement of an apprentice is not, as in the case of a workman, 
terminable at pleasure. It is made for a definite time, and before its 
expiration it is illegal for either the patron to dismiss the apprentice 
or for the latter to leave his patron.

This contract which exists between the patron and the apprentice, 
represented by his parents, only becomes definite after two months. 
This period, called the time of trial, is accorded by law in order to 
permit each party to determine whether it is for his interest_to continue 
the connection. These contracts are written by notaries, recorders of 
the conseil des prud’hommes, or by justices of the peace. They stipulate „ 
any conditions not imviolation o f the law of February 22,1851, concern
ing apprentices, or that of 1874 on the employment o f children in fac
tories. Inspectors enforce the provisions of these laws. Any disputes 
which may arise, regarding the contract, are heard by the conseil des 
prud,hommes7 or by a justice of the peace. I f  the dispute is over a 
verbal agreement the conditions are presumed to be those of local 
usage. Judgment for damages will run for thirty years.

The duration of apprenticeship is not always the same. The age, 
prior instruction, physical development, aptitude, and nature of the 
trade generally determine the duration. Local customs and habits of 
employers differ greatly on this point.

in  all professions the workshop is the best place for apprentices to 
learn their trades, provided they receive proper attention and are not 
made mere errand boys; but there are many details of theory necessary
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for a complete, education which they are unable to receive in shops. 
Besides performing the work a workman should be able to put on 
paper the plans of the objects he executes. To enable apprentices to 
acquire this knowledge many employers have annexed appropriate 
.courses of instruction to their industries.

TRADE SCHOOLS A T  PARIS.

A t Paris courses of this nature have been established by chambers 
of commerce of particular trades. They are completed by examina
tions, at which prizes are generally distributed. Loan libraries are also 
attached. Trades having such schools at Paris are:

(1) Jewellery: A  trade school of design and modelling, founded by 
the organized company of jewellers and goldsmiths.

(2) Imitation jewellery: School of design and modelling, founded 
by the company of imitation jewellery makers.

(3) Bronze work: Special school of design and modelling founded 
by the company of bronze manufacturers.

(4) Coaehmakers: Trade and artistic course of coachmaking for ap
prentices,' founded under the patronage of the association of coach 
makers.

(5) Wheelwrights’ trade: Trade school, founded by the association of 
wheelwrights.

(6) Boiler making: The association o f boiler makers of France have 
established for the department of the Seine courses in boiler making, 
steam engines, and legislation concerning steam engines, in eight dif
ferent quarters of Paris.

,(7) Roofing and plumbing: Trade courses established by the asso
ciation of plumbers, roofers, and zinc workers of the department of the 
Seine include instruction in sanitary plumbing, technology, hygiene 
o f  habitations, drawing, and practical courses in lead and zinc work.

(8) Roofing and plumbing: A  course of theoretical and practical 
roofing and plumbing, established by the association of roofers and 
plumbers of Paris.

(9) Cabinetmaking: School of professional drawing, founded by the 
Industrial Patronage of Children in the Cabinetmaking Trade.

(10) Flower and feather work: The society for the assistance of chil
dren employed in the flower and feather trade have organized courses 
of instruction.

(11) Paper and cardboard manufacturing: Courses organized for 
instruction in the art by the association of paper manufacturers.

(12) Tapestry: Courses by the Patrons of Tapestry Apprentices.
(13) Carriage making: Technical courses organized by the associa

tion of carriage manufacturers.
There are also in existence in Paris four societies having for their 

object a general, in addition to a special, instruction of apprentices 
and adults. These societies have established numerous courses in
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every quarter o f Paris. Tlie instruction is entirely gratuitous. Most 
of tlie instruction is devoted to literature, science, music, mathematics, 
languages, and elementary studies. The following technical subjects 
are also treated by the societies named:

(1) .Society for Elementary Instruction (for girls and women only). 
Stenography, needlework, cutting and finishing garments, domestic 
economy, drawing and water color painting applied to industrial and 
decorative arts, ceramic painting, enamelling, painting on fans, mod
elling,, and engraving and etching.

(2) The Polytechnic Association (for both sexes): Modelling, paint
ing on porcelain and on fans, construction, technology, industrial 
metallurgy, steam engines, style in furniture, practical mechanics, 
classes for metal workers, classes for masons and stone cutters (stone 
cutting, geometry and practical drawing); for women only, cutting 
garments, sewing, millinery, and telegraphy.

(3) The Philo technic Association (for both sexes): Technology, teleg
raphy, stereotomy, cutting, sewing, and finishing garments, cutting, 
(for men’s tailors), millinery, special courses for coppersmiths, fitters, 
firemen and mechanics and foundery workers, cutting and sewing shoes, 
photography, and industrial applications.

(4) The French Union of Young People (for both sexes): Industrial 
chemistry and physics, mechanics and applied sciences, stenography^ 
embroidery and sewing, and drawing.

These courses are mostly given in the evenings or on Sunday morn
ings.

Considerable effort has been exercised, particularly in the last twenty- 
five years, to raise the standard of trade education in France., It has 
come from the side of labor organizations, industrial employers, trans
portation companies, private institutions, religious and associated benevo
lence. It would be exceedingly instructive to attempt a census of these 
activities, but lack of space forbids the attempt. Nothing more is pos
sible here than brief mention of a few of the more prominent agencies.

GUTENBERG TYPO G R A PH ICA L SCHOOL, PARIS.

This school was founded in 1886 under the patronage of the Printers’ 
Union. The object is to educate young typographers. Pupils serve 
either a three years’ apprenticeship at the school, or during apprentice
ship at an establishment attend school , two consecutive days weekly, 
or if desirous of perfecting themselves in any particular branch of work 
they frequent classes for any period they may desire, but not less than 
six months.

The school is open eight andva half hours daily throughout the year, 
and trade instruction absorbs six hours of this period. Twentypupils 
are in attendance at one time. A ll of the 67 who have thus far gradu
ated have entered into jjositions found for them by the Printers’ Union.
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Tuition is frefe to the first class of pupils, viz., those “who serve a three 
years’ apprenticeship at the school. A  certificate of primary education 
is the principal and indispensable requirement of admission.

TR A B B  SCHOOL OF THE CH A IX  PRIN TIN G COM PANY, PARIS.

This school was founded by the company in 1863 with the object of 
educating skilled workmen for all branches of the company’s service. 
The course extends over four years. This is one year more than is re
quired for ordinary apprenticeships, as the scope of the work is much 
greater and much of the time is spent in class instruction.

Pupils must be at least 13 years of age to be admitted. They must be 
introduced by their parents or guardians and must produce thefollowing 
papers: Their birth certificates; a certificate of primary education at
tested by the mayor; a certificate of release in case they are already 
apprenticed elsewhere. On entering the apprentices submit to an ex
amination covering the primary branches. They are then assigned to 
such branches as they appear to be best fitted for. For compositors 
and lithographers the examination is competitive and takes place once 
every year. On an average the number of competitors is six times as 
great as the number of vacancies. Only ten pupils are received an
nually. One hour daily is devoted to instruction in the intellectual 
branches; the rest of the time is given up to manual instruction and 
practice. The theoretical work includes reading, writing, and compo
sition in the French language, and such instruction as will impart an 
understanding of the letters, words, etc., o f the English, German, Greek, 
and Latin languages,* both printed and written; the letters, figures, 
signs, etc., of higher mathematics, besides class instruction in history, 
geography, mathematics, physics, punctuation and grammar, and theory 
of printing, all of which are directed especially to their practical appli
cation.

Pupils pay no tuition. On the contrary they are paid while serv
ing this apprenticeship, according to thefollowing scale: Compositors 
and lithographers, first six months, nothing; second six months, 50 cen
times (10 cents) per day; during second year, 1 franc (19 cents) per 
day; during third year, 1 franc 50 centimes (29 cents) per day; during 
fourth year, 2 francs (39 cents) per day. Printers and others doing 
mechanical work obtain, during first four months, 75 centimes (14 cents) 
per day; second period of four months, 1 franc (19 cents) per day; third 
period of four months, 1 franc 25 centimes (24 cents) per day; after one 
year 1 franc 50 centimes (29 cents) per day, increasing 25 centimes (5 
cents) per day every four months until the apprenticeship is finished.

The boys receive the pay of skilled workmen as soon as they gradu
ate. : O f the 250 who have been trained in this school since the begin
ning about 200 are now in the employ of the company as compositors,
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lithographers, engravers, pressmen, book-binders, and office employés. 
During the past five or six years ail beginners in the service of the 
company have been graduates of the apprenticeship school. No vacan
cies in higher positions, such as foremen, office employés, or other 
officers of the establishment, are filled by any others than graduates of 
the school. Nearly all the higher positions in the offices and workshops 
from the proprietor down are filled by graduates. A ll positions are 
open to them. Few of these workmen leave the service of the company, 
and then it is to accept positions of importance in other establishments 
or to become proprietors themselves.

The secretary, M. Berger, adds in regard to the effect of the school 
and its value to the company: “ It has increased the quantity, quality, 
and artistic value o f  our work. All our student workmen are so much 
more valuable to us that we consider the heavy expense of maintain
ing a school with the necessary faculty of teachers, the materials, etc., 
as insignificant in comparison with the effects such instruction has 
upon the value of our workmen.”

SCHOOL OF THE EA ST E R N  R A IL W A Y  COM PAN Y, PARIS.

This school (École Professionnelle du Chemin de Fer de VEst) had its 
beginning in 1852, but the present organization dates from 1884. The 
object of the school is to produce skilled mechanics for the company’s 
shops, and to afford the sons o f its workingmen an opportunity to learn 
a useful trade. Admission to the school is. not strictly confined to the 
sons*bf workingmen employed by the company, but by far the larger 
proportion of the students are such.

The course o f instruction is for four years, and embraces reading, 
writing, spelling, grammar, history, geography, arithmetic, physics,

. chemistry, mechanics, design, and instruction in that trade for which 
the student shows preference and aptitude. Four hours each day are 
devoted to theoretical instruction and five hours to practical work in 
the company’s shops.

The total number of students who have been and are now being in
structed is 248, of whom about 200 have completed the course. Mechan
ics for the company’s shops are entirely recruited from the graduates 
o f this and other schools o f the company, but no obligation rests on 
the student to enter the company’s employ after having completed hie 
course o f  instruction.

The school, including books and one meal (luncheon), is free to such 
as fulfil the requirements of admission, and, in addition, the students 
are paid a wage of 10 cents each school day, commencing with the date 
of their entrance into the school. This wage is increased 5 cents 

' per day each six months if the instructor in the shops recommends it.
Applicants for admission must be 13 years old, and must have a cer

tificate from an instructor that they have acquired the rudiments of in-
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strucfcion of .a primary scliool. They must present a physician’s cer
tificate showing that they are physically able to follow a trade in the 
company’s shops. They must also pass an examination in the rudi
ments of arithmetic.

Other schools, or special courses, are conducted by this company in 
the large workshops at La Villette, Eomilly, Epernay, and Mohon.

TRADE SCHOOL OF THE NORTHERN R A IL W A Y  COM PAN Y, PARIS.

Another practically similar school exists in connection with the 
Northern Railway. It was founded in 1883 and has been attended by 
about 170 students, two-thirds of whom have remained to graduate. 
Only sons of the company’s employés are admitted. Results have 
been thoroughly satisfactory.

TRADE SCHOOL FOR T A IL O R S’ APPRENTICES, PARIS.

This school was founded in 1881 by the Society of Tailors o f Paris. 
The object of the school is .to form good workmen, and to raise the 
standard of hand work, which had been- greatly neglected since the in
troduction of the sewing machine.

The duration of the studies is for three years. The children receive 
at first, an elementary idea concerning sewing, and gradually increasing 
.the scope of work, they take part finally in the making of garments of 
all kinds.

The school is in session ten hours per day. One hour is devoted, to 
primary instruction, and the rest to practical work. The pupils are 
organized into groups of four or five apprentices, each group having its 
own instructor. The articles made, such as suits, coats, overcoats, etc., 
are never transferred from one place to another, but remain in the same- 
group from the beginning until they are finished. Care is taken to 
give each apprentice experience in every detail of the work. The work 
is all done by hand until the end of the third year, when machine work 
is done.

The school began in 1881 with 8 apprentices and 2 instructors; in 
1891 there were 40 apprentices and 8 teachers. About 180 young men 
have finished their apprenticeships, and are all occupied in the pro
fession.

Tuition is gratuitous to the children of poor parents ; those in better 
circumstances must pay a fee.

The apprentices receive a compensation of 1 franc (19 cents) per week 
the first year, 2 francs (39 cents) the second year, and 3 francs (58 cents) 
the third year, but these amounts are retained until the end of the ap
prenticeship, when they are paid out in full. The compensation is 
however, only paid when the work and conduct of the pupil has been 
entirely satisfactory during the week. In addition to the above ap-
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CHAP. ÎV.— INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN FRANCE. 2 8 1

prentices o f special merit receive every Saturday 25 to 75 centimes 
(5 to 14 cents) pocket money. The pupils lunch at the school, the 

- meals being furnished gratuitously.
The school is maintained and administered by the Association of 

Tailors of Paris.

TRADE SCHOOL FOR W ATCH M AKIN G, PARIS.

The school for watchmaking at Paris was founded as a private insti
tution in 1880. The object of the school is: To form proficient work
men in the various branches of the manufacture of watches, clocks, 
and timepieces of precision ; to give a good professional and scientific 
instruction to young men, who desire to practise the art of watch
making; to give an opportunity to young workmen and apprentices, 
who have already served an apprenticeship, to perfect themselves 
theoretically and practically in certain parts of the trade, in regulat
ing, in adjusting, and in repairing.

The period of apprenticeship is four years. Theoretical instruction 
is given for three hours daily except Saturdays, and shop work occupies 
seven hours daily.

Sixty-six pupils are at present in attendance. Two hundred and 
fifty-five have graduated, all of whom have found technical employment.

Pupils must be 13 years old to be admitted and possess the certificate 
of primary instruction. Young men and workmen who have served an 
apprenticeship of at, least two years in*another watchmaking school 
and such workmen as desire to perfect themselves in specific branches 
may be admitted for one year or longer.

The tuition is 300 francs ($57.90) per year.
An excellent municipal watchmaking trade school at Besançon and 

a private institution at Ault with the same end in view hardly need 
special description after what has already been given for the schools 
at Cluses and Paris.

SCHOOLS OF THE SO C IE TY  FOR THE IN DUSTRIAL EDUCATION OF
W OMEN, PARIS.

The first of these schools was founded in 1864 by the Society for the 
Industrial Education of Women at the initiative o f Madame Elisa Le- 
monnier. It was the first industrial school for girls in France. The 
object of the school is to give to girls such instruction as will enable 
them to gain an honorable living.

The instruction does not differ much from that of the industrial 
schools for girls maintained by the city of Paris. The courses of in
struction comprise three years. They are divided into general and 
special courses.

The general course comprises : French language, arithmetic, geom
etry, history and geography, applied sciences, writing, and a oourse in
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cutí mg. This instruction is given from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m. The special 
or professional courses of study are as follows:

■ t
COM M ERCIAL COU RSE.

Elements of bookkeeping, keeping the principal and auxiliary books, penmanship, 
balances. Business forms, invoices, statements, receipts, acquittances. Review oí 
the principles of bookkeeping, complex business operations, balances, inventories, 
balance sheets. Studies o f the effects of commerce. Calculations of commercial 
interest, discount, current accounts. General bookkeeping. Opening and closing 
sets of-books. Foreign money calculations. Commercial and civil law. German 
and English languages.

SEW ING:

Plain sewing, such as is done by all the pupils of the schools. During the first 
year elementary work in sewing. The work of the second and third years includes 
two ladies’ dresses and one child’s costume. Exercises in cutting, fitting, and trim
ming, repairs, various kinds o f work, infant clothes, etc.

IN D U STR IA L D R A W IN G .

Geometrical drawing (descriptive and perspective). Drawing from copy; from 
nature. Anatomy. History of art. Decorative composition (in copybooks, al
bums, and frames).

PA IN TIN G .

Painting on china: decorative »panels (composition and execution done by the 
pupils), flower pots, vases, dishes, and various objects.

Painting oh enamel: enamelled household articles, trays, fancy boxes, etc.
Painting on porcelain: cups, plates, plaques, etc.
Painting on silk : fans, screens, etc.
Painting on wood: boxes, etc. *
Painting on glass: church windows, etc. (the design and execution done by the 

pupils).
Painting on ivory: miniatures.

W O O D  E N G R A V IN G  AN D  C A R V IN G  OE VARIO US- K IN D S.

E M B R O ID E R Y .

Embroidery: plain, in silk, in gold, etc., on dresses, drapery, pincushions and 
various objects; composition,and embroidery done by the pupils.

The instruction for the special courses is given from 12.30 to 5.30 
p. m.

The attendance in 1891 was as fellows : The first school, 200 pupils • 
the second, 110 pupils ; and the third, 190 pupils.

The society occupies itself also as much as possible in'finding posi
tions for the pupils who leave the school.

-The tuition is from 12 to 15 francs ($2.32 to $2,90) per month. Free 
-scholarships are also given. The age o f admission is at least 12 years.

The Ternes Industrial School for young women and the Protestant 
Industrial School for young girls.at Paris are quite similar to those be
longing to the Society for the Industrial Education of Women, though 
of not quite the same importance.
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TRADE SCHOOL OF THE IN DUSTRIAL SO C IE T Y  OF SAINT-QUENTIN.

The trade school of the Industrial Society o f Saint-Quentin was 
opened in 1884 with the object of forming workmen, foremen, and 
technical directors for the principal industries o f the neighborhood. 
The period o f instruction is three years. Manual work includes wood 
work and ironwork and the construcion of machinery used in spinning, 
weaving, and sugar making. The theoretical instruction includes the 
usual branches with special attention given to drawing and mathe
matical calculation of work to be executed.

The present attendance numbers 77. The 70 graduates since the 
school was founded immediately found suitable technical employment 
in the vicinity. Instruction is gratuitous and candidates for admission 
are received between the ages of 12 and 16 years.

Special industrial classes are held by the Industrial Society for work 
people of both sexes. They comprise instruction in hand and power 
loom weaving; embroidery; needlework; industrial chemistry; ele
mentary physics; practical sugar refining; practical mechanics; in
dustrial drawing, etc.; enlarging for mechanical embroidery; drawing 
and designing for the various textile fabrics; English language; Ger
man language; bookkeeping; industrial drawing; agriculture; and 
application of chemistry to fertilizing.

The following table shows the distribution of classes and the attend
ance (January 1892) :
ATTENDANCE AND COURSE OP STUDY IN THE CLASSES OP THE INDUSTRIAL

For those courses o f instruction which continue all day pupils need 
only attend at such times as they can afford to be absent from their 
daily work.

Persons in attendance are for the most part workmen who are occupied 
in gaining a livelihood, and who visit the classes, whenever time per-

SOCIETY OP SAINT-QUENTIN.

Subject. Hours. Attendance.

Weaving, simple......................... - ..............—■
Weaving, power loom..................................... .
Weaving, special, for foremen.........................
Needlework, linens, embroidery, dresses, etc.
Mechanical embroidery.................- ................ .
Practical mechanics........................................
Elementary physics.............................- .........
Industrial chemistry.......'...............................■
Agriculture ........................... - ..........—...........
Heat..................................................................

I Daily from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m 69
28

.Sundays 11 a. m. to noon 
Daily, 8 a. m. to 6 p. m .. 
Daily, 7 a. m. to 7 p. m ...

Varies.
1,268

29
f Varies.

Lectures delivered to working- ,1 Varies.

Designing and enlarging for mechanical embroidery.
Industrial drawing.......... . .........................................
Political economy .........................................
'Geography, commercial.................... ........................
English language................. - ...........................*-......
German language ......................................................
Commercial law ................. ........... .............................
Practical sugar refining .-........ ..................................
Weaving (at Bofrain, a suburb)..................................I
Industrial drawing (at Bobain)..............................
Bookkeeping (at Bobain)............................................
Industrial drawing (at Chauny)....... ............ ...........

Preparing cards for various textiles. C Daily, 9 a. m. to noon and 2 to 5 p. 
) m.; also special evening classes.

18
72
15
61

Varies.
Varies.

Instructions to workingmen at 
• times most convenient—even- 
5 ings or Sundays.

44
62

Varies.
26
49
39 
29
40
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284 REPORT OP THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

rnits, in. order to perfect themselves in their own trade or to learn a 
new one if they find themselves adapted for it. Thus it happens some
times that unskilled workmen or laborers acquire a skilled profession 
such as weaver, master weaver, embroiderer (mechanical), draughts
man, etc., simply by making good use of their leisure time.

A ll these special courses are absolutely gratuitous and are open tc 
all who desire to avail themselves of their benefits. On the other hand, 
persons who excel in their respective classes are liberally rewarded 
with prizes of money, books, medals, etc.

These courses, as well as the professional school of the society, are 
under the direction of a board of administration consisting of the may oi 
o f the city, the president and last ex-president of the chamber of com 
merce, who are ex-officio members, and five elected members of the 
society. Each course has a special committee of surveillance elected 
from among the members of the society. The courses are supported 
chiefly by regular dues of the members of this philanthropic society, 
and by city, state, and department subsidies.

. A t Reims, Lyons, and Nantes industrial societies maintain* courses 
of instruction. All these institutions are very similar to those at Saint- 
Quentin, already described. Their work is highly appreciated and 
excellent results are attained. A t Lyons 8,012 persons attended the 
classes of the Society for Trade Instruction of the Rhone in a single 
year.

SCHOOL OF A P P R E N T IC E S OF TH E IN D U S T R IA L  S O C IE T Y  OF
N A N T E S .

In this school the instruction is given one hour every morning before 
the apprentice goes to the workshop. His term of apprenticeship is 
therefore lengthened to four years instead of three, as is the local 
custom.

A  unique feature of the School of Apprentices of the Industrial 
Society of Nantes are the conditions made by contract when the 
apprentice is admitted. The pupils are indentured as apprentices at 
some establishment. The contract of apprenticeship is tripartite 
between the president of this society, the employer, and the parents of 
the boy. The Industrial Society pays each pupil during the continu
ance of this contract 3 francs (58 cents) per month, of which one-half 
is put away as savings for the boy, and the other half may be given to 
the parents. In addition 6J pounds of bread are furnished per week 
to those in need.  ̂ The society has surveillance over the pupil, also at 
the workshop, and any breach of contract on the part of the appren
tice, either against the employer or the school, may be punished by 
imprisonment of the apprentice or by a reimbursement with interest 
to the society for the expenses to the school caused by the appren
tice. The materials for instruction are furnished gratuitously by the 
society.
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A D VA N CED  SCHOOL OF COM MERCE AND W EAVIN G, LYONS.

This school was founded in 1872 by the Society of Industrial Sciences 
of Lyons, The division for weaving was organized in 1877.

The object of the division for weaving is to give a practical and the
oretical education to such persons as desire to occupy the higher posi
tions in weaving establishments. This divison is entirely separated 
from the division for commerce. The course is for one year only.

COURSE OE STUDY IN THE DIVISION FOR WEAVING OE THE ADVANCED SCHOOL 
OE COMMERCE AND WEAVING, LYONS.

T h eory  o f  w eav in g  ( fo n r p a r t s ) .............................. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Practical work (pupils pass three months in each shop)-----
Applied mechanics—study of motors and looms................. - -
Study of textile materials—bleaching, dyeing, finishing, etc
Designing patterns, etc., and preparing cards.................... ,
^Bookkeeping..............................................................................

T o t a l .............. * .................................................................................

'Hours 
■per week.

The school possesses 14 hand looms, 8 power looms, 7 preparatory ma
chines* and a gas motor.

The practical instruction is given by foremen under the direction of 
tbe professors, and the theoretical instruction by special professors.

During the last three months the pupils, conducted by their pro
fessors, visit weaving, dyeing, and other similar establishments.

The school is in session from 8 t o l l  a. m., and from 1.15 to 5.15 p. m.
The candidate for admission must be at least 16 years of age, and 

must pass an examination. Foreigners may also be admitted.
The administration Of the school is in the hands of a board appointed 

by the Society of Industrial Sciences and by the chamber of com
merce of Lyons. The annual expenses of this school amount to 11G,000 
francs ($22,388).

SCHOOL OP IN D U STRIAL CHEM ISTRY, LYONS.

The School of Industrial Chemistry was founded in 1883 under the 
patronage of the Lyons chamber of commerce.

The object of the school is to give instruction in the theory and 
practical application of chemistry to such young men as desire to 
adopt industrial pursuits in which such knowledge is necessary. This 
is particularly the case in the textile industry in the vicinity of Lyons.

The duration of these studies is two years. The instruction is both 
oral, and by means of laboratory work% The best pupils, generally a 
very small number, are retained one or two additional years for original
researches. •

The oral lessons or lectures consist of organic, inorganic, and iudus-

HU
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trial chemistry, mineralogy, physics applied to chemistry, and experi
mental mechanics.

The laboratory work is carried on every day in inorganic chemistry 
during the first year and in organic chemistry during the second. 
Visits for practical study are paid to industrial establishments in the 
vicinity. . Special attention is paid to such laboratory work as is most 
useful to the pupils for their future vocations. The school is in session 
from 6.30 to 11.45 a. m.,. and from 2 to 5.45 p. m. All the time not 
required for class instruction is devoted to laboratory work.

The attendance in 1890 was 28 pupils. The young men who graduate 
find positions very easily, and in many cases are engaged in advance.

CHURCH SCHOOLS FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

The Society of Christian Brothers has industrial schools in the fol
lowing cities : Paris—the Saint-Nicolas School (manual apprenticeship) ; 
Lyons—the La Salle School (manual training); Saint-Etienne—School 
of Manual Apprenticeship.

They are doing excellent work. The La Salle School has an attend
ance of 172, picked out from the most promising pupils in the Catholic 
schools of Lyons. The Saint-Nicolas School is attended by 250 pupils 
annually. A  combination of shop apprenticeship and school attend
ance constitutes one unique feature o f this institution as well as of the 
school at Saint-Etienne. The great majority of graduates take up tech
nical vocations.

SECONDARY INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

N A TIO N A L SCHOOLS OF A R T S AND TRADES, CHALONS, ANGERS,
AND AIX.

The first of these schools was founded as a private institution in 
1/80 on the estate of a nobleman. It became a national institution 
during the first republic, and was removed to Châlons-sur-Marne in 
1806. The second was organized at Beâupréau in 1804 and removed 
to Angers in 1815. The third was founded in 1843 at Aix. A  law 
passed in 1881 directed the construction of a fourth, which is now 
being completed at Lille.

These schools have for their object the instruction of students in the 
mechanical arts, and such other branches as will enable them to become 
superintendents and masters of workshops and industrial establish
ments.

The three schools have thq same programme .and regulations. The 
studies are for three years. No person can remain a fourth year unless, 
on account of sickness or another unavoidable cause, he was absent 
more than six weeks.
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CHAP. IV. Ei>um®a5f iN
Theoretical and practical instruction is given. The following table 

shows the theoretical branches taught and the number of lessons de
voted to each:
COURSE OF STUDY IN THE NATIONAL SCHOOLS OE ARTS AND TRADES AT AIX,

ANGERS, AN D  CHALONS.

Number of lessons.

Subject. First year. Second year. Third year.

First half. Second half. First half. Second half. First half. Second half.

10
5 8 20 2420 18 14 20 14 15

SO
37 40

19 17 14 19
14 12

35
Laud surveying and cos

mography.
Land surveying and level- 

ling.
Mathematics, supplemen

tary notions of..

7

5

15

60 4520 2020
Total........................... 96 102 108 102 108 96

These studies include elements of analytic geometry, descriptive 
geometry, theoretical and applied kinematics, pure and applied mechan
ics, industrial application of physics and chemistry, drawing, industrial 
applications; technology, application to the construction of machines; 
accounting and elements of industrial economics and industrial hygiene.

The practical instruction is given in the following workshops: Car
pentry and patternmaking, foundery, fitting, forging, and copper smith
ing.

The first three, months the pupils work in the different shops. After 
that time they are permanently placed in the shops for which they are 
best fitted. During, the last year, however, they are again placed in 
the different shops for a short time to get a better general knowledge 
of practical work. In this way they work at their own particular pro
fessions a little over two and a half years.

These schools each admit 100 pupils every year who board at the 
schools. Since 1885 pupils who board outside the school may also be 
admitted.

Over 4,000 pupils have graduated from these schools. Nearly all of 
these occupy important positions in the various industries and in the gov
ernment service. A  society of former pupils has existed since 1846. Its 
aim is to find occupations for graduates, to maintain a fraternity among 
them, and to publish articles on technology, science, and industrial arts 
written by its members. A  list of the occupations of members o f this 
society is given.in another part of this report.

H
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The instruction is gratuitous. The price for board is 600 francs 
($115.80) per year. A  sum of 75 francs ($14.48) for incidental expenses 
is paid upon entering. The cost of the uniform and clothing outfit is 
fixed at 300 francs ($57.90).

The state provides a scholarship for the payment, either entirely oi 
in part, o f the board of pupils who have not the necessary means. In 
certain cases the expenses for the clothing outfit is paid by the state.

The admission to the school is by competitive examination. Pupils 
must be between 15 and 17 years of age at the time of the examina
tion for admission, and must be of French parentage.

Following are the branches in which the candidates are examined: 
Penmanship j French grammar and orthography; arithmetic, theo
retical and practical; elementary geometry; algebra, to equations of 
the second degree; history o f France and geography, as taught in the 
high schools.

The following exercises are also included: A  dictation, with the defi
nition of the words, and a grammatical and logical analysis; a lineal de
sign, and a pen and ink ornamental design; two problems in arithmetic 
e-nd two in geometry ; one piece of wood work and one piece of iron 
work, to test the manual skill of the candidate.

These institutions are under the jurisdiction of the minister of com
merce and industry, and are maintained entirely by the state. The 
interior affairs are administered by a director, with the concurrence of 
a board composed of the professors and chiefs of the workshops.

The expenses o f the three schools during 1890 were as follows:'

Materials and Sundries.

^]lâlons................... ...................................................................... ................$48,809.31
A lx .............................................................................- .................................... 41,848.58
AnSers ............................................................................................................. 40 622.06

, T o ta l . . . . . ................ 1.......................................................... .................  131,279.95
Expenses at Paris on account of these schools............... ............ ' ______  j  4.21.83
Expenses on account of examinations for admission.................................  3’ 121.00
Prizes and compensations to best pupils................... ................. i, 342.50

Grand tota l................................. -................. ......................................  140,165.28

OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES OE THE NATIONAL SCHOOLS OE ARTS AND TRADES 
AT AIX, ANGERS, AND CHALONS.

Industries ana occupations.

Army service:
General......................................................
High commissioned officers....................
Lower commissioned officers.................
Non-commissioned officers and soldiers. 

Bridges and metallic constructions:
Proprietors, managers, and engineers... 
Chiefs of workshops and construction,
■ draughtsmen, etc.

Bridges, roads, etc.:
Engineers and assistant engineers.........
Superintendents and overseers..............
Telegraph and telephone constructors.. 
Superinitendents or mines, surveyors, 

experts, and managers.

Industries and occupations. Num
ber.

Building :
Architects.............................................

Building materials—brickwork, cement, 
ceramics, lime, mosaics, paints, plaster, 
quarries, slate, tiling, timber :

Manufacturers, merchants, and em
ployés.

Education :
Directors, engineers, professors of in

struction, chiefs and assistant chiefs 
of workshops, and curators.

Electric works :
Constructors, directors, and engineers
Chiefs and assistant «biefs of work

shops, draughtsmen, etc.
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O C C U P A T IO N S  O F  G R A D U A T E S  O F  T H E  N A T I O N A L  SC H O O LS O F  A R T S  A N D  T R A D E S  
A T  A T T , A N G E R S , A N D  C H A L O N S — Continued.

Industries and occupations.
N u m 
ber.

E n gin eers:
C ivil engineers...................................................... 143
Consulting engineers and patent solici- 16

tors.
M echanical draugh tsm en................................

Gas w orks :
Proprietors, engineers, directors of  

w orks, draughtsm en, etc.
G as fitters.................................................................

Insurance :
D irectors and agen ts.........................................

M echanical construction w orks in general:
Proprietors, m anagers, and en gin eers..
Chiefs and assistant chiefs o f w ork

shops and construction, draughtsm en, 
accountants, etc.

M ercantile branches :
M erchants and em ployés................................

M etal w orks, founderies and forges :
Proprietors, directors, and e n g in e e rs ...
Chiefs and assistant chiefs o f w ork

shops and factories, draughtsm en, etc.

236

45

14

3

365
340

74

210
125

M in es:
Engineers, m anagers, and supenn - 43

tendents.
M echanics, e tc .......................................................  6

N avigation— construction w orksh ops:
Proprietors, managers, and construction 11

engineers.
Chffei's and assistant chiefs o f  w ork

shops, foremen, draughtsm en, etc.
N avigation —  commercial and m ilitary  

marine, maritim e canals :
C h ief engineers . - - ...........................................
M arine oificers and principal engineers. 
Engineers, inspectors and ch ief en

gineers, commercial marine.
F irst and second m aster engineers, 

engineers’ apprentices, engineers on 
com m ercial vessels, etc.

Paper w orks :
Proprietors, managers, and en gin eers.. .
M echanics and other em ployés....................
Constructors o f  m aterials for paper

15

5
32
11

129

22
11
8

m ills.
Pow der and dynam ite w orks, cannon foun

deries and arsenals, and tobacco w orks :
Em ployés...................................................................

P u blic officials :
Collectors o f revenues, and o f alm s —
Governm ent counsellor....................................
N otaries, court presidents, judges, ex

perts, and arbiters.
Inspector o f child labor in  m anufacto

ries and public establishm ents.
Secretary o f m ayor’s office.............................
Senators'and representatives.......................

P u blic w orks:
Contractors, engineers, and fo re m e n ...
M echanics, draughtsm en, e tc .......................

R ailw ays, road construction:
Engineers, chiefs and assistant chiefs 

o f sections and w orkshops, overseers, 
and draughtsm en.

R ailw ays, plant and rolling stock :
Engineers and assistant engineers.........
Chiefs and assistant chiefs o f  railw ay  

stations, offices, etc.
Locom otive engineers and firem en............

R ailw ays, offices and w orkshops: _
Engineers .and assistant engineers in  

offices and workshops.
Chiefs and assistant chiefs o f w ork

shops and offices, and other em ployés. 
Forem en, assistant forem en, finishers, 

fitters, repairers, etc.
D ra u g h tsm e n ........................................................

R ailw ays— inspection and control :
Inspectors, sub-inspectors, controllers, 

and assistant controllers.

42

3 1 
6

1
1
4

119
16

162

22
116

29

11

59

41

40

116

S. Ex. 65------19

Industries and occupations.
N u m 
ber.

Spinning, combing, w eaving, finishing, and 
d y ein g : .
Proprietors, directors, engineers, and 

various higher occupations.
M ann facturera o f laces, velvets, tulles,

etc.
Constructors of materials, looms, stitch

ing machines, and paper tubes.
Steam apparatus, and brass and copper 

work:
Employés..................................................

Sugar works, refineries, and distilleries : 
Proprietors, managers, engineers, and 

heads of factories.
Mechanics, etc..........................................
Constructors of sugar works, refineries, 

and distilleries : managers, engineers, 
chiefs of workshops, foremen, and con
struct] on draughtsmen.

Yarious professions and occupations :
Bankers....................................................
Dentist..................................................
Pharmacist...............................................
Proprietors and landlords------------------
Representatives of various industries.. 

Water works:
Contractors for works of conveyance and 

distribution. _
Managers, engineers, and agents..........

Miscellaneous :
Proprietors, managers, engineers, and 

constructors of materials in the follow
ing industries :

Agricultural machinery...................
Articles for travel, fans, saddlery..
Artillery and arms....... - ..................
Artistic metal work—iron, copper, 

lead, and tin.
Bell founderies.................................
Belting and straps of leather, cotton, 

and india-rubber.
Blacking, paints, and varnishes.......
Bottles, corks, bottle clasps, and si

phons.
Brushes, etc......................................
Cables and chains............. ; - .........
Carpentry, sawmills, cabinetmak

ing, and pattemmaking.
Carriages and wheels........................
Chemical products, salts, etc............
Chemist.............................................
Chest making.....................................
Chocolates and conserves.................
Coal mines..........................................
Elevators............................................
Engraving..........................................
Faucet founderies.............................
Files....................................................
Food products................. - ................
Founderies, bolt and nail forges, 

horseshoes, sad-irons, buttons, 
hooks.

Galvanizing......................................
Gas ovens, and other ovens..............
Gilding, silver plating, nickel plat

ing, and galvanizing.
Glass and crystal works..................
Grinders.............................................
Grindstones and emery paper..........
Hardware and tinware......................
Heaters, flues, and ventilators........
Ice making and ice machinery.........
Locksmithing ..<•............................
Machinery, tools, stamps, and saws .
Malleable ironworks.......................
Matches.............................................
Mills for flour and other foods........
Motors, petroleum.......................... .
Oil and grease, petroleum, soap, and 

candles.

15

80

42

6
15

511
100
53

9

22

18

7
15

2
16

2
7

11
18

7 
1411
2
8 
2

9
4
2

28

5
6

13
5 
4

21
26

9
10
28
7
6

2619
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OCCUPATIONS OP GRADUATES OP THE NATIONAL SCHOOLS OP ARTS AND TRADES 
AT AIX, ANGERS, AND CHlXONS-Concluded.

Industries and occupations. Num
ber. Industries and occupations. Num

ber.

Miscellaneous—continued. Miscellaneous—concluded.
Proprietors, managers, etc.—cont’d. Proprietors, managers, etc.—conc’d.

Publishing, printing, lithographing, 
heliographing, bookbinuing, and

22 Velocipedes, carriages and wagons, 23

15
tramways, and omnibuses. 

Watchmaking, goldsmithing, scien
tific andmusicalinstruments, phys
ical and surgical apparatus, etc.

13photographing.
1
2 3
3 Wire screens and other metallic cloth 2
6
1
8 Total................... 4,045

C EN TR AL IN D U ST R IA L  SCHOOL, L Y O N S .

Two important institutions projected along practically the same line 
as the national schools of arts and trades are the Central Industrial 
School at Lyons anti the Industrial Institute o f the North of France at 
Lille. The former o f the two just mentioned is of a somewhat higher 
grade. It is in fact to Lyons very much what the Central School of 
Arts and Manufactures is to Paris.

About 350 have graduated from the Lyons institution, and nearly all 
have chosen technical vocations. They are found principally as pro
prietors, managers, or employés in silk and velvet factories, chemical 
and iron works, paper mills, engineers on railway or road construc
tion, etc.

IN D U ST R IA L  IN STITU TE OP TH E N O R TH  OF P R A N CE, LILLE.

This school is largely a technological institution. It was founded by 
the department of the north in the city of Lille. Its object is to fit 
civil engineers, managers, and superintendents for the workshops of 
the principal industries of the north of France.

The instruction is theoretical and practical, and includes lectures, 
designing, experiments and work in general, industrial and analytic 
chemistry, experiments in dyeing, work in shops, and numerous visits to 
industrial establishments in the region. A  great part of the time is 
spent in the shops and laboratories. The programme of studies has 
special reference to industries of the neighborhood. Instruction in the 
textile arts is greatly developed at the institute. The lessons are ac
companied by practical exercises in a large and well equipped shop, 
with machines of a sufficient variety to initiate the student into 
nearly all the operations belonging to the linen, cotton, or woollen in
dustries.

The instruction is given in two distinct divisions—of technology (on 
the type of schools of arts and trades) and civil engineering (on the 
type o f the Central School o f Arts and Manufactures). Each course is 
divided into three sections—mechanics, spinning and weaving, and
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industrial chemistry. The plan of studies is absolutely the same for 
all in the beginning; in the second year the specialization commences, 
and is accentuated in the third year.

The plan of studies for the section o f mechanics has been devised 
with a view of specially preparing for the industries of machine con
struction, and for public works. The pupils of this division are partic
ularly trained in drawing, fitting, carpentry, operations o f  taking plans,
levelling and surveying.

The pupils of the section of spinning and weaving follow, in the sec
ond year, a special elementary course. During the last year they pursue 
a higher course relative to textile materials and the industries whieh 
they are to follow. The practical exercises o f spinning and weaving 
commence in the second year, and are greatly extended during the last
year.

The pupils o f the section o f chemistry commence, in the second year, 
the study of analytic and industrial ehemistry. Later they study, in 
special advanced courses, the principles of industrial chemistry. They 
arc trained in experiments. During the last year the greater part of 
their time is employed in practical work.

NATIONAL SCHOOL FOR TRAINING FOREMEN AND SKILLED ME
CHANICS, CLUNY.

The original design o f the three national schools of arts and trades 
at Aix, Angers, and Chalons was to train skilled mechanics and fore
men. In later years there has been an advance both in the character 
of the instruction and object sought to be accomplished. These schools 
now train, in reality, overseers and mechanical engineers.

The new institution at Cluny is meant to fill in the gap between the 
training given in the national schools at Armentieres and at Aix, for 
example. It was only opened in September 1892, so it is impossible, 
as yet, to speak of results.

SUPERIOR INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The government o f  France maintains an elaborate system of techni
cal schools from whieh to recruit the service in its various administra
tive departments, state manufactories and industries. These schools 
include: Army and navy schools, schools of agriculture and horti
culture, schools of forestry, veterinary schools, schools for the postal 
and telegraphic services, variousschools of navigation and seamanship, 
schools for engineers of naval vessels, a polytechnic school, a national 
school for bridges and highways service, schools of mines, and art 
schools connected with state manufactories at the Gobelins tapestry 
works at Paris, and also at Beauvais and at Sevres.
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PO LYTECH N IC SCHOOL, PARIS.

The principal object of this school is to educate technical engineers 
for service in the various departments of the government service. The 
course of study covers two years.

The instruction includes a great variety of subjects, as: Mathematics, 
two years; descriptive geometry, one year; stereometry, one year; 
mechanics and machinery, two years; physics, two years; chemistry, 
two years; geodesy and astronomy, one year; architecture, two years; 
military art, one year; history, geography, and literature, two years; 
German language, two years; drawing and water color, two years.

The studies are supplemented by visits to establishments in the city 
and the neighboring country.

Students upon graduating either go directly into the service of the 
state, or continue their studies in other state schools, such as the school 
of mines, the school of bridges and highways, etc. Graduates not 
going into the state service have no difficulty in getting employment 
in responsible positions.

All students board at the school. The price for board is 1,000 francs 
($193) per year, and that of their outfit, 500 francs ($96.50). Numer
ous partial or entirely free scholarships are given. In 1889 there were 
144 of these.

Candidates for admission must be between the ages of 16 and 21 
years, and must be either bachelors of science, bachelors of special in
struction, bachelors of letters, or must possess a certificate relative to 
the first proof for bachelor of letters. Numerous preparatory schools 
exist in various parts of France to fit students for admission to this 
school.

N A TIO N A L SCHOOL OP BRIDGES AND H IG H W A YS, PARIS.

This school is maintained to recruit the corps of government engi
neers of bridges and highways. Government students are taken ex
clusively from the Polytechnic School at Paris. In addition to these 
students the school receives also others as day students, young men 
who wish to obtain the same instruction, but who upon graduation do 
not enter the government service. Their situation is very similar to 
those of engineers of the school of arts and manufactures.

The course of instruction covers three years, as follows:
First year.—-Applied mechanics (resistance and materials), road con

struction, mineralogy and geology, architecture (the employment of 
wood and iron in constructions—decoration of bridges), political econ
omy, general principles of construction.

Second year.—Applied mechanics (hydraulics), construction (interior 
navigation), construction (bridges), steam engines, architecture (em
ployment of wood and iron in constructions—decoration of bridges), 
administrative law.
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Third year.—Construction (railroads), construction (maritime works), 
administrative law, fortifications. Englisli and German languages are 
also required.

In each, division the students are exercised in practical work, graphic 
work, drawing, sketching, manipulation, and testing of materials of 
construction, levelling, and laying plans for machinery, buildings, etc. 
Supplementary courses are also given in pisciculture, the operation of 
railroads, photography, electric telegraphy, etc. The instruction is 
entirely gratuitous.

Students not coming from the Polytechnic School must be 25 years 
old and must pass an examination for admission. This class of stu
dents is very small. A  preparatory department for day students is 
also maintained by this school.

N A TIO N A L HIGH SCHOOL OP MINES, PARIS.

This school is maintained primarily to educate engineers for employ
ment in the exploitation of state mines. For this purpose the students 
are recruited exclusively from the Polytechnic School. Independent of 
these, the school also admits a limited number of other students.

The duration of studies is three years. The instruction has for its 
object the imparting of knowledge concerning the exploitation of mines, 
the treatment of mineral substances, and the management of railroads. 
The following are the principal subjects taught :

First year.—Working of mines; general metallurgy (iron); analytical 
chemistry of the metalloids; industrial chemistry; mineralogy; animal 
paleontology; topography; designs and plans for exploitations; exercises 
in the analysis of minerals; exercises in mineralogy and paleontology; 
exercises in topography.

Second year.—Metallurgy (different metals); analytical chemistry 
(metals); geology and petrography; machines and resistance of ma
terials; railroads; industrial economics ; theses in metallurgy and ma
chines; exercises in mineral analysis; exercises in petrography; indus
trial visits and geological courses.

Third year.—Applied geology; construction work; construction of 
machinery; legislation concerning mines; applications of electricity; 
artillery; analysis of theses; projects of thesis and of exploitation, 
machines, and metallurgy. Students of the third year must also fol
low a course in English or German.

In addition to visits to mines and industrial establishments and nu
merous excursions which students have to make in order to complete 
their education, they are required during vacation to make a stay of 
a month in a mining or metallurgical district of France or Belgium. 
On their return they must make a report on the places they have 
visited.

The instruction is entirely free. Students who are not graduates of
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the P oly tdehnie School arc admitted according to the following condi
tions:

(1) Pay students who intend to become engineers or managers in the 
working of mines for private persons. Only four or five are admitted 
each year. They must be between the ages o f 17 and 23 years and are 
selected by examination. They follow the same course as the govern
ment students, but are not given employment by the state upon grad
uating. When they finish they receive a diploma, and generally find 
employment as engineers in mines, metallurgical industries, the rail
road service, etc. There are preparatory courses for entrance as day 
students.

(2) Foreign students are admitted by request of their governments. 
They must pass an examination.

(3) Free students are admitted on their own initiative, to follow all or 
part of the courses. They receive no title or diploma, and*are not con
sidered as regular students.

SCHOOL OF MINES, SAINT-ETIENNE.

This is a national school, intended to furnish managers and engineers. 
The organization and requirements are very similar to those mentioned 
in connection with the previous institution.
v The average number of students admitted annually is twenty-five.

The administration does not guarantee positions to graduates. ATI, 
however, obtain positions without difficulty at salaries which commence 
at 1,800 to 2,400 francs ($347,40 to $463.20) per year and advance as 
they gain experience. The school furnishes also engineers to metal
lurgical and chemical establishments in France and foreign countries. 
In the metallurgical industry o f the department of the Loire 32 out of 
the 56 managers and engineers are graduates of the Saint-Étienne 
School o f Mines. Out of 372 engineers directly employed in private 
mines in France 278 are graduates of this school, 68 of the Central 
School o f Arts and Manufactures at Paris, and 26 of the National 
High School o f  Mines at Paris.

The instruction is gratuitous. The conditions for admission are the 
same as for the Central School of Arts and Manufactures at Paris, with 
the additional requirement of a knowledge of chemistry.

SCHOOLS FOR M ASTER  MINERS, A L A IS  (GARD) AN D DOTTAI
(NORD).

These are practical schools, intended to educate master workmen 
for mines. The instruction is both theoretical and practical, and lasts 
two years. One-half of eaeh year is given up to work in the mines, 
and the other half to special studies in the elements of mathematics,, 
physics, chemistry, working of mines, designing, etc.

Pupils must be 16 years of age to be admitted to the Douai school 
and IS to be admitted to the Alais school.
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The state gives scholarships, preference being-given to the sons @f 
miners.

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR N A TIO N A L M ANUFACTORIES.

The government maintains a school of decorative art and tapestry 
and a practical school o f chemistry as applied to dyeing at the national 
manufactory o f Gobelins, a school of decorative art at the manufactory 
of Beauvais, and a practical school of ceramics at the national manu
factory of Sevres, to recruit the service at these state establishments 
with artisans possessing technical artistic skill.

CEN TRAL SCHOOL OF A R TS AND M AN U FACTU RES, PARIS.

The Central School o f Arts and Manufactures was founded in 1829 
as a private institution. It became a state institution in 1857.

The aims o f the founders were to establish a school for the higher 
industrial studies, uniting the scientific theoretical branches with 
practical work. The plan originally adopted exists at the present 
day. The institution is intended to form engineers for all the various 
branches of industry and for the public service.

The minister of commerce, industry, and the colonies has direct 
control of this institution.

The course of study covers three years, as follows :
First year: Lessons.

Analysis (differential and integral calculus) — ......... - .......... ....................... 33
Kinematics and rational mechanics................ ................................... - - ........ 52
Descriptive geometry and applications ------------ ------------------------ ---------  50
General physics............................................................................ - ....................  60
General chemistry .................................................................... ............■>...........  60
Mineralogy and geology...................................................................................  30
Construction of the elements and parts of machines......................................  20
Architecture and. civil constructions ................— ................................ . 30
Industrial hygiene and applied natural sciences............................................ 25

Total . . . . ...........................................................-- - - ................... ............. . .  360

Second year:
Applied mechanics .............. ..............................— . — -------- ---------------. . .  60
Applied resistance ............................................. ......................... - ..................  22
Construction and erection of machines..........................................................  50
Industrial physics.............................................................................................. 44=
Applications of electricity and' of light ...........- .................... ......... .......  ~28
Steam engine»................ — ....... ......... .................................... ................... 36
Analytical chemistary------- ----------- ------------------- ......... ..........................—  48
Technological chemistry.... .......................................... .............................. I. 40
Architecture and civil constructions ....... .....................................................  50
Legislation and industrial economics................ .................... -------------------  25

Total 403
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Third year: Lessons.
Applied mechanics (hydraulics).........................    43
Construction and erection of machines..................L ................................... _ 45
Industrial chemistry...............      50
General metallurgy and metallurgy of iron..............................................   55
Exploitation of mines.........................................................   40
Public works........................................................................... .........................  53
Railroads..........................   40

Total................................................................................................................ 328

The first year’s studies relate to the general sciences. They consti
tute a basis of the encyclopedic instruction of the engineer.

The second year’s courses pertain more especially to technical instruc
tion. They are taught by engineers who are in actual daily practice, 
and the pupils must adapt themselves to ideas which are more positive 
and less abstract. The studies are completed by laboratory exercises 
and visits to factories. In the middle of the second year students have 
to specialize into one of the four branches—machinists, constructors, 
metallurgists, or chemists.

The average number of pupils admitted each year is 250. Graduates 
find ready employment as engineers, managers of establishments, con
structors, etc.

During the last half century more than 4,000 graduates of the school 
have been distributed over all parts of the globe. About 600 foreign 
pupils have graduated, most of whom are now occupying high positions 
in their respective countries. Many of the buildings of the late expo
sition, the Eiffel tower, the palace o f the Trocadero, and part of the 
machinery hall are works of former pupils of this school.

Candidates for admission must be at least 18 years of age and must 
pass an examination.

A  sum of 60,000 francs ($11,580) annually is set aside by the govern
ment for assisting worthy young men with limited resources.

NATIONAL CONSERVATORY OF ARTS AND TRADES, PARIS.

The National Conservatory of Arts and Trades, which ranks as one 
of the great scientific institutions of France, was founded by the na
tional convention in 1794, but was not organized until 1796. The cele
brated museum was definitely installed in 1798.
-  The original object was to establish a collection of machinery, pat
terns, models, tools, drawings, descriptions, and books relating to all the 
branches of the arts and trades, and also of the originals of all instru
ments and machines invented or perfected; and to provide means for 
the explanation of the tools and useful machinery to those interested 
in the arts and trades. By a special ordinance of the government 
gratuitous courses of instruction on the application of the sciences and 
industrial arts were begun in 1819. The conservatory is to industrial
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ecience what the College of France is to pure science. It has rendered 
great service in the application of science to. industry and in the popu
larization of industrial questions.

There are fifteen professorial chairs, of which twelve are devoted to 
science applied to the arts and three to the general laws and results 
of labor, constituting, as it were, the philosophy of the subject. These 
fifteen courses vary in subject matter from year to year, as each course 
runs a number of years. The following are the subjects treated:

Mechanical arts—geometry applied to the arts, mechanics applied to 
the arts, spinning and weaving; art of construction—descriptive geom
etry, civil constructions; physics—as applied to the arts; chemistry—

, general chemistry, industrial chemistry, chemistry applied to the indus
tries of dyeing, ceramics, and glass making; agriculture—agricultural 
chemistry, agricultural works and rural engineering; economic sciences 
and legislation—political economy and industrial legislation, industrial 
economics and statistics, commercial law.

As the instruction is addressed to an audience which is occupied 
during the day in commerce or industry, the courses are given in the 
evening between the hours of 7.45 and 10 o’clock. They continue from 
November to April of each year.

The lectures are public and gratuitous. In each course places are 
reserved in the amphitheatre for a certain number of pupils who have 
made application for the same to the professor. These constitute a 
class of regular auditors known by name to tile teacher. From among 
these the prize men are selected.

The number of auditors varies from 120,000 to 130,000 per year. The 
number of regular auditors for which places are reserved is about 
20,000.

The minister of commerce, industry, and the colonies has direct con
trol of this institution.

The annual budget of the conservatory is about 290,000 francs 
($55,970) for salaries, administration, and prizes, and about 152,000 
francs ($29,336) for materials and sundry expenses, making a total of 
about 442,000 francs ($85,306).

INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION.

France possesses, in addition to the- schools of fine arts, a number 
of institutions giving instruction in art as related to industry. The 
following are the principal schools of this kind:

N A TIO N A L SCHOOL OF DECORATIVE ARTS, PARIS.

This school was created especially to educate artists and artisans for 
industries in which art plays an important part. It has, therefore, 
both morning and evening classes. The instruction is given in two 
divisions, as follows: Elementary division—mathematics, geometrical
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•drawing, designing o f ornaments, drawing figures and animals, sculp
ture; advanced division—-architecture and construction, architectural 
drawing, legislation concerning buildings, rilievo designs, antique, 
living models and large rilievo ornamentation, sculpture, anatomy, 
history and composition of ornamentation, general history and history 
of industries.

Students must be at least 10 years old for the morning classes, and 
14 years for the evening classes. Instruction is gratuitous.

N A TIO N A L SCHOOL OF DESIGN  FOR GIRLS, PAR IS.

This school is intended to provide the same instruction for girls as 
that provided for boys by the National School of Decorative Arts. The' 
teaching is done in three divisions, the elementary section, the advanced 
section, and a special course, as follows: Elementary section—free-hand 
drawing, pèrspective, plans, ornaments, designs from rilievo heads, 
flowers, etc.; advanced section-designs of ornaments, architecture al- 
terhating with the composition of ornaments or industrial models, de
signs of figures after the antique or nature, designs from natural 
flowers, history of art and comparative anatomy; the special course 
relates to modelling, oil and water color painting, painting on porcelain 
and Delft ware, engraving bn wood, and etching.

Tuition is free. Candidates for admission must be at least 12 years 
of age. .

Schools on the model o f the National School of Decorative Arts at 
Paris have been created in several departments, for both sexes. The 
instruction is gratuitous. Candidates must know how to read, write, 
and perform simple mathematical calculations.

SCHOOL OF TA PESTR Y , AUBUSSON.

The instruction at this school relates more especially to the manufact
ure o f tapestry. It comprises geometrical drawing, ornamental de
signing, the elements of architecture, anatomy, and decorative compo
sition; special courses relating to local industries, tapestry designing, 
preparation of cards for weaving, embroidery, and chemical coloring.

Boys must be at least 13, and girls 12 years o f  age, to be admitted.

SCHOOL OF CERAMICS, LIMOGES.

The instruction relates especially to the manufacture o f ceramics. 
There are three divisions—the elementary, superior, and special. The 
elementary division comprises free-hand drawing; ornamental design
ing; geometrical drawing (perspective, shading, and coloring); rilievo 
(ornament, flower, figure). The superior division includes drawing 
from the antique, nature, and living models; comparative anatomy; 
drawing from large rilievo and models taken from art industries
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(bronze vases, ceramics, furniture, tapestry, etc.) J architecture; com
position of ornament; general history. The special course includes 
modelling; drawing and painting of flowers from nature; ceramic 
painting; engraving for ceramic impressions.

Boys must be 13, and girls 12 years o f age, to be admitted.

SCHOOL A T  NICE.

The instruction consists o f  geometrical drawing and drawing of 
ornaments after the antique and from nature; sculpture after the 
antique and from nature, with exercises in composition; elementary 
mathematics and perspective; elements o f  architecture; architecture 
(course in construction) ; history and composition o f ornament ; com
parative anatomy; applications to decoration.

Pupils must be at least 10 years o f  age to attend the day classes, 
and 14 for the night classes,

N A TIO N A L SCHOOL OF IN D U STRIA L ARTS, ROUBAIX.

This school, which was organized at the expense of the state and 
the eity o f  Roubaix, has for its object the education o f artists and arti
sans for the industries of Roubaix.

The instruction comprises twenty-two courses o f study, as follows:
Section of design and painting : Preparatory free-hand drawing; ele

mentary drawing and the perspective of observation; intermediate 
drawing (ornament, head); advanced drawing and artistic anatomy; 
history of art; painting; decorative composition.

Section of architecture: Linear and plain geometrical drawing; alge
bra and geometry in space; applied mechanics and descriptive geometry; 
sketches of machines; architecture; general construction, for workmen 
on buildings.

Industrial section: Chemistry; pbysies; dyeing, first year; dyeing, 
second year; experiments; weaving, first year; weaving, second year; 
practical work in threading; heating.

This school possesses large physical and chemical laboratories. The 
laboratory for dyeing permits fifty students to work at the same time, 
and to perform experimentally all the operations required in dyeing.

The average attendance is 600 pupils. The annual budget is 70,000 
francs ($13,510).

SCHOOL OF IN DUSTRIAL ARTS, SAIN T-ETIEN N E.

This school was organized on the model o f that o f  Roubaix. The in
struction includes nineteen courses: Three in drawing; eight special 
courses—elementary geometry, descriptive geometry, perspective, 
anatomy, history of art, physics, chemistry, geometrical drawing*; eight
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courses of application—decorative composition, modelling, architecture, 
engraving of arms, preparation o f cards for weaving, weaving, dyeing, 
heat and mechanics.

The average attendance is 450 pupils.

SCHOOL OF IN DUSTRIAL ARTS, REIMS.

This school was created for the education of artisans for different 
industries. It is a day school. Evening classes are also held.

The day classes are for pupils who specialize in a certain branch of 
industrial art, and the evening classes are for artisans, laborers, and 
employés who desire to perfect themselves in their work. The 
instruction comprises an elementary division, an advanced division, 
and special courses, as follows :

The elementary division: Geometrical and free-hand drawing; per
spective and shadows; elements of drawing from rilievo and from 
figures. The advanced division: Drawing of figures from nature and 
the antique; comparative anatomy; drawing of ornaments from models 
borrowed from art establishments, tapestry, furniture, bronzes, vases, 
etc.; elementary study of architecture; drawing of machinery; com
position of ornament; general history of art. The special courses com
prise: Modelling; wood and stone sculpturing; oil and water color 
painting; architecture; construction of buildings; carpentry; stone 
cutting; iron work ; verification of works; preparation of cards for loom 
work. Twice a week the classes are open to girls, who must be accom
panied by a parent or guardian.

The attendance in 1889-’90 was 350 pupils. Pupils are required to be 
at least 13 years of age. They must be able to read and write and 
understand the elements of arithmetic. They are classed according to 
special aptitude, as determined by examination.

M UNICIPAL D R AW IN G  SCHOOLS.

There exist, also, numerous municipal drawing schools in Prance, 
most o f which are subsidized by the state. ' Although the state ex
ercises, to some extent, a control over the instruction, the latter is far 
from uniform. The programmes vary according to the particular needs 
of the locality or the existence of local industries.

The instruction is divided into three classes, which generally include 
the following subjects:

Elementary classes: Free-hand and linear drawing. Intermediate 
classes : Drawing of ornaments and parts of rilievo, the practical study 
of projection (sketches, plans, levelling, etc.). Advanced classes: 
Drawing from rilievo, general history of art, study of order and ordi
nances, the application of projection to carpentry, iron work, stone 
cutting, etc.

About 250 schools of this kind exist in Prance.
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D R AW IN G IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, PARIS.

Instruction in drawing is commenced in the infant classes, where it 
precedes that o f writing; it is continued in the elementary primary- 
schools, and carried to a still further extent in the advanced primary 
schools. As the latter are available for only a few, the city o f Paris 
has provided for evening classes in a number of the communal (public) 
schools, where« gratuitous instruction is given in drawing and modelling 
to apprentices and adults. This instruction consists of: Geometrical 
drawing, with its practical applications—draughting machinery, archi
tectural drawing, coloring, etc. ; free-hand drawing (ornament and figure) 
executed after relief; round rilievo, plants and living models, modelling, 
and sculpture.

These courses are open every evening from 8 to 10 o’clock. There are 
70 of these schools for men and 17 for girls and women.

The instruction given in the above mentioned schools is mainly of a 
general and theoretical character.

The city of Paris, desiring to complete the education thus given by 
instruction relating more particularly to industry, created in 1883 two 
schools of design, one of preparatory practical designing, and the other 
for the application of the art to a certain number of industries. The 
latter is a complement of the* former.

GERM AIN PILON  SCHOOL, PARIS.

This is a municipal school preparatory to practising designing. The 
instruction, which is entirely gratuitous, lasts three years, and in
cludes : Applied mathematics, drawing from relief work, round rilievo, 
plants and living models, sculpture and decorative painting, archi
tectural designing and history of art, history and composition of orna
mentation. There are two courses, one during the day and the other 
in the evening from 8 to 10 o’clock.

Candidates for admission to the day classes must be 14 and those 
for the night classes 15 years of age. Candidates provided with cer
tificates of primary education may enter at 13 years of age.

BERNARD P A L IS S E  SCHOOL, PARIS.

This is a municipal school for the application of the fine arts to in
dustry.

There are four shops for practical work, viz., one for ceramics, glass- 
work, and enamelling; one for decorative painting; one for sculpture 
in wood, marble, ivory, and metals; and one for designing for cloths and 
farnishings. These branches relate to the industries which predomi
nate in the quarter where the school is located.

The course is for three years. The instruction is gratuitous. There
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are both night and day schools. Candidates must be at least 14 years 
old for the day school and IS years old for the night school. They are 
examined for admission. The annual budget amounts to about 62,000 
francs ($11,066).

t r a v e l l i n g  s c h o l a r s h i p s  t o  g r a d u a t e s  o f  i m )  u s - 
t r i a l  SCHOOLS.

The minister of commerce and industry gives every year a number 
o f travelling scholarships to graduates of industrial or trade schools.

The value of these scholarships varies according to the importance 
and duration of the trip from 1,500 to 3,000 francs ($289.50 to $579) a 
year. They are renewable once or twice, but not longer. ‘Holders of 
scholarships may choose the country wherein they temporarily sojourn. 
They must étudy industrial matters while abroad and send a report of 
their studies and observations at least every three months to the min
ister of commercé and industry.

Scholarships are awarded after competitive examination, comprising 
a translation, a composition, and a technical industrial report in either 
English or German, at the choice of the candidates.

Candidates must furthermore be of French nationality, between 21 
and 30 years of age, have graduated from a public school either wholly 
or partially under the control of the minister of commerce and indus
try, and have produced also certificates of health and good morals.
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CHAPTER Y.
PRESENT STATUS OE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

MANUAL TRAINING.

The author of the Leipsic treatise on Education for Labor expresses 
the opinion that it is a reproach to Germany, the land of schools, 
that she has permitted France, Austria, Sweden, and Switzerland to 
anticipate her in the establishment and extension of a system of manual 
training in the schools.

He claims that, ever since Martin Luther’s day, the leading German 
educators have strongly urged the necessity of introducing hand train
ing into the schools as a means of mental discipline. Yet he declares 
that the ideas of such men have been spurned as dreams and phantasms, 
well enough in the realm of thought, but incapable of growth in the 
solid ground of reality.

According to Herr Endris the first instruction in manual training 
given on German soil was begun by Clauson-Kaas, a Dane, at Emden, 
in the province of Hanover, on the 6th day of September 1880. This 
foreign enthusiast organized a course of training for teachers, of whom 
there were 63 in the first class formed The subjects of instruction 
included carpentry, basket making, straw work, bookbinding, etc.

From this small beginning came a demand for similar instruction 
elsewhere, resulting in the formation of associations at Leipsic and 
Dresden for the promotion of the new enterprise. In Saxony the 
movement excited great enthusiasm. To reduce the expense of the 
experiment the minister of internal affairs granted a subvention of 3,000 
marks ($714), and the minister of education declared his willingness to 
aid the cause by every means in his power. A t Dresden, where 
Clauson-Kaas gave a course of instruction, a class of 66 members was 
formed, composed of as many distinguished men as were ever placed 
under one teacher together, except possibly in Dr. Holmes’s class at 
Harvard. There were Böttcher, Kockel, Birch-Hirschfeld, and many 
more whose rightful titles can confer no additional honor on their 
names. These men submitted themselves to the unwonted discipline 
of hand work daily, from 7 o’clock in the morning until nightfall, 
during the entire course. The subjects taught were the same as at 
Emden, with the addition of metal work and modelling in plaster.

The interest was great. The king, ministerial officers, and deputa
tions from various societies, besides many other high personages, hon-
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ored the occasion by their presence. Minister von Gerber declared 
that hereafter no Turnhalle should be conducted without the adjunct of 
a school workshop.

In northern Germany there are now many institutes of manual 
training. School workshops have now been established at Emden, and 
at Königsberg, Kiel, Bremen, Leipsic, Dresden, Pforzheim, Stuttgart, 
Carlsruhe, etc., and recently manual training has been introduced into 
the Teachers* Seminary at Dresden, and placed under the direction of 
Olauson-Kaas.

This indefatigable worker organized a women’s class at his home in 
Dresden in the month of July 1887, in order to prepare mothers for 
training their boys to some form of manual dexterity. By this means 
he sought to help those families whose boys could not, or would not, 
attend the public manual training school.

On the 1st day of July 1887 Dr. Götze opened a manual training 
seminary at Leipsic. At the beginning of the course only 22 pupils 
were in attendance; but soon the experiments attracted so much atten
tion that on the 18th o f July nineteen teachers in Italy applied to the 
Italian ministry of instruction for permission to visit Leipsic for the 
purpose o f learning the system of manual training.

The German people began at last to appreciate manual training, and 
to demand it as a part of school discipline. The unremitting agitation 
of the question by such exponents of education as Olauson-Kaas, Götze, 
Schenekendorff, and Biedermann has produced its legitimate effect.

Public opinion in Germany seems to favor the extension of manual 
training, which is now regarded as essential to a complete educational 
system.

Hugo Elm gives the names of thirty cities in Germany where, at the 
date o f the publication of his work (1886), manual training schools had 
been established; yet he acknowledges- that his data are incomplete, 
and that the number of such institutions has now doubled.

The German schools of this class, however, are not ideally perfect. 
Prof. J. M. Ordway of Tulane University relates that a few years 
ago he visited a number of Gewerbeschulen, expecting to find regular 
manual labor schools; but he found very little manual work done 
there. Prussia had a few trade schools, but these generally neglected 
the education of the man. In Sweden he found a far better system. 
The Swedes came nearest to his ideal and the ideas we are trying to 
work out.

A t the eighth German manual training congress, Herr Schencken- 
dorff, referring to the early progress and present condition .of the labor 
school movement in Germany, said:

In the year 1851 Prof. Biedermann o f Leipsic wrote a book on Edu
cation for Labor in which he treated the subject in a striking and 
original manner from the point of view then assumed by the promoters 
o f the movement in Germany. I f  we examine this remarkable work
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we shall discover that the ideas therein expressed are in harmony with - 
ours o f today.

The speaker restricted himself to a brief sketch, but referred to a 
forthcoming statistical publication on the subject (in course of prep
aration at that time by Herr Sonntag of Leipsic), to be submitted to 
the next eongress.

Herr S chenckendorff expressed great admiration for the system of 
training devised by Mikkelsen o f Denmark, and said that, in respect 
to thoroughness, it seemed to him the nearest to perfection of any. 
Next in order of preference he would place the system of Salomon, 
who limits his teaching to joinery.

The report alluded to in the address of Schenckendorff, as in prepara
tion, is entitled, Bericht über den Stand und die Ausbreitung des Arbeits
unterrichts in Deutschland. It is exhaustive in detail, and was pre
sented to the ninth German manual training congress by its author, 
Herr Sonntag o f Leipsic.

From this valuable report, and from an excellent abstract of it pub
lished in Blätter fü r Knaben-Hanclarbeiü January 1890, we summarize 
the following facts (it being borne in mind that the report aims to give 
an account of the historical development of manual training in Ger
many, wherever it has been introduced, from the year 1880 to 1888):

The number of school workshops in existence in Germany, and the 
number o f places where they have been established, are the matters first 
recorded. Of independent school workshops there were 67 in 62 places ; 
in teachers’ seminaries, 12 in 12 places 5 in private and common schools, 
12 in 12 places; in orphans’ homes, 15 in 14 places; in boys’ homes, 44 
in 21 places; in reformatories, 10 in 10 places; in asylums for feeble
minded, 2 in 2 places; in blind asylums, 5 in 5 places; in deaf and 
dumb asylums, 7 in 7 places; in school workshops with industrial object, 
12 in 12 plaees. A  total o f 186 school workshops in 120 places.

From the same publication is drawn a table ’showing the number of 
pupils and instructors in manual training in Germany prior to 1880, 
and for each subsequent year down to 1888:

m

M m

PU PILS A N D  IN S1E U C TO R S IN  M A N U A L  T R A IN IN G  I N  G E R M A N Y .

Pupils.

Teachers.
Total. Volks-

schulen .
Higher
schools.

113 66 47 1*
304 216 88 6
548 392 156 16
986 756 230 27

1,750 1,351 399 40
2,080 1,720 360 55 .
2,256 1,879 377 65
2,774 2,279 495 101
3,839 2,887 952 160
5,678 4, 370 1,308 208

Year. Artisan-
teachers.

Prior to  1889
1880.................
1881................
1882.................
1883 .................
1884 .............
1885 ................
188G................
18S7................
1 8 8 8 ............. .

^4
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Concerning this table, it is observed that in the year 1888 the num
ber of pupils was almost 19 times as large as in 1880, and the number 
of teachers 12 times as great as in 1880. The pupils of the higher 
schools are of the intermediate, the Latin, the real-schools, the pro- 
gymnasia, the seminaries, the real-gymnasia, and gymnasia.

In the same journal, February 1890, is to be found the concluding 
portion of this abstract. The first table there given relates to the spe
cific kinds of manual training in vogue in the different school work
shops, as follows:

KINDS' OF MANUAL TRAINING AND NUMBER OF SCHOOL WORKSHOPS.

Tear.
Paste
board
work.

Wood
carving. Joinery. Metal

work.
Módel-
ÜDg.

Prior to 1880 ............................................................. 5 i 2
1880........................... .................................................. 9 2 6 2 1
1881............................................................................. 13 8 13 2 2
1882............................................................................. 17 . 10 17 3 4
1883............................................................................. 24 15 23 2 4
1884............................................................................. 29 21 35 2 3
1885 ..................................... ; ...................................... 36 23 38 4 3
1886........................................ . .................................. 45' ‘ 34 41 5 4
1887............................................................................. 62 *7. 52 6 4
1888........................... : ................................................ 77 -61 60 7 3

In 1888, therefore, pasteboard work was carried on in about 80 per 
cent, of the school workshops; wood carving, in about 63 per cent.; 
joinery, in about 60 per cent. ; metal work, in about 7 per cent. ; and 
modelling, in about 3 per cent.

The following table indicates the number of pupils receiving instruc
tion in the various special forms of manual training during the same 
years :

KINDS OF MANUAL TRAINING AND NUMBER OF PUPILS.

Tear. .
Paste
board
work.

Wood
carving. Joinery. Metal

work.
Model

ling.

Prior to 1880 .............................................................. 67 6 10
1880......................... : ................................................. 117 13 49 24 171881......................H..................................................... 203 81 194 20 271882............................................................................ 424 108 400 - 84 2561883 ......................... ........... ....................................... 553 202 713 50 1661884 ............................................................................. 752 307 901 24 721885............................................................................ 973 446 945 41 561886............................................................................. 1,103 713 1,076 61 49
1887............................................................................ 1,600 1,116 1,497 57 32
1888............................................................................. 2,400 1,797 1,785 70 40

Accordingly, in the year 1888, about 43 per cent, of the whole 
number of pupils were pasteboard workers; about 32 per cent., wood 
carvers; about 31 per cent., joiners; about 1.2 per cent., metal 
workers; about 0.7 per cent., modellers.

The school workshops are sometimes located in rented rooms; some
times (and for the most part) in rent free school rooms. Occasionally, 
in building a new Turnhalle, a specially fitted-up room is set apart for 
a pupils’ workshop in connection with it.

WÊÊ
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The question: Should artisans or teachers give the instruction? is in 
the way of a practical solution. The percentages of instructors are as 
follows:

PERCENTAGES OE TEACHERS AND ARTISANS.

Tear.
Percentage of—

Teachers. Artisans.

10 90
29 71
39 61
50 50
56 44
61 39
64 36
72 28
79 21
81 19

The niimber of teachers that instruct pupils in manual work has 
increased from 10 per cent, prior to 1880 to 81 per cent, in the year 
1888; while the number of artisans that teach pupils has suffered a con
sequent diminution. In the school workshops instituted with an edu
cational purpose teachers, with few exceptions, are the instructors. In 
several institutions where artisans are still retained as manual training* 
teachers, it is openly declared that a technically educated pedagogue 
is to be preferred.

The principal specialties of instruction are pasteboard work, wood 
carving, joinery, and, to some extent, metal work and modelling. These 
are the five regularly instituted forms of discipline of manual training 
at present, though various other branches of instruction have been 
adopted in educational establishments that have to do with special 
conditions. Of these gardening is given a special preference in many 
places.

Generally each pupil is instructed for two consecutive hours; though 
in some cases the duration of the teaching varies from one and one-half 
to three hours. In this connection it should be remarked that every
where in Germany manual instruction is given every day of the week, 
including Sunday.

The number of pupils in one department varies with the several 
specialties. In pasteboard work it runs from 12 to 20; in wood carving, 
from 10 to 24; in joinery, from 12 to 16.

Where the so-called preparatory courses exist children are received 
at from 5 to 6 years of age. For pasteboard work they must be at least 
9 years old; for wood carviug, at least 11; and for joinery, only 12 year 
old boys are admitted as a rule.

A t Wertheim, Baden, in September 1888, was founded die Sclmler- 
werlcstatt of the city, by the school superintendent of the grand duchy. 
The specialty of this school is pasteboard work. In 1889 there were 
53 pupils and 1 teacher. The ages of the pupils ranged from 9 to 18.
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Up to February 1889 the tuition for each pupil was 1.50 marks (36 
cents). Since that time it has been reduced to 80 pfennigs (19 cents).

In the free city o f Bremerhaven a pupils’ workshop (Schülertverkstatt) 
was founded in October 1888, by Herr Reuber. The city furnishes 
the school building, light, and heat, and also gives something for tool 
^equipment.

Pasteboard work and wood carving are the specialties taught. In 
1888 there were 32 pupils—17 taking pasteboard work, 15 wood carving. 
The pupils are from 12 to 14 years o f age. Thirty-one of these pupils 
attended the Volksschule, and one a higher grade. Each pupil pays 5 
marks ($1.19) for instruction and material. In 1881 manual training 
was introduced into the ragged school (Armenschule) at Lübeck. In 
1886, after this school had been abolished, the training (Handfcrtig- 
keitsunterricht) was pursued in a special shop. Carpentry, brush mak
ing, slipper making, spoon carving, fret sawing, wood carving, and straw 
braiding are the practical exercises. Two hours a week are devoted to 
instruction. In 1888 there were 75 boys under instruction. Pupils 
may keep their work without charge. Tuition is free.

A t Halle, Saxony, on the 8th of January 1887, a manual training 
school was established by Dr. Schrader, director of the real-gymnasium.

The classes occupy five rooms in the old Bürgerschule, Poststrasse. 
Dr. Schrader is director, but a committee under his supervision man
ages the school. A  skilled workman is chosen to give instruction in 
each o f the technical subjects pursued. Pasteboard work, carpentry, 
wood carving, and (when called for) turning are taught.

In 1889 (first quarter) there were 158 pupils—40 taking pasteboard 
work, 52 cabinet work, 66 wood carving. By the school statute boys 
who attend a public school can take only one manual training specialty.

In 1888 Dr. Schrader opened a teachers’ course in carpentry and 
wood carving. Two Yienna teachers say, u The Halle shops are among 
the best conducted that we have seen.”

In 1887 a manual training school shop (SchiilerSandfertigkeits- Un
terrichts-Anstalt) was established at Glogau by the industrial society 
of that city. The Silesian Central Trade Union contributed 300 marks 
($71.40) toward the equipment of the shop; but the establishment’s 
current expenses are met by voluntary contributions. Nothing has 
been received as yet from the public (municipal) treasury. Two hun
dred and forty marks ($57.12) would be necessary to pay for rent o f a 
suitable building; but such expenditure is beyond the means at the 
disposal of the committee. For this reason they are compelled to post
pone the establishment of a much desired course in joinery.

Herr Eckert is the director, and he is assisted by two manual train
ing teachers. Pasteboard work and wood carving are the branches 
taught, the latter having been begun October 19,1887. The course of 
instruction runs throughout the school year.
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In 1887 there were 32 pupils in this shop, with two teachers; in 1888 
25 pupils attended the course. The pupils come from the Volksschule, 
and range in age from 12 to 14 years. iTo tuition fee is charged; though 
a small amount (about 50 pfennigs—12 cents) per quarter is required 
o f middle school pupils to defray the cost o f materials. The income 
(fromuthis source) is scarcely worth mentioning, however.

The director is paid 180 marks ($42.84) annually ; the two teachers 
120 marks ,($28,56)..

The pupils like to attend the course o f instruction in this shop; and 
the results are good, or, at least, encouraging, is the final comment o f  the 
reporter.

The Manual Training School at Görlitz was established May 3,1881, 
by Herr Schenckendorff. Since the second year of its existence this 
school has been under the patronage o f her royal highness; the crown 
princess, now the Empress Friedrich. The school is supported by the 
Society for the Promotion of Manual Training and Youthful Games. 
The expenses for 1887 were 2,467.23 marks ($587.20). The director is 
assisted in the instruction by five teachers.

The school serves an educational purpose exclusively; it is not de
signed to promote any industrial end. The teaching in every specialty 
is conducted on pedagogical principles. Herren Neumann, Hr. Schnei
der of Leipsie, Gelbe, Salomon, and Müller are among the lecturers.

From the beginning pasteboard work and wood carving have been 
taught in the Görlitz school. From 1881 to 1884 modelling was one of 
the branches of instruction; but in 1884 this branch was set aside on 
account of the objections urged against it by Director Granow of Ber
lin, and carpentry was substituted the same year.

The course, extends through the school year. Each boy receives 
four hours’ instruction a week. The ages of the pupils range from 12 
to 14 years. Pupils come from gymnasia, real-gymnasia, burgher, pri
vate, and communal schools, The articles made remain the property of 
the pupils, only a few being retained for exhibition or other purposes. 
Pupils of the higher institutes pay a monthly tuition fee of 1 mark 
(24 cents), as do extra course pupils. Otherpupils pay'no tuition.

The director of the Görlitz Manual Training School receives a salary 
o f 450 marks ($107.10) a year. Each teacher is paid 300 marks ($71.40) 
a year for teaching eight hours a week.

It was the case with this school at first that many difficulties and 
objections raised by the master workmen had to be overcome. The 
bookbinders’ guild determined to receive-no boy as an apprentice who 
had been a pupil of the manual training school. Now there is no 
reluctance to accept such pupils as apprentices. Master bookbinders 
and master joiners send their own children to the school, and, in some 
instances, permit them to pursue a more thorough course thah appren
tices take.
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A  teachers’ course was instituted in March 1887 in connection with 
this school.

On October 1,1882, the Biirgerscliullelirer, Friedr. Pötzschner director, 
established a manual training school at Markneukirchen. This school 
is maintained by the state-and the commune. A  schoolroom is pro
vided by the commune with heat and lighting. Pedagogical principles 
govern the instruction. During the year 1885 there were 9 pupils in 
pasteboard work; but with this experiment it was given up. Fret
sawing has been carried on from the beginning; and to this was added 
wood carving in 1886. Four hours a week are occupied with this work. 
The number of pupils has steadily increased from 6 in 1882 to 30 in 
1888. Tuition costs 2 marks (48 cents) a quarter.

The director and the class teachers are well satisfied with the in
struction in manual training. This is all the more gratifying, because, 
in the beginning (especially in 1882), the school had to contend with 
the ignorance of the citizens and the opposition of some teachers. It 
is chiefly by means of exhibitions that the cause of manual training 
has so quickly achieved success.

Peal-school director, Dr. Gelbe, opened a manual training school 
[Handf vrtigTceitsschule) at Stolberg in 1885. Rooms for instruction are 
granted, rent free, in the building of the real-school. A  well arranged 
joinery shop is established in the basement, while pasteboard work is 
taught in one of the class halls.

Pasteboard work and wood work are the manual exercises. The 
course runs from May till February, and two years are required to com
plete the full work of either class. Real-school pupils, from 10 to 14 
years of age, are permitted to work in the course for pasteboard; while 
pupils, 14 to 16 years old, take the wood work course.* This plan is 
adopted in order that there may be a gradual advance. A ll pupils are 
required to wait until their fourteenth year before beginning joinery, 
so as to insure a sufficient physical development and ample strength 
for the work. Besides, the pasteboard work constitutes an excellent 
preparation for joinery. ,

In 1888 the number of pupils was 48; the number of teachers, 5. The 
tuition fees in the pasteboard work course are 1.50 marks (36 cents) in 
the lower division, and 2 marks (48 cents) in the higher. The fee for 
the joinery course is 3 marks (71 cents).

A  small class of teachers has been organized and conducted in con
nection with this school for several years.

In 1881 a manual training-school was established at Dresden by the 
Gemeinnütziger Verein. This society pays out of its treasury, annually, 
between 1,600 and 1,900 marks ($380.80 to $452.20) for the support of 
the school. The minister o f education grants some aid also, and 
tuition fees supply the remainder of the income. Six hundred marks 
($142.80) are paid for rent of the room at 23 Canal street, used by 
the school; while three workshops, located in different school build
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mgs, are at the service of the school, rent free. On account of the 
size of Dresden shops are needed in all quarters of the city.

The branches taught are paper work (in the preparatory grade), 
pasteboard work, carpentry, and wood carving. The school is in ses
sion from ten to ten and one-half months in the year.

In 1881 there were 89 pupils in this school, taught by 4 teachers and 
1 artisan. In 1888, 305 pupils were in attendance, and there were 12 
teachers and 2 artisans giving instruction.

In the preparatory department the ages of pupils range from 6 to 8 
years; in the pasteboard work grade, 8 to 14; in joinery, 8 to 17. Pu
pils belong to district schools, burgher, private, and society schools, to 
real-gymnasia and gymnasia.

The articles made by pupils remain in the custody of the school until 
after the exhibition. Tuition costs 2 marks (48 cents) a monthv Ninety 
half-rate scholarships exist, however. The manual training teacher 
receives 3 marks (71 cents) for every two hours’ service, if he belongs 
to the rank of teacher; 1.70 marks (40 cents), if to the artisan class.

A  teachers’ course was opened by the society in 1880 with 4 teachers 
under instruction. In 1888 there were 42 taking the course.

Twice a year the former pupils meet for the discussion of manual 
training questions. Most of the managers of the five children’s homes 
in Dresden have learned something of manual training, and through 
them instruction in this branch has been introduced into the homes 
over which they preside.

A t first (from 1880 to 1884) the course included only pasteboard work 
and carpentry. Since 1885 wood carving has been added.

Most of the teachers in the people’s schools ( Vollcsschulen) take the 
course; some of the teachers of higher schools and, since 1883, lay
men (Nichtlehrer), too, have joined the classes. In 1888 there were ten 
of these belonging to the most diverse stations in life. The eldest is 
an apothecary 72 years old.

In the summer of 1882 the society, in conjunction with the Leipsic 
association, instituted a course commonly called the summer course. 
The attendance was very large. In all there were 63; among the num
ber, 54 teachers of the VolJcssclmlen-, 4 teachers from higher schools; 
and 5 non-professional pupils (Nichtlehrer). Pasteboard work, carpen
try, wood carving, modelling, and metal work were the branches to 
which they devoted themselves.

The City Manual Training School at Weimar was founded in October 
1885 by Burgomaster Pabsi. The savings bank gave 1,500 marks 
($357) for its equipment, and annually contributes to its support 1,000 
marks ($238). A t first n room in the garden-work school served as a 
shop. In 1888, however, the school committee secured two fine rooms 
in a burgher school free of cost.

The plan of instruction excludes special industrial training, and aims 
only at educational ends—a habit of work, exercise of eye and hand,
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and the formation of the taste and aesthetic judgment. The branches 
taught are pasteboard work, joinery, with wood carving, and metal work.

Every boy in this school receives two hours’ instruction a week. In 
1888 the school had 46 pupils. The ages range from 8 to 14 years. All 
the boys attend the Vollcsschule, and, at the same time, the City School 
o f Carden-work. After a public exhibition at the end o f the school 
year the articles made are sold, and from the proceeds premiums are 
purchased to be awarded, on the grand duke’s birthday, to the most 
deserving and most diligent pupils. There are no tuition fees. The 
instructors are paid 1.50 marks (36 cents) an hour.

As one result of the training, it is observed that while formerly pupils 
on leaving the Vollcsschule commonly sought work as day laborers, they 
now, since the introduction o f manual training, almost without excep
tion, devote themselves to manual trades.

The introduction o f carpentry into Falk Institute was brought about 
by a visit o f several governmental officers to the Weimar school. Rec
ognizing the great educational value of what they saw in this manual 
training school, they took measures to extend the benefits of such in
struction to other establishments under their control.

A  private course for pupils o f higher institutions was held during the 
winter of 1888-’89 at Weimar. This course—in which pasteboard 
work, carpentry, and wood carving were taught—was attended by about 
20 pupils of the gymnasium and real-gymnasium. Fifty-two boys, from 
10 to 14 years old, were instructed for six hours a week during 1891 in 
four branches taught here.

A t Pforzheim, grand duchy of Baden, a manual training school was 
founded by the City A id Society (Stcidtischer Silfsverein) and derives 
its support from that association. The head teachers, Herren Worner 
and Weber, were educated for their work at the expense o f the society, 
the first at Berlin, the second at Emden. The training consists of the 
following branches: W ood carving, pasteboard work, scroll sawing, 
brush making, and basket weaving. In 1888 there were 125 pupils. 
Pupils’ ages vary from 11 to 14 years. A ll the boys attend the Volks- 
scliulen. Tuition is free.

A t Munich a pupils’ workshop was opened in October 1887 by the 
People’s Education Society (VolksMldungsverein) from which it de
rives its support. There are three instructors—one in pasteboard work, 
one in carving, and one in joinery. Pupils work at these specialties 
from 2 to 4 o’clock on Wednesdays and Saturdays, making four hours a 
week. In the school year 1888-’89 there were 71 pupils in attendance. 
From the age of 10 to 12 they are taught pasteboard work ; from 11 
to 14, wood carving and carpentry. Pupils are permitted to keep 
articles made by them, except that articles of special excellence are 
reserved for a collection of specimens to he set up in the shop. Tuition 
costs 3 marks (71 cents) a month. For every hour of teaching per 
week teachers receive 72 marks ($17.14) per annum.
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The Leipsic pupils* shops were founded, by the Mutual Benefit Asso
ciation. Herr Lammers and Dr. Gotze were instrumental in securing 
their establishment. April 7,1880, a teachers* course was opened; and, 
in the same year, the pupils’ course began. There are at present 7 
rooms occupied as workshops, in the old Thomas school. Dr. W . 
Gotze is director. The teachers (including artisans who are instruct
ors) are 23 in number.

The matters taught are pasteboard work, carpentry, wood carving, 
metal work, and modelling. The instruction is timed so as to accom
modate as many as possible—each class taking a two-hours* lesson on 
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, from 2 to 4, 3 to 5, or 5 to 7 
o’clock. Pupils are received twice in the year, entering at Easter and 
at Michaelmas. During the summer of 1889 there were 297 pupils. 
But in winter the attendance is larger; as, in the winter of 1888-’S9, 
there were 38G pupils. They range in age from 8 to 16, belonging to 
various grades— VolTcssclmlen, private schools, and higher institutions. 
Teachers’ fees are 3 marks (71 cents) for every two hours* teaching. 
A  teachers’ course has been conducted in connection with this estab
lishment ever since its foundation in 1880.

A t Grimm a something has been attempted for a long time in the way 
of manual training at the Royal Teachers* Seminary, and at the Royal 
Seminary for Candidates for the Teacher’s Office. The introduction of 
pasteboard work, for example, dates back fifty years in these institutions.

Master Bookbinder Yorholz has taught pasteboard work since 1874, 
and Master Joiner Rohr has taught his specialty since October 1884. 
The instructors are cramped for room, however, and not until the 
seminaries obtain a new building will manual training be pursued with 
success.

A  boys’ work school was opened at Carlsruhe by the municipal au
thorities February 1, 1881. The branches taught are scroll sawing, 
folding exercises, wood carving, pasteboard work, bookbinding, and 
brush making. This last branch, however, has been dropped on ac
count of the too great cost of materials, and because of its very ques
tionable educational value. Instruction in carpentry could be intro
duced only to a very limited extent, since for a long time only one 
bench could be had.

The pupils are recruited from the gymnasium, real-gymnasium, real- 
school, burgher school, and a few from the boys’ school. Tuition costs 
12 marks ($2.86) a year. Besides this pupils must repay the city 
treasury the cost of the raw materials used.

Until late in the year 1890 these were the only subjects taught. Then 
Herr Reinfurth undertook the teaching of carpentry and pasteboard 
work; Herr Galm, carpentry and metalwork; and wood carving and 
pasteboard work fell to Herr R. Jais.

There are only two divisions for carpentry, with 5 pupils in each,
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because the shop is supplied with barely enough tools for this number 
in that specialty; two, also, for pasteboard work, with 14 and 16 pupils, 
respectively; one division for wood carving, with 22 pupils; and one for 
metal work, with 14 pupils. Each division receives two hours’ instruc
tion a week.

Since Easter, 1891, no tuition fee has been charged, and materials 
are furnished to pupils free of cost.

A  manual work school for boys was opened at Brieg in October 
1889. The school year of 1891-’92 began April 15,1891. Thirteen of 
the pupils were from the gymnasium, 1 from the school of agriculture, 
17 from the burgher school, and 2 from the Volksschule—33 in all.

To the instruction in pasteboard work was added that of carpentry 
at the commencement of the school year. Every pupil receives two 
hours’ instruction once a week; in summer from 2 to 4 o’clock on 
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, and in winter from 5 to 7 o’clock 
on the same days. Tuition costs 7.50 marks ($1.79) for the half-year, to 
be paid in advance at the rate of 3.75 marks (89 cents) a quarter.

The system of manual training pursued in the German real-schools 
may be indicated by a description of the Royal Real-school at Augsburg. 
From the annual report for the school year 1890-’91 it appears that the 
teaching staff of this institution consists of 24 teachers. The course of 
study is essentially the same in all German schools of this class ; that 
is to say, the real-school is a high school without classical studies.

The manual exercises in this school consist of free-hand and linear 
drawing and turning. Three hours per week are given to drawing and 
two hours to exercises in turning!

. Besides these exercises two hours a week are devoted to religious 
instruction (Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish) ; six hours each to Ger
man and French; two hours to geography; five to arithmetic; three to 
writing German and English script; and one hour to singing—in all 
thirty hours per week. Later in the course history, algebra, geometry, 
physics, chemistry, mineralogy, stenography, etc., receive a share of 
attention, and five hours a week are set apart for the study of English 
literature and three hours each for French and German.

A t the opening of the school year the whole number of pupils in this 
school was 501.

The prospectus of the so-called Trade School at Bremen (Handels- 
scliule (Bealgymnasium) zu Bremen) clearly demonstrates that, in spite 
of its name, this school should fall into the category of manual train
ing institutions. Dr. Eduard Laubertis the director, and the names of 
26 teachers appear on the roll of the faculty, though it is stated that 
the teaching force was reduced to 24 during the school year 1890-’91.

A t the Easter season 1891 there were 351 pupils in the different 
classes o f this establishment. The studies in detail are religion, Ger
man, Latin, French, English, Spanish, history, geography, arithmetic, 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, natural history, drawing, writing, 
singing, and turning. This last exercise entitles the school to be called
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(by mere courtesy, however) a manual training school; it is not a trade 
school, as that term is generally understood.

There are three subdivisions of this school, viz., the continuation 
department, the department of industrial drawing, and the drawing 
school for boys.

In the continuation school are ̂ taught writing, arithmetic, German, 
bookkeeping, and physics. Fifteen teachers give instruction in this 
department. In the summer of 1890 there were in the Sunday classes 
of this department 332 pupils; in the evening classes 177.

In the department of industrial drawing special classes for drawing 
and modelling are held. Ten teachers do the work of this depart
ment. During the summer of 1890 there were in the Sunday classes 
210 pupils; in the winter of 1890-’91, Sunday classes 277; painting 
class 22; evening classes 364.

In the boys’ drawing school there were 245 pupils in the summer of 
1890; in the winter of 1890-’91, there were 277 taught by 5 instructors.

A t Mentz, in the year 1879, there was opened a public drawing 
class, and in October 1883 this establishment was broadened and con
verted into a school of industrial art (Kunst-Gewerbe-Schule). It ap
pears that the work of this school has been constantly extending, and 
that there are now four divisions. The first division consists of an 
under, a preparatory, and an intermediate course. The second divi
sion contains four Fach schools, viz., a school of architecture, a school 
for manufacturers of small wares, a school of lithography and decora
tive painting, and. a modelling school. The third division is an eve
ning school, and the fourth consists of a course of instruction for 
women.

From the latest annual report, for the year ending March 31, 
1891, we learn that in the half-year sub-class the following special 
studies are pursued, viz., geometrical and free-hand drawing, model
ling, arithmetic, German, and ornamentation. Drawing enters largely 
into all the courses of instruction. In the evening school (from 7.30 
to 9.30 every evening) free-hand, figure, and geometrical drawing are 
taught, with geometry, shading, architecture, perspective, industrial 
drawing (newly introduced), and modelling.

In the women’s course landscape drawing with pen, pencil, and char
coal, together with flower, still-life, and ornamental drawing, painting 
in oil and water colors, etc., are the subjects taken up.

The teaching staff in the Industrial Art School consists of 7 
teachers. The number of pupils in this school for the half-year 1890-’91 
was 148, of whom 26 were women.

In the Artisans’ School, also under control o f the Mentz Industrial 
Society (Geioerbverein), there are 12 teachers, and the total number of 
pupils under instruction in this department during the year ending 
March 31, 1891, was 677, of whom 150 were joiners, 129 masons, 95 lock
smiths, etc.
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In the seven elementary schools of the Mülhausen Industrial Society 
there were in the school year 1890~’91, 89 male teachers and 87 female 
teachers. In the boys’ department there were on April 1, 1891, 3,557 
pupils; in the girls’ department, 3,571; in all, 7,128.

The course of study includes the following subjects: Eeligion, Ger
man, Freneh, arithmetic, geography, history, natural history, geology, 
drawing, writing, singing, turning, and domestic economy, including 
housework and other manual employments of women.

In 1880 a manual training school for boys was opened under the aus
pices o f  this society. Tuition is free, and expenses are paid out o f the 
city treasury. The expense account includes the salaries of 4 teachers 
for eight hours per week, .2,400 marks ($571.20); work-master’s salary, 
400 marks ($95.20) ; materials,and incidentals 1,000 marks ($238); a total 
of 3,800 marks ($904.40).

For the purposes o f  manual instruction the Mülhausen pupils are 
classed in two divisions and taught in five workshops, after school 
hours, in lessons o f two hours’ duration each, on four days o f the week. 
Only pupils of the common school (Volksschule) over 10 years of age 
are eligible as members. The teaching continues throughout the year, 
with the exception o f school holidays. The manual exercises consist 
o f  carpentry, wood carving, clay modelling, iron work, etc.

In the girls’ department of the manual training school at Mülhausen 
the necessary materials and equipments are supplied by the city. A t 
the end o f the year the articles made by the pupils are sent to the office 
of the burgomaster, and distributed in the charitable institutions of 
the city and to poor children.

In the course of the year 1890-’91 a great number and variety of use
ful articles were made by the girls o f this school, among them 1,270 
pairs of hose, 2,412 pocket handkerchiefs, 853 shirts, and jackets, 
blouses, curtains, etc., to the value of 4,754.30 marks ($1,131.52).

The Mülhausen Boys’ Manual Training School has four workshops. 
The first one is devoted to carpentry, and is fitted up for 16 pupil 
workers according to the Danish system, by which is probably meant 
the system o f Clauson-Kaas. The second workshop is devoted to paste
board work and wood carving. The third workshop is the iron working 
room, equipped with forge, 19 vises, etc. The fourth workshop is the 
clay modelling room, fitted up with tables, or, rather, adjustable shelves, 
at which the pupils work, sometimes standing, sometimes sitting.

Strictly speaking, the Crefeld Continuation School (Fortbildungs
schule) does not belong to any class o f schools to which this investiga
tion relates. It is a school which makes no pretence o f teaching a 
trade; nor, unless drawing be deemed a manual training exercise, does 
it impart manual instruction. It is o f the same rank as American 
evening schools, and it merely supplements the education o f appren
tices and others by means of classes in which German, arithmetic, 
bookkeeping, and drawing are taught. The plan of study in this con
tinuation school constitutes a three years’ course.
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One of the mdny instances of the introduction of manual exercises 
into the public schools of Germany is to be found at Strasburg, 
where in August 1882 a course o f modelling was introduced into the 
common schools ( Vollcsschulen) o f that city. In November o f the same 
year a course in wood carving was added in the Schulerwerlcstatt.

There are now seven distinct courses of instruction in manual train
ing in vogue in the boys’ schools of Strasburg, attended by nearly 
300 pupils.

The course in modelling was opened in 1882. A  second department 
was opened in June 1884, and a third in October 1885. There are now 
60 pupils in this course.

W ood carving was begun in November 1882, with an attendance of 
10 pupils. • A  second department was opened in May 1884, and a third 
in 1888. There are now 84 pupils.

In May 1883 a course in clay modelling was instituted ; and in 
April 1884 the second and third departments of this course were 
opened. A t present 45 pupils are taking this course.

The locksmiths’ course was opened in June 1885. It has 48 pupils 
in attendance.

A  fifth department (of artistic iron work) was begun in January 
1889. There are 10 pupils in attendance in this course.

The sixth course is that of joinery, opened in December 1888. It 
has an attendance of 30 pupils.

In March 1890 the course in turning was opened. There are 6 . 
pupils in attendance.

The tuition is free. The instructors are craftsmen (FacMeute), who 
work under the direction of the teachers of the city elementary schools.

The fourth annual report o f the Berlin Central Society of Manual 
Labor for Boys—from April L  1890, to the end of March 1891—states 
that the membership of this organization, which increased from 248 to 
322 during the year 1889, was further augmented in 1890, reaching the 
number of 348. .

The financial condition of the society also improved; the treasury 
balance December31,1890, being 2,340.25 marks ($556.98), against 887.96 
marks ($211.33) at the end of the preceding year.

The Prussian ministry of education contributed to thè society during 
the year 2,000 marks ($476) and the city of Berlin 1,800 marks ($428.40). 
The membership fees for the year aggregated 2,422.50 marks ($576.56); 
the tuition, 6,038.50 marks ($1,437.16), making a total income (includ
ing balance on hand at end of year 1889) of 13,148.96 marks ($3,129.45). 
The total expenses were 10,808.71 marks ($2,572.47), leaving balance as 
above, 2,340.25 marks ($556.98).

The object of the society is to establish and maintain workshops in 
connection with the schools, and accessible to the pupils o f all Berlin 
schools.

Up to date o f the report four workshops had been established. The
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manual exercises in these shops include paper work, wood carving, and 
carpentry.

Attendance of pupils in the shops for the summer half-year, 1890, 
was 236; for the winter half-year, 1§90-’91, 325.

The training is progressive, gradually advancing from paper work, 
for boys from 9 years old and upward, to wood carving for boys from 
11 years old and upward, and carpentry for boys of 12 and over. The 
instruction is given on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons at 3 o’clock, 
and each lesson occupies ninety minutes..

The fees, payable quarterly for the tuition, material, and use of tools, 
amount to 5 marks ($1.19) in the paper and wood carving division, and 
to 6 marks ($1.43) in the carpentry division.

Special provision is made in the city of Berlin for the publication of 
an annual report on the condition of the continuation schools, and for its 
distribution among the guilds and industrial societies of the metropolis. 
The Eighth Annual Report, bearing the date of February 1891, is full 
of valuable information.

The number of pupils under instruction in the schools of this class in 
Berlin during the winter 1890-’91 is given as follows: Students of Ger
man, 3,718; arithmetic, 3,580; drawing, 4,808; special drawing, 2,018; 
bookkeeping, 1,128; geometry, 562; physios, 560; French, 1,063; En
glish, 750; modelling, 439; Fach schools, 2,726.

In genera], it is said of the city continuation establishments that they 
are designed to supplement the education of such practical workmen 
as desire to extend or review their studies and learn to speak and 
write French and English, or to acquire a knowledge of commercial 
arithmetic and bookkeeping. The tuition fee per half-year is 2 marks 
(48 cents) for each two hours’ course, 4 marks (95 cents) for each four 
hours’ course. .

Besides thirteen city continuation schools which are mentioned in 
the report a continuation school supported by the Artisans’ Society is 
referred to, and three schools of the same character maintained by the 
Berlin Merchants’ Union are enumerated. Respecting the continuation 
schools for girls (five in number) under city control it is stated that the 
tuition fee per month in these schools is 1.50 marks (36 cents), ex
clusive of French and English; a charge of 3 marks (71 cents) per half- 
year is made for these languages in addition. The subjects taught 
in these schools include German, arithmetic, bookkeeping, drawing, 
manual labor, machine sewing, tailoring, singing, and turning. Six 
continuation schools for girls are reported, all of which are managed 
by societies.

Mention is made of the city continuation school for deaf mutes. 
Tuition is free. Reading, German, and arithmetic are taught to both 
boys and girls; while some form of manual labor is included in the 
training of the girls. Instruction in this school is given in the evening. 
Twenty boys and 16 girls belonged to the school at the time the report 
was made.
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For the purpose of securing more definite information than already 
existed upon some o f tlie results o f manual instruction in Germany, 
and thereby aiding the investigations of this Department, a schedule of 
inquiries was prepared by representatives of the German Manual Train
ing Association. This schedule was sent to teachers in manual train
ing schools with the request that they should fill it out, as far as pos
sible, in connection with the parents of former pupils.

In the Blätter fü r Knaben-Randarbeit for February 1892 are pub
lished the answers received from the teachers in Leipsic school shops. 
Though the results as stated in the Blätter do not show that manual 
training in every instance has a magical effect—transforming a dull or 
indifferent pupil into an intelligent and enthusiastic artisan—yet it 
will not be denied that the replies possess a certain value. It is clear 
that the questions were answered with the utmost candor by the sev
eral teachers; for, while there is no direct conflict of opinion among 
them as to the utility of manual training in the schools, the conclusions 
reached are not uniformly favorable. From the Blätter a table has been 
compiled which contains all of the replies that are of special importance.

S. Ex. 65------21
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Mur- 
igtiial 
num
ber. I

14

Age.

18

15

15 
18
18f
16

15J

18

16
15
16 
14*
15
17

15

Occupation.

Bookbinder. 
Mason.........

J o i n e r ___

Wood carver.

Brewer. 
Joiner..
Locksmith.... 
Carpet maker.

Kind of training 
at school.

CaTpentty. 
Carving . 1

¡Carpentry. 
•Modelling .

Carving

"Wood carver. 
Locksmith... 
Tailor....... .A.

Joiner. 
Joiner.

Box maker.

Joiner.

Pianoforte maker. 
Machinist. >........

Wood carver.
Mechanic___
Stone mason.. 
Joiner. . . . ___

J oiner...............
Wood engraver.

Printer..............

Carpentry.........
¡Carpentry— .. .
Metal work.......
Pasteboardwork

Carving ... 
Carpentry.

Half- Hours of 
training 

per 
week.

years
at

school.

3 mos. 
8 9( 
4< 
S'

Carpentry.

Carving

Carpentry ,

Carpentry.

Carpentry. 
Carving ...

Pasteboard work 
Carpentry; carv

ing.

Carpentry. . .  
Pasteboard work 
Carpentry. . .  
Carving . . . . .

25 16 Wood carver........ I Modelling .
26 15 J Mechanic.

2 each

2

4
2

2 each 
2

2 each 
2 
2 
4

Time
under

instruc
tion.

1J years 
21 years

3 years..

5 mos ...

Jyear... 
21 years. 
21 years 
3 years..

Does he show 
practical ability' !

Y es............L,____
In the first -year 

'was very unskil
ful, bntmuch im
proved by the 
drawing instruc
tion.

Yes.......... .............

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Only when under 

supervision.

1J years. Yes 
11 years. Yes 
Jyear... Yes

16 mos.. Yes 
31 years. Yes

11 years. Yes

31 years.

11 years. 
Jyear...

4 mos... 
Jyear... 
Jyear...

Jyear... 
11 years.

4 mos...

11 years. 
Jyear...

Yes.

Hard to determine. 
Yes.........................

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

(&)

Yes.
Yes.

®Nov 5 i  werf bett®r t0 give more practical instruction in drawing, which instruction is generally of very little value. Every business man needs drawing 6 J
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Is he above the 
average in •man
ual dexterity ?

Does he. 
show an 
interest 
in his 
work!

Is be 
liligen

Don’t know....... Yes....... Ye»..
Ho .................... Yes..

Yes..

No...................... Yes..

No...................... Yes..
Yes..
Yes..

No...................... Yes..

No?....................

Yes; in contrast Yes....... Yes..
with those who
never attended
amannal train-
ing school.

Yes.

No......................

Ho...................... No..

Yes.
No...................... Yes___

(b) <&) (6)
Yes; but only» Yes....... Yes.

little.

Y es; very much Yes....... Yes.

It is not demon- Yes....... Yes.
strable in so
short a time.

Yes.
No...................... Y es.... Yes.

Does this teacher believe that, rightly, directed, 
manual training—

Awakens an 
interest in 

practical work?

Tea.
(a)

Gives a general 
fitness for it!

No'............

Yes............. ........

Yes.......... ...........
Y es......— ........
Yes......................
In general, it is 

only a pleasant 
diversion, and 
its true purpose 
is not brought 
out.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes....................
To some degree.

At least it gives 
the young man 
an insight into 
practical work 
which stands 
Mm in good 
stead, and per
haps dispelshis 
illusions. In 
this, view man
ual training is 
very beneficial.No.................

Yes.

(b)

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

(a)
Yes.

No.

No; his pupilage 
was too brief 
for that.

No......................
Yes....................
Yes.................... .
No; it only helps 

children to 
choose an occu
pation.

Yes......................
Yes.................... .
He should have 

worked at some
thing useful for 
tailoring, not 
for carpentry.

Yes......................
Yes.................... .

Inspires respect 
for manual labor!

Yes.
(a)

Not under pres
ent social con* 
ditions.

Yes.....................

Yes.......... ..........
Yes....................
Yes....................
Unfortunately 

no, so long as 
the apprentice 
does not regard 
what he has 
learned in the 
school shop as 
the sole end and 
aim.

Yes.................... .
Yes....................
Yes....................

Yes....................
Yes.......... - ........

Y e s..-..................

No.

Yes...................•••
It is preparatory 

only.

Yes.................... .

...........H ....... ...Yes; in a small 
measure.

Y e a

Yes....................

Yes.

Under existing 
social condi
tions it does not.

Yes.................... .
It may in those 

who are not ar
tisans.

Yes...................-

(b)
Yes; to some ex

tent.

Mair-
ginal
num
ber.

Yes.
Yes.

14

b  His trade has so little to do with the specialty he pursued in the school shop that it is not 
to answer these questions. Yet in the shop the pupil learned' to work intelligently,_ and his 
heanty was awakened.

18

possible 
sense of
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RESULTS OE MANU AL TRAINING IN LEIPSIC—Concluded.

Is he above the 
average in man
ual dexterity ?

Yes.

Clearly so, for 
his age.

Yes.

Yes ; if he con
tinues so he 
will deserve a 
broader edu
cation.

Of this I have 
no experience.

He is very accu
rate, andwoulc 
become a very 
skilful work
man but for 
ill health.

It has been ap
parent from 
the first day 
that manual 
training has 
greatly bene
fited him.

satisfactory. 
Yes.................-

Does he j Does the teacher believe that, rightly-directed, 
manual training— Mar

ginal
num
ber.

interest 
in-his 
work?

diligent ? Awakens an 
interest in '  

practical work?
Gives a general 
fitness lor it?

Inspires respect 
for manual labor ?

Yes___ W e think well of 
this school.

27
It is not possible 28

Yes....... Yes___ (a ) (a)

to affirm this of 
the short period 
of study. The 
novelty of the 
trainingexcites 
interest.

(à ) 29

Yes.. . .  

Yes___No.........

0

Yes; in a single

»

It is hard to say.. 31
circumstances. branch.

Yes___ Greatinterest---- I  can speak of 
manual train
ing only in 
terms of warm
est praise.

32

Yes___ 33
34

Yes___

Yes___

Yes...

If the apprentice 
has previously 
attended a 
school work
shop, it has 
quickly become 
evident what 
industry he is 
most interested 
in ; this is a 
preparation of 
great impor
tance.

Vps

35

36

37
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In commenting on tlie various replies contained in the schedule the 
writer in the Blätter says:

In respect to single unfavorable results the individuality o f the 
pupil is so clearly a factor that failure can not be laid .to the charge of 
manual training. As to the skill and diligence of the pupils, as well 
as concerning their interest in their pursuits, the testimony is almost 
unanimous.

Less unanimous are the answers to the question: Is he above the 
average? And it must be somewhat difficult to give an adequate 
reply to such a .question, for it would require a wide experience in the 
education o f apprentices to render a full answer.

The question: Does the teacher believe that rightly directed manual 
training fits one, in a general way, for hand work ? is not rightly in
terpreted by many masters, because they lay too little emphasis on 
the word general {allgemein).. They think o f manual training too 
much as a special preparation for a trade. But while we do not as
pire to promote any industrial object by our manual training, but 
keep only general education in view, we have good grounds for satis
faction in the testimony oi master workmen concerning our instruction.

An artist (whose answers are not included in our schedule for sufficient 
reasons) testifies of the value of manual training as follows: “ Yes it 
is of great utility! Manual training should be more extensively prac
tised in our industrial and art schools, for it would give us more use
ful, competent artisans, and fewer drawing room dilettanti, for our 
handicrafts. In my judgment every boy ought to attend the model
ling and wood carving classes, for it is o f prime importance that every 
one should learn how things are made. Without this training no one 
can become a clever artist. Every world’s exposition has brought to 
view our deficiencies.”

Finally, the writer concludes, workmen are “ not inimical to manual 
training, but know how to value it.”

Herr F. Groppler, the famous Berlin teacher, summarizes other 
replies made to the schedule inquiries in a statistical report on the 
influence of training for labor upon the industrial activity of former 
manual training pupils, published in the Blätter fü r  Knaben-Handar
beit, for June 1892.

He prefaces his tables with the reminder that the most of the 
German school shops are yet too young to hav§ exerted any appre
ciable effect on industry. He observes, further, that until 1891—when 
the inquiries o f this Department brought the subject to their atten
tion—the majority of German school teachers did not keep a list of 
their pupils, had no communication with their graduates, and nb 
knowledge of the callings they followed.

It was determined by those having charge of the matter to ascertain 
the opinions o f a number of German master workmen concerning man
ual training, though aware, as Herr Groppler expresses it, that “  their 
judgment would be subjectively colored.” Accordingly, a schedule o f 
questions was sent out to 50 of the oldest German school workshops.

To some of these inquiries no answer was returned, but from 22 
towns 301 full replies were received. The greater part were filled out
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by the master workmen themselves, a smaller proportion by parents or 
by Shop superintendents after consultation with the master workmen.

“ W e leave out o f the account, in thiseonnection, questions 1 to 8, 
which relate to the name, the age, the teacher, etc.,” says Herr Grop- 
pler, who also doubts whether the specialty pursued in the school 
workshop exercises any influence on the choice of a calling. In general 
this influence is thought to be very small at most. The special local 
industries have much more to do with the result, as, for example, at 
Markneukirchen all the boys become violin makers.

Herr Groppler remarks:
W e confine ourselves, therefore, to the following summary of the

questions 9 to 14. ' I
Question 9. Hoes the apprentice show practical ability? Affirm

ative, 254; qualified affirmative, 16; negative, 6 ; no answer, 23.
Question 10. IT as he a certain degree of manual dexterity? Affirm

ative, 254; qualified affirmative, 15; negative, 9; no answer, 23.
Question 11. Is he above the average in this respect? Affirmative, 

114; qualified affirmative, 18; negative), 102; no answer, 67.
Question 12. Does he show an interest in his pursuit? Affirmative, 

274; qualified affirmative, 10; negative, 7; no answer, 10.
Question 13. Is he diligent? Affirmative, 275; qualified affirmative, 

10; negative, 3; no answer, 13.
Question 14. Does the teacher believe that a rightly directed course 

of manual instruction (u) awakens an interest in hand craft and in 
practical pursuits? Affirmative, 251; qualified affirmative, 6 ; nega
tive, 7; no answer, 34. I  J H

(b) That, in a general way, it fits one for such pursuits? Affirmative,
250; qualified affirmative, 12; negative, 19; no answer, 20. ;

(c) That it inspires respect for manual labor? Affirmative, 2oo; 
qualified affirmative, 4; negative, 5; no answer, 38.

From all this Herr Groppler concludes that the movement in behalf 
of manual training has prospered and gained favor among the laboring 
classes. “ This shows us,” he adds, “ that we are on the right track, 
and that we should press forward unswervingly.”

Since the publication (in 1889) of Herr Sonntag’s report on the con
dition of manual instruction in Germany the movement has made rapid 
progress there. According to that report there were then in Germany 
67 independent schools of manual labor and 97 workshops in connection 
with other institutions, a total of 164 school workshops. Within the 
last three years the manual workshops have made a gain of 89, that is, 
54 per cent. This gives a total of 253 manual training workshops in 
Germany. Of these 148 are situated in Prussia, the Ehine provinces 
heading the list with 29.

In the van of the remaining German states the kingdom of Saxony 
leads with 33 workshops. Bavaria has 15; Saxe-Weimar, 9; W ur
temberg, Bremen, and Alsace-Lorraine, 6 each; Baden, Saxe-Coburg- 
Gotha, and Lübeck, 5 each; Hamburg, 4; Brunswick, Eeuss,.and Lippe, 
2 each; Hesse, Saxe-Meiningen, Anhalt, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen,
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and Sehwarzburg-Rudolstadt, 1 each. In the 7 remaining German 
states educational labor training seems to have gained no foothold.

The advance of the new system has been such in all parts of the civi
lized world, however, that, according to Schenckendorff, Germany now 
occupies the ninth place in the line o f states that seek to promote this 
educational reform. In his enumeration the order of precedence is given 
as follows: Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, France, England, 
Belgium, Switzerland, Germany. America is not taken into the account 
at all.

The following data as to the cost of materials for instruction, etc., in 
Germany are derived from the General Educational News (Allgemein 
uyiterriclitende The cost of» a tool outfit for carving, per
pupil, in Germany is given as 1.72 marks (41 cents) ; common working 
tools sufficient for 16 pupils, 149.42 marks ($35.56). Cost of tools per 
pupil in pasteboard work, 5.45 marks ($1.30); equipments for 20 pupils 
in this department, 118.75 marks ($28.26). In the carpentry depart
ment the cost of tools, per pupil, is put at 49.80 marks i$ 11.85); hence,' 
for ten benches, 498 marks ($118.52). Shop equipment (ten benches 
and tools), 545.70 marks ($129.88). General outfit of workshop (mate
rials, lamps, pails, towels, etc.), 116.50 marks ($27.73). Total cost of
equipment for the three departments, 930.37 marks ($221.43).

The current expenses of a workshop per year are—
JTor administration, etc................................................................... ^ 3 5  7q
Teachers’ stipend, 9 divisions, at 150 marks for 1 division, 4 hours per week. 321.30
Service and cleaning.............................................................................. g g7
Lighting ................................. . ..................................................................... "  ”  7‘ u
Heating................. ............................................................................................ ' 3’ 57
Material used.................................................................................  7q gi
Repair of tools, etc............ .............................................................. 7 14-
Books, etc............................................ ....................................  ̂ 73
Sundries............................. .................................. ........ .......  1547

T o t a l . . . . . . . . . . . . B .................................................................................... 473.80
The equipment of a shop for metal work for the accommodation of 

15 pupils is said to cost 96.85 marks ($23.05).

HIGHER INSTITUTIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

German schools have a thoroughly systematic organization, by virtue 
o f which there occurs no break in the continuity of a pupil’s studies 
in passing from a lower to a higher grade. This peculiarity o f the 
German school system differentiates it from that of all other nations. 
'  O f this fact Sir Philip Magnus takes cognizance in his essay on Ed
ucation in Bavaria, published in the monograph series of the Indus
trial Education Association, March 1888. He says:

Nothing is more difficult than the endeavor to classify English schools. 
As regards the elementary schools, there is, o f course, no difficulty* 
because they are all organized on the same plan: but as soon as we
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proceed one step higher in the educational ladder the difficulty of pre
senting in a tabular form the various grades of secondary schools is yery 
considerable. * * * Where the foreign system seems to me to be 
undoubtedly superior is in the closer definition of the objects which 
each school endeavors to fulfil. * * * Another defect in the Eng
lish school system, arising from want of organization, is that different 
schools which ought to aim at educating different classes of pupils 
overlap one another in their aims and objects, and are with difficulty 
distinguishable.

*  * * * * * *
A  typical example of the organization of German schools is pre

sented in the school system in Bavaria. This system is well illustrated 
in the city of Munich, which contains specimens of all the different 
schools existing throughout the country. * * * The population of
Munich is about 230,000, and it contains 20 elementary schools, the 
average attendance at which is nearly 25,000 children, or 1 in 9 of the 
entire population. * * * The ordinary elementary school age is 
between 6 and 13, and it is scarcely necessary to say that elementary 
education is compulsory. # * * No child can leave the elementary
school until he has attained the age of 13; and even then, if he at once 
enters industrial life, he is required to attend, during the evening, what 
is called a continuation school, v where the instruction consists of the 
same subjects as are taught in the primary school, further continued, 
in addition to elementary science, bookkeeping, and what may be called 
industrial drawing. * * * These continuation schools are held on 
the evenings of-the week-days and on Sundays. In 1384, throughout 
Bavaria, there were 273 such schools in which 1,223 teachers were en
gaged; and in Munich only, the attendance in these schools averages 
about 3,194 yearly.

In the case of those intending.to take a higher educational course it 
is permissible to leave the elementary school ( Vollcsschule) at 10 years 
of age, and enter the Realschule^ if  able to pass the entrance exami
nation.

In Bavaria there are about 46 such schools, in 34 of which the 
course of study occupies six years, and in 12, four years. The course 
of study comprises German, at least one other modern language, 
science, mathematics, and drawing. Latin is not taught, nor is there 
any workshop instruction. A t the age of 16 the student may pass to 
the technical college or Industrieschule.

The aim of these schools is to enable the students to obtain a practi
cal education, less theoretical in character than that given in the uni
versities or at the polytechnic schools, which shall adapt them to at 
once enter upon commercial or industrial work, with a fair chance of 
immediate employment, and of obtaining steady promotion in their 
careers. The school course lasts two years.

Workshop instruction has only of late years been given in the tech
nical schools of Germany. In the Realschule leading up to this col
lege no such instruction is given, and the opinion is still very generally 
held throughout Germany that practice in the use of tools is best com
menced in the commercial works, and that the period devoted to school 
education should be wholly occupied in the teaching of principles.
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There is, however, a gradually increasing tendency to adopt the oppo
site view, and the importance attached to workshop instruction in other 
countries, notably in France and in the United States, is not without 
effect on German educationists.

The opinions received from different authorities as to the value 
of these schools varied very much. More than one of the professors 
of the university attached very little value to the instruction. On 
the other hand the testimony of managers of machine works in 
Bavaria, who had had the opportunity of testing the results of the 
training given in these Industrieschulen^ is very much in favor of the 
education they provide.

An English foreman, engaged in the works of a large machine maker 
at Nuremberg, referred to it in the highest possible terms, and dis
tinctly stated that he gave a decided preference to boys who had re
ceived, during their school course, some amount of shopwork instruc
tion.

After discussing German university education Sir Philip Magnus says:
In this bird’s-eye view of Bavarian .education I  have made no refer

ence to schools of art, to schools o f commerce, nor to schools for the 
instruction o f women. To give a full description o f the splendid Art 
School of Munich would alone form subject matter for an interesting 
paper. * * * Such a school, provided with the necessary plant and 
apparatus for the execution in the material itself, be it glass, porcelain, 
wood, metal, or some textile fabric, o f  the design prepared by the artist, 
affords facilities for experimental art work which, when successful, 
may be, and often is, the means of introducing into the country new 
industries. * * * There are in Bavaria other educational institu
tions, fulfilling various purposes, such as training colleges for teachers, 
music and dramatic colleges, needlework schools, military, and veteri
nary schools.

In conclusion the author remarks:
An acquaintance with the German system shows that, notwithstand

ing many undeniable objections, there is much to be said in favor of 
state control of secondary and higher education. The rivalry among 
different schools, the competition for pupils, involving various forms of 
expensive advertisement, which characterizes the free system of Eng
land, does not exist in Germany. The government takes care that each 
district is provided with the schools adapted to its wants, and the 
curricula o f  these schools are determined by the requirements o f  the 
people. The gradation and coordination o f . schools under such a 
system is far more complete than is at present possible in England.

From recent consular reports we obtain some suggestions as to the 
commercial advantages that accrue from the technical schools o f the 
continent. In the German empire there are understood to be 250 such 
schools ; and to their influence is attributed, in part, Germany’s ability 
to compete successfully with the nations o f  the world in manufactured 
products.

Mr. James H. Smith, United States commercial agent at Mentz, 
remarks that these schools play an important part in promoting the |
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^..prosperity o f  Germany’s foreign trade; and thinks that the disposition 
shown in the United States during the last few years to introduce into 
the schools o f the country the training of the hand as well as of the eye, 
if generally and intelligently carried out, can not fail to be of incalcula
ble benefit to the country, and produce a nation of skilled workmen 
whose productions will raise our country to a height of industrial excel
lence unsurpassed by any country, and challenge the admiration of the 
world.

More specific still is the statement of Consular Agent hTeuer, of the 
United States agency at Gera. After describing the Gera weaving 
school—essentially like the one at Crefeld, already referred to—he 
says:

I commend this system of technical education as well worthy of the 
serious consideration of our manufacturers, as specially trained and 
skilled operatives must be of vast service to us. It is an important 
factor and closely connected with the highest interests of our laboring 
classes. ,

In this connection I draw attention to the English parliament having 
recently suggested the establishment of technical schools according to 
the German system. The advancement of German commerce in all 
parts of the world is generally admitted; and while cheap German labor, 
as well as the weighty governmental aid, may partly account for this 
fact, it is no less the superior schooling which opens to this country 
new markets. Our merchants ought to adopt the same methods to 
strengthen our manufacturing industries.

The Bradford correspondent o f the Irish Textile Journal writes in
terestingly, in the July 1890 number of that periodical, concerning the. 
Industrial Society of Mülhausen, in the province of Alsace. Under this 
society’s supervision various technical schools have been established, 
chiefly for teaching all branches of the textile industries. His com
munication concludes as follows:

The system as carried on at Mülhausen ought to be adopted by those 
engaged in the various industries of this, country, and every means 
taken to render it as efficient as possible, and the lead that we have 
undoubtedly had in most of the manufacturing trades up to the pres
ent would still be retained by us. There is certainly a lack o f spirit 
amongst a majority of the employers in the British Isles in many 
matters which, with a little tact and outlay, would amply repay them 
in the long run; but,.notwithstanding that such rapid strides have 
been made during reeent years in the improvement in the conditions 
of labor, in the general welfare of the working population, and in the 
advance of technical education, there still remains much to be done in 
order to keep well ahead, in industrial and scientific matters, of other 
nations, and a leaf taken out of the book of the Technical Industrial 
Society of Mülhausen, and thoroughly digested by all those interested 
in the future of this country, would greatly tend to uphold our present 
supremacy in the leading industries. Those specially engaged in the 
making of textile goods, and in the various classes o f  machinery for 
their production, ought to take up this question with spirit.

From the report of the factory inspectors o f the German empire
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for the year 1887 United States Commercial Agent Smith, of Mentz, 
condenses into an interesting abstract some accounts o f the general 
industrial situation in that country for Consular Report No. 103, of 
March 1889. In this abstract it is stated that—

A  school regularly intended for industrial education is known as a 
Geicerbescliule, that is, industrial school, and when the school is de
voted to a particular line of work, or branch of industry, it is often 
called a Fachschule. * * *

Fachscliulen, that is, schools for teaching a particular line of work, 
do not exist all over the empire, but are met with chiefly in localities 
in which the branch of industry for which they are especially designed 
flourishes most, as, for instance, the Fachschule for small ironware and 
steel, at Remscheid; for casting, at Bochum; for ceramics, in theKassel- 
Wiesbaden district; for industrial art, at Oarlsrulie; for watchmaking, 
at Furtwangen in Baden; for weaving, dyeing, etc., at Crefeld, and to 
a considerable extent in Saxony; for brewing and milling, at Worms; 
for the poly graphical industry, at Leipsic.

A  large number of Fachscliulen are in the Chemnitz district. In the 
heart of the toy making district, at Grunhainichen, there is a Fachschule 
for teaching drawing, painting, and modelling to young toy makers. 
These Facli schools are maintained either with public money or by 
guilds.

United States Consul Monaghan, of Mannheim, who has visited and 
carefully inspected the industrial school at Pforzheim, gives the results 
of his observations in a valuable paper published in the May number 
of the United States Consular Reports of 1890. It is plain that in this 
case, as in most cases, the school in question had a utilitarian purpose. 
W e are not left to infer this for Consul Monaghan says:

The origin of these schools is due to the enterprise of Pforzheim’s 
jewellers. The first steps toward its creation were taken after need 
for great skill in designing and a better knowledge on the part of the 
workmen oi the laws of beauty, taste, harmony, metals and their ma
nipulation was felt by manufacturers desirous of holding what they had 
long possessed and of making new conquests in the world’s markets.

Still further, he notes the care exercised by German jewellers to study 
universal art and adapt their wares to racial tastes:

Tons of stuff are going to America. Mexico takes immense quantities; 
so do all the South American states. The extending and securing of 
these markets is due very largely to the industrial and art industrial 
schools. * * *

The schools are here, never to go. The sooner we get them in the 
United States—for get them we must if we will hold our home mar
kets, to say nothing about foreign—the better

Finally, Consul Monaghan concludes:
The^ argument, if such it can truthfully be called, so often indulged 

in by American writers and educators, that the best of such schools > 
can give little if anything more than theory, has here absolutely no 
application. The industrial schools here are the quintessence of prac
ticability. The manager who wants a boy trained by a practiced, skil
ful workman gets him.

The teachers who morning after morning turn to the right to go into
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the school building to give instructions are, every one, men who could 
as easily turn to the left, go down any of the city’s lanes, enter any of 
the workshops or factories, put on aprons, and take their places by the 
side of the very best in stamping or finishing room.

The best argument, perhaps, for establishing them in lands where 
they are as yet unknown is found in their steady, rapid, and wide ex
tension in this and neighboring countries, and in the fact that when 
the government, if it ever should, resolves to support them no longer, 
the manufacturers themselves will provide money, and generously, for, 
their continuance.

In continental Europe, and particularly in Germany an d France 
there are flourishing agricultural schools of various grades.

To Prof. Thaer, who as long ago as 1810 was appointed to the chair 
of agriculture in the University of Berlin, is given the credit of having 
organized the first system of agricultural education in Germany. To 
him, also, is attributed the dictum, which today would be everywhere 
received as a self evident truth, that “  agriculture can not be perfectly 
learned by attending lectures from the professorial chair.”

Since Thaer’s day there has been a wonderful development of agri
cultural institutions in Germany, until now no less than 13 institutes 
of the university rank are fully equipped for imparting instruction 
in the science and art of agriculture in that empire, while a multitude 
of schools of lower grade are devoted to this important specialty.

As an example of the former class we may take the Agricultural 
High School at Berlin. The instruction here is of a purely scientific 
character, as, indeed, it could hardly be experimental and practical in 
a large city. The building occupied by the school contains an exten
sive museum in which agricultural implements of every description 
are displayed for the benefit of the students. The botanical collection 
contains several thousand specimes of wood of different kinds, and 
over 18,000 specimens of corn, seeds, and fibres, which include sam
ples of the various kinds of artificial feeding stuffs.

The zoological and zootechnical collections are equally as complete, 
including various species of domesticated animals, and the different 
breeds of them which exist in Europe and other countries. Skeletons, 
models, photographs, and pictures form together a more complete syn
opsis of the animals of the farm than can probably be found in any 
other institution. The wool collection alone is a marvel, o f complete
ness, for not only does it contain specimens of the wool of different 
breeds, but also that of different flocks of each breed. It is further 
divided into two portions—one historical, to show the gradual develop
ment o f the production of wool by means of cultivation and selection, 
and the other technical, to show the applicability of the various sorts' 
o f wool to the manufacture of the different kinds of fabrics, and the 
effect of manufacturing processes upon the varieties of the raw material.

The teaching staff of this school includes many distinguished men. 
.There are, according to the latest available report, 12 regular teachers,
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19 assistant teachers and private docents, and 55 instructors o f  lower 
rank in the school. The whole number of students is given as 432, 
but many of tliese were members of the university, attending special 
lectures of the agricultural school. The fees for students are fixed by 
the minister of agriculture, and amount to about $50 a year. The gov
ernment grants a subvention to the school equivalent to $45,000 annu
ally.

The Poppelsdorf Agricultural Academy deserves mention especially 
on account of its course of instruction in agricultural engineering, such 
as does not exist elsewhere in Europe. It would conduce greatly to 
the usefulness and popularity of American agricultural colleges if they 
were to introduce a similar course of special instruction. In vast re
gions of the West millions of acres lie fallow'and useless, which, under 
the hand of a competent agricultural engineer, having a thorough 
knowledge of mechanics and hydraulics, of drainage and of irrigation,' 
might easily be reclaimed and made abundantly productive.

A t Halle there is an agricultural institute of high rank, having an 
average attendance of 300 students. Connected with this institute is 
an experimental farm of 100 acres, and botanical and zoological gardens. 
In the zoological garden is kept a variety o f farm animals which serve 
as living specimens to illustrate the lectures given by the-professors. 
The course of instruction extends over two years; and the entire cost of 
living and tuition at this institute does not exceed $200 per annum for 
each pupil. , .

O f the intermediate agricultural schools (Landicirthschaftsschulen) in 
Germany there is an indefinite number. In Prussia there are 16 with 
more than 1,100 pupils. These schools receive a subsidy from the state 
and take rank with American high schools—the classics being dis
placed m part by agricultural instruction, and modern languages sub
stituted for Greek in the curricula.

Dr. Michelsen, director o f the school at Hildesheim, is of the opinion 
that the instruction given to the small farmers of that district has en
abled them to grow successfully the sugar beet, the'culture of which 
requires great care and intelligence.

The Aclterbauschule o f Germany is a farm school of lower grade. In 
Prussia there are said to be 32 of these schools, some of which are 
connected with the intermediate schools, while others are boarding 
schools established on an independent basis. The farm schools, like 
most good institutions in Europe, are maintained largely by state aid, 
though local authorities contribute also to their support.

In Badersleben one of, these farm schools is established on an old 
convent farm of 500 acres, with accommodation for 70 pupils. Boys 
between 14 and 17 years of age are admitted to the school. The course 
of study occupies two years. Here, on a 2-aere school garden, the 
pupils are taught the proper rotation of crops and the best methods of
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cultivating the common agricultural staples. The expense of tuition, 
board, etc., is about $100 a year per pupil.

The time of the students is mostly devoted to general or special study, 
only just enough of practical work being undertaken to enable them to 
become acquainted with all the operations of agriculture. On leaving 
the school most of the students beeome foremen of their fathers’ or 
neighbors’ farms, and thus share with others the advantages of the 
instruction they hqve received.

Another powerful agency for the diffusion of a knowledge of agri
culture, and for stimulating an interest in its pursuit, is often brought 
into requisition in Germany; this is- the travelling lectureship. 
Through this means practical farmers are taught the latest scientific 
discoveries and the best modes of utilizing them.

Before dismissing the subject of agricultural instruction in »Germany 
we wish to refer briefly to the special schools, which have for their 
object the thorough preparation of their pupils for some single branch 
of work more or less directly connected with agriculture.

G f this class are the dairy schools, such as that at Gross Hinastedt. 
There, on a farm of 150 acres, 35 or 40 milch cows are kept, and dairy
ing in all its branches is efficiently taught to young women, who pay 
what seems the merely nominal fee o f $90 apiece per year for board, 
lodging, and instruction.

In this school the morning hours are set apart for service in the 
dairy; but in the afternoon the pupils are taught writing, arithmetic, 
history, geography, and receive lessons in sewing and cooking.

Economical management o f a dairy is demonstrated to be possible at 
this school, since one pig is kept for each cow on the farm, and is fat
tened on whey and buttermilk. Six oxen and 150 sheep are also fat
tened annually. The eows are kept in stalls all the year rounds but 
they have plenty of green food—in early spring green rye, and later, 
green grass and clover.

Provision is made for the instruction o f only six pupils at onetime in 
this# school ; and the only feature which differentiates the school from 
similar dairying establishments in England is the instruction here 
given in common branches of education. But this collateral teaching 
is of considerable importance to the class of pupils in attendance.

Technological schools of forestry, of drainage and irrigation, etc., 
are numerous in Germany. Among the most useful of these are the 
shoeing schools.

One such school established at Grimmen a few years ago by Herr 
Koch, royal veterinary surgeon of the Greifswald district, has been of 
great service in lessening hoof diseases and lameness caused by faulty 
shoeing. Herr Koch, the founder of the school, insists that a sheer of 
horses should have a thorough knowledge of the anatomy and physi
ology of animals’ legs, and especially of the horse’s hoof or great toe.

The museums of various kinds which are connected with the agri-
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cultural and other industrial 
important educational adjuncts.

schools o f European countries are 
The American system of agricultural

fairs, or occasional exhibits of agricultural products, are, for educa
tional purposes, of slightr value, compared with these permanent local 
museums, freely open and accessible to the people, in which are ar
ranged and scientifically classified specimens of flora and fauna; and, 
conformably to some definite plan or chronological order, models of 
agricultural implements, collections of improved educational appliances, 
and productions of industrial and technical art. These collections are 
to the people an unfailing source of inspiration and a constantly sug
gestive stimulus. -

More than five thousand specimens of industrial art products were 
added to the collections in the agricultural museum of Wiirtemberg 
during the year 1889.

Among the influences which tend to raise the standard of general 
education in Germany, and to make students emulous of reaching the 
higher grades of schools, is the natural desire to escape from the three 
years’ military service which the government exacts of all young men 
who do not enter the higher institutions of learning. On condition of 
pursuing advanced studies the student is exempt from the irksomeness 
o f a long term of military duty, and is privileged to take what is called 
the voluntary service o f one year’s duration in the army. This immu
nity can be secured only by prolonging the period of school attendance; 
and, accordingly, the German youth chooses what he considers the lesser 
o f two evils.

Among the testimonials to the value of the teaching in the continua
tion schools of Germany may be cited the letter of Herr Back, director 
of the Frankfort school, to a representative of this Department.' Under 
date of August 6,1891, he writes that this discipline inspires the pupil 
with enthusiasm and love (Lust und Liebe) for his calling and educates 
him for his trade as the workshop alone could not.

Of similar tenor is the letter of the burgomaster o f Strasburg to 
Herr Groppler o f Berlin, in which he says: “  I can testify only that, 
as a rule, the pupils trained in your courses of manual work are far . 
more skilful and more serviceable than others.”

INDUSTRIAL TRADE SCHOOLS AND CONTINUATION 
SCHOOLS IN PRUSSIA.

Memoranda of the Development o f Industrial Trade Schools and Con
tinuation Schools in Prussia (Denkschriften über die Entwickelung der 
gewerblichen Fachschulen und der Fortbildungsschulen in Preussen), during 
the years 1879 to 1890, is the title of a voluminous report by Herr Liiders 
o f Berlin.

A  partial list of the schools, with the location of each institution, is 
as follows:
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Location.

Nienburg......................
Eckernförde................
H ö x te r ..........................
Id stein .........................
Deutsch-Krone........
B reslau......... - ............-
B erlin ...........................
Orefeld.........................

Mdlheim-am-Ehein.
Spremberg..................
Eimbeck.......................
Cologne.........................

Elberfeld----- • ...........

Cassel.........................

Königsberg................

Dantzic.........................

Hanau...........................
Düsseldorf..................
Frankfort...................

Berlin......................
Grenzhausen-Höhr .

Iserlohn...................

Bemscheid..............

Bochum.......- ..........

Waldenburg............

Berlin..............
Sorau...............
Flensburg.......

Magdeburg —
Falkenburg----
Eummelsburg.

Berlin.............
Aachen.......... .

Aachen.......... .
Hanover.........

Dortmund----

Buxtehude—  
Magdeburg .. .
Nowawes.......
Forst..............
Sommerfeld—  
Finsterwalde.
Aachen..........
Posen.............
Magdeburg...

Halle.

Name of school.

English. German.

Work school......................
Work school....... ..............
Work school.....................
Work school......................
Work school......................
Work school......................
Work school.....................
Weaving, dyeing, and fin

ishing school.
Weaving school............«-
Weaving school...............
Weaving school...............
Industrial drawing

school.
Industrial drawing

school.
Drawing and industrial 

art school.
Provincial art and hand

work school.
Provincial art and hand

work school.
Drawing academy............
Industrial art school.......
Central German indus

trial art society.
Industrial art museum... 
Trade school of ceramic 

art.
Trade school of metal in

dustry.
Trade school of small iron 

and steel wares.
School of iron manufact

ure for the Kliine 
provinces and West- 
phalia.

Work school of the 
society for the ad
vancement of the wel
fare of the working 
classes.

Artisans’ school..............
Linen weaving school-----
Trade school for ocean 

steamship machinists. 
Industrial art and arti

sans’ school. i
Weaving school'.........
Workshops for weaving 

instruction.
Weaving school...............
Industrial drawing and 

industrial art school. 
Industrial (day) school:..

Artisans’ and industrial
art school....................

Master workmen’s school 
for machinists, lock
smiths, etc.

Work school....................
Work school....................
Weaving school...............
Weaving school...............
Weaving school...............
Weaving school...............
Weaving school...............
Work school....................
Master workmen’s school 

for machinists, smiths, 
and locksmiths. 

Industrial drawing..........

Baugewerkschnle............
Bangewerkschule............
Bau gewerkschule............
Baugewerkschule............
Bau gewerkschule............
llaugewerkschule............
Baugewerkschule............
Webe-, Färberei- und Ap

preturschule:
Webeschulo......................
Webeschule......................
Webeschule......................
Gewerbliche Zeichen

schule.
Gewerbliche Zeichen

schule.
Gewerbliche Zeichon-und 
( Kunstgewerbeschule. 
Provinzial Kunät-und 

Handwerkschule. 
Provinzial Kunst-und 

Handwerkschale.
Zeichenakademie............
Kunstgewerbeschule — . 
Kunstgewerbeschule _des 

Mi tteldentsch en Kunst-

Estimated
expenses,
1891-92.

Attendance 
winter of 
1890-91.

Kunst gewerbemuseum - -. 
Keramische Fachschule.. 1,987.30 47

Fachschule für Metallin- 7,477.01 42
dustrie. 100Fachschule für die ber- 9,662.80
gische Kleineisen-und 
Stahl waarenindustrie. 90Eheinisch - west fälische 6,402.20
Eisenhüttenschule.

Arbeitschule des Vereins

$11,065.81 
11,612. 02 
11,143.16 
8,800.53 

11,057.48 
8,334.28 
9, 710.40 

13,304.20

2,389.52
2.496.62
1.428.00 

668. 54

888.228.211.00
4.400.62

1,942.08

15, 019.94 
9,900.80 

21,056.34

zur Förderung des 
Wohles der arbeiten
den Klassen.

Handwerkerschnle : .........
Leinen webeschul8............
Fachschule für Seedampf- 

sohifismasohinisten. 
Kunstgewerbe-undHand- 

werk erschule.
Webeschnle......................
Webereilehrwerkstätte...

Webeschule......................
Gewerbliche Zeichen und 

Kunstgewerbesehule. 
Gewerbliche Fachschule 

(Tagesschule). 
Handwerker und KunSt- 

gewerbeschule. 
Werkmeisterschnle für 

Maschinenbauer, Schlos
ser und Schmiede.

Baugewerkschule............
Bau gewerkschule............
Webeschule......................
Weboscbule........................
Webcschule......................
W  ebescliule...............
Webeschule......................
Baugewerkschule........._-.
Werkmeisterschule für 

Maschinenbauer, Schlos
ser und Schmiede. 

Gewerbliche Zeichen
schule.

22,923.21 
1,523.20 
5,057.50

14,527.52

3.284.40
1.142.40

8,330.00 
5,964.28

4,569.60

19,165.43

7,209.73

11,440.42 
12,076.12 
2,261.00 
1,547.00 
1,856.40 
1, 237. 60 
7, 925.40 
3,580.47 
6,961.50

5,688.20

223 pò

191
296
222
224
208 ■- -f’d
217 ■B
288 K
54
31
22
64 ■

145

513 1B
■ ■ ■

113

81

429
237
294

2,204 
57 
43

1,093

308
662

383

S. Ex. 65- -22
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CREFELD.

The institution now known as the Crefeld School o f Weaving, Dyeing, 
and. Finishing has existed as a weaving school of a high order since the 
year 1855, and, thanks to the powerful support of the Prussian royal 
minister of education, as well as that of the city council and chamber 
of commerce of Crefeld, it has been thoroughly reorganized for the pur
pose of theoretical and practical instruction. Its object is to educate 
master workmen, pattern designers, and mechanics for every branch of 
weaving, and also to equip machinists for the textile industry, as well 
as to impart to young people who wish to engage in the business of 
manufactured wares, either as purchasers or sellers, a sufficient knowl
edge of the process of manufacture so that they may be able more 
accurately to appreciate values*

In order to fulfil thoroughly this object the course of instruction 
includes the teaching of weaving from the most various kinds of raw 
materials, the speediest and most exact execution of pattern designs, 
guidance for the independent invention of new patterns, and for calcu
lating the value of materials, and the most preferable method of manu
facture.

These, special studies are cultivated: Manufacturing bookkeeping, the 
'elements of machinery, power machines, spinning and finishing, the 

setting up of hand looms, and other practice in the workshops (wood 
and iron). Herr Emil Lembcke is director of the Crefeld school.

The course of study is of two years’ duration. In the first year in
struction is given in drawing and pattern work, with special reference 
to the different branches of textile industry. The composition and 
decompositioh of fabrics are taught and illustrated by means of lec
tures 5 and practical weaving o f small patterns in cotton, wool, linen, 
silk, and the like, on the hand loom, is also a part of the first year’s 
course.

Lectures are given on the parts o f machines, as well as on the con
struction, setting up, and manipulation of hand looms, and other ap
paratus of hand weaving. Exercises in sketching the parts of a machine 
are practised, and the pupils are required to make calculations for the 
manufacture of fabrics from raw materials of all sorts, and to study the 
bookkeeping of the factory.

In the second year these studies are pursued farther; especially is 
attention paid to the independent designing of patterns for the textile 
industry. Geometrical and machine drawing, lectures on patterns of 
earlier centuries, etc., come in here. The designing of new, artistic 
patterns for weaving and printing is given special prominence. Pupils 
in this course draw and paint from nature.

In the higher department of the second year composition and decom
position are carried forward together with calculations for large pattern 
weaving. Here, too, are taken up practical exercises in weaving cot
ton, wool, half wool, linen, jute, and silk material on the power loom.
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Mounting and dismounting of the loom, practice at the power loom, ex- 
ercises in silk spinning and in spooling various materials, also practice, 
in smith and locksmith work, and in cabinetmakmg are the order of 
the day.

The preference is given German applicants for admission to this 
school,- and foreigners are received only when vacancies exist. Appli
cants must be at least 14 years old. The school year lasts from Easter 
to Easter.

The tuition fee for Prussians is for one half-year, lower division, 60 
marks ($14.28)5 upper division, 90 marks ($21.42); trade division,'50 
marks ($11.90). For subjects o f the Gemían empire, other than Prus
sians, for one half:year in lower division, 90 marks ($21.42); upper 
division, 135 marks ($32.13); trade division, 75 marks ($17.85). l o r  
foreigners, for one half-year in lower division, 240 marks ($57.12); upper 
division, 360 marks ($85.68); trade division, 200 marks ($47.60). All 
fees are payable in advance.

Pupils of the weaying school who wish at the same time to take the 
course in dyeing and finishing connected with the institution have the 
following fees to pay: Natives, per half-year, 100 marks ($23.80); Ger
man subjects, other than Prussians, 150 marks ($35.70); foreigners, per 
half-year, 400 marks ($95.20). Prussians only are admitted as u guests.” 
They are required to pay, in the lower division, for fifteen hours per 
week, for the half-year, 12 marks ($2.86); for one day per week, for the 
half-year, 30 marks ($7.14); for two days per week, for the half-year, 40 
marks ($9.52). In the upper division, for ten hours per week, for the 
half-year, 18 marks ($4.28); for one day per week, for the half-year, 45 
marks ($10.71); fen* two days per week, for the half-year, 60 marks 
($14.28). Pupils who take drawing only pay, per half-year, 30 marks 
($7.14). Pupils who attend Sunday instruction only pay, per half-year, 
24 marks ($5.71).

In connection with the school are well equipped workshops; and in 
each shop are stationed three teachers, under whose supervision the 
pupils have an opportunity to learn practical locksmith work and 
cabinetwork. These shops, as well as the other rooms o f the estab
lishment, including the weaving hall, are lighted by electricity.

The institution has a library of about 2,000 volumes, exclusive o f Fach 
literature, a collection of patents o f the German empire, and holds for 
distribution (on certain days of the week) among the teachers, pupils, 
and the public about sixty journals devoted to the textile industry.

Besides the necessary apparatus, models, and machines for instructi&n 
in weaving and spinning the school possesses a large collection of 
modern weaves, and a valuable, well arranged collection o f patterns for 
weaving, etc., which is o f the greatest use to the student. The greater 
part of this collection is under glass, and so arranged that pupils of the 
institution may make copies of patterns, designs, and industrial products 
at specified hours of the day.
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This museum is under the supervision of Herr Paul Schulze, and the 
collection contains over 5,000 numbers. Among these objects are By
zantine weaves of silk of the fourth to the tenth centuries; Saracen silk 
weaves, tenth to thirteenth centuries; early Italian silk weaves, thir
teenth to fourteenth centuries; Gothic silk weaves, fourteenth to fif
teenth centuries; Renaissance, half silk, sixteenth to seventeenth 
centuries; Renaissance, half silk, Italian, Spanish, French; Renaissance, 
satin weaves, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; Renaissance, linen 
weaves, German, white and colored, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
and so on; a vast and well assorted collection illustrative of the art of 
weaving in all its branches down to the present time.

The dyeing and finishing school has large collections of physical and 
chemical instruments, models, preparations, etc., and a department 
fully equipped with machinery and apparatus for the practice of dyeing, 
bleaching, printing, and finishing. The present dyeing and finishing 
school came into existence in the autumn of 1883, in connection with the 
Orefeld weaving school, under the direction of Dr. H. Lange.

The object of this department (which occupies the east wing of the 
new weaving school building) is to give to those who wish to devote 
themselves to the special study of chemistry, by means of the most 
thorough and practical instruction, as complete an education as possi
ble in all branches of this science and its relation to practical life; and 
to instruct such as desire to educate themselves for the dyeing industry 
in special chemistry, dyeing, bleaching, printing, and finishing; in the 
manufacture of dye stuffs; in the methods of experimentation with nat
ural and artificial dye stuffs; the preparation of chemicals; the cost of 
dyes; the independent prosecution of these operations; and, finally, to 
prepare the pupils for practical life through practical work in dyeing, etc.

The institution possesses two chemical laboratories, one large dyeing 
laboratory, and a laboratory equipped in accordance with the require
ments of modern manufacture with the most perfect appliances and 
labor saving machines for dyeing, etc. In the first (the chemical lab
oratories) special attention is given to qualitative and quantitative 
analysis, particularly to practical chemistry. In the dyeing laboratory 
are conducted experiments with dye stuffs; in short, all operations 
connected with dyeing, bleaching, etc., are carried on. In the dyeing, 
printing, and finishing laboratory cotton, wool, linen, jute, silk, etc., 
are bleached, dyed, printed, and finished on a large scale.

Attendants of this institution come not only from the best known 
industrial establishments of Crefeld, but from the neighboring cities in 
the great industrial districts on the right and left of the Rhine. Pupils 
who wish to attend this institution must be at least 16 years of age, 
and be well grounded in the elements of chemistry and physics.

Tuition for Prussians, per half-year, is 100 marks ($23.80); for other 
Germans, 150 marks ($35.70); for foreigners, 400 marks ($95.20). In-
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digent and very diligent students may have a partial remission of these 
fees.

The laboratory may be used by students without cost, and chemicals 
and reagents are free, except nitrate of silver, platinum, and chloride 
of gold. Every student that has attended the laboratory instruction 
for at least one year receives a certificate on leaving the establishment. 
The laboratory is open daily from 8 a. m. to 12 m. and 2 to 6 p. m., 
except Saturday afternoons.

United States Consul-General Eaine cites a signal instance in the 
case of the Crefeld school of the effect of trade school instruction upon 
a local manufacturing industry.

Some years ago, he writes, the Crefeld industry was nearly ruined; 
the old manufactories were unable to struggle any longer against 
French, English, and Swiss firms. A  few Crefeld manufacturers, 
dejected but not discouraged, founded in their city a weaving school, 
ana this soon changed the situation. Now the Crefeld factories con
test with even Lyons for the supply of the markets.

SPREMBERG.

The weaving school at Spremberg, which has been in operation sinpe 
1869, is designed to afford theoretical and practical instruction to those 
persons who wish to fit themselves for manufacturers, master workmen, 
etc., in the wool weaving industry, especially in the manufacture of 
cloths and buckskin materials (for bookbinding). This is a state school.

The tuition fee for Prussians is, in the under class, per half-year, 
110 marks ($26.18); in the upper class, 90 marks ($21.42). For all other 
pupils in the under class, per half-year, 120 marks ($28.56); upper 
class, 100 marks ($23.80).

There are six teachers, with salaries as follows: Director and first 
teacher, 4,000 marks ($952); second weaving teacher, 2,400 marks 
($571.20); first master weaver, 1,200 marks ($285.60); second master 
weaver, 1,000 marks ($238); teacher of chemistry, 650 marks ($154.70); 
teacher of bookkeeping, 250 marks, ($59.50).

The total expenditure of this establishment was 15,190 marks 
($3,615.22).

BERLIN.

The School for Manual Laborers in the city of Berlin had 41 teachers 
at the end of the year 1885, while the pupils in attendance during the 
summer numbered 1,038 and during the winter 1,485.

The cost of maintenance for the year is stated to have been 75,897 
marks ($18,063.49), of which amount 16,891 marks ($4,020.06) came 
from tuition fees, 26,802 marks ($6,378.88) from the state, and 32,204 
marks ($7,664.55) from the city funds. Instruction-is given at this 
school in mechanics, painting, joinery, etc.
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The Berlin Handworkers’  Union maintained a school for masons 
during the year, under the direction o f 21 teachers, with 168 students 
who were taught “ theory, drawing, and projection,”  at a eost o f 32,286 
marks ($7,684.07), o f  which sum the students paid 15,750 marks 
($3,748.50), the remainder being made up in equal proportions by the 
state and the commune.

The School for Chairmakers (now the City Weaving School) ~d 210 
students in summer and 246 in the winter, ranging in age from 14 to 
37 years. This school derives its support from tuition fees, state and 
city aid, etc.

A  trade school for masons and carpenters was also conducted during 
the year by 3 regular teachers and 3 assistants. Besides this a school 
for indoor joiners, with 4 teachers and 190 students, was supported by 
the usual means. In this school industrial and free-hand drawing held 
an important place.

In addition there were special schools for bookbinders, for painters 
(founded by the Painters’ Union), tor barbers, for earpetmakers, for 
bakers, for smiths, and for tailors.

Associations churches, and institutes in the city seem to have sup
plemented the work of the special schools, and to have made liberal 
provision for continuation "cliools of various kinds.

It is no wonder that the German craftsman, with so many incentives 
to study, with so many facilities for acquiring skill in his trade, and 
living in an atmosphere of industrial thought, becomes the accom
plished, specialist that he is.

The Weaving School is supported by the state, the city, and by con
tributions of those interested in textile industries, etc. There are two 
departments—the day school, and the school for evening and Sunday 
instruction. The object of the day school is to give theoretical and 
practical instruction in weaving to those merchants and manufacturers 
who devote themselves to textile specialties.

The department of evening and Sunday instruction serves to perfect 
apprentices and journeymen in the specialties of weaving in which they 
are practically engaged.

In the day school the tuition fee for the first school year is 300 marks 
($71.40); for the second year, 100 marks ($23.80). “ Guests” pay 5 
marks ($1.19) for each week of teaching. Merchants who attend the 
Sunday and evening departments pay 3 marks (71 cents) for each week 
o f instruction, while artisans have no tuition to pay for attendance in 
this department. There are two divisions o f  the day school; one is 
taught from 8 a. m. to 12 m. every day, the other from 2 to 6 p. m.

In the Sunday and evening division instruction is given in free-hand 
drawing, analysis and composition of fabrics, hand and power loom 
weaving, pattern drawing, theory of weaving, working of stocking 
machines, decomposition of yarns, practical and theoretical mechanics 
o f stocking machines, etc.
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According to tlie report o f  February 1891 the number o f pupils in 
the day weaving school was 26; in the Sunday and evening school, 289.

A t the Masons and Carpenters’ School young people who have already 
worked for some time at a building trade may be further instructed in 
their respective specialties (as building construction, knowledge o f  ma
terials, etc.), concerning which little could be learned in actual busi
ness, except by disastrous experiment.

Master Builder Felisch is the superintendent of this school, in which 
493 pupils were enrolled during the year. The masons were divided 
into 9 classes and the carpenters into 5, for the purposes of instruction. 
The tuition fee is 5 marks ($1.19) per half-year.

The School for Joiners is intended to give (aside from the practical 
skill acquired in the workshop) such knowledge as is requisite for an 
independent journeyman or master. The instruction includes free-hand 
drawing, projections, and special drawing (Faehzeiehnen). Tuition is 
free. Instruction is given from 8 a. m. to 12 m. for 40 Sundays per 
year.

There are also two other courses—one a preparatory course in spe
cial drawing, the other a separate course o f  instruction in the use of 
working tools and in respect to the properties and qualities of materials. 
In these preparatory classes the teaching is carried on in the evenings 
of Monday and Tuesday. The number of pupils was 409.

The School for Shoemakers is supported in part by the state, in part 
by the city, by the Sunday Free School Society, and by the guild. 
Tuition is free for apprentices, but journeymen or masters pay 1 mark 
(24 cents) quarterly for instruction.

The theoretical teaching is confined to the evening classes. The 
technical instruction is given from 9 to 12 on Sunday forenoons and 
from 7 to 10 on Tuesday evenings. The number of pupils was 350.

The School for Painters (sustained by the state, city, and guild) fur
nishes free instruction to apprentices of members of the guild, while 
helpers have to pay 9 marks ($2.14) per semester.

From November to March the evening classes are taught, on week 
days, from 5 to 8 o’clock. The day classes are held from half past 1 
to 4 o’clock every afternoon, and from 9 to 12 on Sunday forenoons. 
The pupils numbered 360.

Other Fach schools o f Berlin were the Barbers’ School with 399 pupils, 
the Saddlers’ School with 120 pupils, the School o f Interior Decorators 
with 175 pupils, the School for Smiths with 114 pupils, the Glaziers’ 
School with 64 pupils, the School of the Chimney-sweepers’ Guild with 
81 pupils, the Wheelwrights’ Guild School with 83 pupils, the School 
of the Basketmakers’ Guild with 36 pupils, the School of the Berlin 
Bookbinders’ Guild with 41 pupils, the School for Printers’ Appren
tices with 213 pupils, a school for painters with 88 pupils, School for 
Bakers’ Apprentices (supported by the Bakers’ Guild Germania) with 
153 pupils, the School for Apprentices of the Bakers’ Guild Concordia
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with 98 pupils, the School for Tailors with 95 pupils, the School of the 
Wig makers’ Guild with 86 pupils, tl^e Pavers’ Guild School with 91 
pupils,. the School for Confectioners with 35 pupils, the School of the 
Printers’ Guild with 40 pupils, and the Potter’s Guild School with 56 
pupils.

There were altogether 11,956 apprentices under instruction in the con
tinuation and Fach schools of the City of Berlin during the school year 
1890.

The Royal Museum of Industrial Art offers instruction in special 
classes daily from 8 to 12 in the morning and from 1 to 4 in the after
noon. Tuition for the winter half-year is 72 marks ($17.14) j for the 
summer quarter, 36 marks ($8.57). There are 9 special classes in which 
instruction is given by day, viz., the class in modelling, the class in 
metallurgy, that in decorative painting, the class in color printing, 
that in enamel painting, the class in etching, that in art embroidery, 
the class in sketching exercises, and the class in smithwork.

The evening classes are held every week-day evening, either from
5.30 to 7.30 or from 7.30 to 9.30. Ornamental, architectural, and pro
jection drawing, modelling, anatomy, the history of architecture, of 
ornamentation, and o f interior decoration, lettering, and drawing of 
yarious objects of industrial art are among the specialties taught.

The collections of the museum are' open every week-day (except 
Monday) from 10 to 3 o’clock in winter, from 9 to 3 in summer, and on 
Sunday at all seasons from 12 to 3.

The library o f the museum is open daily from 10 to 3 and from 6 to 
10, except that it is closed, during the months of July and August, in 
the evening, and from August 16 to 31 in the daytime.

Herr O. Jessen, director of the Artisans’ School, has published a 
prospectus o f the school for the summer half-year of 1891, together 
with “ news items concerning the school year 1890-’91.” This is a just 
as well as modest, designation of the work, for it is far from being a 
full report.

The Artisans’ School aims to give to apprentices and helpers, during 
their leisure hours, that educational training in general knowledge in 
drawing and industrial art (adapted to every calling), which should* be 
added to the workshop practice as an indispensable complement.

Instruction is given in this school in the afternoons and evenings of 
week-days, and on Sunday forenoons. Pupils are free to choose the 
subjects of study. The subjects of instruction and practice are free
hand and circle drawing, geometry, special drawing, industrial art form- 
study, modelling in clay and wax, decorative painting, mathematics, 
physics, electrotechnics, mechanics, chemistry, arithmetic and book
keeping.

The teaching in this school is specialized to an unusual degree. 
There are, for example, twenty-five separate courses in drawing, each
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adapted to the requirements of a particular trade, as, the course for 
joiners, the course for turners, that for tinmen, for locksmiths, for, 
watchmakers, for carpenters, for goldsmiths, for engravers, etc.

Besides the regular courses there are special day classes for painters 
during four winter months, on all week-days. Instruction is begun at 
9 o’clock in the morning, and includes exercises in drawing and decora
tive painting. There is also, in winter, a day class for cabinetmakers, 
and a special school for mechanics is maintained, with technical teach
ing, on-week-day forenoons.

Forty-four teachers assist Director Jessen in his work. Tuition fees 
are regulated as follows: For eight or less than eight hours per week, 
6 marks ($1.43) ; for twelve hours per week, 9 marks ($2.14); for six
teen hours or more, 12 marks ($2.86), for the half-year. For the day 
classes for painters and cabinetmakers the tuition fee is 5 marks ($1.19) 
per month.

During the winter half-year of 1890—’91 there were in attendance at 
this school 827 helpers and 1,349 apprentices; in all, 2,176. These 
pupils represented forty-three trades; 287 were mechanics; 190, masons; 
279, painters; 215, joiners; 150, locksmiths. The ages of the pupils 
ranged from 14 to 30 and upward, 43 being over 30.

SORAU.

The Weaving School at Sorau was organized and opened May 3,1886. 
This school aims to educate its pupils to be practical weavers, com
petent masters, and skilful manufacturers. The instruction is given 
in a full course of two classes; a half course of two classes; and an 
evening course.

The full course is intended for those who choose to educate them
selves for the independent conduct of a manufacturing business. The, 
short and evening courses are specially adapted to the needs of those 
who seek principally to perfect themselves in practical weaving.

The plan of instruction is so arranged that it is possible for students 
of the full course, if well prepared and diligent, as well as for those 
who do not care to take a thorough course in drawing, to complete the 
course in one year. The pupil must, as a rule, have reached the high
est class in the common school before he can be received into the 
full course of this school.

Tuition per half-year in the full course, lower department, is 50 
marks ($11.90) for Germans; 120 marks ($28.56) for foreigners. In 
the upper department it is the same. For half-time pupils, in both the 
lower and higher divisions of the school, the charge per half-year is 25 
marks ($5.95). Evening pupils pay 15 marks ($3.57) per half-year.

FRANKFORT ON THE MAIN.

A t Frankfort on the Main is a school of industrial art (Kunstgewerle- 
Schule), of which Prof. Luthmer is the director, and which is under
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the supervision o f one o f  the committee of the Industrial Art Union 
o f  Central Germany.

This school is divided into two sections—the preparatory school 
(drawing and modelling),, and the Fachschule, consisting o f five spe
cial classes. The design of the preparatory school ( Vorschule) is to 
fit young people, such as apprentices, helpers, etc., for the special 
classes o f the Fachschule, and, so far as there is room, to give the like 
facilities to pupils o f other establishments. The special classes are 
intended for such as would acquire a more extensive knowledge of 
some branch of industrial art, and fit themselves to be master work
men, foremen o f manufactories, etc.

The preparatory school has an evening course and a Sunday course; 
in the former instruction is given on week-day evenings from 7.30 to
9.30 j in the Sunday course, from 8 to 11 o’clock a. m. The evening 
course falls into three divisions—an elementary, middle, and an upper 
class, each o f which requires one year’s attendance.

To enter the preparatory school the pupil must be at least 15 years 
old, and must possess a general education equal, at least, to that obtain
able in the VolJcssehule.

In the Fachschule classes the time of instruction and practice is from 
8 a. m. to 12 m., and from 2 to 6 o’clock p. m. on every week-day, ex
cept that on Saturday afternoons there is no school.

The course for workers, in wood, metal, clay, porcelain, glass, stone, 
etc., lasts through two years; in the other classes the course is three 
years long. These classes are as follows: One for painters on glass, 
porcelain, decorative painters, etc.; one for modellers o f clay and wax; 
one for goldsmiths, engravers, silversmiths, etc.; and one for wood 
carvers.

The school year begins in the middle of September and continues 
till the middle of July. Holidays consist of a week at Christmas 
time, three weeks at Easter, and eight weeks from the middle of July. 
Tuition in the evening course of the preparatory school costs 12 
marks ($2.86) per year; In  the Sunday course, 6 marks ($1.43). In the 
Fachschule it is 75 marks ($17.85) per year. On leaving the school 
pupils receive certificates specifying the length of time of their at
tendance, and the degree of knowledge and skill attained by them.

The Industrial Continuation School of the city o f Frankfort on the 
Main was opened April 15, 1890. Its success was immediate; for at 
the start there were 234 pupils. This number increased during the 
summer half-year to 585. A t the beginning of the winter half-year, 
October 12, 1890, there were 612 pupils in attendance, and this num
ber grew to 845. These were of various ages, from 12 to 33. The 
faculty consists of 27 teachers. The foundation of a library has been 
laid, and the nucleus- of a museum formed, with a collection of models 
o f  wood work, etc.
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The hour? o f instruction on week days run from 3 to 5, 5 to 7, and 
7 to 9 in tlie evening; on Sundays, from 8 a. m. to 12 m. The tuition 
fee for journeymen is 6 marks ($1.43). For apprentices and young arti
sans under 18 years of age, and for school boys, the fee is 3 marks (71 
cents) a half-year.

An evening school for working girls was opened at Frankfort on the 
Main April 29, 1889, under the management o f the Housekeeping 
School Association of that eity. A t Easter, 1890, a morning course 
was added for the instruction of such girls as could not be accommo
dated in the evening school, and such as were not obliged to devote 
all of their time to wage-earning for self-support, and who oftentimes, 
at 15 or 16 years of age, were not strong enough to work full time.

In both of the courses girls are taught cooking, ironing, and' other 
details of housekeeping—in the morning from 9 to 12, in the evening 
from 7 to 9 o’clock—in three class rooms. The same teachers conduct 
both the evening and the morning classes, except in one instance, 
where a teacher in the evening school is elsewhere engaged during the 
day, necessitating the employment of a substitute in one of the mor n- 
ing classes.

By a system of rotation the girls who during one week are taught 
in the kitchen, for example, pass next to the division where ironing 
and other forms o f handiwork receive attention, while those with whom 
they exchange places take their turn at cooking and ironing. In this 
way all branches of housework—sewing, cutting out of garments,, 
household economy, etc.—are taken up in regular order.

The attendance in the evening course during the year was from 25 
to 30; in the morning course, 15 to 18.

The work of the association received recognition by the government 
during the year, the Prussian minister of trade and industry having 
granted to the society a subsidy of 1,000 marks ($238) to aid its objects. 
The city authorities also gave assistance and encouragement to extend 
the society’ s undertaking. The Polytechnic Association also con
tributed liberally in aid of the movement. The association is yet but 
two years old, and the limit of its growth has not been reached.

COLOGNE.

The statistics of the industrial educational establishment (Geicerb- 
lichen Lehranstalten) of the city of Cologne for the winter semes
ter 1890-91 are concisely given by the director, Friedrich Romberg, in 
a general review, published in quarto sheets in January 1891.

The organization includes a special trade sehool (Gewerbliche Fach- 
seltule) with 43 teachers and 493 pupils; a special continuation school 
(Fortbildungssclmle) for journeymen with 13 teachers and 232 pupils; 
and a general continuation school (Allgemeine FortMldtmgssclmle) for 
apprentices with 52 teachers and 797 pupils. O f the pupils in the
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special trade school 282 were over 18 years of age, and 211 under; 
in tlie journeymen’s school 189 were over 18, and 43 under ; in the 
apprentices’ school 26 were over 18, and 771 under.

The plan of instruction in the various departments of the institution 
under Herr Romberg’s management is much the same as in other Ger
man schools of this class, and it needs no detailed description.

Among the means o f education made use of in this establishment 
are excursions (undertaken in summer, and personally conducted by 
some o f the special teachers); the museum of industrial art (which, by 
the courtesy of Herr Pabst, the director, is open to students free of 
charge); the library of the Traders’ Union (added, in 1889, to the 
library of the special trade school, and now affording to both teachers 
and ffupils o f the institution a very rich collection of technical works 
for circulation and reference); lectures on technical subjects (to which 
students are admitted on complimentary tickets).

In the autumn of 1879 the machinists’ school came into being as a 
department of the special trade school above described. A t the open
ing of the winter half-year of 1890-’91 it became a separate establish
ment. It has the same director, however, as before—Herr Romberg.

The machinists’ school includes a higher department—the technical 
intermediate school, and a lower—the master workmen’s school. The 
technical intermediate school (Die Technische Mittelschule) has a pre
paratory course and two special courses of instruction, each lasting one 
year.

The master workmen’s school has three courses of study, each of five 
months’ duration. The winter session begins on the 1st day of Novem
ber and continues till the end of March ; the summer semester begins 
on the 1st day of May and lasts until the end of September. Admis
sion to either of these schools is by examination. The tuition fee for 
each course (semester) is 75 marks ($17.85).

In the preparatory classes are taught German, arithmetic, geogra
phy? geometrical drawing, and technical free-hand drawing, etc.; in 
the higher classes, mathematics, mechanics, physics, chemistry, geom
etry, machine construction, theory of steam and hydraulic motors, 
electrotechnics, etc.

One division of the FacJischule is a school of industrial art (Kunst- 
gewerbeschule). It was organized in the year 1879. The establish
ment includes a school of decorati ve painting, a school of cabinetmak
ing, a school of ornamentation and modelling, and a school of metal 
work.

This department, also, is under the control of the same director— 
Herr Romberg. The terms of instruction begin and end on the same 
days with those o f the master workmen’s school before reported. The 
tuition fee is the same in amount—75 marks ($17.85) for each course.

There are no statistics available respecting these several depart
ments except such as we have cited. The master workmen’s school—
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the most recently established of the branch schools—is organized on a 
generous plan, and its object is intensely practical. It is yet too young 
to have a history, however.

DÜSSELDORF.

The School of Industrial Art is an institution founded by the city. 
It receives a subvention from the state, and is under the supervision 
of the state and the local authority. The object of this school is to 
afford young artisans an opportunity to acquire such knowledge and 
skill as will be of service to them in their several callings.

There are three departments: A  preparatory school ( Vorschule) ; a 
Fachschule, for wood carving, engraving, modelling, etc.; and an 
evening school for drawing and modelling. In the first and second 
departments instruction is given in the daytime to those who can 
devote their entire time to it.

The course in the preparatory school lasts one year. The hours of 
study are from 8 a. m. to 12 mi., and from 2 to 6 p. m., with a half 
holiday on Saturday afternoon. For admission to this department 
pupils must possess a good common school education, must be at least 
14 years old, and must have chosen some practical calling.

As the requirement for admission to the Fachschule the pupil must 
have completed the course of study in the preparatory department, or 
stand a satisfactory examination. Guests, that is, such as take only a 
partial course, can be received into the Fachschule, if actual workmen, 
not otherwise. Pupils are admitted twice in the year, April 1 and 
October 1, by the director, and only in exceptional circumstances will 
any be received in the intervals between those dates.

The tuition fee in the preparatory and Fach departments for the sum
mer session is 25 marks ($5.95); for the winter session it is 35 marks 
($8.33). In the evening classes for the summer session the fee is 10 
marks ($2.38), in winter the same. Guests must pay in summer 15 
marks ($3.57), in winter 20 marks ($4.7G).

ESSEN.
A t the Krupp steel works in Essen several schools are maintained 

by the famous firm for the benefit o f their workmen. They maintain 
four primary schools as well as a private school for boys and girls. 
Since 1875 they have also established two industrial schools, where 
the wives and daughters of laborers who are often surprisingly 
inexperienced in housework are instructed in the theory and art of 
domestic economy.

The continuation schools of Essen were founded by Krupp, and are 
well attended. The firm have received large reflex benefits from their 
well directed enterprise and philanthropy. Many expert craftsmen, 
laborers in special departments, and master workmen have been 
trained in the Krupp schools; and their acquired skill is equivalent to 
bo much additional capital of a firm whose art is their best inheritance.
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Much greater still is the advantage which education brings to the 
pupils themselves. They are thoroughly instructed in their trade, and 
become accustomed to exact work. The continuation schools—attend-' 
ance upon which is obligatory—afford them the opportunity to gain 
further theoretical knowledge o f their calling, and to learn the art of 
drawing besides.

H AN AU.

The Royal Designing Aeademy was founded in the year 1772, and 
since 1889 has become a Faehselmle for artistic gold work. It gives 
female pnpils an opportunity, however, to learn embroidery, painting, 
and the technics of industrial art. No pupil is admitted under the 
age o f 13. Instruction is given to boys and girls in 20 different rooms.

The yearly tuition fee for foreigners (other than German pnpils) is 
200 marks ($47.60); for day pupils, 50 marks ($11.90) ; workshop pnpils, 
50 marks ($11.90); one-hour pupils, 36 marks ($8.57); half-pay pupils, 
18 marks ($4.28); brothers o f regular pnpils, 9 marks ($2.14); free 
pupils, 2 marks (48 cents).

Instruction is given in drawing and modelling classes in winter from 
9 a. m. to 12 m., and from 2 to 4 p. m.; in summer from 8 a. m. to 12 
m., and from 2 to 5 p. m.; evenings from 6 to 8 o’clock, and from 8 to 10.

The whole number of male pupils in the Hanau academy during the 
year 1890-’91 was 430, of whom 67 were full-day pnpils, taking 47 
hours’ instruction per week; 362 took only 16 hours per week. The 
number o f female pupils was 60, o f whom 8 were day scholars, receiving 
23 hours’ weekly instruction; and 52 were girls, taking but 16 hours 
per week. The study period in this school lasts 40£ weeks per year.

Prof. M. Wiese is director of the academy, and under him are 14 
teachers in the varied specialties of the establishment. The majority 
o f the pnpils, classified according to trades, were trinket makers, 173; 
jewellers, 32; silversmiths, 30; engravers, 34, etc. Pupils’ ages ranged 
from 13 to 45.

INDUSTRIAL TRADE SCHOOLS AND CONTINUATION 
SCHOOLS IN SAXONY, HAMBURG, AND BREMEN.

Between the years 1837 and 1840 five royal labor schools were es
tablished by the state, namely, at Chemnitz, Dresden, Leipsic, Plauen, 
and Zittau.

The following statistics are given concerning these five schools for 
the year ending December 2,1889:

Location. Date of 
opening. Teachers. Pupils.

Received
from

tuition fees.
State aid. Expenses.

Chemnitz.................................. Oct. 1,1837 132
Dresden_________ ____ _____ Oct. 1,1837 11 98 $605.71 $5,356. 43 $5,969.28Leipsic..................................... Oct. 1,1838 12 176 1,163.82 5,582.77 6,748.97Planen.................... e................ Nov. 2,1840 8 109 766.36 4.497.96 5,325.73Zittau.... ....... ......................... Nov. 1,1840 9 88 556.92 3,8U6.10 4,363.73

4*- •
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Free-hand and architectural drawing, with perspective and projec
tions, and the construction of articles are given special attention in 
every course. O f the 154 hours o f instruction (constituting a course) 
97 are devoted to drawing.

The tuition fee is 30 marks ($7.14) per half-year,^which amount, 
according to the report, covers only 12 or 14 per cent, of the whole 
expense account current of these schools. The remaining cost is paid 
by the state.

Among the other special schools o f industry in Saxony are included 
29 weaving, embroidery, and lace making schools. Of this number five 
are day schools, concerning which the following facts may be of interest :

Location. Kind of school. Year of 
opening.

Means of 
support.

Income 
from fees, 
1888-89.

Expendi
tures,

1888-’89.
Teach

ers.
Pupils,

1889.

Chemnitz............ Hi glier weaving.. 1857 Commune....... $3,339.14 $3,960.32 4 62
Grosssehonau . . . Weaving............ I860 Association... 319.40 1,738.21- 3 34
Seifhennersdorf . Weaving............ 1881 Association... 130. 90 1,239.50 4 49

1835 898.45 1,552.47 3 32
Limbach___. . . . . Embroidery....... 1861 Endowment... 1,259.02 2,682.97 4 33

All of these schools are equipped with hand and power looms for 
instruction and practice. The Chemnitz school has 43 hand looms and 
15 power looms; the Grosssehonau school, 30 hand and 6 power looms; 
the Seifhennersdorf school, 27 hand looms and 1 power loom; the 
Werdau school, 7 hand and 7 power looms; and the Limbach school, 
66 embroidery and knitting machines and 9 sewing machines.

The cost of tuition per annum at these schools is as follows: At Chem
nitz, for Germans, 270 marks ($64.26), and for foreigners, 450 marks 
($107.10); at Grosssehonau, for natives of Saxony, 60 marks ($14.28), 
and for others, 150 marks ($35.70)1 at Seifhennersdorf, for natives of 
the town, free, for inhabitants of Saxony, 50 marks ($11.90), and for 
others, 75 marks ($17.85); at Werdau, 150 to 75 marks ($35.70 to 
$17.85), and for evening pupils, 18 to 6 marks ($4.28 to $1,43); at Lim
bach, for inhabitants of Saxony, 180 marks ($42.84), for other Germans, 
300 marks ($71.40), and for foreigners, 600 marks ($142.80).

In addition to these 24 evening schools for weaving, embroidery, 
etc., are reported to exist in the kingdom of Saxony. Altogether 
these 29 schools employed, in 1889, 163 teachers; had a total of 2,072 
pupils; an income from entrance fees and tuition of 32,562 marks 
($7,749.76), and an expense account of 117,600 marks ($27,988.80).

There are other industrial Fach schools of Saxony, with various 
names, which can not be assigned to any category. There are 36 
of them, with a total membership (December 2, 1889) of 2,553 pupils. 
The number of teachers was 138.

The amount of fees paid by students was 46,152 marks ($10,984.18); 
the total expenditures for the year in the 36 schools came to 152,916 
marks ($36,394.01); many of these schools are small, and derive their 
income from guilds, unions, or individual patronage for the most part,
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though some are supported by tbe communes, aud one, the toy school 
at Griinhainichen, by the state.

There is still another class of special schools in Saxony which 
deserves mention—the royal schools for sailors—of which there are six. 
These are state institutions, and were established in deference to 
the demands of ship owners for an improved preliminary training for 
seamanship and pilotage on the vessels and rafts navigating the river 
Elbe. Instruction is limited to a session of three or four months in 
winter, when the rivers are closed to navigation. The tuition fee is 
only 3 marks (71 cents) for each pupil. During the winter of 1888-’89 
the state appropriated 2,255 marks ($536.69) for these schools. The 
number of pupils for each school for the year was, in the 6 schools, 
respectively, as follows:

Location. Year
opened. Pupils.

Schandau..................................................................... 1855
1855
1855
1856 
1881 
1882

30 11 
14 

. 14 
7 

16

Königstein....................................................................
Wehlen.............................. ..............................................

Meissen...........................................................................

Since the year 1874 courses of instruction for engineers o f locomotives 
and machinists have been conducted in various industrial centres of 
Saxony, under the management of the Engineers and Architects’ Union. 
The object of these courses is “ to ensure safety, skill, facility, and econ
omy”  in the control of the steam engine.

Instruction is given by lectures, delivered for the most part by the 
industrial inspectors or their assistants. These lectures treat of the 
properties of steam, the construction o f  the steam boiler, firing, and 
security against explosions, the steam engine and its care. A  course 
consists of ten to fifteen lectures of two hours each as a rule. Each 
pupil pays a fee of 3, 5, or 6 marks (71 cents, $1.19, or $1.43) per course.
• Courses of instruction of this kind were held during the year at sev

eral places in the following industrial inspection districts:
In the Dresden district, since 1878,13 courses have been held at 

Dresden, 2 at Freiberg, and 1 at each of the towns of Potschap- 
pel, Meissen, Pirna, and Diiben. In these 19 courses there were 
1,328 pupils. In the Chemnitz district a similar school course was 
instituted in 1868 by the Artisans’ Union. The course here is of six. 
months’ duration; and, in 1889, 63 pupils were in attendance. In the 
Zwickau district courses of a like kind are carried on. In the Leipsic 
district there, are two schools of this sort—-one of which has been 
merged in the industrial Sunday school of the Polytechnic Society. 
This is in operation from October to June, and in 1889 it had 56 
pupils.

Another school was organized in 1887. The course lasts from Octo-„ 
ber to March, as an evening school. In. the winter 1889-’90, 32 pupils
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attended it. In tlie districts of Bautzen, Meissen, and Plauen similar 
courses are lield.

Saxony has also eleven special industrial institutions for the all
round education of women and girls in female employments, lace 
making, etc. These schools are, in brief—the Industrial School at An- 
naberg, opened in 1885, with 4 teachers and 65 pupils; the Continua
tion School of the Artisans’ Union at Chemnitz, opened in 1864, with 4 
teachers and 77 pupils; the Women’s Industrial Union at Dresden, 
opened in 1871, with 20 teachers and 318 pupils; the Women’s Educa
tional Union at Dresden, opened in 1870, with 18 teachers and 207 
pupils; the Women’s Industrial and Daughters’ Educational Institute 
at Dresden, opened in 1879, with 5 teachers and 57 pupils; the Higher 
Fachschule at Leipsic, opened in 1875, with 12 teachers and 196 pupils; 
the Adult Daughters’ School at Leipsic, opened in 1863, with 6 teachers 
and 54 pupils; the Eemale Institute of Drawing at Leipsic, opened in 
1879, with 3 teachers and 30 pupils; the Women’s Industrial School at 
Plauen, opened in 1877, with 4 teachers and 21 pupils; the Royal 
Lace Making School at Schneeberg, opened in 1878, with 1 teacher and 
13 pupils; and the Women’s School at Schwarzenberg, opened in 1884, 
with 4 teachers and 43 pupils.

Saxony has eight agricultural schools of a grade below the Leipsie 
Institute and the Agricultural School at Dobeln, and one school of 
gardening, all of which except the last mentioned are supported in the 
main by circles of the Agricultural Union. The School of Gardening 
at Dresden was organized by the Gardening Society, Flora, in 1874. 
These schools yield the following statistics up to December 2,1890:

Name of school. Location. Tear of 
opening. Teachers. Pupils.

1882 10 18
1876 8 31
1875 11 134
1877 7 59
1877 10 37
1879 7 82
1877 14 58
1878 6 52
1875 3 55

Of the 32 trade schools (Handelsschulen) reported in Saxony four are 
public schools for apprentices and are connected with higher depart
ments. These four schools are all supported by associations of merchants 
or manufacturers. The following short table shows some of the more 
important facts in regard to them:

Location. Tear of 
opening. Teachers. Pupils. Tuition per 

annum.
Income from 

tuition, 
1888-’89.

Expenditures,
1888-’89.

1856 5 122 $19.04-$35.70 $2,724.62 $4,020.39
Chemnitz........................... 1848 12 269 17.14- 57.12 9,566.89 11,599.41

1854 23 588 19.99- 85.68 21,468.31 20,640.07
Leipsic......................... H 1831 27 595 14.28- 85.68 16, 751.39 19,380.82

F m
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remaining schools o f this class are not m connection with higher 
departments, but are maintained almost without exception by mercan
tile corporations. Many of the^schools are small, but they are all in
cluded in this tabulation as an index of the extent to which Saxony is 
permeated by the system.

The following trade schools of Saxony haw© no organic relation with 
other educational establishments:

Location. Tear of 
opening. Teachers. Pupils 

Dee. 2,1889.

Annaberg.............................. ....................
AtrerbaeK............................................. ................
Bischofswerda ...................... .........
Criirnnitesohati.................... , ................
Dippoldiswalde___ ______________________
Büheln..... ...............................................
Frankenberg....... ..........................
Freiberg.......................................... 1860Girmma___________ __________
Grossenhain.....................................
Hainichen:______ _______ ____ _
Kainenz..........................................
Lei paie________  ______ _____
Leisnig.......................................

Osehatz........................................
Pirna-_______________ ____
Piauen..........................................  .
Radeberg..................................

Eoehlitz____________ _______
Eosswein.................... ..................
Sidinoeberg_________ ___
Werda«..... ...... ................. ..........
Zi tía«_____ ____________
Zwiekan......... .................................

There are two trade schools conducted by private persons which 
should be mentioned in the category o f  educational establishments in 
Saxony. Both schools are in Leipsic. They together employ 13 teach
ers and filrnish instruction to about 300 pupils.

The 32 trade schools mentioned employ 184 teachers and in 1889 had 
3,364 pupils in attendance. The amount o f  tuition fees: (18S8-’S9) was 
319,306 marks (175,994.83) and the expenses were 363,686 marks 
($86,557.27). An analysis of the statistics concerning the above schools 
shows that 28 of these trade schools are controlled by mercantile socie
ties j 2, by private persons;. 1, by the commune; and 1, by the cham
ber of commerce. Pupils must be 14 years old to enter any of these 
schools. The instruction courses last three years in most eases; but 
in four instances two years only.

The plaiting, and braiding of straw are such important industries in 
some parts of Saxony that children are taught them in four special 
schools. In the winter of 1889-’90, 240 children under 14 years of age 
received instruction in these branches. Six female teachers carried on 
this work under the supervision of four directors who were specialists 
in the art (Fachmännern). Pupils are received at from 5 to 7 years o f 
age—at Dippoldiswalde* at the age of 4 years. The duration of instruc
tion is unlimited. There is no Sunday teaching. There is no charge 
for tuition; but the children receive a small wage for good work.
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The entire expense of these schools was 2,798 marks ($665.92). Of 
this sum 915 marks ($217.77) went to the female teachers and 1,200 
marks ($285.60) for material. The cost is mostly covered by state aid, 
(to the extent o f 2,100 marks or $499.80). Kent, heating, lighting, and 
cleaning of the school rooms are provided for by the communes.

In that portion of the kingdom known as Swiss Saxony are several 
schools of household industry, founded by the enterprise of Herr Clau- 
son-Kaas, and supported by subventions from the state and communes.

These schools are two carving schools for boys, at Pirna and Hohen
stein; five basket plaiting schools for women and children—one at 
each of the five points, Pirna, Wehlen, Schandau, Hohenstein, and 
Hinterhermsdorf; one school of cane making for men and boys at 
Hohenstein; two schools of artificial flower making for women and 
girls at Hohenstein and Schandau; one straw braiding school for chil
dren at Hohenstein.

The teaching staif for these schools consists of 2 head teachers and 
7 assistants, 9 in all. On December 2, 1889, there were 190 pupils 
attending, 64 adults and 126 children. Of the 190 pupils 25 belonged 
to the carving school at Pirna ; 85 to the basket and toy schools, and 
other similar schools at the five places named; 80 to the schools o f artifi
cial flower manufacture, ifo  fees are payable for tuition.

Boys of ten years of age and young men and adults are admitted to 
the carving and cane making schools; children of both sexes at ten years 
of age, and women and girls may enter the schools of basket making; 
women and girls (at ten years of age) may be admitted to the schools 
of flower making, while only children of tlie earliest school age may 
attend the schools o f straw braiding.

DRESDEN.

The Boyal Academy of Arts (Die Königliche Academie der Bildenden 
Künste) was originally endowed as an academy of painting in 1705, 
but in 1764 it was expanded into an academy of art. This is a state 
institution, and provides instruction in drawing, painting, sculpture, 
copper engraving, wood carving, and architecture.

During the year 1888-’89, in this establishment, 21 teachers imparted 
instruction to 131 pupils. O f these pupils 91 were from Saxony, 37 
from other German states* and 3 from foreign countries.

An entrance fee of 20 marks ($4.76) is paid by the pupil on admission 
to the academy. During the year, however, 22 students were exempted 
from the payment o f tuition fees.

State travelling scholarship stipends of 2,400 marks ($571.20) annually 
are provided for 2 artists; 3 scholarships for painters, each worth 980 
marks ($233.24) per annum; 3 scholarships for pupils of the acad
emy classes of, 200, 250, and 300 marks ($47.60, $59.50, and $71.40), re
spectively, per annum, and 2 of 135 marks ($32.13) each. These trav
elling scholarships are much sought after and highly appreciated, since
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their holders have access to all other museums and academies o f art 
free o f charge.

The public exhibition of the works of pupils of the Dresden academy 
in 1889 consisted of 450 numbers. The library contained 4,094 volumes. 
The tuition fees aggregated about 5,000 marks ($1,190). The total 
expenses amounted to about 100,000 marks ($23,800), of which sum the 
state contributed 95,000 marks ($22,610).

. The Eoyal School of Industrial Art (.Die Konigliche Kunstgeicerbes- 
chule mit Kunstgewerbemuseum) became a state establishment in 1875. 
Prior to that date it had been connected with the Polytechnic Insti
tute. Besides the director this school has 21 teachers, and on Decem
ber 2, 1889, 289 pupils belonged "to its classes. Two hundred and two 
of these were from Saxony, 74 from other G erman states, and 13 from 
foreign countries.

In the day department of this academy there are special schools 
of architecture, of ornamental modelling, figure modelling, sculpture, 
decorative painting, pattern designing, porcelain painting, lithography 
and color printing, general and theatrical decoration; in the evening 
division, classes are instructed in architecture, modelling, figure and 
free-hand drawing.

Since its opening there have been educated at this school 1,005 
persons, of which number 874 were members of the day classes and 131 
of the Evening classes.

The day pupils have made choice of the following occupations: Indus
trial architecture, etc., 100; painting, lithography, and color printing, 
369; pattern designing, 178; sculpture and carving, 173; drawing, 54.

In the evening school the pupils choosing modelling, wood and stone 
carving, etc., numbered 28; cabinet making, goldsmith work, etc., 34; 
engraving and sculpture, 17; decorative painting, pattern drawing, etc., 
41; other industries, 9; without occupation, 2.

The school library contained, December 2,1889, 4,538 works, with 
about 7,200 volumes. In connection with the library is a collection of 
materials and manufactured articles of industrial art, numbering 67,677 
objects, as well as a collection of ornamental works, with 17,523 wood- 
cuts and copperplate sheets illustrative of earlier periods of art.

The Eoyal Museum of Industrial Art stands in close relation with 
this school. It contains 22,300 specimens of objects of industrial art in 
its collection, representing the various branches of industry of the 
kingdom—especially the textile industry, ceramics, architectural occu
pations, and decorative painting. During the year 1888-’89, 7,605 per
sons visited the museum.

German pupils in the day classes pay 30 marks ($7.14) per half-year 
for tuition; foreigners, 45 marks ($10.71). Eor evening instruction, per 
month, four hours a week, 1 mark (24 cents); for five to eight hours 
per week, 1 mark 50 pfennigs (36 cents); for nine to twelve hours per
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week, 2 marks (48 cents). The tuition fees for the year 1888 came to 
7,780 marks ($1,851.64).

The total expense of the school and of the museum amounted to 
about 133,000 marks ($31,654) ; o f this sum the state gave 124,300 marks 
($29,583.40). ■ p

The preparatory school of the Eoyal School of Industrial Art {Die 
Vorschule der Königlichen Kunstgeiverbeschule) is of a grade interme- 
diate between the common school and the special courses of the school 
of industrial art. Formerly this preparatory school was in immediate 
connection with the school of industrial art, but the increasing num
bers of the pupils made a separation necessary. This was effected on 
October 1, 1886, when it became an independent institution. Only 
such pupils will be received into special classes of the industrial art 
school as have been able to’pass an examination for promotion in the 
preparatory school. In 1889 the school employed 8 teachers for the 
instruction of 53 pupils. It is supported mainly by the state. Out of 
a total expenditure of 17,570 marks ($4,181.66), 15,730 marks ($3,743.74) 
was from state aid.

A t Dresden there are 8 municipal continuation schools, for boys only, 
with a total attendance of 1,770 pupils. Seventy-nine teachers are 
employed. Besides, there are 5 continuation schools for boys in the 
city, which are sustained by associations. Forty-nine teachers are re
quired in these schools, and the number of pupils is 1,282. A  private 
continuation school also flourishes in this city, having 6 teachers and 
an attendance of 252 pupils. There are also 12 schools classed as tech
nical schools, with continuation schools annexed. One hundred and 
twenty-eight teachers give instruction to 2,799 pupils, all boys.

Finally, 10 special technical schools are in operation in the city. 
These are mixed schools, with an aggregate attendance of 1,208—344 
boys, 864 girls. One hundred and fifty-nine teachers are employed. All 
of these are Fach schools, as the Special School of the Painters’ 
Guild, etc.

CHEMNITZ.

A t Chemnitz there are the following technical institutes, all under 
one roof and mainly supported by the state: A  higher industrial school 
founded in 1836, with departments for technical mechanics, technical 
chemistry, and, since 1878, for building; a labor school, founded in 
1837; a school for master workmen, founded in 1855, which originally 
educated only mechanics (machinists, spinners, weavers, etc.), but 
which, since 1869, has had divisions for dyers and bleachers, since 1880, 
for millers, and since 1885, for soap making; a school of industrial 
drawing, founded in 1796. These schools together employ 43 teachers.

The conditions of admission to these schools are: For the higher in
dustrial school the pupil must be at least 15 years old, and must have the 
travelling certificate of a real-school or its equivalent; for the labor
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school the requisites are 15 years o f  age, the completion o f  a  com mm* 
school course, and practical experience of at least 2 half-years in some 
manual trade; for the- school- for master workmen the same as- for the 
labor school and at least 2 years7 practice- in some business ; for the 
school of industrial drawing the pupil must be 14 years o f  age, must 
have received confirmation, and have reached the grade of the common 
school.

The teaching in the several schools lasts as follows: In the indus
trial school, division o f  mechanics and chemistry, three and one-half 
years, in the building department, three years; in the labor school, four 
winter half-years; in the school for master workmen, one and one-half 
years, in three half-year courses; in the school of industrial drawing 
an unlimited time.

The tuition fees, per half-year, in the different schools are—for the 
industrial school, 60 marks ($14.28) for Germans, and 120 marks ($28.56) 
for foreigners ; for the labor school, 30 marks ($7.14); for the master work- 
men?s school, 30 marks ($7.14); and for the school o f industrial draw
ing, 3 marks (71 cents) for each branch.

Since the opening o f this establishment there have been—in the 
higher industrial department, 4,000 pupils; in the labor school, 1,650 
pupils; in the master workmen’s school, 3,000 pupils; and in the indus
trial drawing school, 3,000 pupils; a total o f 11,650 pupils.

The number of pupils attending the several departments o f  the 
Chemnitz Technical School on December 2, 1880, was as follows:

Mechanical department____1_____ ______________ _ ________ _____ __________ 442
Chemical department.............       35
Building department..............     49
Labor school.................................................. _...................................................  432
Master workmen’s school.........................     243
Byers’ school .............. _________ ______ _'........ .................. ........ ..................  45
Millers’ school___________      24
Soap makers’ school............................................................................................  4
Industrial drawing school............................................... „........................... ; ___  435

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  777

O f these 498 were natives o f  Saxony; 230 of other German states; 
while only 49 were foreigners. The expenditures for the year were 
195,200 marks ($46,457.60). O f this amount about 42,500 marks 
($10,115) came from tuition fees, and 148r000 marks ($35,224) from the 
state.

LEIPSIC.

From the historical sketch which accompanies the report of the Royal 
Academy of Art, and o f the Art Trade School, at Leipsic, by the 
director, Prof. iTieper, Ph. D., we learn that this institution was 
founded under royal patronage in 1764. For one hundred and twenty-
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eight years, therefore, the academy has been dedicated to the object for 
which it avowedly exists, viz., “ The cultivation of the graphic art, and 
of art in its applications to industry.”

The specialties taught in this institution'are three, viz., architecture, 
sculpture, drawing and painting. The technical instruction is supple
mented by lectures on such subjects as industrial art, human anatomy, 
physics, chemistry, photography, etc.

In the year 1889-’90 there were 208 pupils in attendance at the 
academy. Since 1871, 1,732 students have belonged to the different 
classes. The occupations chosen by these students have been as fol
lows: Decorative painters, 394; sculptors, modellers, etc., 161; litho
graphers, 525; xylographer-s, 272; engravers, 94; architects, 46; the 
remainder going into various other pursuits. O f this entire number 
(1,732) only 69 were foreign born; and so it appears that the prophet 
of art is not without honor in his own country.

The volume from which this brief account of the Royal Academy of 
Art has been abstracted is itself a work of art. It is embellished with 
forty-five illustrations which represent the skill attained by students 
of the academy in the arts o f lithography, wood engraving, etc.

The City Trade School was founded in 1875, Pupils are admitted to 
the day courses who have reached the second class of the Volksschule. 
Only such as have attended the day school one year can enter upon 
the first course of the evening school, and only after one full year’s at- 
tendance therein can they begin the second course of the evening 
school.

The course of instruction in the day classes, as in each of the even
ing courses, lasts one year. The day course is in session 38 hours per 
week, and, with the 4 hours’ instruction in modelling (on Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons from 2 to 4 o’clock), 42 hours in all. The 
evening course occupies 12 hours per week.

In the day school the subjects taught are building construction, 
architectural, geometrical, and projection drawing, German, arithmetic, 
geometry, physics, chemistry, geography, history, modelling, and free
hand drawing. The evening course embraces the study o f German, 
history, arithmetic, geometry, free-hand and projection drawing, ma
chinery, trade jnineiples (Gewerbekunde), commercial bookkeeping, tech
nical nature-knowledge, elements of building, and modelling.

The attendance during the first year (1875-’76), in the day eourse, 
was 48; in 1889-’90, it was 211. In the evening course, during the first 
year, the attendance was 70; in 1889-’90, it was 591. In all, during 
1875- 76, 118; in 1889-’90, 802.

As an adjunct to this school there was established: by the city council 
of Leipsie, in 1886, a Fachkurs for printers, that is,, a special eourse in the 
printing art. Hone can take this course except apprentices whose em
ployers are members o f the Leipsic Printers’ Union. The bourse lasts
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three years, and instruction is given in the evening from 6 to 8 o’clock, 
aggregating eight hours per week. A t Easter, in the year 1889, the 
attendance was 185.

The instruction is of the most practical character, including not 
only the technical and mechanical parts of the trade, hut embracing, 
also, Herman, Latin, grammar, the preparation of manuscript for the 
press, proof-reading, punctuation, etc., all o f which are o f immediate 
use to compositors and printers.

A  special pourse for painters was organized in 1886 as a depart
ment of this institution. The course extends through three consecutive 
half-yearly winter sessions (ending with Easter), and includes three 
months’ practice in decorative painting during the months of Novem
ber, December, and January, throughout the entire three years. One 
hundred and thirty- nine pupils attended this course in 1889-’90.

A  special school for tailors was founded at Easter in 1887, in connec
tion with the Leipsic Trade School. Apprentices of members of the 
Tailors’ Guild only are allowed to enter this school.

A  three years’ course of instruction is given in the evenings from 7 to 
9 o’clock, eight hours per week in all. The instruction is both general 
and special. Geometry, drawing, trigonometry, etc., constitute the 
general studies ; while the technical side of the course consists of draw
ing—first, the minor parts of garments, the pockets, etc., for example, 
and afterwards other objects. The number of pupils in attendance on 
this instruction in 1889-’90 was 36.

Prof. Nieper is director of all departments of this trade school, as 
well as o f the Leipsic Academy of Art to which allusion has been al
ready made.

Tuition fees in the day school course amount to 40 marks ($9.52) per 
year; in the evening school, 20 marks ($4.76).

Since the establishment of the trade school in 1875, 2,897 pupils Have 
belonged to it. These pupils are grouped together in three principal 
classes, as follows : Architecture and mechanics ; painting and graphic 
trades; plastic arts. In detail—58 have become architects; 339, ma
sons; 130, carpenters; 163, machinists; 107, mechanics; 52, draughts
men; 118, locksmiths; 85, cabinetmakers; 301, painters on glass and 
porcelain; 105, engravers; 246, lithographers; 121, wood engravers; 
and a smaller number were scattered through various trades, such as 
photography, bookbinding, tailoring, etc.

GOTHA.
The Royal Building School, etc. (Die Herzogliche Sächsische Bau

gewerbeschule und Handwerherschule) is a state institution, and is main
tained by the state ministerial office of Saxony. Its object is to train 
young artisans to become master builders, to fit them for positions as 
railroad or municipal foremen, etc. Connected with it is a laborers’ 
school, where instruction is given in the evenings and on Sundays.
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In tlie winter half-year, 1890-’9 1 ,106 pupils attended this building 
school, and 182 the school for laborers. During the summer half-year 
of 1891, 216 pupils attended the laborers’ school.

Instruction in the' building school is given for fifty hours a week, 
during four half-years or semesters, each consisting of from nineteen 
to twenty weeks. In the building school, however, instruction is 
given only during the winter half-year ; in the laborers’ school it con
tinues during both the winter and the summer half-years.

Tuition for the winter half-year costs pupils from Saxe-Coburg-Gotha 
75 marks ($17.85); others, 90 marks ($21.42). In the laborers’ school 
the tuition fee per half-year is 10 marks ($2.38).

Pupils may be admitted to the lowest class in the building school on 
proof of possessing a good common school education, and of having had 
at least six months’ experience in a workshop or at the building trade. 
They must also be at least 16 years old.

The plan of study in both departments of this school is well grounded 
in mathematics, physios, the principles of building construction, strength 
of materials, etc.

HAMBURG.

The Trade School System of Hamburg is the title of a work by Carl 
Melchior of Bonn (prepared for the benefit of the state seminary in the 
latter city), published in 1891, in which the author gives a comprehen
sive history of the origin and development of trade education in Ham
burg.

The year 1765, he says, was the birth year of trade instruction in 
Hamburg. It was in that year that Sonnin, Busch, Sieveking, and 
others founded the Patriotic Society which afterwards assumed the 
name of, Hamburg Association for the Promotion of the Arts and Trades. 
Classes, were opened, and the new enterprise slowly but surely won 
public confidence and appreciation.

The outcome of the movement then begun may be seen today in the 
General Trade School o f Hamburg, and its several offshoots, all o f them 
springing from the germ planted in the eighteenth century. There are 
three divisions of this school. The common trade school is preparatory 
in its scope, with classes in free-hand drawing, continuation, and special 
studies. The day school course embraces instruction in drawing (mainly 
technical), decorative painting, machine designing, etc., and is ,dcsigned 
to fit master workmen for their special duties. The day school consists 
of two classes—an under and an upper class; the monthly tuition cost
ing 6 marks ($1.43) in the first class, and 12 marks ($2.86) in the last. 
The school for artisans, which is a department o f this institution, was 
opened in 1865.

The statistical summary of attendance in the three divisions of this 
school since 1865 indicates a steady, if  not a rapid, growth. During 
the winter half-year in 1865-’66 the total number of pupils in all depart-
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m&nts was 428. Ten years later it was 1,655. A t the close o f the next 

r  decade it was 2,849. In the winter of1890-’91 the number had increased 
to 4,406. For this number o f pupils a strong teaching staff is requisite, 
and there am nine ordinary teachers connected with the school, and 
more than a hundred additional instructors are employed in the special 
departments.

The German, French, and English languages, writing, bookkeeping, 
arithmetic and higher mathematics, optics, mechanics, electricity and 
magnetism, chemistry, free-hand drawing, etc., are the general studies 

_®f the evening school; while special courses in drawing are given, 
adapted to the needs o f artisans, carpenters, tailors, locksmiths, 
carriage builders, ship builders, opticians, watchmakers, gardeners, 
lithographers, modellers in clay and wax, fete.

In 18S1-’S2 provision was made for a girls’ trade school under the 
same general management. In 1889 the attendance was 481 pupils.

BR EM EN .

A t the Industrial Museum special instruction is given in industrial 
art, both by means of lectures and by practical exercises in drawing, 
sketching, painting, modelling in wax and day, ete. The fee for in
struction, payable in advance, is 30 marks ($7.14) for each half-year» 

Except on Sundays and holidays the museum is open to students all 
the year round in the daytime.

Here is a permanent exhibition o f collections of art and industrial 
products, at all times accessible to the student, consisting o f works of 
plastic art, ornaments, models, ete., sketches, paintings, wall, window, 
and door decorations, all kinds o f  artistic wood work, metal work, 
paper, leather, and textile goods, stone, glass, and ceramics, together 
with numerous specimens of other sorts, all duly arranged and classi
fied.

Br

INDUSTRIAL TRADE SCHOOLS AK D  CONTINUATION 
SCHOOLS IE  B A Y AEIA .

M U N IC H .

The Royal Technical School (Koniglichen ftubustriescJmU), o f which 
Prof. Klein feller is the director, has a teaching staff o f  18 members. 
In this school there are four special courses, each o f two years’ duration, 
as fellows: A  course in technical mechanics; a course in technical 
chemistry; a course in building construction; a commercial course.

The following table will show the distribution o f time in the various 
courses:
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COURSE GE ST U D Y  IÎT TH E. E O Y A L  T E C H N IC A L  SCHOOL» M U N IC H .

Hours lier week.

Subject. . Mechanical 
course.

Chemical
course.

Buiiding
course.

Commercial
course.

First
year.

Second
year.

First
year.

Second 
; year.

First
year.

Second
year.

First
year.

Second
year.

17
4 4

14
5

3 3
Commercial arithmetic and algebra. 
Differential and integral calculus..

2 2
3 3

6
a 3 3 3 2 6 5
2 2 2 2 2 2 . 6 5

2 2
5 5
2 2 2 2 2 2 •y 3

2 3
10 11

7 7
2

2 , pE

2 2
2

2 2______
4
4 4............

2
4 4 4 4 4 4
& 6 12

2
4 3

2
2 2 2 2 . . . . . . . .

41 3 9 37 35 30 3 9 32 27

There are optional courses, also, comprising instruction in special 
chemical technology, Italian, ete., adapted to the requirements of the 
particular specialty which a student is pursuing.

For the school year 1890-’91 there were 86 students in the first year 
classes of this school. O f this number 22 took the course in budding 
construction, 13 the chemistry course, 40 the course in mechanics, and 
11 the commercial course.

The number of students in the classes of the second year’s course 
during the same period was 36. O f these 16 were in the budding con
struction class, 15 in the mechanical, 4 in the commercial, and 1 in the 
ehemical course.

There were also 9 pupds who took partial courses, and 31 who de
voted themselves whody to workshop or laboratory practice. Several 
of this class were engaged in business as druggists, mechanics, lock
smiths, and the like.

Connected with the Koyal Technical School is a public continua
tion school (Fortbildwngsschide) for budders. Its object is to instruct 
intelligent master builders, and give them the necessary knowledge 
and skill which they can not acquire at all, or only imperfectly, in 
the workshop. The school undertakes to train its pupils to a full under-
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standing of the plan and construction of country as well as city dwell
ings, to follow the details of working drawings, etc.

The school sessions are held in the winter months, from November to 
March inclusive, and thus do not interfere with the work of the pupils 
during the busy season.

The plan of instruction requires four years’ study. It is very thor
ough, and equally as well adapted as that of the technical school to the 
end in view. Fifty-four hours a week are devoted to studies and prac
tical work. Theoretical and practical instruction as to the various sys
tems and means of extinguishing fires is imparted to all students through
out the whole course; and they are carefully drilled in the use of the 
hose, the hydrant, the ladder, and life-saving apparatus.

The number of instructors in this school is 18. The number of pupils 
during the winter session of 1890-’91 was 161, of whom 65 belonged to 
the class of the first year, 45 to the class of the second year, 31 to the 
class o f the third year, and 20 to the class o f the fourth year.

The matriculation fee is 4 marks (95 cents), and each pupil pays an 
annual tuition fee of 36 marks ($8.57). Extraordinary students—that 
is, such as take partial courses—pay half this fee for one subject, and 
the whole of it if two or more subjects are pursued. All candidates for 
admission must be 16 years old, and present certificates of having 
worked at some trade for two years. They must also pass the entrance 
examination.

The eleventh annual report of the special division (Fachabteilung) of 
the trade .continuation school at Munich, for the school year 1890-’91, 
states that this department is u a purely trade Fachschule, devoted to 
the technical education which fits one for a special trade.”

The director and head teacher is Herr Graef, with whom are asso
ciated 25 assistants. The number of pupils enrolled in this department 
during the school year was 1,197. These pupils represented 84 differ
ent trades or callings, but more than one-half were cabinetmakers 
painters, and locksmiths. Almost 25 per cent, of the whole number were 
over 25 years old.

Tuition costs the Bavarian student 2 marks (48 cents) per month • 
other German students, 4 marks (95 cents); foreign students, 6 marks 
($1.43). The general instruction in this institution seems to be judi
ciously arranged, while the special teaching is most thorough and 
minute in its details.

NUREMBERG.

The annual report (1889-’90) of the Nuremberg Building Trade School 
(with the special schools for locksmiths, etc., and the evening school 
associated therewith) shows that this institution is in a flourishing con
dition. The attendance for the school year 1889-’90 was as folloAvs:

In the day school, 330 against 291 in 1888-’89; in the winter evening 
school, 341 against 317 in 1888-’$9; in the summer evening school, 239
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against 187 in 1888-’89; in tlie mechanical workshop, 6 against 3 in 
1888-’89; total, 916 against 798 in 1888-’89.

The teaching force of this institution consists of the director and 24 
teachers in the several departments. The object of this school is an
nounced to be “ to supplement, through regular instruction, the edu
cation of the following named technical workers for their business: 
Master builders (masons, carpenters, etc.); district and city master 
builders; machinists, mechanics, etc.; locksmiths; joiners, cabinet
makers, etc.; coppersmiths, etc.”

It costs 3 marks (71 cents) to matriculate in the day school, and 
the tuition per half-year is 36 marks ($8.57). In the evening school 
the tuition fee is 4 marks (95 cents).

In the special schools (day) instruction is given in the winter months 
from November 2 to March 31, but practical instruction in the mechani
cal workshop is the only teaching carried on in the school of building 
construction during the summer half-year.

In the evening school, both summer and winter, instruction is given 
in five departments, from 7 to 9 o’clock, to such trade workers as are 
busy in their workshops during the day, in order to make it possible 
for them to extend their knowledge of industrial drawing, machine con
struction, etc.

Considerable attention is devoted to giving instruction in road and 
bridge building, and building construction in wood and iron.

The Nuremberg Women’s Work School was founded in 1874 by Dr. von 
Cramer-Klett for the purpose of educating young women, not only for 
handiwork and household and trade life! but also for the purpose of fit
ting them thoroughly and systematically for the profession of teaching. 
From small beginnings, with one teacher and 30 girl pupils, this 
institution has prospered, until in the school year 1888-’89 the number 
of pupils in attendance was 530.

The school year consists of three divisions—two winter courses and 
one summer course. The first winter course begins September 1 and 
continues to the end of December; the second winter course opens Janu
ary 1 and lasts till March 31, with daily instruction from 8 a. m. to 
12 m. and from 2 to 4 p. m. Saturday p. m. there is no session. The 
summer course begins April 1 and ends with July, the daily teach
ing continuing from 8 a. m. to 12 m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. From the 
1st to the 30th of August is vacation. A t the close of the school 
year a public exhibit of pupils’ work is given in the school room.

The matters taught are sewing, mending, knitting, machine sewing, 
tailoring, ironing, millinery, French conversation, water color and oil 
painting, religion, method of teaching, and pedagogics, with free-hand 
drawing.

Tuition in courses 1, 2, and 3 is 7 marks ($1.67) per month; in course 
4 it is 8 marks ($1.90) per month. These are all day classes, but some 
pupils attend only one half of each day, either forenoon or afternoon,
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and in these classes the fee varies from 3 to 6 marks (71 cents to $1.43) 
per month.

INDUSTRIAL TRADE SCHOOLS AND CONTINUATION 
SCHOOLS IN WÜRTEMBERG.

In no other portion of the German empire are schools of manual- 
training and of industrial and technical art so numerous as in the 
little kiugdom of Wiirtemberg. The report from which we quote 
(Jahresberichte der Kandels und GewerbeTcammern in Württemberg fü r  
1889) gives a brief account of the continuation (Fortbildung) schools 
and schools for working women in the district. It is mentioned äs an 
especially significant event that a farm school exhibition was held in 
the industrial hall at Stuttgart during the celebration of the twenty- 
fifth year o f the reign of his majesty the king, from July 25 to August 
25,1889. The special significance of this event seems to have been 
that the exhibit represented the artistic skill or industrial work of 
more than 190,000 pupils from 539 different schools.

The continuation and other special schools of Germany undertake, 
as their name implies, to carry forward the work of the lower grades 
( Volks schulen), with the addition ofinstruction in some branch of man
ual labor. Yet there is an unexpected obstacle in the way of the 
greatest success in this movement.

In the Year Book it is said that experience shows that a con
tinuance o f the studies o f  the primary school, even in the elemen
tary branches o f reading, writing, etc., is indispensably neces
sary for many of the pupils in^the industrial schools. Many of the 
pupils who in special studies show much proficiency have but a super
ficial knowledge of these elementary things. An earnest protest is 
made against the defective practical education.

The number attending the schools for working women in Wiirtem
berg. shows no foiling off. The number of young women of the work
ing class, between the ages of 14 and 20, who attended the school at 
Reutlingen during the year 1889, is reported to have been as follows: 
First quarter, 163; second quarter, 185; third quarter, 150; fourth 
quarter, 181. These pupils are taught hand and machine sewing, 
dressmaking, etc.

In a similar school at Ulm there were in all 292 pupils during the 
year 1889. A t Heilbronn the total number for the same year was 703. 
Many o f the pupils receive instruction in bookkeeping, accounts, etc., 
as well as in the various branches of domestic economy.

To shoAv how universal is the demand for trade schools in 
Germany, and to indicate the extent to which they are supported by 
the people, it may be stated that according to the Wiirtemberg Year 
Book for 1888,167 towns in this district reported the enrolment o f stu
dents in their trade schools. The total number of pupils accredited to 
the towns in this list as belonging to special schools amounted in the
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aggregate to 13,649. The population o f  these 167 towns was given as 
740,987.

Throughout the entire empire great pains are taken to afford to the 
working people of both sexes opportunities for improvement in gen
eral knowledge as well as in technical skill. The existence of continu
ation schools for women in all the larger towns is a sufficient proof of 
this fact. In the Year Book for 1888 is given a list of fourteen 
cities in the district, in each of which a continuation school (of a 
general educational character) for women is maintained. Only 676 
women were enrolled in the fourteen schools, however, during the 
year; a fact which is somewhat disappointing, especially when it isi 
taken into account that these 676 women represented a population of 
nearly 200,000. But the record o f sixteen cities, in which an; equal 
number o f schools for working women were attended by a total of 1,594 
pupils during the year, is more satisfactory; although this number was 
gathered from a population of 328,000.

“  The origin of women’s work schools is to be sought in the city of 
Beutlingen”, says the annalist of Wiirtemberg. “ The Beutlingen 
women and girls have long beeif noted for their industry and activity. 
Knitting, crochet work, embroidery, and the making of many kinds of 
garments and articles of luxury from wool, cotton, and silk furnishes 
employment in that city for the innumerable hands of an industrious 
and contented people. Their products are everywhere known and 
valued under the name of ‘Beutlingen goods’ and are given the prefer
ence by a large number o f business houses.”

Hence it was that, in November 1863,. under the direction o f  the 
teacher of drawing in the weaving school at Beutlingen, Herr Lach- 
enmayer, embroidery came to be introduced into the school over which 
he presided. Thus did Lachenmayor incorporate with “ the old Beut
lingen manufacture a new, vital element.”

The number of female teachers for industrial schools and schools for 
women’s work, graduated from the Beutlingen school from 187(1 to the 
end of March 1889, is 269.

From the statistical report on the educational system of the king
dom of Wiirtemberg for the school year 1889-’90, published under 
authority of the royal ministry of the church and school system, we 
take the following figures:

The number of agricultural continuation schools is 75, and the num
ber of pupils, 1,710; the number of winter evening schools of agricul
ture is 679, and the number of pupils, 14,474; the number of Sunday 
schools of agriculture is 89, and the number of pupils, 1,994; the 
number of evening agricultural classes, 21, and the number of at
tendants, 688; the number of reading societies, 80, and the number of 
readers, 3,731. Connected with these schools of agriculture are 1,213 
libraries containing 261,113 volumes.

In the Technical High School at Stuttgart there were in the school
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year, 1889-’90, 26 head teachers, 17 special teachers and assistants, 8 
private docents, etc.; in all, 60 teachers in the six Fach schools of this 
institution.

In these special courses the students were classified as follows: Archi
tecture, 69; building engineering, 32; machine engineering, 85; tech
nical chemistry, 88; mathematics, etc., 17; common educational special
ties, 37; a total of 328. Of this number 203 were residents of Wiirtem- 
berg, and 125 belonged elsewhere. Sixty-four of the 125 non-resident 
pupils came from other German states; 52 from other European coun
tries; and 9 from extra-European lands—6 from the United States, and 
1 each'from the Argentine Republic, Brazil, and Peru.

The social position of the students is indicated by the occupations of 
the parents: 61 are sons of state officers; 32 are sons of other public 
servants; 179 are sons of tradesmen, etc.; 20 are sons of agricul
turists; 36 are sons of physicians, artists, advocates, etc. The average 
age of the pupils October 1, 1889, was 22 years and 1 month.

The previous education ( VorUldung) of the 328 students is a matter 
of some significance. It is stated as follows: From Wurtemberg real- 
schools, 65; from real-gymnasia, StuttgTirt and Ulm, 46; from Wiirtem- 
berg gymnasia, 28; from Swiss cantonal schools, higher burgher schools, 
etc., 36; from other technical high schools and universities, 53; from 
lower technical schools, 34; from other preparatory and private schools, 
13; from practical occupations (architects, mechanics, pharmacists, 
teachers, officers, etc.), 53. Besides these 328 students the Technical 
High School of Stuttgart had in the winter half-year 206, and in the 
summer half-year 39 guests (persons who, though not belonging to the 
school, attended some of the lectures).

The Royal School of the Building Trades at Stuttgart has a faculty 
composed of 22 head teachers and 13 special and assistant teachers. 
In the winter course of 1889-’90 there were 503 pupils in attendance, 
of whom 370 were Wiirtembergers, and 133 from other parts of Ger
many and various foreign countries.

Classed according to occupations—17 were master workmen, 225 were 
masons, 109 were carpenters, 23 were land surveyors, 64 were metal 
workers, 17 were glaziers, tinmen-, moulders, etc., and 48 were such as 
had learned no trade.

Grouped as to their preparatory education—164 were from the com
mon schools ( VolJcsschulen); from the intermediate, burgher, and lower 
real-schools, 139; from the Latin schools and the lower divisions of 
real-gymnasia and gymnasia, 91; from the higher burgher and upper 
real-schools, 101; from the higher industrial schools and special trade 
schools, 8. The youngest was 14£ years of age; the eldest, 36£ years; 
the average age, 19.55 years.

In the summer course of 1890 the whole number of pupils was 183. 
Of these 117 were from Wiirtemberg and 66 from other states—48 from 
other German states and 18 from foreign countries of whom 4 were from 
America.
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Classified by occupations, the pupils were numerically distinguished 
as—master workmen, 4; masons, 36; carpenters, 18; those of no trade, 
19; surveyors, etc., 17; mechanics, etc., 78; other trades and occupa
tions, 11.

Thirty-six of these came from the common schools; 57from the middle, 
burgher, and lower real-schools; 42 from the Latin schools and the 
lower grades of real-gymnasia and gymnasia; 43 from the higher 
burgher schools and uppèr real-schools; and 5 from the higher indus
trial and special trade schools and from technical high schools. The 
lowest age reported was 14; the highest, 37; average age, 21.02 years.

During the school year 1889-’90 there were industrial continuation 
schools in existence in 173 places in the kingdom of Wurtemberg, rep
resenting a population of 755,531 souls.

These 173 continuation schools may be classified, according to their 
special equipment and purpose, as follows:

(1) Continuation schools in which Sunday and evening instruction 
is given in industrial (especially mercantile) specialties, and which 
have public drawing class rooms. Of this class of schools there are 26.

(2) Continuation schools with industrial Sunday and evening instruc
tion, but without public drawing class rooms. These exist in 72 cities 
and 25 villages; in all, 97.

(3) Continuation schools with industrial instruction, but without 
Sunday teaching. Of these 1 is in a city and 2 are in villages; in all 
there are 3.

(4) Industrial drawing schools without other instruction. Of these 
there are 47.

The number of pupils in these 173 continuation schools (together 
with those in 14 women’s schools and 19 women’s work-schools) aggre
gated, in 1889-’90, 20,219, namely, 14,988 males, and 720 females in the 
women’s continuation schools and 4,511 in the women’s work-schools. 
Of this number 16,435 were under, and 3,784 over, 17 years. The 
number of teachers was 978.

The whole amount received from the state for the support of these 
schools was 166,407.76 marks (139,605.05).

The numbers attending the several specialties of instruction were as 
follows :

Subject. Attend
ance.

. . .  ... ■ H _____ 5,499
6,772
7,947
2,708
2,370
6,089
1,627

857
3,410

326
126

4,531
2,309

626Bookkeeping  ̂mcrcant" 2,921

S. Ex. 65------24
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The continuation schools of Stuttgart include the following: Evening 
school, with 42 teachers and 586 male pupils; elementary school, with 
22 teachers and 442 male pupils; Sunday school, with 27 teachers and 
334 male -pupils; women’s continuation school, with 17 teachers and 
209 female pupils; mercantile continuation school, with 28 teachers and 
448 male pupils; a total of 136 teachers and 2,019 pupils.

The Industrial Art School of Stuttgart has 9 teachers. In the win
ter half-year 1889-’90 the pupils in the several classes of this school 
numbered—in the preparatory class, 32; modelling and wood carving, 
9; furniture, 13; decorative painting and textiles, 30; carving, 9; in 
the course for drawing teachers, 11; a total of 104. Of these 104 
pupils there were 93 from the kingdom of Wiirteinberg, and 11 from 
other states. As to age—there were under 16 years, 1; between 16 and 
17 years, 7; 17 and 19 years, 38; 19 and 21 years, 32; over 21 years, 26.

With regard to the previous education of the pupils—37 were from the 
common schools ( Volkssclmlen); 61 were from burgher, real and Latin 
schools, lyceums, and gymnasia; 2 were from technical institutions; 
4 from industrial art schools.

In the summer half-year of 1890 there were in this school—in the pre
paratory class, 15; in the class of furniture, 7; in the class of model
ling and wood carving, 7; in the class of decorative painting, 4; in 
the class of pattern drawing, 3; in the class of carving, 9; in the class 
for drawing teachers, 8 ; a total of 53. Of these 53 pupils 47 were from 
Wiirtemberg, and 6 from other states. Their ages were as follows: 
Between 17 and 19 years, 18; 19 and 21 years, 15; over 21 years, 20.

They were received from the following schools: From the common 
schools, 16; from burgher, real and Latin schools, lyceums, and gym
nasia, 36; from technical institutions, 1.

The Women’s Work School at Stuttgart, which is patterned after 
the original institution of the class at Reutliugen, is under royal pat
ronage and is managed by a ladies’ committee. Its object is by system
atic instruction to give to girls a sound education in practical and 
artistic needlework, with the purpose of not only serving the needs of 
the family, but also of qualifying them to earn their living.

Especial attention is given to the training of technical and industrial 
teachers. The course of study is arranged in six divisions, each of 
which lasts three months, as follows: Hand sewing and patternmaking; 
drawing for embroidery and patchwork; machine sewing; dress sewing 
and cutting out; embroidery of all kinds; framework knitting, crochet 
work, and netting.

The systematic study of drawing is compulsory on all pupils. Other 
subjects are also taught, such as millinery, flower making, etching 
in metal and leather work. There is likewise a course of commercial 
training for women. Cookery instruction is about to be added. There 
are 160 pupils and 14 free scholars.
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ALS AOE -LORRAINE..

The Industrial Society of Mülhausen is perhaps the most powerful 
voluntary association in existence for the advancement of practical 
education. Organized in 1832 by the manufacturers of Alsace, it has 
ever since been a most beneficial agency for the promotion o f the 
common interests of this community, where it originated. 

r The only branch of the society’s work of which notice may be ap
propriately taken here is the Continuation School for Artisans, 
opened in 1883.

The annual report of this school for the year 1890-’91 announces 
the object of this institution to be, “ to give young artisans an oppor
tunity to improve and extend their school education,” a statement 
which again illustrates by a fresh example the fact that there is very 
little of trade teaching, manual training, or technical education, as 
we understand such terms, in European “ industrial schools.” Most of 
these schools are like the evening classes in American cities,; designed « 
merely to make up, in part, for the lack of early elementary education 
on the part of boys and girls who, by stress of circumstances, are 
forced prematurely to engage in some handicraft for self-support.

The instruction in this school embraces German, French, arithmetic, 
and drawing and building construction for carpenters, masons, etc. 
There were 140 pupils in attendance at the opening of the school 
October 13, 1890. March 14, when the term closed, 93 pupils were 
present.
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CHAPTER VI.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITAIN.

* BEGINNING OF THE MOVEMENT.

Commencing about the year 1882, what bas been termed a technical 
education scare swept over England, owing to the fear that Germany 
was competing with increasing sueéess for the foreign trade of the 
world. This advantage was believed to be due to her system o f  tech
nical instruction. As a result o f this apprehension concerning trade 
a great deal of attention was given to the subject during succeeding 
years. A  royal commission was appointed by parliament to inquire 
into the various technical and trade schools on the continent with a 
special view of reporting upon the effect the instruction given in these 
schools had upon the industries of the various countries in which they 
were situated.

While entertaining serious'dôubts as to the apprenticeship school^ 
the commission, nevertheless, strongly favored the introduction of 
technical instruction into the elementary schools, and also the forma
tion, in all industrial centres, of classes for affording instruction to 
artisans in the evening. Other recommendations were made with 
reference to scholarships, agricultural schools, etc.

Preceding the above reports, very little in the direction indicated in 
the reports was in progress throughout the country. In London Fins
bury College was the only centre, apart from the Polytechnic Young 
Men’s Christian Institute, that gave evening manual instruction, and 
even at Finsbury the number of real artisans in attendance was very 
small. In 1882, when the Polytechnic was opened, and the avowed aim 
of Mr. Quintin Hogg and his committee was to provide as far as possi
ble for the educational requirements o f  the artisan classes, the whole 
movement received an impetus which, upon presentation of the com
missioners’ report, was still further advanced.

Slowly but yet surely* the movement spread throughout the country, 
and today is given effect to in various ways by many institutions 
throughout the provinces. An additional impulse has recently been 
given to the movement by the passage of the technical instruction acts 
o f 1889 and 1890. During the past year an especially large number of 
schools have been opened»

375
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION ACTS.

Under tlie technical instruction act of 1889 a new and powerful 
impulse was given to educational progress. By this act it is provided 
that “  a local authority may from time to time out of the local rate 
supply or aid the supply of technical or manual instruction, to such 
extent and on such terms as the authority think expedient, subject to 
the following restrictions,77 etc.

This confers, it would seem, sufficient discretionary power upon local 
authorities in appropriating the local taxes to the use of technical 
schools 5 but this provision is permissive, not mandatory. '  Local school 
boards have in many in stances, however, promptly availed themselves of 
the provisions of this act; and on October 1, 1890, thirty districts were 
reported as utilizing the technical instruction act of 1889. It is esti
mated that the total amount which the counties in England and Wales 
will receive from the beer and spirits duties in aid of local taxation 
for educational purposes will aggregate £743,200 ($3,616,782.80).

In this act there is no ambiguity as to what the term technical means. 
Section 8 reads :

The expression “ technical instruction’7 shall mean instruction in the 
principles of science and art applicable to industries, and in the appli
cation of special branches of science and art to specific industries or 
employments. It shall not include teaching the practice of any trade 
or industry or employment. * * *

The expression ‘| manual instruction77 shall mean instruction in the use 
of tools, processes of agriculture, and modelling in clay, wood, or other 
material.

It is clearly apparent that aid is not extended by this act to trade 
schools, but that what is in America commonly called manual trail*, 
ing has been recognized as a legitimate branch of instruction by the 
British parliament, and, as such, entitled to the benefits of the new 
provisions. Under what is known as the local taxation act of 1890 sup
plementary provisions are made for facilitating technical instruction; 
and soon in every county and district this important educational reform 
will have made substantial progress.

In this connection we may properly transcribe the principal rules 
and regulations under which aid to science schools and art and tech
nical schools in Great Britain is administered in accordance with the 
technical instruction act of 1889.

In the Science and Art Directory of 1890 the following rules are 
given as governing the administration of this aid :

LIX. A  fixed sum each year will be allocated for grants in aid of 
technical instruction given under the technical instruction act, 1889, or 
under the technical schools (Scotland) act, 1887.

LX. The sum so allocated for the financial year 1891-792 will be 
£5,000 ($24,332.50).

LXI. The grant in aid will not necessarily be equal to, and in no 
case will it exceed, the amôunt contributed by the local authority out 
of the rates.
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The conditions governing the allowance of grants for manual instruc
tion in elementary schools and in organized science schools are mainly 
these:

3. The instruction must be (a) in the use of the ordinary tools used 
in handicrafts in wood and iron ; (6) given out o f school hours in a 
properly fitted workshop ; and (c) connected with the instruction in 
drawing, that is to say, the work must be from drawings to scale pre
viously made by the scholars.

# *  *  *  *  # #

6. I f  it appears that the school is properly provided with a plant for 
instruction, and that the teaching is fairly good, a grant of 6s. ($1.46), 
or, if excellent, of Is. ($1.70) will be made for every scholar instructed, 
provided (a) that he has passed the fourth standard; (b) that he has re
ceived manual instruction for at least two hours a week for 22 weeks 
during the school year; (c) that a special register of attendance is 
kept; and (d) that each scholar on whom payment is claimed is a 
scholar of the day school and has attended with reasonable regularity. 
The grant may be reduced or wholly withheld at the discretion of 
the department, if it appears that the plant is insufficient or that the 
instruction is not good.# # # # * # é

8. I f the instruction for which the grant is made be for a period 
other than a year, the grant wili be increased or diminished by one- 
twelfth for each month more or less than a year.

These regulations seem well calculated to secure proper and ade
quate instruction. Exception may possibly be taken to rule 3 (6), 
which requires that manual instruction must be given out of school 
hours, upon the ground that if manual instruction deserves to hold a' 
place at all in the school exercises, it should be put on an equal plane 
with other regular aud recognized branches of the curriculum.

Certain privileges are accorded to teachers and students in English 
schools which merit the highest commendation. Free admission to 
the South Kensington and Bethnal Green museums—including the 
science and art libraries—and to the Edinburgh Museum of Science 
and Art is allowed to teachers of public elementary schools; to students 
of the Normal School of Science and Boyal School of Mines, National 
Art Training School, or o f the Boyal Academy of Arts and National 
Gallery; also to students attending science and art schools and classes, 
or training colleges.

MEANS OF SUPPORT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

W ith reference to the means of support the institutions for technical 
instruction may be primarily classified as :

First. Those which exist by governmental support and authority alone.
Second. Those which, though generally founded by private enter

prise or endeavor, usually prompted by philanthropic or religious inter
est, now receive more or less governmental support, either with or with
out further aid from manufacturing or other guilds or organizations.

Third. Those which have been created by associations or individuals,
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guilds, or other organizations, and are maintained by them, their own 
earnings, and friendly donations,

Fourth. Those which have been established by institutions of learn
ing as part of their educational system, or by individuals or industrial 
associations to advance particular interests.

Under the first o f these classes it is surprising to note, when the vast 
industrial interests of Great Britain and the paternal character of her 
government are considered, that the government itself is so little 
directly interested, especially in its educational department, in indus
trial and technical instruction. Beyond being responsible for the ele
mentary education in handicrafts and in technical branches included in 
the regular courses of study of the English national school system, the 
committee of council on education (constituting since 1872 the board of 
education for England and Wales) has no representation in the schools 
o f industry or technology of the kingdom.

A  collateral department of education, also under the management of 
a committee o f the British privy council, the department of science 
and art, is somewhat more appropriately, yet quite inadequately, rep
resented in the field of instruction seemingly so naturally its own. Its 
operations extend to the whole of the United Kingdom. It has been 
known by its present name since about 1853.

In 1836 a sum of £1,500 ($7,299.75) was voted by parliament for the 
encouragement of art, with which trade and navigation became associ
ated. The first school of design was opened at Somerset House with 12 
pupils, in 1837. Subsequently a sum of £10,000 ($48,665) was voted in 
aid of fourteen schools, and by this means art education was provided for 
about 2,250 pupils. This sum became exhausted in 1840, and since that 
date the amount necessary for each school, or for providing new ones, has 
been included in the annual estimates. In 1845 the Boyal College of 
Chemistry was established in Oxford street, London ; andinl851the Jer- 
myn street Boyal School of Mines was started. These institutions are 
now united under the title of the Kormal School of Science and Boyal 
School of Mines, at South Kensington.

Museums were opened at Dublin in 1855, South Kensington in 1857, 
Edinburgh in 1866, and Bethnal Green in ,1872. A  considerable sum 
has been expended on the collections of objects of interest, some of which 
are lent to provincial museums.

The Directory, containing regulations for establishing and conduct
ing science and art classes, was started in 1860, and is now published 
annually as a parliamentary paper, forming an appropriate medium of 
communicating official information relative to subjects o f instruction, 
dates of the various examinations, and other details. The annual May 
examinations were instituted in 1861, on the results of which grants, 
certificates, prizes, and scholarships are awarded.

The aim has been to supply more advanced instruction than is 
usually given in the public elementary schools, and to raise the intel-
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lectual character of the community; but the results rather point to the 
conclusion that the science and art department was appointed before its 
time.

The department has rendered valuable assistance to the cause oi 
public education, in so far as it has been the medium of inducing 
teachers to qualify themselves to impart instruction in a number of 
most necessary branches of education. Numerous scholarships have 
been founded, and are awarded on the results of examinations held by 
the department. In 1868 the late Sir Joseph Whitworth offered the 
muniflcient sum of £100,000 ($486,650) for this purpose, which was 

' accepted and supplemented with a like sum by the government.
There are two teaching scholarships in chemistry of the value of 

£50 ($243.33); four royal scholarships of the value of £15 ($73), and, 
two of £25 ($121.66); two princess of Wales scholarships, value £25 
($121.66) and £11 ($53.53), respectively, etc. There are also rewards in 
money, books, medals, local exhibitions, assistance to teachers, and the 
like.

A  limited number of teachers and of students in science classes 
who intend to become science teachers are admitted free to the ses
sional course of instruction in the Normal School of Science and Boyal 
School of Mines. They receive third-class railway fare and mainte
nance allowance of 21s. ($5.11) pen week while in London. In certain 
cases the allowance may be increased to 30s. ($7.30). Teachers are also 
assisted, in certain cases, to take a course of instruction in some of the 
provincial colleges.

The two distinctively technical schools of the science and art depart
ment are: (a) The Normal School of Science and Boyal School of Mines, 
South Kensington, London, the appropriations for the maintenance of 
which school for 1889 were £15,879 ($77,275.15); and (5) the National 
Training Art School, South Kensington, London, the appropriations for 
which school for 1889 were £5,345 ($26,011.44).

The local schools of science, under the direct supervision of the 
department, in various parts of the kingdom, though often existing as 
adjuncts of public institutions of learning, are so dependent upon the 
government for their existence and are so variously conditioned as to 
make them more properly enumerable in this than in the second class. 
They required for 1889 an appropriation of £89,500 ($435,551.75).

The art schools and classes, national scholarships, etc., in local 
schools, received in 1889 £38,500 ($187,360.25). The same conditions 
exist as have been noted in regard to the schools of science.

The total expenses incident to^the conduct of these widely scattered 
schools of science and of art in all parts of the kingdom reached in 
1889 the sum approximately of £154,000 ($749,441).

It is obvious that it would be both impracticable and o f little utility 
to obtain a complete list of these hundreds of schools, which, as en
gaged in one branch or another of technical (and occasionally of iudus-
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trial) training, derive their existence from the paternal functions of 
the government itself. These, together with the twa government 
schools at South Kensington vand the elementary instruction referred 
to of the national school system (except in so far as the wonderful col
lections of the British and other museums are most helpful collaterals), 
seem to exist as the only illustrations of the government’s direct efforts 
in the diffusion of industrial and technical knowledge. The wide spread 
public interest in all that pertains to this subject, as already evidenced 
by numerous bills before parliament, will undoubtedly soon produce 
important and characteristic results in a governmental way.

Consideration of the second class of institutions, brings us to an ex
amination of those which, though founded by private or associate en
terprise—generally from philanthropic motives, now receive govern
mental aid, with sometimes that of other corporate bodies.

By far the most active, effective, and important exponent of the gov
ernment’s interest in schools of this class—singular as it may appear 
to those not conversant with all the facts—is the board of charity 
commissioners, a department whose ordinary functions would naturally 
be supposed to be quite outside the lines of educational work, except 
perhaps as they might, in the most elementary way, be incident to 
workhouse or charity schools, etc.

Their connection with this work and the institutions of industrial 
and technical instruction is indeed unique, and the circumstances from 
which it arises would hardly exist apart from a centralized form of 
government, or a civilization as old and as marked by the ajDpreciation 
o f the humanities as that of England. Yet the relation sustained by 
the charity commissioners is as logical as it is beneficent.

The charity commissioners were created by act of parliament in 1853 
to superintend the administration of charitable and educational en
dowments all over Great Britain. In 1853 Prof. James Bryce carried 
through parliament an act providing for the consolidation of all the old 
parochial charities in London (the objects of many of which had totally 
ceased to exist), and the application of the income to the welfare of 
the poorer classes throughout the metropolis, under the management 
o f the charity commissioners, by means of facilities for industrial and 
technical teaching, the support of museums and libraries, the crea
tion of recreation grounds, the establishment or aid of hospitals, asy
lums, and similiar provident institutions, and such other agencies as 
might approve themselves to the commissioners as promotive, in the 
language of the act, of u the physical, social, and moral condition of 
the poorer inhabitants.”

As the result of the careful inquiry made by the charity commission
ers, under the p o w e r s  conferred by this act, into the great number of 
obsolete endowed charities, or those whose funds greatly exceeded the
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needs of their objects, etc., funds and property were gathered to the 
amount of £3,000,000 (114,599,500), affording an incomeof some £100,000 
($486,650) per annum, about one-third of which is available for the pur
poses named in the act.

As the result o f their investigations the board concluded to assist 
technical education by methods best adapted to aid the lower classes, 
and determined that they could best accomplish this by night schools 
for apprentices and young people engaged in daily work; by supple
menting rather than by supplanting the shop with the technical school; 
by confining their efforts to youths rather than including those of m ixed, 
ages; by improving the physical status of the workingman; and,lastly, 
by giving him these advantages at minimum cost rather than gratis, 
thereby developing in him the -invaluable element of self help.

It is through the agency of the charity commissioners alone that the 
government becomes a disburser (and, singularly enough, a disburser 
only) to the several institutions engaged in manual and technical train
ing approved by the board. For it is worthy of note that the means 
thus furnished are not a charge upon the government itself, but that, 
having taken into its possession (and very wisely) the funds originally 
bestowed by individuals upon other non-necessitous objects, it simply 
reassigns them, through its charity board, to newer, more virile, and 
more worthy recipients.

This fact but emphasizes the point, already noted, that by itself the 
government of Great Britain has as yet done but little outside its 
science and art department to forward the acquisition of industrial and 
technical knowledge, and little in that department to meet the needs 
o f those who require it most.

The great impetus that has been given to improvement in the handi
crafts and in technical acquirement on the part of thé masses was 
due primarily (and is chiefly maintained in Great Britain today) to 
the persistent and remarkably intelligent zeal of a comparatively few 
individuals for the welfare of their less fortunate neighbors.

This has been excellently supplemented by the equally intelligent ac
tion of certain of the great manufacturing and commercial guilds for 
which London is especially famed, having, it is true, something of 
self interest to prompt them, yet actuated withal by much of the same 
broad purpose which stimulated their forerunners. Yet, thanks to the 
happily available funds at the disposal of the charity commissioners and 
the good management and disposition of the latter, nearly all of the 
best schools of technology in Great Britain, particularly those of the 
metropolis, are now of our second class, being recipients of material 
aid from the government through the hands of the charity board, their 
efficiency being thus largely increased.

Both the curricula and the arrangement of classes thereunder in not
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a few of the schools of the second class are established with reference 
to the requirements of two very important central organizations which 
grant subsidies where certain conditions imposed by them are complied 
with. These are the department of science and art and the City and 
Ouilds of London Institute. The methods employed by the first of 
these have been noted and its aid, oftener in the form of scholarships, 
prizes! etc., than of large subsidies, is ,extended to many institutions 
not founded by it, nor under its control further than its determination 
of certain courses of instruction is concerned.

It is probably true that the prizes, scholarships, certificates, and 
conditional grants of the science and art department are greater aids 
and incentives than they would be in the United States.

The City and G-uilds of London Institute for the Advancement of 
Technical Education makes grants for successful instruction in tech
nical subjects. It also restricts classes which receive its encourage
ment to young men actually engaged in cognate trades and requires 
evening instruction. Its scheme of technical study is well defined and 
its functions as an examining body are intelligently exercised. It is, 
however, as such, rather than as an instructive agent, that it is pre
eminent, though its great corporate powers, material wealth, and 
moral status have enabled it to accomplish great good'throughout the 
kingdom.

This organization (constituted 1878) comprises in its membership 
nearly, if not quite, all of the principal manufacturing and mercantile 
guilds (the Drapers’ Company excepted) of the city of London, some 
of them, é. g., the Steelyards Merchants, and the Saddlers, dating from 
the tenth century. Its original act empowers it to promote the appli
cation of science and art to productive industry ; to found, establish, 
endow, maintain, and conduct a central institute, in or near the city of 
London, and trade schools in London or provincial towns, and by 
means of lectures, classes,' and examinations held thereat, or by such 
other means as may be deemed proper, to train teachers, and provide 
for the technical instruction of persons of both sexes engaged in the in
dustries and manufactures in such sciences and arts as are auxiliary to 
those industries and manufactures, or any of them 5 to form, endow, 
and maintain such museums and collections of the products of science 
and art in their application to industries and manufactures, and to 
provide such libraries, laboratories, and workshops as may be deemed 
expedient; to accept gifts, endowments, and‘ bequests of money for 
the purposes of the institute. Other bodies having similar objecte may 
be affiliated.

The third class of technical schools, viz., those which have been cre
ated and maintained by individual or associated guilds, or by other 
organizations, etc., does not include any considerable number.
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Like the department of science and art tlie City and Guilds of London 
Institute, while giving support and assistance to a large number of 
technical institutions both in and beyond the metropolis, has estab
lished and itself maintained three such schools which it directly controls, 
and which, as representing the more advanced instruction and the 
training school element, may take priority in their class. These schools 
are the South London School of Technical Art, the Central Institute, 
and the Finsbury Technical College.

These are non-recipients of government aid, so far as appears, save 
possibly as candidates for prizes, etc. It is not to be understood, how
ever, that they may not be eligible to any such subsidies as either of 
the governmental departments concede. They were chiefly projected 
before the principal governmental aids were so available as now, and 
by those abundantly able to maintain them and assist others.

It is noteworthy that the greater number of the institutions in Great 
Britain today (especially in London),, which give industrial and tech
nical instruction, owe their existence to the efforts made by philan
thropic individuals or associations to ameliorate the social condition 
of the humbler classes.

Some of the schools established by institutions of learning as part 
of their educational system, or by individuals or industrial associations 
to advance particular interests, are as follows:

Technical School, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland county, England.
Durham College of Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland county, 

England.
Owens .College, Manchester, Lancaster county, England.
Yorkshire College, Leeds, York county, England.
Mason Science College, Birmingham, Warwick county, England.
University College, Bristol, Gloucester county, England.
University College, Nottingham, Nottingham county, England.
University College, Liverpool, Lancaster county, England..
University College, Dundee, Forfar county, Scotland.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College, Glasgow, Lanark county, 

Scotland.
University College, Cardiff, Glamorgan county, Wales.
Sheffield Technical College, Saint George Square, Sheffield, York county, 

England.
Among schools established to advance local industries may be in

cluded the Manchester Technical School, Huddersfield Technical 
Schoolj and Leicester Technical School. There are a large number of 
technical schools with social features, the Regent street Polytechnic 
being the most notable example. There are several which are still in
complete, but which are doing excellent work. Among these latter 
are the Finsbury Polytechnic Institute, the South Lambeth Institute, 
the Albert Youth’s Institute, and the Woolwich Polytechnic. The last 
two are offshoots o f the Regent street Polytechnic, and aim to reach
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particular classes, the Woolwich school recruiting its membership prin
cipally from the Woolwich arsenal and dockyard.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF TECH
NICAL EDUCATION.

Among the most active and efficient agencies in furthering the cause 
of technical education is to be reckoned the National Association for 
the Promotion of Technical Education, of which the Marquis of Hart- 
ington, M. P., is president; Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,M. P., is treas
urer; whose secretaries are Sir Henry E. Roscoe, M. P., and Mr. A r
thur H. D. Acland, M. P. ; and whose assistant secretary is Mr. H. 
Llewellyn Smith, B. A., B. Sc.

The object of this association is not to interfere with the teaching of 
trades in workshops, or with industrial and commercial training in the 
manufactory and in the warehouse. It desires to develop increased 
general dexterity of hand and eye among the young, which may be es
pecially useful to those who earn their own livelihood, and at the same 
time improve rather than hinder their general education; to bring 
about more independent and thorough knowledge of those principles 
of art and- science which underlie much of the industrial work of 
the nation; and to encourage better secondary instruction generally, 
which will include a more effective teaching of foreign languages and 
science, for those who have to guide commercial relations abroad, 
and to develop industries at home.

Here are plainly defined the purposes and the limitations of the 
effort which the association proposes to itself. Some of the difficulties 
encountered in reducing to practical effect the provisions of the techni
cal instruction act, and some of the partial success achieved under it, 
are set forth in a report, made by the secretaries and assistant secre
tary of the National Association, and published in London in 1889, under 
the title, Technical Education in England and Wales.

ELEMENTARY MANUAL INSTRUCTION.

To begin with the elementary instruction in the lowest grade of 
schools we quote the remarks of the committee on this subject :

The kindergarten exercises, object lessons, etc., for the infant schools 
and lower standards, that come under the general title of hand and 
eye training, form a very desirable introduction to more advanced 
technical instruction. * * * But above the infant school
nothing of the kind is done, as a rule, in primary schools; and it is 
much to be regretted that no provision is introduced into the new code 
making object lessons a necessary subject at least in the lower stand
ards.

It is no doubt easy to say that a special syllabus, comprising a series 
o f graduated object lessons, may be drawn up for the approval of the 
inspector. But, as a matter of fact, object lessons will never generally
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become part of'the curriculum until they are insisted on $ and as their 
educational value in brightening and stimulating the intelligence of 
the children is admitted by all good teachers, it is most desirable that 
means should be taken to ensure their general adoption in elementary
schools. v . . . .

There are several forms which hand and eye training may take m 
schools. It may be conveyed by means of drawing, modelling, work
shop instruction, or other manual exercises, such as sloid.

The only one of these forms of manual training which receives a
grant is drawing, . .

Grants may now be proposed for manual instruction, modelling,- wood 
work, etc., under the new technical instruction act.

Concerning the plan of teaching by object lessons the report says:
The London school board, 15 years or more ago, adopted a graduated 

series of object lessons to be used throughout its schools. “ This scheme 
of elementary science lessons,” says Mr. Sharpe in his report for 1887,, 
“  framed with the most intelligent care, has remained almost a dead let
ter for 15 years to the present time.”

In 1887 the Drapers’ Company placed £1,000 ($4,866.50) at the disposal 
of the City and Guilds of London Institute for the promotion of manual 
training. Through the efforts of the guilds the school board established 
wood work training in six centres in various parts of London for se
lected children from the board schools. The training began in January 
1888. The pupils attended once a week for a whole morning or after
noon, thus giving up one school attendance per week for the manual 
training. The six centres thus provided for the instruction of 584 chil
dren. The classes are under the control of instructors, and assistant 
instructors, the latter being practical joiners.

The instruction is designed to give the pupils an intelligent knowl
edge of the principles which underlie their work. Working drawings 
to scale are made for every exercise. All bench work is done to exact 
measurement, and every piece of wood is correctly lined before being 
cut or planed.

The experiment of the work has proved so successful that since 1890 
the government has carried on the work in board and lower grade schools 
in London and the provinces.

A  small class for sloid was held as an experiment for three months 
in the autumn of 1887, but, to quote the report of the school board, “  The 
decision of the local government board in regard to the surcharge for 
instruction in manual training prevented the board from incurring any 
expenditure in connection with the class.” The class would, therefore, 
have been discontinued, had not a member of the board defrayed the 
cost of the instructor’s salary.

The report on this point concludes:
Manual instruction is given in a few other elementary day schools in 

London. Twenty to thirty selected scholars from Saint Jude’s National 
School, Whitechapel, and as many more from the Castle Street Board 
School in the same district, receive instruction in wood work from work
men of the Guild of Handicraft in Commercial street. Theie are also

S. Ex. 65-----25 r.
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carpenters’ benches in. two voluntary schools at Westminster and in a 
few other schools scattered over London. Some o f the ex-7th standard 
hoys are under instruction in carpentry in Eaine’s Foundation Schools, 
•Saint George-m-the-East. The instructions would he extended to chil
dren in the standards if attendance at the workshop were counted as at
tendance at school, No doubt manual classes are also held in several 
other schools which have not come under our notice.

There is encouragement and much o f  truth in the committee’s re
mark, however, that—

The requirements of the people are not to be measured by the actual 
existing demand. It is an invariable law o f educational progress that 
the demand has to be created along with the supply, and it is most 
satisfactory to find that this has actually been effected so far as re
gards certain districts where technical schools have grown up through 
voluntary effort. It is as much the object of the promoters o f  techni- 

. cal education to stimulate the demand as to increase the supply.

SECONDABY AND HIGHEB INSTITUTIONS.

The report is much more satisfactory in that portion of it which deals 
, with secondary and higher institutions. Among these the institution 
bearing the name of the City and Guilds of London Institute holds a 
prominent place.

The present operations of the institute include the-Central Institute 
in Exhibition road, South Kensington, the Finsbury Technical College 
in Leonard street, and the South London School of Technical Art.

CEN TR A L IN STITU TE.

Central Institute, Exhibition road, London, S. W., was opened in 1884. 
It is designed to givè advanced instruction in that kind o f knowledge 
which bears upon the different branches of industries, whether manu
facture or arts. The management is by a committee and board of stud
ies.' It is .understood that the building cost £75,000 ($364,987.50), 
itnd the furniture, fitting, and appliances, £25,000 ($121,662.50). The 
courses of instruction are arranged to suit the requirements of persons 
who are training to become technical teachers, preparing to enter engi
neering or architects’ offices, or desirous to acquaint themselves -with 
the scientific principles underlying the particular branch of industry in 
which they are engaged. The complete (three years) course involves 
instruction in four departments, and there are lecture courses' embrac
ing mathematics and mechanics, engineering, mechanism, and the ap
plication of dynamics to practical problems, strength of materials, etc. j 
hydraulics, practical physics, surveying, electrical technology, and 
chemistry. The elementary teachers’ courses are carpentry and join
ery (elementary and advanced) and experimental physics.

The summer course for teachers and others includes lectures and 
laboratory work as follows: Mechanics of construction ; chemistry,
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with. special inference to the requirements o f architects, builders, mad 
engineers5 testing o f dynamos and. motors; graphical statics; methods 
o f determining the fundamental standards o f electrical measurements; 
gas manufacture; paper manufacture; lighting, warming, and ven
tilating; building.

Candidates who desire to qualify for the diploma are required to 
pass an entrance or matriculation examination in mathematics and 
mechanics, mechanical drawing, physics, chemistry, and French or 
German. On the results o f this examination the scholarships are 
awarded. The entrance examination fee is £1 ($4.87); the fee for 
matriculated students (complete course), £25 ($121.66) a year.

The lecture courses vary from £1  to £6 ($4.87 to $20.20) per term or 
session, according to the subjeet taken. Elementary teachers, 10s.. or 
15s. ($2.43 or $3.65) for the course o f twelve lessons. There are special 
terms for laboratory work. The scholarships comprise : One, value £60 
($291.99) a year for two years and free education the third year; three, 
value o f students’ fees for three years; two, of £30. ($146) a year for 
two years—one with and one without free education; one, o f £50 
($243.33) for three years. The building is replete with scientific ap
paratus and appliances, laboratories, and workshops.

The following table shows the number o f students attending the 
Central Institute in 1887-’88 :

I

Coarse

F all coarse------- --------------------.---------------- . . . . . . . . . . . .
Partial courses.......... . ................. .......................... .
Single courses of lectures or abort special courses
Summer courses.......................................................
Carpentry class for elementary teachers. .  1----------
Experimental physics..... ........................ - .............■

Total.......................... - ....................................■

Students.

1

u It must be acknowledged,” the committee remarks, “ that the*sup
ply of students has hitherto been hardly equal to the expectations 
formed at the outset. Too much stress, however, must not be laid on 
this fact. The institution has been open for but five years, and it has 
certainly been at least as fortunate as the normal school in its earlier 
years. The fact is that the demand for very high class technical instruc
tion has to be created as well as the supply, and until technical classes 
are more widely diffused throughout the country than at present, there 
is little demand for the. training o f technical teachers. Both these 
defects will cure themselves in time.”

FINSBURY TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

Finsbury TechnicalOollege is situated in Leonard street,City road,Lon
don, E. O. The management, vested in the council of the City and G uilds 
of London Institute, is by committee. There are day and evening de-
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partments. Day students must be not less than 14 years of age and 
pass an entrance examination. They are expected to take a course of 
two or three years. The courses of instruction are arranged under 
five departments. Those for day students being—mechanical engineer
ing andapplied mathematics; electrical engineering and applied physics; 
industrial and technical chemistry; applied art; and the building 
trades. The evening classes are arranged in groups of trades: Me
chanical engineering; electrical engineering and instrument making; 
manufacturing chemistry, and industries involving the application of 
chemistry; the art industries, including cabinetmaking and decoration 
in color and in relief; and the building trades. A ll these depart
ments are admirably divided into groups of two, three, or four divisions, 
each with subdivisions of detail occupying many pages in the calen
dar. This wide range of subjects of most useful instruction places the 
college in the very front rank of technical institutions; and a large 
number of students avail themselves of the exceptional advantages to 
be derived from attending the evening classes. The" fee for day 
students (complete course) is £15 ($73) per session (a year); for 
evening classes (according to subjects), 6s. to 15s. ($1.46 to $3.65) for 
the session of about eight months;, for art classés, 17s. to 25s. ($4.14 
to $6.08). There are four studentships (two annually open to public 
elementary boys) of £30 ($146) a year for two years; one of £20 
($97.33) and free education at the college; there are also open scholar
ships. The total attendance in day and evening classes in 1888-?89 
was 1,181 students.

In the applied art section of the college drawing, design, and painting 
arc taught in relation to their application to various industries, besides 
art metal work, modelling, carving, etching, etc. The college course is 
regarded as a real preparation for entering the factory or workshop, 
where,,to quote the language of the principal, they “ complete a modi
fied form o f  apprenticeship.”

The course, except in the case of the chemistry department, lasts 
for two years. The results of this scheme of instruction are briefly 
this : That the students who have followed out their course enter indus
trial life under much more favorable conditions than otherwise they 
could have done. They pickup in the shops in two or three years 
more than they would have done in . five or six years under the old 
apprenticeship system.

The college is well supplied with teaching appliances, laboratories, 
and workshops. Perhaps this college may be said to be the best ex
ponent in Great Britain today of advanced technical training. It is 
not, however, equal in either its methods, morale, or facilities to the 
first-class institutions of its character in the United States, though, 
doubtless, in some respects, better adapted to the present require
ments and status o f technical teaching in that country.
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SOUTH LONDON SCHOOL OP TECHNICAL ART.

The third school of the City and Guilds of London Institute is the 
South London School of Technical Art, situated in the Kennington Park 
road. It is now attended by about 150 students. Most of the classes, 
which include modelling, design, house decoration, china painting, wood 
engraving, etc., are held in the evening, but there are also a few day 
classes. In the school art is studied especially in its bearings on in
dustries, and the school is said to have had considerable influence 
on the decorative trades of the neighborhood, and its prosperity p 
varies with their prosperity. It is clear that a great deal of good 
work has been done in the school with very limited resources, and the 
list of past students who have made a mark in artistic handicraft is 
one of which any school might be prodd.

LOW ER MOSELEY- STREET SCHOOLS, MANCHESTER.

The Lower Moseley Street Schools of Manchester, from the date of 
their institution in 1836, seem to have prospered in an unusual degree, 
and to have won their way to popular favor. Connected with these 
schools are societies whose various names imply a great diversity of 
objects to be attained, though all of them have the same ultimate 
tendency. Among these are a singing class; a mutual improvement 
society; a girls’ club; cricket, football, swimming, and chess clubs; a 
natural history society; and a maternal association. Instruction in 
secular subjects is given to evening classes.

The object in establishing these classes is to stimulate the desire for 
knowledge amongst young men and women, to afford pleasant and 
profitable occupation for their leisure time, and to give, as far as possi
ble, sound instruction in the various subjects taught. Many of the 
classes are, moreover, of real practical value to the working man, and 
are aided by the government, with a view of increasing his skill as an 
artisan by the diffusion of scientific and artistic knowledge.

The courses of study take a wide range, including, in the elementary 
classes, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, history, and shorthand. 
The commercial classes take bookkeeping, typewriting, and shorthand, 
together with French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Latin, grammar,- 
and commercial arithmetic. The science classes receive instruction in 
physiology, botany, chemistry, mechanics, magnetism and electricity, 
mathematics, etc.; while in the art classes free-hand, model, perspec
tive, and geometrical drawing and designing are taught. L

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL, MANCHESTER.

The Boys’ Commercial and Manual Training School, in connection 
with the Manchester Technical School, is designed to develop harmoni
ously all the faculties by means of a systematic and progressive course 
of intellectual and manual training, which has for its express object the 
cultivation of the power of observation and the forming of the judgment.
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It is not intended to teach a trade, but simply to provide for each boy 
a complete education for both head and hand, etc.

The first year’s course embraces language and literature, geography 
and history, four hours per week; the higher rules of arithmetic and 
mathematics, five hours per week; writing (including bookkeeping and 
phonography), free-hand, model, geometrical, and perspective drawing, 
eleven hours per week; elementary science, five hours per week; tool 
instruction in carpentry and wood turning, six hours per week.

The second year’s course includes advanced studies in all the fore
going subjects. The course of instruction forms an excellent introduc
tion to the mechanical, electrical, and sanitary engineering, chemical, 
dyeing, and textile departments of the school.

According to the seventh annual report of this school (1890) the 
total number of pupils enrolled in this department was 75.

This report contains the following interesting comments:
How that manual training is receiving that public appreciation and 

attention which it so much deserves, and for which it has hitherto so 
vainly struggled, it is o f some importance to recognize the fact that this 
is the first school in the kingdom to embrace it as an organic part of a 
boy’s education, to be carried on side by side and in close coordination 
with other more purely literary studies. Its success is not to be meas
ured by the comparatively small number of boys who have been en
rolled, but by the stimulus and example it has afforded and the con
clusive proof it has given that not only can manual training be readily 
arranged so as to form part of a boy’s instruction, but that it is abso
lutely essential to a full development of his faculties. * * *

The results have fu ll/ justified its maintenance and' continuance. It 
has, in numerous instances, helped to determine the pupils’ aptitudes 
and fix their careers. Many who, under ordinary circumstances, would 
have simply swelled the overstocked ranks of clerks and warehouse
men, have, under the stimulus and training they have received, en
tered upon some business 'where manual skill and dexterity are essen
tial conditions o f success. * * * It is a matter worthy of note that 
had these boys, during their previous school career, had some such hand 
and eye training as is implied by a carefully graduated kindergarten 
course, they would have been in a much better position to profit by the 
subsequent training of this department.

Such commendations and strictures deserve attention, since they are 
not the words of mere theorists, but of men that have had practical 
experience o f the value o f manual training as an intellectual discipline. 
They serve, also, to emphasize the importance o f organizing the pri
mary, secondary, and intermediate grades of instruction in such a man
ner as to make each successive step in the process o f education a dis
tinct and well timed preparation for advancement to the next higher 
grade.

SHEFFIELD TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

In connection with the technical school at Sheffield there is a junior 
day department whose object is to provide a course o f instruction 
in science for boys, which shall have reference to their future require-
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merits in trade and manufacture. The instruction is largely supple
mented by work in the laboratories, where principles are illustrated by 
experiments performed by the student himself, and in the workshops, 
where manual exercises are performed at the bench and lathe. The 
subjects taught in this department include arithmetic, algebra, geome
try, mechanics, heat, chemistry, geometrical and mechanical drawing, 
lectures on local industries, use of tools in the workshops, French, 
German, typewriting, and shorthand.

The wood and iron workshops are supplied with all the necessary 
tools and appliances for a useful course of manual training, but no at
tempt is made to teach special trades. The work performed by the 
students is executed from working drawings previously made by them
selves. In the tes ting room experiments are conducted on the strength 
of materials and simple structures by actual breaking with deadweights, 
and on the elementary principles of construction.

The hours of attendance daily, except Saturday, when 'there is no 
school session, are from 9.30 a. m. to 12.30 p. m., and from 2 to 4.30 p. m.

Each student pays a tuition fee o f 10s. ($2.43) per month o f actual 
school work 5 but six free scholarships are available in this department, 
entitling the holders to instruction in all the subjects taught.' These 
scholarships are awarded on the result of a competitive examination, 
and are tenable for one year.

STO CKPO RT.

A t Stockport there is a day school for boys and girls, the main ob
ject o f which is said to be to continue the education of boys and girls, 
beyond the public elementary schools, in such a manner as to give 
them a thorough grounding in science and art, and by a judicious com
bination of practical and theoretical instruction to develop manual 
dexterity side by side with the mental faculties. The students will be 
placed in the best possible position for subsequently acquiring a prac
tical knowledge of a trade or profession, and will be enabled with ad
vantage to take up the study of more purely technical subjects.

Here is a clear and explicit avowal o f a purpose to conduct the school 
instruction in such a way as to bring manual training into close and 
vital relations with the secondary education in the schools o f lower 
grade. A t the same time the limitations of manual training are dis
tinctly defined. Not to teach special trades, nor to supercede appren-. 
ticeship, is the aim in this school; but so to develop the faculties and 
educate the hand as to equip the pupil for the duties of life, whatever 
they may be.

Drawing, building construction, mathematics, chemistry, sound, light, 
heat, theoretical mechanics, French, shorthand, bookkeeping, English 
composition, manual training in the use of tools, cookery, needlework, 
sick nursing, dressmaking, millinery, and starching and ironing, are 
the subjects taught.
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The sessions of this school cover about forty weeks per year. The 
school hours are 9.30 a. m. to 12.30 p. m., and 2 to 4.30 p. m. on five days 
per w.eek, there being no classes on Saturdays. The fee for attendance 
is Is. (24 cents) per week, including stationery.

The teaching staff consists of the principal and 19 assistant teachers; 
but no record of the number of students in attendance in any o f the 
departments is accessible.

ROBERT GORDON’S COLLEGE, ABERDEEN.

: -At Aberdeen, Scotland, an institution known as Robert Gordon’s 
College is in operation, with day and evening classes, to which both 
sexes are admitted. Connected wifh it is a day department called the 
trade and engineering school, though the title is hardly exact. It is 
properly a manual training school, and its aim is to put boys in a posi
tion to profit to the full by the apprenticeship they are about to enter, 
at the age of 15 or 16 years, thoroughly equipped as to preliminary 
knowledge. It is by no means intended that a boy should learn his 
trade in the college, but only that he should lay the foundation of that 
scientific and technical knowledge which has become an essential con
comitant of trade experience and manual dexterity. This explanation 
determines the status of the day school, for the completion of whose 
course an attendance of two years’ duration is necessary. In the even
ing classes instruction is given to apprentices in several technical 
brapches'throughout a four years’ course.

The registration of pupil apprentices in each of the technological 
glasses for the year 1890-’91 is reported as follows:
Telegraphy........................................................    18
Plumbers’ work (theoretical).............. ................................... '.................................  23
Plumbers’ work (practical).....................................   9
Watch and clock making__?....................................................................................  10
Metal working tools.............................................................................. .................... 23
Mechanical engineering.......................................     12
Carriage building.....................................................   12
Carpentry and joinery..................................     9

* . 1  ____
Total............................................................................................................: ...................... no

BIRMINGHAM TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

The Birmingham Municipal Technical School is to be rated as a 
manual training school of high grade. This school was established for 
the purpose of carrying out a liberal scheme of technical education, 
which was rendered possible by the technical education act of 1890. 
It does not undertake to teach the practice o f trades in the class room. 
This can be properly learned only in the workshop. But, in the school, 
the. student learns the scientific principles on which the various local
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industries are based. The Birmingham Seventh Standard Technical 
School is under the control of the Birmingham school board. Instruc
tion is given in the school in those sciences and arts upon which the 
trades and manufactures of the^town are based. It is contended 
that the result of such instruction in the board school is that a boy 
instead of having possibly to spend two or three years as an errand 
boy before being initiated into some handicraft with which he, is 
entirely ignorant is, after spending a couple of years at such a school, 
enabled to enter a manufactory already instructed in the use of tools 
of the craft he is about to follow; as a consequence of intelligent train
ing in the elementary principles, he is enabled at once to command 
higher wages, and is a more thoughtful and original worker. It is also 
argued that in consequence of the decline in the apprenticeship system 
some such preliminary training is requisite in order that a lad may 
learn more than just one particular branch of his trade.

As a result of the introduction of machinery in every branch and 
detail of manufacture a workman is frequently kept upon one special 
description of work. I f  the demand for the article, upon which per
haps he has for years been at work, declines he is placed at a great 
disadvantage in regaining employment as he has had no general 
training. The result, therefore, of the system adopted by the school 
board is felt to be that employment will not only be more constant, 
but that the work o f the skilled mechanic will be of more value, and 
consequently it will be accompanied by an increase in wages.

Parents entering their boys in the Birmingham Seventh Standard 
Technical School have to sign a declaration that they will keep therboys 
at school for a period of at least two years. This is done to insure 
their receiving an adequate and proper course of instruction, and also 
to enable them to earn the government grants in the science subjects 
for the two years.

In this school the subjects taught are arithmetic, drawing, theoretical 
and practical mechanics, chemistry, electricity, model and machine 
drawing, geometry, and principles of machinery, with laboratory and 
workshop practice.

The school board believes it necessary to provide for the technical 
training of artisans, and states the case as follows:

Competition with the better trained workmen of the continent and 
America is becoming more and more severe every day, and is actually 
taking some of the means of livelihood away from the English work
man. A  more thorough and more scientific training of the artisans of 
Birmingham will greatly improve the articles manufactured here, in 
style, design, and delicacy 6i workmanship, and will also lead to a les
sened cost of production; the trade of the town, where it now languishes, 
will revive; new developments of mechanical skill will open out new 
trades; employment will be more constant; and the wages oi the skilled 
workman will rise. ■

In the report of the Birmingham school board for the year ending
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November 28,1889, regret is expressed that school'boards have no 
power to introduce technical or manual instruction in schools under 
their control; but it is understood that the act o f August 19, 1890, re
moves this cause of complaint. The provisions of the law are, however, 
somewhat obscure, and have given rise to considerable controversy.

BIRM INGHAM  SCHOOL OP ART.

Birmingham has a municipal school of art, whose influence on local 
industries is incalculably beneficial. In this school and its eight 
branches there were enrolled.at the date o f the latest report to which 
we have access, namely, in the autumn of 1886, 1,307 art students. 
Many of these were artisan students; and the committee state, that it 
is their purpose to facilitate as much as possible the art instruction o f 
those engaged in the trades o f the town. Consequently* in the branch 
schools, where the attendance is chiefly composed o f artisans the fees 
have been fixed at the low rate of 3s. (73 cents) per term.

The course of instruction includes elementary drawing, drawing from 
models, elementary design, perspective, practical, plane, and solid 
geometry, outline and shading from nature, casts, and objects, machine 
construction and drawing, and building construction. In five of the 
branch schools instruction in elementary modelling is also given.

REGENT STREET POLYTECHNIC D A Y  SCHOOL.

Another class of day school is represented by the Polytechnic day 
school. A t this school the committee realize the importance of spe
cializing the course of instruction a boy receives, so as to fit him fco fill 
with greater advantage the special vocation he is afterward to follow. 
Accordingly at the age of 13 (or before, provided the boy can pass a 
qualifying examination) the future studies of the pupil are specialized. 
Should it be the intention of the parent to place the boy in some pro
fession he is placed in the professional division. I f  to enter the civil 
service is desired then the boy is placed in that division which pre
pares specially for the examinations. In the commercial division a 
boy receives a special course of training for the office and for commer
cial pursuits.

In the technical division the curriculum is altogether different and 
includes instruction in science and technical subjects, also a complete 
and systematic course of manual instruction in the workshop. The 
latter instruction is virtually a continuation of that given in the lecture 
room, every example having'to be constructed from working drawings 
produced in a workmanlike manner in the drawing office. For con
venience and regularity of instruction a regular text book has been pre
pared for the workshop, and not until the examples contained therein 
have been made by the pupil is he permitted to engage in more difficult 
pieces o f work.
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The advantage o f such a school has been most apparent from the num
ber o f applications for boys that have been made by employers. Many 
of the firms which have taken the lads are among the best in London, 
and many of the appointments that have been obtained are those for 
which as much as £200 ($973.30) premium has been paid by apprentices 
entering the firms. It is, however, to the advantage of an employer to 
take a well trained lad as an apprentice, and, even without a premium, 
pay wages to commence with, for without question such a boy will get; 
through his work quicker, will waste less material by trial and error, 
and will require less attention bestowed upon him than a poorly edu
cated lad.

The number of boys in the school exceeds 500. There is, however, 
an upper department or engineering school, where even a higher grade 
of instruction is given to those preparing for colonial engineering 
appointments, or for special positions in mechanical, civil, or electrical 
engineering firms. In this division, termed the engineering school, 
higher branches of the sciences are taught, special attention is given 
to mechanical draughtsmanship and designing, and every possible effort 
is made and facility afforded to develop originality. Lads usually 
remain in this department for at least two years after leaving the 
lower school, and many of the old scholars now hold most impor
tant and lucrative appointments in different parts of the country. The 
average cost of instruction for each boy amounts to about £8 ($38.93) 
per annum, or, after deducting an average government grant o f  £3 10s. 
($17.03), a net cost per boy of about £4 10s. ($21.90). This high aver
age is due to the expensiveness o f  manual instruction, which involves 
not only costly tools and machinery that constantly need replenishing, 
but also the employment of skilled and efficient manual instructors 
who command a high salary. It is necessary to obtain the sanction of 
parents to keep the boys at their specialized studies for a period of at 
least two years in order to obtain a thorough course of instruction.

PEOPLE’S PALACE D A Y  SCHOOL.

A  school upon the model of the technical division of the Polytechnic 
was founded in connection with the People’s Palace for East London. 
This school has now been taken over, together with all the evening 
classes conducted at that institution, by the Worshipful Company of 
Drapers, one of the wealthiest of the guilds o f the city of London. 
There are at the present time some 350 boys in the school, about 300 
of whom obtain their instruction free o f cost.

Examinations are held each year, when about 150 free scholarships 
are granted. By this means the very best boys are secured for the 
course of training given, and the results are consequently o f a satis
factory character. The net cost per boy at the People’s Palace school, 
without taking rent of building into consideration, amounts to about 
£5 10s. ($26.77) per head. To maintain the educational department
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of the school the Drapers’ Company grants the sum of £0,000 ($29,199) 
per annum, the schools having been built by them at a cost o f £40,000 
($194,060).

It is proposed to organize similar schools in connection with each of 
the proposed polytechnics that are at the present time in course of 
erection. The greater part of the funds have already been subscribed, 
and it is confidently anticipated that within the next two or three 
years every district of London will have its own polytechnic.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. ,
The executive committee o f the national association, in the report 

already quoted, speaking of the class of schools of which the Poly
technic, the People’s Palace, the Bradford*, and the Huddersfield schools 
are examples, pertinently observe:

The materials do not exist for the construction of a table giving a 
complete account of the technological classes of these institutions. The 
importance attached to various technological subjects varies with the 
character of the staple industries of the district in which the particular 
technical schools are situated. Thus, textile instruction forms a special 
feature of the schools at Bradford, Huddersfield, Keighley, and Mac
clesfield; at Sheffield the iron and engineering industries are more 
especially considered; while at Bristol and Leicester (both centres o f 
the boot trade) classes are held in boot and shoe making. Glasses 
bearing on lace making and designing are held at Nottingham; watch
making is specially studied at Coventry.

. It is not easy to know what institutions to include in the list of science 
and technical schools and what to exclude.

And again, in a general survey of the situation, it is stated:
_ The chief thing that strikes us in reviewing the educational posi

tion of London [the observation would hold good if applied to the 
whole kingdom, apparently] is the entire want of system and of all 
attempts at coordination among the numberless educational institu
tions intermediate between the elementary school and the university. 
A t the bottom of the scale stands the well organized system of ele
mentary education; * * * at the top stand two institutions of 
university college rank; * * * but the intermediate educational 
system of London presents the spectacle of a number of overlapping 
and competing institutions with no attempt at harmony of action, and 
leaving gaps of the most disastrous kind unfilled.

Finally, suggestions for the reform of the whole educational system 
of England are made in the closing words of the report; and as these 
suggestions are possibly as applicable to our own school system as to 
that of Great Britain we transfer the bulk of them to our own pages:

There is little need nowadays to speak at length on the need for a 
wider diffusion of technical instruction. It is a want which at last 
seems to be recognized, and is being gradually met in an irregular and 
piecemeal fashion by voluntary effort. Voluntary effort, however, will 
bë quite inadequate to cover the whole ground, and now that some 
Pfb|£r®ss has been made towards legislative action in the matter it is 
to be hoped that something more systematic can be effected.
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The necessity for improvement in tlie quality of technical instruction 
is insisted upon.

I f  tlie present movement for technical education is to end in the mere 
multiplication of science and art classes, formed by incompetent teach
ers dependent on grants for their livelihood, it may be that the result
ing evil will outweigh the good. I f  the technical school o f the future 
is to consist of an ill assorted collection of such classes as are found by 
experiment to be the most paying—from the point of view not of the 
education of the boy, but of the remuneration of the teacher, omitting 
all those humanizing studies which are merely educational, and not 
grant-earning—the cause of secondary education will not be advanced, 
but rather thrown back by the change.

To this end, it is contended, the secondary education should be reT 
organized, so that there may be, in the words of the late Mr. Matthew 
Arnold, “  a correlation between popular instruction and the instruction 
above it.”

REGENT STREET POLYTECHNIC.

The efforts to improve the technical education of apprentices and 
young mechanics in evening classes has nowhere been more successful 
during the last eight years than at the Polytechnic Young Men’s Chris
tian -Institute in Eegent street. This institution was the first of its 
kind to receive the adhesion and support of all sections of the work
ing classes, and has, without question, done more to popularize tech
nical instruction than any other effort in the kingdom. The work was 
first started by Mr. Quintin Hogg, in the form of a social effort among 
working boys, and carried on in a small building near Drury Lane’in 
1873. Mr. Hogg secured a room and made it a meeting place and 
club room for about 20 boys, who enrolled themselves as members. 
The spirit and enthusiasm that were put into the work soon resulted in 
the numbers increasing. Mr. Hogg accordingly increased the number 
of rooms until very soon the whole house was requisitioned, by which 
time there was an active membership of over 200 youths.

In 1878 Mr. Hogg, being greatly encouraged by the result of his 
efforts, secured considerably larger premises in Long Acre, capable of 
accommodating 500 members, and so numerous were the applications 
for admission that this number was at once obtained. The organiza
tion of the institution was at this time considerably altered, and that 
which was originally started only as a social club on Christian princi
ples now added a considerable number of agencies to its curriculum. 
Various clubs and societies, physical, athletic, literary, and religious 
in character, were started, and, at the same time, what was in those 
days considered a spirited programme of evening classes was arranged 
and opened to young men, both members of the institution and 
others. Membership of the institute was limited to young men between 
the ages of 16 and 25, and these limits have remained in force until the 
present time. This decision was arrived at after a full consideration, 
as it was felt that to successfully influence the members for good they 
must be more or less of the same age.
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Does this restriction in any way reduce the membership that would 
be obtained were there no such restriction?

It is believed that just the contrary is the case, and, as an evidence of 
this, the fact may be mentioned that for the last ten years the school 
has always reached its full limit of membership, which, at the pres
ent time, exceeds 5,009, and not only so, but always has some applicants 
waiting for admission as vacancies occur, candidates having to wait 
months before being admitted. While this is the case at the Polytech
nic, we do not know of a single other institution of a similar character 
where the membership exceeds 2,000, and where the demand is such 
that candidates have to wait at all for admission. This fact alone 
would fully justify the authorities in making such restriction, but the 
work of catering for the social requirements of members has thereby 
been rendered more easy, and the direct results, where the institution 
has exercised a moral, intellectual, or spiritual effect, are far more 
numerous than they would have been had no such restriction been 
adopted.

While this rule applied to membership of the institution, it was felt 
to be quite unnecessary to apply the same to students o f the classes; 
for a student, whether old or young, while he attended any course of 
instruction, had to follow out the regulations for study as laid down by 
the instructor, and was equally subject to the discipline o f the class. 
It was also inadvisable to impose the restriction in the classes, for the 
grants made by the government to successful students in science and 
art subjects would thereby have been sacrificed, as the government 
sanctions no limitation of age. Moreover, if the institution had not 
competed in these examinations, it would have lost all those students, 
and they were many, to whom the certificates granted by the govern
ment were necessary in order to enable them to qualify for certain ap
pointments. The educational effort met with such appreciation that 
this department soon received considerable attention from Mr. Quin tin 
Hogg. A t that time scarcely any institute in London made special 
efforts to meet the requirements of the working classes; consequently 
the educational work became an important item in the programme of 
the institution.

Prosperity continued to attend the work, and the cry for more room 
was continually being heard. In 1882 the building occupied by the 
authorities of the Eoyal Polytechnic Institution came into the market, 
and the lease was purchased by Mr. Hogg. As the premises were not 
altogether adapted for the purpose required considerable alteration -was 
necessary, and Mr. Hogghas spent altogether over ¿£60,000 ($291,990) 
in the purchase of lease, extension, and adaptation of the present build
ing. The acquisition of such extensive premises enabled the educa
tional work to be expanded in such a manner as to attract more or 
less the whole of London by the practical, comprehensive, and at the 
same time novel scheme adopted. Workshop classes in several trades
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were for the first time opened to apprentices and young mechanics, 
and popular courses of instruction based upon the syllabus laid down 
by the City and Guilds o f London Institute were given, but where such 
syllabus was defective o f practical application, as in many instances it 
was, such defects were supplied. The instructors themselves were the 
most skilled and capable mechanics that could be obtained, instead of 
mere theoretical and scientific instructors.

This was in itself a great innovation, and a step which, although pre
viously ignored, has since received the unqualified approval of education
ists. The class rooms were thoroughly fitted up as workshops, not in any 
fantastic or superficial manner, but with tools and appliances that 
gave all the advantages and avoided all the disadvantages of ordinary 
workshops. The instruction being given by skilled workmen, the lan
guage used was such as to be thoroughly understood by all the stu
dents} ordinary, every day workshop difficulties were explained, and 
the special needs of each student attended to in such a manner as to 
enable him to overcome all difficulties. In order to make the place as 
attractive as possible, and to meet the requirements of those who 
would be unable to go home and dress before attending, students were 
encouraged to come straight from the workshop in their ordinary work
ing clothes. Lavatories with hot and cold water, accommodations for 
boot cleaning, etc., were provided in order that those so coming could 
have the convenience of a wash and brush up free of charge.

A  comfortable refreshment room was provided, so that those who 
required it could obtain tea or light refreshments at the lowest rates. 
Intoxicating liquors and smoking have never been permitted in the in
stitute, and their absence has undoubtedly helped materially in the 
success achieved. In order to get hold of the real working classes 
workshops were visited for some considerable distance, and the advan
tages of the instruction advocated, the cooperation of employers was 
also sought and obtained, the result being that at the very commence
ment nearly every class was filled. With such an admirable start the 
movement received an immense stimulus, and the press chronicled at 
frequent intervals the doings of the institute. The Trades Council of 
London, which is composed of representatives of all the trade unions, 
visited the classes officially on two occasions, and on each visit they gave 
so favorable a report that at the conventions of the trade unions resolu
tions in the highest degree favorable to the classes were adopted. At 
one meeting of delegates, representing all the trade unions in London, 
a resolution recommending the polytechnic classes to the London work- 
meii was unanimously adopted.

The royal commissioners appointed by parliament to inquire into the 
progress o f technical education on the continent visited the institute 
soon after it was opened, and, although the work had only just been 
launched, Mr. Woodall, M. P., one o f the commissioners, stated that 
the instruction was o f a far more practical character than he had seen at
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any other institution the commissioners had visited. From the very 
first the instruction in the trade classes was limited to those who 

i were apprentices, or others already engaged in the trade, the object 
rightly being not to create a number of amateurs, or third-rate work
men, but rather to make those who had already joined the craft more 
intelligent, thoughtful, and skilled mechanics. Another feature of the 
institution which helped greatly to make it a rendezvous o f §o many 
young men must not be omitted. The large central hall, 100 by 40 feet, 
was converted into the finest gymnasium in London. A t the time of 
the opening of the Polytechnic very little was done to promote physi
cal recreation in London, and this proved an immense attraction.
.• It drew hundreds of young men who, being interested in gymnas
tics, joined the institution, and in most instances some of the classes 
also. The success of the gymnasium had also a remarkable effect in 
London, and whereas ten years ago gymnasiums were virtually unknown 
in connection with clubs and institutes for young men, now there is 
scarcely an institution without one. Besides the gymnasium a very 
handsome swimming bath 75 by 35 feet was built, and this was as well 
patronized as the gymnasium. The athletic club, which is now the 
largest of its kind in the kingdom, also proved a valuable method of 
drawing young men to the place. A  reading room, the formation of so
cieties connected with some of the trades, and other social agencies 
wore all used to attract and help young men. There was also another 
agency—the religious work—the power of which has over and over again 
been acknowledged as contributing in a great measure to the success 
of the whole effort.

It will thus be seen that the secret of success has been in the com
bination of the efforts put forward for the welfare of young men, and 
by this combination the work of the institute soon became familiar in 
all parts of London. Each year the number of classes and students on 
the list has increased until last year the total class entries during 
the year exceeded the almost incredible number of 10,000, exclusive 
of those attending the day school. Additions and extensions have from 
time to time been made to the main buildings, and last year the West 
London School of Art, which was about to be closed by its committee in 
consequence of tlie small number of students attending, was taken over 
by the Polytechnic. The result of their enterprising effort was that 
within twelve months the school was attended by a larger number of 
students than any other school of art in the metropolis, and at the pres
ent time there are nearly 600 art students attending the various classes 
every week.

Mr. Hogg soon extended his interest to young women as well as to 
young men, and opened the young women’s branch of the Polytechnic 
in-Langham place. A t first accommodation was provided for a mem
bership of over 500. The demand, however, grew so rapidly that as 
far as possible the adjoining premises were secured, and at the present
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time there are over 1,200 active members of this most useful and flour
ishing branch. It is open every evening*from 6 to 10 o’clock (Sundays 
and bank holidays excepted). The age limit is from 16 to 25 years. 
The subscription is Is. 6d. (37 cents) perquarter, or5s. ($1.22) per annum, 
payable in advance. A  large number of suitable classes are held for 
young women only. These include instruction in ambulance corps 
work, arithmetic, commercial correspondence,. bookkeeping, modern 
languages, stenography, typewriting, dressmaking, mantle making, 
millinery, plain and art needlework, cooking, music, and the elementary 
branches. The tuition fees are exceedingly low for each course, an 
average difference of Is. 6d. (37 cents) more being charged young 
women not members of the institute.

The following list of the numbers of young women who joined the 
classes during the present session is an evidence o f the manner in which 
the classes are attended:

A T T E N D A N C E  O E  T H E  P O L Y T E C H N I C  (W O M E N ’ S B R A N C H ).

H

Bookkeeping, arithm etic, and other com m ercial subjects
French, Germ an, and typew riting and sh o rth an d ..............
A m b u lan ce w ork and n u rs in g ..........................................................
Chem istry and other science su b jects...........................................
C ivil service c la sse s .................................................................................
S in g in g ......... 1.................................................................................................
Instrum ental m u sic ...................................................................................
D ressm a k in g ......................... ......................................................................
C o o k e r j ...........................................................................................................
E lo c u tio n ........................................................................................................

T o ta l.....................................................................................................

Pupils.

108
163
104
115 •’* ;’y
66 . BBS

148
196 - ■ ’‘Via
87
73

124

1,182

Membership entitles to the use of the reading, writing, sewing rooms, 
and parlors, and covers the right to attend concerts, lectures, and enter
tainments in the great hall o f the-Polytechnic at members’ rates. The 
swimming bath is reserved for their use on several evenings; they have 
instruction in physical culture, and admission, at ipembership rates, to 
all ordinary Polytechnic classes. The moral and religious atmosphere 
is the samë.

The membership of the institute is recruited principally from the 
various houses of business and workshops in the district, while many 
of the members are the sisters and sweethearts of the’ young men 
attending the Polytechnic. To provide for the social and recreative 
requirements of the members the committee has provided a gymna
sium, one of the first of its kind, which is largely attended. The ex
ercises are performed to musical accompaniment; they form a very 
pleasant and beneficial pastime to those who take part in the exercises, 
and are very pleasing and entertaining to those girls who prefer to 
remain spectators. Lawn tennis and other out door recreation is provided 
as far as possible, and during the summer on Saturday afternoons short- 
excursions are organized, in which many participate to the general 

S. Ex. 65------26
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advantage o f their health. Entertainments and lectures of an inter
esting character are given every week, and prove most successful in 
drawing large numbers to the place. Working parties are also organ
ized, the work accomplished being sold for the benefit of the institute, 
for assisting poorer members, for foreign mission work, etc. A t the 
present time a working party is meeting and working for a bazaar, the 
proceeds of which are to be divided equally between mission work 
amongst women iu China and assisting poorer members to obtain a 
week’s or fortnight’s holiday in the country during the summer, or after 
periods Of sickness.

The number of members contributing in oneway or another amounts 
to nearly 400. The success of this branch o f the Polytechnic has en
couraged the formation of many similar efforts, and the numbers of 
young women who join is an evidence of the need that exists for such 
work. Eighty per cent, of the girls who join as members are engaged 
either in workrooms or the business houses of the western district of 
London. It will thus be seen that provision is made for a very needy 
class of girls, and they respond in such numbers that there are always 
large numbers waiting for vacancies. Difficult as it is to provide suf
ficient attractions to keep the girls constantly in attendance the 
committee has overcome this difficulty and the institute is very 
largely attended each evening. Among the most successful agencies 
lately adopted in the social work of the Polytechnic are the arrange
ments made for excursions during the summer. In this matter the 
committee struck upon another quite original vein. In organizing these 
excursions the committee makes provision for members and others 
in various stations of life and endeavors to supply the wants of each 
section of the little community that gathers together at the institution.

Thus, for instance, a large number are quite unable to pay anything 
at all, and if it were not for the arrangements of the Polytechnic would 
have no holiday at all; for such a special subscription list is opened 
and donations are solicited by members, and this year over 500 by 
these means obtained a holiday and a rest at the seaside, who other
wise would have been utterly unable to pay the necessary expenses 
connected with such an excursion. Then some are able to pay only a 
limited amount. For such a large house on the sea front at Hastings 
was taken for the young women, and a similar residence at Clacton- 
on-Sea for young men, the latter having a fine cricket and tennis ground 
attached. The young women by paying 15s. ($3.65), and the young 
men 18s. ($4.38), were entitled to a week’s board and lodging free. 
Each house accommodated from 30 to 40 visitors each week, and during 
the whole season every bed was occupied.

Another excursion for those able to afford a little more was organized 
to Scotland, and this proved one of the most unique efforts of the com
mittee in this direction. Special terms were made with the railway 
company whereby the-fare, which is £3 5s. ($15.82), was reduced to
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25s. ($6.08). A  large building situated in grounds of its own near 
Edinburgh was secured and parties were taken each week. The total 
amount charged for return journey, board, and lodging was only £2  
7s. 6d. ($11.56), or considerably below the ordinary railway fare alone. 
Special excursions to the Highlands and different parts o f Scotland 
were organized, a programme being arranged for each day. For these 
a special train was placed at the disposal of the party, and the various 
excursions were thus made at less than half the ordinary fares and 
with a great saving of time in travelling. So great was the demand 
by members and others to take part in these excursions that the com
mittee was not able to accommodate one-half the number, though in all 
about 2,500 persons availed themselves of the special facilities.

A  continental excursion was arranged for those members able to 
obtain a fortnight or three weeks’ holiday. The tour comprised visits 
to Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland, and included some interesting 
Alpine climbing. The total charge for the whole journey, including 
hotel expenses for the three weeks, did not exceed what usually has to 
be paid for the railway fare alone. Each party that went was under 
the guidance of one of the teachers on the staff, who had previously 
taken the journey, and who helped to make the tour alike instructive 
and interesting, with a result altogether satisfactory.

Another and more elaborate excursion arranged was that to Madeira, 
via Lisbon, a sea voyage of about 1,700 miles each way by the mag
nificent vessels belonging to the Castle and Union lines. The*e 
excursions were most unique, and, like the preceding ones, the first 
of their kind. In all five parties went. The voyage occupied going 
and returning about 22 days, including a stay of nine days on the island 
of Madeira, where most admirable accommodations had been secured 
at one of the best hotels, from whence parties made daily excursions to 
the various places of interest.

The result of these holiday arrangements has . been to draw into touch 
with the work of the Polytechnic a very large number of the very class of 
men that it desires to influence. The magnitude of the effort may be 
somewhat gauged when we mention that nearly 4,000 persons availed 
themselves of these holiday arrangements. These and other social efforts 
are the means adopted with such success to attract the young people 
of both sexes.

The educational effort has considerably expanded since the period of 
its commencement. The educational departments are mainly intended 
for those who labor during the day and desire to acquire further 
knowledge, general or special, in their evening hours. There are, how
ever, school facilities during the daytime, for boys of the middle classes 
from whose tuition fees a considerable revenue is derived contributory 
to the maintenance of the institution.

Special courses and lectures during the day are also open at low. 
prices to the general public. Membership is restricted to young men
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from 16 to 25, none being admitted over tbe greater age, though none 
are debarred from the general educational advantages. The present 
number of active members is 3,500. The annual membership fee is 12s. 

,($2.92) if paid quarterly and 10|s. ($2.56) if paid in advance. Besides the 
widest possible range of recreative features, both indoor and out, a 
superior gymnasium with competent instruction in physical culture, 
swimming bath facilities, musical instruction of every kind and grade, 
military drill, and society affiliations for both edification and amuse
ment, as well as in relation to the various crafts, trades, and professional 
occupations, are maintained, and on grand scales.

The system of instruction comprises six principal lines under which 
classes are formed, viz., sciencè, technology, practical workshop instruc
tion, general and commercial instruction, art and design, and music.

The courses are purely elective. The science classes include chem
istry, geometry, general mathematics, general mechanics, building con
struction, machinery construction, geology, botany, physiology, miner
alogy, steam, electricity, etc. ; there being constantly as many as four or 
five different classes in some of these subjects.

The technical classes cover subjects that are comprised in the educa
tional schedule of the city and guilds institute (’which grants subsidies 
thereon under certain conditions) and include among those in which 
advanced and theoretical instruction is given carpentry, cabinetmak
ing, carriage building, brick and mason work, plumbing, boot making, 
metal plate work, tool making, engraving, mechanical engineering, elec
trical work, printing, photography, lithography, watchmaking, chem
ical manufacture, surveying, etc.

The practical workshop classes, nearly all of which are restricted to 
young men already engaged in the trades (in deference to the tenets 
of the trade unions and the*-regulations of the city and guilds insti
tute), embrace carpentry and cabinet work, staircase building, brick
work and masonry, machine and lathe work, wood carving, pattern
making, painting and gilding, plumbing, watchmaking, brass finishing, 
upholstery, boot making, tailoring, etc. A  large part of the plant in 
Use,'including some of the principal machinery, has been made in the 
workshops.

The general and commercial classes extend to all such subjects as 
arithmetic, bookkeeping,, grammar, penmanship, stenography, type
writing, elocution, and the modern languages, with special classes for 
civil service, naval, pharmaceutical, and other examinations.

The art and design classes include instruction in free-hand and model 
drawing; perspective and geometrical drawing from the antique; mod
elling from copy or original designs, in clay, wax, and plaster; archi
tecture, and the principles and practice of design, with their tech
nical applications to carving in wood and stone; etching, chasing, and 
repoussé for workers in gold, silver, steel, brass, and pottery, and in 
patterning for textile fabrics, wall papers, etc. ; and all other decora
tive and illuminative art.
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The classes in music cover the 'entire range of vocal and instrumental 
instruction.^ The members of the classes being in large part those who 
are engaged in full daily occupations, the hours and evenings are regu- 
ulated in recognition of this fact, that overstrain may be avoided. 
The instructors in all classes are men and women of thoroughly prac
tical as well as theoretical knowledge.

The day school is designed to meet the needs of younger pupils of 
the middle rather than the working class (the distinction being some
what sharply defined in Great Britain) and comprises both elementary 
and advanced departments. It imparts instruction in technical and 
commercial lines, as well as preparation for collegiate or professional 
courses, or civil service examinations.

The evening class fees are about 4s. (97 cents) per session for each 
study to members and about 6s. ($1.46) to others.

The instruction is regulated with the purpose of educating rather 
than that of grant earning, and, in order to do this, the, system of 
manual instruction has been extended to as many trades as possible. 
The engineers’ shop is fitted for the accommodation of about 30 stu
dents at one time. The week’s instruction is divided among three 
sets of students, each coming for two evenings; consequently each 
studenthas about 6 hours’ workshop instruction eveiy week. W ork of 
a very advanced character is done in the classes, one of the best pieces 
being a 10-horse power marine engine, with which the Polytechnic ob
tained the first prize and gold medal at the technical schools’ exhibi
tion. Dynamos, lathes, and nearly all the machinery required in the 
shop, including a planing and shaping machine, are now made by the 
students. In the carpenters’ shop window sashes of a complicated char
acter, circular headed doors, and handrail and staircase work are what 
thè students principally apply themselves to. Here as fti the engi
neers’ shop every branch is taken, and the highest eulogiums have been 
passed upon the character of the work produced, which is certainly far 
in advance of that done in any other class either in England or on the 
continent. The watchmakers’ shop is fitted as an ordinary shop with 
all the trade appliances and apparatus, and the work done in this 
department is of a character as satisfactory as that in other manual 
sections. The first prize silver medal of the cooperative exhibition 
was awarded to this class for its exhibits.

The plumbing class, which was the very first of its character, is full 
every season. A t the present time there are over 150 students attend
ing. The class meets three times each week ; on two evenings lectures 
are given, and, although a syllabus for the session, which lasts seven 
months, is drawn up and followed out as far as possible, nevertheless 
every opportunity is taken of instructing pupils in the very latest 
developments of sanitary engineering. There are three instructors for 
this class, two of whom are foremen in one of the largest and best 
Sanitary firms in London, and the third is an old student of the class, 
now a master plumber
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Practical workshop instruction is also given in connection with the 
classes in bricklaying, tailor’s cutting, metal plate work, wood carving, 
electrical work, and eabinetmaking.

A s previously stated no effort is made in these classes merely to 
teach a trade, every ende.avor being directed to supplement an ordinary 
workshop training. This practical work, beingmoreorless of an elab
orate and experimental character, is by far the most expensive sec
tion of the teaching departments. For instance, arithmetic, bookkeep
ing, and such subjects are taught at the rate of about Id. (2 cents) per 
hour per student; shorthand and French, 2%d. (5 cents) per hour; Ger
man, 3Jd. (7 cents); Spanish Ad. (8 cents); but workshop instruction 
at the Polytechnic averages about ls .6d. (37 cents) per hour per student, 
counting cost of materials, annual outlay in tools, apparatus, machinery, 
etc. This rate is considerably below that o f the Finsbury Technical 
College, where far less manual instruction is given. The total cost of 
the Polytechnic work,including the school of art, the girls’ branch, the 
day schools, and the religious, social, and educational work at the main 

. institution, amounts to about £25,000 ($121,062.50) per annum. Of 
this amount about £17,000 ($82,730.50) is contributed by students and 
members themselves in class fees, subscriptions, etc., while the balance 
has hitherto been paid annually by Mr. Quintin Hogg. The work has, 
however, so commended itself to the charity commissioners that they 
have drawn up a scheme in which they are seeking the sanction of par
liament to grant an endowment of £3,500 ($17,032.75) per annum to the 
Polytechnic. An additional endo wment of £ 1,000 ($4,866.50) per annum 
is also secured upon certain funds that have been contributed by the 
public to the work. It is hoped that within the next six months the com
missioners’ scheme will be adopted, and thus a total endowment of £4,500 
($21,890.25) will be insured. An effort is also being made to obtain a 
grant from the London county council to make up the balance required.

The moral and religious atmosphere which pervades the ' institution, 
while nowhere obtrusive or intrusive, is felt, and even the athletics are 
conducted in a way to promote “ muscular Christianity” rather than 
any love7 for pugilism or mere brute force.

By careful regard to the needs of the apprentices and laboring 
young men of the various handicrafts, by evening teaching, workshop 
facilities, and superior instruction, short hours and convenient ar
rangement of classes, restriction of ages and membership to those en
gaged in the trades, the Polytechnic has secured the cordial coopera
tion and support of both the trade unions and the guilds, and its 
hold upon the class it especially desires to benefit is thereby greatly 
strengthened. A t the same time, by making a fair, though a very low, 
charge for the instruction imparted and advantages given, the self-de
pendence and manliness of the individual are encouraged and a greater 
interest in the work is stimulated. The restrictions imposed by the 
science and art department, the charity commissioners, and the city
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and guilds institute, covering schedules of instruction and successful 
attainments, age of members, night classes, trade relations, and fees, 
are vall,believed to be essential and beneficent, at least for this particu
lar class of the British population. The Polytechnic is the accepted 
model of all new institutions of its character in Great Britain, and 
most of its features might seemingly be wisely adopted in any similar 
undertaking in any part of the world.

THE PEOPLE’S PALACE.

Beaumont Institute, or the People’s Palace, Mile End road, London, E., 
was founded by John B. Beaumont about 1840, and was reestablished 
in 1887. The management is vested in trustees. There is aceommoda- 

,tion for 500 day and 5,000 evening students, 4,360 (360 day and 4,000 
evening students) being in attendance. The age of admission is 12 years 
and upward. There are classes for instruction in a variety of educa
tional and technical subjects, including practical trades, tailor’ s cutting, 
upholstery, cabinetmaking, plumbing, carpentry, wood carving, pho
tography, etching, etc., boot and shoe making, mechanical and electri
cal engineering, masonry, and kindred subjects. There are also edu
cational, science, art, design, and music classes, and special classes 
for females in plain needlework, garment making, dressmaking, milli
nery, and cookery. Other subjects, such as watchmaking, bricklay
ing, and the like, are in contemplation. The fees are moderate; the day 
students pay Qd. (12 cents) a week, evening students from Is. to 15s. 
(24 cents to $3.65) per quarter or. session, according to the subjects 
taken. The work receives encouragement by means of prizes, certifi
cates, etc., from the science and art department, the society of arts, city 
guilds, and thé trustees. There are 325 scholarships in the day school, 
giving free education to public elementary school boys whose parents 
are in receipt of Jess than £200 ($973.30) a year. For instruction in 
scientific and technical subjects there are well appointed laboratories 
and workshops. The premises and appliances cost about £25,000/ 
($121,662.50), the gift of the Drapers’ Company. There are endowments 
of £350 ($1,703.28) from the Beaumont trust fund, £4,000 ($19,466) 
(for ten years) from the Drapers’ Company, of which £2,000 ($9,733) is 
funded, and this is supplemented by £2,500 ($12,168.25) a year from the 
charity commissioners.

The instruction given in the school workshops is not intended to 
take the place of a regular apprenticeship in an ordinary workshop. 
The object of the school workshops is to do what is often not done in 
the workshops of the manufacturer. In the latter the progress of the 
apprentice is generally very slow at the beginning, for the reason that 
there is no one whose special business it is to teach him and also be
cause, the apprentice not being able to use his tools, his employer does 
not care to give him material to work upon for fear of having it spoiled.
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Consequently the ai>prentice is often made an errand hoy or a com
mon laborer until, after the lapse of a considerable time and the 
surmounting of many difficulties, he is able to handle his tools with 
some profit to his employer; he is then entrusted with work upon 
which he can really learn his trade.

Now, in the school workshop, the pupil goes through a systematic 
course of instruction. The tools to be used are described, and the 
principles of their action fully explained. The nature and properties of 
the materials upon which he is to work are also pointed out. The 
pupil then works out a graduated set of exercises, being always under 
a skilled instructor who describes how each exercise is to be done, and 
how the tools are to be held and used, so as to get the best result. 
Obviously, the pupil taught in this systematic fashion in a school shop 
possesses immense advantages over an ordinary apprentice.

It is deserving of mention that the pupils in the ■workshop of this 
school are required to make all articles, however simple or common, to 
definite and exact dimensions, from working drawings, which are gen
erally executed by the pupils themselves. No slipshod methods or 
liap-hazard results are tolerated; and the shop exercises, therefore, be
come an excellent means of discipline.

The work of this very remarkable institution, while dealing largely 
with a less active and perhaps somewhat less intelligent membership, 
is excellent, and ranks only second to that of its model, the Polytechnic 
in Eegent street. What Mr. Hogg and his associates have been doing 
for the Polytechnic, Sir Edmund Hay Currie and his coadjutors have 
done for the East End of London. 'The building and its contemplated 
facilities are still incomplete.

ROYAL VICTORIA HALL SCIENCE CLASSES.

The Eoyal Victoria Hall science classes, Waterloo road, London, 
S. E., were established in 1885. The purpose is to supply, by means 
of evening classes at fees within reach of workingmen, more detailed 
and systematic instruction than is furnished by the popular lectures 
of the institution, especially in such branches of science as are likely 
to have useful technical application. The number of students last 
session increased to 192. The science and technical classes are open 
to artisans and practical men. The entrance fee is Is. (24 cents); 
the class fee, Is. 6<7. (37 cents).

The Tuesday penny science lectures have become very popular, 
the average attendance being over 500. The programme of the past 
session was singularly varied and appropriate, while the takings at 
the door amounted to ¿£1,825 15s. Id. ($8,885.15). This institution is 
now to be absorbed by and continued as an annex to the Elephant and 
Castle Institute at South London.
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LAMBETH POLYTECHNIC.

Lambeth Polytechnic, Westminster Bridge road, London, 8., was es
tablished by Bev. Preeman Wills, and was opened in June 1888 by 
Princess Louise. The building had been famous as a great swimming 
bath establishment, and was afterwards converted into a vast lecture 
and concert room, equally famous for its temperance meetings, social 
assemblies, etc. Erected at a cost of £28,000 ($136,262), it proved a 
financial failure. It opened as a polytechnic with a membership of
3,000 boys. Its primary features were rather social and recreative than 
educational. Later its classes in science and art have made it the re
cipient of certain concessions from the government on those lines. It 
was opened with the hope on the part of its founders that it would be 
accepted as one of the. three great institutions of technical education 
which the charity commissioners proposed to considerably endow 
in South London, if further equal endowments were provided by 
friends of such institutions. It is not probable that it will be so ac
cepted. It has labored under the disadvantage of lack of funds. 
Without any permanent endowment, and in the presence of three 
other strongly endowed institutes of like character in the same part of 
London, it has an apparently uncertain future unless it shall find able 
and devoted friends. It has been conducted largely on the lines of the 
People’s Palace, and its membership and tuition fees are practically 
the same.

Under the proposals made in 1888 by the charity Commissioners to 
endow three polytechnic institutes on the south side of the Thames, 
one for Southwest London on the north side of the river, and four in 
North London, on condition that equal sums to those offered, viz., 
£150,000 ($720,975) for South London, £50,000 ($243,325) for South
west London, and £200,000 ($973,300) for North London, shall be 
raised to the same end, great activity has been stimulated and it appears 
Avell nigh certain that all of the proposals will be met.

The first of these is likely to be the—

GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY INSTITUTE.

This institute, otherwise known as the New Cross Institute, is loca
ted at New Cross, Deptford, London, S. E., and is the most eastern of 
the South London polytechnics. Deptford is bounded by the parishes 
of Greenwich, Lewisham, Peckham, and Botherhithe, and this sec
tion has a population of nearly a quarter of a million.

The Goldsmiths’ Company have purchased the site (7 acres), until 
recently occupied by the Boyal Naval School, and will establish and 
maintain the institute at a first cost of about £45,000 ($218,992.50) and 
a subsequent annual expenditure of £5,000 ($24,332.50) out of their 
corporate funds. The work of preparing the buildings and organizing
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the institute lias been in progress during the past year, and the build
ings will soon be opened to the public.

The charity commissioners at once duplicated the company’s gift, and 
the company will no doubt stand sponsor for its future. It will be 
conducted on the lines of the Eegent street institute.

ELEPHANT AND CASTLE INSTITUTE.

The central polytechnic of the South London group will be known 
as the Elephant and Castle Institute, Borough road, London, S. 
It will have as an annex, as already mentioned, the great Boyal 
Victoria Hall, at Waterloo road, S. E., purchased in August 1888, by 
a citizens’ association, for the purpose o f  a people’s palace, as a tribute 
to the memory o f the late Samuel Morley, M. P., and will carry on the 
work hitherto performed by that institution, including its science 
classes.

The main portion of the funds for this institute have already been 
raised by the council of the South London Polytechnic Institute, 
though funds to complete it are still required. The Borough Boad 
Training College has been secured, and the necessary alterations and 
suitable fittings will be supplied at a cost of about £15,000 ($72,997.50), 
as nearly as practicable. Toward this sum the council still require 
£10,000 ($48,065). Subject to the sanction of parliament the charity 
commissioners have agreed to provide an endowment of £2,500 
($12,106.25) a year, and it is hoped that an additional endowment of 
£1,800 ($8,759.70) a year will be secured from other sources. The in
stitute will follow the lines of the Eegent street Polytechnic.

BATTERSEA INSTITUTE.

The Albert Palace and grounds at Battersea park, London, S. W., is 
the probable- site of Battersea institute, and was long known as a 
pleasure resort of Southwest London. Being in the hands of a receiver 
and capable of easy adaptation for the desired ends this site has appar
ently been chosen, in preference to the Lambeth Polytechnic of Mr. 
Wills, as the location of the third school in the list, at least in so far 
that it appears that the charity commissioners have promised £2,500 
($12,166.25) a year as an endowment, on the condition that the council 
raise £60,000 ($291,990). Toward this the following sums have been 
promised: £20,000 ($97,330) anonymously, £10,000 ($48,665) anony
mously, £10,000 ($48,665) by Mr. Frank Morrison, £1,000 ($4,866.50) 
by Mr. F. Nettleford, and £6,000 ($29,199) in smaller sums, leaving 
£13,000 ($63,264.50) still to be collected to complete the amount required.

The understanding is that the proposed institute will be upon the 
same plan as the Eegent street and People’s Palace institutes.

BIRKBECK LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION.

Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution, Breams Buildings, 
Chancery lane, London, E. C., was founded by the late Dr. Birkbeck,
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and was the first of its kind in London. Since its foundation in 1823 
about 100,000 persons have availed themselves of its advantages, and 
many of its former students have distinguished themselves in art, science, 
and literature. The management is by committee, and there is accom
modation for 6,000 students who must not be less than 15 years of age. 
The instruction is of very wide range, and includes mathematics, 
natural, applied, and mental science, ancient and modern languages, 
literature, grammar, elocution, history, geography, law, bookkeeping, 
shorthand, art, and music. The tuition fees vary from 2s. to £2 5s. 
(49 cents to $10.95) per term, there being' four terms in each year. There 
is no endowment. The present income is about £8,000 ($19,199) per 
annum. The institution was specially founded for the purpose of pro
viding evening education for those engaged in occupations during the 
day ; but there is a school of art open both day and evening, in connection 
with which a sketching club has been formed. The lecture hall seats 
1,200 persons, and lectures are delivered each Wednesday evening 
throughout the year. There is a library containing over 11,000 
volumes, and the reading room is supplied with the principal daily and 
weekly newspapers. The science and art department holds examina-  ̂
tions in twenty-five subjects ; and the prizes, exhibitions, and scholar
ships offered for competitions are numerous and valuable. There are 
gymnastic societies and a cycling club.. The subscriptions to the insti
tution are, for men, 18s. ($4.38) ; for women, 12s. ($2.92) per annum, with 
a reduction after two consecutive years.

KING’S COLLEGE.

King’s College, London, has a department of engineering and applied 
science in which courses are given in natural philosophy, chemistry, 
mineralogy, geology, paleontology, mining, building construction and 
architecture, electrical engineering,mechanical engineering,metallurgy, 
geometrical, architectural, engineering, mechanical, and freé-hand draw
ing, surveying and civil engineering, and photography. Practical 
instruction in wood and iron work is given, especially adapted to the 
needs of pupils in engineers’ offices.

There are summer and winter sessions of classes for evening instruc
tion, from April to June and from October to March. The curriculum 
embraces a very wide range, no less than 45 subjects, or divisions of 
subjects, being thoroughly taught. There are theological, workshop, 
and civil service (three divisions) departments. The fees vary from 1 
guinea ($5.11) and upward, according to subjects, to 5 guineas ($25.55) 
for four classes, and there are a few extras. Lads are admitted from 
9 to 16 years of age. The science and art department contributes to 
its classes.

LONDON COLLEGE FOR MEN AND WOMEN.

London College for Men and Women, 29 Queen square, Bloomsbury, 
W . C., was established in 1853, but is now incorporated with the Work-
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in g Women’s College, to supply to men and women, who are occupied 
during the day, with a higher education than has generally been within 
their reach. Masters and mistresses for all special subjects teach gra
tuitously. There is accommodation for about 350 student^. The 
curriculum includes arithmetic, algebra, geometry, bookkeeping, bot
any, English subjects, French, German, Latin, geography, geology, 
physiology, précis, writing, drawing, political economy, and singing. 
Examinations are held in July. Fees for membership are 2s. (49 cents) 
a term for one class, or 5s. ($1.22) a year; per class per term, Is. to 4s. 
(24 to 97 cents). These united instructions are aided by the science 
and art department.

COLLEGE FOR W ORKING WOMEN.

The College for Working Women, 7 Fitzroy street, London, W., was 
established in 1874, and incorporated in 1880. The management is by 
council. The aim of the college is, by sj* stematic teaching given in even
ing classes, to supply to women occupied during the day a higher ed
ucation than has been generally within their reach. The council also 
desire to promote mutual help and fellowship among teachers, stu
dents, and all members of the college. The curriculum includes Latin, 
modern languages, science, wood carving, domestic economy, botany, 
musical drill, and English subjects. The fees vary from 6cl. to 4s. (12 to 
97 cents) per term for each subject; for membership, Is. (24 cents) per 
term; for high class cookery, 18s. ($4.38), and for plain cookery, 3s. 6d. 
(85 cents) per course; for scientific dressmaking (six lessons), £1 ($4.87) ; 
and for afternoon class for ladies, £2 ($9.73). There are lending and 
reference libraries, holiday guild, benefit club, penny bank, coffee and 
reading rooms, and social meetings. The college teachers are unpaid. 
There are nearly 300 students.

CITY OF LONDON COLLEGE.

City o f London College, White street, Moorfields, E. C., was estab
lished in 1848 as the Metropolis Evening Classes for Young Men. The 
management is by a council. The purpose is to afford, by means of 
evening classes, instruction in various branches of literature, science, 
and art. There are 132 classes and 2,500 students, controlled by a staff 
of 40 professors. Examinations are held annually, and numerous prizes 
and studentships are awarded by the council, the Mitchell trustees, the 
Saddlers’ Company and others, and there is a Lubbock scholarship of 
£10 ($48.67). Lectures and entertainments are given in the large hall 
of the college every Thursday evening, to which students are admitted 
free. The new building, recently erected at a cost of £16,000 ($77,864), 
affords accommodations for 4,000 students. There are a r f and cast 
rooms, reading and coffee rooms, a library, and an excellent labor
atory. The range of subjects taught is very wide (usually from ele-
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mentary to advanced) and well calculated to assist those who have 
opportunities and desire to improve themselves by evening study. The 
fees vary much, ranging from 2s. 6d. to 9s. (61 cents to $2.19) per term, 
and from 7s. 6d. to £2  2s. ($1.83 to $10.22) for a course. The college 
receives government recognition through the science and art department.

CHELSEA INSTITUTE.

The polytechnic proposed for Southwest London (north of the 
Thames) is made practically secure by the acceptance of the commis
sioners of the site offered by Earl Cadogan, valued at £10,000 ($48,665), 
and the probability of the absorption of the technical school, known as 
Onslow College, upon which negotiations are pending. Considerable 
progress is understood to have been made toward raising the sum of 
£50,000 ($243,325), which the charity board agrees to duplicate. While 
not yet established entities, there is no doubt that these, like the others 
in progress in South London, will soon be efficient technical schools..

NORTH LONDON INSTITUTES.

Mr. Albert Shaw states that the arrangements for North London 
have not progressed so far (January 1890) as those for South London, 
but committees composed of influential members of parliament, and 
influential citizens of the boroughs of Hackney, Finsbury, Islington, 
and Saint Paneras, are earnestly working for the attainment of these 
very desirable institutions*

It is stated on later authority that representations have been made, 
by an influential committee, to the charity commissioners, for aid in 
support of the establishment of institutes in the above mentioned bor
oughs. It is estimated that a sum of £400,000 ($1,946,600) will be re
quired for the completion of this proposal. Endeavors Nare being made 
td raise £200,000 ($973,300) in subscriptions. As yet no formal applica
tion has been made to the charity commissioners, but the friends of thè 
northern institutes have effected an organization as the Northern Tech
nical and Recreative Institute for Islington, Hornsey, and Highgate, 
with a highly influential board of management, including both the 
prince of Wales and the lord mayor of London.

CLERKENWELL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

The Marquis of Northampton has likewise' offered a site in Clerken- 
'  well for the purposes of Clerkenwell Polytechnic Institute, provided 
arrangements can be carried out to his satisfaction; and in support of 
this movement the charity commissioners have expressed their willing
ness to grant aid in the establishment of an institution of the first 
rank and importance in this populous centre of one of the most skilled 
industries of the metropolis.
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HUDDERSFIELD TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

One of the oldest established technical schools in England is that at 
Huddersfield, which was founded as a mechanics’ institute in 1841. 
The present buildings were opened in 1884. There are four depart
ments—a technical school, a science school, a school of art, and a me
chanics’ institute.

Huddersfield being One of the centres o f the woollen industry a 
specialty is made of the textile department, where practical and theo
retical instruction is given in weaving and pattern designing, cotton 
spinning, cloth manufacture, and dyeing.

it  appears that this school approximates pretty closely to the Fach- 
schulen of Germany, though there is no evidence that the English school 
teaches trades with Teutonic thoroughness,

BRADFORD TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

Another very important technical school is the Bradford Technical 
College, which consists of a day school, and a set of day and evening 
classes in various branches of science, art, and technology. Special at
tention is paid to the textile and dyeing departments, and there is a me
chanical workshop, the aim of which appears to be more like that of the 
well known foreign apprenticeship schools than is usually the case in 
English institutions of the kind. The object of the school is said to 
be to produce skilled draughtsmen and mechanics, and it is stated that 
several students have obtained situations with railway and steamship 
companies immediately on leaving the college and without any subse
quent training.

The yearly cost of maintenance is £7,000 ($34,065.50). The income 
from fees is £2,000 ($9,733), from grants, £1,600 ($7,786.40), from 
subscriptions, £2,200 ($10,706.30), and from other sources, £1,200 
($5,830.80). The number of day students is 314 j the number of evenii} g 
students, 1,337.

The technical training for mechanical engineers and machine makers 
in the different technical schools is of various degrees of thoroughness, 
ranging from a fairly complete theoretical and practical instruction, to 
mere attendance on evening classes in machine construction, theoreti 
cal and applied mechanics, etc. School officials and employers unite 
in disavowing any intention to organize a course of instruction hav
ing for its object to substitute such training for the present training 
acquired during apprenticeship. In no case do they attempt to graduate 
a fully trained, skilled workman. Their efforts seem to be directed" 
toward supplementing the apprenticeship) training. For this pur
pose the system of evening classes is more widely developed, and 
the day schools are correspondingly less developed. Evening classes, 
in short, are more favored, and it is safe to say that from three- 
fifths to four-fifths of technical instruction in the trade is given in 
this way, and in every case the majority of the students are appren-
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tices already in tlie trade. The opinion seems to be almost universal 
that the trade can only be learned in the shops; that the school train
ing makes little difference in regard to manual dexterity in the use of 
tools, but is, however, of decided benefit in the way of general train
ing. In view of the foregoing objections to school shop training espe
cial attention should be directed to a unique feature of the training ex. 
isting at the Bradford Technical College, where these objections seem 
likely to be overcome.

In addition to the regular class of students the school receives a 
number of student apprentices. These student workmen are received 
for a term of years, are given a wage somewhat less than they would 
receive in a regular shop, work the entire day in the shops connected 
with the school, are employed in the manufacture of machines and 
engines to be afterwards sold, and devote somewhat less time, than 
the regular students to the theory classes. Good returns have been 
received from the sale of their work, and the system seems to be meet
ing with success.

W e subjoin some details of the instruction given in the building, 
construction, and textile departments of the college for the purpose of 
comparison with our own schools of the same kind, such as the 
ifcw York Trade Schools and the weaving school of Philadelphia.

Lectures are given on the following subjects pertaining to building 
construction:

Materials—the nature, characteristics, qualities, and defects of the 
materials in general use by builders; bricks, tiles, terra cotta, pipes, 
and miscellaneous clay wares; granite, sandstone, limestone, and 
slates; limes, cements, mortars, concrete, plaster; varieties and market 
forms of timber; cast and wrought iron, steel, lead, zinc, and copper.

Strength of materials—resistance to tension and compression, safe 
working stress, limit of elasticity, dead and live loads, stresses in 
simple frames, etc.

Scaffolding—-the various kinds of tackle and scaffolding used in 
ordinary construction, appliances for hoisting materials, Lewis nippers, 
blocks and falls, snatch blocks, sheer legs, derricks, etc.

Constructive details — surface digging and general excavations, 
digging trenches for foundations, drains^ etc., planking and strutting 
to sides of excavation, brick drains and sewers, method of laying 
drain pipes; foundations and footings for walls under different con
ditions, concrete for foundations, damp proof arrangements, hollow 
walls, compound walls, flues and chimney shafts, various kinds of 
arches; formation of floors in wood, wood and iron, and concrete and 
iron; roofs of various forms in wood and iron; roof coverings; different 
forms of cast and wrought iron and built-up girders; preparation by 
joiner for plumber and plasterer; plasterer’s work; plumbing, rain 
drainage of buildings, sanitary arrangements of dwelling houses, dis
connections, trapping and ventilation of soil pipes and drains; internal
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fittings and furnisMngs of buildings, doors, windows, stairs, handrails, 
etc.

General specifications of the labor and material required in the 
various branches of the building trade; measurement of materials 
and labor.

Three years are required for the completion of this course. But Mr. 
G. F. Charnock, head master in the department, complains that shop 
apprentices remain on an average about two years, at the end o f which 
time, finding they can readily earn wages at least double that of those 
instructed in the ordinary way, they are in many cases tempted to 
leave, without availing themselves to the full extent of the benefits to' 
be derived from a complete course of training. The committee have 
therefore decided that in future apprentices must enter into an agree
ment to remain three years.

The writer says, however, that gratifying reports of the progress of 
old students continue to be received. In more than one instance 
they have been placed in charge o f important works, and are obtaining 
remarkably good salaries by reason of the special knowledge acquired 
in this department. He adds:

There can be no doubt that the prejudice which may have existed in 
the minds of those totally unacquainted with the excellent way in 
which the department is equipped, and of the practical nature of the 
training, is rapidly breaking down, although it is much to be regretted 
that even in the town itself the greatest ignorance on those points 
still prevails.

In the masters’ reports for the year ending November 26, 1890, the 
same writer states:

A  record has been kept of the situations obtained by students on 
leaving, and, as far as could be ascertained, o f their subsequent prog
ress. Since the opening of the college in 1883 over 90 regular stu
dents have passed through the department, and it is a matter for sin
cere congratulation that many of them occupy positions of responsi
bility, not only in this country, but in the United States, South Amer
ica, and even in France and Germany, where technical instruction is 
generally considered to be so far advanced.

In the textile department lectures and class work of two hours’ du
ration occupy the mornings of every Tuesday and Friday, and two 
hours are devoted to practical work in the shop on the same days of 
each week. Evening classes are also held.

The first course of instruction in this department includes a full 
examination of all the parts, of the loom, of the different classes of 
looms, and their suitability for weaving different fabrics. Then fol
lows instruction in the principles o f weaving and in the arrangement 
of simple patterns, such as twills, stripes, etc., upon design paper;' the 
draughting, or manner of drawing the warp threads through the healds, 
ifnd the actuating the healds to weave such patterns; the production 
of patterns by combination; applying the patterns to fabrics suitable 
for them, etc.; calculations for yarns and fabrics; systems of indicat-
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ing the counts o f yarns in worsted, cotton, woollen, silk, etc.; the weight 
o f folded yarn to produce a required weight; finding weight and cost 
of warp and weft in a fabric, etc.

The second course relates to the production and arrangement of de
signs for fancy goods and requiring dobbies or wytches to weave them; 
practical weaving at the loom of the designs produced; the Jacquard 
machine, double lift machines, compound harness, etc.; card cutting, 
weaving, and all calculations connected with the machine, and the ap
plication of the design to the fabric; double weft-faced and double 
warp-faced cloths, reversible ribbons, etc.; figured double cloths, etc.; 
triple or multiple cloths generally.

The third course includes designing for elaborate fancy goods; the 
production of new floral and other designs, suitable for dress goods, 
damasks, etc.; gauze fabrics; figured gauze; velvet and pile fabrics, 
plushes, corduroys, etc.; figured velvets.

A  special class studies the analysis o f  fabrics, etc.; testing yarns 
for counts, strength, elasticity, twist, etc.; microscopic examination 
for determining structure, etc.

There are special classes also for the study of color composition, 
decomposition, and combination of colors; and special art classes.

In the Bradford masters’ reports for 1890 the head master of the 
textile department, Mr. Thomas E. Ashenhurst, protests against the 
neglect of art study by too many of the technical students in these 
words:

I must again call attention to the fact that the students neglect the 
art and color studies too much, and that it is a great drawback to their 
progress. Applications are constantly being made for students to fill 
positions as assistant designers, and the great difficulty in recommend
ing them is that so very few possess even the most elementary knowl
edge of art. Students should not forget, as they unfortunately appear 
to do, that technical without art knowledge is not sufficient.

It is almost impossible to decide impartially as to the relative merits 
of two schools so different in general plan and purpose, as the Bradford 
Technical College - and the New York Trade Schools. As soon as one 
institutes a comparison between them he begins at once to appreciate 
the fact that there are no terms by which they can be compared. Each 
is excellent in its own way, and one is compelled to decline to pro
nounce either superior to the other. A t Bradford, for example, the 
course of instruction in the building construction department occupies 
three years; in the New York school, five months. On the other hand 
in the New York school the pupil devotes his whole time, every day, to 
class room and shop work; at Bradford four hours a week are spent in 
the lecture room and shop practice.

Whether the first system is better than the other is a question of 
fact which can not be settled off-hand. But conceding that the longer 
continued technological training of the English school is more exten
sive and more thorough than our own, it is yet an open question 

S. Ex. 65------27
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whether a full three years’ course would or could be pursued by young 
artisans in this country. I f  made obligatory would not many be ex
cluded from the benefits of a protracted course of training who now 
profit greatly by the more limited advantages at their command?

In the textile department of the Philadelphia School of Industrial 
Art we have a school very similar in design and comprehensiveness to 
that of the Bradford Technical College. From the description of the 
Philadelphia institution, given elsewhere, it is çafe to assume that no 
British technical school is better equipped, or able to impart a higher 
grade of instruction. The students can not be charged with neglect of 
color and art studies, for these branches are made specially prominent 
in the Philadelphia school.

M AN CH ESTER  TECH N ICAL SCHOOL.

The impetus given to technical education by the report o f the British 
royal commissioners in 1884 was felt nowhere in England more power
fully than at Manchester, the great industrial centre of the United 
Kingdom.

The Manchester Technical School—soon to be merged in the Man
chester Whitworth Institute—ranks among the foremost of its class 
iii the number of students in attendance and in the wide range of its 
instruction. The number o f  individual students, according to the 
report o f 1890, was 3,532, a large proportion of whom were enrolled in 
more than one class.

The work o f the school is divided into day and evening schools. 
The day school is for boys and affords instruction of a similar char
acter to that given at the Bradford school.

In the evening a very comprehensive course o f technical classes are 
conducted, and the number of students who are presented for the 
annual examinations, held by the City and Guilds o f London Institute for 
the advancement of technical education, exceeds that of any other pro
vincial school or college. The school is managed upon very popular 
lines, and in the evening large numbers of young artisans are attracted 
to the various courses of lectures, many of the courses being accom
panied by practical instruction. Although the school has been at work 
for only seven years a new era is about to open for it. The Whitworth 
legatees have devoted the sum of £43,000 ($209,259.50) toward extend
ing the movement, and a further £13,000 ($63,264.50) has been granted 
for the same object from the profits o f the Manchester exhibition ; con
sequently, as in many other provincial towns, the work is making great 
progress, and in the course of another two years will be considerably 
in advance of its present position.

The students’ fees for the year ending July 31, 1890, amounted to 
£4,3O0 17s.($2O,93O.O9),* grants to the school, £1,363 25. ($6,633.53),* 
total receipts, donations, etc., £8,199 3s. lid . ($39,901.39),* total dis
bursements, £11,790 55. 5d. ($57,377.35). So that, ijrosperous as ' the
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school was in other respects, it had, at the end o f its fiscal year, a 
deficit of £3,591 Is. Gd. ($17,475.90).

The success of this school has been chronicled with sufficient par
ticularity and minuteness. It is of equal importance to note what 
experience shows to be an element of weakness in the conduct of its 
educational scheme. And yet the faults to which we refer are not 
inherent in the system of technical education itself; they are charge
able rather to deficiencies in preliminary training on the- part of the 
students, and to the absence of coordination between the curricula of 
the lower and higher grades o f schools.

A t the opening of the session of the Manchester Technical School, in 
September 1890, Mr. J. E. Barlow made an address to the students 
in the department of spinning and weaving, in the course of which he 
found occasion to say:

In our new found zeal for technical instruction we must not forget 
the immense importance of a good, all-round education as a foundation 
for the later superstructure of specialized study. The students in our 
technical schools are constantly handicapped by the deficiencies in 
their earlier training.

More emphatic and more specific is the language used by Mr. 
Ivan Levinstein, before the classes of the chemistry, dyeing, and 
printing departments of the same institution, on September 19, 1890:

There is no graver error, in my opinion, than to specialize at too early 
an age, and before the mind and mental faculties have been generally 
developed. My experience as a rule has been that the best and fore
most specialists, in any scientific and technical subject, have always 
been those who, in their earlier years, have had a liberal and sound 
education, and who only commenced the study of special subjects at a 
more mature age. Just as the man, who has acquired a knowledge of 
the scientific principles underlying a certain art or manufacture, will 
more readily and easily master his art than the one who is not pos
sessed of this prior knowledge, almost as much will the youth, with a 
sound preparatory mental training, have the advantage in acquiring 
special scientific and technical knowledge over the one who is deficient 
in that respect.

It is, however, a regrettable fact that a number of students entering - 
our technical schools are insufficiently prepared for taking up the study 
of special technical subjects.

Further on, Mr. Levinstein is outspoken in his opposition to the 
plan of crowding a great variety of studies into a technical coursé. 
He says:

It can not possibly serve any good purpose that promoters and man
agers of technical schools should follow the unfortunate plan of com
prising within their scheme of teaching almost as many technical and 
scientific subjects as one can find names for in a comprehensive diction
ary. Instruction of the very best kind in a few leading subjects, bearing 
specially on the industries largely represented in the locality in which 
the school is established, will be a thousand times more useful and 
valuable than the cramming of multifarious subjects into the heads of 
students, probably for the sole purpose of catching the public iavor,
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and getting grants from the science and art department, or other 
available sources.

There can be no doubt, however, that the Manchester Technical School 
is well equipped for its special work. Its students have access to a 
scientific and technical library for reference and home study, as well as 
to a collection of raw and manufactured products, apparatus, and mod
els illustrative of the subjects taught in the school. The laboratories 
are suitably furnished for the practical study of chemistry, metallurgy, 
calico printing, dyeing, and bleaching; the engineering workshops are 
well supplied with all needful tools and appliances connected with 
mechanical engineering and building construction.

The textile industries department is supplied with a complete range 
o f spinning and preparation machinery1, and with upwards of forty 
hand and power looms for weaving the chief'varieties of cotton, silk 
and woollen goods. It also includes a library of reference books, and 
a museum, in which is displayed a series of models illustrative of the 
development of the loom, and of the various appliances used in the 
manufacture of cotton goods, as well as specimens of the chief textile 
fibres, showing the processes of their conversion into yarn and cloth. 
The students may thus gain, in the workshops and laboratories, a 
practical knowledge of the processes connected with the chief indus
tries which are the subject of the theoretical instruction imparted in 
the class rooms.

TECH N ICAL SCHOOL OF M ESSRS. M ATHER &  PLATT.

An unpretending but very useful science and technical school was 
established in 1873 by the Messrs. Mather and Platt, proprietors of the 
Salford iron works, for the purpose of enabling their apprentices to 
“ study sciences allied to their trade,” as the prospectus for the session 
of 1890-’91 briefly puts it. The firm requires all the apprentices to 
attend the classes as a condition of their employment in the works, so 
that each handicraft may be acquired at the same time as the technical 
knowledge necessary to it.

The subjects taught are applied mechanics, steam and the steam 
engine, engineering, metal working, mathematics, electric lighting, ma
chine drawing, machine construction and drawing, building construc
tion, plane and solid geometry. Certificates are awarded by the firm 
to meritorious students, and prizes for systematic industry, punctuality, 
and excellence of work are also offered.

Dr. W . T. Barnard, in his work on Technical Education, writing in 
1886 alludes to this school as follows:

I know of but one English school where any consistent efforts are 
made to apply school instruction in the shops—that of Mather and 
Platt, Manchester, whose teachers are employed in the shops, and per
sonally direct the theoretical instruction of . their pupils to shop work.
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LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OP SCIEN CE AN D TECHNOLOGY.

The Liverpool School of Science and Technology-was instituted in 
1861 for the purpose of promoting a knowledge of science and art and 
the application thereof to the various industries.

A t present the courses of instruction in this school apply to the fol
lowing trades or industries: Mechanical engineering5 electrical engi
neering; industries involving applications of chemistry; the building 
trades; carpentry and joinery; plumbing; brickwork and masonry; 
lithography; quantities; land surveying. Classes in these studies are 
intended for persons of either sex who wish to receive a scientific and 
practical preparatory knowledge for intermediate posts in industrial 
works. It is designed also for apprentices, foremen, journeymen, and 
others, who desire to receive instruction in the theory and principles 
of (science connected with their occupation during the daytime; and 
for pupils from middle class and other schools who are preparing for 
the higher scientific and technical courses of instruction pursued at 
university and technical colleges.

The school is supported in part by government grants, which are 
paid on behalf of students who fulfil certain conditions prescribed by 
law. Students’ fees vary in amount according to the nature of the 
studies pursued and the number of classes attended. The school is in 
connection with the science and art department of South Kensington.

M ERCH ANT V E N TU R ER S’ SCHOOL, BRISTOL.

A t Bristol, one of the chief centres of the English boot and shoe 
industry, there has been established a trade school under the name of 
the Merchant Venturers’ School, in which classes in machine drawing, 
metal working, plumbing, carpentry and joinery, and boot and shoe 
making are taught. Specimens of the work done in each department 
of the school were exhibited in the hall of the school in the autumn of 
1890, and, judging from the descriptive catalogue of these specimens, 
the display was highly creditable to both teachers and pupils. While 
this school is constructed on a smaller scale than the technical schools 
of Bradford and Manchester, it is apparently successful in stimulating 
and sustaining an interest in industrial education among the working 
people of the city. Under its present management this school has 
absorbed the old trade and mining school founded at Bristol by Canon 
Moseley.

M ASON  SCIEN CE COLLEGE, BIRM INGHAM .

One of the most notable of the science colleges is the Mason Science 
College, which Birmingham owes to the munificence of Sir Josiah 
Mason. This college was opened in October 1880. It was established 
to provide instruction in theoretical and applied science. The building 
is said to be the most complete in its arrangements and fittings of any
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scientific institution either in England or on the continent. The build
ing itself cost £60,000 ($291,990), and in addition to this sum the founder 
gave £110,000 ($535,315) towards the endowment fund.

S H E F F IE L D  TECH N ICAL SCHOOL.

In the technical school at Sheffield special prominence is given to 
instruction m metallurgy and engineering. Although the chief indus
try of the district occupies the central position in the course of instruc
tion other branches o f local manufactures are not neglected, but are 
specialized into separate courses, dealing with metals (other than iron 
and steel) used in the arts. Students are thus enabled to select and at 
once enter upon a course of scientific metallurgical training of immedi
ate practical utility. There are both day and evening classes. The 
subjects of study in the department of metallurgy include mathe
matics, physics, chemistry, geology and mineralogy, machine drawing, 
metallurgical laboratory work, applied mechanics, etc. Fees for the 
full course amount to 18 guineas ($91.98) per year for each of the three 
years over which the pupilage extends. But any student may elect to 
take a partial course at pleasure, though certificates are granted only to 
such as follow the prescribed courses and pass the regular examinations.

The equipment of this department is excellent. A  small steel works 
plant has been erected, including melting holes, pot house, and pot 
making tools, malleable iron furnace, etc. An iron foundery and a 
25-cwt. open hearth furnace, complete with three systems of gas jjro- 
ducing (viz., ordinary, oil, and water gases), áre now being built. The 
laboratory has been equipped with the most modern apparatus for 
metallurgical analysis, more especially with appliances for the rapid 
and accurate chemical examination of iron, steel, fuel, and refractory 
materials. A  50-ton testing machine (the most perfect yet constructed), 
complete with tensile, torsion, crushing, and transverse gearing, has 
also been purchased. These additions render the school the most com
plete in existence for teaching the practical manufacture, the chemical 
constitution, and the physical properties of steel.

In the engineering department the course of study also extends over 
three years. Students attend classes and lectures, and perform experi
mental work in the laboratories and practical work in the drawing 
office and workshops. The subjects embraced in the course are 
mathematics, physics, mechanics, strength of materials, principles of 
construction, design of structures in wood and iron, steam and gas 
engines, steam boilers, machine and engine design, mill work, workshop 
tools and appliances, hydraulics and hydraulic machinery, pneumatics, 
and compressed air machinery. The laboratory is fitted up with engines, 
dynamometers, pyrometers, draught gauges, etc., and the machine, 
wood work, and smith’s shops are supplied with all necessary tools for 
rendering complete and thorough the instruction given.

The lectures on mathematics, physics, and chemistry are given at
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Firth College for the benefit o f students in this department, as well as 
those in the department of metallurgy; the remaining subjects are 
taken at the schooL

A  fee of 10s. ($2.43) admits the student to all the evening lectures for 
the session; or half of that sum for one subject, and 2s. Gd. (61 cents) 
for each additional subject.

Classes are held for the study of mathematics, drawing, sound, light 
and heat, electricity and magnetism, chemistry, engineering, applied 
mechanics, plumbing, carpentry and joinery, photography, typewriting, 
shorthand, etc.

YO RK SH IR E COLLEGE, LEEDS.

The Yorkshire College at Leeds was founded in 1874 under the name 
of the Yorkshire College of Science. In 188.7 it became one of the 
three constituent colleges of the.Victoria University, the other two 
being Owens College, Manchester, and University College, Liverpool.

The Yorkshire College offers the usual courses o f academical study; 
but it has, in addition, a department of science, technology, and arts, 
one object of the college being in particular to provide instruction in 
such sciences and arts as are applicable or ancillary to the manufactur
ing, mining, engineering, and agricultural industries of the county of 
York. Accordingly we find that special attention is given to the 
chemistry and geology of coal mining, and that mining engineering, 
colliery management, and underground surveying hold important places 
in the technological curriculum.

The course of instruction in the theory and practice of coal mining 
indicates the pains which are taken at this institution to give students 
a careful and complete preparation for pursuing the principal industry 
of the district. The course includes the discovery and preliminary 
explorations of a coal field, boring by hand, levels, inclines, shafts, 
shaft sinking, how to lay out a pit, tunnels, cross-measure drifts, etc. ; 
ventilation, principles and practice; ventilation by furnace and by 
machines; fire-damp, black-damp; fresh, salt, and acid water; tem
perature, spontaneous combustion; rules for the safety and economy 
of mines; safety lamps; surface works; screens, pit frames, safety 
hooks, cages, etc.; shaft sinking by machinery; methods of working 
coal—modifications of pillar and stall and longwall, midland counties, 
northern counties, Lancashire, North and South Wales, France, Ger
many, and America.

Glass work in the department of textile industries is equally im
portant, and of like thoroughness. From the report of this depart
ment for the year 1889-’90 it appears that the number of students tak
ing the course o f textile instruction during the session was 131. It is 
unnecessary to give a statement in detail of the scheme of study, since 
it is substantially the same as that pursued in all weaving and spin
ning schools o f high grade. As one result of the technical teaching in 
this department the report states that u during recent years there has
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been established in Leeds, and the immediate locality, a trade in figured 
mantlings, which undoubtedly 6wes its origin, and, in some measure, its 
development, to the operations of the college textile classes.”

In the dyeing classes the number of students for the year was 44. 
The course of teaching in this specialty is of a scientific character, con
joined with practice in the art.

Prof. J. J. Hummell, who has charge of this department, says in the 
report that great attention has been paid to cotton dyeing, in conse
quence of the largely increased number of the so-called Congo colors 
derived from coal tar, a class of coloring matter specially applicable 
to cotton and rapidly growing in importance. During the progress of 
the work new facts have been discovered, which are o f practical im
portance in connection with the application of these as well as of the 
older basic coloring matters.

The value of investigations of this kind, from a commercial point of 
view, can hardly be overestimated, since it is only by means of origi
nal researches, conducted by those who are acquainted with what has 
already been achieved in the complex art of dyeing, that further im
provements can be made.

The professor takes pride in referring to the success of students'who 
have been under his instruction. He says:

It is pleasing to learn that our students continue to gain appoint
ments. Indeed, I have now more applications than I can meet for 
young men to assume the management of dyeing operations in manu
factories of various kinds. * * * Since the issue of the last report 
one student has undertaken the direction of the dyeing department in 
an important hosiery manufactory in Leicester; another occupies a 
similar position in one of the Perth dye-works; a third (an evening stu
dent) has been appointed to a like position in a Bombay works; and a 
fourth is engaged in one of the carpet works of Kidderminster.

The departments of dyeing and of textile industries in Yorkshire Col
lege are maintained by the Worshipful Company of Clothworkers of the 
city of London, at an annual cost of £1,800 ($8,759.70). Thiscompany 
also made the original grant of £30,000 ($145,995) for the building and 
equipment of the department which, it now supports.

DURHAM  COLLEGE OP SCIENCE.

The Durham Cbllege of Science at Kewcastle-upon-Tyne has a tech
nical department in which provision is made for courses of instruction 
in technical chemistry, mining, mechanical, marine, and electrical en
gineering, naval architecture, metallurgy, and chemical 'manufacture.

Lectures, and recitations from text books, constitute the chief means 
of imparting instruction. Indeed, the authorities of the college explic
itly disclaim any purpose of trade teaching, and say that opportunities 
will be afforded for carrying on experimental work in connection with 
all these, departments, but no attempt will be made to supersede work
shop training in the use of tools.
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An apparent exception is made in the plumbing department, con
cerning which it is said that “ in the workshops instruction will be 
given in all the branches of the trade, and those who attend the classes 
regularly will have the opportunity of competing in the practical exam
ination conducted by the City and Guilds of London Institute.”

It would seem, too, that the teaching in this case is designed to qual
ify the student to become an operative plumber; since attendance at 
the complete course of instruction, to the satisfaction of the teachers 
and lecturers, will be recognized by the district council for the regis
tration o f plumbers. But the workshops are open only to apprentices 
whose employers subscribe to the Plumbers’ Technical Class Associa-

HHHHH
It may be said here in regard to technical education as applied to 

plumbing, that though of comparatively recent existence in Great 
Britain, it seems at present to be making rapid progress, and results 
as far as obtainable are very favorable. The effort is being made all 
over the kingdom to raise the practice of plumbing to the rank of a 
profession, and most of the master plumbers are assuming the title 
of sanitary engineer. For this purpose the Worshipful Company of 
Plumbers, London, is providing liberally and cooperating with district 
associations to organize courses of instruction in connection with 
technical schools wherever they exist. The instruction is too recent 
to allow of numerous returns.

Virtually, however, there is no practical trade teaching at this col
lege, mere lectures on electric lighting, carriage building, and kin
dred subjects amounting to but very little in the absence o f shop 
work practice.

SOUTH SH IELDS PUBLIC L IB R A R Y  CLASSES.

In the South Shields public library classes, near Newcastle, for the 
session of 1890-’91, there were enrolled 805 students. Of this number 
226 were women whose occupations were not stated; but the trades and
professions of the 579 men were as follows: '
■  . OKOEngineers................................................................................................................
Joiners ..........................................................................................................................
Teachers........................ - .................................................................................. .......... ®
Afchitects............................................... '.......................................... - .......................  ^
Clerks....................................................... - .............................- ........................................ - ..................  22
Chemists................................................................................ .....................................
Patternmakers......................................................................    “
Masons..................... ..................... ..................... - ..........................; .........................  *2
Miners...........- ................................................................................................... *........  2
Naval architects......................................................................... - ..............................  ®
Blacksmiths*................................................................................................................  ^
Moulders ....... - ......................... ;........- ....................................................................  ®
Platers..........................................................................................................................  ®
Barmen, boilermakers, builders, engravers, grocers, house agents, plumbers, and 

tailors, each...............................................................................................................................
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Agricultural implement maker, baker, brass finisher, glass mould maker, glass 
silverer, medical student, millwright, painter, photographer, tallow chand
ler, each....................................................................................................................  1

These classes are conducted in connection with the South Kensing
ton science and art department. Instruction is given in geometry, 
machine construction, mechanics, naval architecture, the principles 
o f sound, light, heat, magnetism, electricity, chemistry, steam, draw
ing, painting, design, and modelling. Typewriting and shorthand are 
also taught, and at a small tuition fee.

A  department is open to boys going to sea, in which navigation, 
nautical astronomy, applied mechanics, machine construction, etc., are 
taught.

LEEDS M ECH A N ICS’ INSTITUTION.

This institution has under its supervision and control two schools__
one of art and the other of science and technology—both of which are in 
connection with the science and art department o f South Kensington.

The school of science and technology had enrolled, in November 
1889, 692 students, as against 573 in May of the same year. In this 
department there are various courses of instruction, including acous
tics, light and heat, physiology, botany, building construction, carpen
try and joinery, chemistry (organic and inorganic), engineering, gas 
manufacture, geology, iron and steel manufacture, machine construc
tion and drawing, magnetism and electricity, mathematics, mechanics, 
physics, metallurgy, plumbing, practical, plane, and solid geometry, 
and steam.

The subjects o f plumbing and of gas manufacture were added to the 
syllabus of this school during the year 1889-790; and the report of the 
committee indicates that they are awake to the demands of the times 
And the requirements of local business. In this report they say:

A  knowledge of the sciences which underlie the trades of the dis-, 
trict js now essential to every skilled workman, and the committee 
have endeavored to establish classes tending to this result.

Women are admitted to all the classes, and the teaching staff consists 
of thirteen specially qualified instructors.

In addition to the classes above enumerated there were also classes 
in French and German, in shorthand, and in dressmaking, under the 
same general superintendence, during the year.

H ER IO T-W A TT COLLEGE, EDINBURGH.

This is one of the best equipped technical schools in the United 
Kingdom. In the teaching staff or faculty of the technical depart
ments of this college there are 35 professors and instructors, many of 
whom are distinguished for scientific attainments.

The history of this institution is full of interest and instruction.
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Mr. Leonard Horner, E. E. S., a native of Edinburgh, was the founder 
of the School of Arts, as the institution was originally called. In 
March 1821 this gentleman happened to inquire of a watchmaker 
with whom he was conversing whether young men brought up to the 
trade of watchmaking received any mathematical education. The 
reply was to the effect that this was seldom the case, because of the ex
pense of such instruction, and on account of the fact that the usual 
hours of teaching mathematical classes made attendance impossible. 
Mr. Horner immediately suggested a plan by which such branches as 
would be useful to mechanics might be taught at convenient hours 
and at small expense; and, with the cooperation of Dr. Brewster, after
wards Sir David Brewster, and others, the scheme was carried out.

The result was the opening of the school in October 1821. In 1824, 
when a movement was started to erect a suitable memorial of James 
Watt at Edinburgh, it was proposed to amalgamate the funds raised 
for this purpose with those of the School o f Arts. It was not until 
1851, however, that the joint committee of the school and the sub
scribers to the Watt fund purchased the building long occupied by the 
school. The name of the school then became the Watt Institution and 
School of Arts, under which designation it continued until 1885, when 
its endowment was united with that o f George Heriot’s hospital, and 
placed under the management of a new governing body. Since then 
the institution has borne its present title of Heriofc-Watt College!.

It is claimed that the original School of Arts at Edinburgh was 
the first institution in Great Britain founded for the express purpose 
of giving education in the principles of science to the industrial 
classes.

The summary of attendance of students in the various classes of 
the technical department of the Heriot-Watt College for the session of
1889-90 shows that the whole number of class tickets issued was 2,754. 
In the literary and commercial department for the same year 1,735 
tickets were held. The total number of individual students in both 
departments, however, was only 2,861, of whom 420 were females and 
2,441 males. Young women were first admitted to the college classes 
in 1869.

There are both day and evening classes in each department of the col- 
lege. The college possesses in its lectures, theaters, laboratories, and 
workshops every facility for preparing young men for work as mer
chants, manufacturers, or engineers, and for supplying in the evening 
such instruction as is required by those already employed in such oc
cupations.

The college has physical, electrical, mechanical, and chemical labo
ratories, with all necessary apparatus for experimental work in engineer
ing science, chemical manipulation, and analysis, as well as for prac
tice with wood and metal working tools and in the use of electrical 
instruments, dynamo, motor, storage cells, etc.
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The Industrial Museum of Science and Art is immediately opposite 
the Heriot-Watt College. It contains splendid collections of raw prod
ucts and manufactured articles, with models illustrating machinery 
and manufacturing processes. The study of these is of great value in 
supplementing the instruction given at the college.

In the technical department the courses of study comprise physics 
and electrical engineering, theoretical mechanics, mathematics, chem
istry, machine construction and drawing, civil engineering, building 
construction, carpentry and joinery, masonry and brickwork, plumb
ing, carriage building, photography, watch and clock making, typog
raphy, metal work, and wood work.

In the art department of the college, modelling, perspective, ornament, 
and decoration are taught.

Even in the commercial and literary department the principal atten
tion is given to practical subjects. The full course includes history and 
English literature, Englishlanguage and composition, French, German, 
Spanish, Latin and Greek, economics, commercial geography, practice 
of commerce, office work, bookkeeping and writing, shorthand, vocal 
physiology and elocution, theory of music and harmonium.

In the department of science the studies pursued are natural history, 
physiology, hygiene, botany, geology, physiography, and agriculture.

To illustrate the direct bearing which these various subjects have 
upon business and commerce we may instance the teaching of indus
trial geography in this institution. Lectures are given, illustrated by 
maps and diagrams, on the natural conditions of the earth, mineral, 
vegetable, and animal commodities (with specimens) and their geo
graphical distribution. Then the means of transportation are consid
ered—roads, railroads, canals, and ocean steamers. Trade routes and 
lines of telegraph of the world come in for a share of attention. 
The geography of the four chief trading nations—Great Britain, the 
United States, France, and Germany—is thoroughly taught. The re
gions of production, the manufacturing districts, and the trade centres 
of the leading commodities in the British market receive careful con
sideration.

For example, during the session of 1890-’91, three specific commod
ities were selected upon which lectures were given, viz., cotton, 
on the manufacture and trade in which the value of British iron and 
coal deposits mainly depend; tea, the changes in the producing re
gions of which are some of the most striking in modern commercial 
geography; and meat, a commodity of recent introduction from abroad 
which has greatly changed the position of British farming.

Attendance in the technical department increased to 3,031 during the 
session of 1890-?91.

In the heart of a populous city it is impossible, of course, to give 
instruction in practical farming; but at the Heriot-Watt College the 
principles of agriculture appear to be set forth with great amplification
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and witli considerable minuteness. The lectures are supplemented,^also, 
by excursions on Saturdays to the very best farms in the Lothians—an
other custom prevailing in this institution which might be imitated with 
profit in similarly situated colleges at home.

The fee for tuition in most of the classes is 5 s. ($1.22) per session.

M

'  I : .M

TECH N ICAL INSTITUTE, DUNDEE.

The Technical Institute at Dundee was established in 1887 under the 
terms of Sir David Baxter’s bequest, setting apart £20,000 ($97,330) 
for the foundation and endowment of an institution for the education 
of boys or young men in thosq branches of learning necessary or useful 
for working mechanics and other craftsmen.

The teaching staff includes fifteen instructors. The subjects taught 
in the different classes comprise mathematics, theoretical mechanics, 
sound, light, heat, magnetism and electricity, chemistry, applied me
chanics, steam, mechanical engineering, electric lighting, plumbers’ 
work, wood carving, modelling, plane and solid geometry, machine 
construction and drawing, carpentry and joinery, decorative art, and 
textile arts.

The institute has not been in operation long enough to be perfect 
in all its appointments; but in due time it will undoubtedly take a 
good rank among technical schools. The newness of the enterprise is 
apparent in statements like the following under the head of jute and 
linen manufacture:

The weaving shed is being fitted up with a complete system of spin-, 
ning and weaving machinery, and it is expected that the equipment 
will be in order for the session of 1890-’91.

The work of the institute, however, is already well organized in most 
of the departments.

There are day and evening classes in nearly all of the subjects taught 
in the school; and most of the classes are conducted so as to conform 
with the requirements of the science and art department and of the 
City and Guilds of London Institute. That is, the students are required 
to pass the annual examination instituted by the science and art de
partment in order to earn the government grants which are bestowed 
only on compliance with this condition.

As the Heriot-Watt College derives great advantages from its prox
imity to the University of Edintmrgh, so does the Technical Institute 
at Dundee, from its close association with Dundee University College, 
afford to its students unusual facilities for a liberal education; since 
they may avail themselves of the privilege of attending many of the 
college classes without charge.

In University College the technical courses comprise classes in engi
neering and in the chemistry of textile fabrics. The equipment of the 
dyeing laboratory is ample and each student is required to avail him-

—
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self of the facilities it affords for practical work in the dye house. A t
tendance for two years is requisite for the completion of the course.

Students have free access to the technical museum of the college in 
which there is a collection of over 8,000 specimens. The object of this 
museum is to exhibit such characteristic and typical specimens as will 
illustrate the various stages and processes in bleaching, dyeing, and 
other operations connected with the textile manufactures, as well as 
those o f other local industries, and which will at the same time be of 
real practical interest to those engaged in the trade of the district.

This museum, it is hoped, may in time become the nucleus of a largo 
technical museum of the local industries, similar to the museums 
which, at Crefeld and other places on the continent, have rendered 
such signal service to the trade and manufactures of those districts in 
which they are situated.

The engineering course requires three years’ study and practice, and 
..leads to the degree of bachelor.of science in the department of engi
neering. It is the ordinary technical course.

GLASGOW  W E AV IN G  SCHOOL.

Connected with the Technical Oollege at Glasgow there is a weaving 
branch, whose fourteenth annual report (18S9-’90) shows the school to 
be in a prosperous condition. The weaving department is under the 
management of a board of trustees. Mr. Thomas Brown is the in
structor.

Classes are held day and evening. During the year 1889-’90 fifty 
students attended the evening classes. The number of day pupils is 
not given. The work of the classes commences with practical working 
on the various looms, numbering in all 43, of which 26 are hand and 
17 are power looms. On the hand looms a great variety of cloths are 
woven, from plain goods to the most complicated Jacquard designs. 
Draughting, cording, and the rearrangement and combination of twills, 
forming different patterns from the same cording, have been gone into 
thoroughly at the looms. Many of the students have made collections 
o f the designs and patterns they have worked out at the looms, pre
serving these collections in their design books. Most of the students 
also have taken their turn at weaving on each o f the looms before 
changing any original pattern, making full particulars of the make and 
plans for the reproduction of the cloth.

On the power looms a great variety of cloths have also been made, 
viz., tweeds, tapestry, leno, skirtings, shirtings, silk handkerchiefs, 
etc.

A t the annual examination in April 1890,26 students presented them
selves; and of this number 17 succeeded in reaching the standard 
requisite for a diploma. The scope of the examinations in this depart
ment may be estimated from a single question (out of the whole mun-
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ber of 15 questions) submitted to the class on that occasion. Question 
Ho. 8 reads:

Give the time that it would take to weave a piece o f cloth <30 yards 
long, with 11 shots on glass, with a drum on line shaft 14 inches in 
diameter, revolving at 120 revolutions per minute; loom pully 9 inches 
in diameter, allowing 20 per cent, for stoppages I

At Glasgow evening classes in science and technology have been 
opened for the benefit of workmen in various trades. Machine con
struction and drawing, mechanical engineering, and naval architecture, 
together with mathematics and other related branches, are taught for 
moderate fees to those engaged in the practical work of engineering, 
ship building, etc.

U N IV E R S IT Y  COLLEGE, N O T T IN G H A M .

A t University College there are several technical courses, including 
the chemistry of dyeing and bleaching. This specialty embraces ele
mentary and advanced courses of lectures (together with experimental 
work) on the dyeiirg properties o f drugs with wool, cotton, silk, etc. 
The syllabus relates to the properties and uses of acids, alkalies, soaps, 
etc., the properties of fibres, the mordants of tin, antimony, copper, 
iron, etc., and their uses and preparation.

The methods of dyeing with various classes of wood and aniline 
dyes, o f obtaining colors fast to light and soap, and, in short, the 
whole art of dyeing may here be learned by means of lectures and 
laboratory practice.

Courses have been instituted in mechanical and electrical engineer
ing, in joinery and patternmaking, plumbing, lace and hosiery manu
facture, and in printing. Most of these courses require two years? 
tuition.

B E L F A ST  T E C H N IC A L  SCH OOL.

Since the year 1883 the technical school at Belfast, Ireland, has, as Mr. 
Duffin, president of the chamber of commerce, well puts it, been carry
ing on very admirable work with very inadequate resources. Under 
the provisions of the technical instruction act of 1889, however, 
greater efficiency will be secured in the near future, since the Belfast 
corporation strongly favors an increase of appropriations for technical 
education. The trade specialties taught in this school, with the enrol
ment in each class during the year 1889-’90, were: Spinning and weav
ing, 8ÍS pupils; dyeing and bleaching, 19 pupils; drawing and pattern 
designing, 34 pupils; plumbing—a most important factor in the pro
gress of sanitation—26 pupils; a total of 165.

C O V E N T R Y  TE C H N IC A L  IN STITU TE.

Coventry Technical Institute, established in 1887, has for its main 
object the promotion of the kind of instruction which will improve the
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capacity, in a broad sense, o f all those upon whom the industries 
depend.

The horological and textile departments of this institution naturally 
occupy the foremost place. This is the only school in Great Britain 
where the entire theoretical and practical instruction in watchmaking 
is given, though a school in London and another in Edinburgh give 
instruction for the purpose of educating repairers and jobbers. The 
watchmaking classes have had an average attendance of from 18 to 25. 
The workshops are fitted up with the latest and most improved 
machines. The institute is the nearest approach to a regular trade 
school of any visited. Coventry is the centre of the watchmaking trade 
in Great Britain. In the shops of one of the oldest and largest manu
facturers of watches in the kingdom the results have been such that 
the firm now makes it obligatory upon all apprentices to attend the 
school, allows them time to do so, and pays their expenses. It has also 
sent a number of its adult workmen to the classes for instruction in 
special branches. Five other firms have followed its example. Any 
man applying for employment who has had a technical training is 
immediately accepted.

A ll branches of watch and clock making and repairing are systemat
ically taught as well as the theory and practice of the art of weaving. 
In the textile school the entire course of manufacturing, from the paper 
design to a completed fabric, is followed under the eyes of the pupils.

L A N C A S H IR E  A N D  Y O R K S H IR E  R A I L W A Y  C O M P A N Y ’S SCHOOL.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company maintain a mechan
ics’ technical institute at Horwich in which workmen receive instruction 
in mechanics, machine construction and drawing, metallurgy, sound, 
light, heat, etc. During the winter session of 1891-’92 classes in cook
ing and dressmaking were also organized. These classes were open 
to the general public, and at fees which are the same to all persons, 
whether employed by the railway company or not, or whether members 
or non-members o f the institute.

T E C H N IC A L IN STR U C TIO N  IN  C O U N T R Y  D ISTR ICTS.

Much is left to the discretion of local authorities in England as re
gards the administration of their trust under the technical instruction 
act. Accordingly we find that county councils exercise considerable 
liberty in organizing their various schemes of instruction under the 
law which lays down the conditions for obtaining government grants.

In the urban districts o f Staffordshire, for example, classes have been 
started for teaching modelling, cookery, chemistry, shorthand, book
keeping, electricity, mechanics, etc. In the rural districts of the same 
county have been instituted lectureships on agriculture, mining, etc., 
together with demonstrations in butter making, cooking, etc., in classes 
conducted at many convenient centres.
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Tri Cambridgeshire for the purposes o f technical education the 
county was divided into nine districts. It was determined to provide 
three of them with university extension lectures on scientific subjects 
bearing upon agriculture. Three others were to be visited by women 
lecturers from the National Health Society to give information upon the 
subjects of health and cookery. Two of the remaining three were to 
receive courses of dairy instruction from the Eastern Counties Dairy 
Institute; and one was to have the services of a competent teacher of 
fruit culture.

The committee determined that each group of three districts shall 
receive in turn the university extension lectures with the accompany
ing class work, paper work, and examinations, so that, in three years, 
the whole county will have participated in the advantages to be de
rived therefrom.

Lecturers on these subjects were supplied by the University of 
Cambridge. The courses for the year 1891-’92 are on the following 
subjects: Injurious Insects,.Mr. Cecil Warburton, M. A .; Agricul
tural Botany, Mr. W . G. P. Ellis, M. A. ; Agricultural Chemistry, Mr.
A. P. Laurie, M. A. and Mr. B. M. Lewis, M. A. ; Healthy Bodies and 
Healthy Homes, Miss A. Kenealy.

Arrangements are in progress for the opening of courses in dairyr 
ing, in cookery, and in fruit culture. A  misapprehension to the effect 
that the lecutres are paid for out of money derived from taxation is 
corrected by the reporter for this county. He says :

The technical education fund is handed over by the treasury to 
county councils, and is obtained by the government of the couutry 
from the spirit duties. The county council can not levy nor remit these 
duties. What it can do is to spend its share of the grant received 
from them in the provision of technical instruction for the people of 
the county. No one pays a penny more in rates because this instruc
tion is sent into his neighborhood. I f  a village declines to receive the 
teachers its inhabitants will pay just the same taxes as they paid be
fore, and will go without a return in the shape of valuable education.

Substantially the same method of utilizing the grant from the gov
ernment obtains in the other counties. In Kent the fund is used to 
pay for university extension lectures, for scholarships at the Horticul
tural College, Swanley, for instructing elementary school teachers in 
agriculture, for teaching cookery, for providing dairy instruction by 
means of a migratory dairy school, for the conduct of wood carving 
and bee keeping classes, etc.

The county schemes of instruction present a marked diversity of 
features. Each is planned to meet the requirements of local conditions 
as to trade or production. The new machinery of technical education 
in Great Britain is not yet in perfect running order, but it is made of 
the best materials, and only needs skilful management to insure satis
factory results.

In east Suffolk county classes are organized for the study of agri- 
S. Ex. 65------28
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cultural chemistry, ambulance work, bookkeeping, cookery, dairying, 
drawing, farriery, fish curing, horticulture, laundry work, electricity, 
mathematics, mechanics, mensuration, modern languages, navigation, 
shorthand, wood carving, etc.

In Berkshire county it is proposed to extend the benefits of the 
technical instruction act to girls as well as boys in the rural districts. 
The committee recommend, therefore, the establishment of a laundry 
school, in which girls may be practically trained to become efficient 
laundresses. The committee ask for a grant of £400 ($1,946.60) for 
such a school.

In the same county, during the year 1892, there were held 27 courses 
o f instruction in cookery, with 2,403 pupils, and 27 courses in cottage 
sick nursery and domestic economy, with 4,491 pupils.

RESULTS OE TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The existence of technical education to any extent in Great Britain 
is of so recent a date that in the cases of the great majority of schools 
a definite knowledge of results from the work of ex-students was 
almost unobtainable. Though nearly every technical school in the 
country was visited, less than five had had an active existence of five 
years. In no case did a school keep a record of its students, showing 
where they were employed.

With one or two exceptions the schools are not trade schools properly 
so called. They are, however, more of the nature of trade schools than 
of manual training schools, inasmuch as their courses prepare specially 
for particular trades. In the majority of cases the schools maintain 
both day and evening courses. The attendance on the latter is vastly 
greater than that on the former, and consists almost entirely o f young 
men then engaged in the shops in trades to which their courses of 
instruction relate. The day scholars are few in number, and consist 
largely of the sons of employés who desire a knowledge of the business 
preparatory to going into the office or becoming salesmen.

OPINIONS OF ENGLISH EMPLOYERS.

In England the utility of trade school training is generally conceded 
to be considerable, though many employers hold the opinion that the 
superiority of a technically educated apprentice in any mechanical 
occupation is manifest, not in greater manual dexterity, but in the 
ability to comprehend general principles and in the power of reducing 
theoretical knowledge to tangible results.

Eor example, Mr. L. A. Edwards, mechanical engineer, London agent 
of the Electrical Construction Company (limited), of London, himself 
an engineer of 23 years’ experience and educated at King’s College, 
says:

Technical schools, although fulfilling a useful purpose, do not come
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up to the practical requirements o f  the apprentice who has decided to 
adopt the engineering profession. * * *

Technical schools are mostly useful in imparting a theoretical knowl
edge, a subject often entirely neglected in the training o f an engineer.

In another connection Mr. Edwards observes that the education of an 
engineer should be as general as possible to start with, and the special
izing should be postponed to a later period.

Of like tenor is the letter received from a member of the firm of Burt, 
Boulton, and Haywood, manufacturing chemists, of 64 Cannon street, 
London. While not disparaging thorough scientific chemical training, 
but insisting upon its possession as a condition precedent to employ
ment in the business of the firm, the writer states that then it is possi
ble to teach men, so prepared for instruction, the technical part of their 
business in the laboratories and manufactories. He adds :

A  school professor can only teach that which he knows, and the 
technical training in. a particular manufacture, whose processes are 
constantly changing and developing, can only be adequately taught in 
the manufacture itself.

As to the direct effect of technical instruction upon the artisan Mr. H. 
W . Morley, secretary of the firm of Cole, Marchant, and Morley, machin
ists, Bradford, writes as follows concerning an employe who had com
pleted the full course of study at the Bradford Technical College:

He was able to work out designs and drawings of machines which 
he had never seen by mathematical calculations and the principles 
learned at college.

Mr: George H. Hooper, senior member of the firm of Hooper and Co., 
carriage manufacturers, London, writes:

As a proof of the value attached to training in technical classes it 
may be mentioned that attendance at these classes is an essential con
dition to the employment of all lads engaged by this firm. The school 
fees are invariably paid by the firm, the prize fund is subsidized by it, 
and special encouragement is given to lads for regular attendance, ap
plication, and good progress.

In reference to the general subject of technical education in England 
Mr. J. C. Peachy, manager of the Ferry works, Thames Hitton, Surrey, 
speaking as a mechanical engineer, says:

W e have in England no such institution as we understand you to 
refer to by “ trade school.” Our nearest approach to this is the 
mechanics’ institution, where instruction on technical subjects is 
given to apprentices and others after their usual hours o f work, and 
technical colleges which young men attend for a course of two or 
three years, either before or after apprenticeship to some branch of 
engineering, and preparatory to searching for employment in some 
capacity other than that o f a workman.

The watchmakers of Coventry are unanimous and emphatic in their 
expression o f approval of trade school training and in their apprecia-
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tion of its beneficial effect upon apprentices and of its value to em
ployers.

The shoe manufacturers of Bristol differ widely in opinion as to the 
usefulness of trade school instruction for their apprentices. Messrs. 
Church and McPherson think the schools valuable and Mr. H. A. Carter 
declares that “  what is taught at the schools is far better than 
our secrets,” that is, the trade secrets which many manufacturers 
jealously guard. J. W . Ashley and Co. dissent from this view and de
clare that, according to their experience, apprentices, “  instead of being 
improved, were rather spoiled by the little information which they did 
obtain.”  In their opinion, “ the trade can not be learned better at 
schools than in the work room, but can probably be learned much more 
quickly; but the employers get but little benefit.”

Master plumbers at Bristol, and at Aberdeen and Glasgow, prefer 
boys educated at trade schools as apprentices and deem them more 
valuable.

Mr. John Sharp probably expresses the prevailing opinion when, in 
referring to his trade school instruction, he says that he was benefited 
by it “  not in the line of becoming a more skilful user of tools, but in the 
theory and science information which I could not have obtained in 
the shops.”

Brock and Son, master builders of Bristol, consider the knowledge of 
tools acquired in the trade school to be of but little account, while they 
hold that the mastery of general mechanical principles is of great ad
vantage to the apprentice.

Managers of locomotive works say that technical instruction greatly 
aids the apprentice in his business, inasmuch as it enables him to read 
drawings and work from a plan. Of 22 employés of the Great Eastern 

• Bailway works, 10 received technical instruction at the Great Eastern 
Bailway Mechanics’ Institute, 2 at King’s College, 3 at Finsbury Tech
nical College, 1 at Sheffield Technical School, 1 at the Regent street 
Polytechnic, 2 at the Crystal Palace School, and 1 each at University 
College, Birkbeck Institute, and at the City and Guilds of London 
Central Institute.

Concerning the value of technical training to electrical engineers, 
Mr. Charles Meredith, who obtained his education at the Merchant 
Venturers’ School and Bristol College, writes as follows:

I know that my training, acquired at the Merchant Venturers’ 
School and in the laboratory of Bristol College, has been of the greatest 
benefit to me in my trade and has enabled me to win advancement 
to my present position of chief foreman of the shops.

A  veneering of technical knowledge will not suffice to hide the de
fects of elementary education, says an intelligent surveyor; or, in his 
own words, “ Ko amount of technical education can fit a man for this 
business, if he lacks education in the rudiments.”
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CONCLUSION.

The general comment that seems warranted, where personal exami
nation of the institutions themselves, or their lines and methods of 
study has been made, is that there appears to be a lack of that exact
ness and critical fidelity to a high standard in the requirements from 
pupils which is so marked a feature of the technical training of the 
United States, certainly in its best schools.

This is perhaps due to the fact that so large a percentage of the 
pupils in the industrial and technical schools of Great Britain are of the 
night classes and of the working, rather than o f the student class.

It is, of course, manifestly impossible that a tired young workman, 
adding two hours of hard work to his day’s labor in the work of an 
evening class, can be held to the precision and exactness of detail 
which should be required of the day student following the lines of study 
only. It is significant as proof of how hopeless this is considered that 
there are no check markings of each evening’s work, but that final or 
stated examinations are all that are attempted.

Even in the higher technical colleges the exactions of nicety and pre
cision do not equal those of the leading technical colleges in the United 
States. On the other hand it may well be doubted whether the rec
reative and social features which are the seemingly inseparable con
comitants in the British mind o f all study, industrial especially, do not 
include an advantage, not obtained in American schools, that fairly 
offsets the lack mentioned.

Class distinctions and the special requirements for the British peo
ple that arise from them must also be considered as having an impor
tant bearing on any measures or methods adopted there. These and 
the power of the trade unions are factors that require consideration 
in all these and similar institutions on that side of the Atlantic.

SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE.

The number of institutions engaged exclusively in this work or hav
ing departments so engaged is not large, and they only are enumer
ated. There is no collège of agriculture maintained and conducted 
wholly by the government, but grants are made to existing schools 
and agricultural and dairy societies by the committee of council for 
agriculture.

The testimony of the educational and agricultural press is seem
ingly -concurrent as to the present absence and the recognized need of 
more and better schools for the promotion of hand skill and technical- 
knowledge in this department.

Present reliance for the diffusion of practical and scientific informa
tion upon agricultural subjects throughout the kingdom seems to be 
rather upon lectures and didactic instruction than by systematic and 
illustrative teaching, the dairy and agricultural societies usually being 
the prime movers.
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R O Y A L  A G R IC U L T U R A L  COLLEGE.

The Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, was incorporated by 
royal charter in 1845. In 1870 a supplemental charter, with new 
powers, was obtained, and in March 1880 the college, by command of 
the queen, was styled the Royal Agricultural College. In-students pay 
£135 ($650.98) and out-students £75 ($364.99) per annum. There are 
also a few extras. The objects of the institution, in the words of its 
charter, are “ to teach the science of agriculture, and the various 
sciences connected therewith; the practical application in the cultiva
tion of the soil; and the rearing and management of stock.” There jis 
a chapel, library, museum, botanic garden, lecture theatre, laborator
ies, veterinary hospital, meteorological station, and workshops. The 
farm, which is of a mixed character, consists of about 500 acres, of 
which 450 are arable  ̂so variable as to admit of experimental treatment. 
There are six residentiary professorial chairs, and the college grants 
certificates of proficiency and a diploma o f membership or associa
tion. The course of instruction embraces practical agriculture and 
rural economy; estate management; bookkeeping; chemistry; natural 
history; physics and mechanics; mensuration; land surveying and 
estate engineering; veterinary science and practice; architectural and 
mechanical farm drawing; lathe, carpentry and wheelwright work, 
smith work, and saddlery; and garden work.

There are several scholarships open to the students, viz., one entrance 
scholarship of £20 ($97.33) per annum for two and one-half years; 
three of £25 ($121.66) each and 6 of £10 ($48.67) each annually ; and 6 
of £200 ($973.30) a year each (2 annually) by the government of Bengal— 
tenable two and one-half years. Class and practical work prizes, cer
tificates o f honor, and gold medals are also awarded.

D O W N T O N  COLLEGE OF AG R ICU LTU R E.

The Downton College of Agriculture (near Salisbury) was established 
in 1880, with the object of supplying sound and practical instruction in 
agricultural subjects, to qualify students to be land agents, farmers, or 
surveyors. The method of instruction consists of field classes, practical 
work, and catechetical lectures. Weekly examinations are conducted 
on the farm, in the laboratories, and by printed papers. Each student 
keeps a farm journal, which is inspected and reported upon at regular, 
intervals. The subjects of instruction include agriculture and dairy 
and pastoral farming, estate management, land agency, forestry, men
suration, land surveying, architectural drawing, bookkeeping, chem
istry, geology, botany, veterinary surgery, etc. A  complete two years’ 
course prepares for the examinations of the Royal Agricultural Soci
ety and of the Institution of Surveyors. There is a farm of about 600 
acres, and students are expected to take part in field operations and 
to assist with live stock when required. Gentlemen over 21 years of
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age are received as oat-students. The fee for in-students, ihcluchngK 
board, lodging, tuition, and laundry, is£126 ($613.18); out-students,
£60 ($291.99) per annum. There are some extras for private rooms, 
etc. A  scholarship of £10 ($18.67) is offered for competition among the' 
students who have completed their first year, and prizes are awarded 
for proficiency.

T A M W O R T H  A G R IC U L T U R A L  COLLEGE A N D  T R A IN IN G  F A R M .

Tam worth Agricultural College and Training Farm was established® 
in 1886. The management is in private hands. There is accommoda
tion for 40 students from 15 to 20 years of age. The instruction in-j 
eludes scientific and practical home and colonial farming. The fees for 
board and tuition vary from £18 to £26 ($87.60 to $126.53) a term,- 
there being three terms a year. The training farm, 1,000 acres, is 
managed by the college masters and students. There is a corn mill 
attached to the college.

There are several other schools of a similar character. Among these 
the Aspatria Agricultural College, near Carlisle, the Cheshire county i 
dairy school, the department of agriculture of Edinburgh University, 
and the department of agriculture of the Glasgow and West of Scot
land Technical College are awarded grants by the committee of council 
for agriculture.

D A IR Y  SCH OOLS.

The Suffolk Dairy Institute, Forfarshire and Kincardine Dairy School, 
and Kilmarnock Dairy School are all engaged in giving special instruc
tion in their relative lines, and are applicants for grants from the com -- 
mittee of council for agriculture.

The direct influence of the instruction given in the English agricul
tural schools is shown by the results at the Munster Dairy School.- 
These are described by Mr. Jenkins, one of the royal commissioners Of 
Great Britain, who says :

The great agricultural trade of the south of Ireland is butter making.
In former times the butter of the Cork market was esteemed very 
highly throughout the United Kingdom. In recent times the Cork 
brand declined considerably in public favor.

An effort was, therefore, made to revive the reputation of the Cork 
butter. This movement took shape in making the farm at Munster a 
training establishment for the education of dairymaids. Mr. Jenkins 
adds:

The butter which was made at the school almost immediately obtained 
a high reputation and commanded the best price. A t the Birmingham 
dairy show in 1881 the success of the school produced quite a sensation 
in the agricultural world. Th e prizes which it ob tained at the show were - 
first, second, and third in the fresh butter class. Subsequently, at 
Islington, other important prizes were awarded to the school, viz., first 
and second prizes in the fresh butter classes, special prize for salt but-
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«per, special prizes given by the judges for excellency of entries, and 
fpajso the champion cup presented by the lord mayor of London ana the 
* isity corporation for the best butter exhibited.

The young women who are educated as dairymaids in the school are 
Chiefly the daughters of Munster farmers. The stipend paid by each 

/for the six weeks’ course is only £3 ($14.60). * * * The success, so 
rapid and complete, of this school is said already to have increased the 
value of the dairy produce of Munster by so large a sum that I hesitate 
to, record it. But there can be no doubt whatever that this propitious 
experiment has proved not only to be a turning point in the fortunes of 
Irish agriculture, but a practical lesson to the whole population of 
Munster that education is not a device of statesmen to make people 
only masters of books and of sciences, but that, wisely directed, it is 
all the while a certain means of promoting their material prosperity.

It must not be inferred that instruction in the Munster school is 
limited to the mere details of the manipulation of butter. On the 

^  contrary the training in dairy management includes instruction in the 
.nature of the food and feeding of milch cows, in the nature of milk 
,and its products, as well as in practical demonstrations of the most 
^approved methods of handling milk and making butter with modern 
and with ordinary appliances.

The success of the school has won for it state aid to the amount of 
£526 ($2,559.78) per annum. Without this support there can be no 
question that it would soon share the .fate of all schools of practical 
agriculture that are not subsidized; that is to say, it would cease to 
exist.

This typical dairy school has been described at some, length in the 
belief that (both for the purposes of example and of warning) it is 
necessary to understand somewhat in detail the practical manage
ment o f an educational system, whether that system be agricultural, 
scientific, or literary. W e can not undertake to catalogue all the farm 
schools of various grades that exist in Great Britain; and, were itpos- 

Hsible, the execution of such a task would be of doubtful service. One 
must gain a clear perception of both excellences and defects in an in
stitution that is set forth as a model, in order to know what to avoid 

v and what to imitate. The servile copying of the methods of the Mun
ster school in America would be an egregious blunder, but it may be 
possible to derive some useful hints from its course of instruction.
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CHAPTER VII.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN ITALY.
Italy is beginning to feel the influence of the international movement 

in favor of manual training and technical education. Though handi- 
capped by peculiar difficulties in entering upon the work o f recon
structing her school system, she has bravely made an effort in this 
direction; and will doubtless succeed at last in so readjusting the rela
tions of her educational establishments as to bring them into closer 
harmony with the conditions of modern commercial life and business' 
enterprise.

A  bill was introduced in the chamber of deputies (of the Italian 
parliament) during the session of 1889-’90, under the joint authority of 
the minister of agriculture, industry, and commerce, and the minister 
of public instruction, which provided for the reorganization of the 
school system of Italy, and the gradual evolution of art and trade 
schools, and of special schools for the promotion of industry and com
merce.

On presenting this bill the two above named officers addressed to 
the chamber of deputies a clear and logical memorial in support of the 
measure. They urged that the bill “  does not create a new type of 
school, but determines the legal status of existing types.” They advo
cated a reform in school management, however, as entirely feasible 
without doing violence to established methods.

“ The technical school,” said they, “ has two functions—one is to give 
the general culture necessary for admission to the technical institute, 
the other is to give the special training that is an end in itself. * * * 
The character of this special training should depend upon the particular 
enterprises carried on in the respective localities, whether art, industry, 
or commerce predominates.”

The idea which they explained and amplified at some length was that 
the technical schools must inevitably become industrial schools of arts 
and trades, or of art applied to the industries. This evolution is in 
progress in France, transforming into professional schools their con. 
tinuation schools, which correspond to the Italian technical schools.

“  The names applied to the schools should correspond to their intrinsic 
nature in every instance” is the aphoristic expression by which the 
scheme for changing the designation of the different classes of schools 
is justified.

The innovation is a comprehensive one. Title I, article 1, of the bill 
declares that all scholastic institutions (day, evening, Sunday, and
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vacation schools) 11 whose design is to promote and perfect national 
industry” shall be governed by the present law. They are to be dis
tinguished as schools of arts and trades, and schools of art applied to 
industries.

Title IY, article 23, states that the provisions of the present law are 
applicable—

1. To the higher schools of commerce, at Venice, at Genoa, and at 
Bari. These impart higher scientific education, with the applications 
of science to various branches of domestic and international commerce.

2. To the Industrial Museum at Turin.
3. To the Superior Naval School o f Genoa.
Article 24 requires that the instruction given in these schools “ shall 

be coordinated with that of the technical institutes, that o f the com
mercial sections with the courses in the higher schools of commerce, 
and that of the physico-mathematical and industrial sections with 
the curricula of the Industrial Museum and of the Naval School.”

In concluding their comments on the new project of law the two min
isters observe that it is “  especially recommended to your favorable suf
frage by virtue of the end which it contemplates—the increase, and the 
technical and aesthetic improvement, of industrial production, * * * 
the promotion of national industry, and the economic progress of the 
laboring classes.”

A t Genoa manual training is about to be introduced into the commu
nal schools. A t present it is experimentally taught to some 400 pupils.

The School of Industrial Design and Elementary Mechanics at Naples 
comes very near the manual training system. There is a small shop con
nected with the school, where the rudiments of practical metal working 
are taught. No workmen are graduated here; boys are only prepared 
to adopt later on some trade in the line of metal working. In this school 

'are 8 teachers and 40 pupils. An income of 8,000 lire ($1,544) supports 
this school. O f this sum the state grants 3,200 lire ($617.60); the prov
ince, 2,000 lire ($386); the municipality, 1,600 lire ($308.80); and the 
chamber of commerce, 1,200 lire ($231.60). This school was organized 
about six years ago, but it is not in a flourishing condition.

In Italy, at the close of the school year 1886-’87, there were 419 tech
nical schools, and 74 institutes of secondary technical instruction. In 
the technical schools there were 28,140 pupils in regular standing as 
to membership, and 628 auditors, or pupils attending certain classes, 
but not enrolled as full time students. The technical institutes, which 
are of a higher grade than the technical schools, had at that date 6,231 
students and 410 auditors.

In proportion to the population there is in Italy one technical school 
to every 67,923 of the inhabitants and one technical institute to every 
384,589 o f the inhabitants, or 57,727 inhabitants for each technical insti
tution of higher and lower grade. There are 12.08 technical students 
in these schools to every 10,000 of the population. The number of tech-
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nical schools in Italy increased by more than one hundred from 1880 to
1887. In the year 1880 there were 314, while in 1887 there were, as 
above stated, 419. Within the same period the number o f pupils in
creased from 22,120 to 28,140.

The foregoing figures do not include the institutes of technical in
struction of the mercantile marine. Of these there were 23, with 595 
students and 36 auditors at the end of the school year 1886-’87. It 
would be inconsistent with the object of this inquiry to make extended 
reference to the Italian lyceum, gymnasium, or university, but there 
are several special higher schools and institutes which deserve to be 
mentioned.

A m o n g  the higher institutes those devoted to technical studies are 
th e fo llow in g :

A t Bologna is an institute of civil engineering and architecture, 
having in each department a three years’ course of study, and at
tended in 1886-’87 by 131 students. A t Milan there is a technical 
institute with a course of instruction divided into three sections, viz., 
a preparatory course of two years’ duration, with 123 pupils enrolled 
in the school year 1886-’87; an engineering and architectural course of 
three years, with 166 pupils; and a course of physics and chemistry 
of four years, with 3 pupils. Naples, also, has an institute of civil en
gineering and architecture, with 214 students of engineering and 2 o f 
architecture in 1886-’87; the course of study covers three years in each 
department. Borne has a similar institute, with a course of study of 
the same length, but with only one student pursuing architecture and 
81 in the department of civil engineering. The Turin institute has 
three departments. In 1886-’87 there were 305 students of civil en
gineering, 89 taking industrial engineering, and none studying archi
tecture.

Among the special schools, of a rank below the institute, may be 
named the commercial school in the small town of Bari, which was at
tended by 49 pupils in 1886-’87; the commercial school at Genoa, with 
its 27 pupils; the school of naval engineering, mechanics, nautical train
ing, and hydrographic engineering at the same place, having 89 students; 
the schools of agriculture at Milan and Portici, the former having 44 
students, the latter, 72; the Industrial Museum at Turin, with its 
electrical engineering course and 75 students; and the commercial 
school at Yenice, with its two, three, and four years’ courses and its 
88 students in the year 1886-’87.

The British commissioners visited the Milan institute and in their re
port referred to it in the following terms:

The Technical Institute of Milan is situated in the via San Marco. 
Like most of the schools and many of the private houses of Milan it 
was originally a convent. W e had the opportunity of being present 
when lessons were being given in the ordinary subjects of instruction, 
and likewise of inspecting the appliances and methods of teaching for 
the special subjects. In one room we found a class of boys receiving a
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lesson in trigonometry; in another tlie subject was history. The walls 
of the rooms were perfectly bare, and no attempt seemed to be made to 
illustrate the subject of instruction. The master was lecturing and the 
boys were listening.

As in the other Italian schools visited the appliances here for 
teaching drawing were good, and the instruction in this subject was 
both general and technical.

Several rooms o f the school or college are occupied by physical ap
paratus for the instruction of those who enter the physico-mathe- 
matical section. * * *

The museum of the department of agriculture contained models 
and illustrations of much with which a practical agriculturist has to 
be familiar, besides actual specimens of a great variety of natural 
products. Here were collected and well classified different kinds of 
ploughs and other agricultural implements and machinery; specimens 
of tools, historically arranged; collections of herbs, cereals, roots, 
etc.; specimens of woods, showing the Vertical, horizontal, and 
oblique sections, and the polish of which each kind is susceptible; 
preparations exhibiting the chemical constituents of vegetable sub
stances ; models of different kinds of apples, pears, fruits, etc., indi
cating where they are severally grown; specimens o f the soil taken 
from different parts of the valley of the Po; the various kinds of 
grapes; models and diagrams of the phylloxera, and of Its effect on 
the plant, etc..

Of the chemical department the commissioners say :
The general laboratory affords accommodation for about 60 pupils 

to work at the same time. The instruction embraces the metals and 
metalloids and qualitative analysis. The apparatus is on an extensive 
scale. * * * One room was occupied by physico-chemical appara
tus, including batteries, spectroscopes, etc. The professors of the three 
divisions into which the teaching of the school is divided are each 
persons of scientific authority in his own branch of study.

A ll of the technical institutes of Italy are similar in character to 
that of Milan, and the courses of instruction in each of them are pre
scribed by the educational department of the government. Pupils are 
admitted to the technical institutes at the age of 14, on presentation of 
their diplomas from some technical school.

Some of these technical institutes are said to have given a strong 
impulse to local industries. Thus the British commissioners report 
that the directors of the silk dyeing establishment at Como spoke in 
high praise of the influence of the technical school of Como. It had 
materially and beneficially affected the silk industry by greatly increas
ing the knowledge both of masters and foremen. A  higher culture in 
designing had led to more variety, more enterprise, and increased 
trade. A  few years ago scarcely anything but the weaving of plain 
silks was attempted; now there is a growing fancy trade, the influence 
of which is felt in a marked degree at these works, by the greater 
demand for varied and delicate colors in the dyeing.

There is a government technical school in the province of Foggia, 
where, during the school year 1888-’89, 150 pupils were in attendance. 
In the same province, and at the same period, there were three other
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technical schools "with an aggregate of 189 pupils. A  school o f the 
mechanic arts was opened in 1871 in'this province. One hundred and 
twenty-seven students attended this school during the year 1889-90.

La Scuola Professional# Tipografica di Milano was founded November 
4, 1884, by the municipal typographical societies of Milan. It was 
hampered, however, by the want of financial backing at the start. A t 
the opening of the first course, in 1885, there were 87 pupils in attend
ance. In 1888, by a ministerial decree, the school was chartered, and 
the expenses of its maintenance were fixed, by article 2, at the sum of
5,000 lire ($965) per annum. Provision was made, also, for meeting 
this expense by means o f subventions from the state, province, com
mune, the chamber of commerce, etc. A  school so recently organized 
can have but a brief biography, and little is stated beyond the above 
facts in any report.

The enterprise of the school management is shown by the publication 
of several pamphlets, under the auspices of the council, on subjects re
lating to the art of printing and collateral or cognate branches of book- 
making. W e have carefully examined these brochures, and have 
received very favorable impressions as to the thoroughness of their 
teaching. One of them is on practical rules of typography, and treats 
of the making up of printing forms, the working of presses, etc. An
other is a lucid dissertation on the correction of proof, in which the 
anomalous and variable orthography of the Italian language is severely 
scored. Still another gives a succinct history of the invention of type
setting machines,with cuts showing the mechanism of the Fraser type
setter, that of Lagermann, and that of Joseph Thorne. A ll the pam
phlets bear the imprint of the Milan Typographical School, and are 
useful and instructive writings, though perhaps not germane to the 
matter.

In November 1889 the studies of languages and drawing were made 
a part of the course of instruction. French and Italian are the lan
guages studied. In the technical department-^, four instructors are 
employed to teach compositors and four to teach press work, etc. The 
course is of three years’ duration. In 1890 there were in this school 
190 enrolled pupils. Of this number there were in the drawing classes 
57; in Italian, 47; in French, 86.

Most of the Italian schools are under ecclesiastical control, and it is 
impossible to classify them exactly. Some of them are a combination 
of school and hospital. This is true of the Pia Casa di Lavoro at 
Florence, an elementary school for the intellectual and industrial 
education of both sexes. The boys are taught reading, writing, arith
metic, tlie elements of practical geometry, linear drawing, ornamental 
drawing, and gymnastics. The girls also take the elementary branches 
and are taught women’s work suited to their condition. A t the begin
ning of the year 1890 there were 842 inmates of this institution—538 
males, 304 females. December 31,1890, there were 634 males and 345 
females—979 in all.
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A t La Spezia there is a royal school of arts and trades (Beale Scuola 
d’Arti e Mestieri) which was established by a- decree of King Hum
bert, dated February 21,1886. The object of the school is the giving 
of instruction applicable to the mechanic arts and trades. The cost of 
annual maintenance is by means of state and other subsidies. Pupils 
must be 11 years old or over.

The courses of study and practice are as follows : The elements of 
geometry, of physics, of chemistry, of the technology of wood and iron 
and other materials for building, of drawing, of modelling and intaglio 
work, with special application to the industries in which the school is 
concerned. Besides these branches Italian is to be taught, with arith
metic and the elements of algebra, accounts, penmanship, and indus
trial economy. The course of training occupies four years. According 
to the regulations for the conduct of the school the instruction is given 
in two sections and is comprised in two courses.

The first year’s course is common to both sections, and includes the 
principal operations in whole numbers, linear and ornamental drawing 
and penmanship, geometry and its applications, the Italian language, 
its orthography and parts of speech, grammatical analysis, simple 
accounts, the principal facts of the ancient history of Italy, the indus
trial and commercial geography of the region, and the elements of 
chemistry and physics.

In the second year the class is divided into the mechanical section 
and the section of construction. Both sections are taught in common 
in the following branches, viz., fractions (numerical and literal) and 
problems of the first degree with one and two unknown quantities, 
geometry and its applications, commercial and descriptive letter writ
ing, history of the epoch of the middle ages with chief events, and 
industrial and commercial geography of northern Italy. Special in
struction in the mechanical section includes projections, penmanship, 
practical mechanics, and industrial physics; in the section of construc
tion, architectural and. naval drawing, penmanship, and chemistry in 
its applications.

In the third year the common subjects in both sections are Italian, 
composition in general, description and narration, equations of the 
second degree, progression, logarithms and their properties with the 
use of tables, diagrams, and analytical geometry, modern Italian his
tory, industrial geography, and commerce of central and southern 
Italy. Special instruction in the mechanical section includes machine 
drawing (sections), practical mechanics, physics, and industrial chem
istry; in the section of construction, naval drawing, technology and me
chanics, and materials of construction.

In the fourth year special instruction for the first section is in mate
rials, metals, etc., machine drawing to scale, machine building, and gen
eral management of motors; for the second section, drawing for civil 
engineering and naval construction, plans of construction in general.

By a royal decree dated January 5,1873, a school of arts and trades
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was instituted at Foligno, in order to furnish instruction to such as 
wish to fit themselves for workmen in wood and metals and in the 
building trades. The school is divided into two sections—one a pre
paratory school and the other a school of arts and trades.

The prescribed course in the former lasts two years; in the art and 
trade section, three years. The instruction includes the Italian language, 
history, geography, penmanship, French, arithmetic, accounts, geome
try (plañe and solid), algebra, trigonometry, ornamental, architectural, 
mechanical, industrial, and topographical drawing, mechanical tech
nology, building construction, descriptive geometry, kinematics, theo
retical and practical mechanics, estimates of work, physics, industrial 
chemistry, and political economy.

Provision is made for the employment of a teaching staff consisting 
of four professors, each at a salary of 1,800 lire ($347.40) per annum, 
viz., a professor of arithmetic, plane and solid geometry, algebra, 
physics, chemistry, and mineralogy; a professor of the Italian language 
and literature, history, geography, chirography, French, and accounts; 
a professor of ornamental drawing, architecture and the plastic arts, 
designing of ornaments, and of drawing applied to industrial and archi
tectural uses; a professor of mechanical technology, theoretical and 
practical mechanics, machine drawing, kinematics, trigonometry, topo
graphical surveying, measurement of altitudes, building construction, 
estimation of cost, etc.

To gain admission to this school pupils must be at least 13 years 
old, in good health, and have a physician’s certificate of vaccination; 
they must also have completed the elementary course of studies in a 
public or private school, and present a certificate of good behavior from 
the local authority.

In a letter dated March 27, 1892, Prof. T. Buccolini, director , of this 
institute, writes that the school is free, the pupils paying merely an 
annual enrolment fee of 30 lire ($5.79).

The whole number of pupils enrolled in the year 1S90-’91 was 66. Of 
these there were in the first year’s course, 33; second year’s, 16; third 
year’s, 7; fourth year’s, 7; fifth year’s, 3; a total of 66. This number 
of pupils seems small, but there have never before been so many in 
attendance during the sixteen years’ existence of.the school. Most of 
the pupils are said to prefer the trade of iron workers. The estimate 
of the expenses of the school for the year 1891-’92 is put at about
15,000 lire ($2,895). •

The professional school of Savona, founded by a royal decree bear
ing date of August 15, 1871, was instituted for the purpose of giving 
industrial instruction. It consists of two distinct sections—the mechan
ical section and the chemical section. The programme outlines a 
four years’ course of study. The first year’s work is general and pre
paratory; afterwards special subjects are taught. Elementary instruc
tion is given in geometry, algebra, physics, chemistry, mechanics, teeh- 

S. Ex. 65------29
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nology? and drawing with special regard to industries» The Italia® 
language, arithmetic, penmanship, and. history are also included among 
the branches taught.

For admission to  the preparatory class in this school the pupil must 
be at least 9 years of age and not over IT. To enter the evening class 
he must be 14 years did, and able to read and write. Each pupil pays 
a matriculation fee of 2.20 lire (42 cents).

The total income o f the Savona school for the year 1883 was 20,37b 
lire ($3,931.41). The expenditures for the year were 20,836 lire 
($4,021.35), leaving a deficit o f 466 lire ($89.94).

In the graduating class of 1883 there were six members (day school). 
O f these one has become a decorator in ceramic art;. one, a decorator 
in stucco; one, an assistant in the drawing school; one, a student in the 
ifaufcical Institute; one, a tradesman; and one, a churchman. The 
evening class, graduating the same year, consisted of six members. All 
but one o f these has adopted some mechanical occupation. The one 
exception is devoted to a military career.

There are in Savona two gymnasia, one lyceum, one technical school,
„ one technical institute, and a nautical institute, besides this profes

sional school.
The School o f Art Applied to Industry (Scuola cP A rte Applicate, alV 

Industrie) at Luzzara was instituted by a ministerial decree issued in 
1881, in support of the School of Drawing opened at the ©lose of the 
year 1868.

The minister of agriculture, industry, and commerce grants to this 
school an annual allowance of 1,200 lire ($231,60); the commune, 1,000 
lire ($193) ;  and the province,. 400 lire ($77.20). The chamber of com
merce of Reggio nelP Emilia also contributes 150 lire ($28.95) annually.

Statistics of the school for ten years are as follows:

School year. ' Attend
ance.

Enrol
ment. Graduates-.

1881-82............................... -...............
1882-’83............ ..............................
1883-'84...........................................
1884-’85....................................... .. . .
1885- 86..........................................
1886-’87......................... .................
18»7-’8S.................................... ; . . . .
1888-’89............................... ..........
1889-’90.........................................
1890-J91....................................

The subjects o f study in the school arer Ornamental drawing, 
geometrical drawing, architectural drawing, elements of figure draw
ing, modelling, intaglio work, civil engineering, and eîeïnefats of 
.machine drawing. The principal instruction imparted in this school 
consists of the drawing—free-hand, ornamental, and figure drawing 
and geometrical, architectural, mechanical, and topographical drawing. 
With this instruction its applications in modelling, carving, etc., are 
taught in the different courses.
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La Beale Scuola Professionals di Fabriano is maintained jointly by 
the government, the province, the commune, and the chamber of com
merce. There are two sections of the school. The first section includes 
the pupils enrolled in the shops, the other section the pupils enrolled in 
the scholastic courses. Pupils are not admitted to the first section if 
under 11 or over 17 years of age; in the second section none can be 
received under 11 years o f age. When the pupils o f the first section 
have finished the course they may enter a shop" to perfect themselves in 
manual labor; those of the second section, not having received the com
bined training of culture and technical instruction so useful in the artistic 
professions, may easily become proficient in the trades of the school course.

The Aldmi-Yaleriani Institute at Bologna is a technical school. Its 
compound title was given it in honor of its founders, one of whom, 
Prof. Giovanni Aldini, in 1834, by his last will and testament, made 
provision for the establishment of a school of mechanic arts, and of 
chemistry as applied to the arts of manufacture, to be under the joint 
control of a committee composed of members of the university staff, 
o f competent artists, and of the government council. To this school, 
constituted on such a plan, Prof. Yaleriani added an equipment for 
instruction in drawing applied to the arts.

The general scope of the Bologna institute is t% promote technical 
knowledge, to train the eye and hand in the acquisition of mechanic 
art, and physical and chemical manipulation; to give popular courses 
of instruction in technical science and drawing to adult artisans; and, 
in general, to contribute to the improvement of art by means of in
struction and experimentation in science.

The institute appears to have a good equipment for its proposed 
work, possessing a rich collection of machines, apparatus, models, 
drawings, books, etc. It has a school shop with motors and machine 
tools for* working in wood, iron, etc,, a laboratory (chemical and phys
ical), a large drawing room, and two halls for recitations, reading, etc. 
The location is the convent of Santa Lucia in via Castiglione; and 
the establishment is supplied with water, gas, and (in part) with elec
tric lights.

The current expenses of the institute for the -year 1801 were 30,370 
lire ($7,508.41). The amount was covered by the income of the school, 
derived from funds from the commune, from the grant of the minister of 
agriculture, industry, and commerce, from the evening school fees, 
and from various contributions.

There are three sections or subdivisions of the institute, with a re
spective attendance in 1800-’01 as follows;

Day section, mechanic arts department, 128; chemical and phys
ical department, none. Evening section of geometrical and ornamental 
drawing, etc,, all classes (number enrolled), 255; subsection, steam en
gineering, 102. Of these 75 were born in the commune of Bologna, 
24 in other communes of the province of Bologna, 27 in other provinces,
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and 2 were foreign born. Pupils are admitted to membership in the 
institute at 12 years o f age, if  qualified for the successful pursuit of its 
courses of study.

The course of instruction in the department of the mechanic arts 
comprises the following subjects: The Italian language, geometry, 
the elements of physics, of chemistry, of mechanics, and of technology; 
morals and economics, ornamental drawing, drawing applied to the arts, 
general studies and exercises, and last, but not least, practice in the 
school shop. In the physico-chemical department the studies are essen
tially the same, except that practice in the chemical laboratory is sub
stituted in a large measure for shop work. Fifty-four hours a week 
are occupied with school work throughout the three years’ course. 
One-half o f this time is spent in the shop.

There are six instructors in the institute—one for each of the chief 
specialties taught. But, besides these, there are eight assistants and 
master workmen who give shop instruction.

The Museo Artistico Industriale e Scuole Officine in Naples is one 
of the few schools which are under the control of the government. It 
was established in 1883; has an income of about 95,000 lire ($18,335), 
of which sum, however, the state contributes only 30,000 lire ($5,790), 
the rest being givqji by the province, the municipality, and by dona
tion. The school is of an artistic character only, with 18 teachers 
and about 200 scholars. The course of instruction lasts three years, 
but continues through nearly eleven months of each year. The-shops 
consist of—ceramics, with painting, ornamenting, etc.; metal casting, 
on a very small scale and for ornamental purposes only, in zinc, lead, 
brass, and silver; gold and silver smithing, and enamelling; engraving; 
lithography, and chromolithography; wood carving, intarsia, and fine 
wood working for furniture; chiselling. The engraving, lithographing, 
and wood working departments had apparently about three-foui thsof 
all the scholars. The theoretical instruction given refers only to the arts 
mentioned, no general educational instruction being given as the 
pupils are admitted only after an examination.

Scuola Industriale Alessandro Volta, Naples, is a small school estab
lished in 1886, mainly under the control of the municipality, although 
the state grants a yearly subsidy of 25,000 lire ($4,825). The entire 
income is only about 56,000 lire ($10,808). It is a good practical school, 
but not patronized as it should be. There is too much hard work con
nected with the trades taught there. There are 11 teachers and only 
about 65 pupils. The scope of this school is to educate good practi
cal machinists, but it seems that the course is entirely too short, 
there being only three years allotted to the practical course. General 
education is also given, and its extent is about alpari with our high 
schools. The school has a good machine shop with steam power and 
modern tools; only metals are worked. Pupils must pass a mild exam
ination.
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Istituto Casanova, Naples, is the largest and probably the best 
appointed school in the entire south o f  Italy. It, liké the preceding 
ones, was established by large hearted philanthropists who saw 
clearly the necessity o f providing for the education o f the children of 
the poor.

This school was established in 1880. It is properly an orphans’ 
asylum, only it must be understood that the word orphan is to be 
taken in its most extensive sense; that is to say, children who have 
lost their father, or their mother, or both their parents are all called 
orphans. It is the aim of this institution to keep the children confided 
to its care away from their former associates. Children above the age 
of 10 years are admitted, and in many instances they are younger. 
They receive full elementary instruction, and are then instructed in 
the higher branches of education pertaining to the trade which they 
have chosen.

The shops connected with this school are—joinery,-cabinetmaking, 
wood carving, gilding, machine, watchmaking, gold and silver 
smithing, printing (typography), for the manufacture of instruments 
of precision, and bronzing. The course of instruction covers eight 
years and sometimes longer, as they do not leave the school until they 
have reached the nineteenth year of age. In 1892 there were 27 teachers 
and about 450 pupils. The income from contributions to this school 
is about 65,000 lire ($12,545). The state contributes 18,000 lire ($3,474), 
the province 6,000 lire ($1,158), the city 10,000 lire ($1,930), the cham
ber of commerce 1,500 lire ($289.50), benevolent associations 7,000 
lire ($1,351), workingmen’s associations 11,500 lire ($2,219.50), and' 
private donations 11,000 lire ($2,123). Besides this the school earns 
something from the sale of articles there manufactured.

Scuola di Lavoro della Società per VEducazione del Popolo, also in 
Naples, is a good school, but its resources are limited, the entire 
income being only about 9,000 lire ($1,737), of which the state furnishes
3,000 lire ($579), the city 4,000 lire ($772), and the society 2,000 lire 
($386). The course covers five years. They have 16 poorly paid 
teachers at an average of 370 lire ($71.41) a year, and claim to have 
about 230 pupils. A t the time of visitation in 1892 they «did not seem 
to have so many, but that may have been caused by the many branches 
of industry in which instruction was given. There were silversmiths, 
machinists, joiners, cabinetmakers, wood carvers, wood turners, gild
ers, model makers, electrical apparatus makers, smiths, locksmiths, 
bronzers, printers, and bookbinders. The majority appeared to be 
employed in typography and bookbinding. Their work was not very 
good.

There are three other schools for males in Naples which were not 
visited. They are scientific rather than practical. The agent of the 
Department was informed that these three schools, together, did not 
have more than six teachers, and that the pupils, nearly all of whom
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were already finished workmen or apprentices in their last year, did 
not exceed the number o f 50. The names of the schools are—Scuola di 
Chimica Applicata alie Arti della Société Centrale Opérala Napolitana, 
laboratory for smelting; Scuola di Meccanica Pratica per gli Opérai 
presso la Beale Université, school for the manufacture of instruments 
o f precision; Siazione Sperimentaleper la Industria délie Belli, school 
for experiments in dyeing.

A  free school for females in Naples, called Seuola Gratuita del Bitiro 
di Sum* Orsola, bears an excellent reputation. Twenty-nine nuns are 
employed as teachers and the pupils number about 600. This is an 
entirely charitable institution for the poor. The theoretical instruc
tion is of the grammar school grade. Besides this practical instruc
tion is given in sewing, embroidery, artificial flower making, and knit
ting and crocheting. The course covers five years, nine months’ in
struction per year being given; and the cost of maintaining the school 
is 30,000 lire ($5,790) a year, of which the state pays 17,000 lire ($3,281), 
the remainder being paid by a  religious order.

There exists in Naples a similar school called Scuola Profèssionale 
Femminile nel Bitiro del Santissimo Ucee Homo.

In Sicily the following schools exist in which some attention is paid 
to industrial education; A t Girgenti the Scuola W Arti e Mestieri Gioeni, 
a small orphans’ asylum with a shop for locksmiths and cabinetmakers; 
at Trapani the Scuola d1 Arti e Mestieri, a middle sized orphans’ asylum 
with shops for wood carvers, marble cutters, and workers in lava, sea- 
shells, and corals; and at Palermo the Museo Artístico Industriale e 
Scuole Officine, a small asylum with a shop for cabinetmaking only.

In Reggio d i Calabria is a school which is theoretical rather than 
practical, much time and attention being devoted to drawing, and only 
a little modelling in clay being done.

In the Abruzzo and the Apulia divisions at Chieti and Bari very 
little of educational interest or importance exists, Bari having only a 
commercial school for mineralogy and assaying, and Chieti a very small 
school (Scuola W Arti Applicata all’ Industria) with about 30 pupils, 
and a shop for wood carving, wood turning, and cutting for tailors. 
There is a still smaller school for girls at Chieti in which industrial 
instruction is confined to knitting with machines.

A t Aversa, near Naples, is the Scuola d? Arti e Mestieri nelV Istituto 
Artístico di San Lorenzo. This school can not be considered a school 
for boys, as advanced apprentices, young workingmen, and even older 
students are admitted. There are 9 teachers and about 200 pupils. 
The instruction is confined to two hours in the morning and three 
hours in the evening. The shops are for joiners and cabinetmakers, 
blacksmiths and locksmiths, gilders, wood carvers, shoemakers, tailors, 
weavers, machinists, printers, and hatters. This school, in which in
struction is free, requires an expenditure o f 9,000 lire ($1,737) per year, 
of which the state provides 7,000 lire ($1,351) and the province 2,000
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lire ($386). Whatever is manufactured here is sold in Naples, but the 
receipts are divided among the pupils.
' The Scuola d’lncisiom sul Coralla, e WArti Decorative e Indmtriale 
at Torre del Greco, seven miles southeast o f Naples, is an interesting 
establishment, as it is from here mainly that the stores and itinerant 
venders, not only of Naples but of all Italy nearly, are furnished with 
the so-called “ mementos of Italy.” All kinds of work in coral, lava, 
sea-shells, tortoise-shell, ivory, wood, metal, etc., are made here. There 
are but 4 teachers and about 140 pupils. The course of instruction 
covers five years. The school has an income of about 10,000 lire 
($1,930), which are contributed by the state, the province, the munici
pality of Naples, the chamber of commerce, etc. This school resembles 
what in Austria would be called a school for house industries.

A t San Giovanni a Teduccio, a suburb of Naples, is located the 
Scuola di Disegno Industriale ed Elementi di Meccanica. Instruction in 
this school approximates the manual training system. There is a small 
shop connected with the school where the practical rudiments o f metal 
working are taught. No workingmen are graduated; boys are simply 
prepared to adopt later on some trade in the line of metal working. 
There are 8 teachers in all, who have charge of 40 pupils. But very 
few graduate, as, for instance, at the beginning of the past school year 
57 pupils were entered; during the year 5 had to be dismissed for utter 
moral worthlessness, 12 dropped out, and only 26 passed on examination. 
The financial support given to this school is limited, reaching only 8,000 
lire ($1,544) in all, o f which the state grants 3,200 lire ($617.60), the 
province 2,000 lire ($386), the municipality of Naples 1,600 lire ($3O8.S0), 
and the chamber o f commerce 1,200 lire ($231.60). This school has ex
isted only about six years, but the results are not gratifying to the 
heads of the institution, and if improvement does not ensue the school 
may possibly.be closed.

The Scuola Professionale, at Foggia, was established by the state as 
far back as 1872, but deteriorated while under state management. The 
school then passed under the control of the local authorities and is now 
in a flourishing condition. There are 7 regular teachers with about 100 
pupils. There are shops for wood working of every description, includ
ing carpentry and wagon making, shops for harness and saddle making, 
stone cutting, etc., making it one of the best and most completely ap
pointed schools in Italy. The course covers five years. The state 
grants a subsidy of 1,000 lire ($193) per annum, while the chamber of 
commerce contributes yearly the amount 38,000 lire ($7,334), and an 
additional 9,000 lire ($1,737) are contributed by the province, the city, 
and private parties. This is really a pay school, but poor scholars are 
not only admitted free of charge, but are also allowed a subsidy to 
defray their maintenance.

Borne contains but few schools in which industrial instruction is 
given. Not more than seven such schools are of sufficient import-
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ance to be noted, all o f which are orphan asylums, and either self-sup
porting or supported by some religious order.

The Istituto Professionale Maschile delV Ospizio di San Michele a Ripa,, 
at Eome, is a very old school (over one hundred years old), and is con
nected with an orphan asylum and a home for the aged. It is supported 
entirely by public charity. It has about 140 scholars, who, once entering, 
must stay till they are 19 years old. Before being admitted to any of the 
shops the pupils must have acquired an elementary education reaching 
as. high as perhaps the fourth grade with us. Therefore the scholars 
are admitted at 10 to 14 years of age, but not over 14. Here, as well as 
in the majority of these schools, great attention is devoted to art, and to 
those trades which may be termed artistic. The artistic shops are—wood 
carving, copper plate engraving, stucco work, decorative painting, archi
tectural draughting, and tapestry. The trade shops are for stone and 
marble cutting, joinery and cabinetmaking, blacksmiths and lock
smiths, machinists, printing, and metal casting. The great majority 
o f the pupils adopt here as everywhere else in meridional Italy the 
lint} of the arts. The school authorities, however, have no record of 
the career of the pupils after they leave school.
' The Istituto Pio I X  degli Artigianelli di San Giuseppe, Eome, is the 
exact counterpart of the preceding one, with the only exception that 
this school is in charge of the Christian Brothers, while the former is in 
charge of the laity. There are about ICO pupils, who may enter at 
10 years of age and upward. This school admits also pay scholars at 
the rate of 35 lire ($6.70) per month, for which sum they are fed, clad, 
housed, and instructed. The branches of instruction are the same as 
above, with the exception that decorative painting and architectural 
draughting drop out, and that shoemaking and tailoring are added. 
This school also exists entirely from the sale of its products and the 
contributions of the order.

Ospizio di Tata Giovanni, Eome, is in charge o f the priesthood. It is 
an orphans’ asylum, rather small, with about 60 pupils who receive a 
religious and theoretical education in the house, where they are also 
fed and clad; but the practical trade education is not imparted in the 
house. The priests, however, procure apprenticeships outside for the 
boys.

The system seems to work well, for it has been adopted by the Scuola 
Professionale del Rione San Angelo—a school established by Israelites 
who pick up little erring and wandering Jews, apprentice them some
where, and instruct them in the Hebrew faith.

Ospizio degli Artigianelli Bonanni is an orphans’, asylum similar to 
the Istituto Professionale Maschile delV Ospizio di San Michele a Ripa 
and the Istituto Pio I X  degli Artigianelli di San Giuseppe, but very 
much smaller and supported entirely by the working classes.

The Victoria Home, Eome, is a school that rests upon a charitable
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foundation. A  memorial tablet upon the building bears the following 
inscription: “ In memory of Margueretta Leslie Edwardes, who for six
teen years labored with untiring love and zeal for the good of the chil
dren of Italy. Died July 12,1891.” The school is now conducted by 
the daughter of the deceased. There are about 40 pupils (both male 
ahd female). Pupils are admitted’ at a very tender age, in lact when 
they can walk, and stay till they are 14 years of age, when situations 
are procured for them. The girls are taught household work, including 
sewing, knitting, crocheting, etc. The boys are educated to become 
printers and bookbinders, or shoemakers. The printing done, consid
ering the very old and very poor material, is good. The children are 
fed, clad, and housed, as a rule, without charge, but there are Italian 
families who desire to send their children there and are willing to pay. 
The charge is then 400 lire ($77.20) per annum.

The Scuola Femminile Torlonia in Rome is supported entirely by the 
munificence of Prince Torlonia, and is conducted on the convent school 
plan. The instruction is of a high grade, and in ornamental rather 
than industrial branches. Pupils are admitted after a very rigid ex
amination, not only as to their personal conduct, but also as to the 
antecedents of their parents. Among the inhabitants of Rome the school 
stands high in esteem.
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CHAPTER Yin.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN
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CHAPTER Vili.
PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN RUSSIA.

Russia lias no national system of elementary instruction—sucli scliool 
organization as exists in Finland., Poland, and the Baltic dependencies 
being of local and provincial origin. The government is understood, 
however, to have under consideration a scheme for promoting primary 
education. Meanwhile many of the manufacturers have established 
schools in connection with their works, and most railway companies 
maintain similar schools for the benefit of the children of their em
ployés. The government also takes the utmost pains to promote the 
interests of manufactures and mechanical pursuits generally, by found
ing and subsidizing technical schools of a high order.

The imperial technical schools at Moscow and Saint Petersburg 
are richly endowed, and are reputed to be among the best equipped 
of European schools of their class. But these are properly classed as 
professional schools.

Of the schools below the university rank in Moscow, which give 
manual instruction and yet make no attempt to teach a handicraft, 
the Komisarof Technical School is among the oldest and best. It 
was opened in 1866; two railroad contractors having originated the 
scheme for its establishment. The institution is aided by the govern
ment, aud is attended by about 400 students. Boys are admitted at 11 
years of age, if qualified, and remain five years.

The course of instruction by years is as follows :
First year.—Reading, writing, arithmetic to common fractions, gram

mar, German, geography, and drawing.
¡Second year.—Same subjects continued, Latin, Russian history, math

ematical and mechanical drawing, and map drawing; workshop 
practice three hours daily.

Third year.—Some of the above subjects, algebra, physical geography, 
free-hand drawing, geometry, and conic sections.

Fourth year.—Mechanics, dynamics, history, elementary physics, min
eralogy, and metallurgy.

Fifth year.—Trigonometry, magnetism and electricity, physics, prop
erties of metals and woods, composition o f stones, lime, mortar, machine 
construction, hydraulics, and bookkeeping.

The elements of botany and zoology are taught in all the classes.
Carpentry constitutes the workshop practice of the second and third 

years. Subsequently metal work takes the place of it. The equipment
461
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of the workshops comprises 44 vises, 60 carpenters’ benches, 30 foot 
lathes, 4 forges, etc.

Of the same kind, though on a smaller scale, is the Mechanical Handi
craft School of Moscow, founded by the Society for the Promotion of 
Technical Education. The instruction is much like that of the school 
just described. The government contributes about $1,000 annually to 
the support of this school. The course of study requires five years for 
its completion. Boys enter the school at 12 years of age.

The Strogonoif School of Technical Design and Museum of Art and 
Industry was founded in 1860 by Count Strogorroff in conjunction with 
the Emperor Nicholas. Drawing, modelling in clay, and designing of 
fabrics are the principal subjects of instruction. The Museum of Art 
and Industry, established in connection with this school, is char
acterized by Mr. Mather as “ a sort of South Kensington in em
bryo”

Like Moscow, Saint Petersburg has its technological institute and 
other institutions of collegiate rank for the education of civil engineer s, 
mining engineers, etc. But the city is also abundantly provided with 
secondary schools which do not train pupils for professions or specialties. 
Foremost among these is the Saint Petersburg Handicraft and Indus
trial School. This school is the out pme of an undertaking begun 
many years ago by the town authoriti s, with the aid of private indi
viduals* and under the patronage of thv\ imperial family, having for its 
object the education of poor boys and orphans in the mechanic arts. 
Boys enter this school at the age of 12 ye/trs, and pursue a five years’ 
course.

The studies comprise reading, writing, arithmetic, the Bnssian lan
guage* history, geography, natural history, elementary chemistry* me
chanics and physics, technology o f metals and woods, free-hand drawing, 
mechanical projection, singing, and gymnastics. Joinery, bootmaking, 
engraving, paper hanging, smiths’ work, turning, planing, and shaping 
of metals constitute the various branches of workshop practice.

The teaching staff numbers 24 persons, 2 of whom are drawing 
teachers* and 3 teach the handicrafts.

In the first two years pupils spend two hours in the workshop and five 
hours in the classes daily; in the third and fourth years the time is about 
equally divided between the classes and the workshop; while, in the 
fifth year, the whole o f  each day is passed in the shop.

In connection with this school is a girls’ department conducted on 
the same general plan. There are 19 teachers, of whom 9 are teachers 
of handicrafts. Girls are admitted at 10 to 12 years of age, and re
main until 17. In addition to elementary book learning they are taught 
the cutting out of clothing, needlework, dressmaking and millinery, 
lace making, cooking and housekeeping.

A t the Munich congress (1888) Saint Hilaire, director of the seminary 
at Saint Petersburg, said in reference to the state of the work school
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movement in Russia, that great interest had been taken in manual 
training in Russia ever since the efforts o f Clauson-Kaas in Germany 
had become known v He farther declared that the Technical Society 
of Saint Petersburg had for ten years sought to promote manual train
ing ; but that the greatest impulse had been given to this form of in
struction by the present minister o f finance, Mr. Wisehnegradski. 
In 1884 he made a journey to Sweden, and visited the seminary of 
Salomon at Satis. During the same summer the minister of education 
sent two teachers to Naas, in order that they might go through the 
six weeks’ course there; and, later, the director o f the teachers’ in
stitute at Saint Petersburg was dispatched to Sweden and Germany to 
ascertain what were the most approved equipments of manual training 
shops.

In the same year (1884) a workshop for boys’ hand labor was estab
lished in connection with the teachers’ institute at Saint Petersburg by 
the minister of education, and one of the teachers, Mr. Zizuhe, who had 
worked in the Naas seminary, was appointed (and had since served) 
as superintendent of this establishment. In the year 1885 the council 
voted an annual sum of 3,000 rubles ($1,659) for the workshop.

The method of wood working pursued by Director Salomon at Naas 
had been adopted with but slight and unimportant modifications, and 
also within the past year (1887) a beginning in metal work had been 
made. Each year about 45 pupils of the teachers’ institute, who are 
preparing for positions in the city schools, take the course, and about 
20 pupils of the practice school—boys from 12 to 15 years of age—also 
attend. They are divided into four groups and each group has to per
form six hours’ shop work per week.

Many of the pupils who have completed the manual training course 
(jEandfertigkeits-Gursus) are already introducing hand labor for boys 
Into other educational establishments in Saint Petersburg, in the prov
inces, and throughout Russia. Yery many teachers and young people, 
including women, apply for admission to the school workshop, and it 
is impossible to accommodate all o f them. The teachers also give many 
private lessons in manual training in well to do families and in families 
.of the highest station. During the present summer (1888) three courses 
in manual training have been held in Russia, viz., in Novaia Ladoga, 
for city and country school teachers, led by School Inspector Kotikof, 
a pupil o f the Naas seminary; a course at Riga under the direction 
of Mr. Zizuhe; and a course for country school teachers at Kiev. 
All of these courses have received subventions from the state.

Manual training has made good progress in Russia of late. The first 
institution which adopted this special instruction into its curriculum 
was the teachers’ institute at Saint Petersburg, and it is still at the 
head of the movement.

Not only do the future teachers there learn to practise their profes
sion, but many teachers already in office are sent thither from various
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provinces o f the kingdom to graduate in its courses of instruction. 
For carrying out this course of teaching 3,000 rubles ($1,659) are annu
ally appropriated for the benefit of the Saint Petersburg teachers’ 
institute. Similar provision is made for instructing teachers in manual 
labor at the institutes in Glookhov, Yilna, and Orenboorg.

Besides, there are now eleven teachers’ courses held in various local
ities in Bussia during the vacation season, and by this means 250 
teachers are prepared for the work of imparting manual instruction 
every year. Furthermore, the Bussian minister of war has decided to 
introduce manual training into all cadet schools; and, accordingly, in 
the summer of 1891, he instituted at Saint Petersburg a course of 
instruction for officers from all cadet corps.

Altogether, manual training has, up to the present time, been intro
duced into 116 establishments, viz., 4 teachers’ institutes, 14 teachers’ 
seminaries, 4 intermediate schools, 16 cadet corps, 44 higher public 
schools, and 34 elementary and common schools.

In the Bussian congress of manual training in 1890 it was resolved:
(1) That manual training should be recognized as a general educa
tional subject; (2) that the most effectual means of educating teachers 
of manual training are the vacation courses of instruction; (3) that 
in order to insure the adoption of manual training in all teachers’ 
institutes and seminaries the government should make it an obligatory 
subject.

FINLAND.

The data are not at hand from which to sketch an outline of the 
industrial educational system of Finland. The following extracts from 
the StatistisJc Arsbolc fo r  Finland, 1889-’90, show, however, that such 
a system exists in that country.'

Seven commercial schools are reported, with 46 male and 11 female 
teachers, and with 297 pupils—162 boys and 135 girls. These schools '  
all receive state subsidies.

Thirty-one schools for apprentices, with a total of 2,111 pupils, are 
also mentioned, all receiving subventions from the town and state.

There are 12 agricultural schools, with 44 instructors and 279 stu
dents. The course of study in these schools occupies two years in some 
cases and three years in other. Then there are 16 dairy schools, with 
25 male and 16 female teachers, and 148 pupils, all but one of whom 
are females.

Of industrial schools there were 6 in Finland, with 37 teachers and 
255 pupils, at the end of the school year 1888-’89. In certain of these 
schools the Finnish language is used, in others the Swedish. The 
schools derive their support from tuition fees.

Finally, there were 12 towns in which 16 trade schools were main
tained. . The teachers in these schools numbered 68, the pupils 965, 
varying in age from 11 years to 40. The state and commune contribute
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to their support. The report gives no clue as to what trades are taught, 
or what is the nature and scope of the instruction in any of the Finnish 
schools.

Helsingfors, the capital of Finland, is the site of a polytechnic school 
which bears an excellent reputation. It has five sections, viz., engineer
ing, machine construction, architecture, chemistry, and surveying. 
The total number of pupils in attendance during the school year
1890-’91 was 128.

There are also several schools in Finland where navigation is taught. 
Seven such are named in the list of the ArsboJc. The total number of 
pupils in the seven schools in the school year 1890-’91 was 156.

Nine commercial schools are given in the list of industrial institutions 
of Finland. These have, altogether, 62 teachers and 443 pupils—247 
males and 196 females.

The number of agricultural schools in Finland has increased from 
12 (as enumerated in the ArsboJc, 7SSP-’£>0) to 14, the present number. 
In the aggregate there are now 51 instructors in these schools and 
362 students. The dairy schools have apparently grown in favor with 
the people also. Of these there are now 19 in Finland, with 20 male 
and 26 female teachers, and 177 pupils, all females.

There are trade schools of the primary grade in existence in 13 towns 
of Finland, with 58 teachers,. 632 Finnish speaking pupils, 73. whoso 
mother tongue is Swedish, and 9 whose native language is neither 
Swedish nor Finnish. As to age the youngest is 11, the eldest 33. 
Total state subvention, 4,774 marks ($1,136.21) ; communal, 8,099 marks 
($1,927.56).

There are also trade schools of the superior grade in 6 towns, with 37 
teachers, 251 Finnish speaking pupils, and 27 Swedish speaking pupils. 
As to age the minimum is 11 years, the maximum, 39 years. The 
state subvention is 10,755 marks ($2,559,69); communal, 17,006 marks 
($4,047,43).

In this report (ArsboJc, 1892) there are no statistics concerning the 
industrial schools of Finland that come down to a later date than 
those contained in former annuals. Indeed the figures from the report 
of 1889-’90 are here reproduced without change.

Except in the case of the Polytechnic School at Helsingfors statis
tics are not given respecting individual institutions, and the informa
tion as to the polytechnic is very meagre.

Following is a census o f the Finnish technical and industrial schools: 
S. Ex. 65------ 30
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TECHNICAL AND INEtTSTEIAL SCHOOLS IN FINLAND.

4

Mar
ginal
num
ber.

Name of school. Location. Cnrrictilum.

h om er technical schools.

"1 Helsingfors technical school - Helsingfors-........................ Penmanship, bookkeeping, mathe-
matics, physics, practical mechan-
ics, machine construction, free-

IBs» 1 hand, mechanical, and trade draw-
ing, bridge, road, and water en- Agineering, and manual work.2 i

m m - ship building.3
■BeiT 4 Kuopio technical school__ Kuopio__________ ______

5 Nikolais tad technical school. Niltolaistad............ ........... Same as No. 1, and, in addition,
HKk* - : chemistry.

E lem entary technical schools.

6 Tammerfors elementary Tammerfors....... . .............
technical school.

Biroiii! 7 Abo elementary technical A bo...................................
fw :-': ' ® school.
RĤ i' 8 Viborg elementary tech-

nicai school.JRs . . , 9 TXlCaborg elementary tech- TJle&borg...........................
nicai school.

H i  H 1 10 Bjorn eborg elementary tech- • BjBrnehorg........................
1 # s w' • nicai school.

11 Jyvaskyla elementary tech- Jyvaskyla......................
nicai school. Free-hand, ornamental, trade, and

■&*- 12 Kotlca elementary technical Kotka'................................ mechanical drawing, mathemat-
l school. ics, penmanship, historv, book-

f&K 13 Kaumo elementary tech- Kaumo............................... keeping, Swedish and Finnish 1
■p/".. nicai school. . languages./ 14 Saint Michel elementary Saint Michel..............1___1 B̂'- technical school.

15 Jaeobstad elementary tech- Jaeobstad.........................
nicai school.m&ri 16 Uteri as elementary tech- Ekenas..............................
nicai school.1 Bfr̂ 17 TorneS, elementary tech- Torne&..............................
nicai school.

18 Kexliolm elementary tech- Kexliolm.......... ...............I nicai school.
19 Mariehamn elementary Mariehamn........................m?: technical school:■KM ■•'•'. Industria l schools.

20
blacksmith work.

21 Uleaborg practical, school-.. Ule&borg........................... Carpentry, lathe work, wood sculp-
ture, basket making, drawing,! IHUi and modelling.I ■»*: ' 22 Makarne Halloublads in- Sordavala.............. . ........ . Work in wood and iron, drawing,1 fir/" dustrial school. and modelling.

23 Lekt-or Makineus practical Sordavala.................... . All kind's of carpenter work, free-
1 BP, school. hand, ornamental, andtradedraw-

24 Sakkijarvi industrial school. Sakkijarvi.........................
Wig.

Carpenter, blacksmith, and tin- H i1 Wfcr; smith work, free-hand and trade1 sB̂« drawing.1 Sr- 1 25
26 Ingmau’s industrial school. A bo................................... Fancy work in wood and wood

sculpture.1 JK, 27 Willmanstrand industrial Willmanstrand................. Carpenter work, harness making,
school. drawing, and arithmetic.

28

1 Pa;- 29 Satakunta industrial school. Tniskula........................... Blacksmithing, wagon making, and1 Ik)-'- agricultural implements.1 flE?* 30 Imperial Finnish industrial A bo.......... ........................ Weaving, sewing, straw work,
school. drawing, and bookkeeping.1 31 Borgh weaving school......... Borg&.................................. W eaving, knitting, sewing, and1 BPss straw work.

32 Borga school for straw Borg&.................................. Straw work of all kinds, and
1 Br' ■ workers. basket making.

33

34 Kuopio school of weaving ..1 Sr* ’ * 1 BSp' m
1 w:-' 'I ( . ¡’V-jH |vi
wmk.
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ÖHÄ3P, ^ ÏÎI^ ïN ^ tJ S T ^ Â i EDUCATION W  ÎÏÜSSÏA.^
' *■ . ’ ' -* ' ’»V .".

TECBNIiCÂT. AÜP JNTHTgTglAL MJHO0IS W  WINLAHB. .

H o w  supported.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees .

B y  governm ent, county, and fees. 
B y  governm ent, county, and fees. 
B y  governm ent, eonnty, and fees.

■ B y  governm ent, county, and fe e s . .

B y  governm ent, county, and f e e s .........

B y  governm ent, county, and f e e s .........

B y  governm ent, county, and f e e s .........

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
by  private donations.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
by private donations.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
by  private donations.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
b y  private donations.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
by private donations.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
by private donations.

B y  governm ent, county, and fees, and 
"by private donations.

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

Courses.

One and tw o y e a r s .

One and tw o years ■
One and tw o years , 
One and tw o years . 
One and tw o y e a r s .

Six months each,

S ix  m onths each;
tw elve hours daily. 

Six  m onths e a c h ............

E ig h t m onths each ; 
ten hours daily.

One year each ; tw elve  
hours daily.

E our m onths each; 
thirty-four hours per 
w eek.

S ix  m onths e a c h ............

E ig h t m onths each.

T w o y e a r s ...................

One y e a r .......................

N o  fixed t i m e ............

N o  fixed t i m e ............

N o  fixed t i m e ............

N o  fixed t i m e ............

No fixed t i m e ............

Bees
(approxim ate).

t per year

f t  per y e a r , ,

$4 per year . .  
$t per year . .  
$4 per year . .

$2 per course

54 cents per m on th . 

70 cents perm on th .

60 cents per m onth . 

80 cents per m on th .

40 centsper m onth  

40 cents per m onth

80 cents perm onth

40 cen tsperm on lh  

40 cents perm onth  

40centsperm onth  

40 cents per m onth  

60 cen tsperm on th

T otal
pu pils.

54

32

955

15

Marginal
num
ber.
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M ar-'
g ihal
n u m 
ber.

N am e o f  school. Location. Curriculum .

H i

2

3

I n d u s t r i a l  sch ools— conc’d.

Joensuu school o f  w eavin g .

Saint M ichel school o f  
w eaving.

TJle&borg school o f  w eaving

J o e n su u ......................................

Saint M ich el. . .........................

TJle&borg....................................

"W eaving, dyeing, and sew in g ............

W ea v in g , dyeing, and sew in g ............

W e a v in g , dyeing, sew ing, and draw- 
ing.

W ea v in g , dyeing, sew ing, and draw-4 Rovaniem i school o f  w eav- R ovan iem i..................................

5
ing.

Kajana school o f  w eaving . . K a ja n a .................. ......................
ing.

"W eaving, dyeing, sew ing, and hook-

6 K exh o lm  school o f w eavin g . K e x h o lm ....................................
keeping.

W e a v in g , dyeing, sew ing, and book-

7 F redriksham n school of F redriksh am n .........................
keeping.

W ea v in g , dyeing, sew ing, and book-

8
w eaving.

Satakunta school o f  w eaving S a ta k u n ta ..................................
keeping.

W e a v in g , dyeing, sew ing, and book
keeping.

Free-hand, ornamental, architect-9 Central school o f  art in- H elsin g fo rs ................................
du stry . ural, and m echanical drawing, 

trade drawing, arithm etic, m ath
em atics, bookkeeping, ornam en
tal m odelling, porcelain and 
flower painting, wood sculpture  
and wood engraving, m etal w ork, 
and penm anship.
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CHAP. VIII.— INDUSTRIAL'' EDUCATION IN RUSSIA.

T E C H N I C A L  A N D  I N D U S T R I A L  SC H O O L S I N  F I N L A N D — Concluded.

H o w  supported. Courses. Fees
(approxim ate).

T ota l
pupil8.

M a r
ginal
num 
ber.

By governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

N o  fixed t i m e ..................... 40 cents per m on th . . . 15 1

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

N o  fixed tim e ................ 40 cents per m on th . . . 30 2

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

N o  fixed t i m e ..................... 40 cents per m on th . . . 100 3

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

N o  fixed t i m e ..................... 55 cents p e rm o n th .. . 85 4

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

N o  fixed t i m e .................... 40 cents per m o n th .. . 64 5

B y  governm ent and private donations^ 
and fees.

N o  fixed t i m e ..................... 40 cents per m on th . . . 38 6

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees. '

N o  fixed t i m e ..................... 60 cents per m on th . . . 92 7

B y  governm ent and private donations, 
and fees.

N o  fixed t i m e ..................... 4 0 c e n tsp e rm o n th .. . 101 8

B y  state, private donations, and fees . One to three yea rs............ $2 per t e r m .................. 364 9
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470 REPORT • OP THE COMMISSIONER OP LABOR.

TECHNICAL AND TEADE EDUCATION.

The following review of the present condition of middle and lower 
grade technical and trade education in Eussia is derived from a work (a) 
on that subject by J. A. Anapoff o f Saint Petersburg, portions of 
which have been specially translated for this Department. This, we 
are informed, is the only work of % statistical nature relating to this 
subject.

Technical and professional education in Eussia, in the current re
stricted sense of the terms, is of comparatively recent origin, for, 
though the government had previously given some attention to general 
education, it was not till within the last twenty-five years that meas
ures were adopted for the promotion o f special education, except in 
the two government schools—the Saint Petersburg Technological Insti
tute and the Imperial Technical Institute at Moscow, both of which 
have since attained to the rank of universities.

Twenty-five years is too short a period for the full development of 
any scheme of public education ; nevertheless the following data may 
serve as a proof of the great progress of professional education through
out Eussia within the two and a half decades to which this report 
relates. This progress is attributable chiefly to the aid granted by the 
government, the communes, and by private munificence. The financial 
assistance extended by individual benefactors to newly established 
technical and professional schools has sometimes been quite large, and 
the ministry of finance, in whose care these institutions were placed 
up to 1881, also rendered essential service in their development.

The permanent establishment of new schools and the large increase 
of their number showed the necessity of forming a general plan of 
technical and professional education, which was finally formulated by 
the ministry of finance, in accordance with an imperial order, in 1878.

In 1881, in obedience to an imperial decree, most of the schools were 
placed under the superintendence of the ministry of public instruc
tion. By this order the authority to organize a system of public edu
cation was vested in the ministry of public instruction j and, pursuant 
to the plan, the committee o f the scientific department organized a 
special section o f technical and professional education.
a Review of the Present Condition of Middle and Lower Technical and Trade Edu

cation in Russia, by J. A. Anapoff, director of the Tsarevitch Trade School, member 
of the section of the scientific committee on technical and professional education, 
and assistant to the president of the permanent committee on technical education 
attached to the Imperial Russian Technical Society. Saint Petersburg, 1889.
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CHAP. Tin.— INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN RUSSIA. 471
The fundamental regulations o f such scliools were imperially confirmed 

in 1888, the minister o f  public instruction being ordered, in conj unction 
with tlie minister of finance and of the interior, to determine the places 
where such schools should be opened at the expense of the government.

The new statutes (1888) relating to real-gymnasia provide for closing 
the special additional sections (except the commercial), and, instead 
o f them, opening different government industrial schools, viz., the 
middle technical, lower technical, and trade schools.

This review relates only to those schools established for training 
specialists in trade works and manufacturing industries; that is, those 
which were opened between 1860 and 1870, but which have not yet 
yielded definite results.

All these technical and trade institutions may be assigned to the 
five following groups:

(1) Technical schools, with a course o f studies similar to those pur
sued in middle educational institutions (classic and non-classic gymna
sia, commercial schools, etc.), which resemble the non-classic gymnasia, 
but differ from them by a greater attention to technical subjects. The 
object of these schools is to give pupils (in six to eight years) a general 
education, and such technical knowledge as they will need as assistants 
to engineers. The graduates of such schools have the right of entering 
the high special schools (technological institutes, etc.) as permitted the 
graduates of classic and real (non-classic) gymnasia, and as to military 
service have also the same rights as these latter. The scholars, besides 
receiving general instruction in classes, work in mechanical shops or 
in chemical laboratories. To this group belong, strictly speaking, only 
three schools—the High Trade School in Lodz, the Irkootsk Tech
nical School, and the Komisarof Technical School in Moscow. The 
Omsk and Eungursk technical schools are partly of this class, and are 
therefore included in this group.

(2) In the second group may be classed those schools whose cur
ricula equal those of town schools (grammar schools). For those enter
ing them the knowledge o f the subjects included in the curricula of 
primary schools is necessary, the full course of study being from four 
to six years; for military service their pupils have rights of the third 
degree (i. e., serve in regular service three years as privates), excepting 
the pupils of Tsarevitch Nicholas Trade School of Saint Petersburg, 
whose rights in this respect are higher. The curricula do not exceed 
those of the town schools, but these additional branches are studied— 
physics, mechanics, and technology o f wood and metals. Such schools
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472 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

are established to train master workmen, junior mechanics, machinists, 
and tracers. Graduates of such schools have not the right o f entering 
high schools, although the extent of the curricula of some of them de
velops in the scholars a desire to continue their education. In most of 
the schools they follow a strict course of instruction in locksmiths’ and 
joiners’ trades, which makes their maintenance quite expensive; when 
there are no other financial resources the scholars are educated on the in
come derived from the sale of pupils’ work and from the fulfilment of 
private orders. Many of the graduates enter as teachers of trades in 
lower schools, and in this way the schools of this group, not being in
tended for preparing trade teachers and not having any special class 
for such purpose, nevertheless necessarily resemble trade school semi
naries; many of them are provided with boarding facilities. To such 
schools belong the Alexander Technical in Cherepovetz, the Count 
Orloff-Demidoff Trade School in Simbeersk, and the trade school of 
Tsarevitch Nicholas in Saint Petersburg. In this group it is necessary 
to include the technical railway schools, superintended by the ministry 
of ways and communications, but as they pursue only special courses, 
restricted to the needs of employment upon railways, we will not de
scribe them.

(3) Trade (remessleni) schools with curricula not higher than those 
of primary schools, or sometimes reaching that of two-class village 
schools. Most of them aceept graduates o f public (peasant) schools and 
repeàt the programme of the latter. Such schools are established for 
the purpose of training masters in the common trades, and also work
men. They have shops for joiners, blacksmiths, carpenters, locksmiths, 
shoemakers, bookbinders, and other trades, but these schools do not 
all furnish systematic instruction in trades. In summer the scholars 
mostly do manual work in the shops; most of these schools are without 
boarders. This group includes the Kazan, Orenboorg, Kishenev, Irbit, 
and other trade schools; it should also include the trade schools estab
lished by benevolent societies as in Yladimeer, Tver, and other towns, 
and also such trade shops as at the Tambov and Birsk trade schools.

(4) To this group belongs different special schools of general educa
tion for adults, such as the school of overseers of architecture, the print
ing school, the evening and Sunday special classes of the technical 
society of Saint Petersburg, Riga trade schools, and others. The in
struction is given during the evenings when the workmen have leisure 
time. The graduates of such schools have the right of third and fourth 
degree for military service, according to the degree of their education.
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(5) The general educational low schools, that is, non-teclmical, non
trade, which embrace the primary, district (county) or town schools, 
with additional trade sections.

In respect to the foregoing classification of technical and trade 
schools it is necessary to add that the line of separation between the 
groups can not be quite definite, for these various schools merge into 
one another. A  list of the schools in the several groups, together with 
the number of students and graduates and the cost of support and, 
studies, follows:
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[

K » : é T ü D E ïfiE S î A S D  G R A D U A T E S  © F  T S E  M I D D L E  A N D
T R A D E  SC H O O L S .

T H E  L O W E R  T E C H N I C A L . A N D

H g s  ■ $3ïa?-
g ia -

S a m e -o f  school.
Y e ar

estab-
lishecL

Students during the-last school year. 4
BRgg''XV

W m \ '

(il
nom-
lâfer: L o ck 

sm iths
•Xoiîi-
e m

Found
ers*

E n 
grav
ers.

Blaick-
srniths.

Tam 
ers;

Shoe 
: and’ 
harness 
m ak
ers*.

Book- 
bind- 

1 erst

T a i
lors.

>

i

First group.

Lodz high trade................................ 1869
■

H T A 2 Irkoo tsk  tech nical......................... 1873
■HS$r* \ 3 K om isarof technical in  M os- 1865
I M

4
C O W .

O m sk technical................................ 1882
H seA -. 9 5 K u n g u rsk  technical o f  M r. 

G uboniov.
1877 33 i

m * j T otal o f  the first g r o u p .. 33 i
Second group.

Cherepovets A lexan der tech-6 1868

7
nical.

Sim beersk t r a d e ......................... .... 1868 139 15
8 Tsarevitch N icholas tra d e____ 1875 269 66

S * ? ... 9 K u lib in sk  (Nizlinee N ovgo
rod) trade.

Titlistow n M ichailovsk  trade.

1872 50 27 7 i
B R - 4*..

K r; I 10 1880 106 70 29
H r V ' 11 Vladim eer M a ltze f t r a d e .......... 1885 a  71 3a r e " 12- Y lad i K avka s C t. Loris M eli- 1868 48 26

13
k o f trade.

Saratov- A lexan der tra d e .......... 1871 108 32
14 D egtiaref trade................................ 1878 60 42 7 10
15 P u tiv l M a k la k o f t r a d e .............. 1886 40 12

1 H r . * 16 Stavropol M ich ailof trade......... 1872 37 11
17 Saint Petersburg technical so- 1879 52 26

1 ^ E T v 18
ciety ’s  trade.

G nedinsk trade................................ 1883 12 10
f

12
k ^ H 19 Odessa Jew  society (Labor) 

trade.
M ichailof-E lisavetpol profes

sional.
K h ark ov trade..................................

1874 110 29 27
H r e f :  - 20 1883 29 35

P b H 21 1886 53 32 12 2 25K : 22 Bolshesolsk-Popoff t r a d e .......... 1879 36 6
ffij .: 1 23 O klita (suburb o f  Saint Pe- 1877 34 64 9
Bagy ~ ••/

24
tersburg) trade.

D iinaburg Jew  t r a d e .................. 1887 38 18
25 W a rsa w  K onarsky trade............ 1885|Hr 7-!, 26 M oscow  technical society ’s 

trade.
M oscow  M prosoff trade..............

1873 .....
27 1877 48 22
28 N ovo-Ch erkask A ttsm a n  trade 1886

T otal o f  second group . . . 1,311 540 63 19 59 25 9
Third group.

K azan  t r a d e ......................................29 1881 63 35
|

38 131 ® f>.r.- 30 Eiazan trade...................................... 1875 33 13 26 \ 15 16
'3 1 T v er  trade........................................... 1877 17 17 - X.B

1 Wpf - ' 32 Irb it  trade........................................... 1877 16 6 11
1 - 33 K ish en ev  tra d e ................................ 1881 27 31 I  1

34 Tam bov trade m odelling sh o p . 
P rivate trade school o f  K in  in

1884 44 29 | I
1 i r 35 1879 141 24 15
m r ;  • 36

W a rsa w .
Orenboorg tra d e .............................. 1870 13 18 12

237 T o m sk-K oro lef trade..................... 1883 10 4
- 38 K ertch  trade...................................... 1884 26 19 |1 w * . 39 Y ia tk a  tia d e....... ...... 1888

40 Sakatalsk trade........... 1882 14 10
E | H 41 S. S. trade C o.’s trade_____ 1866 71

42 Harbor o f  N icolaef trade............ 1873 30 27 2 ... j 20 23! MRl.v 43 R esh etof T v er trade c la sse s ... 1875 .1 7
44 M alm isk  trade............ 1877 18 21 7 10

1
1.......

1 *$*■< 45 K ie v  benevolent societies trade 1872 27 4 27
H B tit . ’■ ■ 46 B altic w orks trade......... 1880 70

47 Sm olensk t r a d e........... 1874 29 12 7
« A U  the students o f the first class (35) were occupied in  the join ers’ shop 

the locksm iths’ ; and o f 18 o f  the third class 3 chose the join er’s trade.
6 Th e other 49 o f the ju n ior class were occupied in m ore than One trade, 
c O f this num ber 10 w ere occupied in  the cooper’s business and 9 in  agri 

inform ation is given .
d O f this num ber 26 were occupied in  church painting and 9 had graduated

; 21 o

cultm  

in  th

’ the second ch

re; o f  7 studen  

is specialty.

lss  in 

ts no

1

t

H B g l
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I

CHAP/TIIL^I^Ü^RRIiÖL EDUCATION IN SüSSÎÀ. ;

STUDENTS AND GRADUATES ÇE THE MIDDLE AND THE LOWER TECHNICAL AND
TRADE SCHOOLS.

Students 
during the 
last school 

year.
Graduates.

Book-
keep
ers.

Total. Lock
smiths.

Join
ers,

Pound
ers.

En
grav
ers.

Black
smiths.

Turn
ers.

Shoe
and

harness
mak
ers.

Book
bind
ers.

Tai
lors.

Book-
keep
ers.

34

1,052 _____W H H m

97 11
251 22

84 29 38' h 3

2Q5 52 27 1
74
74 59 56

10 jfiO 93 22 2
29 47 1 13

52
48 44 17
78 79 28

b 82 10 8 11
166 57 18 7

124
d  68 14 1
0119 14 13 4 1 4 1

56
150

70 44 9

10 1474 872 352 9 37 24 4 4 1 2

149 16 7 2
103
34 27 12 1
33 20 5 6
58
73 19 4 1

180 65 3 2

48 37 10
6 2 1

45
16
24 11 11
71 276

102 119 66 11 77 53
17 25
50 24 16 3 8
59 9 % 3 9
70 101
48

Total

287
91

426

$15,484.00 1
21.014.00 2
51.982.00 3

16,590- 00
16.590.00

£03
108
330
81

Cost of 
support 

and
studies.

hfar-
gia-
al

num
ber.

121,660,00

25.438.00

18.249.00
58.618.00
7.189.00

16, 590.00
10.507.00
9.954.00

19.355.00 
15,649.90
4.755.80
4.424.00
4.424.00

9.401.00 
8,295. 00

14.378.00

7.742.00 
2,820.30

13.825.00

2.543.80
4,147.50 
5,695.90

3.318.00 
17,143.0Ô

284,463.20

3.318.00
9.954.00
2.765.00
3.539.20
2.986.20
6.636.00
5.800.50

4,811.10'
1.935.50 
5,530.09

3,649.80
2.765.00 
4,733.68

4,’7ÔÔ.5Ô

"4," 147." 50 
4,977, OOl

e  Of this number 9 were occupied in wood and 3 did not study trade. _ *
f  Seventeen of the graduates still work in the school shops; of 1 graduate no information is given. 
g  Students of junior classes do not study trades.
A Of 94 graduates no information is given, 
i Since 1886 ; of 12 graduates no information is given.

m m  I

I
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I REPORT. OP THE COMMISSIONER LABOR.

' STUDENTS AND,GRADUATklS OE THE MIDDLE AND THE LOWER TECHNICAL AND
TRADE SCHOOLS—Concluded.

Mar
gin- Year

Students during the last school year.

g | m al
num- 

• \ ber-
Name of school. estab

lished
Lock
smiths

Join
ers.

Found
ers.

En
grav
ers.

Black
smiths.

Turn
ers.

Shoe
and

harness
mak
ers.

Book-
bind
ers.

Tai
lors.

1Kgrf. T h i r d  g r o u p —concluded.

i Irkootsk Trapesnikof trade.. 1874 38 7 7 21
2 Hassnlsk trade asylum of 

Kanshin.
Krasnosiobodsk trade............

1874 7 2
3 1885 17
4 Birsk trade.............................. 1882 20 29
5 Penza Shvetzof trade.............. 1884 23 17K  m 6 Vilna training shops.............. 1873 26 14
7 Turgaisk Jacovleff trade......... 1883 5jfc! 8 Oofa Alexander trade............. 1878 28 13 5..v- 1 9 Menkof Sebastopol trade....... 1887 17 18

10 Vitebsk town trade asylum... 
Tobolsk trade.........................

1878 10 7 13
f f r . 11 1876 10IH  B 12 Kolomna trade......................... 1878m  b 13 Astrakhan trade school of 1877 10 7

14
the Armenian church. 

Kobijsk-Savinsb tradeclasses. 1882 8 8ppv̂ -’ 15 Alexapdrof trade school in 1887 18 7

16

ha mlet Koch ureshty (Bessa
rabia).

Nogaisk commune trade......... 1883 7 13
17 Matchkask trade.................... 1883

g s , 18 Saksagansk commune trade .. 1877 9 9
19 Chineseutsk trade................... 1884
20 KotelnicheskKomisarof trade. 1871 6 2 2 4 i

W È  Ì 21 Suisk trade.............................. 1887 3 3
22 Chembarsk commune trade... 1875 7!$p$ *•. 23 Pskov trade............................

, 24 Samara Alexander trade......... i.872
25 Aleshkof trade classes at the 1888 17
26

four-class town.
Archangel town trade ............ 1867

' 27 Astrakhan Alexander II 1875 37 , 18 
10fct H 28

trade.
Astrakhan benevolent soci- 1874 13

29
ety’s trade.

Goretzk trade......................... 1872Id 30 Elabujsk trade........................ 1887 8 28SfciJV- . 31 Lebedinsk trade...................... 1879 10 11¡ 9 32 Yelisavetgrad trade................. 1867 70ÜH 1 33 Abramtzef’s primary school 1877 16
34

joiners’ shop.
Kovno Alexander II trade___ 1889

- 35 Novo Cherkask military trade. 
Liidinovsk trade.

1886 11 9 15HHH 36 1875 8 6
37 Kozelsk trade........................... 23 12H  ■ I 38 Novo-Majatkovsk trade.......... 1883 7 16

- 39 Kiev Alexander trade............ 1874 53 31 23 52H 40 Alexander child asylum’s 
trade (Nizhnee Novgorod). 

Vladimeer benevolent so-
1878 11

12

11 8

1341 1882 19 22
42

ciety’s trade.
Profession section of the 1884

g n  ■ 43
Batoom town.

Minsk primary Jew school, 
with trade section.

Trade section at Vonzsk (gov
ernment Archan go!) village. 

Class of ivory carving at the

1879 60 14
»V SB 44 1875 7 5
fe±«: " 45 1865¡¡H

46

I^omonosof village” school 
(government Archangel). 

Vologda trade asylum.............. 1880 10 5
•

3¡¿=\. / ,
ek ^ 887 873 11 38 89 69 288 69 445Ì-; ■
bt* :I Total for all thethree groups.. 2,231 1,414 74 67 148 94 297 69 449 H

a  Students of junior classes do not study trades.
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J U H B
-m&ÖäHUlMj EDUCATION; IN RUSSIA. 4 7 7

STUDENTS AND GRADUATES OE THE MIDDLE AND THE LOWER TECHNICAL AND 
TRADE SCHOOLS—Concluded.

Students 
during the 
last school 

year.
Graduates.

Cost of 
■support 

and
studies.Book-

keep
ers.

Total. Lock
smiths.

Join
ers.

Found
ers.

En
grav
ers.

Black
smiths.

Turn
ers.

Shoe
and

harness
mak
ers.

Book-
bind
ers.

Tai
lors.

Book-
keep
ers.

Total.

4 17,696.00
9 13 4 17 632.63

17 4 4
1

927.38
49 7 7 14 7,189.00

4 4̂24.00
17 12 29

ID 3 3 6 948.40
46 (6) 1,659.00
35
30 14 15 19 48 2,234.12
ID
25 14 1,382.50
17 10 10 20 1,106.00

16 7 2 9 1,659.00
25 lj 106.00

20 2 1,106.00
15 8
18 8 11 19 1,824.90
7

15 8 2 9 3 4 26 1,106.00
6 ä§ 106.00
7 § 5 442.40

17 1,106.00

23 2,571.45
55 6, 359.50

23 1,935.50

33 1,935.50
36 2,422.14
21 16 17 33 L 993.01
70
16 14 14 1,881.86

35 7,963.20
14 1 1,382.50

g 23 7 3,124.45
159 63 39 24 68 194 16,590.00
30 38

66 5 5 2 1 13

10

74 41 3 44 2,765.00

12 14 15 29 884.80

11 97.88

18 11 2 13 1,106.00

.........¡2,562 833 393 24 2 132 * 86 171 32 6 . . . . . . .|l, 933 172,923.10

10 6.088 1,705 745 33 39 156 90 175 33 6 2 4,421 579,046.30

ber.

28

48

b  Three or four yearly.
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HOUES OF STUD'S" PEE WEEK IK  MEDDLE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Subject.
Mechanical course. 

Classes—

I. h . . in . IV. I. n . III. IV. I. II,. m . rv.

„ 1 1 1 1 i 1
'Mathematics................... 3 3 3 3
ZoSlogy............ . . . ......... 2 2 2
Physics........................... 3 3 a2 3 3 3
Chemistry...................... 3 2 3 3 4 3 2
Mechanics...................... 5 2 5 2 5 2
Construction of machines 2 8 2 2 2_ 2
Mechanical work............ 2 - 3 6 3

3 6 8
3 3

Surveyingand levelling..
Commercial geography 

and elementary politi
cal economy.

Look keeping and com
mercial correspondence.

3 3
2 1 2

2 2 2 2

2 2

G r a p h i c a l  s t u d i e s .

Geometrical tracing____ 6 6 4 4 6 4
Technical tracing. 7"........ 3 12 4 4

6 2 10 203 3 4 2 10 8
P r a c t i c a l  t r a i n i n g .

9 9 9 9 9 0 10 6Chemical shops"............... 2 18 10
Techno-ekemieal shops 8 20

36 38 34 38 34 42 40 40 42 42 42 : 42

Chemical course. 
Classes—

Architectural course. 
Classes—

lyf

a  Electrical.

HOLES OE STUDY PEE WEEK IK LOWEE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Subject.
Classes. Classes. Classes.

I. II. in. L II. m. I. n. in.
Eeligion........................................................... 1 1 i 1 1 i 1 i 1
Arithmetic and algebra(a)............................ 4 3 44 2 4
Physics .......................................................... 4 2 , i 3 3 63 2_ 4
Mechanics........................................................ 2 4
Eoology........................................................... 3
Construction of machines........................ . 4 6 2 *
Mechanical work............................................ 2 4 3
Cheimcal work................................................ 3 8
Architectural work and materials................ 6
Subsidiary adjustments.................................
Levelling and laying out of materials......... 2 2

G r a p h i c a l  s t u d i e s .

Drawing........................................................... 4 2 2 4 2 2 6 6 6Technical and geometrical tracing............... 4 4 6 4 2 4 4 4 4Calligraphy.....................................................

P r a c t i c a l  t r a i n i n g .

Mechanical shops........................................... 20 20 20 18
Chemical shops................................................ 10 6
Techno-chemlcalshops and training works.. jjr - 10 8 14 14 18

Total............... ...................................... 44 44 46 44 42 49 44 40 44

a  Algebra is taught only in mechanical classes.

:'*A
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CHAP. VIH.— INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN RUSSIA. 47&

HOURS OR STUDY PER WEEK IX  TRADE SCHOOLS.

Classes.
Subject.

Religion........................................ ..........................
Russian language.................................................
Arithmetic and bookkeeping...................... ........
Geometry............................................. - ...............-■
Elementary knowledge of physics...................
Technology of woods in the joiners’ section........
Technology of metals in the locksmiths’ section
Calligraphy.............................................................
Drawing............................................... - ................
Geometrical tracing ..................................... .........
Technical tracing....................................................
Practical studies in workshops.......................... .
Singing.......................................- .............. .........

Total................. ............................................

n. in.

42$ 44*

5
24

43$

THE FUNDAMENTAL REGULATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL(a) 
SCHOOLS, IM PEEIALLY CONFIRMED MARCH 7, 1888.

The object of these regulations was to afford a definite basis for dis
trict and graded institutions for technical education. So far, however, 
no schools have been established under them. The regulations are as 
follows :

(1) The industrial schools for the male population of the empire are 
established for the purpose of propagating in the population middle 
and lower technical and trade education.

(2) The middle technical schools teach all that is required for mechan
ics as nearest assistants to engineers, and the other chief supervisors 
o f industry.

(3) The lower technical schools, in teaching some special branch, 
give the knowledge required by the immediate and direct supervisors 
of the labor of workmen in industrial works.

(4) The trade schools teach the practice of different trades, and give 
the knowledge necessary for an intelligent system of executing work.

(5) Each of the above forms of industrial schools can exist separ 
rately, or together with other similar schools of different grades and 
specialties. If, in the general superintendency, the middle technical 
schools are joined with the lower, or with the trade schools, then such 
a conjunction of schools bears the name of a general industrial school. 
To the industrial schools, as far as possible, are joined supplementary 
schools for teaching workmen during their unoccupied hours.

(6) The industrial schools may be joined with preparatory schools 
of a general education. In educational institutions of this kind the 
teaching of general educational subjects may be done in classes desig
nated to take special studies. On the contrary the teaching of some 
of the mixed subjects and practical work may be begun before finishing 
the general educational course in the school, on condition, however, 
that in the middle technical schools the teaching of mixed subjects 
and of practical work do not begin until the scholars have ended their 
general education according to the third class of real (non-classic) gym
nasia.

aPromeeshleni (French, industriel ;  German, gewcrb ). In el tided under this term are 
the middle technical, lower technical, and trade schools. The higher technical 
subjects would be taught in. the universities.
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4 8 0  REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

[An industrial school joined with a school of general education can 
not be joined with industrial schools of other categories.]

(7) The industrial schools are supported either at the expense of the 
government, or of communes, or of societies, or of private people. The 
schools supported by the government treasury or requiring material 
assistance from it, undergo all the rules promulgated for them by the 
government, and their teachers and scholars enjoy all the rights men
tioned in the regulations. The government can also grant such rights 
to other schools supported by communes, private people, etc.

(8) The offerings received by these schools, the payment for tuition, 
and income through the sale of articles made in the school shops are 
considered to be the sole property of the school. The payments for 
studies are generally to be employed as supplementary to the sums 
given to the schools by the government for the salaries of teachers of the 
corresponding sections, for the purchase of books, and at last for assist
ing persons in destitute circumstances who have served or who serve 
in such schools, as well as poor scholars. The profit from the sale of 
articles is to be chiefly utilized for the needs of the shops.

(9) In industrial schools a predominant significance is given to the 
teaching of subjects directly relating to the specialty of the school, and 
also to graphical studies and to practical exercises in the ways of work
ing. The teaching of general educational studies is chiefly limited to a 
repetition (review) of the programme passed in the preparatory gen
eral educational school, with the addition of such subjects only as are 
needed for the practical life to which the scholars are preparing them
selves.

(10) The extent of the course of studies in industrial schools, the 
determination of the studies entering the programme, and also the time 
which must be employed for graphical studies and for practical exer
cises in working are defined by statutes and regulations published for 
such schools conformably to their specialty and to the local conditions 
and requirements. On the same basis is also established the extent of 
studies in industrial schools, it being observed that the programme of 
middle technical schools and that of trade schools lasts not longer than 
four years, and the programme of lower technical schools not longer 
than three years. In an industrial school joined with a general educa
tional one, the general term of the course must not exceed the normal 
term of studies of both schools. According to this the trade schools 
completing the general education of primary schools, up to the degree 
of a two-class village school, can not have a course of studies exceeding 
five years.

(11) Industrial schools supported by the government are established 
by order of the minister of public instruction and those supported by 
other sources are established—the technical, by permission of said min
ister; and the trade schools, by permission of the curator of the educa
tional district. Technical schools are controlled by the said curators, 
and the trade ones by the director of public (peasant) schools.

(12) The industrial schools are allowed to accept scholars of all con
ditions and religions.

[In the schools supported by private people limitations can be allowed 
in this respect through the permission of the minister of public in
struction.]

(13) To enter trade schools one must present a certificate of his end
ing the course of studies of primary schools; for entering the lower 
technical school, the course of studies o f town or district schools; and 
for entering middle technical schools, a certificate of his ending the
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CHAP. VIII.— INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN RUSSIA. 4 8 1

studies of five classes of real (non-classic) gymnasia, or o f any other 
middle educational institution, the course of which will be regarded 
equal by the minister of public instruction.

(14) Persons not satisfying the above conditions are allowed to enter 
such schools if they have stayed at least two years in industrial works, 
and by their examination can prove that they can follow the course of 
the school in which they wish, to enter. Before accepting such persons 
the directors must get information of them from the places where they 
worked.

(15) The full programme regarding the entrance into such schools, as
well as the regulations regarding the passing from class to class, and 
graduating, is published by the ministry of public instruction. %

(16) The industrial schools must have—a library, a cabinet of man
uals for tracing and drawing (where possible), a special room for model
ling, and the necessary books conformable to the specialty of the school. 
Besides this the schools must have the necessary facilities for practical 
studies, or the possibility for such guaranteed by private industrial 
firms.

(17) By permission of the minister boarding schools may be allowed 
at such industrial schools, provided they be superintended by the man
agers of the latter schools.

(18) The boarding schools are supported either by the government 
or by payments received from boarders, or by donations from com
munes, private people, etc.

(19) The formation of the control and management of boarding schools, 
is appointed by special ministerial instructions.

(20) In industrial schools, supported by the government, the fees 
for studies are defined—for technical schools, by the ministry; for 
trade schools, by the curator of the educational district; for those estab
lished by private means the fees for studies are determined by those 
who support the schools.

(21) The composition (personal) and the order of managing indus
trial schools are defined by statutes published for such purposes, con
formable to the necessities and to the statutes existing for general ed
ucational institutions of an equal grade.

(22) The teachers of religion are chosen by the school managers after 
being recommended by the local diocese; their appointment is con
firmed by the curator of the educational district.

(23) The teachers of practical work are taken from among those 
who by* their education have the right to occupy the place of teachers 
in real gymnasia. For trade schools the teachers o f general educa
tional studies are'taken from amoug those who have recèived a tech
nical or artistic education; the teachers of technical studies, technical 
tracing, and teachers of practical work, from among those who have, 
at least, graduated from middle technical institutions.

(24) The teachers of religion, of mixed studies, of tracing and draw
ing, in the laboratory, and the masters having the title oi mechanics are 
considered to be in active government service. The masters not hav
ing such titles, and also teachers of modelling, gymnastics, music, and 
dancing, in schools where these subjects are taught, are simply hired.

[On the recommendation of the superintendent, approved by the cu
rator of the educational district, all the teachers may be private; i. e., 
hired.]

(25) For increasing general educational knowledge and for the pur
pose of forming experienced technical school teachers, such schools 
may have supernumerary teachers.

S. Ex. 65-— 31
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482 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

(26) Teachers o f technical schools are appointed for service by the 
rules existing for non-classic gymnasia, and the trade teachers by those 
existing for town schools.

(27) The supernumerary teachers and master teachers in technical 
schools supported by the government are divided into four categories 
with the following salaries: 960, 1,200, 1,440, and 1,800 rubles ($530.88, 
$663.60, $796.32, and $995.40) in middle technical schools; 750, 900, 
1,250, and 1,500 rubles ($414.75, $497.70, $691.25, and $829.50) in lower 
technical schools; each of these salaries is given for twelve lessons a 
week, for fifteen hours in directing the graphical studies, for twenty 
hours in laboratory work, and for twenty-five hours in practical work

#in the shops, with a deduction for the hours which were not occupied 
conformable to the salary.
n (28) Those re-entering the service as. teachers in technical schools 
receive at the beginning the lowest salary, and only after five years’ 
service in the same school can it be increased. The next salaries are 
given to those who have served more time in the school, and have dis
played a useful service.

(29) For additional lessons or hours in technical schools the teachers 
receive an additional pay, which in middle technical schools is calcu
lated at 75 rubles ($41.48) a year for each general educational study, at 
60 rubles ($33.18) for each graphical study, etc.

(80) Teachers of trade schools supported by the government receive 
a remuneration for teaching according to the number of hours occupied 

, by them during the week; the lessons of religion and of special sciences 
are paid at 50 rubles ($27.65) for a yearly hour, and the general educa
tional lessons at 40 rubles ($22.12), the payment for practical work 
being 25 rubles ($13.83) for the yearly hour.

(31) In each lower and middle technical school with one or two 
specialties there is appointed one supervisor, the middle school with 
three specialties has two supervisors, and the general technical school 
has four of them who are chosen from among the teachers. Such su
pervisors must assist the school authorities in controlling the conduct 
and success of scholars, and must also replace absent teachers.

(32) On combining several middle technical schools, in each of its 
sections is appointed a special person for controlling and teaching the 
specialty appertaining to such section.

(33) In industrial schools, in case o f need, doctors may be appointed 
by the curator of the educational district, while in trade schools they 
may be chosen by the inspector and appointed by the director of 
public schools.

(34) A t industrial schools, conformable to the grade and the num
ber of their teachers, there may be formed pedagogical councils and 
household committees on regulations, which exist for other schools of 
the same standing.

(35) A t industrial schools there may be appointed positions of hon
orary curators, and in trade schools honorary inspectors.

(36) These schools have the right to have a seal engraved with the 
government armories and the name of the school, to procure realties and 
accept all sorts of gifts, and to get from abroad articles of art, etc., ex
empted from duties.

(37) Arrests, etc.
. (38) Persons teaching in government industrial schools are pen

sioned according to their grades.
(39) Graduates of middle fourth-class technical schools receive the 

name o f techno-mechanic, conformable to the specialty. Graduates
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o f  such of these schools as have a course of studies of two or three® 
years get the above name only after having served two or three y eats  ̂
in industrial works.

(40) Those receiving the name of techno-mechanic, if they have no 
other higher rights, receive the title of honorable citizen, and also t h e !  
right to enter higher technical schools of a corresponding nature.

(41) The graduates of middle technical schools, if they did not pos
sess higher rights before entering these schools, have in regard to title 
and conscription the same rights as those graduating from middle gen
eral educational institutions. The graduates of lower technical and 
also of trade schools receive the rights given to persons of a corre
sponding education.
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CHAPTER IX.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN 
SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES.
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CHAPTER IX.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN SCANDINAVIAN
COUNTRIES.

Trade schools have not, as yet, attained great importance in Scandi
navian countries. Outside the trade departments of some o f the tech
nical schools but few exist, and these are still in their infancy. Among 
artisans there is a strong opposition to the ordinary trade school; but 
the general opinion among educators and others favors them, and almost 
every employer finds youths who have graduated from trade schools 
superior both as artisans and as men. The most important trade schools 
are those for weaving in Sweden; schools for wood carvers and one for 
mechanics in Norway; and schools for shoemakers and watchmakers 
in Denmark. A  number of new schools are spoken of, and some are 
soon to be opened.

Of much greater importance, as yet, than the trade schools in the 
industrial life of the Scandinavian countries are the technical schools, 
of which (not including technological institutes) Norway has 14, Swe
den 34, and Denmark 82. A ll of these schools receive support from the 
governments of their respective countries. They are for the greater part 
evening schools, and have as their chief object the technical education 
of artisans, though a few of them offer facilities for general academic 
studies. A  few have trade departments, but most of them are content 
to give theoretical instruction in the trades, leaving it to the pupils to 
obtain manual skill in the shops. The greatest attention is paid to 
drawing of all kinds, especially trade and mechanical drawing. The 
great majority of the pupils of these technical schools are working 
already at some trade. Employers are obliged sometimes to send the 
youths who work for them to these schools; others are glad to pay their 

: fees, and encourage all to attend.
It was observed that nearly every foreman of a shop was a graduate 

i o f some technical school. Some idea of the importance given these 
! schools in Scandinavian countries may be gathered from the fact that 
j in Denmark alone, with its 2,500,000 inhabitants, about 10,000 pupils 
I attend technical schools every year.
1 Next in importance to the technical schools are, in Norway and Den
mark, the so-called schools of home industry, their task being the 
revival of home industry among the country population by teaching
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4 8 8 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR.

the men to do such carpenter and blacksmith work as may be useful to 
the farmer, and the women, weaving, spinning, etc., and also different 
kinds o f ornamental work for those who desire it. These schools are' 
regarded as productive of great economic results, in many cases en
abling country laborers to double their income during the winter months. 
In Denmark no less than 500 schools of home industry exist, generally 
in connection with other schools, and are supported by 400 societies for 
the promotion of home industry, and in part by the government.

In Sweden few schools of this kind exist, as home industry has 
always flourished in that country, and skill in all kinds of manual work 
has been transmitted from generation to generation.

The manual training schools (sloid schools) play a great part in 
Scandinavian education. In Norway manual training, or sloid, is yet 
in its beginning, having been introduced principally in higher private 
schools, but after January 1, 1892, will become obligatory in all public 
schools throughout the country.

In Sweden the manual training departments are nearly all in pub. 
lie schools of a lower grade. The higher schools teach manual training 
to a very limited extent. There are also a number of schools in Sweden 
where manual, training only is taught.

In Denmark instruction in home industrial work seems to have taken 
the place o f sloid in most of the public schools; the latter is found only 
in,schools of a higher grade (about 60 in all).

As to the real aim and purpose o f instruction in sloid there is even 
at this date considerable difference of opinion among educators in 
Scandinavian countries. Although its very practical results are obvious, 
and manufacturers and other ^employers are enthusiastic over these 
schools because they furnish youths wrho possess more manual skill 
combined with considerable technical insight than those who have 
not enjoyed the same advantage, still this is by others regarded simply 
as an incidental advantage, and not that which gives sloid its real 
worth.

The prevalent belief that the so-called Naas system is the one accord
ing to which all manual training is conducted in Scandinavian 
countries is erroneous. Each country has its own system, and nearly 
every large school some peculiar feature of its own. Thus in TJpsal 
shoemaking is a part of the instruction, in Gothenburg tinsmiths’ work, 
etc.

The higher schools in Norway, where manual training is obligatory 
and occupies a part of the time which would otherwise be given to the 
usual studies, have the book work to be accomplished in a year’s course 
fixed by law. Inquiry has shown that in order to introduce manual 
training the time for the »ordinary studies had to be shortened by 
two or more hours a week in several schools, yet no difficulty had been 
experienced in doing as much book work as formerly and in doing it as 
well. This was the case in some schools where inquiry was made.
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CHAP. IX;— INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN SCANDINAVIA. 489

The directors of these schools all agreed that in some cases manual 
training had the effect o f making a student more proficient in book 
work. It is further believed that manual training has a wholesome 
influence on mental work in general, in this that it stimulates the fac
ulties besides effecting a more harmonious development. Most schools 
aim to have their manual training departments extended. Only in one 
case was manual training spoken of with indifference and looked upon 
as beneficial only as taking the place of gymnastics. In no case was it 
regarded as detrimental in any way to proficiency in study.

Sewing, knitting, mending, and various kinds of needlework have 
been taught in every girls’ school in the Scandinavian countries for a 
great number o f years. Embroidery and finer needlework, however, 
are taught only in private schools. In Sweden an attempt is also*being 
made to introduce cooking courses into the public schools, but so far 
with poor success as the attendance is not obligatory.

In the folk schools the pupils receive instruction for four, eight, and 
even twelve hours a week for seven years in sewing and industrial 
work. In the higher private schools the same instruction extends over 
a period of from ten to fourteen years, and is in most cases obligatory.

The aim in the public schools is to enable thé pupil to make and mend 
her own clothing, and to teach her various kinds o f housework. There 
seems to be but one opinion as to the results of this kind of instruc
tion, viz., all agree that they are excellent, and that especially among 
the poorer classes the ability in different sorts of handiwork and the eco
nomical and orderly habits the girls bring with them from school arc of 
great moral and economic importance. Usually the girls on leaving 
school are competent enough to do sewing of all kinds, plain dress
making and other similar work, with some skill. The training they 
receive is thorough and systematic, and many attain a degree of pro
ficiency that enables them to earn a living by this kind of work, with
out seeking special instruction out of school. Constant improvement 
in methods is made, and only specially trained and experienced 
teachers are employed.

Eor the benefit of those who wish further training in the kinds of 
work above referred to the Scandinavian countries have so-called in
dustrial schools for women, generally private enterprises, though some 
of them receive state aid. In addition to teaching sewing, dressmak
ing, etc., these schools have made great efforts to revive the interest in 
art weaving and lace making. Their success has far surpassed expec
tation, and it is predicted that owing to their influence home industry 
will flourish in the Scandinavian countries as never before. Some of 
these schools offer courses in languages, bookkeeping, etc., and do 
much, it is claimed, to better the economic and social position of 
women.

The number of graduates in trade, technical, and industrial schools 
in the Scandinavian countries, and the per cent, who go out as graduates
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and non-graduates into the occupations for which they have been fitted, 
.are as follows:

GRADUATES OE SCHOOLS IN NORWAY.

School.

T r a d e  s c h o o ls .

Skirnfjordm school for mechanics...
Arendal school of carpentry............
Selje school of carpentry---- ---------
Dovre school of wood carving..........
Kieiiservik school of wood carving.

Trondbjem technical school.
Bergen, technical school.........
Christiania technical school.

T e c h n i c a l  s c h o o ls .

I n d u s t r i a l  s c h o o ls .

Christiania industrial school for women. 
Levanger industrial school for women...
Gfstad industrial school for women.........
Frolic h industrial school..........................

Graduates. Per cent.

79 85
95 40
58 49
55 90
58 94

60 98
23 93
32 90

250 37
100 48
195 50
130 75

GRADUATES OE SCHOOLS IN SWEDEN.

T r a d e  s c h o o ls .

Bor&s school of weaving............................... . . ......... .
Lenning school of weaving.........................................
Eskilstuna school for metal workers ........................

T e c h n i c a l  s c h o o ls .

brebro technical school (four years, 1888-1891) ___
Norrkjoping technical school (four years, 1888-1891)
Malmo technical school (four years, 1888-1891)....... .
Bor&a technical school (four years, 1888-1891)_____

GRADUATES OF SCHOOLS IN  DENMARK.

T r a d e  s c h o o ls .

School for shoemakers (three years).................................
School for watchmakers (three years)......................................

T e c h n ic a l  s c h o o ls .

Department of painting, Copenhagen technical school..........
Department for metal workers, Copenhagen technical school
Department of painting, Odense technical school_____- . . ___
Department of painting, Aarhuus technical school ................

375
155
94

110

„ MANUAL TRAINING IN SWEDEN.

In Ms address before the manual training congress at Munich in 
1888 the celebrated Salomon, director o f the seminary at Nääs, gave 
a brief outline o f the development o f sloid as an educational factor in 
Swedish schools. He said:

The work of introducing sloid instruction in the Swedish schools, in 
accordance with present principles, had its beginning in the year 1872; 
in which year, also, was founded the sloid school at Naas. In those 
first years the movement was restricted to the establishment o f inde
pendent schools and to the introduction of sloid, as a special branch 
of instruction, into a number of common schools.

100
95
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With, the year 1877 the Swedish sloid instruction reached a new 
stage o f progress, when the diet, at the suggestion of the government, 
determined to appropriate an annual subvention of 75 crowns ($20.10) 
out o f the state treasury for the benefit o f every common school in 
which sloid instruction for boys should be introduced.

After giving due credit to Minister F. F. Carlsson for the successful 
accomplishment of this work Director Salomon continued:

It was estimated that this allowance of 75 crowns ($20.10) would be 
paid to 200 schools ; but it is evident that this estimate was much too 
low, since there are now more than 1,000 schools which are entitled to 
the award. With the exception of the common schools in Gothenburg 
sloid instruction is everywhere elective.

In Gothenburg sloid is reserved for pupils of the fourth school year 
in the common schools. About 2,000 boys have taken this course. The 
sloid teaching is given to 20 different divisions, each of which includes 
18 to 19 pupils. There are 13 carpentry divisions, 5 divisions for iron 
work, and 1 each for pasteboard work and painting. Each pupil re
ceives 7 hours’ instruction in sloid per week. This is given by master 
workmen. * * *

In 1887 the city appropriated 22,200 crowns ($5,949.60) for this" in
struction, to which the state added the sum of 3,750 crowns ($1,005). 
As long ago as the year 1875 sloid was introduced as an elective spe
cialty into the common school teachers’ seminary at Carlstad, and in 
the fall of this year (1888) it is proposed to bring it into the common 
school teachers’ seminaries at Lund and at Hernosand.

From the common schools, as a point of departure, the sloid instruc
tion has extended little by little to other educational establishments; 
and so, within recent years, the opportunity has been given to the 
pupils of many of the higher institutions of learning (both gymnasia 
and private schools) to receive sloid instruction at stated hours every 
week.

Large numbers o f teachers’ associations have declared themselves in 
favor of this idea? A t the (twelfth) general council of teachers at Goth
enburg in 1887 the question for discussion was, u Should sloid instruc
tion be introduced into teachers’ seminaries generally; and, if so, in 
what way and under what form?” On motion of Principal Carlsson, 
son of the former minister, F. F. Carlsson, the following resolution was 
adopted:

“  In consequence of the experience accumulating on many sides the 
teachers’ council holds it to be indisputable that further experiments 
should be made in introducing sloid instruction into the general teach
ers’ seminaries. The sloid teaching should form an elective specialty, 
and, at first, wood sloid only should be taught (cabinetmaking and a 
little turning).”

It deserves mention, as of special significance, that in recent years 
sloid has also been introduced not only into the higher schools for 
boys, but into a number o f girls’ schools and mixed schools.

From a hygienic point of view sloid instruction for girls has been 
advocated. The so-called people’s high schools (the seminaries for the 
country population) have begun to introduce the sloid; and in the 
universities at Upsal and Lund sloid rooms are fitted up for the use 
o f students.

The education o f the teaehers is provided for, partly through courses 
held in the several provinces, partly through means of the sloid semi-
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nary at Naas, where every year great numbers of male and female 
teachers receive free instruction. Those male and female teachers 
who are installed over the common schools receive a subsidy from the 
provincial treasuries, and can travel on the state railroads to and from 
the seminary at reduced fares.

As regards the principles of sloid instruction in the Swedish schools 
a distinction is commonly made between pedagogic and practical 
school sloid. This last is now practised in a few schools only—as in 
the Practical Work School at Stockholm, the Institute of Reformation 
at Hall, and in certain common schools in the provinces of Stockholm 
and Oarlscrona. The object of sloid teaching here is to enable the chil
dren to acquire dexterity and skill in making certain specified objects. 
This plan, therefore, places the school in servitude to sloid instruction; 
whereas at Naas, and elsewhere in Sweden, for the most part, peda
gogic sloid instruction provides, first of all, a means of development 
for the children, and thereby serves primarily for their education. 
Not skilled labor, but the exercise itself is here the chief object. Since, 
therefore, sloid instruction is here placed in the service of education, 
this instruction must be made available for the pedagogic education of 
the teachers who are in a position to prevent what is designed to be 
merely a means from being confounded with the end.

Formerly artisans’ sloid instruction prospered fairly well in the com
mon schools ; but of late years this form of instruction has become less 
popular, so that in Gothenburg, where this “ practical school sloid” has 
had its strongest fortress, they are earnestly endeavoring, as I have 
already pointed out, to direct it in a purely pedagogical course.

From all these indications it is apparent, therefore, that sloid instruc
tion in Sweden is having a successful development, both quantitative 
and qualitative, and corporeal labor will be annually introduced into 
hundreds of schools. The interest in this instruction reaches to ever- 
widening circles. For the advanfage of a wise and generous educa
tion, adapted to the times in which we live, may it continue to extend.

A t the close of the year 1890 there were in Sweden 1,392 schools 
into which manual training had been introduced. These schools re
ceived state aid to the amount of 103,067.78 crowns ($27,622.17). Be
sides, the state appropriates 20,000 crowns ($5,360) annually to support 
this instruction in various districts. From other sources these schools 
derive a revenue of 200,000 crowns ($53,600) a year.

To the above number must be added about 200 institutions which, 
within the year 1891, adopted manual training—state schools, private 
schools, several sloid schools, and public schools.

MANUAL TRAINING IN DENMARK.

In Denmark there existed for many years prior to 1883 a form of 
educational hand labor styled “ home industry,” of which the Danish 
teacher, Clauson-Kaas, was a prominent advocate and. champion.

Owing to differences o f opinion between this remarkable man and 
the secretary o f the Central Association of Home Industry (concern
ing the utility o f manual training as a means of intellectual disci
pline) the partisans of each polemic fell into a violent conflict, and as
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a result tlie movement came to a stand and even showed unmistakable 
signs of retrogression. A t this juncture Prof. Mikkelsen, whose sys
tem of teaching is regarded by Herr Schenckendorff with great admi
ration, and in respect to thoroughness the nearest to perfection of any, 
exerted his influence as a pacificator.

Prof. Mikkelsen, now director of the sloid school at Copenhagen, as 
a delegate from Denmark, made an address before the eighth German 
manual training congress upon the progress of Danish sloid, in the 
course of which he referred only by indirect allusion to the unprofit
able controversies that had been waged between the rival factions. 
He merely said:

It will be needless for me, in this presence, to go into the early his
tory of the work school movement, as it was conducted in former years 
by Clauson-Kaas, and so zealously and energetically promoted by him 
and his friends. This history is so well known in Germany that I can 
add nothing new concerning it. I remark only that the present aims 
of our sloid teaching follow other lines than those which the home in
dustry experiment of Clauson-Kaas had in view.

As this address contains a succinct account of sloid instruction as 
pursued in Denmark its salient points are here reproduced:

In reviewing this new order of things in Denmark I  must, in a 
rude fashion, begin with my own undertaking. Yet this shall not 
deter me from giving you a wholly objective picture of the develop
ment and condition of sloid instruction, as well as of the system pur
sued by me. I shall endeavor, however, to exclude from my report 
everything of a polemical nature.

After I had labored for the cause, with voice and pen, for a series of 
years, in 1883 I established the first genuine sloid school in Denmark 
at Nestved, where I was then the principal of a technical school. In 
the year 1885 1 went to Copenhagen, founded there, at my own expense, 
a sloid school, and began to work for the promotion of sloid by means of 
strenuous agitation, not only in Copenhagen, but everywhere through
out the country.

A t the beginning of the school year 1885 Herren Slomann and 
Winkel-Horn, who had founded a new Latin and real-school, prepared 
to incorporate sloid as an obligatory study in the plan o f instruction 
in their school. In this school, as everywhere else in Denmark at 
present (with the exception of two schools), the system of teaching 
devised by me is adopted. Wherein this system consists I will ex
plain further on.

In the spring of 1886 the Danish Sloid Society was founded at my 
suggestion, whose aim is to secure the introduction o f pedagogical 
sloid into both the higher and lower schools of the country. The 
state immediately placed 6,000 crowns ($1,608) at our disposal for the 
benefit of the society, and at the same time I began to give instruc
tion to teachers.

Soon after this I bought a large, convenient, and well located build
ing, in which I fitted up a sloid school for teachers. Here, in August 
1886, was established the first vacation course for teachers, which was 
attended by 24 male teachers and some female teachers. The attend
ants on this course were from Copenhagen and other parts of the 
country.
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A t the beginning of tlie school year 1886 sloid was introduced in 
an experimental way in the Latin school at Fredericksborg. A t 
the same time sloid was taken up in six private Latin and real- 
schools in Copenhagen, from whence, in the course of the school year, 
it found admission to three more institutions. The cause of sloid 
steadily won new friends, and in educational circles people began to 
make experiments and think earnestly concerning the matter.

In July and August 1887 was held the second teachers’ course in 
my sloid teachers’ school, and this was attended by 41 male and fe
male teachers.

The extension of sloid instruction has gone steadily forward until 
now; and, up to the present time, sloid has been introduced into 
11 Latin schools, 13 real-schools, 4 people’s high schools, 1 village 
school, 3 children’s homes, and 2 asylums. Many more yet will intro
duce it during the current year. Finally, there are besides 4 inde
pendent sloid schools in Denmark. Some classes also in the common 
school will be experimentally taught sloid exercises.

A t first sloid was taught only to the older boys, afterwards to boys 
from 10 to 11 years of age. Later it came to be more and more the prac
tice to begin instruction in wood sloid with boys in their seventh year. 
Originally, participation in sloid instruction was almost everywhere 
optional; now it is almost everywhere obligatory, and the people are 
well satisfied to have it so. In the people’s high school alone (in conse
quence of the nature of this school) does it remain elective.

A t the teachers’ courses (of which four of six weeks’ duration will be 
annually held at my sloid teachers’ school) instruction will be given 
in wood sloid in connection with drawing. Then a series of lectures will 
be conducted here. These pertain in part to pedagogical and physiolog
ical subjects, and, in part, to working tools and the knowledge of ma
terials. This summer two teachers’ courses have been held—from the 
beginningof June to the middle of July and from that time‘ till the 
end o f August.

The state supports this movement for the education of the teachers; 
and, during the past fiscal year, the state has contributed, through the 
Danish Sloid Society, 14,400 crowns ($3,859.20) for the furtherance o f 
the cause. The education of the teachers continues through three or 
four consecutive six weeks’ courses, or a single course of six months’ 
duration.

It is gradually becoming clear to us that if sloid is to exert the in
fluence we wish it must rest on the same basis as the other specialties 
o f  the school.

The price of tuition is not uniform, but ranges from 2J to 5 crowns 
(67 cents to $1.34) per year. Children are allowed to keep as their own 
the articles they make. The hours o f instruction vary from one to 
four per week.

Teachers and school directors are everywhere well disposed toward 
the cause. Only exceptionally here and there does one meet an avowed 
opponent. But all have reached the conviction that we have in sloid 
a valuable means of education. But the higher and lower schools 
here are not equally devoted to the cause. While the first are sub
stantially unanimous in favoring the introduction of sloid, there is 
much hesitation on the part of the lower schools to adopt it. This will 
disappear with time. Public opinion is unequivocally friendy to sloid.

Artisans hesitated at first, but they already begin to regard the 
matter with approval. Physicians are its most zealous advocates.
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They look upon sloid as a means by which the evil effect of the 
sedentary habits incidental to the ordinary school may be successfully 
counteracted. It is hoped, also, that we have t̂herein a means for pre
venting the development of evil impulses.

In general the communal authorities do not yet understand the great 
significance o f sloid. Only three communes have voted subsidies for 
the introduction of sloid, and a fourth (Copenhagen) determined, two 
years ago, that one of the classes might receive sloid instruction in 
my school for two hours per week, during school hours.

Following out the suggestion and wish of Derr Schenckendorff, who 
visited me at Copenhagen this year, I proceed now to set forth the dis
tinctive features of my system. I am far from affirming that this sys
tem is of unique excellence; but I may say that, in the leading intel
lectual circles of Denmark, it is acknowledged to be correct in theory 
as well as in practice.

The word sloid is of ancient northern origin, and in Denmark it has 
come to signify manual labor in the service o f education.

The reasons which led to the formation of the Danish sloid system 
may be stated as follows:

I f  manual labor is to subserve the interests of education and of the 
school by the means of sloid, the system should have reference to the 
development of the child’s mental powers in those directions that are 
not provided for by the system of theoretical instruction. It is believed 
that through practical labor the special capacities o f the child, especi
ally the faculties of observation and taste, may be unfolded in a wholly 
different manner from that which is possible by theoretical instruction 
alone.

Tlie many different objects which the child takes in hand and brings 
before the eye—which it must work with, and which it must make ac
cording to specified models and drawings—lead very systematically to 
the education of the faculties of observation and comparison, and com
pel the thoughtful attention of the pupil. The child is restricted to 
the making of a particular object, or o f its single parts when it would 
not otherwise be able to construct anything worth mentioning; accord
ingly, it learns thereby to concentrate its thoughts upon one specific 
object of some kind.

As a result of the work the finished object, with its faults and im
perfections, leads the child to the correction o f his exercises, and so 
teaches him the elements of criticism of manual labor. Whoever has 
concerned himself much with sloid must have noticed what patient 
trials are requisite (so foreign to a child’s nature) to overcome all the 
difficulties that pertain to the handling o f materials and the different 
working tools.

The speaker, in summing up the advantages of sloid as an educa
tional agency, declared his convictions as follows:

Therefore, since it exercises the faculty o f observation, promotes 
clearness of conception, sharpens the perception o f cause and effect, 
develops the sense of form and of beauty, concentrates the attention, 
cultivates patience, and, withal, creates a love and enthusiasm for 
labor, it is, in reality, the entire intellectual strength of the child 
which is called into requisition by sloid.

In Denmark this pedagogical object of sloid occupies an advanced 
position; and from this point our system must carry it forward.
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* To condense tlie further claims of sloid instruction, as stated by 
Prof. Mikkelsen, it is admirably adapted, in the opinion of physi
cians, to improve the circulation and tlie breathing 5 and, from a phys
iological point of view, it is therefore excellent. Besides, as the 
speaker said, ‘ ‘ School children often show a tendency to become 
round shouldered. This tendency will be counteracted by sloid work, 
which Acquires the pupil to labor with his arms wide apart.” The 
work is useful, also, as a corrective of bad habits in sitting or standing 
It tends to give symmetry of development. Children are required to 
bend the body at the hips, and are not permitted to crook their backs 
at work. They are also trained to use the left hand in some of the 
exercises; and, it is said, that as a corrective of shortsightedness the 
objects on which the pupils busy themselves are gradually removed to 
a greater distance from the eye.

From the point of view of social economy, too, this speaker urged 
the adoption of sloid teaching. “  Much of the poverty and want of 
the lower classes of society would disappear,” he declared, “  if the 
youth should learn to love and honor corporeal labor, instead of hating 
and shunning it, as now.”

He thinks that “ many misunderstandings and disagreements between 
the higher and the lower classes of the people would cease if  the former 
were to learn to appreciate the worth of bodily labor.”

Then, again, “ today very many boys, through unfortunate circum
stances and through ignorance of themselves, enter into a calling for 
which they possess neither fitness nor inclination; as a consequence 
they have a feeling of discontent, as if they were not in the right place, 
and they are apt to become useless or criminal. Many such unfortu
nates might be saved to society through sloid instruction as a prepara
tion for life.”

Again Prof. Mikkelsen continues : •
W e are unequivocally opposed to the so-called polysloid because 

we are convinced that, with many different kinds of labor to be done, 
it is never possible to execute a single kind so thoroughly as the in
terests of education require.

W e have, therefore, chosen wood sloid alone (work at the carpen
ter’s bench) as a means of instruction, because it appears to us, for 
the present at least, to be the only sloid method by which we can most 
certainly obtain the best pedagogical, physiological, technical, practical, 
social, and economical results.

Instruction in wood sloid begins with special single forms, and 
extends in an uninterrupted series of exercises, arranged according to 
established pedagogical and physiological principles, with reference to 
technical and practical requirements.

In this way thé child will gain distinct ideas which may be joined 
together to form a whole. This clearness of conception will be best 
attained when the child perfectly masters the various working tools, 
each of which represents a particular kind of idea. Accordingly, each 
exercise leads up independently to one result (object), which exhibits
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in its finished state the work of the principal tool. But, at the same 
time, it represents a sum of related ideas.

In concluding this part of his subject Prof. Mikkelsen insisted that, 
in order to insure good results from class instruction in sloid, it is 
necessary not only that the shop, the tools, etc., should be* adapted 
to the end in view, but that, “ before all things, the teacher should 
possess sufficient skill aud interest in his specialty.”

The recommendation is made that drawing should be taught in the 
people’s schools in connection with sloid, and that sloid models should 
be made use of for copying exercises in drawing. In some schools this 
plan has been carried out with good results the speaker said, as at 
Stockholm, where, in 1887, he was greatly surprised to witness the re
markable effects of this method of teaching drawing in the school of 
Mr. J. J. Dalilstrom.

“ Next,” the speaker said, “ after this general survey of the system, 
it is in order now to show in detail where every exercise has its place, 
and therefore in what sequence the working tools should betaken up.”

We quote only what Prof. Mikkelsen had to say concerning one of the 
sloid tools, viz., the saw:

Give a child the opportunity to busy himself with saw, plane, knife, 
etc., and he will always return to the first named implement. The rea
son for this is,,on the one hand, that the saw requires a lively move
ment, and, on the other, it is possible for the child to cut wood with a 
saw just as he likes. It also affords the child special delight to handle 
a tool which he commonly sees only in the hand of the adult.

But we may cite other reasonsfor choosing the saw as the first working 
implemen t. The discipline demanded by the saw presents' but slight diffi
culty. Then one may (more than in any other exercise) assume a 
healthy and graceful posture. So it comes about that the saw is pop
ular. It is, besides, the “ most independent” of all tools; because with 
it one may make a complete and useful object without the aid of other 
tools, except, perhaps, a nail to hold the parts together. It also makes 
it easy for the child to understand a straight line.

Our saws are somewhat smaller than those used by workmen, and 
are so constructed as to require only the smallest possible outlay of 
strength. W e distinguish the saws as the rip-saw, the cross-cut saw, 
and the back- saw. These three kinds should be employed consecutively 
in the order named, since each presents its own peculiar difficulties. 
The rip-saw cuts in the direction of the grain, and the position of the 
body in using it offers no difficulty. With a little practice this saw 
can be used with either hand, changing from one to the other. The 
cross-cut saw is somewhat harder to manage, because the saw teeth 
easily penetrate the soft interstices of the grain. But if  the children 
have already learned by handling the rip-saw to hold the saw lightly 
and steadily the difficulties will be readily overcome. The back-saw 
requires greater precision, and must, on this account, be taken up in 
the third place. It would not be easy, with this implement, to preserve 
a good position of the body without previous practice with the rip-saw 
and the cross-cut saw.

This course is connected with construction—first, parallel, then rec
tangular, and, finally, diagonal lines.

S. Ex. 6fr----- 32
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-&fc this stag©the accessory tools "as© metre measure^ the lead 
pencil, the square, and the hammer.

In the same exhaustive manner Prof. Mikkelsen described the pldce 
and uses in his system of the plane, the knife, the bit and bit stock, 
the file, etc.

In conclusion he remarked, “ Such are the requirements which the 
friends of sloid lay upon the sloid teachers. I f  these are not carried 
out the whole movement must soon come to naught. The time of fine 
theories has gone by; we now demand a sound praetiee which shall se
cure what theory denied to ns.”

£41
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CHAPTER X.

PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN SWITZERLAND.

NATIONAL SUBSIDIES.

The constitution of the Swiss confederation permits the federal 
congress to establish and to support, in addition to a university and a 
polytechnic school, other higher technical institutions. It leaves to the 
cantons the primary education o f "the children, giving them the exclu
sive direction of the primary schools. It directs, however, that such 
education must be obligatory, and, in the public schools, gratuitous, 
and that all pupils must be permitted to attend the public schools 
without prejudice to their liberty of belief and conscience. The consti
tution also authorizes the confederation to make uniform regulations 
regarding the employment of children in factories.

On June 27, 1884, a resolution was adopted by the federal congress 
granting subsidies, under certain conditions, to all institutions for pro
fessional and industrial education that desired to accept such aid. It 
resulted in the establishment of new, and the development of existing, 
institutions, and has given a ‘great impetus to industrial education 
throughout the country. Since the adoption of the resolution the 
number of trade schools has been nearly doubled, and other industrial 
institutions, such as drawing schools, workingmen’s evening schools, 
industrial art schools, etc., have greatly increased in number and effi
ciency. The following is a translation of the text of the resolution and 
of the regulations tor enforcing the same :

A r t i c l e  1. For the purpose of advancing professional and industrial 
education the confederation will grant subsidies out of its treasury to 
any institution s -that are or will be established for such objects. When 
any of these institutions have other objects aside from professional and 
industrial education, as, for instance, general education, the federal con- 
tributiou will be made only for the former branch.

A r t . 2. T h e follow ing are regarded as institutions for industrial and  
professional education :

The workingmen’s schools, the schools for professional improvement, 
and industrial drawing schools, even if these are in connection with the 
public schools, the higher industrial and professional schools, the art 
schools, the trade schools, collections o f patterns, models, and other 
materials for technical instruction, and professional and industrial 
museums.

A r t . 3. The confederation can also contribute toward paying for 
lectures and prizes in connection with professional and industrial edu
cation.
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A r t . 4. The federal subsidies may, accordifig to the judgment of the 
federal council, amount to one-half of the sum provided by the cantons, 
communities, corporations, and private individuals.

A r t . 5. The federal council (Bundesrath) will call upon the cantonal 
governments for detailed information regarding the uses made of the 
sums mentioned in article 4 ; it will take cognizance of the progress of the 
institutions, and will require the receipt of programmes of instruction, 
reports, and results of examinations. In determining the federal sub
sidy special consideration must be made for institutions which educate 
teachers for professional and industrial instruction, and particularly 
institutions where drawing teachers for the workingmen’s schools and 
the schools for professional improvement are educated.

The confederation shares, in the same measure, the expenses for 
educating candidates for teachers at the institutions named in article 2.

A r t . 6 . The federal council will negotiate with the cantons regard
ing the conditions on which the confederation will participate in the 
professional and industrial education, and it will make the final 
arrangements with them, by contract, if necessary.

A r t . 7. The contributions of the confederation must not result in a 
diminution of the amounts contributed by the cantons, communities, 
corporations, or private individuals; they should result, on the con
trary, in stimulating an increase of energy in the domain of professional 
and industrial education.

A r t . 8. The confederation will set aside in its budget a credit of 
1-50,000 francs ($28,950) for aiding professional and industrial education. 
This credit may be increased when the need becomes apparent, and 
when the financial condition of the confederation permits it.

For the year Ï884 a supplementary credit of 100,000 francs ($19,300) 
will be placed at the disposal of the federal council for this purpose.

A r t . 9. The federal council is instructed to publish this resolution, 
and to fix the time when the same will go into effect, in conformity to 
the federal law of June 17, 1874, concerning popular voting on federal 
laws and resolutions.

The following are the regulations, adopted January 27, 1885, con
cerning the execution o f the resolution relating to industrial and 
professional education:

The federal council of Switzerland, irr executing the federal resolu
tion of June 27, 1884, relating to professional and industrial education, 
resolves, at the suggestion of the Swiss department of commerce and 
agriculture, as follows:

A r t i c l e  1. Bequests for subsidies from the federal’  government for 
professional and industrial education must be made to the Swiss depart
ment of commerce and agriculture, and must be forwarded by the 
cantonal governments after the latter have examined the applications 
and found them worthy of consideration.

A r t . 2. The first application made by any institution must contain : 
A. In reference to organization :

(1) The full name and location o f the institution.
(2) The name of the proprietor.
(3) Duration of its existence—date when founded.
(4) A  full description of the institution—statement relating to 

organization, arrangement o f classes, object, management, attendance, 
and conditions of admission of pupils.

(5) A ll publications up to date of documents giving any informa-
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tkm regarding the institution, such as laws, decrees, ordinances, regu
lations, programmes, statutes, annual reports, accounts, catalogues, etc.
B. In reference to finances : _

(1) A. detailed account of income and expenditures during the last
fiscal year.

(2) A  detailed account of expense budget for the fiscal year for which
the subsidy is desired. These documents must contain ac
curate information o f the contributions, and other support 
from the cantons, communities, societies and corporations, and 
private sources, and the special uses made of these contribu
tions.

(•3) Statement relating to the dues, tuitions, admission fees, etc., 
required of persons attending the institution.

(4) The proposed uses to be made of the federal subsidy; a detailed
account relating to the same. Expenditures which are con
templated for the first time during the coming fiscal year 
must be distinctly specified.

(5) Amount and value of property possessed by the institution.
A r t . 3. For schools and special classes the following will be re

quired in addition:
(1) Statement of the divisions, of the scholastic year, the classes,

courses, etc., and the duration o f each.
(2) Statement of the number of weeks of instruction per year,, and

the distribution of the same in months.
(3) The programme of instruction — faculty, courses o f study,

weekly hours of session, arrangement of hours, etc.
(4) Statement of number, sex, and required age of pupils.
(5) Statement of the attendance of each branch of instruction, and 

whether the same is obligatory or optional.
(6) Information as to whether the institution trains teachers for

technical schools and how, especially drawing teachers for the 
workingmen’s schools and the schools for professional im
provement.

A ut. 4. Applications for federal subsidies for collections named in 
article 2 of the federal resolution must be accompanied by the statutes, 
regulations, and reports relating to the object of the collection, the 
right of access to the same, the patronage up to date, etc.

The statutes must designate clearly the disposition made of the ar
ticles provided by means of the federal subsidies, so as to make it pos
sible to identify the same in case of a discontinuance of the institu
tion.

A r t . 5. Applications for federal subsidies for lectures and prizes re
lating to professional and industrial education, and for distributing 
stipends to candidates for teachers of the instituions named in article 2 
of the federal resolution, must be treated in the manner specified in 
article 1 above.

Stipends to candidates for teachers will be granted only on condition 
that the cantonal government grants like stipends. The federal sti
pend, in any case, can not exceed that of the canton. The recipient of 
a federal stipend obligates himself to report at least once every six 
mouths to the department of commerce and agriculture regarding his 
progress and studies, and to connect himself at the end of his studies 
with one of the institutions mentioned in article 2 of the federal reso
lution.
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A r t . 6. A p p lication s o f  ex istin g  in stitutions w hich already receive  
federal subsidies m u st contain :

»(1) A  complete report of the progress, resources, and attendance 
during the past fiscal year, and, in addition to the provisions 
of article 3 of these regulations, a brief characterization of 
the results of examinations must be added.

(2) A  complete programme for the coming scholastic year.
(3) The statements required in article 2, section B, of these regula

tions, and also a detailed account of the dispositions made 
of the federal subsidies. *

(4) Printed annual reports, accounts, etc.
A r t . 7. Estimates for subsidies requested must not as a rule include :

(1) Expenditures for general administration, office expenses, rent,
m aintaining room s or bu ildin gs, ligh tin g , and  fuel.

(2) Expenses for school furnishings, furniture, cases, etc., for col
lections, and supplies (paper, etc.) for the use of pupils.

The following may be included and subsidized :
(1) Expenditures for raw materials, tools, apparatus for instruction

(in workshops, etc.), and collections.
(2) Expenditures for certain Installationen for the special use of

the named institutions.
The Swiss department of commerce and agriculture will examine 

each application and decide according to its merits.
A r t . 8. Institutions receiving federal subsidies must furnish any 

further information to the department of commerce and agriculture 
that the latter may require.

A r t . 9. T h e Sw iss departm ent o f  com m erce and agriculture is em 
pow ered, subject to the approval o f the federal council, to  act upon  
th e applications m entioned in article 1, rem aining w ithin th e lim its of 
th e b u d g et, and it  w ill decide as to the am ount o f th e su bsid y  to b e  
given  in  each case.

A r t . 10. The subsidies may, according to circumstances, amount to 
one-half of the total sums contributed annually by the cantons, com
munities, corporations, and private sources. The subsidies hitherto 
granted by the cantons arid communities must not be diminished. In 
reference to the contributions of corporations and private sources the 
department of commerce and agriculture may, if it deems necessary, 
require a guaranty for a specified time.

A r t . 11. A n  inventory of property purchased with the federal 
subsidies must be made each year and forwarded to the department ôf 
commerce and agriculture for examination and approval. The'same 
must be made through the cantonal government, which will guarantee 
that the property will be used for public purposes should the institu
tion to which the same belongs be discontinued. The cantonal gov
ernments will be held responsible for the correctness of the inventories.

'A r t . 12. The subsidized collections must be made accessible as much 
as possible, by loaning the articles to temporary exhibitions and pri
vate individuals, always on security, and by permitting the multipli
cation of the same by means of photography, copying, etc.

. A r t . 13. A  federal su b sid y  m ay  b e granted for an entire course, 
extending over several years, w ith  th e reservation th at th e subsidy  
m ay  be w ithdraw n in case th e institution or course is discontinued  
before the end o f the. tim e, or w hen the course m ay  n ot prove satis
factory.

A r t . 14. T h e departm ent o f  com m erce and agriculture h as the p riv 
ilege o f  m ak ing a t any tim e an inspection o f th e work o f  any institu-
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tion subsidized by the confederation, either directly or by sending a 
delegate, and it may also be represented at the examinations.

For this purpose timely notice must be given of all examinations to 
be held.

The department of commerce and agriculture will prepare the 
instructions for its inspectors, in which their duties and compensations 
will be specified.

A r t . 15. T h e  present regulations take effect at once.

The results of the resolution are shown by the following statistics:
E X P E N S E S  F O R  I N D U S T R I A L  E D U C A T I O N , 1885 T O  1889.

Tear.

1885 . 
1886.
1887 .
1888 . 
1889 .

T o t a l ,

In sti
tu 

tions
subsi
dized.

T ota l
expenses.

Paid  by  
cantons, 

com m uni
ties, pri

vate indi
viduals, etc.

Federal
subsidies.

82
100
110
120
124

$156,732.15  
185,176.49  
197,652.71  
231,914.52  
253,498.37

$99,336.95  
116,220.96  
122,854.98  
139,749.89  
147,600.32

$29,324.46  
38,672.43  
42,275.62  
54,861.75  
62,023.25

1,024 ,974 .24 625,763.10  
_________v _____

227,157.51

T ota l 
am ount 

spent by  
federal 
govern
m ent b y  
virtu e o f  

th e resolu
tion.

$33,075.70  
42,462.44  
50,176.52  
61,572.16  
70,845.32

258,132.14

Institutions entitled to federal subsidies are divided into three 
classes by the department of commerce and agriculture : Trade schools
(including schools for watchmaking and weaving, workshops for ap
prentices, pattern and model collections, etc.); industrial art institu
tions (schools and collections) ; workingmen’s schools, drawing schools, 
and schools for professional improvement.

The department of commerce and agriculture appoints for each class 
from four to six inspectors (or e xperts) who represent the department 
at examinations, investigations, etc. A t least once each year these 
inspectors have a conference for the discussion of special questions 
relating to their work (methods and plans of instruction, programmes, 
etc.), and for stimulating the advancement of the institutions placed 
under their supervision.

Following are the amounts of the federal subsidies paid during the 
year 1890 to the various kinds of industrial institutions:

D I S T R I B U T I O N  O E  S U B S ID IE S .

K in d  o f  school. Schools. Subsidies.

1 $6,915.5$  
3,088.00  

14,724.36  
2,703 .16  
8,963.93

• 1
7

31
57

2 L  930.00  
9,705 .00  
6,154.77  
, 752.70

7
8
2
5 2,151 .95

13 8,828 .21

Tnffll ..............7 ................................................................ ................................................................ 134 65,917.66
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©LASSIFlGAJrrOB OF SCHOOLS.

Institutions for industrial education, including tliose where manual 
weak is taught, in Switzerland may be divided into; the following 
classes:

Kindergartens.
Classes, in manual training, comprehending needlework for girls, and 

pasteboard and wood work for boys (sloid system) ; trade schools for 
male apprentices,, which include watchmaking schools, carpenter work
shops, shoemaking workshops, schools for metal workers, schools for 
wood: carving, and schools for weaving; industrial schools for women, 
which include schools for needlework and ladies’ tailoring, housekeep
ing schools, and schools for servants; industrial art schools (either 
sex),, which are schools having classes in pattern designing for the tex
tiles, modelling, ceramics, engraving, sculpture, etc.

Institutions for the further development of working people of both 
sexes, under which name are included schools for professional im
provement, workingmen’s schools, and industrial drawing schools.

Higher technical schools-—Cantonal Technical School at Winterthur, 
canton Zurich, comprising schools for builders, mechanical and elec
trical engineers, and surveyors of industrial arts and of commerce; 
Federal Polytechnic School at Zurich, comprising schools for archi
tects and builders, civil engineers, foresters,, chemists, engineers of 
construction and o f agriculture, a mechanical technical school, a school 
for special teachers of mathematics and natural philosophy, and in 
addition special courses o f lectures on art, history, political science, 
military science, literature,, languages, mathematics, natural sciences, 
and technical branches.

Industrial and art museums.

KINDEEGARTEKS.

Kindergartens in Switzerland exist mostly as private institutions, 
supported by tuitions, societies, donated funds, and contributions from 
the states or communities. In canton Geneva, where kindergartens 
are state institutions, no tuitions are required, and the instruction forms 
part of the educational system o f the publie schools. There is a gradual 
advance from kindergarten work to manual training. In other cantons 
the kindergartens are generally independent of each other and of the 
public schools, and differ greatly in their systems of instruction and in 
the manner o f their support. In nearly all the Swiss kindergartens the 
Froebel materials are used together with other subjects, such as elemen
tary studies, object lessons, games, etc. The age for admission varies 
greatly in the different kindergartens, ranging generally from 2, 3, and 
4 to 5, 6, and 7 years, the average being about from 3 to 6 years. The 
latest statistics collected regarding kindergartens in Switzerland are
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for the year 1889 by M. Grab, secretary o f public instruction at Zurich. 
They are as follows:

PUPILS AND TEACHERS IN KINDERGARTENS.

Canton. Schools. Boys. Girls. Total
pnpiis. Teachers.

Zurich..............................
Bern.......... ................. .
Lucerne............................
U r i.......... ........................
Sehwytz............ ............ .
Unterwalden....................
Z ug ...................................
Ereyburg.................... .
So teure..............................
Basel Town......................
Basel Land .......... ..........
Appenzell, Outer Rhodes 
Appenzell, Inner Rhodes
Grisons................... . . . . .
Aargan........., ____ _____
Ticino.............................
Vaud......................... ........
Valais___. . . . . . __ ______
Neuchâtel................. .
Geneva .............................

Total........................ 515

1,657

97

1,084

1,875

1,033

1,879

3,532
2,550

260

2,117
452
843
60
80

"i,’ 3öi 
4,000 

249 
997 

3,872

21,639

MANUAL TRAINING.

Manual training schools like those of the better class in the high 
school grade in the United States do not exist in Switzerland. What 
is called manual training for boys is more like advanced kindergarten 
work, than training which tends to make pupils more proficient in the 
trades. It consists of the execution of cardboard and simple wood 
work, somewhat on the plan of the sloid system. Sheets of cardboard 
are prepared and cut into the necessary forms, and then by means of 
paste and colored paper they are transformed into little useful articles, 
commencing with simple cubes, plain boxes, lids, etc., and advancing 
gradually to more complicated pieces, such as paper shelves, match 
boxes, picture frames, card baskets, pen boxes, etc. The wood work 
consists of simple Work with the knife, the chisel, the saw, the plane, 
and the hammer. They begin generally with simple work with the 
knife, such as making penholders, salad spoons, etc., later, rules, 
shelves, boxes, dovetailing work, receivers for inkstands, etc. No 
attempt seems to be made to prepare the pupils for any profession, the 
idea being simply to give the boys an idea of and a taste for such work 
as may be useful for them to understand in their own homes, and in 
general to make them more proficient in the use of their hands. Manual 
training is also looked upon as a profitable and pleasant recreation 
and a means of keeping the boys from the streets. The classes in man
ual training are generally held after school hours and are outside and 
independent of the school programmes.

Manual training classes for boys exist at the present time in the can
tons Grisons, Saint Gall, Appenzell, Thnrgau, Sehalfhausen, Zurich,

m
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Aargau, Basel, Soleure, Bern, Neuchâtel, Freyburg, Yaud, Glarus, and 
Geneva, over one-half o f the cantons. In the cantons Yaud and Neu
châtel the state contributes 200 francs ($38.60) per year and furnishes 
the materials whenever a school or class for manual training is organ
ized. In Bern the state pays 100 francs .($19.30) per year toward the 
expense of each class. In Geneva all expenses are paid out of the pub
lic funds, and manual training is compulsory for all male pupils at all 
public schools. The latest statistics collected on the subject of manual 
training are the following for 1889 :

STATISTICS OF MANUAL TRAINING CLASSES.

Canton. Classes. Pupils. Teachers. Hours per 
week.

19 305
32 553 19

Saint GaÙ....... ............................................................................ 6 122 8
2 120 2
2 4 8
2 4 6 1

Soleure......................................................................................... 40 1
1 1

175

Yaud, Nduchâtel, Appenzell, Freyburg, and Glarus each have several 
classes, but the statistics are not available.

Boys attending manual training classes ape generally from 9 to 13 
years of age.

Manual training for boys in Switzerland is yet in its infancy, having 
been introduced but a few years ago. It has not existed long enough, 
nor has it developed sufficiently, to have shown any appreciable effect 
upon the proficiency of pupils as workingmen. This opinion is ex
pressed by the leading teachers of manual training, as well as by those 
who employ skilled labor. The teachers of manual training are'every- 
where working zealously for the development of the work. Every 
year, during vacation time, a class for manual training teachers is 
held at one of the cities of Switzerland, and these classes are well 
attended. The first class of this kind at Basel in 1884 was attended by 
40 persons, while at the last meeting at Ohaux-de-Fonds in 1891 
there were over 100 participants, including several foreigners. The 
meetings or classes are under the direction of M. Rudin, the gentleman 
who introduced the system of manual training into Switzerland.

Manual training for girls, such as needlework, knitting, darning, 
mending, etc., has existed in Switzerland for many years, and in most 
cantons it is considered as one of the most important branches of study 
for girls. In nearly all cantons this instruction is compulsory.

The following table gives a fair idea of the nature and extent o f this 
work in Switzerland:
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MANUAL TRAINING FOR GIRLS.

Canton.

Zürich........................

Bern...................

Luceme....................

U ri.............................
Schwytz....................

Unterwalden (Upper) 
Unterwalden (Lower) 
Glarus...................—

Zug.............................
Frey bürg...................

Soleure ......................

Basel Town...............

Basel Land...............
Schaffhausen..............

Appenzell, Outer 
Khodes.

Appenzell, Inner 
Rhodes

Saint Gail............ : .  -

Grisons......................
Aargau......................

Thurgau....................

Ticino........................

Vaud ..................... 1..

Valais........................
Neuchâtel..............

Geneva......................

Age
for

com
menc
ing.

Age
for

fiuish-
ing.

Years
of

work.

Hours
per

week.
Oblig
atory?

10 13 3 3 to 6 Yes...

6 9 3 3 t-o 6 Yes...

9 13 4 3 Yes...

Eo___
8 13 5 4 Yes...

9 4
10 *14 4 2 to 4 Yes...
10 16 6 3 to 6 Yes...

6 12 6 24 to 6 Yes...
3 to 44

9 16 7 4 to 6 Yes...

6 14 8 4 to 6 Yes...

9 14 5 4 to 6 yes...

9 15 6 4 to 8 Yes...

10 16 6 3 Yes...

3

10 14 4 3 Yes...

10 16 6 3 N o ....

10 16 6 3 to 6 Yes...

10 16 6 6 Yes...

6 15 9 4 Yes...

7 16 9 3 to 6 Yes...

7 16 9 No___
7 16 9 2 to 4 Yes...

6 12 6 6 Yes...

Nature of work done.

Knitting, sewing, mending, and cut-' 
ting.

Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 
and finishing garments.

Knotting, sewing, mending, cutting, 
and finishing garments.

Plain needlework;
All kinds of plain needlework, and 

household duties.
Plain needlework.
All kinds of plain needlework.
Knitting, mending, cutting, and sew

ing-Plain needlework.
Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 

and preparing garments.
Knitting, sewing, mending, drawing, 

cutting, and housekeeping duties. -
Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 

and finishing.
Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 

and finishing.
Knitting, sewing, mending, and cut

ting.
Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 

crocheting, and lectures on house
keeping.

Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 
and lectures on housekeeping and 
gardening.

Knitting, sewing, mending, technical 
drawing, and lectures on house
keeping.

Knitting, sewing, mending, drawing, 
and cutting. .

Knitting, sewing, mending, finishing
farments, ana lectures on house- 

eeping.
Knitting, sewing, mending, cutting, 

technical drawing, and lectures on 
housekeeping.

Plain needlework, and lectures on 
housekeeping.

Plain needlework, and lectures on 
housekeeping.

Plain sewing, etc.
Plain needlework, and lectures on 

housekeeping.
Plain needlework, and lectures on 

housekeeping.

In canton Zurich manual training for girls at the age of 9, and from 
13 to 15years, is optional; in Basel Land it is optional from 14 to 16 
years o f age; and in canton Lucerne it is optional during the thirteenth 
and fourteenth years.

The maximum number of pupils in a class in any canton is 30. The 
materials for work are generally furnished by the school authorities or 
communities. Where this is not done the pupils contribute the money 
for the purchases. Instruction everywhere is gratuitous.

KINDERGARTENS AND MANUAL TRAINING, GENEVA.

As Geneva is the only canton in which the kindergartens and instruc
tion in manual training for both sexes are considered as parts of the 
regular system of public instruction, the following translation of parts 
of the official programme is given to show the connection between them:
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PROGRAMME OF KINDERGARTEN'S.

In ferior  division (ages S to 5 years).—Intuitive instruction by means of the Froebel 
materials. Ethical talks: simple conversations with the children, with a view to 
developing them morally and intellectually, and correcting bad habits. Object les
sons: conversations for the purpose of acquainting the children with the names of 
objects, plants, and animals familiar to them. The first year the obj ect .lessons are 
given in conjunction with the ethical talks. Native language: exercises in language, 
in which children are taughjfc the meaning of the terms “ words” and “ phrases,” to 
find them and to use them. These exercises always follow the object lessons. Pen
manship : preparatory exercises in making letters. Arithmetic: counting by means 
of the Froebel materials; calculating up to 6; dividing the whole into halves and 
quarters. Geometry: elementary geometrical ideas by means of the Froebel mate
rials. Drawing: first year, children are prepared for drawing by means of the Froebel 
materials; second year, first attempts in drawing—cubes, little surface figures, 
etc., are arranged by dots on the slate, which the children complete by connecting the 
dots with lines. Singing: simple melodies with easy words. Intuitive instruction 
in measure. Gymnastics: movements and games; marches, rounds, and ball playing.

Sxiperior division (ages 5 to 7 years).—Intuitive instruction by means of the Froe
bel materials. Ethical talks: conversations, of which the essential object will be 
to develop in the children sentiments of affection, conscience, a love of work and 
of duty. Object lessons: narratives, conversations, and explanations, giving the 
pupils ideas of the scientific elements of objects, plants, or animals of the country. 
The teachers will aim to develop in the children a spirit of observation, reflection, 
and judgment. Native language: lessons preparatory to reading; exercises of 
analysis, by which pupils are taught to recognize and find the words, syllables, and 
sounds. Study of vowel and consonant sounds. Reading simple syllables, words, 
and short easy phrases. Reproduction, orally and in writing, of words and phrases. 
Little oral exercises of composition. Penmanship: elementary exercises with the 
pencil, advancing gradually from letters to syllables and short words, to be written 
from dictation. Preparatory exercises with pen and ink. Arithmetic: exercises of 
calculation by means of the Froebel materials. The four fundamental rules of 
arithmetic up to 10; calculations, oral and written; division of the whole into 
halves, fourths, and eighths; little oral problems; writing numbers up to 20. 
Geometry: notions of geometry by means of the Froebel materials; points, lines, 
surfaces, solids. Drawing: third year, continuation of the previous exercises by 
means of dotted cubes, squares, etc., ornamental designs obtained by combining 
straight lines (made by means of rules or by tracing), designs containing curved 
lines, composition, drawing from memory; fourth year, dividing lines into 2, 4, 
8, 8, and 6 equal parts, application of these divisions to ornamental designs, com
bining straight and curved lines, geometrical figures, triangles, squares, rectangles, 
drawing common objects, drawing letters and printed characters, first attempts at 
drawing foliage. Singing: exercises of intonation; the scale of C; harmony; 
songs of one and two parts; melodies and easy songs. Gymnastics: movements 
and games; marches, rounds, and ball playing. Needlework: preparatory exer
cises in sewing.

In the primary schools which follow these the same studies are con
tinued and others gradually added, as will be seen in the following table 
of subjects and the distribution of the hours of instruction per week:
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COURSE OF STUDY IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Subject.
Hours per week.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

Fourth
year.

Fifth
year.

Sixth
year.

Native language, French:
f 2 2

Reading and recitation. 
Composition, orthogra

phy, and grammar.. . . *
n

0

3

9

3

8

3
21 }

2

4
3

2 2 '2 2

9 3 3
lè 2 2 2

lè3 iè3
lè
33 3 4

1J6 4
U3

1 1 1
3 lè1 }è12 2 lè4
1

6 6 4 4 4

30 30 30 30 30 30

The manual training work in the primary schools is as follows:
First year (ages 7 to 8 years).—Girls: Sewing, preparatory exercises, 

employment of the needle and thimble; practice on coarse goods in the 
different kinds of stitches—the running stitch, side-stitch, seam-stitch, 
whip-stitch, backstitch, cross-stitch; seams and hems, making a small 
sheet with a hem, drawing through on canvas. Boys: Exercises in 
platting, folding, and interweaving; cutting up pieces of colored paper 
and forming them into geometrical designs.

Second year (ages 8 to 9 years).—Girls: Knitting, executing a strip of 
thirty meshes, right and left meshes; sewing, repetition of first year’s 
work, sewing bias, sewing with the running stitch, stitching on canvas, 
making an infant’s chemise. Boys: Cutting paper and cardboard in 
the form of geometrical solids; combination work by means of colored 
worsted on canvas or paper.

Third year (ayes 9 to 10 years).—Girls: Knitting an average size 
stocking, repairing stockings, right meshes, darning; sewing, repetition 
of previous year’s work, work by means of the backstitch, stitching on 
cloth, making a chemise for a child o f 2 or 3 years of age. Boys: Con
structing cardboard objects lined or covered with colored paper; wire 
work, trellises, geometrical solids.

Fourth year (ages 10 to 11 years).—Girls: Knitting stockings, repeti
tion of previous year’s work, continuation of repairs on stockings; back
stitch work on the bias, hemming linen pieces, making a child’s apron, 
princess shape, for a child of 3 years. Boys: Construction of simple 
objects of cardboard; wire work.

Fifth year [ages 11 to 12 years).—Girls: Knitting, executing different 
patterns, continuation of stocking mending, darning holes, etc.; sewing, 
repetition of previous work, buttonholes, gathering, folding regular 
plaits by means of a pin or needle, darning cloth, making pillow slips 
with buttons and buttonholes, elementary exercises in cutting. Boys: 
Sketching objects and making them from the sketches; notions of the
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most useful tools, study of the principal tools used in wood work, plan
ing and sawing wood, simple joining, nailed boxes and other joined 
work, objects made of wood and cardboard, constructing objects from 
side sketches.

Sixth year {ages 12 to 13 years).—Girls: Knitting, theory of stocking 
knitting; crocheting, theory and study of the various meshes; sewing, 
repetition of previous work, hemming, wristbands and cuffs, open 
worked hems, ornamental stitches, chain-stitches, etc.; application of 
the various stitches in embroidery; making an apron with a waistband, 
wristbands, and adorned by means of the different fancy stitches; small 
plaits, repairing and mending useful objects; exersises in cutting and 
finishing. Boys: Further development of fifth year’s work.

After finishing their studies at the primary schools boys who desire 
to follow an artistic, industrial, or a commercial profession, or to enter 
an industrial school later on, attend the two years’ course at the manual 
training school. The work in this school closely resembles that in 
American schools. Here the manual training is continued from the 
primary schools, together with some of the other studies, as shown in 
the following table of subjects and the distribution of the hours of in
struction per week:

COURSE OE STUDY IX  THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.

Subject.
Hours per week.

Subject.
Hours per week.

First
year.

Second
year.

First
year.

Second
year.

4 3 2T
4 4 2

Commercial geography, his- 4 4 Drawing and modelling....... 7 7
tory, and civic instruction. Technical drawing................ 2 2

2 3
2 1 1

2 Total.............. 35 35
Physics................................... 2 2

a  During six months only.

The manual training in this school is as follows :
First year.—Properties of raw materials used in the work; the tools, 

their names, uses, and care; wood work—the various kinds of wood 
used in the industries, their classification, native and foreign wood, 
resinous woods, fine wood, hard and soft wood, their qualities and their 
defects, their uses; exercises in sawing in straight and parallel lines 
according to given directions (for instance, constructing a pine wood 
frame); joining—tenons, mortises, dovetailing, joining by means of slit 
and tongue; employment of these systems of joining in the execution of 
work; all work must be done from drawings.

Second year.—Continuation and further development of last year’s 
work ; lathe work, nature and care of toolSj cutting of bodies in ro
tation; executing objects having cylindrical, conical, and spherical 
surfaces; iron and brass work, nature and care of tools, exercises in
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the use of the flat and square files; pupils must construct all their work 
from drawings.

Pupils who graduate from this school are eligible for admission to the 
industrial art school, the watchmaking school, the school of mechanics, 
the school of fine arts, the school of commerce, and the technical and 
pedagogic sections of the gymnasium of Geneva.

TEADE SCHOOLS.

These institutions being the most important for the training of work
ingmen and women and for fitting them for their vocations, much more 
attention has been given to them than to the other classes of industrial 
schools. As they differ greatly one from another in their organiza
tions, programmes, aims, etc., they can best be described separately.

A  striking feature of Swiss schools is the well considered specializa
tion of the instruction which they impart. Science, art, literature, and 
language are studied, not as an end but a means, with an ulterior ob
ject in view—a utilitarian object, it is true, but clearly defined and 
openly avowed. Every branch of knowledge is prized and gauged ac
cording to its direct value in its applicability to some trade or gainful 
occupation. This explains the generosity with which these special 
schools are supported. The object is kept constantly in view to build 
up new industries or to extend those already established. The expendi
tures are made in accordance with strict business principles—it being 
believed that such expenditures have been the direct means of bringing 
into the country millions of capital.

SCHOOL OF W A TC H M A K IN G  AND M ECHANICS, LOCLE.

This school whs founded in 1868, and is a municipal institution. Its 
object is “  to offer to young men who wish to devote themselves to the 
watchmaking industry, and also to workingmen who wish to complete 
their education, the means of making an apprenticeship thorough, and 
of acquiring such knowledge as they may have to utilize.”

The course of study of the division for watchmaking comprises the 
manufacture of the various kinds of watches and all other work relating 
to the profession, also theoretical instruction; it covers three years. 
The practical work includes, successively, the manufacture of tools used 
in watchmaking, the rough work without the barrel or spring box, the 
rough work with the barrel, the mechanisms for winding, the wheel 
work, cylinder escapements, anchor escapements, adjusting and regu
lating. The work done includes key and stem-winders of various kinds, 
repeaters, watches indicating dates and phases of the moon, chronome
ters, and other complicated pieces. The theoretical work comprises : 
First year—algebra, elementary geometry, descriptive geometry, met- 

S. Ex. 65------ 33
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allurgy, technical drawing, and theory o f watchmaking5 second year— 
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, industrial mechanics, technical draw
ing, and theory of watchmaking ; third year—algebra, general mechan
ics, physics, eleetrotechnios, technical drawing, and theory of watch
making.

The course of study of the division for mechanics comprises the man
ufacture of the various tools and machinery used in the watchmaking 
industry, and also other fine apparatus. The theoretical instruction is 
the same as in the division for watchmaking. This course comprises 
also three years. The practical work done includes, among other things, 
all kinds of smaller tools, steel rules and squares, compasses, tools for 
cutting and boring, screw gauges, various tools used in turning, meas
uring instruments, anvils for watchmakers, piercing and grooving 
machines, lathes, machines for cutting wheels, for stamping, and for 
polishing, etc.; also repairing all kinds of watchmaking tools and 
machinery.

The school is in session every day except on Sundays and holidays. 
There is no vacation. The work continues from 7 a. m. in summer and 
8 a. m. in winter until 7 p. m., with an intermission of one and one-half 
hours at noon for dinner. About nine hours per week are devoted to 
theoretical instruction. A ll the other time is spent in the performance 
o f practical work.

The teaching personnel consists of a director of the watchmaking 
school, who is also instructor o f adjusting and regulating, theoretical 
work, and drawing; a director of the division for mechanics, who is also 
instructor of theoretical work and drawing; a teacher for the class 
in finishing; a teacher for the class in escapements; a teacher for the 
class in mounting the wheel work; a teacher for the class in rough 
work; a foreman for the division for mechanics, making a total of 7 
persons.

A t the close o f  the session of. 1890-?91 there were 40 pupils in the 
watchmaking division, and 11 pupils in the division for mechanics. Of 
the former 32 were Swiss, and 8 were foreigners. A t the close of the 
year they were occupied as follows: Two, tool making; 2, rough work 
without the spying box; 3, rough work with the spring box; 11, the 
mechanisms for winding; 8, wheel work; 1, cylinder escapements; 10, 
anchor escapements; and 3, finishing.

The total number o f persons who have graduated from the watch
making division since the founding o f the school is 388. The number 
who have graduated from the division for mechanics is 3.

The latest statistics obtainable relating to the present occupation of 
former pupils are for the twenty years ending 18S8. Up to this time 
275 pupiTs had graduated.
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'  OCCUPATIONS OP EX-STUDENTS OF THE "WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, LOCLE.

Occupation. Number. Per cent.

26 9.46
27 9.82
67 24.35
58 21.09

W*t^h”t il'Ts^ir^^rairers 49 17.82
30 10.91
18 6. 55

275 10Ci 00

They were located as follows: A t Locle, 79; in the same canton. 
(Eeueliatel), 30; other parts of Switzerland, 32; other European 
countries, 76; outside of Europe, 40; deceased, 18.

The administration of the school is intrusted to a board appointed 
by the general municipal council. Each year this committee or board 
makes a detailed report to the council of the progress of the school. 
Inspectors of the cantonal and federal governments can take part in 
conducting the examinations, and can examine the expenditures of the 
institution.

The expenses of the school are defrayed as follows: By tuitions; by 
interest on the capital; and when needed by subsidies from the canton, 
the federal government, and from appropriations out of the city treas
ury. A  special permanent fund is provided by donations, the inter
est of which is utilized for scholarships to x>ersons of small means.

During the year 1890 the income and expenditures were as follows:

INCOM E.

Municipal appropriation.................................................................................. $1,134.84
Allowance of the bureau for stamping gold and silver, at Locle............  250.90
Tuitions....... ........................- .................... ...... ...............................- ..........—  1,636.87
Sale of work done by pupils....................... ................................................... 672.35
Various receipts...............................................................................................  61.53
Cantonal subsidy............................................................................................ 1,191.19
Federal su bsidy......................................................................... - ....................  b  ^87.91

Total..................................................................... .................... - ...........  6,438.59

E X PE N D ITU RE S.

Salaries of teachers and directors................................................................ b  188.10
Tools and materials.................................................... - .................................. 891.42
General expenses.................................................... - ........................................ b  869.35
Scholarships............................................. - ......................... - ...........................  27L 92

Total.......................... ............................................................................. 6,726.79

The tuition for regular pupils is 15 francs ($2.90) per month for na
tives of Switzerland and 30 francs ($5.79) per month for foreigners. 
Pupils who take a course in adjusting and regulating only pay a
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tuition o f 150 francs (128.95) for three months, and 50 francs ($9.65) for 
each additional month. Former pupils who'reenter to take this course 
pay a tuition of 30 francs ($5.79) per month.

Regular pupils must be at least 14 years of age, and must have 
passed a satisfactory examination before being admitted. Applications 
are made to the president of the board. They must indicate the names 
of the applicants’ parents or guardians residing in the city, and if the 
latter are not residents, the names of some citizens who will be respon
sible for the pupils. When the applications exceed the vacancies 
preference is given in the following order: To citizens of hTeuchatel 
(canton), of Switzerland, and foreigners residing in Locle; to citizens of 
hTeuchatel (canton), of Switzerland, and foreigners residing outside of 
Locle.
~ The supplies and tools bought for the pupils are charged to them. 
Parents or guardians are responsible for the damage done by pupils to 
furniture or the tools intrusted to their care. Pupils are put on proba
tion for three months, and if found unfit for an apprenticeship the 
board will notify their parents to withdraw them from the school. 
General examinations are held each year of the practical and theo
retical work covered during the period.

This school, when founded in 1868, was considered as an experiment. 
It began with 5 pupils and 1 teacher of practical and theoretical 
work. A  teacher of the public schools taught the class in mathematics. 
On October 1 of the same year the attendance had increased and an 
instructor of rough work and mounting was added. March 1, 1870, 
an instructor of wheel work and escapements was added. The attend
ance in the meantime had increased considerably, and on May 1, 1875, 
another teacher for rough work was added to the school. Since then 
the number of teachers has been increased as the necessities required. 
During this period of time the watchmaking industry had undergone a 
great change. The hand work was replaced by machine work. In 
order to familiarize the pupils with these machines it was necessary to 
purchase them. Large expenditures were required for this purpose, 
but on account of government subsidies they could be met. A t the 
present time the school is equipped with the latest machines and tools. 
The school proved to be a success from its very beginning. The fed
eral subsidy made it possible to establish a school of mechanics in 1887, 
where pupils learn to make tools and construct the machines used in 
the watchmaking industry.

SCHOOL OF W A TC H M A K IN G  AN D  M ECH ANICS, CHAUX-DE-
FONDS.

This school was founded in 1865. It is a municipal institution. Its 
object is to educate young men practically and theoretically in all the 
branches of watchmaking, and also in the construction and repair of 
tools and machinery used in watch manufacture.
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The practical work in the division for watchmaking comprises, suc
cessively, preliminary work in turning and filing, making small tools, 
rough work, wheel work, mechanisms of stem-winders, simple pieces, 
complicated pieces, diverse escapements, finishing, mounting and ad
justing, and regulating watches. The work includes all kinds of key 
and stem-winding watches, from the most simple pieces to calendar 
and repeating watches and chronometers. The theoretical work is ap
portioned as follows: Preparatory class—arithmetic and bookkeeping, 
geometry, and theory of watchmaking; first year—arithmetic, book
keeping, mechanics, geometry, and theory of watchmaking; second 
year—algebra, geometry, trigonometry, physics, cosmography, me
chanics, and theory of watchmaking; third year—algebra, theory of 
watchmaking, mechanics, and physics; special higher course—alge
bra, mechanics, and theory of watchmaking. Technical drawing forms 
an important feature of the instruction. The regular course is for three 
years; with the extra course, four years.

The practical work inr the division for mechanics is apportioned as 
follows: First year—preliminary work,,file work, turning, forge work, 
executing models for castings; second year—models for castings, file 
work, turning, forging, setting up and adjusting, apparatus for meas
uring, execution of simple dies and matrices; third year—setting up 
and adjusting, executing tools used in watchmaking, also, other ma
chinery, executing machines and instruments previously planned and 
designed by the pupil, dies and matrices, stamping; fourth year—fine 
instruments and physical apparatus, instruments for measuring, exe
cuting machines planned and designed by the pupil. The students in 
this division follow the same theoretical course as those in the division 
for watchmaking, except that the subjects of theory of watchmaking 
and of cosmography are replaced by technology, applied mechanics, 
chemistry, and metallurgy. In designing the pupils of this division 
have two additional hours of sketching (mechanical).

The average time per week devoted to theoretical instruction and 
drawing is—10 hours for the preparatory class; 12 for the first year; 12 
for the second year; 8 for the third year; 7 for the fourth, or extra year. 
It is the same for pupils of both schools, except that those of the school 
of mechanics have two hours more per week in sketching. The rest of 
the time is devoted to practical work. The school is in session daily,
except Sundays and holidays, from 7 a. m. in summer and 8 a. m. in win
ter until 7 p. in., with an intermission of one and a half hours at noon. 
There are fourteen days’ vacation in the summer time.

The teaching personnel consists of a director, who is also instructor 
of theoretical branches and technical drawing; a teacher of preliminary 
work, rough work, and wheel work; a tefacher of rough work mechan
isms for winding, and complicated pieces; a teacher of escapements, 
finishing, mounting and adjusting, and regulating; a director of the 
division for mechanics, who is also teacher of drawing; a teacher for the
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practical work in mechanics ; a teacher for the class in mechanical manu
facture o f watches; ^professor o f mathematics; a teacher o f bookkeep
ing, making nine persons in alL

Sixty-five pupils attended the school during thé scholastic year 1890- 
’91. Ten left the school, o f which 2 had finished a three years’ appren
ticeship, 6, a partial apprenticeship, and 2 had not attended long enough 
to have profited. This left 55 pupils at the school on June 30,1891, who 
were then occupied as follows: Eough work and spring boxes, 11; mech
anisms for winding watches, 8 ; wheel work, 1; complicated pieces, 
calendar watches, repeaters, chronometers, etc., 6 ; escapements, 7 ; test
ing and regulating watches, 8 ; the division for mechanics, 13 ; and higher 
theoretical studies, 1.

Since the foundation of the school, in 1885, until June 30, 1891, 472 
pupils have attended.

No statistics could be obtained regarding the present occupations of 
former pupils. Nearly all are either in business for themselves, as man
ufacturers, repairers, or dealers, or are superintendents, finishers, ex
aminers, or adjusters and regulators in watch factories. Pupils who 
have taken the whole course rarely if ever take any inferior positions, 
such as ordinary workingmen, in watch factories. They are skilled 
workingmen, and are regarded as such by the manufacturers.

The administration of this school is intrusted to a commission of 
twenty persons, named by the general municipal council. Each year 
this commission makes a detailed report of the progress of the school. 
A  copy o f this report is deposited with the archives of the nation, the 
canton, and the municipality.

The general expenses of the school are covered by tuitions, income 
from the capital for special cases, municipal appropriations, state appro
priations, and federal subsidies.

During the year 1890 the income and expenditures of the school
were as follows:

INCOME.

Municipal appropriation..................................................................................$3 454.70
State appropriation............ ........ ........ .............. ........... _ _.................... ........  4  ̂470,06
Federal subsidy..................... ........................................ ..................................  1,775.60
Tuitions................................................................................... ........ ......... ......  4  ̂354, ]9
Income from capital and sundries...............................................................  441.70

Total....... ........................................................... . ................................ 8,196.25
E X PE N D ITU R E S.

Salaries of director and teachers......................._........................................... 5; 523.47
Tools, materials, and furnishings............................................. *................ 1 074.88
General expenses.............................................................................................  1,597 90

Total................................................................ - .....................................  8,196.25
The tuition for natives of Switzerland -and pupils of foreign birth 

whose parents reside in Switzerland is fixed at 15 francs ($2.90) per 
month during the first two years o f apprenticeship, 10 francs ($1.93) per
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month during the third year, and 5francs (97 cents) per month during the 
fourth year. For foreigners the tuition is 25 francs ($4.83) per month 
during the entire apprenticeship. Pupils must supply all their own 
small tools and furnishings. The heavy machinery is the property of 
the school. The work done belongs to the jmpils. In the division for 
mechanics the tools and furnishings are the property of the school; at 
times pupils who show great zeal in their work receive compensation 
for pieces executed. Pupils of both divisions pay for the materials 
necessary for the instruction in drawing and theoretical branches. All 
tools and materials must be purchased at the school.

Pupils, to be admitted, must be at least 14 years of age, and must 
have passed a satisfactory examination. Applications are made to the 
president of the commission, and must contain the age and name of the 
pupil and the address of the parents or guardians who will be respon
sible to the commission. When pupils are non-residents some citizens 
of Chaux-de-Fonds must agree to be responsible for them. When the 
applications exceed the vacancies preference is given in the following 
order: To natives of Neuchâtel (canton) and Switzerland residing at 
Chaux-de-Fonds; to natives of Neuchâtel (canton) and Switzerland 
not residing at Chaux-de-Fonds; to foreigners residing in or outside 
of Chaux-de-Fonds.

Pupils must apply in writing one month in advance if they wish to 
leave the school before completing their course of study. They can 
leave only at the end of June and January of each year.

No pupil can dispense with the theoretical instruction without 
special permission of the commission. During the first three months 
o f apprenticeship, if pupils are found to lack the necessary proficiency, 
their parents are notified to withdraw them from the school. Partial 
apprenticeships can be taken for special branches, such as in rough 
work, in wheel work, in mechanisms for winding, in simple pieces; in 
complicated pieces, in various escapements, in finishing, in mounting, 
and in regulating, when parents can not send their children to serve 
the entire time. Young men and workingmen who desire to perfect 
themselves in their particular branches may attend one, two, or three 
months according to their proficiency. Free scholarships are provided 
for out of a special fund donated to the school. Pupils who intend tak
ing an apprenticeship in watchmaking may take a partial apprentice
ship of one year in the division of mechanics in order to make them
selves more proficient in that branch of the profession.

A t the expiration of each scholastic year, in accordance with the cus
tom in schools of this class in Switzerland, a general examination takes 
place, and prizes are distributed to such pupils as distinguish them
selves in any particular branches. A t the last examination, June 26 
and 27,1891, nineteen such prizes were distributed. Pupils who desire 
to have a certificate of capacity upon leaving the school must submit 
to a special examination in the presence of examining experts taken
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from outside the school. The following classes of certificates are issued: 
A  diploma, called the diploma of honor; a warrant of capacity, first 
degree; a warrant o f  capacity, second degree; and a certificate of 
education.

SCHOOL OF W ATCH M AKIN G, NETJCHATEL.

This school was founded in 1871. It is a municipal institution. Its 
object is “ to offer to pupils and to workingmen in the watchmaking 
industry the means of acquiring the necessary theoretical knowledge, 
find as nearly as possible a practical training in their profession.”

Pupils are divided into two categories—those who wish to take a 
complete course in watchmaking and those who desire to study only 
one particular branch of the profession, or workingmen who desire to 
perfect themselves in their particular lines of work. There is also a 
higher course for persons intending to become experts or superintend
ents in watch factories.

Pupils of the first category, those taking the complete watchmaking 
course, attend three years and are divided into three classes:

First year.—Rough work, mechanisms of winding, wheel work. Pupils 
make such small tools as can be executed with the file and the lathe. 
Each pupil must make six pieces of the*rough work, the parts used for 
the winding and the mechanisms properly set, and various kinds of 
wheel work. Finally, they must prepare the wheel work for six stem
winding watches, which work is presented for the first year’s examina
tion.

Second year.—Escapements. The pupils must make the small tools 
used in this work, must learn to*set the jewels, and must make several 
cylinders and an assortment of anchors; then they finish cylinder and 
anchor escapements, and set them in the six stem-winding watches.' 
This work is presented for the second year’s examination.

Third year.—Finishing, adjusting, testing, and repairing. The pupils 
make the small tools used in this work. They learn to finish key and stem
winding watches, and to regulate them. They then test and finish the 
pieces. The six pieces commenced in the previous years are then fin
ished, regulated, and tested, and finally presented for examination at 
the end of the third year.

Finally those who wish to make chronometers and other complicated 
pieces may continue at the school and pass an examination for a special 
diploma. The pupils of the second category may take any one of the 
above branches of work. Their time at school depends upon the nature 
of their work and their practical experience as workingmen.

The theoretical work (mathematical course) comprises the following 
studies:

Preparatory class (3 hours per week).—Arithmetic—fundamental oper
ations with whole numbers, fractions and decimals, powers and roots, 
applications; algebra—elements o f literal calculations; geometry—defi
nitions, plane (first part).
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First year class (3 hours per week).—Arithmetic—proportion, pro
gression, logarithms, divers rules; algebra—equations of the. first 
degree with one or more unknown quantities, powers and roots of alge
braic quantities5 geometry—plane (second part).

Second year class (4 hours per week).—Algebra—equations of the sec
ond degree with one unknown quantity; geometry of space; mechan
ics—preliminary studies, uniform and varied motion, weight, parallel and 
opposite forces, exercises; physics—general properties of matter, attrac
tion, elasticity, laws of equilibrium, hydrostatics.

Third year class (4 hours per week).—Algebra—equations of the second 
degree with several unknown quantities, etc. ; plane trigonometry— 
principles, resolution of triangles; mechanics—divers motions, centre 
of gravity, resultants of forces, forces and living powers, the pendu
lum, laws of friction; physics—heat.

Special higher course fo r  aspirants fo r  expert’s diplomas (4 hours per 
week).—Infinitesimal calculus ; analytical geometry—principles, straight 
lines, circumferences, ellipses, divers curves; mechanics—divers the
orems, engines, dynamic equilibrium ; physics—acoustics, optics.

The course in theory of watchmaking is as follows:
First year class (2 hours per week).—General functions of clocks and 

watches ; principles, motive forces, wheel work.
Second year class (2 hours per week)'.—Gearing; mechanical studies; 

escapements, general functions; special studies of anchor and cylinder 
escapements.

Third year class.—Various escapements; theory of regulating.
Special higher course.—Studies in regulating; Phillip’s theory; com

pensation of watches and clocks, etc.
The course in electricity, first year (1 hour per week), embraces 

sources of electricity; effects, laws, and measurement of electric cut- 
rents; practical application to watchmaking; classification of electric 
watchmaking; system of reporting time by electricity. Second year (1 
hour per week), complete study of the various systems for electrical 
clocks; correction of habitual faults ; electrical registering; telephones; 
electric light.

The course in cosmography (1 hour per week) embraces general 
studies of planetary bodies; celestial motions; laws; astronomical 
instruments.

The course in French language for natives (1 hour per week) embraces 
reading selected pieces; definition and spelling of words; dictation; 
exercises in composition. Course for foreigners (1 hour per week), 
exercises appropriate for the pupils according to the extent of their 
knowledge of the French language.

The course in technical drawing (4 hours per week) includes 
elementary draughting; gehring, escapements; copying machinery from 
the objects; plans and profiles; calibers of watches and clocks.

The school is in session from 7 a. m. in summer and from 8 a. m. in
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winter until 7 p. m., witli an intermission of one and one-half hours at 
noon. Each year there is a vacation of two or three weeks.

The teaching personnel consists of a director, who teaches in practical 
and theoretical work, two instructors of practical work, and three pro
fessors of theoretical branches.

The attendance since the foundation has been 144 pupils, of whom 
20 were at the school at the close of the year 1801. No record is kept 
o f their present occupations, but it is thought that nearly all are in the 
Watchmaking industry.

The administration of this school is confided to ar commission named 
by the general council of the municipality. Each year it presents a 
detailed report of the progress of the school. This commission consists 
of 15 members, three-fifths of whom are chpsen from among the watch
makers and the rest from the school board.

The expenses of the school are defrayed by subsidies from the nation, 
the canton, and the municipal appropriations, by tuitions, and by volun
tary donations. During the year 1890 the income and expenditures
were as follows:

INCOME.

Municipal appropriation..........................................................................  $882.78
Cantonal subsidy................................................................... ....................... . 772.00
Tuitions......................................................................................................... 382.92
Federal subsidy...................................................     747.88

Total........................................................................................................  2,735.58

E X PE N D ITU R E S.

Salaries of director and teachers..................................................    2,341.09
Tools and materials.........................................................................   211.87
General expenses.............................................................................................  182.63

Total...................................................................................................'... 2,735.58

The tuition is 5 francs (97 cents) per month for Swiss citizens and 20 
francs ($3.86) per month for aliens. Pupils whose parents are resi
dents and electors of the city have the preference. Small tools must 
be furnished by the pupils. Fixed tools and machinery are furnished 
free by the school. Pupils are held responsible for any damage to 
property. Pupils must be at least 13 years of age when admitted. 
Pupils can not leave the school without giving notice one month in ad
vance. Theoretical instruction is compulsory.

SCHOOL OF W ATCH M AKIN G, FLEURIER.

This school was founded in 1850. It has existed as a municipal insti
tution since 1875.

The course of instruction comprises, successively, all the different 
parts of work done in the profession—tool making, rough work with 
mechanisms for winding, wheel work, anchor escapements, finishing
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and regulating, plain and calendar watches. The theoretical instruc
tion is simple, and includes such branches as are necessary in the 
practical work. The course properly requires about three years, but 
most pupils learn only certain parts, remaining for one year or a lit
tle longer. Theoretical instruction is compulsory.

The hours of work are from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. in summer and from 8 
a. m. to 8 p. m. in winter, with an intermission of one hour at noon. The 
school is in session daily except on Sundays and holidays. The time 
spent in theoretical work varies greatly, but averages about eight 
Lours per week.

The teaching personnel consists of two instructors, who have charge 
of both the practical and theoretical instruction.

A t the close of the year 1891 there were 13 pupils at the school; 139 
pupils have attended the school since it was founded. No record is 
kept of the present occupations o f former pupils. Nearly all are sup
posed to be still in the watchmaking industry.

The administration of this school is intrusted to a commission named 
by the general council (municipal). Each year this commission makes 
a detailed report of the progress of the school.

The general expenses of the school are covered by tuitions and by 
subsidies from the state and the municipality. This is the only watch
making school that receives no federal subsidy. During 1890 the income 
and expenditures were as follows:

INCOM E.

Cantonal subsidy. — .................................................... .............................. . $772.00
Municipal appropriation.......................... ■....................... ................. ............. . 289.50
Tuitions........................................................................................................... 193.00
Various receipts.................................................................................................  28.95

Total..................................     1,283.45

E X PE N D ITU R E S.

{Salaries of teaebers............................................................................................ 1,138. TO
Tools..........................................................................................................    38.60
G en eral expenses................................................................................................. 106.15

T o ta l... . . .....................................................................   1,283.45

The tuition for natives of Switzerland is 10 francs ($1.93) per month; 
for foreigners it is 25 francs ($4.83) per month.

Pupils before entering must be 13 years of age and must present a 
certificate of education. Applications are made in writing and must 
be accompanied by the names and addresses of the parents or others 
resident in Fleurier who.will be responsible for the applicants.' Pupils 
must furnish the necessary materials and tools for their instruction. 
Tbey must also pay for lighting.
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i
SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING, SOLEURE.

This school was founded in 1884. It is a municipal and state insti
tution.

The practical work consists, successively, of rough work, wheel work, 
cylinder and anchor escapements, finishing, regulating, and testing of 
watches. Pupils who have successfully passed through the three 
years’ apprenticeship may take a special course in watch repairing. 
Workingmen who desire to perfect themselves may attend six months 
or a year, according to their previous attainments. These may take a 
course in only one branch if they desire.

The theoretical work comprises theory of watchmaking, mathemat
ics, physics, drawing and bookkeeping, and the French and German lan
guages. Special instruction is also given in the Italian and English 
languages. This is optional with the pupils, and a charge of 5 
francs (97 cents) per year is made for each language. Intercourse 
between the pupils and teache/s is conducted in both the German and 
French languages.

The school is in session daily, except Sundays and holidays, from 7 
a. m. in summer and 8 a. m. in winter until 7 p. m., with an intermission 
of one and one-half hours at noon. There are fourteen days’ vacation 
in Summer. A ll the time not taken up in theoretical work is spent in 
the workshops. All studying must be done outside the school hours.

The teaching personnel consists of a principal, receiving a yearly 
salary of 3,300 francs ($636.90); one assistant, receiving annually 900 
francs ($173.70) for eight hours’ instruction per week; one assistant, 
receiving annually 150 francs ($28.'95) for two hours’ instruction per 
week. Instruction in the optional courses is given at the state college by 
professors employed there. During the scholastic year ending April 
30,1891, 11 pupils attended the school. One pupil graduated during 
the year. The total attendance since the foundation was 76 pupils. 
Ho record is kept of the present occupations of the graduates. Most 
of them remain in Switzerland occupied in watch factories, others are 
watch repairers, and about 25 are in the watchmaking business for 
themselves.

The affairs of the school are administered by a commission of 7 mem
bers, 3 of whom are selected by the cantonal and 4 by the municipal 
government. The president, vice-president, and secretary of this com
mission constitute the executive committee.

The expenses of the school are covered as follows: By a federal sub
sidy, by a cantonal subsidy, by the community, by the municipality, by 
tuitions, and by donations.

During the scholastic year ending April 30, 1891, the total expenses 
o f the school were 10,827 francs ($2,089.61). The tuition is 5 francs 
(97 cents) per month for natives and 25 francs ($4.83) for foreigners.
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Free scholarships are sometimes given to poor, deserving pupils. The 
tools and other materials for the practical and theoretical work are fur
nished at the expense of the pupils. The work done belongs to the 
pupils, although the school commission reserves the right to designate 
what is to be done. The heavy tools and machinery belong to the 
school.

Pupils to be admitted must be at least 15 years of age and must have 
cômideted the primary education required by law. They must pass a 
theoretical examination, and later a practical test, before entering fully 
upon the apprenticeships. The latter test is made after the first three 
months of attendance at the school, and upon this depends whether the 
pupil remains, and if so, whether he can be permitted to take a whole or 
a partial apprenticeship in watchmaking. Pupils enter into a contract 
of apprenticeship, and if they leave before the expiration of this contract 
a fine not exceeding 10 francs ($1.93) per month for the unexpired time 
may be exacted by the commission.

SCHOOL OF W A TCH M A K IN G , BIENNE.

This school was founded in 1872, and is one of the municipal and state 
institutions. It has two divisions—watchmaking and fine mechanics.

The practical work in the division for watchmaking comprises, suc
cessively, rough work and mechanisms for winding, about 14 months; 
wheel work, about 4 months; escapements, about 12 months; finishing, 
regulating, testing, and mounting repeaters, chronographs, calendar 
watches, etc., 6 or more months. Instruction in complicated pieces is 
optional, and is only given when the pupil shows special proficiency.

The practical work in the division for mechanics comprises tools 
used in the watchmakiug industry, machines for mechanical work, and 
American lathes. The course continues about three years. All in
struction is given in the French and German languages.

The theoretical instruction, which is the same for both divisions, com
prises the theory of watchmaking, mathematics, mechanics, kinematics, 
physics, chemistry, cosmography, technical drawing, and bookkeeping.

Each pupil before entering the watchmaking school passes three 
months in the mechanical department. The school is in session daily, 
except Sundays and holidays, from 7 a. m. in summer and 8 a. m. in 
winter until 7 p. m., with an intermission of one and one-half hours at 
noon. The time devoted to practical and theoretical instruction varies. 
The average is about 45 hours’ practical work and 12 hours’ theoretical 
work in winter, and 51 hours’ practical work and 11 hours’ theoretical 
work in summer'. A t the present time (August 1891) there are four 
classes in theoretical work.

The teaching personnel consists of a director, who is also instructor 
of drawing and theory of watchmaking, a professor o f mathematics, a 
professor of bookkeeping, two teachers of pr actical work, and one mas
ter mechanic.

In August 1891 when the school was visited there were 28 pupils in
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the watchmaking school and 10 in the school for fine mechanics. Since 
the foundation of the school about 350 pupils have attended.

No statistics could be obtained regarding the present occupations of 
former pupils. It is estimated that about 70 per cent, remain in the 
watchmaking industry. Many graduates are in foreign countries.

The affairs of the school are administered by a commission of 13 mem
bers, of whom 5 are named by the canton and 8 by the municipality 
o f Bienne. The president, vice-president, and secretary constitute the 
executive committee.

The school derives its income from tuitions, a cantonal subsidy, mu
nicipal appropriations, voluntary donations, and federal subsidies.

During the scholastic year 1890-’91 the expenses of the school were 
28,114.41 francs ($5,426.08) and the income 28,967.85 francs ($5,590.80).

The tuition is 10 francs ($1.93) per month for natives of Switzerland 
and 25 francs ($4.83) for foreigners.

The tools and materials necessary for the practical and theoretical 
work are furnished at the expense of the pupils. Only the larger 
machines and tools belong to the school. The products of the school 
belong to the pupils, but the school has the right to order ~a certain 
number of pieces which must remain as school property. Pupils are 
also invited by the commission to leave samples of their work in the 
school museum.

Pupils taking the course in mechanics furnish neither tools nor 
materials, but the work done belongs to the school. The materials for 
drawing and theoretical instruction are furnished by the pupils.

Pupils in order to be admitted must be at least 14 years o f age, and 
must have finished the primary education prescribed by law. Candi
dates are examined for admission.

SCHOOL OF W ATCH M AKIN G, FORENTRUY.

This school was founded in 1883. It is one o f the municipal and 
state institutions.

The complete apprenticeship covers a period of three and a half 
years. It comprises, successively, rough work, mechanisms for key and 
stem-winding, wheel work, cylinder and anchor escapements, and finish
ing, mounting, regulating, and testing watches. For partial or special 
apprenticeships the work includes jewel setting, escapement Avork, 
pivot work, finishing escapements, regulating, etc., and the course cov
ers from one to two years according to the branch taken and the profi
ciency of the pupil. A ll time lost, whether justified or not, must be 
made up after the expiration of the term of apprenticeship. The 
theoretical instruction comprises theory of watchmaking, arithmetic, 
bookkeeping, and drawing.

The school is in session in summer from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m., with two 
hours’ intermission, and in winter from 8 a. m. to 6.39 p. m., with one 
and a half hours’ intermission. It is open daily except Sundays and 
holidays, and three weeks’ vacation.
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The teaching personnel consists o f a director, who is also instructor 
o f practical work, one instructor of practical work, a professor of arith
metic, one of bookkeeping, and one of drawing.

On May 1,1890, 9 male and 9 female pupils attended the school. 
They were at work as follows: One at finishing, 2 at placing anchor 
escapements, 1 at pivot work and finishing cylinders, 1 at finishing 
cylinder escapements, 5 at setting escapements, 3 at regulating, -and 5 
at cylinder pivots. During the year following 9 of these finished their 
apprenticeships, and all of them easily found positions. One was per
mitted to leave before the expiration o f his term. A t different times 
during the year ending April 30, 1891, 8 new pupils entered, leaving 
at the end of the scholastic year 16 pupils. The maximum number at 
any one time during this year was 23 pupils.

No record is kept of former pupils’ present occupations. Nearly all 
are occupied in the Watchmaking industry.

The administration of the school is in the hands of a commission of 
seven members, three of whom at least must be watchmakers. Three of 
them are named by the state, three by the municipality, and one by the 
communes which subsidize the school. The president, vice-president, 
and secretary constitute the executive committee.

The expenses of the school are covered by state subsidies, subsidies 
from communities of the district of Porentruy, tuitions, private dona
tions, and federal subsidies.

The following is the budget from January 1 to December 31,1890:
INCOM E.

Brought forward from last year......................................................................  $336.75
Subsidies:

State of Bern...............................................................................................  482.50
Municipality of Porentruy........................................ ............................... 386.00
Federal government (500 francs special)............................................. . 579.00
Communities of the district.......................................................................  69.96

Tuitions........................................................................................................... . .  192.29
Furnishings, sale of, to pupils..................................... ...............................  111. 44
Commissions on work sold for pupils............ .................................................. 48.55
Sale of surplus stock of watches................................................................ . . .  57.90

Total.......................................................................................................... 2,264.39

EX PE N D ITU R E S.

Salary of director.............................................................   636.90
Salary of teacher of practical work................................................................  579.00
Salaries of teachers of theoretical work.........................................................  138.58
Rent of building......................................................................................... .. ‘ 38.60
Interior expenses, heating, lighting, etc.... .................. .................................  70.86
Furnishings (tools, etc.) to be sold to pupils..................................................  152.97
Purchase of tools for the school.......................................................................  10.81
Furniture............................................................................................................  40.48

Total........................................................ ................................................  1,668.20

The tuition is from 5 to 20 francs (97 cents to $3.86) per month, the 
amount depending upon the circumstances of the pupils and of the
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school itself. In the case of worthy pupils with small- means the tuition 
is sometimes partially or entirely remitted by the commission. The 
materials and smaller tools are furnished at the expense of the pupils. 
The pupils obtain the proceeds from the sale of their work, but a com
mission of 20 per cent, is charged for the use of the larger tools and 
machinery owned by the school.

Pupils in order to enter the school must be at least 14 years of age 
and must possess the education prescribed by law for pupils leaving 
the primary schools. They are not admitted when over 22 years of age. 
Pupils enter into a contract of apprenticeship with the commission of 
the school. When pupils are non-residents they must name some one 
in Porentruy who will be responsible for them. During the first three 
months pupils are on probation, and may be dismissed if found incom
petent for the work.

SCHOOL OF W ATCHM AKING, SA IN T  IMIER.

This school was founded in 1866. It is one of the municipal institu
tions of Saint Imier.

The instruction comprises, successively, rough work, wheel work, es
capements, finishing, regulating, and testing.

The first year is devoted to making rough work, wheel work, and the 
mechanisms for winding; the second year, to anchor and cylinder 
escapements, making and finishing the parts, and setting and mounting 
them; the third year, to finishing and mounting, incasing, regulating, 
and repairing watches.

The theoretical work comprises the following courses:
• First year.—Algebra and trigonometry, two hours; mechanics (stat

ics), one hour; geometry, one hour; theory of watchmaking (time and 
its units; true time, mean time, sidereal time; definition of' a time
piece; principal organs—(1) the motive force, (2) wheel work, (3) escape
ments, (4) regulators—first part: motive force—Aveights and springs; 
second part: wheel work—determining the diameters of wheels and 
pinions, determining the distance of centres of rotation, determining 
the form of the toothed wheels and the fly of the pinions), two hours; 
draAving (geometrical figures—their properties (1) in a plane, (2) in 
space; projections, etc.; drawing the curves of gearing, cycloids, epi
cycloids, hypocycloids, the evolvent of the circle), four hours.

Second year.—Mechanics (dynamics), two hours; cosmography (of 
the sphere, solar system, diurnal and annual rotations of the earth, 
measurement of time, sun dials, latitude, longitude, determining longi
tude by the chronometer), one hour; theory of watchmaking (third 
part : escapements—study of anchor, cylinder, and other escapements), 
two hours; drawing (shading in ink, gearing employed in watchmaking, 
drawing cylinder, anchor, and other escapements, drawing of parts in 
the horizontal, vertical, and profile), four hours.

Third year.—Mechanics (practical study of the transmission of mo- 
ion), two hours; physics (heat, compensation, optics, principal instru-
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merits, electricity, electric clocks, telegraphy, chemistry, study of metals 
used in watchmaking, alloys), one hour; theory of watchmaking (fourth 
part: regulators—the pendulum, determining the excess o f  teeth in 
wheels and the flies of pinions, plans of calibers, etc.; review of the 
whole subject), two hours; drawing (draughting tools and machinery, 
outlines of calibers, Phillips’s curves).

The school is in session daily, except Sundays and holidays, from 7 
a. m. to 6 p. m. in summer and from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m. in winter, with 
an intermission of one hour at noon for dinner. The theoretical instruc
tion is given in the evening whenever it is possible. Theoretical work 
during the first year occupies ten hours a week, during the second and 
third years nine hours. The remainder of the time is given to practical 
instruction.

The teaching personnel consists of a director and teacher of the 
class in regulating; a teacher of the second year’s class in escape
ments; two teachers of the first year’s class in rough and wheel Work; 
a teacher of the special class in escapements; a teacher of mathematics, 
bookkeeping, and commercial arithmetic; a teacher of the preparatory 
class in French, arithmetic, history, and geography.

A t the end of the scholastic year, May 1,1891, the attendance was 
35 pupils, classed as follows: First year’s class, 9 pupils; second year’s 
class, 10 pupils; third year’s class, 4 pupils; special class in escapements, 
12 pupils. During the year 3 finished their three years’ apprentice
ship, and 6 completed the special course in escapements.

The present scholastic year, 1891-’92, opened with 51 pupils, of 
whom 20 attended the special class in escapements. No record is 
kept of the present occupation of former pupils. W ith few exceptions 
all are said to be engaged in the watchmaking industry.^

The affairs of the school are conducted by a commission of nine 
members named by the municipal council and three members ap
pointed by the state of Bern. Two-thirds of these must be watch 
manufacturers.

The expenses of the school are covered by tuitions, state subsidies, 
municipal appropriations, interest on the capital, private donations, 
and by federal subsidies. Following are the receipts and expenditures 
during 1890:

INCOM E.

Municipal subsidy (Saint Imier).....................
' State subsidy (Bern)..........................................
Federal subsidy (Swiss government)................
Tuitions................................................................
Private donations...............................................
Receipts from bureau for testing timepieces..
Tools and materials sold to pupils...................
Sundries..............................................................
Interest on special funds..... .............................

$820.25 
1,158.00 
1,486.10 

641.72 
692.87 
12.83 
73.34 
6.91 

25.48

Total........................
S. Ex. 65— 34

4,917.50
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E X PE N D ITU R E S.

Salaries of director and teaeliers............................................................... . 2 .577.05
Rent, j  ani tor, lighting, and heating................................................................  646.84
Purchase of tools and furniture, and repairs................................................  576.76
Materials for instruction................................................................................  206.18
Library............................................................................................................... 71.09
Bureau for -testing timepieces............................... .............................. ........  142.23
Tools and materials to he sold to pupils.......................................................  156.42
Museum.........................................................................; .................................. 128.17
Sundries............................................................................................................ 287.84
Payment on debt (first mortgage)...................................................................  138.34
Deficit of last fiscal year (1889).......................................................................  173.70

Total......................................................................................... ............. 5,104.62

Excess of expenses................................................................................ 187.12
The value of the stock and of the special fund is estimated at 

28,771.07 francs ($5,552.82).
The tuition varies with the circumstances of the pupils and the 

financial condition of the school. It averages about 10 francs ($1.93) 
per month. The rates are made by the commission. The commission 
may remit the tuition, partially or entirely, in cases of deserving per
sons without means.

Before being admitted pupils must be at least 14 years of age and 
must have finished the primary education prescribed by law. They 
must, in addition, pass an examination for admission. A  contract of 
apprenticeship must be signed by the parents or guardians residing in 
the district. Pupils leaving before the termination of this contract 
must pay a fine, determined by the commission, which fine can not 
exceed the amount that would have been paid for tuition during the 
unexpired time.

The work done by the pupils belongs to them, but they must pay for 
all the tools and materials that they use except the larger machinery. 
Pupils often donate certain pieces to the school museum. ,

The first three months pupils are on probation, and may be dismissed 
if  found incompetent. Pupils taking special courses, such as in escape
ments only, may be apprenticed for a shorter time than three years.

SCHOOL OP W A TC H M A K IN G  AND M ECHANICS, GENEVA.

This is a municipal institution. The object of the watchmaking divis
ion is “ to give complete instruction in the art o f watchmaking, so as to 
make able and well informed watchmakers, thereby increasing the pros
perity and renown of the Geneva work.” The division for mechanics 
aims “ to give workingmen in that line a more complete theoretical 
knowledge than can be obtained in workshops, together with a practical 
training.”

The theoretical instruction in the watchmaking school comprises 
mathematics, mechanics, kinematics, technical drawing, elements of
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physics and chemistry, astronomy, and theory o f watchmaking. In
struction in bookkeeping is optional. The practical work comprises 
two divisions—the superior and the inferior. The inferior apprentice
ship comprises the following work, covering, in all, three years: 
Bough work, mechanisms for winding, wheel work, cylinder and anchor 
escapements, work by the mechanical process. The superior appren
ticeship can be taken only after having finished the inferior. It com
prises the following work, covering two years: Class in escapements, 
construction by the mechanical process (machine work), movements, 
finishing and regulating. In this division pupils have the liberty of 
choosing the class which they desire to enter. Otherwise all instruction 
is obligatory. The superior apprenticeship is intended for persons who 
desire to fit themselves for directors of workshops.

In the mechanical school the theoretical work comprises mathemat
ics, mechanics, physics, chemistry, elements of descriptive geometry, 
technical drawing and its application to the work. Bookkeeping is 
optional, all else is compulsory. The practical work comprises three 
divisions : Elementary division—metal and wood work without the use 
of machinery; intermediate division—machine work, fitting; superior 
division—instruments of precision and physical apparatus. Pupils of 
this last division can make a specialty o f watchmaking machinery, in 
which case they enter the watchmaking school for practice in the ma
chinery there. They follow the theoretical work of the school of 
mechanics, however. The course of study in the school of mechanics' 
covers three years.

The faculty of the two schools consists of a director, who also gives 
theoretical instruction; one teacher o f rough work; one, of escapements; 
one, of wheel work; one, of mechanisms for winding; one, of move
ments; one, of finishing and regulating; one, of machine work; a 
teacher of mechanics and an assistant.

Thé attendance during the year ending June 30, 1891, was 50 pupils 
in the school for watchmaking and 30 in the school for mechanics, 
making 80 pupils in all; o f these 21 were foreigners.

W ith few exceptions the pupils remain in some capacity in the 
watchmaking industry, either as manufacturers, superintendents, fin
ishers and regulators, or as merchants or repairers of watches.

This school is a municipal institution and under the jurisdiction of 
the administrative council. For the administration and general 
supervision the administrative council is assisted by a consulting com
mittee of twenty members, appointed by the administrative council, 
composed as follows: Three nominated by the manufacturers7 asso
ciation, three by the watchmakers’ association, two by the society of 
arts, and twelve nominated by the council itself. The administrative 
council, with the advice of this committee, appoints all functionaries 
of the school, makes all interior regulations, prepares the programmes, 
and determines the duties of officers and employés. The consulting
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committee lias supervision oyer all that concerns the instruction and 
interior administration of the school. Once a year it makes a report 
of the progress of the school. For the government and supervision of 
the school for mechanics the administrative council is assisted by a 
committee of five members, appointed for two years by the said council. 
The duties of this committee are similar to those of the one appointed 
for the watchmaking school.

The expenses of the school are defrayed by a sum annually carried 
in the budget of the city, by federal subsidies, and by tuitions. The 
income and expenses as shown by the budget of 1891 were as follows :

INCOME.

Federal subsidy.............................................................. .................................  $3, 019.80
Tuitions....... ......... .................. . ..................................... ................................ 868.50
Municipal appropriation.................................................................................  5,885.22

Total.....................................................................................................  9,773.52

E X PE N D ITU R E S.

Salaries of seven teachers of practical work..................................................  4,863î 60
Theoretical instruction (given by the director).......................................... 965.00
Salaries of the instructor and assistant of the school for mechanics........... 1,003.60
Salary of concierge (janitor) and materials for cleaning___........................... 347.40
Repairs of machinery, tools, etc................; .................................................... 386.00
Purchases of tools........... L....................................................... »....................... i  153.00
Supplies for the classes for mechanics...........................................................  231.60
Tools awarded to Geneva pupils..... ..............................................................  154.40
Sundry expenses, compensations, e tc ............................................................ 663.92

Total...................................... ................................................................  9,773.52

The tuition for either school is 5 francs (97 cents) per month for natives 
of Switzerland and 25 francs ($4.83) per month for foreigners. Chil
dren of foreigners who have lived in Geneva at least six years are ad
mitted for the same tuition as Swiss children. An extra charge is 
made for the superior division of the watchmaking school, but the 
amount varies.

To be admitted pupils must be at least 14 years of age for the 
watchmaking school and 15 years for the school for mechanics; they 
must apply in writing to the administrative council, and must have 
an education corresponding to that received in the first year of the 
école professionnelle (high school) of Geneva for the watchmaking 
school and to that received in the second year of the école professionnelle 
o f Geneva for the school for mechanics. The parents or guardians 
of the pupils must agree In writing to the regulations of the school/ 
and are held personally responsible for any damages caused by the 
pupils. Parents who do not live in Geneva must find some resident 
who will assume this responsibility. Workingmen desiring to perfect 
themselves in any one branch can be admitted by special authority of 
the council. Some of the tools, such as machines or larger articles,
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are furnished by the administration, while smaller tools must be paid 
for by the pupils.

The committee of consultation designates each year a jury for con
ducting the examinations. This jury reports to the committee. A  
separate jury is selected for each of the two schools. The juries also 
decide upon the special awards to be given to pupils of their respec
tive schools. The pupils who have passed satisfactorily their appren
ticeship, either in'the inferior or superior divisions of the watchmaking 
school or the school for mechanics, obtain a certificate indicating the 
percentage obtained in each branch of their work. Money prises are 
awarded to the most meritorious pupils. These are generally provided 
by watch manufacturers or others desirous of encouraging.the pupils.

SCHOOL FOR CAR PEN TERS AND SHOEM AKERS, BERN.

This institution was founded in 1888. It is a municipal institution.
The object, according to a resolution of the municipal council, is “ to 

enable young persons leaving school to thoroughly learn some useful 
trade; to meet the increasing working force of foreign labor by placing 
the domestic labor on a higher plane of efficiency; to elevate skilled 
labor in general by giving to workingmen a thorough training in the 
theoretical, artistic, and practical features of-their work; and, further, 
to investigate and place before the members of the various trades the 
results of the latest industrial improvements.’7

Although the object of the institution is to encourage all the various 
trades, such as carpentry, shoemaking, tailoring, iron work, etc., it has 
not yet been possible to establish workshops for more than the first 
two trades.

The following is a detailed programme of the work in the shoemaking 
department :

First half of first year—hand work on uppers; cutting soles, shaping 
bottoms, and performing other work relating thereto; determining the 
different qualities of sole leather. Second half of first year—repetition 
of previous work; finer bottom work with edging; nailed bottom work; 
shoe repairing.

First half of second year—repetition of previous work ; more diffi
cult bottom work with edging; fancy bottom work. Second half of 
second year—repetition of previous work; making plaster casts of 
feet; study of the anatomy of the foot; last making; practical and eco
nomical cutting of hides; making uppers; sewing machine work.

First half of third year—repetition of previous work; simple work 
according to measure; taking measurements; constructing lasts ac
cording to plaster casts and measurements; cutting patterns according 
to the geometrical system; study of the various ways of treating the 
feet; study of the materials used in shoemaking; introduction and use 
of auxiliary machines; reckoning the cost of production; fancy work 
on uppers. Second half of third year—repetition of previous work;
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ordinary and artistic tanning; studying the effects »of tanning on the 
qualities of leather5 designing new models and styles of shoes; esti
mating cost and materials necessary for establishing a shoe store or 
factory; intercourse with customers; learniug the sources from which 
raw materials are obtained; manner of storing and preserving stock; 
all the details of shoe manufacturing.

The theoretical work in this department consists o f drawing, book
keeping, business correspondence, and French language. Special atten
tion is given to the best methods of utilizing the different parts of hides 
and cutting them economically. Pupils who have advanced sufficiently 
to make entire shoes take the measurement of the feet of customers 
and take the orders in the presence of an overseer. The same pupil 
who does this cuts the hides and prepares alone every part of the shoe. 
While doing so he estimates and keeps strict account of the cost 01 
every part as well as of the value of his time and of the other materials. 
When the pair of shoes is finished he renders a detailed account of 
the cost of production of the same.

The following is a detailed programme of the work in the carpentry 
department :

First half of first year—sawing, planing, and chiselling; completing 
simple articles, such as shelves, footstools, and similar pieces. Second 
half of first year—setting, sharpening, and arranging tools and appli
ances; making articles requiring plane surface work.

First half of second year—fitting together plain pièces; veneering. 
Second half of second year—joining and building large pieces of 
furniture; joining veneered work; simple dovetailing; scroll work.

Third year—sketching pieces of furniture, drawing the plans and ex
ecuting the work according to specified dimensions; instructions in 
taking measurements; small metal work, such as exercises in filing, 
tod  making, etc; constructing patterns for machinery; building entire 
pieces of furniture of all styles; studies in reference to the uses of 
different kinds of wood in the various states of dryness; estimating 
cost o f production; every detail of cabinetmaking.

The theoretical work, first year, consists of free-hand, technical, 
and geometrical drawing, and studying the different varieties of wood; 
second year, technical and ornamental drawing, modelling, and tech
nology and stereometry; third year, technical and ornamental drawing, 
perspective, modelling, the orders of architecture, styles of ornamenta
tion and their different historical periods, intercourse with customers, 
learning the sources from which materials are obtained, estimating the 
cost and materials needed for establishing a carpenter shop. Bookkeep- 
ing, arithmetic, correspondence, and German composition are optional.

In the workshops each pupil, as a rule, plans and finishes every 
piece of work he handles, and prepares his own drawings from specifi
cations. Work rarely passes from one hand to another.

The school is in session daily, except Sundays and holidays, from 7 
a. m. to 6 p. m., with an intermission of one and one-half hours at noon.
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Six hours per week áre devoted to drawing and theory in the shoe- 
making department and nine hours per week to drawing, modelling, and 
theory in the carpentry department; this is generally given in the 
morning. Every evening one hour is given to business correspondence, 
bookkeeping, composition, and French language. The rest of the time 
is given to practical work.

The apprenticeship extends over two or three years in the shoemak
ing department and three years in the carpentry department.

The teaching personnel consists of a director, who is also chief instruc
tor in the shoemaking department, an assistant director, who is chief 
instructor in the carpentry department, five instructors, two overseers, 
and two specialists.

In July 1891 the attendance was 15 pupils in the shoemaking shops 
and 3G pupils in the carpentry shops. Since the opening of the schools 
6 pupils graduated from the shoemaking department after a two year 
and 4 after a three year apprenticeship. Seven pupils graduated from 
the carpentry shops. Pupils who are not fitted for the more important 
work in shoemaking are compelled to terminate their apprenticeship 
at the end of the second year. Of the 10 graduates of the shoemaking 
department 1 is in Lausanne, 1 in Geneva, 2 are in Bern, 1 in France, 
1 in the United States, and 4 could not be traced. The first 6 are all 
working at their trades as shoemakers. Of the 7 carpenters who fin
ished their apprenticeships 6 are in positions as carpenters in Switzer
land; the seventh could not be traced.

The municipal government of Bern has direct jurisdiction over this 
institution. The affairs of the school are conducted by a commission 
of eight persons selected by the municipal council.

The income of the institution is derived from the sale of finished 
products, national subsidies, cantonal subsidies, and municipal appro
priations. The income and expenditures for the year 1890 were as
follows:

Shoemdking department.

INCOM E.
Sale of finished products................................................................................. $3,360.41
Federal subsidy................................................................................... ....... .. 1,717.70
Cantonal subsidy........................................... ............................................1, 717. 70
Municipal appropriation........................................................... - ........ ............ 1,732.02

Total..................................................................... : ................................  8,527.83

E X PE N D ITU RE S.

Salaries of director and chief instructors...................................................... 2,695.83
School supplies (books, drawings, e tc .) .........................................................  149.56
Utensils (machines, tools, e tc .) ...................................................................855.74
Furnishings (purchases and repairs)........................................ ...................... 233.35
Lightin g, heating, and j ani tor......................................... .1...........................  503.23
Sustenance, midday meals for pupils............................................................... 1,122.34
Raw materials and pay of some instructors and pupils............................. 2,967.78

T otal.......................................................................................................  8,527.83
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Carpentry department.

INCOME.

Sale of finished products................... .................................. ........................... $2,639.65
Federal subsidy.............................................................................. ........ . ......  j  725.42
Cantonal subsidy............................................................................................\ \f 725.42
Municipal appropriation........................................................... ...................... 1,738.74

Total................ .«.............................................. .......................................  7,829.23

E X PE N D ITU R E S.

Salaries of director and chief instructors...................................... _.............  2, 382.14
School supplies (books, drawings, etc.)......................................................... • 199 .34
Utensils (machines, tools, etc.)..................... .*................................................' 1,134.83
Furnishings (purchases and repairs).................................................... .......  237.01
Lighting, heating, and j anitor..................... r ..................................................  42g. 77
Sustenance, midday meals for pupils ............................................................  382.76
Raw materials and pay of some instructors and pupils...............................  2 066.41

Total._____ _____ ____________ ________ _______ _____ _______ _ 7 g2 9 .23

A ll instruction is gratuitous. A  dinner is furnished at noon to all 
pupils at the expense of the institution. Upon entering pupils are 
indentured as apprentices. I f  they leave the school, or are dismissed 
for bad behavior, before the expiration of the apprenticeship their 
parents are subject to a heavy fine. To be eligible for admission pupils 
must possess the requisite health and mental fitness for beginning an 
apprenticeship. They must present their certificates of education, 
showing that they have completed their term at school as required by 
law. A  certificate of birth and one of good behavior must also be 
presented. In the beginning preference was given in the carpentry 
department to persons who had attended manual training schools, but 
it was soon discovered that they were not better in skill and efficiency, 
after the first few days, than other pupils. The preference was there
fore removed.

A n examination of the pupils and an exhibition of their work is held 
each year. Prizes and diplomas are distributed on these occasions. 
The commission which awards the prizes and diplomas sometimes ad
mits to the prize competition the work of one and two year pupils.

In order to constantly encourage pupils to careful and diligent work 
a special system of compensation is provided for. A  certain time 
value is fixed for the execution of each kind of article. Pupils are re
quired to accomplish the work required in this time schedule. A ll 
work done properly in excess of the schedule requirement is paid for 
in money each week to the pupils performing it. This tariff system 
is considered a very important feature of the shop work, for it has been 
found that since its introduction pupils work more willingly and with 
greater zeal. A ll are anxious to make their first earnings in life as 
great as possible, and as a consequence they work to their full capacity.
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The work, in order to be accepted, must be of a certain degree of ex
cellence.

An interesting feature of this school is the salesroom where all ar
ticles are sold to the public and orders are taken. The aim of the com
mission is to sell the articles here as nearly as possible at the retail 
market price. Notwithstanding this, the sales generally equal the 
production. This is due to the fact that although the articles are not 
cheaper than at other establishments, they are known to be made of 
the best material, and made with the greatest care. The establish
ment of this salesroom aroused considerable protest on the part of shoe 
and furniture manufacturers on account of the competition it created. 
Various other schemes for disposing of the goods had been tried with
out success, and, as something had to be done with the product, this 
was found to be the best way out of the difficulty. It is considered 
that as the number of pupils is limited and as the same prices are 
maintained as in other stores, the competition of this school is not 
sufficient to justify the protests of the manufacturers. This is the 
view taken by the municipal government of Bern.

Besides the ordinary tools and accessories the workshops contain 
the latest improved sewing machines, a last making machine, andin 
the carpenter shops a large scroll saw. These are worked by a gas 
motor.

SCHOOL OF M ETAL W ORKING, WINTERTHUR.

This school was founded in 1888 as a part of the industrial museum 
at Winterthur. It is a state institution. The object of the school is “  to 
educate, by means of practical and theoretical training, able working
men in the various branches of fine metal work.” The course of in
struction covers three years.

The practical work is as follows :
First year.—Preliminary work—exercises at the lathe, vise, forge, 

and auxiliary machines; simple iron work; practice in the handling 
of tools, the hammer, file, chisel, etc; simple tin and sheet iron work—- 
folding, bending, stamping, riveting, and soldering. ,

Second year.—Practice in the execution of exact work, such as machin
ery, etc.; fancy mountings; simple rosettes; chisel work; executing forged 
tendrils, leaves, and flowers; tin and sheet iron work, especially for 
architectural pieces.

Third year. —In this year the work of the pupils depends upon their 
chosen professions: (1) For mechanics—executing exact tools and in
struments, single parts for machinery, constructing simple machinery 
and apparatus, turning; (2) for building construction workers—orna
mental mountings and locks, engraving and forging rosettes, trellises, 
and lattice ornaments ; (3) for artistic iron workers—etching and en
graving on iron, stamping and chasing various ornaments, leaves, and 
flowers in iron.
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The theoretical work is as follows :
First year.—German language—exercises in reading prose and poetry, 

articulation, exercises in original composition, narratives and descrip
tions, attention being given to orthography, grammar, style, and pen
manship; arithmetic—whole numbers, fractions and decimals, ratio 
and proportion, percentage, interest, discount, square and cube root? 
practical applications; geometry and geometrical drawing—the rela
tions of points, lines, polygons, and circles, the measurement of lines 
and plane surfaces, geometrical drawing as far as it relates to metal 
work, ornamentation by lines and plane surfaces, engrossing; study of 
perspective—plane figures and geometrical bodies, elevations and sec
tions according to scale, problems in lines and planes, intersection of 
lines, planes, and solids by other solids (in the performance of these 
exercises attention is also given to sketching without the use of the 
rule and compasses) ; physics—general properties of matter, mechanics, 
heat, its sources and nature, expansion through heat, specific heat, trans
mission of heat, the steam engine, magnetism, properties of the mag
net, terrestrial magnetism; free-hand drawing—simple surface orna
ments for metal work, shading in India ink, application of simple water 
colors.

Second year.—German language—exercises in reading and speaking, 
explanation of technical terms, practice in writing business forms, such 
as insertions, certificates, receipts, bills, orders, contracts, etc.; arith
metic—partnership, stock and coin calculations, compound interest, 
drafts and checks, accounts current; geometry and geometrical draw
ing—geometrical solids, measurement of surfaces and contents, draw
ing ellipses, spirals, screw threads, etc., cog Constructions; perspec
tive—taking up simple articles used in the metal industry, tools, etc., 
drawing according to scale, applications to drawing of tube work, 
cornices, etc. ; physics—frictional and galvanic electricity and the most 
useful applications, light, its nature, reflection, refraction, the spectrum, 
the eye, optical instruments, elements o f chemistry; technical draw
in g -iron  fastenings, clamps, ties, screws, bolts, etc., mountings and 
sashes for windows, shatters and doors, locks (these from the black
board, from copy, and from models), architectural profiles, etc.; free
hand drawing—forged and other metalwork, especially of outlines from 
models and from copy.

Third year.—German language—exercises in reading, speaking, etc., 
business correspondence and intercourse, etc. ; cost of production__cal
culating the weight and cost o f metal work, making estimates on con
struction work; bookkeeping—object, arrangement, and books for sin
gle entry bookkeeping, keeping a set of books for an iron working 
establishment, etc.; technology of metals—study of raw materials, iron, 
steel, tin, zinc, lead, and copper, alloys, important productions of the 
metal working industry, tools and machinery used in the industry, 
arrangements and appliances for casting and forging; elements of ma-
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chine construction—rules for constructing and drawing simple parts 
as fittings, appliances for transmitting motion, and other details, tools, 
apparatus, etc.; technical drawing—door panels, railings, trellises, iron 
doors and shutters, window frames, skylights, ceilings and supports, 
roof constructions, machinery, etc., from copy and models; free-hand 
drawing and modelling (apprentices in artistic iron work only)—plastic 
ornaments for artistic iron work, taken from casts, metal models, and 
copy, designing decorative metal work, modelling ornaments for metal 
work. Pupils are also permitted to take lessons in foreign languages 
at the cantonal technikum without extra charge.

The school is in session daily except Sundays, holidays, two weeks’ 
vacation in April, and one week from Christmas to hTew Year’s day. 
In the fall the theoretical work is sometimes dispensed with during 
a few weeks, the time then being entirely given to practical work. 
Following is the schedule of time given to each study per week:

COURSE OF* STUDY.

Subject.
H ou rs per w eek.

F irst year. Second year. Th ird  year.

26 30 30
24 23 23

2 2 2
2 2

2
2

4 2
8 3
2 2

1
6 4 8

4
8 12

4

The instruction in free-hand drawing and modelling is only for pupils 
who take the apprenticeship in artistic iron work. These pupils dis
pense with the study of machine construction, and take only four in
stead of twTelve hours in technical drawing during the third year.

The teaching personnel consists of a director, three instructors of 
practical work, and one teacher of theoretical work. The instruction in 
drawing and similar subjects and in bookkeeping is given at the can-, 
tonal technikum.

A t the end of the year 1890, 42 pupils attended the school, of which 
30 were apprenticed for the full term and 12 took special courses. 
There were no graduates when the school was visited, as it had existed 
only two and one-half years.

The affairs of the school are administered by a special committee of 
five members selected from among the board of trustees of the State 
Industrial Museum of Winterthur, of which institution this school is a 
branch. The school is supported by tuitions and by state and federal 
contributions.

An admission fee of 10 francs ($1.93) is paid upon entry, and 40
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francs ($7.72) per year if they serve an entire apprenticeship, and 200 
francs ($38.60) if a partial apprenticeship. Special rates are made 
for such as are not apprenticed, but simply attend for a limited time.

The following qualifications are required for admission: An age of at 
least 15 years; a certificate of graduation from the higher primary 
schools of Zurich (a total of 9 years’ school attendance) or from schools 
of a similar grade; bodily strength. Pupils are on probation the first 
two months of attendance; if found incapable they are dismissed. 
Admission to the school is permitted as a rule only at the beginning of 
each scholastic year. In exceptional cases pupils are admitted for one 
year or more without the theoretical instruction if they have already 
obtained a theoretical educationin some technical high school, or intend 
to visit one later. Apprentices and other workingmen who have but 
little time and money to spare can attend for a much shorter time, and 
may take only the practical or only the theoretical course or both. 
Intelligent worthy men may obtain entire or partial free scholarships, 
either as apprentices or for shorter courses.

SCHOOL FOR WOOD CARVING, BRIENZ.

This school was founded in 1883. It is a municipal institution. Its 
object is to educate young men for the profession of wood carvers by 
giving them the advantages of practical and theoretical instruction. 
The course of instruction comprises free-hand and technical drawing, 
modelling, composition, study of styles of ornamentation, and wood 
carving. Besides the usual styles of ornamentation special attention 
is given to the naturalistic style peculiar to that country, such as 
Alpine plants, animals, and other objects.

For the regular school of apprenticeship the hours of work are as 
follows: Free-hand drawing, first class, three hours, second class, six 
hours, per week; technical drawing, each class three hours; modelling, 
each class seven hours; designing, first class only, three to four hours; 
Study of styles of ornamentation, three hours per week. The rest of the 
time is devoted to the shop work. The hours of work comprise ten per 
day. The apprenticeship covers, as a rule, three years. The school is 
in session daily except Sundays and holidays and two weeks’ vacation 
in summer. Special evening classes in drawing and wood carving are 
in session two evenings each week in the winter months for persons of 
all ages who can not afford to attend the day school. Special afternoon 
classes for school-boys in elementary drawing are held twice a week 
.after the regular school hours. The teaching personnel consists of a 
principal, who is also teacher of carving, one other teacher of carving, 
and one teacher of drawing and modelling.

A t the close of the scholastic year 1889-’90 the attendance was as 
follows: Begular day apprentices, 13 pupils; special evening classes in 
drawing and wood carving, 27 pupils; special afternoon classes for 
school-boys (elementary drawing), 55 pupils; total attendance, 95 pupils.
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No record, is kept of pupils after leaving the school. Nearly all who 
serve the apprenticeship either remain in the vicinity to carve orna
ments for tourists—an occupation peculiar to the mountain country in 
this vicinity and. in Tyrol—or they obtain occupations in furniture 
manufactories for doing fine decorative work. The former generally 
live at home and sell their prodkcts either to traders or directly to the 
tourists.

The affairs of the school are administered by a committee of nine 
persons, three of whom are appointed by the canton Bern, three by the 
municipality of Brienz, and three by the Protestant church of Brienz.

The income of the school is derived from contributions from the Prot
estant church, from the municipality, from the canton Bern, and from 
the federal government. .

The instruction is gratuitous. The wood, drawing materials, and all 
other school supplies, except carving tools, are also furnished gratis. 
An admission fee of 10 francs ($1.93) is required upon entering the 
school. Pupils who enter as apprentices deposit 50 francs ($9.65) as a 
security for serving out the entire time. A t the end of the apprentice
ship this amount is refunded. The work done by the pupils remains 
the property of the school. During the second and third year of the 
apprenticeship the pupils obtain one-half of the proceeds from the sale 
of the articles made by them. In exceptional cases, where pupils are 
worthy, this arrangement is made for first year pupils.

The day school is open to all persons under 30 years of age who have 
finished the primary education required by law. A  contract of appren
ticeship is required. No special conditions of age or education are 
made for afternoon and evening pupils.

SCHOOL OF SILK  W EAVIN G, W IPK IN G E N  N EA R  ZURICH.

This school was founded in 1881. It is owned by the Association of 
Silk Manufacturers of Zurich and vicinity. Its object is to perfect 
young men in the higher branches of work of the silk weaving industry, 
such as mill superintending, and work in the designing, arranging, and 
finishing departments. It is also intended for the education of manu
facturers and dealers of silk textiles.

The course of study covers two years as follows:
First year.—Plain weaving (Sehaftweberei). Practical work: Hand 

weaving—winding, warping, drawing-in, piecing, preparing looms, 
card making, spooling, harness mounting, weaving on the Zurich and 
Lyons looms, velvet, gauze, and ribbon looms, with the hand and 
fly shuttle, shaft machine, etc., manufacturing taffetas, serges, satins, 
armures, velvets, plushes, gauzes, pekins, bayaderes, and checked goods; 
power loom weaving—building, fitting, adjusting, and taking apart 
power looms, winding, warping, and spooling, preparing, arranging 
cards, etc., weaving on the power looms, plain and treadle work, etc., 
manufacturing taffetas (pupils may also begin on the Jacquard loom),
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simple arid combined treadle work, etc. Theoretical work : Lectures— 
historical development of the silk industry and its present condition 
in the different countries, silk culture, spinning, twisting, grading of 
fineness, drying of raw silks, properties, classification, and means of 
dyeing silks (the school possesses contrivances for illustrating the 
methods of spinning and weaving silks), op preparing silk and half 
silk tissues; instructions in drawing-in and piecing, the weaving, 
finishing, and uses of silk textiles, such as taffetas, serges, satins, 
armures, bayadères, pekins, and carreaux, velvets, plushes, and gauzes, 
mill bookkeeping and calculating; theory of hand loom weaving— 
description and explanation of the various looms, utensils, and work 
connected with hand loom weaving and preparation of plans and draw
ings of the same; theory of power loom weaving—description and 
explanation of the various looms, auxiliary machines and contrivances 
connected with shaft loom weaving, and preparation o f the necessary 
drawings, instruction in mechanics, the parts of weaving machinery, 
and technical drawing; free-hand and pattern drawing—instructions 
in drawing from copy and in designing striped and checked patterns, 
science of colors (this part is intended to educate the taste for form and 
color; such pupils as intend to become pattern designers may increase 
the time spent in this work by dispensing with some other branches).

Second year.—Jacquard weaving. Practical work : Hand loom weav
ing—preparatory work for weaving, card cutting and binding, weaving 
on Jacquard looms with single harness and with lift shafts, with 
lowering liealds, with damask appliances, looms for fancy weaving, 
etc., manufacturing lisérés, lancés, brochés, mexicaines, damasks, mar
quises, matelassés, and figured velvets; power loom weaving—pre 
paratory work as above, weaving with single harness and with lift 
shafts on the various looms for manufacturing lisérés, lancés, damas
sés, figured gauzes, and smooth double backed velvets. Theoretical 
work: Lectures—on the origin of the raw silks, the properties, and 
the most judicious employment of the same in manufacturing, on floss 
silk, cotton, and wool, their manipulation, numbering, and their em
ployment in mixing with silk, on establishing and managing a silk 
manufactory; instructions in preparatory work, in designing pat
terns for lisérés, lancés, brochés, mexicaines, damassés, marquises, 
matelassés, damasks, brocatels, lampas, figured velvets, and gauzes, 
in the mathematics of Jacquard weaving; theory of hand loom 
weaving—explanations of the work incidental to Jacquard hand loom 
weaving, preparatory work, transferring designs, card cutting and 
binding, the various contrivances, tools, and machines used in this 
work, and the preparation of the necessary drawings; theory of 
power loom weaving—description and explanation of the uses of the 
various kinds of power looms and auxiliary machines for Jacquard 
weaving, the preparation of cards, executing the necessary draw
ings, instructions in draughting machinery; free-hand and pattern
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drawing—instructions in drawing from copy and from textiles, design
ing figured patterns for cravats and dress goods, styles of ornamen
tation (pupils desiring to become designers of Jacquard patterns can 
arrange to devote more time to drawing than others). Annual excur
sions are made to establishments where silk is manufactured, such as 
factories for twisting thread, dye-works, weaving mills, dressing and 
finishing rooms, silk drying works, machine shops, etc., for the purpose 
of giving the pupils an idea of the more practical work.

In order to give pupils the best opportunities possible for pursuing 
their studies an extensive library of technical works and a rich 
collection of old textiles have been bought for the school. These are 
at the disposal of the pupils every Saturday afternoon. The school 
possesses all necessary machinery and appliances, which are replaced 
or supplemented from time to time by the latest improvements. At 
present the school possesses 24 hand looms, of which 9 are Jacquards, 
and 18 power looms, of which 6 are Jacquards.

Following are the average number of hours per week devoted to each 
branch:

COURSE OE STUDY.

Subject.
First year. Second year.

Winter. Summer. Winter. Summer.

12 18 12 15
18

13 12 17
Mill bookkeeping, mathematics of weaving, stady of 

colors, etc.
2

2 3 4 4
5 6 2 2
4 4 . 2 2
4 4 8 8

2
8 4

44 50 ! 44 J 50

The school is in session daily, except Sundays and holidays, from 8 
a. m. in winter and 7 a. m. in summer until 6 p. mM with an intermission 
of two hours at noon. The school has a vacation of ten days at Christ
mas, one week at Easter, three weeks in July, and two weeks in Octo
ber. Pupils have access to the school during vacation time for the 
purpose of doing practice work.

The instruction is conducted by the director who, besides being in 
charge, teaches the theoretical branches of raw materials, silk manu
facture, and weaving; one teacher of practical and theoretical work re
lating to hand loom weavingj one teacher of practical and theoretical 
work relating to power loom weaving, and of technical drawingj one 
teacher of free-hand and pattern drawing, the preparation of cards for 
Jacquard looms, etc.

During the scholastic year ending October 1890 the attendance 
was 32 pupils in the first year’s class and 13 pupils in the second year’s
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class. Of these only one was a foreigner. Since the school was founded 
it has been attended by 270 pupils.

Nearly all the graduates are employed in the various branches of 
the silk industry j some are proprietors or sons of proprietors of 
weaving establishments, some superintendents, overseers, or master 
weavers. Yery few work as ordinary weavers. It is estimated that 
95 per cent, of the graduates are still at occupations in the silk indus
try. No exact record is kept.

The school is under the administration of a commission composed of 
seven members, of which one is selected by the cantonal government, 
three are selected by the municipal government, and three by the A s
sociation of Silk Manufacturers of Zurich.

The income is derived from federal, cantonal, and municipal sub
sidies, tuitions, private donations, and from the treasury of the Asso
ciation of Silk Manufacturers of Zurich. During the scholastic year 
ending October 1891 the income and expenditures o t  the school 
amounted to about 34,000 francs ($6,562).

The tuitions are as follows : Citizens of Switzerland, 200 francs ($38.60) 
for the first year, 300 francs ($57.90) for the second year 5 foreigners, 
300 francs ($57.90) for the first year, 500 francs ($96.50) for the 
second year. Worthy persons without the necessary means may ob
tain free scholarships and compensation. Pupils may purchase the 
goods they weave for the cost price of the raw materials. The draw
ing and writing materials must be furnished by the pupils ; all other 
supplies are provided by the school.

The requirements for candidates for admission are—a sufficient school 
education to make them capable of pursuing the studies required, a 
practical previous experience in weaving, and an age of at least 16 
years. An examination in Gerpian composition, arithmetic, and weaving 
must be passed before the commission before pupils can be admitted. 
They must be competent to weave a simple piece of silk goods with
out flaws. The capacity of the school is for 32 first year and 16 second 
year pupils. I f  the applications exceed the vacancies preference is 
given to natives of Switzerland.

SCHOOL OF W EAVIN G, W A T T W Y L .

This school was established in May 1881. It is a private institution, 
founded and owned by the Cantonal Society for the Advancement of 
Public Utility (Kantonale Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft) o f canton Saint 
Gall.

The object of the school is to produce able, practical master weavers, 
designers, and manufacturers of the various textiles, and to educate 
young men devoting themselves to the mercantile branches of the 
industry to a proper understanding o f the materials and goods and 
the cost of producing and manner of calculating the same.
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The course of study is for one year, and for those having experience 
in weaving it may be only six months. The work comprises all the 
details of a cotton or woollen weaving mill, weaving plain goods, coarse, 
fine, and complicated patterns, woollen plushes for slippers and up
holstering, Turkish towelling, etc., on the hand and power looms, -Jac
quard looms, etc., performing the preparatory work on the looms, exam
ining and finishing the goods, designing patterns and preparing cards 
from copy, from goods, and from original compositions. The technical 
work is arranged to come hand in hand with the practical, and in
cludes technical drawing, study of materials, values, cost of production, 
and mathematics of weaving. Pupils are also taught in taking apart, 
putting together, and repairing looms and auxiliary machines. There 
are 6 power and 15 hand looms. A  9-horse power gas engine furnishes 
power for the looms and the electric light dynamo. A  collection of 
works by the best artists is at the disposal of the pupils for consultation 
while designing patterns.

The school is in session daily from 8 a. m. to 5.30 p. m., with an inter
mission of one hour and a half at noon. The school is closed two 
weeks in May and two weeks in October, eight days at Christmas, 
and on Sundays and holidays. Classes are formed twice a y e a r -  
in May and in October. The time devoted to theoretical and practical 
instruction varies with the work and with the previous knowledge of 
the pupil. On an average about one-half the time is devoted to each. 
One director and two assistants impart all the instruction.

The attendance at the close of the scholastic year ending April 9, 
1891, was 36 pupils. O f these 6 were foreigners. During the ten 
years of its existence the school had up to April 1891, 263 pupils. 
The pupils are either sons of manufacturers and dealers in textiles, 
practical weavers who desire to perfect themselves and become master 
weavers, designers, superintendents, or other higher positions, or 
pupils direct from school. Those of the first two classes have as a 
rule sufficient experience to finish the course in six months. The last 
named remain one year, after which they become weavers and are 
advanced, generally in about three or four years, to higher positions. 
Yery few of the pupils who have attended the school ever leave the 
textile industry. Uo record is kept of the present occupation of 
ex-students.

The affairs of the school are administered by a commission selected 
by the Cantonal Society for the Advancement of Public Utility. The 
income of the school is derived from state and federal subsidies, tuitions, 
private subscriptions, and from the treasury of the cantonal society. 
The expenses of the school amount in all to about 20,000 francs ($3,860) 
per year.

The tuition is 100 francs ($19.30) per year for citizens of Switzerland 
and 300 francs ($57.90) per year for foreigners. Pree or partial scholar
ships are granted in the cases of persons with small means who are 

S. Ex. 65------35
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considered worthy by the commission. All patterns, tools, and mate
rials for instruction are furnished by the school.

Pupils must be at least 15 years of age, and must have completed 
the education required by law in order to be eligible. Their applica
tions must be accompanied by certificates of diligence and good conduct 
from their last employers.

TRADE SCHOOL FOR LADIES’ TAILORING AND NEEDLEWORK,
ZURICH.

This school was founded in 1889. It is a private institution. Its 
object is to prepare young women for the professions of ladies’ tailors, 
seamstresses, teachers of female manual training in the public schools, 
and to teach general needlework.

The school comprises three divisions, as follows : The division for 
ladies’ tailoring; the division for plain sewing; the division for special 
courses in ladies’ tailoring and needlework.

The ladies’ tailoring division consists of a preparatory school (two 
years) and the trade school proper (one year). In the former instruc
tion is given in hand and machine sewing, beginning with practical 
exercises in sewing, hemming, plaiting, and gathering, followed by the 
preparation of finished garments, etc., and this by elementary work in 
cutting and fitting; also free-hand and geometrical drawing, arithmetic, 
bookkeeping, and composition. In the trade school proper (third year), 
where pupils can enter only after having completed the two years of 
the preparatory school or served two years with a ladies’ tailor, the 
instruction consists of preparing dress patterns, cutting, fitting, and 
finishing all kinds of garments, costumes, etc. Pupils are gradually 
advanced from very simple to the most difficult work.

The division for plain sewing consists also of a preparatory and a 
trade school, o f one year each. In the former the work consists of sew
ing by hand and machine, beginning with practical exercises in all 
kinds of sewing, hemming, plaiting, gathering, etc., and followed by 
finishing garments, such as ladies’ chemises, etc. ; the instruction also 
includes free-hand and geometrical drawing, arithmetic, bookkeeping, 
and composition. In the trade school proper (second year), where 
pupils can enter only after having passed through the preparatory 
school or possessing the proficiency attained there, the course is as 
follows: Cutting of all kinds of linens and underwear, drawing pat
terns according to measure and directions, sewing and finishing the 
garments and other articles. Pupils begin with simple pieces and 
gradually advance until they are capable of making all kinds of 
linens, etc.

After finishing either one of the two principal courses of study pupils 
may enter the workshops of the school, where goods are made for cus
tomers and where a better practical experience can be had. Instruction 
there is gratuitous.
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The special courses are as follows:
Ladies’ tailoring—course in cutting for ladies’ tailors, six weeks, 

six hours instruction daily, 30 francs ($5.79); course in dressmak
ing and cutting, for housewives and daughters, three-months, six hours 
daily, 50 francs ($9.65), sewing machine 5 francs (97 cents) extra; even
ing course in cutting and pattern drawing for plain garments, six 
months, three evenings per week from 7 to 9 p. m., 25 francs ($4.83).

Linens—plain sewing by hand and machine, six months, three even
ings per month, 6 to 8 p. m., 1 franc (19 cents) per month; cutting linens 
for home use, four to five months, six hours daily, 50 francs ($9.65), 
sewing machine 5 francs (97 cents) extra; cutting gentlemen’s linens 
and under wedr, four weeks, four hours daily, 30 francs ($5.79); cut
ting and finishing gentlemen’s linens and underwear, four weeks, eight 
hours daily, 40 francs ($7.72).

Course for teachers o f manual training in the public schools, six 
months, daily, full time, 80 francs ($15.44).

The school is in session daily except Sundays and holidays, and four 
weeks’ vacation in summer. For the regular pupils the hours of 
work are from 7.30 a. m. in summer and 8 a. m. in winter until 6 p. 
m., and Saturdays until 4 p. m., with an intermission o f two and one- 
half hours at noon. The time devoted to theoretical and practical 
work varies with the pupils and the nature of the work on hand and 
can not be specified.

The teaching personnel consists of one teacher for the regular course 
in ladies’ tailoring, one teacher for the special courses, one teacher of 
plain sewing, and three teachers for the theoretical branches. The 
last three devote only a portion of their time to the school.

The following table shows the attendance during the scholastic year 
ending April 1891:

Pupila.

Preparatory school for ladies’ tailoring......................................................... . 9
Trade school for ladies’ tailoring...................................................................  5
Preparatory school for plain sewing (linens and underwear).............................  ' 7
Trade school for plain sewing (linens and underwear)........................................ 12
Two special courses for ladies’ tailoring (cutting).............................................  26
Three special courses in dressmaking and cutting for housewives, e tc ..............  34
One special course (evening) in cutting and pattern drawing..........................  14
One evening course in plain sewing (linens, etc.)...............................................  12
One special day course in cutting (linens, etc.).............................................  4
One special day course in plain sewing (linens, etc.).......................................  12
Employed in workshops (regular)................ ......................................... ...... 5
Total, regular pupils...................................... ....................................................... 38
Total, special course pupils...................................................................................  102
Total attendan ce.......................- ............................................................................  140

No record is kept of the pupils after they leave the school. Of the 
eighteen who had graduated three were known to be employed at the 
occupations for which they had studied; two had become teachers of 
manual training for girls in the public schools; the rest could not be
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located. No information whatever could be obtained regarding occu
pations of pupils of the special classes. The total attendance since tbe 
establishment o f the school up to April 1891 was 200.

The affairs of the school are administered by a committee of ten mem
bers who represent the various communities, societies, and state gov
ernment that contribute to the support of the same. A  board of five 
directors, of whom two are women, has immediate control over the con
duct of the school. This board is elected by the committee of repre
sentatives.

The expenses of the school are met by contributions from societies 
for the advancement of public utility, from various communities and 
private individuals, by subsidies from the cantonal and the federal gov
ernment, by tuitions, by sale of work, and by the income from the capi
tal. During the year 1890 the income and expenditures were as fol
lows :

INCOM E.

Contributions and subsidies....................................................................... $2,171.25
Income on capital.............................................................. ......................  9 7  03
Tuitions...................................................................................................  74 6 .9 4

Sale of school supplies to pupils.......................... ....................................  268.64
Proceeds from the sale of -work.........................................   1,228.91

Total.....................................................................................................   4,512.74
E X PE N D ITU RE S.

Rent, heating, lighting, and sendee............................................. ..................  954.38
Salaries of teachers..................... ....................... .............................................  1,507.54
Furniture............................................................................................................ 403.14
School supplies....... T...........................;___ ..-.............................. ....................  241.51
Materials for practical work..................     1,064.37'
Library.......... ................................................................................................. 49.40
Advertisements, printing, stationery, etc..................       335.04

Total------.......................................... .................................... . . . .  4,525.44

Young women who sign a contract of apprenticeship for the full term 
of three years in the division for ladies7 tailoring pay an admission fee 
of 5 francs (97 cents), and obtain the instruction gratuitously. Those 
not signing the contract pay 50 francs ($9.65) per year during the first 
two years, and obtain the third years instruction gratuitously. Pupils 
who have been prepared elsewhere and enter the third year’s class 
pay 80 francs ($15.44) for the year. Pupils signing the contract of 
apprentice’ship in the division for plain sewing pay an admission fee 
of 15 francs ($2.90), and nothing more. Others pay, in addition, 35 
francs ($6.76) for the first year. Those prepared elsewhere, and enter
ing the second year’s class, pay 80 francs ($15.44) for the year; others 
pay 50 francs ($9.65). The fees and tuitions for the special courses 
have been, indicated in the programme. In any of the classes the 
tuition may be entirely or partially remitted in the cases of persons 
without means who are considered worthy. These may also in time 
receive stipends, for which purpose a specially donated fund exists.
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Pupils must be at least 16 years of age to enter either of the two 
trade divisions. To enter the preparatory class in ladies’ tailoring 
they must be 14 years of age and in the case of the plain sewing pre
paratory class they must be 15 years of age. They must have an edu
cation equal to that required for graduates from the second year of the 
higher primary schools (a total school attendance of eight years). Ma
terials, utensils, and school supplies are furnished by the pupils. Sew
ing machines are furnished gratuitously, except where otherwise indi
cated. A ll regular pupils are placed on about two months’ probation.

At the close of each scholastic year examinations take place and an 
exhibition of work. On the basis of these results certificates of gradu
ation are issued. Pupils from the preparatory classes and others can 
enter the trade schools proper only after having passed a satisfactory 
examination. A t the end of each quarter pupils obtain reports con
cerning deportment, scholarship, and results accomplished.

TRADE SCHOOL FOR WOMEN, BERN.

This school was founded May 1888 as a private institution. It aims 
to educate women of all stations in life by practical and theoretical 
instruction in such needlework as is necessary in an ordinary house
hold, or for the occupations of seamstress and ladies’ tailor.

The course of instruction comprises the three principal branches— 
plain sewing, ladies’ tailoring, and embroidery work; and special 
classes in ironing, cooking and housekeeping, mending, an<̂  making 
children’s garments. The first three require thre'e and one-half months 
each, the latter a much shorter time. For the principal branches draw - 
ing is included and is compulsory. Instruction in plain sewing com
prises—hand and machine work; the different kinds of stitches; cut
ting and finishing linens for children, women, and men; mending and 
darning different kinds of goods; handling the sewing machine; pat
tern drawing; free-hand drawing,‘for educating the eye and the taste 
of the pupil, and to serve as a foundation for pattern drawing. The 
ladies’ tailoring branch comprises—taking the measure; cutting and 
fitting; sewing and trimming dresses for ladies and girls; making all 
kinds of women’s garments according to fashion plates; altering dresses; 
pattern and free-hand drawing. The embroidery work comprises—all 
kinds of white and colored embroidery on linen, cloth, silk, and velvet; 
transferring drawings on the goods to be embroidered; free-hand draw
ing. The courses in cooking last six days each, and comprise the man
ner of arranging meals so as to be wholesome and palatable. A t the 
beginning of each class the teacher prepares a bill of fare for the 
whole course. The dinner (at noon) consists of one kind of soup, one 
kind of meat, one kind of farinaceous food, and one kind of vegetable. 
These are prepared in all the different ways customary in a good Swiss 
household. The supper consists o f soup or coffee with milk and one 
kind of meat or other article of food. Attention is also given to warm-
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' iog Tip and rearranging the remnants o f a previous meal. From 9 to 
10 a. m. theoretical instruction is given, that is explanations of the 
manner of preparing meals from text hooks on cooking From 2 to 4 
p. m. notes are made by pupils of special points of importance in the 
household duties, and instruction given in household bookkeeping.

The school is in session daily except Sundays and holidays. Dur
ing the year ending December 1890 there were three courses each in 
the following branches: Plain sewing, ladies’ tailoring, embroidery, 
mending, ironing, making children’s clothing, and cooking. Each of 
the courses in plain sewing, ladies’ tailoring, and embroidery covered 
three and one-half months, classes being in session seven hours daily, 
except on Wednesdays and Saturdays when there were only three 
hours’ work; three hours per week were devoted to drawing. The 
classes in ironing were each at work three and one-half hours every 
Wednesday and Saturday afternoon during fourteen weeks. Classes 
in mending and in making children’s clothing were each in session 
twenty hours per week for four weeks. The classes in cooking were 
each at work from 9 a. m. to noon and from 2 to G p. m. during one week.

The teaching force consists of one teacher for the classes in plain 
sewing, mending, and embroidery, one for the class in ladies’ tailoring, 
one for the class in ironing, one for the cooking classes, and one for 
drawing; these are all females.

The attendance of the school has been as follows during the years 
o f its existence:

ATTENDANCE OE PTJPILS.

Class. 1888. 1889. 1890.

Plain sewing...................................................................
Ladies’ tailoring......................................................
Embroidery.....................................................
Ironing..................................................................
Mending.......................................................
Children’s garments..........................................
Cooking.....................................................................

No record is kept of the occupations of former pupils and no informa
tion could be obtained. Most o f them attended simply to perfect them
selves in their household work and to make articles and wearing ap
parel used in the family. Some of them are dressmakers and seam
stresses who work at home or go out by the day. Yery few are said to 
be employés in establishments.

The affairs o f the school are conducted by a commission of three 
gentlemen and two ladies selected from among the members of the society 
which controls the school. The chairman of this Committee is the 
director of the school. This commission has entire control of the 
interior arrangement of the school, determines the rates of tuition, 
arranges the courses of study, represents the school in all business 
transactions, and recommends the salaries of teachers and their appoint
ment or dismissal. A  ladies’ committee o f five members is appointed
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for consultation in matters of a technical nature. ^The society has a 
membership of 232 jiersons of both sexes resident in the city of Bern.

The expenses of the school are met by subsidies from the city of Bern, 
the canton of Bern, and the federal government, by tuitions, by inter
est on capital, and when necessary by drawing on the reserve fund. 
During the year 1890 the income and expenditures were as follows:

INCOM E.

Subsidy from tbe city government.......................- ..........................................  $289.50
Subsidy from the state government............................... - ............................... 115.80
Subsidy from the federal government........................................... ................... 173.70
Tuitions........................ - ......................... ............. .................................. .......... 430.-10
Interest on capital....... ............... ..................................................................... H* 61
Drawn from reserve' fund...................................................................................  41.95

Total........................................................................................ ...................  1,065.09

E X PE N D ITU RE S.

Salaries of teachers.......................................................................... - ...............  778.50
Rent, light, heat, and janitor’s services..............................- ...........................  138.90
Furniture, school supplies, fashion plates, e t c .............. ................................  60.23
Printing and advertising. . ...................................... *..........................*............ 81.46
Repairs, special expenses for sundries............................................................. 6.00

Total..............................................   1,065.09

During the same period the income and expenditures of the cooking 
school were as follows:

INCOM E.

City contribution....................................................................... - ...................... $38.60
Bernese Society for the Advancement of Public U tility...............................  30.56

T ota l.......................................................................................................   69-16

E X PE N D ITU R E S.

Purchase of articles o f ’food .......................................... - ...............................  19.56
Advertisements, kitchen utensils, text books, etc ....... .............- ..................  18.72
Compensation o f special instructors........................ ....... ....................................  30.88

Total........................................>................................ - ................................  69.16
The tuition was—for dressmaking, 40 francs ($7.72), for plain sewing, 

30 francs ($5.79), and for embroidery, 20 francs ($3.86), for the course of 
three and a half months; this included lessons in drawing. For former 
pupils who wished to reenter, 4 francs (77 cents) per week. For the 
special courses the tuition was 15 francs ($2.90) for ironing, 15 francs 
($2.90) per week for making children’s clothing, and 5 francs (97 cents) 
per week for course in mending. The instruction in cooking and house
keeping was given gratuitously. In cases where persons have not 
sufficient means to pay tuition it may be partially or entirely remitted in 
any of the classes. The materials and sewing machines must be fur
nished by the pupils. A ll finished products belong to the pupils

Hfl
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making them, but they can not be removed until the close of the course 
o f study.

Persons desiring to attend the school must be at least 15 years of 
age. and must have some previous training In needlework. They must 
be of good moral character. Pupils for the cooking school are selected 
by the public school authorities from among the poorest people ; they 
must bind themselves to attend regularly the entire course.

A t the end of each course public exhibitions are made of the drawings 
and work done, and pupils obtain certificates of proficiency, scholarship, 
and deportment. In the cooking school each pupil is examined on the 
last day.

TRADE SCHOOL FOR WOMEN, BASEL.

This school was founded August 18,1879. It is owned by the Society 
for the Advancement o f Public Utility of Basel. Its. object is to edu
cate women of all stations in life in such work as pertains to their sex, 
and to place them in a position to perform such work independently.

The instruction comprises the following courses: Plain sewing, and 
the pattern drawing, darning, and mending pertaining thereto ; machine 
sewing, preparing all kinds oilmens, such as underclothing, men’s shirts, 
infants’ clothes, etc., and the pattern drawing and mending pertaining 
thereto; dressmaking and pattern drawing; white embroidery; artistic 
embroidery in colors; worsted work, such as network, crocheting, knit
ting, and other fancy work; mending and darning; ironing; millinery; 
drawing; arithmetic and bookkeeping; special class in methods of in
struction for teachers of needlework.

Instruction in plain sewing comprises the different kinds of stitches; 
their application to articles from the simplest to the most difficult, such 
as bed and table linens, and different kinds of linen garments; cutting 
and drawing patterns for these kinds of articles; taking measures and 
preparing garments according to dictated specifications; cutting and 
finishing the same independently ; mending by inserting pieces by means 
of different kinds of stitches; darning on various kinds of goods in 
imitation of the material.

Instruction in machine sewing comprises a study of the construction 
of the sewing machine; adjusting and cleaning the same; practice in 
ordinary sewing, straight lines, narrow borders, then gradually by 
means of the various attachments; the sewing of table and bed linens 
and garments (particular attention is given to men’s shirts and the 
insertion of various styles of bosoms) ; taking measures and mending 
as in plain sewing; pattern drawing, especially of more difficult linens.

The instruction in ladies’ tailoring comprises, in succession, all the 
different styles of dresses and other garments, and their execution from 
measure. The pupils must learn to draw and cut the patterns without 
assistance.
' Instruction in embroidery comprises instruction in the preparatory 
work; transferring the drawings on the goods; gradual practice in all
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kinds of white and colored embroidery. The classes in white and 
colored embroidery are separate.

Instruction in worsted work includes all styles of knitting, crocheting, 
network, fringe work, and work on frames. W ork is done principally 
from patterns, either in the shape of drawings or worsted work.

Instruction in mending and darning comprises mending practice 
pieces, garments, and linens. Darning consists first o f simple cross- 
stitching, later of imitating damasks, etc. Darning by means of the 
lace stitches or meshes is practised first on cards, later on goods. This 
work is so perfectly done that when a piece of work is finished it is 
difficult to find the patches or to distinguish the darned work from the 
rest of the goods.

Ironing is done first on ladies’ chemises, etc., then on starched linens, 
such as collars, cuffs, men’s shirts, chemisettes, lace curtains, and 
women’s dresses.

Millinery work begins with folding and quilling, tying bows, etc., 
then trimming of hats.

Instruction in drawing compri ses handling the T-square, the triangle, 
the compasses, and the construction of regular figures; later, elements 
of free-hand drawing; straight and curved line ornaments; flowers, 
leaves, vines, etc. ; elements of ornamentation, methods of ornamenta
tion, entwining, drawing and transferring ornaments for embroidery, 
etc. ; straight and curved line ornamentation with braid and lace ; colors 
and coloring effects ; designing original patterns for embroidery, etc.

Arithmetic and bookkeeping instruction comprises keeping business 
accounts, study of exchange, and such other branches as are required 
in a'mercantile business.

The course of instruction for teachers of needlework comprises one 
whole year’s work. Beginning with simple meshes and stitches it 
gradually extends over all branches of needlework such as are taught 
in the public primary and high schools.

The school is in session all the year except a few weeks’ vacation in 
summer and on Sundays and holidays. The course of instruction in 
each branch is about 4 months. Instruction in the principal branches, 
plain sewing, machine sewing, and ladies’ tailoring, is given from 8 a. 
m. to noon and from 2 to 5 p. m.; Wednesday and Saturday after
noons are free. For the special courses of embroidery, white and in 
colors, there are twelve hours’ weekly instruction; for worsted work, 
mending and darning also twelve hours; for millinery, one afternoon 
of four hours; for arithmetic and bookkeeping, two afternoons of two 
hours each or four hours; for ironing, one afternoon of four hours. 
The class for teachers of needlework is in session two afternoons of 
one hour each per week. Drawing, four hours per week; this in the 
case of the three principal courses is compulsory.

The teaching personnel consists of a director who has supervision 
over the entire school, but has no class. He at times delivers lectures.
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His services arc rendered gratuitously. There is one teacher each for 
the courses in plain sewing, machine sewing, ladies’ tailoring, embroid
ery, worsted work, mending and darning, ironing, and millinery; and 
one teacher of arithmetic and bookkeeping. Instruction in drawing 
is given by the teachers of other branches. This with the director 
makes ten instructors in all. A ll of these, except the three for the 

■ principal courses, devote only a portion of their time to the school.
The attendance at the institution during the year ending December 

1890 was as follows:
ATTENDANCE OF PUPILS.

Class.
December

to
April.

April
to

August.

Plain sewing........................................ ........................
Machine sewing.......... .......................................... .
Dressmaking...........................................................
Embroidery m whito---- .'.............................................
Embroidery in colors........................................ .........
Mending (including pupils of cooking school).........
Worsted work..............................................................
Millinery......................................................................
Ironing (including pupils of cooking school)............
Bookkeeping (including pupils of cooking school).. 
Needlework, for teachers............................................

Total.....................................................................

18
36
26
13
10
34
13
14 
45 
22

22
26
23
13
7

33
16
19 
5220

August
to

December.
Total.

55
85
78
38
28

115
45
45

140
7011

The present occupation of former pupils is not known, as no record 
is kept of such information. A  large majority of them have attended 
in order to be useful at home; some take in sewing and some work 
as seamstresses by the day; some are established in business, others 
are working as employes in the lines for which they studied; over 
40 are known to be teaching needlework in public and private schools 
in Switzerland and foreign countries. In ten years the yearly attend
ance has increased from 72 to 710 pupils, with the applications for 
admission greatly exceeding the capacity of the school. The number 
of pupils who have attended the school since its establishment amounts 
to about 2,400.

This institution is under the supervision and direction of a commis
sion elected by the Society for the Advancement of Public Utility. 
This committee has charge of the organization of the school and the prep
aration of the courses of instruction, appoints and dismisses the teachers, 
regulates their pay and duties, and, in connection with the ladies’ com
mittee of the society, has direct supervision over the interior workings 
o f the school.

The expenses of the school are met by national subsidies, by regular 
contributions o f the society, by tuitions, and by private contributions. 
Following are the income and expenditures for the year 1890:

INCOM E.

Balance from last year.................... .......................1 ....................... .̂..............  *-Qg 13
Contributions from thé society__________ ............. ............................. , 579 00
Federal subsidy..............................................................................................  g™ qa
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Other contribctions...................... , ...................................................................
Reimbursement of money paid, for rent....................................................... Ssif
Tuitions...............................................................................................................2>

Total..... . ............................................................. ....................- .............  3,683.13

EXPENDITURES.
Salaries of teachers............................................................................................ 2,075.33
Interest and payments on borrowed capital.....................- ............................. 663.92
Purchases and repairs................... - ..........................- .......................................  220, 31-
Heat, light, water, and janitor's services............................... ........................ 402.27
Taxes, advertisements, journals, etc ..-.............................................................. 76,80
Sundries............................................................................................................... 1 ^  1®

Total........................................................ ..................- - - - ........................ 3,560.79

Balance on hand.............. - ..................................................... - ...............  I-22* 34

The tuitions for attendance are as follows:
Courses in plain and machine sewing, each ....................................................-- $5.79
Course in dressmaking.................................................................................. - - 7.72
Courses in white and colored embroidery, each.............................................  4.83
Courses in -worsted work and mending, each.......... - .....................................  3.8 6
Ironing course......................................................................... - ........................ 2* 32
Courses in millinery, arithmetic, and bookkeeping, each.............................  1.93
Course for teachers of needlework.................................................................  1.93

For the three principal courses instruction in drawing is included. 
All other pupils pay 5 francs (97 cents) per week for drawing.

In very many cases the tuition is partially, and in some cases entirely, 
remitted when it is found that applicants can not afford to pay the 
regular rate. The materials and the sewing machines must be fur
nished by the pupils using tliem. The teachers indicate the work to 
be done, but the articles made belong to the pupils. These can not be 
removed until the end of the course.

Begular pupils must be at least 15 years of age and must have some 
previous knowledge of needlework. They can enter only at the com
mencement of a course, in April, August, or December. When the ap
plications exceed the vacancies the commission decides upon tlie accept
ance of the most eligible. Pupils upon entering bind themselves to 
attend the entire course chosen.

A t the end of every course each regular pupil obtains a certificate 
of progress, diligence, attendance, and deportment, f Pupils who dis
tinguish themselves through diligence, deportment, and good prog
ress may, after having attended the three principal courses and one 
special course in embroidery or worsted, obtain a graduating diploma.

A  school for cooking and housekeeping was founded in 1889 as a 
branch of the trade school. The object of the school is to educate 
young women in the duties of thorough housewives by means of prac
tical training and systematic scientific instruction.

The instruction comprises cooking, washing, ironing, mending, darn
ing, purchasing and preserving foods of all kinds, arranging, heating,
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and lighting rooms, household bookkeeping, study o f  the nutritive 
properties o f  food and preparing meals in accordance therewith, and in
structions in hygiene and nursing. Careful attention is given to train
ing young women in promptness, cleanliness, order, and thrift.

The courses o f study begin in December, April, and August, each 
continuing about four months. The school is in session from 8 a. m. 
to 8 p./in. daily except Sundays and holidays. Dinner is served at 
noon, bread and coffee at 4 p. m., and a simple supper at 7 p. m. The 
time not employed in kitchen and household work is spent in the class 
rooms for ironing, mending (not including artistic mending), and book
keeping o f  the trade school, this instruction being included without 
extra charge.

One matron is in charge o f the cooking and household work. A  
physician delivers lectures on nursing and bandaging, the latter with 
practical illustrations. Other branches are taught in the trade school, 

„as stated. The director o f  the trade school is also director o f the cook
ing school. The attendance during 1890 was 12 pupils each for the 
first and second courses and 24 pupils for the third course, making for 

; the year 48 pupils. Since the foundation there were in all 62 pupils. 
These pupils attended in order to become more proficient at home 
and not to make cooking a profession. A  few became servants.

The administration is the same as that o f the trade school. The 
income o f this school is derived from national subsidies, regular con
tributions o f the society, tuitions, and sale o f dinners and coffee to out
siders. During the year 1890 the income and expenditures were as fol
lows :

IN C O M E .

Balance from last year..... .....................................................   $71.54
Contributions of tbe society . .......................................................................  386.00
Federal subsidy....................................................................   193.00
Tuitions................ .......................................................... ............................ 353.19
Dinners and coffee served to outsiders.........................................................  133.00
Sundry receipts........ .................................................................................... 26.82

Total.......................... - ............................ .......................................... 1,163.55

E X P E N D IT U R E S .

Salaries of teachers......................... ............................................................. . 542.91
Meat............, ............................................ .............................. ..................  152.58
Bread............. - .............................................. . .............. ............................. 35.31
Groceries,, etc.................................................................................................  79.47
Milk, butter, cheese, vegetables, eggs, etc......................... ......................... 208.14
Sundries......................          16.92
Fuel (wood, coal, and ga§).......................... .............. ; ....... ....................... 63.93
Stationery, etc...........................................................     9.65
Advertisements................................ .......................................................... . 10.05
Interest on borrowed capital....................................... ...............  . 37 63

/ ' J__
Total............................. ............................ .................... .................... 1̂ 156.59
Balance on hand........................... J........... ........................................ 6.96
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The tuition is 20 francs ($3.86) per month. This includes the meals 
(dinner, supper, and 4 o’clock coffee) and class instruction, in mending, 
darning, ironing, and hookkeeping. For the class instruction in needle
work and ironing pupils must furnish their own materials,» and articles 
when finished remain their property.

Pupils must he at least 15 years of age. The commission makes the 
selections when the applications exceed the vacancies. Upon enter
ing the pupils hind themselves to perform all the duties required of 
them, and to be obedient, industrious, and of good behavior. An exam
ination takes place at the end of each course. Pupils obtain certifi
cates of diligence, deportment, and proficiency.

The school aims, above all things, to make good housewives, hence 
the addition of other branches such as mending, ironing, and lectures 
on hygiene and nursing. Not much attention is given to fancy cooking, 
the idea being mainly to teach pupils how to arrange the meals and 
bills of fare in order to have the food wholesome and nourishing. 
The pupils must also estimate the cost of every article and learn how 
to provide a substantial meal for a given number of persons at a given 
price. A  comparison of the weight of pupils attending the school, * 
made before and after their sojourn (four months), showed an average 
gain in weight of 2£ pounds per pupil. During this period the dinner,
4 o’clock coffee and bread, and supper cost, on an average, 47\ centimes 
(9-1 cents) per head per day. This included food and fuel expenses.

SCHOOL FOR SERVANTS, BERN.

This school was founded May 1891 by the Women’s Society for the 
Advancement of Public Utility of canton Bern. It is a private institu
tion. All pupils board at the school.

The object is to give to young women desiring to become servants 
the advantages of a training in the duties required in a city house
hold, and to supply the rapidly increasing demand for good, competent 
servant girls. Young women coming from farms and villages to enter 
into service in city families generally have not the slightest conception 
of the proper arrangement of the work in the household, are very 
awkward in their demeanor toward visitors, in serving at the table, 
etc., and are often untidy in regard to their own person. The school 
aims to correct such faults and to give the young women the necessary 
training and polish. Persons requiring servants can not always find 
such as are recommended for honesty, or are known to come from up
right parents. A t the school great care is taken in the selection of 
pupils, and during their attendance at the school opportunity is had 
of testing their qualities for honesty and diligence. As a consequence 
people obtaining servants from this school generally know what they 
are getting.

As this is to some extent a philanthropic institution the course of 
study, or rather time of attendance, must be made as short as possible
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so as not to keep the young women too long from gaining a livelihood. 
It is considered that three months are sufficient to remove the objections 
which exist respecting country girls as servants.

The following regulations of the school give a fair idea of the work 
done and system of training adopted:

Kitchen duties.—Pupils detailed for kitchen work will appear in the 
kitchen at 6 a. m. in summer and 6.30 a. m. in winter; kindle the fires, 
prepare the breakfast, and blacken all the shoes; carry fuel, wash up and 
clean the kitchen, cook and prepare the dinner, wash the dishes, clean 
the range, and put the kitchen in order; prepare supper, wash up and 
clean the kitchen.

Household duties— Pupils detailed for household work will air the din
ing room, set the table, sweep, and dust the furniture; make the beds 
empty the water, and put the bedrooms in order; sweep the halls and 
stair case; clean and fill the lamps; carry water and wood; wash all 
soiled linens; set the table at noon and remove the dishes afterward; 
make purchases and do other errands; arrange the bedrooms in the 
evening; set the table for supper and afterward remove the dishes.

Instruction and lectures are given by the matron and by the pastor 
of one of the churches in deportment, politeness, hygiene, and ethical 
culture. The cooking consists of the simple preparation of the different 
kinds of foods, meats, farinaceous foods, vegetables, stewing and pre
serving fruit, etc. Instruction is given in mending garments, knitting, 
darning, etc., washing, ironing, and, in general, all the details of house
work.

The following order of work is strictly enforced: Pupils must arise 
at 5 a. m. in summer and at 6 a. m. in winter; the beds must be made, 
the rooms arranged and aired; breakfast is prepared and served at 6 
a. m. in summer and 6.30 a. m. in winter; distribution of the work 
equally among the pupils; a slice of bread for each pupil at 9 a. m; 
dinner served at noon, consisting of soup, one kind of meat, and vege
tables; on Mondays and Fridays farinaceous foods and fruit take the 
place of meat; the school and sitting rooms must be aired and cleaned, 
the dishes washed, the kitchen put in order, and other services per
formed; a slice of bread for each pupil at 4 p. m.; in winter and on 
Sundays in summer coffee is served with the bread; supper at 6 p. m. 
consisting o f coffee, cold dishes, or what remains of the midday meal; 
after the dishes have been washed and the kitchen and rooms put in 
order the pupils will occupy themselves with sewing, knitting, etc., 
under the instruction and guidance of the matron; from 9 to 10 p. m. 
pupils will be at liberty; at 10 p. m. all lights must be put out; pupils 
must at all times observe strict obedience to the matron; proper beha
vior, order, cleanliness, attention to duty and truthfulness are required 
o f each pupil; on Sundays pupils who are not detailed for kitchen work 
aie required to attend church services; Sunday afternoons pupils may 
make calls or take promenades, if permitted by the matron; they must
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return before 6 p.m .; they may occupy themselves with reading, letter 
writing, or conversation if they do not go out; all requests or complaints 
must be made to the matron, who will take the proper action or give 
the necessary advice.

A  matron is in charge of all the instruction. Lectures on hygiene are 
at times given by a physician and on deportment and ethics by a min
ister of the gospel. The two latter receive no compensation. The ma
tron receives 500 francs ($96.50) per year and board and lodging.

The attendance is 12 pupils, which is the full capacity of the school. 
Twelve pupils had already finished their course and were in positions 
when the school was visited (November 1891). The attendance is 
limited to 12 pupils because it is consideied that the matron could not 
give enough attention to each individual if the number were greater.

The girls who have graduated obtained positions at once. The ap
plications for them have been, so far, for three times as many as could 
be supplied. The matron can, therefore, be careful to place the girls in 
families where they will be kindly treated. I f  girls lose their positions 
through no fault of their own they can reenter the school and board 
there at a very small expense until they obtain other positions. This 
has not yet happened.

A  committee of ladies (members of the society which owns the 
school and who reside in Bern) has complete control over the affairs of 
the school, appoints the matron, fixes the tuition and other conditions 
of admittance, etc.

The income is derived from fees for tuition and board which, in many 
cases, are paid by charitable societies or individuals; by renting fur
nished rooms with board, the work necessary for this being done by 
the pupils; by hiring out more advanced pupils for service, by the 
hour or day, in the families of members of the society. For this 
service a charge is made of 10 centimes (2 cents) per hour, or 70 
centimes (13\ cents) per day. In nearly every case the girls, upon grad
uating, have entered families where they had previously worked in this 
way; the city of Bern has contributed 500 francs ($96.50) toward 
furnishing the school; all deficits are paid out of the treasury o f the 
Women’s Cantonal Society for the Advancement of Public Utility. 
The tuition and board amount to 60 francs ($11.58) for the entire 
course of three months.

Each girl desiring admittance must furnish the official certificate of 
birth, and a certificate of good conduct and morality from the author
ities of the town or district in which she lives. She must be at least 
15 years of age, but girls a little older obtain preference.

The school when visited was a model of order and cleanliness. The 
bedrooms, kitchen, dining and sitting rooms were well aired, clean, and 
tidy. Every piece of furniture was properly placed and not a speck of 
dust was noticeable anywhere. The young women were polite, plainly 

• but neatly dressed, and all had a cheerful, healthy appearance. The 
school was visited at an unexpected time.
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Applications for admission greatly exceed tlie capacity o f tlie school, 
and, although, it had existed only six months, its usefulness was so 
apparent that the subject of founding several more was under consid
eration by the society.

SCHOOL OP ART AND NEEDLEWORK, ZURICH.

This school was founded in 1880. It is a private institution. Its 
object is to thoroughly educate young ladies in the various useful 
branches of woman’s work, in order to fit them for housewives, for 
industrial pursuits, or for teachers of manual training of girls.

The instruction is divided into three principal branches—the indus
trial, the artistic, and the scientific and literary.

The industrial branches comprise the following courses : Hand sew
ing—practice in the different kinds o f stitches, mending and darning 
on different kinds of goods, cutting and finishing all kinds of linens 
and underclothing, theory o f pattern drawing ; machine sewing—cut
ting and finishing linens and underclothing, instruction in handling 
and adjusting the sewing machine and use of the various attachments, 
theory of pattern drawing; dressmaking—latest methods of taking 
measurements and cutting, sewing, and trimming all varieties of gar
ments for ladies and children, preparing garments according to fashion 
plates, altering clothes, pattern drawing; embroidery—various kinds 
of' white, colored, and gold embroidery on cloth, silk, velvet, linen, etc., 
special drawing and painting (reproduction on different materials), 
study of styles and of color; worsted work—knitting, crocheting, net
work, tying, and working on frames, free-hand drawing; millinery; 
ironing; cooking and housekeeping.

The artistic branch comprises—general instruction in free-hand and 
geometrical drawing, and perspective. Special instruction is given in 
drawing and painting from nature and painting on wood, silk, leather, 
porcelain, etc., and science of colors.

The scientific branches comprise the following : Bookkeeping, arith
metic, and correspondence; languages—German, French, Italian, and 
English. Classes for physical culture and dancing are given during the 
winter term, as well as lectures on hygiene. Lectures on general and 
special subjects are given at intervals without extra charge.

Several pianos qre also at the disposal of pupils who take lessons at 
the conservatory of music. Each branch requires three months, and 
thé pupils or parents have the choice of the same. Only one of the prin
cipal industrial branches can be taken at a time, but one or more of 
the secondary branches may be taken in connection with it. Pupils 
may, howéver, take portions of the work required in the principal 
branches as secondary branches, or they may take only secondary 
branches i f  they desire. Lessons in gardening are given at times in 
season.

The school is in session daily, except Sundays and holidays, from 8
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to 11 a. in. and 2 to 6 p. m. in summer, and from 8 a. m. to 12 m. and 2 
to 5 p. m. in winter. A  vacation of from eight to twelve days is given 
at the end of every three months.

The faculty consists of the director, three teachers of needlework, 
three of languages, two of drawing and painting, one of music, one of 
bookkeeping, arithmetic, and correspondence, one of ironing, and one 
of cooking. These are all specialists.

The attendance of the school during the first ten years of its exist
ence was as follows: Hand sewing and mending, 303 pupils; machine 
sewing, 643; dressmaking, 483; embroidery, 286; worsted work, 236; 
millinery, 88; ironing, 156; drawing and painting, 151; bookkeeping, 
116; French language, 297; English, 126; Italian, 105; German, 116; 
housekeeping and cooking, 59, As each course is of only three months? 
duration, and as several branches may be taken simultaneously, the 
same pupil may appear a number of times in the above figures. There 
w ere  1 ,1 4 4  different persons in attendance altogether during the ten 
years. Of these 69 were foreigners, 8 being American residents.

The pupils who attend this school are generally the daughters of 
the wealthier people who look upon this education as a sort of finish
ing off before leaving school entirely. Their object is to become what 
is considered the ideal housewife in Switzerland, that is, women who 
possess not only a fair school education in science, literature, etc., 
but who can also manage or perform the duties of a household and 
beautify a home. Yery few graduates attend in order to earn a liveli
hood as employés. Some attended to learn the duties of teachers in 
industrial schools and are now in such positions.

The administration of the school is entirely in the hands of the 
director. The school is supported entirely by tuition fees.

The tuition per term of three months is as follows: Sewing by hand, 
etc., three and one-half days practical work and one day pattern draw
ing per week, 30 francs ($5.79); machine sewing, three and one-half 
days practical work and one day pattern drawing per week, 30 francs 
($5.79) ; cutting only, one-half day per week, 15 francs ($2.90) ; dress
making (including cutting), three and one-half days practical work, one 
day pattern drawing, 45 francs ($8.69); embroidery, three and one-half 
days practical work, one and one-half days drawing, 30 francs ($5.79); 
worsted work, three and one-half days practical work, one-half day .draw
ing, 30 francs ($5.79); artistic branches, 20 francs ($3.86); millinery, 
one-half day per week, 10 francs ($1.93); ironing, one-half day per 
week, 10 francs ($1.93); bookkeeping, arithmetic, and correspondence, 
4 hours per week, 20 francs ($3.86); languages, each 20 francs ($3.86); 
lectures on hygiene, 10 francs ($1.93). Pupils taking one of the first 
six principal branches obtain lessons in languages at half price. When 
two or more members of the same family attend simultaneously a re
duction of 10 per cent, is made in their tuitions. A  limited number of 
pupils are taken as boarders at the school. These pay 200 francs ($38.60) 

S. Ex. 65------36
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for three months, exclusive of tuition. A  dinner at 1 franc (19 cents) per 
head per day is furnished to others who desire it. The course in cook
ing can be taken on four half days per week for three months or, in 
connection with other branches, daily for six weeks. The tuition (ex
clusive of meals) is 20 francs (13.86) per term, but only those taking 
board or one meal per day can enter the cooking class.

Pupils to be admitted must be at least 14 years of age. Special classes 
in needlework and drawing are given one-half day per week to younger 
persons. Pupils can so arrange their work as to be occupied at the 
school during the entire day, in which case they can finish all the branch
es in about one to one and a half years. Most pupils, however, take 
lessons only by the term of three months. Unavoidable absence of one 
week or more can be made up. The materials and sewing machines 
are furuished by the pupils, and all finished articles belong to them. 
Sewing machines can be rented at 4 francs (77 cents) per month.

Pupils obtain, at the end of each term, certificates of diligence, prog
ress, attendance, and deportment. Pupils who have finished the terms 
in at least three branches, and who are thoroughly proficient and have 
been exemplary in deportment, obtain graduating diplomas. Special 
diplomas are issued to persons desiring to become teachers of needle
work, provided they deserve them.

This is the only female industrial school in Switzerland which in
cludes in its programme the instruction in all branches—industrial, ar
tistic, and scientific—which is most necessary for a refined housewife. 
It is recognized in Switzerland as the model school for giving the fin
ishing touches to the education of young ladies before they assume the 
responsibilities of housewives. A  gold medal was awarded to this in
stitution at the international exposition at Paris in 1889.

SCHOOL FOR SERVANTS, LENZBURG.

This school was founded October 1889 by the Women’s Society for 
the Advancement of Public Utility of canton Aargau. It is a private 
institution. A ll pupils board at the school.

The object of the school is a twofold one—to offer to poor girls de
siring to become servants the advantages o f a training in all household 
duties and to supply the steadily increasing demand for good, compe
tent servants.

The course of instruction is for three months. The pupils perform 
all the household duties required in the establishment. They alternate 
in their duties in the kitchen or the household work. In season gar
den culture is also attended to. The time not required for housework is 
spent in needlework, such as plain sewing, mending, darning, and 
knitting. Washing and ironing are also included. The regulations of 
this school, as well as the working hours,'are precisely the same as 
those o f the school for servants at Bern, the latter school being mod
elled after this. The following, copied from the daily journal kept at
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the school, will give an idea o f the nature and cost of the meals fur
nished to pupils:

July 1,1891.—Dinner—rice soup, Brussels sprouts, cutlets; su p per- 
coffee, strawberry tarts; second dinner—meat soup, boiled beef, turnip 
sauce; supper—coffee, mashed potatoes, pot cheese; third dinner 
coffee, cutlets; supper—oatmeal porridge; fourth dinner—oatmeal soup, 
liver cutlets, beans; supper—coffee, fried potatoes; fifth dinner rice 
soup, roast porlr, potatoes, lettuce; supper—eoffee, butter, jam; sixth 
dinner—farinaceous soup, mashed potatoes, lettuce; supper—coffee^ 
boiled rice; seventh dinner—oatmeal soup, ragout, sugar pease, turnips; 
supper—coffee, potatoes!

By careful and economical arrangement o f the victuals, which is the 
principal feature of the cooking, the average cost per head per day of 
the above meals was 43 centimes (8£ cents). During the month o f July, 
1801, 577 daily rations (breakfast of bread and coffee, dinner and sup- 
j i r  as above) cost in all 248.70 francs ($48.00). Nearly all vegetables 
are raised by the pupils. Attention is also given to the preserving of 
vegetables and fruit, to baking different kinds of bread, cakes, and 
cookies. Meals, cakes, bread, and needlework are also prepared for 
customers. Pupils are also detailed for work in the families of mem
bers of the society for more practical instruction. Families obtaining 
such help pay a small compensation to the school. Pupils also have 
lectures on deportment, hygiene, cleanliness, etc. The instruction and 
training are conducted by a matron.

The attendance of the school when visited was 12 pupils, the full 
capacity. Up to May 1891, 80 girls had attended the course, nearly 
all of whom entered service as domestics immediately uxxm leaving. 
A  few returned to their homes. Pupils at once obtain positions when 
they have finished the course.

A  committee of members of the society resident in Lenzburg and 
Aarau has complete control over the affairs of the school and makes 
all purchases of furniture, etc., and other arrangements.

The income is derived from tuition and board o f pupils, the- renting 
o f furnished rooms and board, sale of needlework, meals, bread, cakes, 
etc., town and private contributions, society funds, etc. The income 
and expenditures o f the school in 1891 were as follows:

IN C O M E .

Tuition and board of pupils................................................................................$472.85
Sale of vegetables------------- -------- .................... - ............. - ......... - ........ - ........ 5.79
Needlework, sale o f . . . .............. ................... ............... ....................... - ...........  84.92
Work done by pupils in families..........................- ........................................- — 46.3-
►Sale of bread, cakes, etc............ ............................................................. .......... 38.60
Contributions of tbe society for rent...............................- ..............................  H5.80
Boarders in summer............................................................................................  115.«)
Other contributions..... ............................. - .......... - ............................... ...........  U. 37
Sale of dinners......... J......... ............. ............. ......................................... ........  28.95-

Total.............. ■ ...........................S............ -............... 7- - - - ............ 926.«
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EXPENDITURES.

Rent of "building.......................................... .......................................................$1J5 g0
Salary of matron......................................................... ........ ............................  ^ 5  gQ
Meals, fuel, etc.....................................................................................................  694. 80

Total.......................... - .............................- .............................. ................. 926.40

The tuition, including board, is 60 francs ($11.58) for three months. 
Of this, 10 francs ($1.93) are returned to the pupils when they enter 
into service as domestics. During 1891, of 48 pupils who attended, 
8 pupils had entirely free scholarships and 6 pupils attended at half 
price. These free scholarships are granted to poor girls upon the 
recommendations of church and orphan societies. Pupils upon enter
ing must be provided with a certificate of birth and one of good 
character. Not more than 12 pupils are taken at a time because it is 
necessary for the matron to give her attention to each individual. 
They must be at least 15 years of age.

HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOL, BUCHS.

This school was founded May 1888 by the Women’s Society for the 
Advancement of Public Utility of canton Aargau. A ll pupils board 
at the school.

The object of the school isito give to young ladies leaving school a 
good theoretical and practical training in all that relates to the duties 
of a housewife. Pupils are generally the daughters of the middle or 
wealthier classes.

The term is for three months and comprises the following courses:
Pheoi ctical instructions—Science of cooking—instruction concerning 

the most important nutritive substances in food and the arrangement 
of the latter accordingly, preparation of meals for the sick and for tho 
healthy, preserving fruit and vegetables, methods of heating', suitable 
cooking utensils, fuel, etc.; science of nourishment—instruction con
cerning the chemical composition of the human body, its functions, its 
chemical changes, nutritive process, etc. ; hygiene—instruction regard
ing the care of the body, the sustenance, clothing, habitation, air'and 
ventilation ; washing and cleaning—instruction regarding tfie care of 
articles during the process of washing, washing linens and other articles 
of wearing apparel, especially as to the application of washing appli
ances and chemicals, etc. ; bookkeeping—instruction in keeping simple 
practical household accounts; science of housekeeping in general* 
lectures on the moral-religious duties of a housewife.

Practical instruction.—The preparation of meals for a good home 
table—this includes at present 31 varieties of soup, 19 ways of pre
paring beef, 25 of veal, 9 of pork, 4 of mutton, 11 of mixed meats, 4 of 
fish, 15 of poultry, 12 of game, 16 kinds of sauces, 37 ways of pre
paring green vegetables, 35 varieties of egg, milk, and farinaceous 
foods, 17 ways of serving omelets and eggs, 11 kinds of pastry, 11 of
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warm puddings, 13 of cold puddings, 7 kinds of pudding sauces, 10 oi 
creams, 7 kinds of stewed fruits, 4 kinds of dough, 28 varieties oi 
uakes and tarts, 18 of small cookies, 7 of dumplings, and 9 of patties. 
For the jmrpose of giving the pupils ample opportunity in the cooking 
of these articles orders for cakes, meats, etc., are taken from outsiders 
for dinners, parties, etc. A  book of recipes is published by the matron, 
covering all the dishes prepared at the school. This is sold only to 
pupils to be used as a memorandum of the cooking learned at the 
school. The practical instruction also includes regular and proper 
arrangement of the dining room, the kitchen, the dining table, as well 
as the manner of serving; practical points for buying food; instruction 
in washing, wringing, and ironing linens; cleaning the bedrooms, sit
ting rooms, cellars, and in fact the whole house; instruction in the 
making of bed and table linens, garments, taking measurements, draw
ing patterns, cutting and fitting ladies’ dresses, which are optional.

There are no printed or written regulations for the government of 
the school, because it is desired to have the inmates considered like 
members of a family rather than as pupils.

Pupils rise at 5.30 to 6 a. m. in summer and at 6.30 to 7 a. m. in 
winter. Breakfast is had soon after. A t 9 a. m. a lunch of bread and 
fruit is served. A t 11.30 they have dinner, consisting of one or two 
kinds of meat, soup, vegetables, dessert, etc. From 2 to 5 or 5.30 p. m. 
the time is generally devoted .to needlework and theoretical instruc
tion. A t 3 p. m. bread and coffee are served. A t 6.30 or 7 p. m. sup
per is served, consisting of tea, meat, vegetables, pudding, etc. Pupils 
perform all the work of the school, except the Scrubbing. The matron 
has charge of the instruction. Once a week the pastor of the neigh
boring church lectures on the duties of housewives and other ethical 
subjects.

Only twelve young ladies are admitted to the school at a time. 
The applications for admission are generally twice the number of vacan
cies. Those applying are, as a rule, sisters, relatives, or friends of 
former pupils. The same pupils sometimes remain for two, three, or 
even four terms in order to obtain more practice. Since the school was 
opened in May 1888,119 pupils have attended. They came from nearly 
all the cantons in Switzerland.' They were young ladies who had 
finished their education but desired to perfect themselves in the duties 
of housewives. In many cases young ladies attended immediately 
before being married.

A  committee elected from among the members of the society has 
general supervision over the affairs of the school.

The income o f the school is derived from tuitions and the sale of 
food. It is slightly in excess of the current expenditures. The sup- 
plus is used for purchasing furniture and other household articles.

The tuition is 180 francs ($34.74) for the term of three months. This 
includes board and lodging. An extra charge of 5 francs (97 cents) per*
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quarter is made for the use of the piano. The materials for linens 
and other needlework are furnished by the pupils, and the finished 
articles belong to them.

Pupils not residing in the canton o f Aargau must be provided with 
certificates of residence in Switzerland. Each pupil upon entering 
must have, besides her clothing, etc., 6 pocket handkerchiefs, 6 nap
kins, 6 towels, 4 linen sheets, 4 large aprons, and a blacking brush.

This institution is situated in a little village 20 minutes’ walk from 
Aarau, in the midst of a large garden. It is furnished for the recep
tion of only 12 pupils. The building contains 11 rooms, 2 kitchens, a 
laundry, a cellar, closets, etc. A  hot air furnace heats nearly all the 
rooms. The arrangements and ventilation of the bedrooms are as 
nearly perfect as they can be made. A  piano and sewing' machine are 
at the disposal of the pupils. The pupils seemed happy and healthy, 
and everything had a cheerful, homelike appearance. Pupils are 
never permitted to go out except in groups, or in company with the 
matron, and no gentlemen are permitted to visit them except their 
fathers and fiancés.

HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOL, WORB.

This school was founded in May 1886 by the Economic, and Public 
Utility Society o f canton Bern. A ll pupils board at the school.

The object of the school is to train young ladies in industry and 
order, and to educate them in such a way as to make them capable of 
conducting independently a good city or country household.

The programme comprises a knowledge of housekeeping, such as 
cooking, baking, preserving fruit, meats, and vegetables, making beds, 
washing and ironing, and in general all classes of work required in a 
household 5 garden and vegetable culture (only for the summer class) ; 
needlework required in a household (no fancy work) ; lectures on ethics 
by the pastor o f the village; lectures on hygiene by a physician; nutri
ment (the subject treated in a chemical, physical, and economic sense).

A ll practical work is done by the pupils under the supervision o f  
the matron, no servants being kept in the establishment. There are 
three terms each year, two being of three months each and one of 
six months. Pupils must be up at 6 a. m. in summer and 7 a. m. in . 
winter; those detailed for kitchen work a little earlier. Breakfast is 
had soon after, dinner at 12 m., and supper at 6 p. m. The day is spent 
in the performance of household work and sewing. Pupils retire at 
9 p. m. A  matron and one assistant are in eharge o f the instruction. 
On three hours per week lectures are delivered by the village pastor 
and by a physician. Four hours per week are devoted to instruction 
in bookkeeping and other theoretical subjects by a teacher of one 
of the public schools.

During the year 1890 the attendance was 21 pupils the first term, 
22 the second term, and 21 the third term. The number is generally
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limited to 21. Up ta, August 1891, 357 pupils had attended the 
school. They were daughters o f the middle and wealthier classes who 
attended for no other purpose than to become useful in their own 
homes. Sometimes the pupils remain for a secoud term. .

The school is owned by a stock company, haying a capital of 7,009 
francs ($1,351) in 70 shares of 100 francs ($19.30) each. The stock
holders elect a board of four directors every three years, and the 
cantonal government appoints one, making in all five directors. 
These have immediate, control o f the affairs of the school, direct the 
interior arrangements, and make a report each year to the stockholders.

The school is self-supporting. The cantonal government pays an an
nual subsidy of 500 francs ($96.50). This, with the tuitions, more than 
covers the expenditures. A  slight income is also derived from the sale 
o f vegetables, and from interest on the capital. The income and' 
expenditures during the year 1890 were as follows:

, INCOME.

B alance from  last year ’ s a c c o u n t ...............................................................................- - $503- 23
Tuitions........................................- ...................................................................
State s u b s id y . . . ...........................................................................................................r ------  96.50
Interest....................................................................... ................ ... ................. i&.35
D o n a tio n s ..........................- .......... ...................... - ...................................... - ......................... ■*"
Sundries (sale o f  vegetab les, e t c . ) ................................................... - ......................................12.12

Total......................... ........................................ ........................................2,773.98
EXPENDITURES.

Purchase of furnishings................................. ..... .......................................... - 65.57
F ood ........................ - .......................................... - ...........................................
Fuel and light.............. .......................................- ........................................... 1"*
Yearly salary of matron...................................................................................  *93. 0°
Yearly salary of assistant m atron .............. - ............- ................. - ............. 96.50
Expenses for lectures, teacher, per diem of directors, e t c ....... - ................. 154.53
Rent and insurance..... ...................- ................................................ ‘ ............  I " 147
Interest dividends to stockholders.................................................... : ............ 57.90
Printing, reading and writing material, stationery, e t c .............................  43.87
Repairs.......... - ........................— .............................................- ...................... 52.59
Linens....... *............................................................ - - - .................. j ...............  17.86
Seeds, plants, and garden materials................................. ............................. 16.47
Placed in the reserve fund.. . ............................................- ............................. 193.00
Placed in the library fund............ : ............- ....................... - .......................... 6- 13
Sundries.!............................... .........................................................................  7.64

T o ta l . . . . . . ................................................................................... ..........  2,145.84
B alance on  b a n d .............................................................................. :---<■............... 628.14.

The tuition is 130 francs ($25.09) for the three months’ term and 250 
francs ($48.25) for the six months’ term. This includes board and 
room. The pupils must be at least 16 years of age when admitted. 
They must be "provided with certificates of birth and residence in 
Switzerland. As the applications greatly exceed the vacancies candi
dates must often wait a year or more for their turn to bo admitted.
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This school was the outcome of a series of eight cooking courses 
held prior to 1886. That experiment led to the conclusion that in order 
to give thorough or even profitable instruction in cooking and house- 
keepingitwas necessary to establish an institution where the pupils could 
live entirely during the term of instruction. The institution proved a 
success from its very beginning, both practically and financially. By 
placing the school in a small town, where rent was cheap, it was possible 
to get a large, well ventilated house with a fine garden, and at the same 
time the isolation which is often very desirable for a young lady’s 
school. By the economic use of materials, which constitutes an impor
tant feature of the instruction, the expenses of the school amount, on 
an average, to 1.53 francs (29J cents) per pupil per day.

INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOLS.
These schools do not properly come within the scope of trade schools, 

and are therefore described very briefly.
The object of these schools is to prepare persons of both sexes for 

the various artistic professions, and to give instruction in technical 
and free-hand drawing, or artistic work, to artisans and others whom it 
may benefit in their vocations.

Schools of this kind exist in Geneva, Zurich, Saint Gall, Qhaux-de- 
Fonds, Lausanne, Bern, Basel, Freyburg, Bienne, Lucerne, and Heim- 
berg. The branches taught in these schools differ in some respects 
according to the particular industries prevalent in their vicinity.

MUNICIPAL SCHOOL OP ART, GENEVA.
The Municipal School of Art at Geneva, founded in 1751, is the 

oldest in Switzerland.. The school is attended chiefly by persons who 
are following some vocation, as apprentices, students, workingmen, 
etc., and who can devote some time to perfecting themselves in the 
artistic features of their work. On July 3,1891, it comprised the follow
ing divisions and branches: The preparatory division—containing 57 
pupils; the middle division—comprising a class in ornamental drawing 
and elements of architecture, 19 pupils; a class in object drawing, 56 
pupils; a class in modelling and ceramics, 36 male and 47 female pupils; a 
class in ornamentation, 53 pupils; a class in architecture, 29pupils; the 
superior division—comprising a school of arts applied to industry, 42 male 
and 6 female pupils; a school of fine arts, 43 male and 20 female 
pupils; a school of art from nature, 48 pupils; and a school of arts for 
young ladies, 166 pupils. This makes a total attendance of 622 pupils 
for the scholastic year ending July 3, 1891. Attendance is gratuitous, 
it being a public institution.

CANTONAL SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS, GENEVA.
The school of industrial arts in Geneva more nearly approaches 

a trade school than the preceding. It is a cantonal institution sub
sidized by the federal government. The following are the subjects
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tau ght, and th e attendance during th e scholastic year en ding J u ly
4, 1891:

Pupils.
Class in figure and ornamental modelling...................................... I........ - ............. 48
Class in chased ■work, bronze, brass, plate, etc.........................................................25
Class-in sculpture in wood and stone.......................i ............. ................................. 17
Classos in artistic iron work:

Day pupils...........>J......................... ....................................................... - ...........  7
Night pupils............ J........................... t ....................... - ...............................14

Class in wood engraving............................................................................................  18
Class in ceramics, aquarelle, and composition............................................... '. — .. 68

Total.................................................................. - ............................................... 197
Eighteen lectures on architecture, particularly Egyptian and Greek, 

were delivered during the year before all the classes.
Instruction is gratuitous. Pupils are in two categories—regular pupils 

and those taking only certain hours. The regular pupils must be at 
least 14 years of age, and must attend at the same time the Municipal 
School of Art, the hours being apportioned between the two schools.. 
The irregular pupils are generally apprentices, workingmen, or persons 
in mercantile occupations who desire to perfect themselves in certain 
lines of artistic work, but are occupied with their vocations the greater 
part of their time. These can be admitted by proving themselves com
petent to follow the course of instruction which they select. Studies 
are made from living models, plants, casts, and copy. A  garden ad
joins the school for the use of the students.

INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL, ZURICH.
The Industrial Art School of Zurich educates persons of both sexes 

in such branches as are essential for the different industrial arts, more 
particularly draughtsmen, lithographers, drawing teachers, decorative 
painters, glass stainers, modellers, sculptors, carvers, gilders, potters, 
cabinetmakers, silversmiths, goldsmiths, etc. Below are given the sub
jects taught, the number of hours per week, and the attendance during 
the year ending April 1890:

COURSE OF STUDY AND ATTENDANCE

Subject-
Summer half-year, 

1889.
W inter half-year, 

1889-’90.

Pupils. Hours. Pupils. Hours.

Ornamental drawing................................................................................. 39 9 50- 10
Drawing flowers and plants................................................................. 31 7 34 7
Object- drawing........................... ............................................................ 34 10 42 10
Drawing the human head...................................................................... 19 3 10 . 4
Posture drawing.......... ..................... - ...................................................... 19 4 15 4
Decorative painting................................................................................. 5 21 14 16
Architectural drawing and exercises in composition................ 38 4 44 4
Painting on china..................................................................................... 12 9 12 8
Ornamental compositions....................................................................... 14 6 14 7
M odelling.........................................................................■.......................... 7 10 12 18
W ood carving....................................................'........................................ 5 22 4 26

30 2 27 2
Geometrical drawing.................................................................... ......... a 6 19 5
Perspective.................................................................- ................................ 12 3 15 311 20 2
Technical drawing in workshops.................................................... 9 5 9 4
Carpenter workshops............................................................................. 9 34 9 37
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Tlie tuition is 30 francs ($5.79) per six months. An admission fee 
o f 5 francs (97 cents) is paid in addition. Pupils must be at least 15 
years o f age, a.nd must have sufficient previous education to be able 
to follow the classes. They are put on probation for a limited time. 
Pupils are divided into two.categories—those who attend regularly and 
study for some profession and those who attend only a few hours per 
day or week and devote their time to some other vocation. The former 
must attend two years, as a rule, in order to graduate. Those attend
ing the carpenter workshops serve an apprenticeship of three years. 

, An extensive industrial museum, a library, and a reading room are at 
the disposal of pupils.

DRAW IN G SCHOOL FOR TRADES AND INDUSTRIES, SAINT GALL.

The Drawing School for Trades and Industries at Saint Gall teaches 
the various branches of drawing and modelling, but devotes special 

^attention to embroidery designing and pattern enlarging, this being 
the prevailing industry in the vicinity. Pupils attend either regularly 
or by the hour. The classes during the year ending May 1891 were 
formed as follows:

CLASSES AND ATTENDANCE.

Class.

19

Free-hand drawing....................
Perspective..............■.................
Modelling.................................. .
Object drawing,.........................
Technical drawing....................
Pattern enlarging......................
Styles.......... ...............................
Drawing from nature.................
Pattern drawing (embroidery). 
Drawing for weaving industry. 
Machine embroidery.................

Attendance.

First three Second three Third three
months. months. months.

28 20 17
2 3

1
2

25 26 . 22. 1 3 4
43 44 30
00 53 48
16 15 15
11 • 10 11
4 6 6

The pupils studied for the following occupations:
. - Pupils.

Designers of patterns................................................................................  51
Enlargers of embroidery patterns.................................................................. 23
Draughtsmen...........................................................    yj
Tarious trades........................ .................. .............................
Merchants and manufactnrers...................................... ..... .................. H  -a
Ahiateurs.........................................     2Q

There were in all 135 pupils at the school during the year. O f these 
25 were female pupils, 12 had free scholarships, and 2 had stipends. 
One hundred and four attended the full time and 31 attended bvtlm  
hour.
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The class in machine embroidery was recently inaugurated, but 
promises to be an important feature of the school. The course of in
struction for regular pupils is intended to cover three and one-half 
years. Certificates of graduation are not issued unless pupils have 
attended the full time. Pupils must be at least 15 years of age, and 
are put on one to two months7 probation before being considered regu
lar pupils.

Besides the above professional branches of drawing the school has 
also two other divisions—the school for amateurs and the women’s in
dustrial school. The former had,, during the same period as above, the 
following classes for young ladies: Needlework, 20 pupils; painting 
and drawing, 16 pupils; study of styles and history of art, 8 pupils.

The women’s industrial school comprised the following classes; For 
teachers o f needlework, 10 pupils; course in hand sewing and mend-, 
ing, 15 pupils; machine sewing, 22 pupils; dressmaking, 14 pupils; 
method, 15 pupils; pedagogics, 20 pupils; classes in ironing, 37 pupils.

The other schools of industrial arts do not differ materially from 
the four described, and it is not necessary to describe them in detail.

INSTITUTIONS FOB THE EDUCATION OF W ORKING PEOPLE.

These are the most extensive technical institutions in Switzerland. 
They aim to give to workingmen and women opportunities for devoting 
their leisure time to the study of free-hand and technical drawing, 
needlework, bookkeeping, and such other branches as serve to elevate 
working people both professionally and socially.

The first school of this kind was founded in Switzerland in the be
ginning of the present century at Zurich, by a private society. It was 
a drawing school for apprentices. From 1820 to 1830 schools were 
established at Aarau, Baden, and Zug on a similar plan; from 1840 
to 1850 nine more were established; and from 1850 to 1865 seventy- 
eight more were organized. From that time to the present these even
ing and Sunday industrial schools increased very rapidly in number.

In 1889, according to statistics collected by M. Grob, secretary of 
public instruction at Zurich, there were 1,184 o f these schools in Switzer
land, in 743 of which the atteudance of apprentices was obligatory and 
in 441 it was optional. The former were attended by 12,250 male 
pupils and the latter by 12,289 male and 2,177 female pupils—making 
a total attendance in 1889 o f  26,716 persons. Most of these are simply 
drawing schools, while the others teach quite a variety of additional 
useful subjects.
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The following list o f subjects taught in 87 of the principal schools of 
this kind during 1890 will give an idea of the various subjects treated:
SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN INSTITUTIONS EOR THE EDUCATION OE WORKING PEOPLE. 

[The list was prepared by Rev. J. Christinger, national inspector of high schools, Switzerland.]

Subject. Schools. Per cent.

Drawing (free-hand, technical, geometrical, etc.)............ 87Modelling (in clay, gypsum, or wood)................................
Architecture (theoretical).............................. 12 61Geometry__■-..............................................
Bookkeeping.......................................... 1 it
Penmanship or calligraphy..............................
Physics....................................................... .
Chemistry................................... n trHygiene....................................................... 0 ®
Technology............................... 1 1̂Native language (composition, business forms, etc.).......... 35.63Erench, German, or Italian—not native.................
English language...................................
History of native country.................
Political and social economy.................
Housekeeping, needlework, etc., for women ..
Stenography.....................................
Religion........................................
Gymnastics.......................................... J

The 87 schools included in the above statistics obtain subsidies from 
the federal government. The instruction at these schools is mostly 
gratuitous, and is given in the evenings and on Sundays. The sup
port originally came from private individuals, trade guilds, and from 
societies for the advancement of public utility. Later most of them 
became municipal and cantonal institutions, and since the adoption of 
the federal resolution in 1881, granting subsidies to professional and 
industrial institutions of learning, a number have availed themselves 
of this assistance.

Following is a description in detail of a number of the most impor
tant of these institutions :

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL, RIESBACH.

This school was founded in.1879. It is supported by national subsi
dies, public school funds, tuitions, and the local trade guild. The income 
in 1889 was—national subsidy, 1,200 francs ($231.60.), other contribu
tions, 3,190 francs ($615.67), expenses, 4,387.0! francs ($846.70); both 
sexes are eligible. The tuition is 2 francs (39 cents) for six months. 
Copy books and drawing paper are gratuitous. The school is admin
istered by a committee of the local trade guild and a representative of 
the district school board. The faculty consists of 12 teachers. The 
attendance was 195, of whom 73 were over 18 years of age. Instruc
tion is given all the year. The’courses of study and the hours devoted 
to each are as follows :
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Sunday mornings: - Hours.
Free-hand drawing..................       3
Geometrical drawing.........................................    3
Perspective drawing...........................       3
Machinery drawing................................. - ....................................................  3
Architectural and furniture drawing.......................................................... 3

Week day evenings: '
Modelling in clay......................................... ............■.....................................  4
German language (native)..............................       3
Arithmetic—

First class......................................................................... - .......... ..........  2
Second class.............    2

Bookkeeping................................    2
Penmanship....................................................................... ............... - ............ 2
French lang.uage—

First class..................... . ......................... ...............................................  3
Second class.................................    4

Week days:
Course in cutting for ladies’ tailors..........................................i ..  - .............6 to 7

SCHOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT, WINTERTHUR.
K

This school was founded in 1862. It is supported by national sub
sidies, the local society for the advancement of public utility, the can
ton, and by tuitions. Tuition is 2 francs (39 cents) for six months. The 
government is by a mixed board, consisting of delegates from the 
school board, trade guilds and industrial societies, and the Techni- 
kum. The faculty in the summer of 1890 consisted of 10 teachers; in 
the winter of 1890-’91 ,17 teachers. The attendance during the year, 
1890-’91 was 313 pupils. Instruction is given all the year. Following 
are the classes and hours of each: I

Summer, 1890.
Sundays: Hours.

Free-hand drawing......................................... ...................................................  31
Linear drawing.......................... - ......................................... ..............................  21
Sketching—

First class..... ................................................................................. ...........
Second class........................ ..............................................- ....... ............- 21

Mechanical technical drawing—
First- class...................................................................................... - .............  21
Second class..............................- .................... - .................................- .......... 21

Technical drawing for carpenters and builders................................. ..............  21
Week day evenings:

Modelling and wood carving.............. ................ ..............................................  3
Measurement of surfaces and bodies ............... ...................................................  11
Penmanship.........................................................................................................  1

Winter, 1890-91.
Sundays:

Free-hand drawing............................................................................................. 21
Linear drawing ............................................. - ........ ..........- ................................  2J
Sketching—

First class .......................... ..........................................................................  21
Second class ....................................................................- - - - ........................ 21
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Sundays—concluded.
Mechanical technical drawing-

First class..........................
Second class.......................

Technical drawing for builders
First class..........................
Second class.......................

Week day evenings:
Free-hand drawing.................
Modelling and wood carving ..
History.....................................
Commercial arithmetic............
Bookkeeping............................
Elements of mechanics............
Perspective...............................
Business forms..........................
French language (foreign)___

W ORKINGM EN’S SCHOOL, BERN.
■ This school was founded in 1829. It is a private institution sub
sidized by the federal government. The tuition for the winter half- 
year is 6 francs ($1.16) jj for the summer half-year, 4 francs (77 cents). It 
is governed by 13 directors and 1 school board inspector. The faculty 
consists o f 19 teachers. The attendance was 291 pupils, of whom 217 
were over 18 years of age. Instruction is given during the entire year.
Following is the programme of instruction:
Week day evenings: •

Ornamental drawing— Hours
Preliminary..................................................... , .................................  44

From casts...........................................................................................  4 .̂
Architecture, theoretical....................... , ....... ........... ........ .... „ ..............  3

Technical drawing (one and one-half hours Sundays) ................................  44.
Modelling........................................ ........................... ............................. 3

Technical drawing, preliminary—
First class....................... ................... , _........................ ...................  4 1

Seeond class.......................... ................. ....................... ;................. 4 1

Technical drawing, architectural (one and one-half hours Sundays)......... I  9

Study of building and construction work (one and one-half hours Sundays). 1 £
Drawing from small iron models (one and one-half hours Sundays)............. 73.
Drawing from large iron models (one and one-half hours Sundays)............. 7 £
Constructive models in wood....................... _............. ........... ;................. 4 ^
Drawing for gardeners (one and one-half hours Sundays, in winter only)_ 1 ^
Bookkeeping, arithmetic, and business forms—

First class (one and one-half hours Sundays, in winter only). _............. 3

Second class (one and one-half hours Sundays, in winter only)............. 3

Third class (one and one-half hours Sundays, in winter only)........... .. 3

IN DUSTRIAL SCHOOL, ZURICH. s

This school was founded in 1873. It is supported by a special society, 
and subsidized by the city, canton, and federal government. Its income 
in 1889 was—national subsidies, 5,700 francs ($1,100.10), other contri
butions, 11,733 francs ($2,264.47). Total expenses, 23,688.35 francs 
($4,571.85). It is governed by a committee of the special society. The

Hours. 
. .  2i 
-- 2i

~ 2J 
.. 2i

3
1
3 
11 
H 
11 
11
4
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faculty consists of 23 teachers. The attendance was 451 pupils, o f  
whom 151 were over 18 years of age. Following are the courses of in-
struction and hours for each class:
Week day evenings: Hoars.

Free-hand drawing................................................... . ..............................  4

Free-hand perspective drawing................................................ ..................  2
Modelling.............................. . ........................................................... ...... 4
Arithmetic for apprentices........................................... ....... _____ „___
Arithmetic for workingmen—

- First class............................... ............................... .......................... ' pj.
Second class....................................................................... ................  kj.

Geometry............ ........................... .........................................................
Geometrical drawing................................................................................  2
Penmanship......................'.................... . .......... . ......... ...........................  3
Calligraphy (engrossing).............. ....................... ................................... pj.-
Business forms—

First class...........................................................................   pj
Second class............................................. . . ; ............. -....................... lJ

Single entry bookkeeping............ ............................. ; ....... .......................  2
History and constitution of Switzerland.................................................  2
Technical drawing, etc., for shoemakers.............................................. . 2
Technical drawing, etc., for tailors......................... ............. ....................  4
French language—

First class....................... ................... ............... '............................ .- 3
Second class.............................................................................. .•.......  3
Third class......................................................................................... 3

Sunday mornings:
Technical drawing for paper hangers and uphdlsterers.............................. 3
Technical drawing for masons and stonecutters__ l . .......... ..................... 3
Technical drawing for carpenters and builders..........................................  3
Technical drawing for cabinetmakers.........................................'............  3
Technical drawing for mechanics—

First class..... .............. ................................ ....................................  3
Second class................... ........ .......... ....... ................................. —  3

Technical drawing for locksmiths........ . . .1 ...............................................  3
Technical drawing for tinners. . . . ... - .................................................. ...... 3

SCHOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT, SAINT GALL.
This institution was founded in 1860. It is supported by the com

munity and by national subsidies. Its income for the year 1890-’91 
was—1?995 francs ($385.04) from the federal government, 2,000 francs 
($386) from the local school board, 2,400 francs ($463.20) from the can
tonal government, and 2,300 francs ($443.90) from the board of trade. 
The tuition is—for the summer half-year, 4 francs (77 cents) and 1 franc 
(19 cents) for materials; for the winter half-year, 6 francs ($1.16) and 2 
francs (39 cents) for materials. The courses o f instruction during the 
year 1890-’91 and hours per week for each class were as follows:
Sunday mornings: - ,

Elementary free-hand drawing— Hours.
First class................... , ........................................ *..................................1
Second class................................................................- --------- --------- p----  4

Sketching from nature............ .................... ...............................— .................. *
Geometrical drawing............ - ...................... - ........ - ............- ........................... 4
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Week day evenings: -
Projection drawing— * Hours.

First class..................................................................................................... 3

Second class.................................................................................................  3

Sunday mornings:
Architectural drawing—

First class............................ ................................. : .....................................  4

Second class.................................................................     4

Machinery drawing—
First class..............................................................................    4

Second class.................................................................          4

Week day evenings:
Free modelling.........i...................................................................................... g
Constructive modelling.........................................................................................  g
German language (native).....................................................................................  3

Arithmetic and bookkeeping—
First elass.....................................................................................................     2

Second class....................................................................................    2

Third class.....................' . ...........................................................................  2

Fourth* class___”. .............................. .’. ............................... ........................ 2

Penmanship—
First class........................................................................................................  2

Second class....... .............................................................................   ' 2

Geometry—
First class.......................................................................    2

Second class.....................................................................................................  2

Physics............. 1.................. ..............................................................................  3

History and constitution of Switzerland..............................................    3

PROFESSIONAL ACADEM Y, GENEVA.
The division for men was founded in 1883. It is supported by the 

city and by na tional subsidies. The expenditures in 1889 were 12,350.45 
francs ($2,383.64), of which 2,909 francs ($561.44) were from the federal 
government. It is governed by the city school board. The tuition is 1 
franc (19 cents) per course. The faculty consists of 10 teachers. The 
attendance at the end of the year 1889 was 232 pupils, of whpm 200 
were over 18 years of age. Instruction is given from October 15 to 
April 31. Following are the courses of instruction and hours per week
for each class:
Week day-evenings:

Free-hand drawing—
First class......................................................................................
Second class.......... ....................... ..................~............................ -ji

Technical drawing for mechanics (two lessons)..............................................  4
Technical drawing for locksmiths (two lessons).........-...................................  4
Technical drawing for cabinetmakers (two lessons).............T...................... 4
Practical course for upholsterers (two lessons).......... ..................................... 3
Practical course in furniture ornamenting (two lessons)...... ................... 4

Practical course for tailors (two lessons)................................ ...........  4
Practical course for shoemakers (four lessons)..... .......................................... g
Chemistry.................................................................................  o
Penmanship (two lessons)................................................................ 2
Bookkeeping (two lessons)......................... •.................................... 4
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The division for women was founded in 1885. It is supported in the 
same manner as the division for men. The expenditures arp included 
in the amounts shown for that division. A  special committee of man
agement is appointed by the city. The attendance in 1889 was 459 
pupils, of whom 216 were over 18 years of age. The instruction com
prises two courses—one from September 1 to December 1, the other 
from January 15 to April 15. Tuition is 1 franc (19 cents) per course. 
The courses of study are given on week day evenings and comprise: 
Cutting ladies’ garments, cutting children’s garments, cutting linens, 
machine sewing, each branch two lessons of one and one-half hours 
each5 embroidery designing, one lesson of one and one-half hours; dry 
cleaning and ironing, two lessons of three hours each; calligraphy and 
bookkeeping, two lessons of one and one-half hours each.

The federal government, by virtue of the resolution of the Swiss 
congress, adopted in 1884, expended during the year 1890 the sum of 
57,997 francs ($11,193.42) in subsidies for these institutions for the 
further development of the working people.

THE TECHNIKUM, WINTERTHUR.
This school, founded in 1873 as a cantonal institution, fits young men 

for such positions as come between those of ordinary tradesmen and 
the higher professions.

It contains six distinct divisions, as follows: A  school for builders, a 
school for mechanical and electrical engineers, a school of industrial 
chemistry, a school of industrial arts, a school for surveyors, and a mer
cantile school.

The school for builders aims to render the pupils competent to exe
cute designs and mathematical calculations for all kinds of construction 
work, to superintend the latter, and to thoroughly understand the 
work incident to the building trades of masonry, carpentry, and stone 
cutting. It seeks to educate the pupils to a proper understanding of 
architecture and its relation to the work of building and constructing, 
and in general to fit them for the professions of architect and builder, 
and construction engineer.

COURSE OF IN STR U C TIO N  IN  T H E  SCHOOL FOR BU ILD ER S, W IN T E R T H U R .

Subject.

F irst half-year.

A lg ebra ..............................
Arithm etic........................
Chemistry...........................
Drawing, free-hand........
Drawing, linear..............
Geometry, stereometric
German language............
Physics................................

Total

Hours 
per week.

4
4
3
4 
6 
4 
3 
3

31

Subject.

Second half-year.

A lg ebra .....................: ------
Chemistry..........................
Drawing,' architectural. 
Drawing, geometrical .. 
Drawing, ornamental... 
Geometry, stereometric.
German language............
Pnysics................ ..
Science of building........
Science of construction 
Trigonom etry................ .

T otal.........................

Hours 
per week.

3
3 5
4 
4 
2

24
2

S. Ex. 65----37
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Subject.

T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r .

D raw in g, arch itectural____
D raw in g, geo m e tr ica l...........
D raw in g, ornam ental.............
Geom etry, p ra c tic a l...............
M a th e m a tic s .......... ............... .
M in eralog y....................................
M odelling, ornam ental . . . . .
Science o f b u ild in g ..................
Science o f construction_____

Hours 
per w eek.

9
4
5 
2 
2 
2
5 
4
6

T otal 39
F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

C alculatin g cost o f  p ro d u c tion ................. 3
D raw in g, arch itectu ral...............................  8
D raw in g, orn am ental....................................... 6
M a k in g  m odels for construction w o r k ..  3
M ech anics as applied to b u ild in g............ 3
M odelling, ornam ental............................    3
Science o f  b u ild in g...........................................  1

Subject. Hours 
per week.

F o u r t h  h a  I f -y e a r —concluded.
Science of construction........ ................... 7
Study of architectural stone cutting.. 2
Study of building materials...........' I . . 2
Study of specifications, contracts, su

perintending, etc.
Total........... .......................................

1

39
F i f t y  h a l f - y e a r .

Architectural designing........................... 15
Architecture, orders o f . ......................
Bookkeeping..................................

Drawing, perspective................................. 2
Heating and ventilation...........................
Modelling, 'ornamental............................... 3
Plumbing and lighting........................ 1
Science of contraction......................... 4
Study of building la w s........................ 1
Study of earthwork and road con- 4

T o ta l............................................. 41

The school for mechanical and electrical engineers aims to perfect 
pupils for the positions o f mechanical and electrical engineers, skilled 
mechanics, and foremen of machine shops. Pupils are taught to thor
oughly understand the construction of machinery and such branches 
of theoretical work as are necessary to make them superior in technical 
knowledge to ordinary mechanics. It also offers opportunities to man
ufacturers for learning to understand and judge the mechanisms of 
machinery and engines. Special courses are given to persons inter
ested in spinning and weaving. Persons desiring to become electrical 
engineers follow the same course as the others during the first three 
half-years j during the fourth and fifth half-years they take a special 
course.
C O U R S E  O F  I N S T R U C T IO N  I N  T H E  SC H O O L  F O R  M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S ,

W I N T E R T H U R .

Subject.

F i r s t  h a l f - y e a r .  ■

(Same as in school for builders.)

1S e c o n d  h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra....... ................. ............ .
Chemistry..........................................
Drawing, free-hand...........................
Drawing, geometrical........................
Drawing, mechanical technical.......
Geometry............................................
German language..............................
Physics....___ _________________ _

Total........................... .............

T h i r d  h a l f - y v f j r .

Algehra............... .............................
Drawing, geometrical........................
Drawing, mechanical technical.......
Geometry........................... ................
Mechanics..........................................
Seience of construction....................
Strength and resistance of materials 
Physics...............................................

Total.....................................

H ours  
per week. Subject.

F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Cotton spinning, o p tion al...................
D raw ing, mechanical tech n ical. . .
M athem atics.................................. .............
M ech an ics ....................................................
Practice in m achine construction.
Science o f  construction .......................
S tatics....... .....................................................
Technology.................................. ........ ......

T o t a l .

F i f t h  h a l f - y e a r .

B o o k k e e p in g ........................... > ...................... .
Calculating w eigh t and value o f  m a

chinery.
Cotton spinning and w eaving, op

tional.
Geom etry, practical...................................... .
H eating system s.............................................
M ech an ics .......................................................... .
Practice in  m achine construction...........
Science o f con struction...............................
S tatics.....................................................................
W a te r  power, stu d y o f ...............................

H ours  
per w eek.

T o t a l .
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C O U R S E  O F  I N S T R U C T IO N  Ü T T H E  S C H O O L  F O E  E L E C T R I C A L  E N G IN E E R S ,
W I N T E R T H U R .

Subject.

F i r s t  t h r e e  h a l f - y e a r s .

(Same as in school for mechanical 
engineers.)

F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Chemistry..................................................
Drawing, mechanical technical, espe

cially electrical machines, etc.
Electricity.......................................................
Electrotechnical practice and work—
Mathematics........................ i ........ ...........
Mechanics................. . .............................
Science of construction............. . ...........
Statics.........................................................
Technology...........—J— - ........................

Total........................ .......................

H on rs  
per week.

36

Subject.

F i f t h  h a l f - y e a r .

B o o k k e e p in g ......................... - ..........................
Cheipistry, p ractical......................................
D raw ing, mechanical technical, and 

practice in construction w ork. 
Electrotechnical practice and w o r k . . .
Electrotechnics, principles o f ..................
Science o f  con stru ction ..........................

T o t a l . . . ------------------ -------------------------

H on rs  
per week.-

36

I I
The school of industrial chemistry fits pupils for the positions of 

practical chemists in the arts and industries. Besides giving the 
necessary theoretical instruction in chemistry it affords pupils oppor
tunities for making special studies according to their future vocations, 
such as for bleachers., dressers^ dyers, or printers of textiles. Pupils 
who desire to obtain positions where a knowledge both of chemistry 
and machinery is necessary often attend this school and that for me
chanical engineers in succession.

C O U R S E  O E  IN S T R U C T IO N  I N  T H E  SC H O O L O F  C H E M IS T R Y , W I N T E R T H U R .

Honrs 
per week. Subject.

3

F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Bookkeeping.........................................
Chemistry, orgastic..............................
Descriptive studies of machinery and 

instruments.
Dyeing and printing...................... ......

3 Laboratory work..................................
-4 Physics, chemical............ ........... .........
5 Technology, chemical...........................

2 Total.......................................... .
8
3
1 F i f t h  h a l f - y e a r .

33 Chemistry, agricultural................. ......

3

Dyeing and printing............................
Laboratory work..................................
Microscopic work................................
Technology, chemical.......................

3
5 Total............................................

18
2
2
3

36

Subject.

F i r s t  h a l f - y e a r .

(Same as iu school for builders.) 
S e c o n d  h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra ............................................
Chemistry........................................
Drawing,free-hand..........................
Drawing, technical— ......................
Geometry..........................................
German language....... - ----------------
Laboratory work.............................
Physios..............................................
Qualitative analysis ..............- .......

Total........................... ..........

T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r .

Chemistry, analytical.....................
Chemistry, inorganic......................
Chemistry, organic.........................
Laboratory work.............................
Mineralogy.......................................
Physics, chemical.............................
Technology, chemical......................

Total...................... i.............

H ours  
per w eek.

37
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The school for surveyors has for i/ts principal object the education of 
young men for the profession of surveyor by teaching such branches as 
will enable them to pass the state examinations required for this pro
fession. With this end in view pupils have, in addition to theoretical 
work, practical exercises with the level and in making surveys accord
ing to the regulations required by law. It also aims to fit pupils for 
the requirements of road, street, and other simple construction work, 
drainage, irrigating canals, etc.,»and in fact all work which comes within 
thè scope of surveying.

COTTUSE OE INSTRUCTION IN THE SCHOOL POR SURVEYORS, WINTERTHUR.

Subject.

F i r s t  h a l f - y e a r .\
Alkebra.................................................
Arithmetic............................................
Chemistry..............L.............. ............
Drawing, free-hand...............................
Drawing, linear....................................
Geography............................................
Geometry..................................... .........
German language..................................
Penmanship..........................................
Physics................. ; ...............................

Total................................... ........

S e c o n d  h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra.................................................
Calligraphy............................................
Cheir-Istry..............................................
Draughting plans..................................
Drawing, geometrical.......... ................
Geography....................... : ..................
Geometry...............................................
German language..................................
•Phypics..................................................
Planimetry and stereometry, exercises 

in.

Total............................................

T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra.............................................
Draughting plans..............................
Drawing, geometrical.........................
Geometry.......... ....................................

Hours 
per week.

34

Subject.

T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r —concluded.

German language................................
Mineralogy..........................................
Physics.................................................
Surveying............................................
Trigonometry and logarithms..........

Total..........................................

■ F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra...............................................
Building mechanics.............................
Draughting plans and charts............
Geometry, practical.......... ................
Mathematics.......................................
Planimetry, stereometry, trigonome

try, etc., exercises in.
Science of construction.....................
Study of building materials..............
Trigonometry, spherical...................

Total.....................................

F i f t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Chemistry, agricultural.....................
Draughting plans and charts............
Geometry, practical...........................
Earth and road construction work...
Hydraulics and drainage...................
Irrigation, etc.....................................
Professional calculation.....................
Surveying............................................

Total..........................................

Hours 
per week.

The school of industrial arts aims to fit pupils for designers, teachers 
of drawing, decorators, etc. By means of practical exercises and special 
instruction it offers (in, connection with the school of chemistry) 
facilities for ceramic decoration, glass staining, and reproduction work. 
It gives a good foundation to all who desire to devote themselves to an 
artistic profession.

tK
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS, WINTERTHUR.

Subject. Hours 
per week.

F i r s t  h a l f - y e a r .

Arithmetic...........................
Chemistry..............................
Drawing, i'rce.-hand..............
Drawing, linear....................
German language.................
Modelling..............................

Total...........................
S e c o n d  h a l f - y e a r .

Chemistry.............................
Drawing, free-hand..............
Drawing, geometrical...........
Drawing, industrial..............
German language.................
Modelling..............................

Total...........................
T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r .

Drawing, free-hand..............
Drawing, industrial..............
Drawing, perspective..........
Modelling.............................

40

a 14 
a 12

a6

Subject.

T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r —  concluded.

Study of building parts...............
Study of s ty le s ..........................

Total............... ........... i . . . .

F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Anatomy___, ...............................
Drawing, architectural.............
Drawing, free-hand......................
Drawing, industrial....... - ............
Modelling......................................
Study of styles............................. .

Total...................................

F i f t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Anatomy.......... .......................
.Drawing, free-hand .................. .,
Drawing, industrial.......... ____ '.
Modelling......................................
Study of styles........................... .

Total...................................

Hours 
per week.

42

«Instruction varies with the proposed future occupation of the pupil.

The mercantile school aims to prepare young men for mercantile 
pursuits. Special attention is therefore given to languages and 
mathematics, besides such other studies as are essential in a mercantile 
career. Special courses of study are given in the knowledge o f goods, 
including laboratory work for such as intend to enter business requiring 
such knowledge.

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE MERCANTILE SCHOOL, WINTERTHUR.

Subject.

F i r s t  h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra............................................. • - -
Arithmetic.................... ........................
Chemistry.............................................
English language..................................
French language..................................
Geography..... ........................................
German language................. . ...............
History, especially commercial...........
Italian language...................................
Penmanship..........................................
Physics..................................................
Stenography..........................................

Total............................................

Second h a l f - y e a r .

Algebra...................................................
Arithmetic, commercial, and book

keeping. '
Calligraphy............................................
Chemistry.............................................
English language..................................
French language...................................
Geography........................................... -
German language..................................
History...................... . ..........................
Italian languago...................................
Physics..................................................
Stenography.................................... .

Total............................................

Hours 
per week.

34

Subject.

T h i r d  h a l f - y e a r .

Arithmetic, commercial, and book
keeping.

Arithmetic, political.......................... .
Calligraphy......................................... .
Commercial economy.................... .
English language................................
Exchange.............................................
French language..................................
Geography, commercial......................
German language............................... ,
Italian- language..................................
Knowledge of goods...... ...................

Total...........................................

F o u r t h  h a l f - y e a r .

Arithmetic, commercial, and book
keeping.

Arithmetic, political...........................
Calligraphy...................................'-----
Commercial economy .........................
Commercial laws.................................
English language................................
French language.................................
Geography, commercial......................
German language___»........................
Italian language..................................
Knowledge of goods...........................

Total............................................

Hours 
per week.

■

5

2
1
3
4 ' .CirìfcauH
2
4
3
3 HI4
3

34

5
■-2

1
3 «
i
4
4 •i '  â U
3
3
4 ‘
2

32
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Two hours’ instruction per week is given in gymnastic exercises to 
all who desire to take part. Lessons in foreign languages may be 
taken also by pupils of the other divisions, three hours per week in 
French, English, or Italian being given those desiring it. Foreign
ers not thoroughly conversant with the German language can obtain 
extra instruction during the first half-year. Pupils of all the tech
nical branches are at liberty to attend classes in the commercial 

■ school, provided it does not interfere with their own obligatory studies.
Special classes for professional improvement are held for persons de

siring to become teachers of drawing in schools. The following is the 
course o f study for such classes: Perspective, 4 hours per week; archi
tectural drawing, 21 hours per week; mechanical technical drawing, 15 
hours per week.

Classes for all divisions are formed on the third Monday in April and 
the first Monday in October. Yacations are had for two weeks before 
the April opening, seven weeks before the October opening, and ten 
days at Christmas. The regular hours of session are from 8 a. m. to 
noon and from 2 to 6 p. m. In special cases instruction is given as early 
as 6 a. m. and as late as 7 p. m.

This institution does not undertake to educate pupils in manual 
work further than laboratory work, experimenting, or testing. It is in
tended that pupils of the school for builders and mechanical engineers 
should have served an apprenticeship before entering. Where they 
have not done so they may, after having completed the three years 
at the Zurich high school, serve an apprenticeship in the trade 
school for metal workers, after which they can omit the first year’s 
classes upon entering the Tecknikum. This latter step is generally 
taken by persons desiring to become mechanical engineers.

During the school year of 1890-’91 the faculty was composed of 
18 professors and 13 instructors, their director being also professor of 
German and English. The attendance during the same year, 1890-’91,. 
was as follows:

ATTENDANCE AT THE TECHNIKUM, 1890-’91.

School for—

Classes of summer 1890. Classes of winter 1890-’91.

First
half-
year.

Third
half-
year.

Fifth
half-
year.

Total. Tran
sient.

Second
half-
year.

Third
haif-
year.

Fourth
half-
year.

Total. Tran
sient.

Builders............... 16 4 11 31 2 41 23 12 76 8Electrical and me- 61 86 52 199 4 108 70 178 6
chanical engi-
Beers.

Industrial chem- 8 13 8 29 2 21 11 32 2
is try.

Industrial arts . . . 7 8 11 26 14 9 18 27 24
Surveyors............ 8 5 6 19 10 7 17

18 18 36 150 29 16 45 124
Special courses. . . 14

Total---- . . . 118 134 88 354 : 172 218 23 134 375 164

Total attendance in summer, 526; in winter, 539. During the sum
mer season 1890,28 pupils had free scholarships with stipends amount-
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îng to 2,070 francs ($399.51), 17 bad. free scholarships without stipends, 
and 7 transient pupils had free admission. During the winter season, 
1S9(M91, 30 pupils had free scholarships with stipends amounting to 
2,310 francs ($445.83), 21 had free scholarships without stipends, and 7 
transient pupils had free admission.

Nearly all graduates of this institution now hold positions o f impor
tance in establishments, or are themselves proprietors. It  sometimes 
happens that for positions of directors of manufacturingestablishments 
and similar positions graduates compete successfully with those of 
higher technical institutions, such as the polytechnic school at Zurich, 
or of universities. Pupils who graduate from the Technikum have not 
as thorough a scientific training as those from the higher technical insti
tutions, but as they are enabled to begin practical work earlier they 
have the ad vantage of practice by the time they reach the age required 
for graduating from the higher schools. They are satisfied with lower 
positions at the beginning, but advance rapidly. Following is a list of 
the present occupations of those concerning whom information could
be obtained :

o c c u p a t io n s  op  g r a d u a t e s  o f  t u e  t e c h n ik u m .

Occupation. Number.

132
62
18
23
3310
25
7
5
6
2
2
1
1

1|
11
1

Total .................................................................................................................................. 334

These are not all the graduates, but a sufficient number to give a fair 
idea of the results of the instruction at the Technikum.

The tuition is 30 francs ($5.79) per six months for regular pupils 
and 2 francs (39 cents) per week for transients. Pupils in the schools 
for chemists and electrical engineers and others doing laboratory work 
pay an additional fee of 20 francs ($3.86) per six months. Pupils who 
are specially deserving may obtain free scholarships, with or without 
stipends, or they may have the tuition partially remitted. This applies, 
as a rule, only to citizens of canton Zurich.

Applications for admission to the institution are made in writing to 
the director, stating which school the applicant desires to attend. Ap-
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plications must be accompanied by the certificate o f birth of the appli
cant, the written consent of his parents or guardians (in the case of 
minors only), his certificate of education, his certificate of practical 
experience, and a certificate of moral character from the last teacher 
or from .the civil authorities of his place of residence. The institu
tion admits regular and transient pupils. The regular pupils are 
obliged, as a rule, to attend all the classes prescribed by the pro
gramme of the school which they enter. The transients attend only 
certain classes. Pupils entering the lowest class must be at least 15 
years of age, Those entering higher classes must be correspondingly 
older. Examinations for admission comprise German composition, 
arithmetic, including percentage and interest, algebra, including simple 
equations with one unknown quantity, plane geometry, and elements of 
stereometry. For pupils entering the mercantile school a knowledge 
of French verbs and simple translation from French into German is 
required in addition, and for the other schools a knowledge of elemen
tary free-hand and geometrical drawing is necessary.

Applicants appear for examination at 8 a. m. on the first day of the 
opening of the school in April and October. They are either accepted 
at once'or put onthrée months’ probation, after which they are rejected 
if found incompetent. Transient pupils must also pass examinations 
upon entering to prove themselves competent to follow the course of 
instruction. N

THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL, ZURÎCH.

This school was founded in 1854 as a federal institution. It aims to 
fit young men for the higher technical professions, and includes the 
following departments: A  school of architecture, course, three and a 
half years; a school of civil engineering, course, three and a half years; 
a mechanical technical school, course, three and a half years ; a chemi
cal technical school, comprising two divisions—a school for industrial 
chemists, the course comprising three years, and a school for pharma
cists, two years; a.school of agriculture and forestry, comprising three 
divisions—a school of forestry, course, three years, a school of agri
culture, two and a half years, and a school of agricultural engineering, 
three and a half years; a school for special teachers of mathematics 
and natural sciences, comprising two divisions—the division for mathe
matics and the division for natural sciences, the time varying accord
ing to the special studies of the students (the normal time for the former 
division is four years and for the latter three years) ; a division for 
general philosophical and political subjects, comprising, first—mathe
matical, scientific, and technical lectures, partially to supplement the 
courses of the other schools, second—philosophical and political lec
tures, third—military science.

The faculty consists of G3 professors, 36 lecturers, and 13 assistants.
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During the scholastic year ending March 21, 1891, the attendance 
was as follows:

ATTENDANCE AT THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL, 1890-’91.

Department. Swiss. Foreigners. Total. .

School of architecture........................... .......... ..................... 19 15 v 34
School of civil engineering...................................................... 58 105 163
Mechanical technical school.............................................. . 77 103 180
Chemical technical school........ . ............................................. 54 93 147
School of forestry...................................................................... 16 3 19
School of agriculture................................................................ 28 13 41
School of agricultural engineering............................. ......... 2 2 4
School for special teachers...................................................... 25 9 34

Total of regular students................................ -............. 279 343 622

The number of transient students, such as attended only certain 
classes or lectures, was 339, making the grand total attendance for the 
year 961 students.

The tuition during the year 1890-’91 was 100 francs ($19.30). In 
addition to this 5 francs (97 cents) are paid for registry, 5 francs (97 
cents) for the sick fund, and 5 francs (97 cents) for the use of the 
library and reading rooms. For attending lectures not included in the 
course of instruction a fee of 5 francs (97 cents) per six months is 
required for each series. For laboratory or workshop attendance an 
extra fee of 50"francs ($9.65) in winter and 45 francs ($8.69) in summer 
is charged every six months for the analytical and the chemical tech
nical laboratory; a fee of 40 francs ($7.72) in winter and 35 francs 
($6.76) in summer for the agricultural chemical laboratory; 20 francs 
($3.86) for the chemical laboratory for mechanics; 10 francs ($1.93) for 
the metal workshops; 5 francs (97 cents) for the modelling workshops; 
40 francs ($7.72) for 6 hours per week, 60 francs ($11.58) for 12 to 16 
hours per week, and 80 francs ($15.44) for daily use of the physical 
laboratory; 15 francs ($2.90) for the photographic laboratory; and 10 
to 20 francs ($1.93 to $3.86) for the zoological laboratory. For the 
daily use of the different chemical laboratories (for advanced pupils) 
the fee is 60 francs ($11.58) per six months.

The examinations for admission to the polytechnic school take place 
annually in October. The nature of the examination is similar to 
that required for persons entering a university. The applicant must 
present—a written application giving name and address, the occu
pation he desires to follow, and the particular school and class he 
wishes to enter; written permission from parents or guardian, and 
address of the same; a certificate showing the age of the appli
cant to .be at least 18 years; a satisfactory certificate of moral char
acter from the school or civil authorities of the place from which he 
comes; certificate showing the studies and practical work already 
performed by the applicant; a travelling pass or certificate of residence.

The board of trustees is appointed by the federal government. The.
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meetings are held as a rale in Zurich, where the president o f the hoard 
resides. This board is appointed for five years and consists o f the pres
ident and six members. The principal of the school attends the meet
ings. and has a voice in the deliberations. The federal council has su
perior authority in the direction and government of the school.

The school possesses a library and a collection of art works and casts 
of figures and architectural ornaments for the different branches of art 
study; a collection of building materials and models o f  constructions; 
a collection of patterns for machinery; a collection of instruments for 
geometrical measurement; a collection of tools and materials for me
chanical technical instruction; a collection o f models and materials for 
chemical, technological, and pharmaceutical instruction; a collection 
of necessary apparatus, models, tools, machinery, implements, and seeds 
for the instruction in forestry and agriculture; a zoological, botanical, 
mineralogieal, geological, and paleontological collection; an entomolog
ical collection; an archaeological collection and a collection o f antique 
vases; a collection o f copper plates; a workshop for modelling in clay 
and gypsum; a shop for wood work; a shop for metal work; a chemical 
laboratory for analytical work; a chemical laboratory for technical and 
pharmaceutical work; a chemical laboratory for agricultural and for
estry work; a physical laboratory for plant studies; a physical cabinet 
with laboratory; an astronomical observatory; a botanical garden; a 
special botanical garden for the study o f agriculture and forestry; for
ests, fields, collections, and libraries belonging to the city and canton 
of Zurich and placed by contract at the disposal o f the polytechnic 
school.
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CHAPTER XL

THE KINDERGARTEN IN RELATION TO MANUAL TRAINING.

The changes in the plans of the Department, as noted in the letter 
of transmittal, have prevented the collection of material on any very 
extended scale relative to the progressive educational work starting 
with the kindergarten and closing with the higher grades of grammar - 
schools. The importance of consecutive and persistent training in any 
particular direction, especially as contemplated under any manual 
training course, is recognized by all educators, but  ̂ unfortunately, 
theories on this subject are too often in the nature of abstractions, 
deriving but little support from.practical experience; and it is to be 
regretted that the results of such experience could not have been 
obtained from a greater variety of sources in order that views and 
theories, now based chiefly on hypothesis and assumption, might be 
verified or corrected by a wider induction.

Under existing circumstances, however, a few prominent illustrations 
must suffice. The first of these relates to the experiments in the pub
lic schools of Mont Clair, New Jersey. The following statement is from 
Dr. Randall Spaulding, superintendent of the public schools of Mont 
Clair:

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF MONT CLAIR, NEW  JERSEY.

The training furnished in these schools aims to produce an all-sided 
development; to furnish opportunities and stimuli suitable to all 
stages of child life from the nursery to the college. It is our aim to 
produce, not the mere mechanical power that comes from physical 
exercises, not the mere automatic power of an intellect that concerns 
itself with conventional knowledge alone, but rather that living power 
that uses the body and mind as instruments in the service of morally 
elevated sentiments and ideals. To effect this all the faculties must 
receive due attention, must be trained to act together harmoniously.

W e begin with the kindergarten. The kindergarten is the transition 
stage from the nursery to the more conventional work of the primary 
school. I f  .now we are able to organize the work of the kindergarten 
on sound principles that recognize the peculiar nature of the child, why 
can we not successfully meet the wants of a later age? PrinSpes that 
are applicable to one age should be applicable to all ages, only with 
changed appliances. In the schools above referred to it has been the 
aim, however imperfectly realized, to base the work of all grades upon 
the educational principles of the earliest stage. We must, therefore, 
first briefly answer the question: What does the kindergarten do?

589
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(1) Tlie work is carefully graded to suit the growing capacity of tlie 
child. In tlie first gift tlie simplest objects are given to the child, the 
colored balls. He detects resemblances between these and other objects 
that come within tjie range of his experience, and so acquires clear
ness of ideas. The qualities that he discerns are few and simple. In 
the second gift he receives the hard polished sphere, the cube, and the 
intermediate form of the cylinder, blow he observes faces, curved and 
plane; differences in form and surfaces. He is now concerned more 
than formerly with qualities of things, and receives ideas that are not 
only clear but distinct. Into the third gift enter the ideas of number 
and use, while into the three succeeding gifts enter progressively new 
distinctions of form, color, and use. The faculties of invention and 
taste are exercised. In succeeding gifts surfaces, straight lines of 
equal and unequal length, curved and variable lines, together with a 
multitude of applications and illustrations in designing, weaving, plait
ing, etc., are studied. The whole is, in short, progressive at every stage.

(2) The child’s impulse to bodily activity is gratified. If this im
pulse is repressed, as is too often the case in our schools, an activity 
that is abnormal and illegitimate will be forced upon the child. More
over, bodily activity not only relieves nervous tension, strengthens the 
muscles, and so conserves the physical health, but it is itself expres
sive of thought and feeling, and is, therefore, carefully noted by the 
skilful kindergartner.

(3) The kindergarten develops the child on his social or moral side. 
He learns that what is customary in the mutual relations of light 
thinking people is right. Through the games and through coopera
tive and associated work he learns that without kindness, justice, 
and truthfulness, social life is neither comfortable nor for any extended 
time even possible. This social development is one of the highest 
functions of kindergarten work, and generally distinguishes the gen
uine from the superficial kindergarten.

(4) The nature lessons of the kindergarten teach reverence for life. 
The biologist is the most tender hearted of men. Contact and study 
breed respect for the beautiful and wonderful forms of organic life.

(5) The kindergarten makes prominent use of that combined bodily 
and mental activity that we may call physio-psychological. Its aim is 
to coordinate the muscles with the will, expressing itself through the 
motor nerves. The mind habitually conceives more than its physical 
instruments can execute. The kindergarten seeks to coordinate the 
physical with the mental. To this end the hand and the eye are con
stantly trained together in the expression of thought. Much of the 
world’s profoundest thought has been expressed through construction. 
With children construction leads most easily and naturally to expres
sion through language.

In explaining how kindergarten principles are recognized in the 
Mont Clair schools I shall merely allude to the first four points, and 
speak more at length of the fifth; because, first, recognition of the last 
named principle involves to a greater orless extent a recognition of the 
others; and second, the above mentioned schools, if indeed they are 
distinguished at all from the great majority of schools, are distinguished 
by the attempt to carry through all grades the element of manual 
training that is begun in the kindergarten.

(1) In grading the schools the fact is recognized that the simplest 
principles of any subject maybe as profitably taught to young children 
as advanced principles to the more mature. For instance, a child who 
has mastered a few simple numbers may well be taught the simplest
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facts of compound numbers and percentage. By tin’s method the lines 
of separation between grades are less distinct and impassable. Elas
ticity is gained and bright children may pass on more rapidly.

(2) The impulse to bodily activity is gratified to a certain extent by 
physical exercise. But the attempt is made to impress this impulse to 
other important uses besides the mere relief from nervous tension, as 
will be subsequently explained.

(3) Moral training is effected less through precept than through 
the example and personality of the teacher. To utilize opportunities 
such as are almost daily presented requires, on the part of the teacher, 
the highest tact and the keenest moral perception. The selection of 
teachers is, therefore, regarded as the most important function of the 
trustees and superintendent.

(4) Bespect for life is inculcated by its continual study, during the 
first year, in domestic animals and in insects; also in plants. This 
observation and study of the different classes of animal life, with con
stant comparison of organs and functions, is carried through six years 
of school life, and is again resumed in a more scientific form in the 
ninth and tenth years. In order to secure the end sought the curiosity 
must be aroused, and there must be observation and contact with actual 
specimens, living or dead.

(5) An attempt is made to extend through nine years of school life 
that, to many people, most prominent feature of kindergarten work 
by which the senses of sight and touch and muscular control are 
coordinated w'ith the mental action expressed through the will. This 
attempt is made in view of the fact that, without the harmonious devel
opment of the mental and physical powers before the age of 15 or lfi, 
certain brain tracts become permanently sterilized.

In the first year, after the children have received the kindergarten 
gifts, they handle and observe the sphere, cube, cylinder, square, trian
gle, prism, and hemisphere; study their surfaces, faces, edges, and cor
ners; construct faces and form new designs with tablets and sticks; 
draw the faces and invent borders; and fold corners with paper. All 
these solid forms and many objects based upon them are modelled in 
clay.

In the second year the square and triangular prism, hemisphere, 
ellipsoid, ovoid, cone, pyramid, and vase are modelled in clay; also many 
objects based upon them. Leaves are modelled in the study of the 
ellipse and oval. The children learn and illustrate the terms, oblong, 
diameter, diagonal, centre, angle, triangle, circle, ellipse, oval, base, 
apex, parallel, perpendicular, bisect, etc., by drawing and by folding 
paper. The impulse to invent is grat ified through the mat weaving and 
paper folding in squares, triangles, and circles.

In the third year a considerable number of the more complicated 
geometrical plane forms are modelled in clay. Paper folding is con
tinued in connection with original designs in pencil shading. Designs, 
based upon simple forms, are constructed through paper cutting. The 
construction of borders by the repetition of figures is introduced. 
Drawing of objects placed on a level wTith the eye is begun; the apple, 
tumbler, flower pot, etc., being used.

In the fourth year the children learn the use of the simplest instru
ments of precision, the dividers and rule. By the use of these, together 
with scissors and paste, the children draw the patterns and cut out 
and construct hollow objects suggested by a number of forms selected 
from both art and nature. The training of this grade qonsists largely of 
object drawing and symmetrical arrangement in design. It is believed
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that object drawing can scarcely be begun too early, nor-followed too 
persistently, both for interest and for the best eye and hand train
ing. Every stroke of the pencil should add to the pupil’s power of 
expressing his mental conception. Primary colors in pale tints are 
recognized and reproduced in flat washes.

In the fifth year the cardboard work is continued. The pupils draw, 
cut out, and construct with paste or mucilage eight or nine geometric 
forms o f three dimensions; also in a similar manner other objects such 
as a house, steps, cross, etc. These forms are bound and covered with 
colored paper. Knife work is also continued. Then pupils cut several 
geometric forms, and in addition such forms as the crescent, star, 
knife, and pointer; also a variety of leaves. About a dozen pieces of 
incipient joinery are constructed, such as the square, try-square, 
T-square, triangle, hexagon, and ladder, of which the parts are shaped 
and glued together. The drawing comprises object drawing from a 
variety of solid forms, and design by symmetry and repetition. Flat 
w7aslies are laid in-tones and tints of the primary colors; combinations 
are also made to form secondary colors.

In the sixth year the pupils do advanced work in clay modelling, 
using the so-called “ building up” process. The clay is compacted into 
a mass the form of which approximates that of the object to be mod
elled ; the parts arè then cut away until the finished form remains. The 
work in modelling comprises, conventional and architectural forms, 
animal forms, and studies of the human body. Kegular practice in 
drawing is continued, and comprises the drawing of both conventional 
and natural objects, projection preparatory to the making of working 
drawings, and the invention of curved and straight line designs for 
borders and surfaces.

In the seventh year a distinction is made between the sexes. The 
boys are trained in the shop in the use of joiner’s tools, passing through 
a course of some twenty carefully graded exercises in joinery. These 
exercises are planned with a view to giving the best hand training. 
The girls during this year practise sewing, learning the various stitches 
and how to apply them in the making of garments. Object drawing 
is continued; working drawings are made for use in the shop; designs 
are invented with curved elements, and the backgrounds are inked in 
with the pencil brush.

In the eighth year the boys are trained in wood carving. This course 
embraces the use of tools, plane and surface carving, diaper carving, - 
horizontal and vertical lines of decoration, in'cised model carving, and 
relief work. The girls during this year have a course of practical les
sons in domestic economy, including the cooking of vegetables, soups, 
bread, meats, entrées, cake, dessert, fish, salads, cereals, eggs, etc. 
Groups of objects are drawn and shaded. Many natural objects are 
introduced, and special attention is given to leaves and flowers. 
Designs for wqnd carving are made; also more elaborate designs with 
inked backgrounds.

In the ninth year the boys are trained in the use of machine tools. 
This course includes wood turning, lathe work in metal, vise work, forg
ing, etc. The girls during this year receive the same training in wood 
carving that the boys received in the previous year. In drawing some 
eight or nine groups of solid forms are drawn and shaded with pencil. 
Drawings are also made with charcoal from casts and from natural 
objects.

In the schools under consideration special exercises for the harmonious 
training of the bodily and mental powers cease with entrance into the
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high school. After the training already described special work in this 
direction, while of course desirable, Avould seem to be not altogether 
essential. It might, however, as an optional, be extended in more 
technical forms.

The work above described is by no means set forth as an ideal course 
of study. It is, like all quests for improvement, an experiment; one, 
however, that has been for many years so fruitful of good results that its 
continuance is justified. The harmonious training of the bodily and men
tal powers develops the practical judgment, strengthens the executive 
faculties, and inculcates sympathy with that industrialism that is the 
most distinguishing characteristic of our time.

Action and things are both important stimuli to intelligence. The 
lack of activity expended upon material objects accounts for much of 
the so called indolence of school children. A  wisely direct ed activity 
in the manipulationof tools leads to increased mental andmoral activity. 
Teachers recognize this; but the increased expense and the greater 
knowledge and enterprise that would be demanded of them stand in 
the way of the best results.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Similar in its aims and broader in its scope is the school system 
of the District of Columbia. Here manual training instruction does 
not end with the completion of the grammar school curriculum, but 
continues as an elective study throughout the high school course.

The kindergarten, howeA’er, is not yet recognized as a distinct grade 
of the Washington public schools, though its special methods and 
appliances have been appropriated and utilized in the lower grades of 
the primary department, so that, practically, the entire educational 
system of the' city is permeated with the Froebelian idea.

In the report to the board of trustees of public schools of the Dis
trict of Columbia for the year ending June 30,1891, Superintendent 
Powell writes: . . ‘

For years many employments developed from those of the kindergar
ten have been a part of the school work of the primary grades. For 
a longer time drawing has been an important part of the work of all 
grades of school. A  few years since manual training shops were pro
vided for the training of boys of the seventh and eighth grades in the 
use of tools, and cooking schools were provided for the girls of the same 
two grades. About the same time it was decided to teach the girls 
of the lower grade schools to sew. More recently we have established 
two shops, one in the third division and one in the fourth division, in 
which the girls of the sixth grade are taught cutting and fitting.

Our conditions below the high schools, resulting from facts stated 
above, are presented more clearly by the following: The children of the 
first and second grades are given the employments of the kindergarten; 
the girls of the third, fourth, and fifth grades are taught sewing (one 
hour per week); some of the girls of the sixth grades are taught cut
ting and fitting (two hours per week), while the other girls of the grade 
are taught sewing (one hour per week); the girls of the seventh and 
eighth grades are taught cooking (two hours per week); the boys of 
the seyenth and eighth grades are taught bench work (two hours per 

S. Ex. Go------38
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week) ; the pupils of all grades are taught drawing (one hour and twenty 
minutes to two and a half hours or more per week).

*  *  *  *  *  *  #

Since the beginning of manual training exercises in our schools, 
therefore, efforts have been made to arrange some practical lines of 
hand work that should begin in the first primary grade and lead 
sequentially to the employments of the tool laboratories of the seventh 
and eighth grades for the boys, and that it should be equally profitable 
to the girls who would be instructed in cooking when reaching the 
same grades.

Ten teachers were employed in the cooking laboratories which were 
reported as in operation during the year ; there were 2,073 pupils in 
attendance. Nine sewing teachers were employed to give instruction 
in the various schools; 5,902 pupils were taught in this branch. Of the 
seventh and eighth grade pupils 1,284 received instruction in the seven 
bench laboratories of the city.

Details of the courses of study and practice in Washington schools 
(of all grades from the first to the eighth) are given in Superintendent 
Powell’s report. W e transcribe that portion of the report which 
describes the kindergarten occupations of the first and second grades 
and shows how the more advanced exercises of the manual training 
course in the upper primary schools have been evolved from kinder
garten principles, forming a consistent and homogeneous system of 
education, free from hiatuses and exempt from abrupt transitions.

Following are the details of the instruction in the first and second 
years :

Tools and materials in the hands of the children : Clay, colored sticks, 
geometric tablets, colored paper, mucilage,,pencil, and blank tablets for 
drawing.

Clay.—Children model in clay the sphere, hemisphere, cube, square, 
prism, cylinder, right angled triangular prism, ellipsoid, ovoid, equi
lateral triangular prism, cone, and pyramid, studying the forms from 
wooden models through the senses of sight and touch.

In connection with each geometric solid modelled modifications of it 
are modelled, such as are found in fruits, vegetables, bottles, and pot
tery forms (apples, tomatoes, lemons, pears, nuts, bowls, teapots, sugar 
bowls, etc.), objects that can be brought into the school room by the 
children or by the teacher. Nearly all the objects used are so easily 
procured that every child can have a model on his desk, which he 
studies and endeavors to imitate. The number of objects the pupil 
may imitate in clay is limited only by the time that may be given to 
the work.

Tablets.—From these solids the child passes to the study of planes, 
using tablets which he builds around his solids, forming conceptions of 
the square, oblong, triangular, and circular planes as parts or proper
ties of the solids. He also uses these tablets for inventing ornamental 
arrangements, as borders and rosettes. In connection with these 
planes he draws the forms of objects, the essentials o f which can be 
given in drawings by the representation of one plane, as fans, envelopes, 
leaves, etc.

Sticks.—From the planes the child passes to the study of edges, using 
sticks of different lengths for construction. He first builds around the
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tablets, obtaining ideas of edges, then nses the sticks to gain concep
tions of position and direction, as vertical, horizontal, and oblique, 
parallel, and at angles. He uses them also for the division of lines by 
matching a long stick with short sticks of equal lengths, and for orna
mental arrangements in borders and around a centre. Such construc
tions are drawn full size. . . . . .

Paper.-—Colored paper is next given to the child with which he is 
taught, to fold all the right line geometric planes and ornamental com
binations of them representing borders and rosettes.

Color.—The colors of the paper used are, in the first year, two tints 
each of normal red, yellow, and blue ; in the second year two tints each 
of orange, green, and violet. These colored forms and combinations 
are expressed by the child in drawings. They should be rendered by 
washes of water color. This has been done in some schools. It will 
be done in all whenever practical difficulties can be surmounted.

In the study of color the children study the spectrum colors, using 
colored paper designed for this purpose, twelve colors being u s e d - 
red, red orange, orange, yellow orange, yellow, yellow green, green, 
blue green, blue, blue violet, violet, red violet. They are led to arrange 
these in their true relations- by taking in succession the yellow, red, 
blue, orange, green, and violet, and selecting the nearest related hues 
until they are able to arrange them in true order. They also learn to 
recognize and arrange the tints of red, yellow, blue, orange, and violet. 
They are led to look for these colors in other materials and in nature, 
especially in the flowers and leaves that are brought into the school 
room in great abundance for use in connection with other subjects, 
number, and language. The qbject of this work .is to cultivate the 
color sense.

Position and drill.—The child is trained to keep the body in right 
position for healthful activity, and is drilled in pencil holding and pencil 
movements.

Language.—In all this work special attention is given to language, 
both as a means of fixing conception and for the purpose of express
ing it. I . . .

In the lower grades most time and effort are given to the acquisition 
o f conceptions and to the development of the power of acquiring them 
through the senses of sight and. touch aided by language, and to the 
handling of materials. * * * Power of selection is developed and 
skill in arrangement is acquired by the grouping of forms, in the 
arrangement of tablets, sticks, and folded papers, with a definite 
thought in mind, as of making a pattern for a border or a rosette.

The child is led out from his confused and disorderly ideas of 
arrangement to see the beauty o f orderly arrangement, out from his 
crude ideas of color combinations to the beauty of' harmony.

It will be observed by reference to the course that both natural forms 
and art forms are presented to the child for study, it being desirable 
that neither should be presented to the exclusion of the other. I f  he 
gets his conceptions of form from nature alone he will miss the benefit 
derived from the great conceptions in architecture and decoration 
given us by masters, whereas if he studies art alone he is liable to be 
a servile imitator only.

Following are the details of the instruction in the third and fourth 
years:

Tools and materials in the hands of the children: Olay, colored paper,
mucilage, pencil and blank tablets for drawing, and scissors.
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Clay.—The same geometric models are used in the third and fourth 
years as in the first and second years, the sphere, hemisphere, cube, 
square prism, cylinder, triangular prism in the third year; the sphere, 
ellipsoid, ovoid, equilateral triangular prism, cone, and pyramid in the 
fourth year. The forms used for models are larger than those used by 
the children of the first and second grades, thus requiring greater judg
ment and more skill in construction. In the study of both the natural 
forms and the art forms more careful observation and greater skill in 
rendering is required. For example, while in the first year the clay 
form of the apple might represent merely an apple as distinguished 
from an orange, in the fourth year it should represent the individual 
apple on the desk of thé child.

In the third year more fruit and vegetables are modelled than art 
forms; in the fourth year more art forms are made the objects imitated, 
being principally vases, pitchers, and other pottery forms. In the fourth 
year one or more objects are modelled of definite sizes, the specifications 
being given by the teacher. Heretofore the pupil has been expected to 
imitate only in size as well as in shape. Now more exact results are 
asked.

Object draimng.—The forms after being made in clay are represented 
by outline drawings. Fruits and vegetables are represented singly in 
the third grade, whereas in the fourth they are represented in groups.

The geometric solids are represented only by geometric drawings, 
giving top, end, and side views.

Paper folding and cutting.—(1) Scissors are now used for cutting 
forms. An especial study o f units is made to discover possible modi
fications of them by a change of lines, change of proportions, or by the 

"adoption of a motive from nature, as a leaf or the petal of a flower, 
each of which is cut. (2) A  study is made of the geometric forms, the 
square, right angled oblong, rhomb, and triangle, in the third year; 
whereas in the fourth year are studied the circle, pentagon, hexagon, 
and octagon. Each construction is Gut. (3) A  study of the division 
of geometric forms is made by use of diameters and diagonals. (4) A  
study of spaces or fields thus obtained is made, after which the selec
tion and adaptation of a unit to fill each field is made, each of which 
is cut. (5) Borders are invented and cut. The variety of these is 
almost without -limit. A ll arrangements are cut and pasted, after which 
the combinations are represented by drawings, as in the first and sec
ond years.

A  complete development o f the subject leads to representation by 
washes of water color. This has been done in many of the schools with 
excellent results. As difficulties of procuring and caring for materials 
are eliminated the work will be done in all the schools.

Color.—As this is the first year we have been able to procure the 
spectrum colors in suitable materials, the first and second year course 
will be given in these grades.

Color lessons have been given for two years in the first four grades in 
the recognition of red, yellow, blue, and their tints, illustrating by the 
use of pigments the results obtained by combining these.

An optional course in water color has also been in use for two years, 
in the third and fourth grades, which has been very successful when 
the materials could be procured to carry it out.

The course is, in the third grade, Washing tints of primaries in oblongs 
3 by 5; coloring of decorative arrangements around a centre and of 
borders.

Fourth grade: Mixing secondary colors from primaries; washing in
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tints of secondaries; coloring of decorative arrangements in tints of 
secondaries; mixing other hues of the spectrum, as red orange, yellow- 
orange.

Drill.—Drills in the use of the pencil are continued throughout these 
years. The making of the circle, ellipse, and ovoid, with curves derived 
from them, gradually take the place of making straight lines in these 
drill exercises.

Language work continues, the vocabulary being constantly enlarged 
as new conceptions of form, position, and color are obtained by the 
child. It will be observed that as conceptions of form are increased 
more attention is given to the development of the power of selection and 
arrangement. This is seen in the grouping of fruits and vegetables for 
object drawing, in the adaptation of units to space in the selection of 
suitable curves to modify such units, and, lastly, in the use of natural 
forms by seeking for the type form, deciding which type form is best 
adapted to the space and rejecting details that interfere with the con
ception of this form as adapted.

The child should be early led to apply the law of selection to what 
he does, which is discrimination between the principal or the essential 
and the subordinate or the non-essential. The artisan, the artist, and 
the author alike must, to succeed, skilfully apply the law of selection. 
It distinguishes between the necessary and the accidental, between the 
basal elements and those that are ornamental, auxiliary, or comple
mentary. The beginning of power to select appropriately marks the 
birth of the artistic sense. Its correlated applications are the begin
nings of judgment in other affairs.

In the four remaining years of the grades below the high school this 
work is continued without interruption, thus securing, in the words of 
Superintendent Powell, “ the unity of our manual training from the 
first primary grade through and including the tool laboratories.”

Principal F. R. Lane, of the Washington central high school, writes 
as follows concerning the status of manual training in his department 
for the year ending June 30, 1891:

Number o f pupils—first year, 108; second year, 44; third year, 30; 
time, two hours a week. The plan followed in the high school manual 
training work is to supplement the course of joint making, carpentry, 
and cabinetmaking of the seventh and eighth grades of the grammar 
schools by a course of draughting and wood turning in the first year; 
iron and steel turning, forging, and draughting in the second year; chip
ping and filing, machine construction, and draughting in the third year.

Manual training has been instituted, with signal success, also in the 
colored schools of the district. Mr. J. H. Hill, director of manual 
training, reports that during the year ending June 30,1891, the number 
of pupils in the colored manual training school was 606—88 in the metal 
shop and 518 in the three carpenter shops. He says:

The course of instruction in this work has been followed as hereto
fore, beginning by squaring and trimming a piece of lumber 3 inches 
wide, % of an inch thick, and 8 inches long, mortising and tenoning, 
dovetailing and inlaying, moulding by hand O. G. crown, O. G. and fillet, 
cove and round, cove and half-round, and nosing. The lessons included 
instructions on the nature and use of tools; instruction and practice 
in shop drawing; elementary work with plane, chisel, and saw; different
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tándsuf joists, timber, spfltoes, cross-joints, moríase und tenon, mitre 
asdíram e work; different kinds o f joints used in eaMnetmaking, light 
cabinet work; examples in building framing, roof trusses, and making 
small articles o f  furniture.

A  course in wood turning extended through a part o f the second and 
third year’s work. The lessons comprised—first, nature and use o f 
lathe and tools, plain and straight turning, caliper work to different 
diameters and lengths, simple and compound curves, screw plates and 
chuck work, hollow and spherical turning; second, a variety o f  ex
amples o f whole and split patent core work, giving the pupils practice 
in forming irregular shapes in wood with lathe and carving tools, as 
well as familiarity with the nature and use o f patterns for moulding.

The metal shop contains six forges and five lathes. The first lessons 
are given in forge work, welding, and the making of iron hooks, hasps, 
and staples; hardening and tempering of steel, vise work, chipping 
and filing in vise benches, instruction on lathe and drill chucks, drill 
reamers, taps and dies, gauges, files, cutting tools, and special appli
ances for machinery, moulding and easting in soft metal.

* # # - * * # #
Lectures were also given during the year on various subjects con

nected with machine work in metal, such as forms, constructions, use 
o f  machines and cutting tools, gearing, gauge, screw threads. Some 
pieces of construction work were given to the classes. All drawings, 
with dimensions required, were put on the blackboard and then copied 
-on paper by the pupils; thus each one works from his own drawing. 
This was supplemented wherever necessary by the actual construction 
o f the lesson by the teacher before the class and by inspection and 
direction at the bench.

During the same year .567 pupils were enrolled in the cooking classes 
o f the colored schools. Of this number 265 were from the seventh 
.grade, 194-from the eighth grade, and 108 from the high school. Girls 
in  the grades from the third to the sixth, inclusive, are thoroughly taught 
in the art of needlework, as in the same grades of the white schools.

Summing up the advantages of manual instruction Superintendent 
Towel! says the course u complements or supplements other studies of 
the school course in such ways as to be most valuable as auxiliary to 
them.”
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CHAPTER XII.

MANUAL TRAINING IN CONJUNCTION WITH BOOK WORK.

Much has been said by the friends of manual and trade training rel
ative to the proportionate time which can be advantageously expended 
in such training in conjunction with academic work. The ardent friends 
of industrial education, using the term broadly, insist upon it that, with 
a reasonable time devoted to manual training or trade instruction, there 
is not only no loss in book work, but a positive gain, both in amount 
and in comprehension of what is studied 5 that a student workman has 
his mental faculties sharpened by his hand work, and that he compre
hends all the more quickly the principles of mathematics, for instance, 
through his training in physical and mechanical directions. Largely 
these views are matters of opinion; so in this investigation relating to 
industrial education an effort was made to secure some positive infor
mation upon so interesting a feature of the question. Little was accom
plished, of course, but yet enough to indicate most conclusively the real 
facts or the real conclusions which may be arrived at by those studying 
the subject. To secure this information Dr. Henry H. Belfield, director 
of the Chicago Manual Training School, who was about visiting Europe 
in the interest of his school, was invited to study the subject of this 
chapter. His instructions, contained, in a letter of November 9, 1891, 
were to secure facts which would “ show whether joint training, mental 
and manual, enables the student to become as proficient as others, or 
more proficient, as the case may be, in the ordinary academic studies 
of a school equal to the grade of our American high school.” He was 
urged to make diligent inquiry whether evidence on this point existed, 
and if so, to secure it. On bis return from Europe Dr. Belfield, under 
date of May 7,1892, submitted the following report:

Without attempting a description of the educational systems of 
Europe, or even of the European technical schools, either of which 
would throw considerable light on the difficulties attending such an 
investigation, I may say, briefly, that I was met at the outset with 
such facts as these :

The English board schools, which are closely analogous to our public 
schools, include no such schools as our American high schools, since 
they provide instruction for boys and girls through what are called the 
“  seven standards,” which correspond in general with the eight grades 
of our primary and grammar schools, and nothing beyond of any con
sequence; that is, the instruction stops where our high schools begin. 
The seventh standard, the highest grade, is completed by the pupils at 
an age too immature for secondary, or high school, instruction. To
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quote tlie words of Mr. H. J. Gibbs, an official of the educational depart
ment of tlie English government, “ A t 12 years of age the school 
life of most of the children is over.” I was therefore obliged to look 
for pupils corresponding in grade to the American high school pupil 
in such schools as the merchant tailors’, Saint Paul’s, and. Christ’s Hos
pital, in which there is no manual training or shop work of any kind, 
and in the Polytechnic, the People’s Palace, and the goldsmiths’ school 
of London! the Liverpool School of Science and Technology, and tlie 
technical institute of Manchester, The five schools last named and a 
few others like them possess well equipped shops for pupils’ use; but 
the conditions are generally very different from those existing in the 
American manual training schools. In the latter the tool instruction is 
given for the purpose of general culture, and the teaching of any par
ticular trade or trades carefully avoided. In the English schools, on 
the contrary, the shop instruction is avowedly trade teaching, the 
pupils generally being youths who are serving apprenticeships and 
young men already working at their trades and who attend the schools 
in order to obtain greater technical skill in their chosen trades. This 
statement is especially true o f the evening classes which constitute 
the large majority of the pupils attending these schools. However, 
manual training has been introduced into some of the seven standards, 
and I am able to present you some very striking testimony from these 
grades of pupils in the general line of your instructions. -

On the continent I found conditions resembling those in England 
more than the conditions in our own country, yet different from both. 
While the greater part o f tool instruction is in the direct line of trade 
teaching, I found some shop work with an educational motive. For 
instance, in the communal school in the rue Tournefort, Paris, the man
ual training is of this character; but the boys are less than 13 years 
o f age, and the studies are what we would call primary and grammar 
school studies.

A s a  typical French trade school I would mention the École Munici
pale Diderot, in which the pupils are about the age of American high 
school pupils. Here the boys work four and a half hours daily in the 
shops for the first two years, and devote four hours daily to academic 
work. I could not obtain any evidence of the character desired by 
you concerning this school, but I have abundant reason for believing 
that the amount of academic work done by the pupils of this school, 
whose time is so largely occupied by shop work, can not possibly equal 
that done by boys of the same agepvho can devote all their time to study. 
Another typical school is the École Centrale for civil and mechani
cal engineering and elementary architecture. The students are from 
18 to 21 years of age. The school is provided with excellent chemical 
and physical laboratories, but no shops.

The school for mechanical engineers in the Technikum at Winter
thur, near Zurich, is designed for the education of foremen and super
intendents of machine shops. It demands a three years’ apprenticeship 
in a machine shop, or its equivalent, before entrance. This has ren
dered its entering classes 18 or 19 years of age. To provide an oppor
tunity for this preliminary apprenticeship, and at the same time to 
enable the boys to continue their studies, and thus reduce the age of 
ehtering, a school corresponding very closely to the American manual 
training school was established four years ago in Winterthur. To this 
school boys are admitted at 14 years of age, and work five hours daily 
in the shop and one hour daily in the drawing room. Here, again, the 
time devoted to shop work is more than double that given to shop work 
in the American manual training school. Another important feature
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in which it differs from the American school is this, that the shop is a 
manufacturing establishment, its output being articles designed for 
sale. This is diametrically opposed to the American idea which seeks 
mental .development by a series of carefully graded exercises, and 
scrupulously avoids the manufacture of salable articles, as calculated 
to secure technical skill merely.

The magnificent technical high school of Berlin also demands a pre
liminary apprenticeship. As a result its students are older than those 
in similar American schools. A  graduate o f an American manual train
ing sehool, whom I met in Berlin, was admitted to the second semester 
of the first year of the Berlin technical sehool on the basis of the work 
done in the American sehool. H e was several years younger than the 
youngest of his German classmates, since he had combined his shop 
instruction with his academic preparation. That this young man could 
enter the Berlin technical high school several years younger than his 
classmates and half a year in advance, and maintain a good standing, 
seems to indicate that he had done essentially the same work as that 
done by his mates in two or three years less time.

The conclusion which I have drawn from all the facts that I was able 
to collect is this: That the combination of mental and manual work 
does not diminish the amount of purely academic work done, provided 
the manual work is held properly in abeyance. What the proper 
amount of manual work may be will depend on several circumstances, 
and may, perhaps, be inferred from the facts given below. These facts 
will certainly justify one or two hours per day, according to the age of 
the pupils and the character of the work. The statement just made is 
based principally on the experience of schools lower in grade than the 
American high school, for the reasons already given. The following' 
are some of the typical facts which have led me to this conclusion:

Liverpool.—My authority for the following statements in regard 
to the Liverpool schools is Mr. O. Foster, a government inspector-of 
schools, who kindly submitted to be interviewed.

Two years ago the sehool board introduced hand tool work in wood 
into several schools as an experiment. The experiment succeeded so 
well that this work is now compulsory in all Liverpool schools for boys 
under the control o f the school board. The instruction is wholly peda
gogic, the pupil making simple exercises to his own drawings, iso 
trade is taught. The amount of academic work done has not been 
decreased by the introduction of drawing and tool work. There is an 
evident development of mental strength, traceable directly to the 
manual work 5 discipline is easier, and the boys are more interested in 
their school work. The inspector appointed by the imperial govern
ment examines the drawings and wood work as well as the academic 
work. (This is true of Liverpool and. Manchester schools, and perhaps 
a few others, but is not general throughout the United Kingdom. I 
was informed by several of the government officials in London that 
the northern cities were in advance o f others in this style of school 
work.) During the time in which this wood work was practised in 
some of the Liverpool schools and not in others the schools having the 
tool work passed “  at least as good examinations ” as those which did 
not have it. I regret that I can not state positively the number of 
hours per week given to shop work in these boys’ schools.

For many years sewing has been taught in the girls’ schools in Liver
pool; a few years ago cooking was added, and now four and one-half 
hours per week are given to these two subjects, viz., sewing (including
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dressmaking in tlie higher grades) and cooking. The academic work 
has lately been increased and a higher standard of scholarship secured.

Manchester.—The secretary of the Manchester technical institute, Mr.
J. H. Reynolds, is my authority for statements concerning the institute 
which is equipped with carpenter shop, forge room, foundery (for lead 
castings), machine shop, plumbing shop, drawing and clay modelling 
rooms, and a very fine and complete weaving outfit. Most of the 
students are young men who work during the day and attend the 
institute in the evening only. There is, however, a class of about forty 
boys, from 14 to 15 years of age,, who are day pupils, and who take 
wood work and drawing in addition to the regular academic work. Mr. 
Reynolds is positive, not only that the shop work has a pedagogic value, 
but that it stimulates to more and better academic work.

I visited the Cheatham Hospital and Library, a “  blue coat” school, 
limited to 100 boys from 8 to 14 years of age, who are instructed in the 
usual studies, with drawing'and wood work added. The head master, 
Mr. Brown, informed me that before the introduction of manual train
ing 93 percent, of his candidates passed the government examination, 
but that since the introduction of manual training not a candidate had 
failed. He is enthusiastically in favor of manual training as a help to 
mental discipline.

London.—No report, however brief, on education in London would be 
complete without at least a reference to the Polytechnic, the People’s 
Palace, and their young rival, the goldsmiths’ school, at New Cross. 
These three schools are equipped with shops. The majority of the stu
dents are in the evening classes, but the work is of such a character 
that it does not throw any light on the question under consideration.

Board schools.—In the year 1886 the experiment of teaching wood 
work was made in six rooms in the board schools of London. This 
experiment was so successful that instruction in woodwork is now 
given, or soon will be, in all the 420 schools in London. Boys who 
have had instruction in carpentry have passed equally well in their 
other studies with those who have confined their attention to the usual 
branches. My authority here is Sir Philip Magnus, from whom, as well 
as from Sir Philip Cundliffe Owen, Mr. Gilbert Redgrave, and Mr. 
Henry J. Gibbs, I received the most courteous treatment.

Mr. Baxter, in charge of wood work in the London board schools,- 
informed me that 1,000 teachers are now receiving instruction in wood 
work and 3,000 in cardboard, clay modelling, etc., in London, prepara
tory to teaching those subjects, and. that a similar condition exists 
throughout England. Mr. Baxter and Mr. Charles Woods, his assist
ant, were both emphatic in stating as a result of the experiment in 
London that the wood work does not diminish the amount of academic 
work, and that it has an educational value of its own. They gave sev
eral instances of head masters of London schools who had at first 
violently opposed the introduction of wood work into their respective 
schools, but who became its firm friends on witnessing its beneficial 
effects.

The jealous care with which an English head master guards the cur
riculum of his school and the energy with which he instinctively resists 
the introduction of any subject having a tendency to reduce the exam
ination averages of his pupils are apparent when it is remembered that 
the amount of government money—the “ grant” as it is called— 
depends upon his pupils’ “  marks ” in the government examinations. It 
is a common occurrence to hear English teachers boast of the “ earn
ing” capacity of particular pupils or classes. The People’s Palace
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charges double fees to pupils who do not earn government grants. 
That the English schoolmaster, therefore; should consider the time 
taken from arithmetic and grammar, which are money earning studies, 
to be given to tool work, which is not yet a money earning subject, as 
so much time wasted was most natural; that aft'er a fair trial he should 
welcome the tool work as beneficial is positive proof that, in his opin
ion, the tool work has not lowered his pupils’ examination averages— 
in other words, that the pupils accomplish as much academic work, at 
least, with the tool work as without it. •

One of the most interesting schools visited was a trade school in 
Vienna, of which Herr Exner is the director. This school is peculiar in 
having larger day than night classes. It is doing much admirable work, 
and its graduates find ready employment at good wages. Of their eight 
hours its students spend four in the shop. Dr. Exner, who is also a 
member of the Austrian parliament, and a man of eminent ability and 
great influence, maintains that four hours of shop work and four hours 
of study make a stronger man than eight hours of study, but that the 
time thus taken from study necessarily reduces the amouut of academic 
work done by his students. And this is, I think, in accord with the 
experience of all who have had to do with schools in which the manual 
work occupies so large a part of the student’s time. But it is also the 
opinion of those with whom I have come in contact, who have been 
connected with schools in which the time given to tool work is consid
erably less, that a moderate amount of manual training not only does 
not reduce the academic work done, but that it stimulates the student 
to greater effort and more successful study., This statement is true in 
regard to every city in which I found the conditions permitting a com
parison to be made. In most of the cities visited, however, the absence 
of manual training, or the great attention devoted to it, rendered it im
possible for me to draw any conclusions on the subject in hand.

On receiving the foregoing statement from Dr. Belfield it was deemed 
best to pursue the same line of inquiry, but on a more clearly defined 
basis, in this country, and after a conference with him by the Commis
sioner of Labor he was urged to undertake the inquiry through corre
spondence. Dr. Belfield was so well known to all the principals of man
ual training schools and the presidents of technological institutions in 
this country that he seemed, with his recent experience in Europe, to 
be well equipped for the study. In order to carry this inquiry on sys
tematically Dr. Belfield issued a circular, of which the following is a 
copy:

C h i c a g o , May 30, 1892.

D e a r  Sir  : A t the request of the Hon. Carroll D. Wright, United 
States Commissioner of Labor, I am endeavoring to collect some data 
from the manual training schools of this country, on the relation of 
manual to academic work. You will greatly oblige by mailing me 
answers to the following queries concerning your institution.

Very respectfully,

Director o f  the Chicago Manual Training School.

1. How many hours per day, or per week, are given by each pupil to 
shop work (excluding drawing) ?
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2. How many hours to drawing*?
3. What is the character of the shop work for boys? For girls?
4. I& shop work compulsory on all pupils ?
5. What is the effect of shop work on the amount and character of 

the pupil’s academic work: 1. In mathematics? 2. In science? 3. 
In literature? 4. In general?

I -wish to know whether the pupil who takes manual training, in addition to the 
regular academic work, does as much academic work, and doe3 it as well, as the 
pupil who has the academic work only.

0. Do you perceive any effect of shop work on the mind or character 
of the pupil different from the effect of the academic work ? I f  so, what? 
and how much?

7. What is the maximum time which, in your judgment, can be 
devoted to shop work without injury to academic work ?

8. To what grade of pupils (primary, grammar, or high school) do 
the answers to the foregoing questions refer?

9. Kiudly add whatever remarks you may think pertinent.
The results of Dr. Belfield’s inquiry are best stated by himself in a 

report made to the Department under date of October 13, 1892, as 
follows:

I have the honor to submit the following report in accordance with 
your instructions given in May last. It was your wish that I should 
ascertain the effect on academic studies of the manual work of the 
character usually prescribed in schools known as manual training 
schools, particularly whether the addition of such hand work to the 
usual curriculum interferes with the progress of the pupil in his ordinary 
studies. In furtherance of this object I prepared a circular (copy of 
which is enclosed) and sent it to the presidents of technological schools, 
universities having engineering departments, to city superintendents 
of public schools in which manual training exists, and to princi
pals and directors of manual training schools and of high schools 
including manual training in their work. In order to secure unbiased 
reports I addressed the circular, whenever possible, not to the person 
immediately in charge of the manual training, but to some official of 
superior rank, whose position enabled him to perceive more clearly and 
to judge more dispassionately the effect of manual training on the 
other studies. For instance, I addressed a circular, not to the princi
pal of the Philadelphia Manual Training School, but to the superintend
ent of the Philadelphia public schools; and this expedient will explain 
the absence from this reportof communications from several men engaged 
in this department of education. In some cases, however, my circular 
was referred to, and answered by, the teacher directly in charge of the 
manual training department.

The circular was prepared specially for schools of grammar and high 
school grade, in which manual training is usually added to the regular 
academic curriculum. It was, however, as has been stated, sent to 
technological schools, also, although it was well understood by the 
writer that some of the inquiries were not pertinent to the work \lone 
in such institutions, in order to make the results of my investigations 
as broad as possible.

To the circulars sent forty-two replies were received, the tabulated 
results of which are given on separate sheets which accompany this 
letter. Your attention is invited especially to tbe replies to questions 
numbered 5 and 6, as embodying the information particularly desired 
by you.
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The general testimony o f the replies is that pupils taking manual 
training as a part of their school work, in the regular school hours, 
accomplish, as much academic work as, or more than, those pupils who 
devote the same number of hours to school work without the manual 
training, While a few of the officials reporting are unable to say 
more than that they perceive no reduction in the quantity or quality of 
academic work done, the large majority report more and betteracademic 
work when the hand work is added. It is noticeable that as a general' 
rule the larger the amount of time given to manual training- the more 
marked are the beneficial results.

The testimony in regard to the comparative quantity and quality o f 
academic work done by those who do, and those who do not, take the 
hand work is, I think, most valuable when given by those reporting 
from schools in which the hand work is optional. In such schools, 
.where each class is composed of pupils, some of whom take the manual 
training and some not, but to all of whom the same lessons in academic 
work are assigned, the opportunity for comparison is remarkably good. 
Such a school as the Toledo high school affords the opportunity, and 
the present superintendent of the Toledo schools, who makes the report, 
has had unusual facilities for studying this matter, since he was the 
principal of the Toledo high school when manual training was added 
to its course. His remarks, as well as those of Dr. Woodward of 
Saint Louis, Mr. Eichards of the Pratt Institute, Mr. Stan wood of Cin
cinnati, and President Fetterolf of Girard College, and others, are
worthy of attention, coming from careful observers who have given 
years to the study of the subject.

The reports from the schools are arranged in the alphabetical order 
of states, the grammar and high schools in one class, the universities 
and technological schools in another.

The results of Dr. Bel field’s inquiries, presented in tabular form, as 
indicated in the report just given, are of great value. The testimony 
is universal from the leading training schools in this country as to the 
time which can be devoted to shop work without injury to academic 
work, and upon the effect of manual training on the amount and char
acter of the pupil’s academic work in various directions. These results 
are shown in the following tabulated statement:

m

■

u m
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MANUAL TRAINING IN GRAMMAR AND HIGH SCHOOLS.

r V - ■ '
Mar-

1 gin-
SHJ al

num>
ri-' her.

Name of institution.

Cogswell Polytechnic Col
lege,.San Francisco, Cali
fornia.

Public schools, Washing
ton, District of Columbia. 

A llanta U ni versity, A tlan- 
ta, Georgia.

English high and manual 
training school, Chicago, 
Illinois.

Grammar schools, Chicago, 
Illinois.

Chicago Manual Training 
School, Chicago, Illinois.

High school, La Grange, 
Illinois.

Manual training school, 
Moline, Illinois.

Manual training high school, 
Louisville, Kentucky.

Baltimore Manual Training 
School, Baltimore, Mary
land.

Name and official title 
of person reporting.

Elisha Brooks, princi
pal.

W. B. Powell, super
intendent.

Horace Buinstead, 
president.

Albert G. Lane, su
perintendent.

Albert G. Lane, su
perintendent.

Henry H. Belfield, di
rector. .

Henry W. Thurston, 
principal. •

0. Curtis Wicks, in
structor in manual 
work.

H.F.A. Kleinschmidt, 
principal.

A. Newton Ebaugh, 
professor of higher 
mathematics.

McDonogh School, McDon- | Duncan C. Lyle, prin- 
ogh, Maryland. cipal.

High school, Springfield, 
Massachusetts.

Public schools, Waltham, 
Massachusetts.

Public schools, Winchester, 
Massachusetts.

High school, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

High school, Saint Paul, 
Minnesota.

Charles Jacobus, su
pervisor of manual 
training.

-, supenn-
tendont.

E. Hunt, superintend
ent.

John Morris, super
visor.

Albert A. Gordon, jr., 
supervisor.

Hours per week 
in—

Shop
work.

Draw
ing.

7i 3*

2 2

7i 14

10 5

2 14

10 5

3 2

k 24

10 5

clO 5

8 to 9 3

74 3J

4 2

2 i

6? 34

5 24

Character of shop
work tor—

Boys. Girls.

Carpentry, Model-
turning, ling.carv-
forging. ing.

Wood,met 
al.

-Bench, 
lathe, 
forge, me
chanical 
drawing.

Wood, 
forge, 
found ery, 
machine 
shop,

W ood.......

W ood,
fou n dery
forge,
machine
shop.

W o o d . . . .

Wood.

Wood,
foundery,
forge,
machine
shop,
sheet
metal.

W ood,
forgo,
machine
shop,
sheet
metal.

W ood,
moulding,
printing.

Wood,
forge,
foundery,
m achine
shop.

Wood,
forge.

Wood.......

Wood,
metal.

Wood,
forge,
machine
shop.

a Below high school.
6 In a regular manual training school.

Sewing,
cooking.

Sewing,
cooking,
laundry,
nursing.

Carving,
cookins
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MANUAL TRAINING IN GRAMMAR AND HIGH SCHOOLS.

Shop 
work 
com
pul
sory 
to all.

Effect of shop work on the-

Amount and character of aca
demic work in mathematics, 
science, literature, and in gen
eral.

Yes-- Makes the mind brighter and 
keener in mathematics and sci
ence. Tkestudehtismoreinter- 
ested in the general work of the 
school.

(a ) Just the same and just as good...

Yes. - ~ W e see no loss accruing to the ac
ademic work either in quantity 
orquality. Idoubtifshopwork 
had better be prolonged far into 
the higher courses where time is 
a more important element. 

Yes.. All being required to take the 
full course we can not compare.

No...] Intensifies interest in all work, 
and does academic work as well.

Yes.. In mathematics and science more 
and better work ; in literature 
less-. The general average more 
and better.

Na,.. No effect. No academic work is- 
emitted for sake of manual 
training.

N».-;

Yes..

Yes.

No..

No...

No...

N o ...

No...

A  help rather than aliindorance.

Mind and charac
ter different from 
the effect of aca
demic work.

School open too short a time to 
notice effect.

The school is new. As much ac
ademic work, and as well done, 
as in other high schools.

More analytic power. Cultivates 
powers .of observation. Opens 
field for expression.

The pupil who takes manual train
ing in addition to the regular ac
ademic work does more academ
ic work and does it better than 
the pupil who has the academic 
work only.

No difference perceptible; fully 
equal and possibly more 

. earnestly done.

School in operation one year only. 
Can not determine.

Good in all.....................................

In mathematics and science, in
creased amount and higher 
character.

S. Ex. 65------30

Maximum hours 
which can be de
voted to shop 
work without in
jury to academic 
work.

More self-reliant. 
No suspicion that 
work is degrad-

I can not honestly 
say that I  see it; 
yet I believe it 
exists and is a 
beneficial effect.

Not ascertained..

Develops closer ap 
plication.

Develops the will 
power and the 
judgment with 
much earnestness 
and readiness. 

Helps self-con
trol and adds to 
interest in all 
work ¡'increases 
enthusiasm.

A  deci ded effect in 
dignity and in
dependence. 

Makes them more 
'•self-reliant.

Cultivates inde
pendent investi; 
gation.

I  am convinced the 
effect is good.

A little more man
liness, good judg
ment, and a bet
ter eye for busi
ness.

More thoughtful..

Grade 
of pupils 

referred to.

Mar
gin
al

num
ber.

Yes. Refers to 
article publish
ed.

Yes. The mind 
is broadened and 
made more ca
pable of under
standing a logi
cal course of 
reasoning. 

o Eive in lower classes.

2 per day.........

2 to 4 per week 
l i  per day.......

10 per wêek....s<*

v
2 per week..........

7J to 10 per week '.

2 per day............

11 per day............

b  2 per day..........

10 per week..........

10 per week..........

7i per week.........

4 per week..........

2 to 3 per week..

10 per week.........

7i per week.........

Highschool.

Three upper 
grades of 
grammar; 3 
classes col
lege pre
parate^.

H ìg b aeb ae}.

Seventhand
eighth
grammar.

Highschool.

Highschool.

High school. 

Highschool

Upper gram
mar and 
highschool.

Grammar 
and high 
school.

Highschool.

Eighth and 
ninth gram
mar.

Eighth and 
ninth gram
mar, ’ and 
high school.

Highschool.

High school.

11

13

14
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*7*^ --TV . .... ,.  , .  _... , „  _  ,  „ ^  . . _____  ___ -

Shop 
work 
com
pul
sory 

to alì.

Yes.

Yes..

Yes..

Yes.

No..

Effect of shop work on the-

Amount and character of aca
demic work in mathematics, 
science, literature, and in gen
eral.

1. The introduction does not les
sen the amountof mathematics; 
it greatly improves the quality. 
2. The same is true of the work 
in science. The knowledge of 
tools and principles of construc
tion is invaluable in laboratory 
work. 3. The amount of lan
guage and literature is less 
than in most schools, but the 
quality is high. 4. Shop work 
helps in a high degree to give 
general intelligence and inde
pendent thought and action. 
In a word, as an education 
which develops* faculty and 
gives power and a taste for 
more education, shop work as 
an element in a curriculum has 
positive value.

Mind and charac
ter different from 
the effect of aca
demic work.

I have observed no appreciable 
difference. I think all work 
that tends to develop the man
ual part of a child’s organiza
tion should be made compul
sory, but should not be so ar
ranged as to break the conti
nuity of regular school work.

Good......................... .....................

Better work done in mathematics 
and science; no special differ
ence in literature; an excellent 
effect in general.

1. Not marked. 2. Helpful. 3. 
Not noted. 4. It has drawn at
tention from this work hereto
fore, but not niuoh now.

The manual training pupil does 
as much work (academic) and 
does it as well as the one who 
has academic work only. We 
are agreed that the influencejnf 
manual training in our school 
is good in every respect, men
tally, morally, and physically; 
and we know that in many in
stances it has great influence 
in giving direction to the fu
ture life of the pupil.

Generally favorable.........- ...........

The effect appears 
to be an unu
sual clearness 
in concepts in 
which. defluite 
relations and ex
act limits are nec
essary. Sound
ing phrases are 
less satisfactory, 
and the student 
is not content to 
stop short of a 
sound and clear 
conclusion. In 
our higher poly
technic work (en
gineering) the 
graduates of the 
manual training 
school have a 
high reputation 
for ability to at
tack new prob
lems and do inde
pendent- work. 
In practical af
fairs they seem 
to be able ' to 
bear an unusual 
amount of re
sponsibility in 
directing work. 

Pupils are gener
ally more accu
rate in their 
school work.

Yes. See superin
tendent’s report.

Pupils observe 
more closely and 
reason from 
cause to effect. 
I think the boys 
are mo re manly 
and self-respect
ing in conse
quence.

It  cultivates the 
habit of atten
tion and in
creases careful
ness.

Our experience is 
too limited for 
answer.

Maximum hours 
which can be de
voted . to shop 
work without in
jury to academic 
work.

10 per week.

Grade 
of pupils 

referred to.

Mar- : 
gin- 
al

num
ber.

High school.

2 per week.

2 per week.

2 per week.

1 to 3 per week..

Depends on aca
demic course, 
and many other 
things.

Primary,
grammar,
high
school.

In some cases the 
work begets 
an interest in 
school which 
nothing else has 
secured.

Highest- 
grammar 
grades 
and high- 
school.

Grammar 
and high 
school.

High school

Grammar
grades.
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Mar-

gi r
num
ber.

Name and official title 
of person reporting.

Hours per week 
in—

Character of shop 
work for—

'

Name of institution.
Shop
work.

Draw
ing. Boys. Girls. <

1 Public schools. Newburgh, 2 to 2J 

8*

m m

■ p -
2

New York.

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 
New York.

tendent.

C.R. Richards, direc
tor department of 
science and tech
nology.

3J to 4J Wood, 
foundery 
forge, 
machine 
shop,tin- 
smith
ing.

Sewing,
dress
making,
milli
nery,
wood
carring,
cook
ing.

- p 

'

HBgffy

}

%
j

f v

*

■ p b

B i t s - ’

Ì ■

>
H ® /  ■ / 3 Technical School, Cincin

nati, Ohio.
J. B. Stan wood, direc- 10 5

tor.

H L , ;?

r  F
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MANUAL TRAINING IN GRAMMAR AND HIGH SCHOOLS—Continued.

Shop 
work 
com
pul
sory 

to all.

No...

Tes,

high
school

Effect of shop work on the-

Amount and character of aca
demic work in mathematics, 
science, literature, and in gen
eral.

Good. They do as much and as 
woll; from increased interest 
believe they do better.

We believe that the discipline of 
concentrated effort obtained 
through the shop work 
strengthens the power of appli
cation in the academic studies; 
and that the care and accuracy- 
demanded in these operations 
reacts most helpfully upon all 
other school work. We cer
tainly find that the interest of 
the pupil in his school work, 
as a whole, is decidedly stimu
lated by his shop work expe
rience, and that he approaches 
his other studies with greater 
zeal than would otherwise be 
the case. Although we have 
no means of making a direct 
comparison between our pupils 
and those taking academic 
studies only, we believe emphat
ically that our pupils would 
compare favorably with these 
in. intellectual development.

Tes.

Mind and charac
ter different from 
the effect of aca
demic work.

As our school is operated upon 
the plan that shop work is a 
benefit to academic work, our 
existence is an answer in the 
affirmative. The exceptional 
cases (in which pupils do not 
take shop work) all indicate 
that the pupils taking shop 
and academic work accomplish 
the most. The field of observa
tion, however, is rather small, 
too small, in fact, to base a posi
tive statement upon.

Maximum hours 
which can be de
voted to shop 
work without in
jury to academic 
work.

Effect is, to a 
great extent, in
direct. ¥ e  be
lieve it decided
ly beneficial.

W e ,  however, do 
not feel that 
the influence of 
manual train
ing should be 
sought in its 
effect upon the 
other studies of 
the school, but 
rather in the 
bettor develop
ment of an in
dependent side 
of the pupil’s 
character, and 
in the training 
and disciplineof 
the will. The 
regular academ
ic studies deal 
mainly with the 
processes of the 
intellect and 

. with the emo
tions, but the 
strengthening 
and develop
ment of the ex
ecutive facul
ties are pecul
iarly the prov
ince of manual 
training. In 
this direction 
the results are 
strongly obvi
ous, and the 
growth of the 
power of care
ful, painstaking 
effort, of per
sistence, and 
again, of decis
ion, is roost 
marked. This 
result of this 
development 
means inevita
bly greater self- 
reliance, and in
dependence of 
thought and 
character.

Our shop work 
appears to give 
greater self-re- 
fianceand stead
iness to pupil’s 
character. Per- 
haps steadiness 
represents the 
trait that seems 
to be most dom
inant. This 
steadiness rep- 
resents, to our 
minds, the form
ation of the hab
it of industry; 
this industry, 
too, is apparent 
in the academic 
as in the shop 
work.

2 to 2J per week..

J of school day..

Grade 
of pupils 

referred to.

Msi-
gin-
al

num
ber.

One year 
grammar, 
three 
years high 
school.

High school

3 per day. High school.
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Shop 
work 
com
pul
sory 
to alL

No...

Yes.

Yes-

No—

N o -

Effect of shop work on the—

Amount and character of' aca
demic work in mathematics, 
scienco, literature, and in gem
erai.

Mind- and charac
ter di tterentfrom 
the effect of aca- 
deinio work.-

Maximum hours 
which can be de
voted to shop 
work without in
jury to academic 
work.

Grade 
of pupils 

referred to.

Mar-, 
gfe- 

; ai
t"-* na
fre?.

Our pupils g o  right along with 
the manual training work and 
the text book work; those in 
manual doing just the same 
amount of work in text books 
as those who take no manual 
work. So far as I can judge 
from general observation of the 
characters and the mental work 
of the pupils, 1 see but little 
difference in the two classes of 
pupils. Some pupils do both 
kinds of work easily-; some, 
less fortunate in mental organi
zation, will fail to do either line 
well.

Our experience is that hoys do 
better in academic work with 
practice in manual training. 
In mathematics they have bet
ter ideas of the form, size, and 
dimensions of objects. In nat
ural science they are benefited 
by the knowledge they acquire 
of' the facts and forces of mat
ter. Our school week consists 
of thirty-two hours, and we are 
ponvinced that wo accomplish 
more in twenty-seven hours 
with manual training than we 
would in thirty-two hours with
out manual training.

We believe that the pupils in our 
manual training school'do quite- 
as much work in a given time 
as those in any city high school, 
and [that the character of the 
work they do is quite as good 
as the work in the average high 
school.

They do as much work and fully 
as well. I think the proper 
place for manual training is in 
the grammar schools. Have 
tried it in both grammar and 
high school for six years.

The ooys do as much work, and, I 
believe, do it better than the 
girls who do not go to the shop.

I think the effect 
of manual train
ing on the 
minds and char
acters of pupils 
is healthful and 
wholesome. So 
much depends 
on the mental 
constitution of 
individual pu
pils that it 
seems to me it 
will always be a 
difficult matter 
to answer satis
factorily such 
questions as the 
above.

We find th at sin co 
the introduc- 

. tion of manual 
training our 
discipline is 
made easier, 
and that boys 
show more in
telligence in 
comprehendi ng 
whatever is 
brought to their 
notice, while, in 
general, they 
have a wider 
range of thought. 

Manual training 
strengthens the 
power of the 
will, develops 
the faculties of 
observation and 
judgment, and 
gives a keen in
tellectual grasp 
generally of the 
principles of 
mathematics 
and science, and 
as a conse
quence it has a 
beneficial influ
ence morally. 

More practical----

The work in the 
shop inculcates 
the habit of 
seeing things 
when they are 
looked at by the 
pupils. The 
shop makes the 
boys more ac
curate in their 
thinking. More 
boys desire to 
learn trades, 
and, especially, 
more of them 
go to the engi
neering courses 
at college. 

b  Eree-hand.

Highest 
grammar 
grade and 

high school.

2 per day.

The same time as 
is given to aca
demic work.

1 per day

Grammar 
and high 
school.

High school.

2 per week.

Grammar ..

High school.
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'  CHAP. X ilV^M AN U ij# :#EAD Sfto A|ID BOOK 'WORK.
\ - i
MANUAL TKAINING IN GRAMMAR AND HIGH SCHOOLS—Concluded.

Shop Effect of shop •work on the— Maximum hours 
which can be de- Grade 

of pupils 
refeired to.

Mar-
com
pul
sory 

to all.

Amount and character of aca
demic "work in mathematics, 
science, literature, and in gen
eral.

Mind and charac
ter different from 
the effect of aca
demic work.

voted to shop 
work without in
jury to academic 
work.

all
num
ber.

Yes.. In mathematics and science, di
rect and undoubted help. In 
literature and generally, can 
see no injury. We prize most 
highly the educational side or 
value of manual training.

The tendency is 
to train or lead 
to natural meth
ods of study; 
cramming or 
mere memoriz
ing is dropped 
for real study.

J of school time .. Grammar 
and high 
school.

1

No... It does not interfere with aca
demic work in any of these sub
jects, and rather helps out 
observation in science.

It makes them 
more practical 
in their thought, 
and produces 
better and more 
interested work
ers.

5 per w eek ..;..... Upper gram
mar and 
high school.

2

No... After the novelty of the work 
wore off the academic work did 
not suffer in the least. In 
many cases, especially among 
the slower pupils, the academic 
work seemed to improve.

I  did notice that 
the pupils who 
were noti ceably 
careless and un
tidy in their 
work in aca
demic lines be
came ambitious 
to do work 
which compar
ed favorably 
with that of 
other pupils, 
and it seemed 
to me that these: 
pupils were 
somewhat in
spired by a self- 
respect and 
pride which 
reached beyond 
the school work.

2 per aay High school. 3

>
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MANUAL TRA-ININU IN UNIVERSITIES AND TEUHNGLOGICAL SCHOOLS.

Hours per week Character of shop
. Mar- in— work for—

giti
s i  ,/ al Name of institution. Name and official title I

num- of person reporting.
Ber.. wort. ing. Boys. Girls,

1 University of Illinois, Thomas J. Burrill, 10 Wood, iron
Champaign, Illinois. acting regent.

2 Hose Polytechnic Institute, H. T. Eddy, uresi- 10 to 15 6 Wood, met-
fTerre Haute, Indiana. dent. al.

3 Iowa Agricultural College, G-. W .  Bissell, profes- 8 6
Ames, Iowa. sor of mechanical

engineering.

4 Massachusetts Institute of H. W .  Tyler, secre-
k 'X-■ • Technology, Boston, Mas- tary. al.

sachusetts.
-5 Polytechnic Institute, Wor- H. T. Euller, presi- 15 6 Pattern-

cester,. Massachusetts. dent. making.
iJ-'v. ■ 6 University of Michigan, G. G-. Taylor, super- 9 4

1 — Ann Arbor, Michigan. intendentof-shops. shop, pat-
ternmak-
ing, form-

7 Cornell University (Sibley E. H. Thurston, di- 9 9
dery, forge.

i College), Ithaca, New rector Sibley College. principal
8-

York.
Texas Agricultural and ------------, president___ 4 2 to 5

shops.
Mechanical College, Col-
lege Station, Texas. chine

shop.

a In English courses.

•

H i .
r ¡gift— . S.
^■EHH ! 1 B ;

. \
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MANUAL. TRAINING IN UNIVERSITIES AND TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOLS.

Shop Effect of shop -work on the--
work com- 
pul-

fafaìd science, literature; and in gen-

Y e u ( a )

Yes..

No

Yes(6)

Yes(a)

Amount and ebaraeter of aca
demic -work in mathematics,

eral.

The men do same class ■work as 
others not taking, shop work, 
and are certainly not behind. 

We hare no academic pupils.-----

The above can hardly be filled out 
aa you desire, because the de
partment of mechanical engi
neering offers a special course 
of study calculated to develop 
the student into a mechanical 
engineer and doesnot givemuch 
general training, the supposi
tion being that he has had it or 
will obtam it later.

No effectnoticed. Shopworkand 
drawing play so secondary a role 
that not much can be added to 
what I have said.

Favorable in all cases..................

1. Good; 2. good; 3. medium; 4 .  
good.

Good in all respects. I  think bet
ter.

Y e a  ( b }  As good or better.

Mind and charac
ter differenti'rom 
the effect of aca
demic work.

Nothing definite 
noticed.

It. increases alert
ness and powers 
of observation, 
besides the train
ing it- gives in 
practical"profes
sional affairs.

No effectnoticed.

Precision and 
thoughtfulness 
increased.

Themindandbody 
are stronger.

Keeps them alert, 
ready, and effi
cient.

Maximum, hours 
which can he de
voted to shop 
work without in
jury to academic 
work.

2 per day ,

Y aries according to 
circumstances.

15 per week___

2 to 2£ per day.

Grade 
of pupils 

referred to. 'num
ber.

Freshman- 
class, col
lege.

College
grade.

College
grade.

College.

College
grade.

Collège___

3 per day ....* .___ College .

College .

b  In mechanical department.
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REPÛËT OF XBQB ièoMî^ilfilONm OF LABOR.

Independent inquiries whieh have been made all seem to indicate tlio 
truthfulness of the conclusion reached by Dr. Belfield, as stated in his 
report of May 1892, given above, relative to his study of the question 
in Europe, thqt the combination of mental and manual work does not 
diminish the amount of purely academic work done, provided the man
ual work is held properly in abeyance; and as to specific time, the facts 
justified him in stating that from one to two hours per day, according 
to the age of the pupils and the character of the work, can be profita
bly applied to the manual side of education. The evidence brought 
out in the foregoing tabulated statement relative to American institu
tions clearly justifies this conclusion, and, as stated, independent 
inquiries by officers of the Department of men who have had long 
experience, both in carrying on the work of manual training schools 
and in manual training as applied in reformatories, result in the posi
tive corroboration of such conclusion.

.
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CHAPTER XIII.
MANUAL TRAINING AND TRADE INSTRUCTION IN REFORMATO

RIES.

As progress is made in the study of criminology the causes of crim
inal action become more clearly understood and the criminal appears 
more and more in the light of an undeveloped being; and he is undevel
oped in all his faculties, whether he is considered as a worker or as a 
moral and intellectual being. Not only are those faculties which enable 
a man to labor honestly and faithfully for the care and support of him
self and family undeveloped, but all the others. I f  this position be the 
correct one penology should find ways and means of developing the 
criminal in all his faculties. The corrigible criminals, or those amen
able to reformatory efforts, represent probably from one-eighth to one- 
sixth of all long term convicts. Under modern penological views there 
is a revolt from the old, cruel, and barbarous system of setting prisoners 
at work at what is known as purely penal labor, that is, running a 
tread-mill or turning a crank; and the assumption now is that men in 
prison should be set at work in the same industries and in the same 
way and under the same methods which exist outside of prisons. This 
plausible position is taken by most penologists; but when the matter 
of reformation is considered, then the question of development along 
those lines on which a boy can best be developed becomes important. 
The criminal must be kept in honorable and skilful employment; his 
intellectual and moral powers, if susceptible of development, must be 
trained in various directions. The treatment of this subject, appealing 
broadly to philanthropic interests, as well as to all who desire to secure 
the safety of society, must be illustrated by one grand example only, 
that drawn from the experience of the New York State Reformatory 
at Elmira; for the experience of this institution can be the experience 
of alt institutions wherever conditions are similar. The information re
lating to this celebrated reformatory is taken from the writings of the 
editor of The Summary, a periodical published at the Elmira reform
atory, the editor always being an inmate of the institution, and the 
Sixteenth Year Book of the institution; and many of the statements 
herein made are in the actual language taken from these works and 
adapted to the methods of an official report.
, The Elmira reformatory o f today is to the reformatory of 1876, to 

put the proposition mathematically, as sixteen is to one. From a mere 
modernized penitentiary, as it was essential it should be in the first

623
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6 2 4 EEPOET OF THE COMMISSIONEE OF LABOE.

few months of its existence, when its population was recruited with 
more or less discrimination from the state prisons at Auburn and Sing 
Sing, and with accommodations for less than 500, the institution has-been 
developed into a great compulsory educational establishment for improv
able felons and corrigibles ; and there were, at the close of 1891, about 
1,300 men undergoing a systematic process of reintegration and prepara
tion for again commingling with society. Moral, mental, and manual 
training have been systematically coordinated, with the end in view of 
turning out practical, self-helping, self-controlling citizens. As is well 
known the system in practice at Elmira is that of indeterminate sentence, 
the reformable convict being sent there by the courts under a sentence to 
last until the proper authorities consider the inmate competent to mingle 
again with his fellows outside the institution, and even then the institu
tion has its hold upon the discharged or partially discharged convict. 
In the treatment of the inmates convalescence was construed to be 
moral, intellectual, and physical capability to earn a. livelihood, and a 
disposition to live in consonance with the Self-protective requirements 
o f society. Under this consideration of what criminal convalescence is 
it is obvious that the course of treatment essential to secure it would 
be cultivation of mind and body to a point that would render the 
subject fit to take an honorable stand in the honest vocation which 
seemed best adapted to his conditions. The reformatory prescription, 
then, as stated by the editor referred to, consists of a trinity of m’s— 
mental, moral, and manual training—and these ingredients have been 
used in varying proportions during the past sixteen or seventeen 
years, their relations in the remedy being invariably controlled by the 
needs of the patient as developed in diagnosis, and oftentimes by the 
invention of better methods and the intervention of new laws. The 
success of the application of this prescription has been such that at 
the end of a decade the reformatory had firmly established itself 
as something more than an experiment, although it has continued to 
rank as an experimental station, inasmuch as opportunity is con
stantly afforded for the test of plans that offer promise of aid in 
accomplishing the ends aimed at. W hile the cardinal features of the 
reformatory plan have remained unaltered, from the first there have 
been numerous changes in the details of the curriculum, and during 
the past few years there have been many innovations resulting from 
the variable statutes, the immense increase in intermural population, 
and a more widespread understanding of the reformatory’s system 
and its object by the general public. Both design and chance have 
conspired to give prominence to the educational factor, until now the 
term “ technological university” is often applied to the institution; 
and the term can hardly be regarded as a misnomer. The apparent 
chief pursuit at present of a large majority of the inmates is educa
tion, and from sunrise until considerably after sunset their minds, 
their wills, and their muscles are exercised, now in acquiring a service-
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able trade and learning to apply it, now in bridging tlie chasm between 
illiteracy and a comprehension of language, mathematics, and the sci
ences, and again in debating and deciding theoretical and practical 
moral points which had been entirely unconsidered by the inmates, 
and always in practising self-control and subordination to constituted 
authority, which is the concomitant of a strict disciplinary régime.

Systematic trades instruction was first undertaken in 1886, and then 
only in a small way, owing to lack o f space and absence of suitable 
appliances. In that year three connected one story pavilions, Greek 
cross shaped and affording 27,000 square feet floor room, were con. 
structed and fitted with paraphernalia for teaching the rudiments of 
half a dozen trades, including plastering, bricklaying, stone cutting, 
'blacksmithing, carpentry, and frescoing, to about 150 men. Only an 
hour and a half of two evenings each week were set apart for instruc
tion and practice, and yet most gratifying results were noted. It was 
just about this time that the labor system was being changed from the 
contract to the state account, in conformity with the will of the people 
expressed by their ballots, and it was planned to take advantage of 
the opportunity thus provided to reinforce the trades instruction by 
the establishment of diversified industries in which a fair amount of 
skill would be required, whereby inmates could in their daily labor 
prepare themselves to earn sufficiently when relieved of restraint. 
Much progress had been made in this direction, and the scope of the 
evening trades school had been greatly widened when the legislature, 
in the summer of 1888, passed a bill which substantially prohibited all 
convict labor, except for the making of articles*to be used by the state 
in its various institutions. This measure, in its application to the 
refprmatory, seemed to demand the substitution of the trades school 
for productive labor, and it was not many weeks before all the inmates 
of the institution, excepting those required for the conduct of its cleri
cal and domestic affairs, had been organized in trades classes and were 
devoting half of every day in fitting themselves for engaging as jour, 
neymen or advanced apprentices in some one o f twenty-five trades 
taught. Disciplinary officers were engaged with special reference to 
their competence to impart technological instruction, and courses were 
prepared with the utmost care. For those whom it would benefit 
classes in mechanical drawing were formed under expert draughtsmen. 
Capacity to earn a living at some recognized trade became, under the 
rules, indispensable to conditional release.

The effects upon the men were most salutary. In this method of 
reformation, at least, there was nothing too occult for them to under
stand. Many of them who had hitherto had very meagre conceptions 
of the value of industry were promptly brought to a realization of the 
fact that their criminality and its consequences were largely due to 

S. Ex. 65------40
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lack of ability, and sometimes, even, o f the disposition to maintain 
themselves, as did their honest and plodding fellow beings. Hands, 
as well as minds, were without culture.

“  I f  I had been taught a trade at either my first or my second 
imprisonment I should never have known a third conviction for crime,” 
earnestly declared one youth of 19 years upon tearfully confessing to 
the superintendent that he had already been a prisoner in a reform 
sehool and a state prison. TJpon appearing before the parole court 
the almost invariable answer of the applicants for a term of “ enlarged 
liberty without the inclosure” to the query, “  What will you do for a 
living when released?” has been, “ Why, work at my trade—the trade 
I have learned here.”

The prison law o f1889 was so thoroughly in harmony with the arrange- 
ments in vogue at the reformatory at the time of its passage that its 
only immediate effect was to encourage an extension of the trades 
sehool system and to warrant projects for its permanency. A t that 
period the inmates of the reformatory were, as, indeed, they are now, 
divided into three grades, described as the first, second, and third. 
The intermediate (second) was that into which all prisoners were initi
ated upon their arrival. From it, by six months of perfect record in 
the schools of trades and of letters and in general conduct, they could 
be advanced to the first grade, from which in another six months their 
conditional liberation might be authorized, or, through a serious infrac. 
tion of the rules or a sequence of imperfect monthly records, they could 
be reduced to the third, or convict grade, out of which they could only 
extricate themselves afld begin to make headway toward release after 
from three to twelve months, according to the frequency with which 
they had displayed tendencies to rank with the incorrigibles. The new 
law adopted the same nomenclature in designating the three classes of 
prisoners in the state penitentiaries. In the third grade it placed all 
those convicts regarded as wholly incorrigible and whose labor was to 
be neither instructive nor productive. Of this class there were scarcely 
any in the reformatory, and to avoid confusion, since the section of the 
statute was adjudged to apply to this institution, there was a rechris
tening o f the grades without alterations of the regulations applying to 
them. The first grade became known as the upper first, the second 
as the lower first, and the third as the second.

W ith this understanding of the classification it will be readily appre
ciated how favorable was the new law to the furtherance of the trades 
school scheme when it is remembered that the legislative act com
manded that all prisoners of the first and second grades shall be 
employed “ with reference to fitting the prisoner to maintain himself 
by honest industry after his discharge from imprisonment, and it is the 
primary or sole object of such labor.” It was furthermore decreed in 
the law that “ such prisoners of the first grade may be so employed at
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hard labor for industrial training and instruction solely, even though' 
no useful and salable products result from their labor,”  and that “ the 
labor of the second grade shall be directed primarily to the production . 
of useful and salable products, but secondarily to fitting such prison
ers to maintain themselves by honest industry after their discharge 
from prison, even though their labor be rendered thereby less produc
tive.” i

Under these circumstances there has been no haste in resurrecting 
the strictly industrial feature of the reformatory, since it was apparent 
that the main object could be more surely brought about through the 
b u ild in g  up o f  the technological department until it had attained its 
highest plane of usefulness. It is now furnishing instruction to men 
in no less than 32 distinct trades, for periods of from two to eight 
hours a day, and some of the classes are so organized and equipped as 
to be able to manufacture for revenue. The trades taught and the 
distribution of the pupils among the various classes on October 1,1891, 
were as follows :
Iron moulding.. 
Iron forging —
Machinists-----
Horseshoeing.., 
Patternmaking. 
Brass moulding 
Brass finishing
Plumbing...... .
Steam fitting... 
Tinsmi thing.... 
Stone cutting . 
Bricklaying ...
Plastering......
Frescoing......
Carpentry......
Boat building.

88
16
56
16
7
5

28
SO
4

20
41

131
23
32
72
43

W o o d  w o rk in g  (m a ch in ery ). . .  
C ab in etm ak in g  (b en ch  w ork )
H ard  w ood  fin ish in g ...................
W o o d  tu rn in g ................................
U p h o ls te ry  .............. . .............
W o o d  c a r v i n g . . . . . .....................
B ook b in d in g   ............. . .* ------ -
C o o k in g ............. .......................... . .
Baking...................... ............. .
S h oem a k in g .................................. .
S te n o g ra p h y ..................................
M usic (b a n d ) ................................
B a rb er in g ...................................... .
E lectricia n s . . . . . ....... ................ .
Printing....................................
T a ilo r in g .................................. ..

4
25 
22 
14 
32
26 
27 
16
5 

24 
19 
32 
21
3

27
42

Of inmates not receiving trades instruction on that date 87 had 
graduated from the technological department, 58 were equipped with 
a trade on admission and required no instruction, 120 were in the 
second grade and had been transferred on that account to a produc
tive industry, and the remainder of the population included those 
physically incapacitated, awaiting parole, or awaiting assignment.

In imparting trades instruction the efforts of the tutors is not bent, 
merely, toward giving a theoretical knowledge, but they endeavor to 
graduate practised, practical workmen. Abundance of opportunity for 
putting to a test the efficiency of the pupils is found in the requirements 
of the establishment. A  new guard wall, 850 feet long and 21 feet high, 
and an additional building, 450 feet long, containing 504 cells, class 
rooms, and officers’ quarters, with all appurtenances, are, with the ex
ception of the masonry of the walls and a portion of the stone founda
tions of the extension, the work of trades school classmen. The
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enlargement, refurnishing, and redecorating of an assembly hall, to seat 
1,500, are likewise chiefly the work of pupils of the trades school 
divisions, and all the wearing apparel of the inmates is made in the 
tailoring and shoemaking classes.

In so far, at least, does the reformatory reform that none of its 
charges is permitted to pass to liberty until he can read and write 
with facility, and has mastered the four rudimentary principles of arith
metic. This is the minimum requirement. A  majority of those who are 
deemed suitable subjects for the parole privilege have reached an 
educational standard on a par with that of graduating classes in pub
lic grammar schools, and many finish a course similar to that pre
scribed for high schools.

The school system had its inception in the second year o f the insti
tution’s active existence—1877. The attendance then, as ever, was 
compulsory. One hundred and seventy men, most of whom were trans
ferred from state prisons, and two-thirds of whom had no knowledge 
of simple arithmetic, were divided among twenty small classes and in
structed in the elementary principles of language and mathematics by 
inmate teachers. In 1879 a systematic and more advanced school course 
was devised and inaugurated by an Elmira college professor, to whose 
aid were summoned several experienced pedagogues. This course has 
increased yearly in efficiency and grown wider in range until now it is 
bounded by a kindergarten on the one hand and a geometry class on 
the other, and embraces, besides its eight language and nine arithme
tic classes, divisions studying English literature, American and ancient 
history, political economy, civil government, physical geography, alge
bra, electricity, ethics, and moral philosophy.

The school is divided into three major divisions—the primary, the 
intermediate, and the academic. These are again divided into classes, 
the primary department having six subdivisions and the intermediate 
and academic two each. There are, in addition, special classes for the 
teaching of English to German, French, and Italian speaking inmates. 
The classes assemble on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday evenings at 6.30 o’clock, and continue in ses
sion until S. There are also Sunday sessions for instruction in practical 
ethics and moral philosophy. The school exercises continue from one 
year’s end to the other, with only sufficient intermission between the 
terms to give time to reorganize the classes.
’ It will be seen that the design is that every corrigible prisoner shall, 

prior to his release, take a course of instruction in the trade which 
seems to the management best adapted to the requirements of his 
future life; for to make and hold a place as a respected, law abiding 
citizen it is of paramount importance that he be equipped wTith a prac
tical knowledge of some handicraft through which he may earn suffi
cient to satisfy his reasonable wants. The assignment to a mechanic 
arts class is made by the general superintendent immediately on the
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inmate’s arrival. The organization of all training, both manual and 
trade, is quite complete, so much so that during a greater portion of 
the working time of the week the institution is, as has been intimated, 
a vast technological training school, in which upward of thirty recog
nized trades are being taught to over a thousand youths and men.

In its general organization the trades school has two divisions. 
In one of these are included all classes in which the end is exclusively 
instruction and in the other are the classes in which production is an 
object, though secondary to instruction. In both divisions the pupils 
are given ample opportunity for practical work, and to test their 
earning capacity. The least amount of benefit is derived by those who 
are engaged.in the productive branches, in finishing hardware, mak
ing umbrellas, pipes, and packing boxes, and to these occupations are 
chiefly assigned second grade men, who by their loss of standing have 
forfeited for the time the privilege of learning a more useful trade.

In many of the classes the instruction aiforded is sufficient to prepare 
a pupil of average ability to take and hold a place as a journeyman, 
while in others the time allotted is so brief and the opportunities for 
practice are so limited that a certificate of graduation simply predicates 
that the holder is fitted to rank as an advanced apprentice. He lias, 
however, m a few months acquired a technical and scientific knowledge 
of his work that would have taken him as many years to pick up in a 
shop, and has reached a stage at which he may quickly attain a value 
as a mechanic. The courses for the various classes are carefully planned, 
and each instructor, who is an expert in his line, is provided with a 
printed outline describing in detail the order in which lessons are to be 
imparted and the number of hours’ exercise for each part. When a 
pupil has spent a specified time on any one part of an outline he is 
examined, and, if proficient, takes up the next succeeding part. Fail
ing to come up to the standard he is marked accordingly and continues 
practice on the same part. The basis of marking is similar to that in 
the school of letters, the inmate losing from one to three labor credits 
according to the judgment of his relative efficiency as represented in 
the percentage credit allowed to him between zero and seventy-five.

Bricklaying.—Members of this class have been particularly fortu
nate during the past year in having an unlimited amount of practical 
work upon which to test their capabilities and gain the experience which 
gives them confidence. Under the direction of citizen foremen the 
class and its graduates have raised the walls of the new north wing 
extension, 450 feet long, with the massive cell-house blocks within; 
built the greater part of the new north guard wall, 850 feet long and 21 
feet high; reared a chimney for the main steam making plant, 140 feet 
high; and are at this writing putting up the walls of the new three 
story industrial building adjoining the new extension. The course of 
instruction and practice for the bricklaying class is as follows:
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COURS1Ï IN  B R IC K L A Y IN G .
H ours.

Spreading mortar on board and ou w all................................. J..............................  30
Laying out wall;first dry, tben witb mortar...................................... .................... 30
Eight-inch wall without plumb or lino; spread mortar for three bricks, striking

joints .......... ...................................................... ............................................ ....... 30
Twelve-inch square piers, and chimneys, striking joints....................................... 30
Eight-inch wall with plumb and line, with chimney, fire-place; turn corners,

build pilasters....................................................................... *................................  60
Twelve-inch wall with plumb and line, with fire-place, flues; turn corners,

build pilasters......................     60
Eight-inch plain wall; turn corners, spread mortar for three bricks, build pilas

ters, run projections between pilasters to face o f same....... ......... ................ . 60
Ditto for twelve-inch wall........................................................................    60
Sixteen-inch wall; turn corners, attend to headers outside and inside, run wall

high without scaffold............................................................   30
Sixteen-inch wall; bats for backing and filling, putting flues in wall without

projecting...... ........................................................................................................... 30
Semicircular arches, 4 inches by 8 inches and 12 inches by 16 inches.................. 60
Segmental arches, 4 inches by 8 inches and 12 inches by 16 inches....... ...............  60
Gothic arches, 4 inches by 8 inches and 12 inches by 16 inches.......................... ,....  60
Dovetail arches, 8 inches by 12 inches................................................................. .. 30
Eight-inch wall; turn corners, set door, window sills, and frames; semicircu

lar arch over all....................................... .............. ........................................ 30
Twelve-inch wall; corners, pilasters, windows, doors, semicircular arches;

bracket cornice between; pilasters connected by semicircular arch................ 30
Sixteen-inch wall; corners, windows, doors, semicircular arch outside, seg

mental arch inside over windows, dovetail over doors......................................  30
Gables, plain and with windows.........................: .....................................................  30
Arches, gables, octagons, and half octagons...........................................................  30
Change square to octagon..........................................................................................  30
Battering brick work plumb....................................... ............................................. 30
Long plain twelve-inch wall; pilasters, windows, doors; work fast................ . 60
Mixing mortar; two lessons a month for 1 year.

Before graduation each man must be able to lay bricks plumb, neatly, 
and at the rate of 600 bricks in eight hours. There are no limitations 
upon the size of this class during the building season, and as many as 
150 pupils have been carried on its roll.

Plastering.—As this trade is so closely allied to that of bricklaying 
it is taught chiefly to the same men, sometimes before and sometimes 
after they have completed their course with the jdumb and trowel. The 
instruction is given in booths formed of stud partitions, lathed in the 
usual manner, and arranged to present the conditions ordinarily to be 
found in rooms of various shapes. These furnish accommodations for 
18 men a;t a time. Advanced members of the class have found prac
tice during the year in plastering the walls of the new auditorium 
and of the 504 cells in the new extension, and they are called upon 
frequently to re-plaster rooms in many parts of the institution. The 
course o f instruction and practice is as follows;
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COURSE IN  PLASTER IN G .
Hours.

Lathing....................................................................—............- ........ .......................... 40
Making mortar, when and how to begin plastering, thickness of c o a t . ./ .......... 40
Names of tools, scratch coat, how put on, and what for........................ r .............  72
Brown coat, how put on, when and what for; screeds and spots and their object. 72
Putting brown coat on lath..................................................................................... . 40
Putting brown coat on brick or stone work..................................... ................. . 40
Finishing brown coat for paint or fresco.............. ................................................... 40
White coat, clear lime skin, lime and sand Bkin..... ............................................... 40
White coat, sand finish, trowel work.......................................................................  40
White coat, sand finish, float work................................................. ....................... 40
White coat, hard finish, preparing, applying to wall, using trowel and brush,

finishing angles and comers...................................................................................  144
Applying scratch coat to arches and different angles.............................................  40
Applying brown coat to arches and different angles........................................... 40
Cornice, centre pieces and circles, preparing material, etc....................................  72
Making centre pieces and putting on wall....... .................. .................... ................  40
Turning circles on wall and white coat around them.............. ......... .................... 40
Preparing mortar for different kinds of work; preparing lime for white coat__ 40

Fresco painting.—The equipments o f the class room in which this 
trade is taught are sufficient to accommodate 30 persons. There are 
wooden screens for beginners, supplemented by hanging ceilings. 
When the pupil has developed sufficient facility he is given work on 
walls and ceilings wherever decoration is required. During the past 
summer the plaster of the new auditorium has been very artistically 
treated by members of this class, many o f whom exhibit exceptional 
merit. The course of instruction and practice is as follows :

COURSE IN  FRESCO PA IN TIN G .

Hours.
Preparation of walls............ ............... ...................... ............................................ . .  24
Drawing one-inch lines............................ .................................................................  24
Drawing fine lines......................................................................................................  24
Drawing lines to represent woven work..................................................................  24
Drawing beveled squares, quadrilaterals, and hexagons with fine lines................ 72
Stencilling, joining where ties occur, edging with fine lines....... .........................  72
Making appropriate top and bottom borders for stencil..................................... 60
Free-hand practice on simple geometric designs, laying'out and edging with

fine lines, high light, and shade............................................................................  120
Laying out and finishing ceilings, including free-hand work............................... 120
Imitation of moulding, light and shade................................... ........ .......................  60
Free-hand borders and scroll work....... ...................................................................  100
Finishing ceilings overhead, all free-hand work.................................................... 120
Final examination, test piece................... ..................... ............... ......................... 120

Stone cutting.—The contributions of the advanced pupils of this class 
to the building erected during the past year are scarcely less note
worthy than those of the bricklayers. They have furnished all the 
cut stone for the foundations, copings, and general trimmings of the 
north wing extension. This has given them sufficient practice to qual
ify them to hold places with journeymen of considerable experience.
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The planned course covers all kinds o f work in common use. The class 
room has a floor space of over 10,000 square feet and no limit is placed 
on the size of the class. The course of instruction and practice is as 
follows: *

COURSE IN  STONE CUTTING.

Roughing out stone..................... ......................................
Making smooth surface on stone.......................................
Droving and smoothing stone............................................
Tooling................................................................................
Square jointing....................................................................
Chamfering and droving water table, and jointing same
Cutting window sills with hovels......................................
Cutting round arches.........................................................
Cutting Gothic arches........................................................
Straight mouldings.............................................................
Mouldings with returns.......................................................
Gothic and round arches, combined with mouldings___
Round arches and mouldings for belting course..............
Spu.r stone for gable roof..................... ..............................
Making a complete window...............................................
Making jambs for mantel....................................................
Making shelves for mantel.................................................
Making lintel for mantel..................... ..............................

Hoars. 
.£ 60 
..  60 
.. 75 
..  60 
.. 40
..  50 
.. 20 
.. 20 
.. 20 
. .  60 
.. 60 
.. 80 
.. 60 
.. 100 
.. 100 
. .  30 
.. 30 
..  30

Carpentry.—With men who have a choice of trades this class appears 
to be the most popular. The number of requests to join it are always 
considerably in excess of the accommodations, although plenty of room 
is found for those whose predilection is natural, or is based on some
thing more substantial than mere fancy. The course comprehends a 
wide range, and it is expected of graduates that they shall be capable of 
erecting a wooden tenement from cellar to ridge pole. In fact, one of 
the tests of efficiency has been the building of miniature frame houses. 
First the sills are laid and the studding begun, then the ribbons are 
placed in position and the joists are laid across. Each joint is made 
with due attention to the advantageous cutting of the lumber. After 
the rafters are in place the plancher and frieze are put on, the roof 
boards are fastened, and the eaves finished off. The outside doorways 
and all the windows are also inserted, each form being complete in 
every particular. In the building operations of the institution no class 
has been more useful; abundant meritorious evidences of the thorough
ness of its instruction being found in the structures put up during the 
year. The course o f instruction and practice is as follows:

COURSE IN  CARPENTRY.

Honrs.
Use of rip-saw, coarse and fine cross-cut saws........................................................  25
Planing a 2 by 4, out of wind, to gauge and square............................................... 50
The carpenter’s square.. ..... .................... , ...... .............................. ......................  g
Chamfering, using chisel................................................................ ......................... _ 3g
Mortises....................... .............................. ..................................... ............... ..........  3g
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Hours.
Tenons..........................................................................................................................  38
Making a frame of a given size, with, mortises and tenon jo in ts.............. ...........  50
Halving together............ ................................................................. ........ *...............  25
Making a frame of a given size, halving together the joints............ ......... .......... 38
Mitre joints....................................    25
Making a box or frame of a given size, using mitre jo in ts ............................... . . .  38
Making timber splicos, draw bore and pin together............................................... 63
Dovetail.............................................................................- .......................................  38
Making a box of a given size, dovetailing it together...........................................  50
Blind dovetail............................ ............................................................... ...............  38
Making a box of a given size, blind dovetailing it together............................... . 50
Lock and'key............................................................................................"I................ 25
Hinges..................................................................................................   38
Window-frames........................................................................      50
Door-frames...................................................................  38
Skirting...................................................................................................    25
Stud partition and bridging............ -.................................................. ...................  38
Coping, round casing, and moulding...............................    38
Filing both rip and cross-cut saws...... ..........    75
Final examinations...........................................................................    125

Connected with the carpentry class is a small group of men engaged 
in making packing cases. This ranks as a productive, as well as 
instructive, industry, the products being taken up by the hardware 
and cabinet departments for shipping stock.

Wood turning.—This course is brief, requiring only from three to 
four months to complete for those who are assigned to the class half 
of each working day, and it usually follows or precedes a training in 
some other wood working branch. It is as follows:

COURSE IX  W O O D  TU RN IN G.

Hours.
Using of gouge in turning parallel rods.................................................................... 7
Using of flat chisel in turning parallel rods............................................................. 7
Using of flat chisel in cutting beads...........................................  j.5
Using of small gouge in cutting grooves........................   *15
Turning spindles...................................................................................................... 60
Turning chair and table legs, etc.; from patterns..................................................  60
Turning rosettes, plinth blocks, core pulleys, e t c ...............................   60
Turning hollow work.................................................................................................. 30
Turning spheres and ovoids...........................    15

Wood carving.—This is one of the five trades taught in the two 
story shop building known as the cabinet works at the west end of 
the enclosure. The advanced pupils and graduates of this and the 
four classes mentioned in the next paragraphs contribute toward the 
manufacture of sideboards, lounges, piano stools, etc., of cheap and 
fine grade, which are put upon the market. The men detailed to the 
wood carving class are selected from among those who evince artistic 
tastes and exceptional appreciation of form. The class room is designed 
to accommodate 18 men at the benches at one time. The course of in
struction and practice is as follows:
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COURSE IN WOOD CARVING.
Heard.

Incised or intaglio work, involving straiglit and curved lines.............. ............ 25
Simple checked panels, using not more than three tools........................ . . ____  40
Intaglio designs in lines of varied widths and depths, combined with incised

leaves.................................................. ......................... 1........................... L.___  100
Conventional leaf carving with broad bold sweeps and plowing curves........... 50
Conventional designs of greater freedom from the Gothic_________________ _ 100
Panels of cabinets............................................................................................... 60
Carving of a leaf in the so lid .................. ........ ................................................ . 60
Carving of an animal’s head................................. .................................................  - 100
Carving of an ivy vine in the solid............................ ............................ . . ........... 60
Different kinds of fruit.c....... ........................................................................ 100
Different kinds of fish............................................................................................. 100
A vase and flowers...................................................................................................  100
Final examination, test piece................................................................................. 100

Wood finishing.—The staining, finishing, shellacking, varnishing, and 
rubbing of the surface wood work of all furniture made in the cabinet 
works devolves upon members of this division as rapidly as they become 
proficient. In each part of the course there is much practical work, 
and it is done with great care, since it is subject to the most searching 
and critical scrutiny before it is permitted to pass to the upholstery or 
cabinet classes, as the case may be. The course of instruction and 
practice is as follows:

COURSE IN WOOD FINISHING.

Sandpapering soft wood, walnut, and ash.......... ..............
Sandpapering oak and cherry..........................................
Staining cherry and walnut...............................................
Staining ebony and mahogany. 1.......................... ........... .
Filling ash, oak, and walnut..................*................ .........
Puttying..... ...................................................................... _
Shellacking soft w ood ................... ................................. .
Shellacking walnut............................................................
Shellacking ash.....................................................................
Shellacking o a k ............ ........................... ...................... .
Sandpapering the shellac, soft and hard wood___. . . . . . .
Varnishing soft wood........................................... J........ .
Varnishing hard w ood.........................................................
Rubbing.................................................................................
Polishing.............................................................................. .
Refinishing furniture........................................................... .

Hours.
60
40
40
40
60
20
60
60
60
60
40
60
60

120
80

150
Cabinetmaking.—Preliminary to engaging upon the active work set 

apart for this class, the members receive lessons in the care and use of 
the great variety of tools required by cabinetmakers. They are then 
given considerable practice on “ dummy” work, and finally are engaged 
upon sideboards, joining the parts as they come from the machine room 
and fitting the locks, trimmings, plate glass, etc. The sideboards are 
of various shapes and in many designs, and are finished in the natural 
woods, or in antique, sixteenth century, and old English styles.

Upholstering.—Practice in upholstering all grades of sofas, lounges, 
ottomans, chairs, and piano stools is obtained by this class without
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stmt, the labor o f  the members, after they have advanced sufficiently 
in their outlined course, being directed toward preparing goods for 
sale. The cushioned furniture is made in a great variety o f shapes and 
is covered with all materials ordinarily used, from Brussels carpet to 
Turkish rugs and the finest silk plush. The course of instruction and 
practice is as follows;

COURSE IN  UPHOLSTERING. Honrs.
Springing up lounges — ....................... — ........... ........................................ ......  24
Upholstering base and. arm....... ......... - ..............................................- ................  48
Upholstering hack...... ......... ............. ............... . . — ............................................ 12
Finishing complete lounge.......................... .............. - .........................................  84
Formi ng rolls................................... - ................................ - .................................... 8  ■
Stitching rolls................... - .................. ................................- ............. - ...............  8
Putting on covers.... .............. - -------------------- -------- ------------------ ----------------  32
Constructing upholstery for whole sofa----------------------------------    84
Spring edges.............................................................................................................  18
Double stuffing..... .................... . .................. - —.......... ........................................  18
Covering.................................................................................................................  36
Putting on fringe........................................................- ..........................................  1
Upholstering complete sofa..................................      84
Small chairs........................................... - .............................— ............- ............... 15-20
Arm chairs —.............. - ......................... - ...........................- ..............—.................  10
Bookers.................................................... ........................................................... -* 16
Sofas............................... ................................ .................... ............. ...... .............- 20
Student chairs................... . ........ *•.............................................. ... ........................ 30

Wood working machinery.—Under this class head come a considera
ble number of men who are taught how to care for and manipulate the 
great variety of wood work machines used in turning out the product 
of the cabinet works. It is sought to make them thoroughly familiar 
with a full line of power machinery, and they have opportunities for 
treating elm, walnut, cherry, oak, chestnut, basswood, white wood, 
cucumber, beech, maple, hickory, and ash, learning the peculiarities of 
the grain, and the effect of the various woods on knives and saws. 
Among the machines used are band-saws, buzz-saws, surface planers, 
shapers, turning lathes, tenon-saws, dovetailers, horizontal and verti
cal borers, swing-saws, buzz planers, sanders, and carvers.

Boat building.—A  year’s conscientious labor at the various tasks in 
this department is generally sufficient to qualify men to select lumber 
for and to build small boats. The production of the shop includes Saint 
Lawrence river skiffs and Adirondack boats from 10 to 24 feet long, 
smooth seam and canvas canoes, open and decked sail boats, sailing 
canoes, steam launches, spoon oars, paddles, and sails, all of which are 
made for the trade. The boats are chiefly of the better grades, smooth 
and lapstreaked, and most frequently finished in the natural wood colors, 
highly polished, with plain and inlaid decks, and brass and silver 
plated trimmings. The pupils are taught, in this order, planing and 
sawing stock, keel laying, planking, ribbing, decking and seating, 
sandpapering, oiling, shellacking, varnishing, trimming, and crating, 
and they are also instructed in the methods of fashioning oars and pad
dles and of cutting and stitching sails.
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Type setting and printing.—Those assigned to this class are first given 
a fall course in composition, and are not considered fally competent 
for graduation until they can set fair copy, correct proofs, and dis
tribute at the rate of 1,000 ems per hour. Thereafter, if  they display 
_an aptitude for the printing business, they are advanced to stone work 
and to the press and job rooms. Then they receive instruction in mak
ing up forms, methods of measuring margin, arranging the furniture, 
and locking up forms; arrangement of title pages and other displayed 
matter; sizes, quality of paper and cardboard; in the handling of hand 
presses and power platen'and single cylinder presses; regulation of 
impression, making register; rollers, their composition and mode of 
manufacture; making wood and metal cuts ready ; use of paper cutters, 
etc. Below is the course pursued in the composing room and showing 
the rate at which the type setter is expected to develop speed:

COUESE IN  T Y P E  SETTIN G AN D  PK IN TIN G .
H ours.

Names and uses of articles in printing office plant............................................... 24
Learning case and distributing..............................................................................  32
Use of composing stick and rule.......................................................................... . 32
Sizes and designation of type.................................................................................  24
Copy marks . ............ ..................... .......................................................................  8
Straight composition,"reprint and manuscript copy; nonpareil, brevier, and

long primer. Task 250 ems per hour........................................,....................  60
Task 280 ems per hour................................. ...........................................................  60
Task 310 ems per h our........................................................................................... 60
Task 350 ems per hour  .....................................................................................  60
Task 380 ems per hour................................................................................... »........  60
Task 410 ems per hour.............................................................................................. 60
Task 450 ems per hour......................................................... ...................................  60
Task 480 ejns per hour ...........................................................................................  60
Task 510 ems per hour............ ......................................................... ..................... 60
Task 550 ems per hour.............................................................................................. 60
Task 580 ems per hour............................................. .............. ................................. 60
Task 610 ems per hour............................................................................ ................  60
Task 650 ems per hour............................................................................ .................  60
Task 680 ems per hour................................................................................... .......... 60
Task 710 ems per hour.............................................................................................. 60
Task 750 ems per hour............................................................................................. 60
Task 760 ems per hour.......................................................................... . ...... ..........  60
T̂ ask 780 ems per hour.............................................................................................. 60
Task 800 ems per hour.............. .................................................................. ........... 60
Task 810 ems per hour  ..........................................................................................  60
Task 830 ems per hour..... ........................................................................................  60
Task 850 ems per hour.............................................................................................  60
Task 860 ems per hour............ ................................................... ...........................  60
Task 880 ems per hour.................................... ......................................................... 60
Task 900 ems per hour............................................... .......................... ................. 60
Task 910 ems per hour................................. ........................................................... 60
Task 930 em s per hour............................................. .................................. ........... 60
Task 950 ems p er hour................................................ .............. ............................  60
Task 975 ems per hour.............................................................................................  60
Task 1,000 ems per hour................................................................................... ..... 60
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In the plant of the printing office is included a Columbian hand press, 
a universal jobber, and a single cylinder newspaper press, all o f which 
are in constant use every secular day in turning out the thousands of 
lesson leaflets for the schools, the great mass of printed stationery and 
boohs required by a busy, compact community of nearly 1,500 persons, 
and in taking impressions of The Summary, the periodical published 
in the institution. The stock of display type contains over a hundred 
fonts of modern casting.

Bookbinding.—The bookbindery, as is fitting, is a close neighbor of 
the printing office, occupying adjoining apartments in the same build
ing. Besides the opportunity for instruction it furnishes it is service
able as an adjunct of the institution, in that its workers rule and bind 
all the ledgers and blank books required in the various counting rooms, 
pad thememorandum blanks, bind and rebind library books, and accom
plish much more of value in their line. The course of instruction and 
practice is as follows :

COURSE IN  BOOKBIN D IN G .
Home.

Folding stationery and printed sheets....................................................... - ........  12
Gathering..........................................................................................................   12
Sewing in for the hands......................................................: ..................................  25
Sewing of hooks, all along and two sheets out..................... ............................... 50
Putting on fly-leaves on print w ork ...................................................................... 12
Putting on fly-leaves on blank work..............................................................  37
Gluing the hack.............................................................................   12
Cutting front fore edge...................................................... - ............. ....................  25
Rounding and hacking............................................................................  125
Cutting hoards for covers..........................................................................................  25
Head banding.............................................................................................................  50
Lining of the hack......................................................................................................  25
Paring of leather..........................................................................................................  25
Putting on of hoards...................................................................................................  25
Leathering of hack and corners..............................................................................   65
Case making................................... ..................s............................. ....................... 25
Sliding up (paper and clothl............ ,....................................................................  25
Pasting up....... ,.......................................................................................  25
Pressing...................................................................................... - ...........................  25
Marbling.......................................................- ........................................................ * 65
Gilding..............................................................................................................    65
Red edging................................................... ...............................- ...................... 65
Final examination by instructor, binding whole hook..................................   50

Under the same jurisdiction as the bindery, and in an adjoining 
room, is the paper box shop which ranks as a productive, as well as an 
instructive, industry. Here are made the boxes in which are packed 
the shelf goods manufactured in the hardware department and in the 
pipe shop. After a limited time for practice in putting together the 
various styles of boxes the workers are given a prescribed task, grad
ually increased as they become efficient. In the bookbindery, also, is 
taught the care and use of ruling machines.

Moulding (iron).—The foundery is a portion of the hardware manu
facturing plant, and the trades class pupils in it begin to shape
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articles for tlie market when they have been taught the first principles 
o f moulding. Besides the foundery and its cupola there belong to the 
hardware plant a two story finishing shop and packing room, mill room, 
large storehouse, pattern safe, fan room, match room, and all the neces
sary machinery, tools, and appliances for transforming a piece of pig 
iron into a finely finished merchantable piece of shelf hardware. The 
product consists chiefly of shelf brackets, sad-irons, frame, side, and 
screw pulleys, grindstone fixtures, well wheels, casters, barrel bolts, 
registers, and kindred goods, the annual output being about 1,200 
tons. There are 120 inmates employed in the department—50 in the 
foundery and 70 in the finishing shop and packing room. The mould
ing class has two divisions. In one the rudiments of the trade are 
taught. When the pupil becomes sufficiently advanced he is trans
ferred into the foundery proper, and there receives gradually more dif
ficult work to do, until, finally, he becomes master o f the trade. 
Some idea of the range of practice that is gained may be formed from 
the statement that over 1,000 brass patterns and 500 wooden patterns 
are in use. The tyro in bench moulding is taught first how to keep 
his pattern clean, and then follow lessons in the tempering of sand, 
ramming the mould, placing of bottom board, drawing pattern, and 
pouring. This is all bench work. The same course applies to floor 
moulding which is taken up by the most advanced pupils before grad
uation. All work is subjected to the most critical examination, and 
when faults are discovered the pupil who is responsible for them is 
cautioned and instructed how to avoid them.

Hardware finishing.—In this class, in which the minimum of benefit 
is derived by the pupils, since the work is of a kind that requires 
dexterity rather than special skill, are engaged second grade men 
whose standing has effected their titles to more profitable instruction 
for the time being, and members of other grades who require absorb
ing employment to accustom them to persistent and quick muscular 
effort, and who spend a portion of their working hours acquiring an 
insight into some more useful vocation. There are handled in this 
shop as many as 50,000 small pieces of hardware a day. In the sort
ing, grinding, polishing, drilling, Japping, and riveting of the articles, 
after they have passed the mill room, the men gain familiarity with a 
variety of drilling machines, parallel lathes, pulley frame riveters, wire 
cutters and straighteners, emery wheels, sad-iron turners, chamfering 
hammers, bolt cutters, sad-iron handle formers and polishers, and have 
much practice in japanning, coppering, and bronzing.

Palter miakmg.— Beginners are instructed as to the specific proper
ties and applications of wood, and have explained to them the 
operations of moulding so that they may appreciate the uses of draught, 
halving, cores, etc. Following lessons in the care of tools and in the 
cutting out and turning of wood they prepare simple patterns and 
then engage in the more difficult exercises in which cores are used.
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A  frequent test in a final examination is the making of patterns in 
detail for turning lathes. It is by this class that the wooden patterns 
for the brass and iron moulders are made. The course of instruction 
and practice is as follows:

COURSE IN PATTERNMAKING.

To piano a 2 by 4 out of wind, to gauge, and square throughout
Practice in use of rip and cut-off saws................... - ....................
Filing saws................. ...............................- ......................................
Mortising, dovetailing, and mitreing with chisel.........................
Turning stick to size................. . ............. — ................... .
Turning beads and gouge w ork .............. '................... ..................
Turning vases and general lathe work.......................... ................
Making round core boxes................................................ . — .........
Bracket pattern...................................... ...................- ....................
Crank pattern—combining turning and bench work..................
Small hand wheel..............................................................................
Small gear blank, curved arms. , ........................... ..............
Small pulley.......................................... .............. *.........................
Spider, kettle, gem iron, e t c . . . ......................................................
Draw handle, door latch, etc..........................................................
Tool chest for hand lathe.......................... ...................... ..............
Vise pattern............................................... .....................................
Engine cylinder, core boxes, valve, etc..........................................
Hanger pattern for line shaft............................. ............................
Detail of a speed lathe assigned by instructor................ ............
Globe valve pattern, T-joints and elbows . . .................................
Final examination, general work assigned by instructor---- ------

Honrs. 
... 50 
. .  25 
.. 25 
.. 75 
.. 12 
. .  25 
.. 38 
.. 8 
..  38 
..  25 
,. 25 
.. 20 
. .  25 
.. 75 
.. 50 
.. 25 
.. 63 
.. 75 
.. 38 
.. 50 
... 50 
... 100

Machinists,—In the machine shop, which is stocked with an assort
ment of engine lathes, speed lathes, planers, drills, and other metal 
working machinery, there are accommodations for 50 men in the two 
sections of the class. Preliminary to the course an explanation is given 
of the construction of the machines to be used and the theory of cutting 
tools is analyzed. The earliest work is at benches, which are supplied 
with vises, chisels, files, and other necessary tools. The course of 
instruction and practice is as follows :

COURSE FOR MACHINISTS.

Chipping small blocks................ - ....................................
Filing and finishing small b lock s..................................
Filing and fitting a sliding pair.......................................
Scraping small surface plate..........................................
Scraping small valve....... ................................................
Drilling and rose-biting holes in flat iron ......................
Drilling and rose-biting holes in round iron...............
Drilling and rose-biting boxes.........................................
Planing small surface plate....... ?...................................
Planing small b lock ..................... ..................................
Planing key-ways, dovetails, slots, etc ...........................,
General work on planer............ •.......................... - ..........
Turning a cylindrical block to gauge.......................... .
Turning a series of different sized steps on cylinder----
Hand tooling......................................................- .............

Hours.
J  60
.. 38 
.. 50 
.. 60 
.. 50 
.. 20 
.. 25 
.. 25 
.. 12 
..  38 
.. 60 
.. 60 
.. 12 
.. 25 
.. 12
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Hoars.
Finishing and „polishing.............................................................. _.............................  12
Turning V and square thread cap screw................................................................  50
Chucking, boring, etc., of gear wheels, pulleys, etc............................................. I 60
Chucking, boring, and cutting square and V threads on n u ts .............................. 60
Centreing and turning an eccentric.................................................. ......................  38
Turning taper, centres, mandrels, and reamers................................. ....................  50
Planing small valve on shaper..................................................................................  25
Cutting gear wheel teeth to templet on shaper...................................................... 25
Final examination, consisting of general repair work................. ......................... 125

All repairs to machinery about the establishment are made by the 
machinist class, aiid during the past year considerable new work has 
been turned out for the building constructors, a notable piece being 
four winding stairways leading to the new auditorium.

Iron forging.—The equijunent of each learner includes a power forge, 
anvils, tongs, hammer, sledge, and kindred tools. The care and man
agement of the fire is first given attention and then drawing, upsetting, 
forming, and welding are practised; bars o f lead being used until the 
pupil has gained an exact idea of the proper treatment of the piece 
before dealing with hot iron. The intermediate exercises include such 
constructions as hooks, bolts, shackle, chain, swivel, hinge, tongs, etc. 
The course of instruction and practice is as follows:

COURSE IN IRON FORGING.

Drawing lead into square, octagonal, and round bars . . ___
Drawing lead into different forms, with sledge practice___
Drawing iron into square, octagonal, and round bars............
Drawing iron into different forms, with sledge practice___
Light welding, scarf, right angle, T and b u tt ....... ............
Making heavy welds, scarf, right angle, T qnd bu tt............
Making chain, hooks, swivel, blacksmiths’ tongs, e tc____
General forgings from pattern or drawing......................
Working and tempering steel..................................................
Making and tempering stonecutters’ too ls ............................
Making blacksmiths’ tools....... .............................................
Making machinists’ tools.......... ..............................................
General work in forging or repair from pattern or drawing 
Final examination:

Blacksmiths’ tools................................................ *..........
Machinists’ tools..................... .....................
Forging from a pattern or drawing.................................

Horseshoeing.—This is an outgrowth of the forging class, and is 
especially designed to furnish a certain means of livelihood to a class 
of men who would be likely to find congenial employment in the black
smith shops oi rural districts. The first few exercises of the course are 
the same as those in the forging curriculum. It is when the treatment 
of a horse’s hoof is brought under consideration that the outlines begin 
to vary materially. Jointed strips of wood, made to counterfeit in shape 
and action horses’ legs, are used in teaching the methods of fitting and 
calking shoes until the pupils are accustomed to the operation. There-

Hours. 
..  25 
.. 15 
-  30 
.. 20 
.. 30 
.. 30 
.. 40 
.. 40 
.. 60 
.. 60 
.. 90 
.. 90 
.. 90

.. 12 

.. 12 

.. 12
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after they are permitted to test their skill upon the draught stock o f  
the reformatory. The course of instruction and practice is.as follows:

COURSE Ili TIORSESIIOEIXG.

Uso of Rammer in drawing and shaping lead "bars........... .
Drawing and shaping iron...................... -........................
Welding iron....................................................................
Working steel.................................. ..............................
Making blacksmiths’ tools. . . . . . . .  - ............................ .
Practical work in preparing hoof for shoe.......................
Calking andfitting shoes.............. ............... ....................
Making horseshoes......... ...............................................
Final examination, consisting of shoeing and repair work

Hours.
.. 25 
.. 25 
.. 3è 
.. 50 
.. 38 
.. 60' 
.. T25 
.. 150' 
.. 125

Brass finishing.—Eepairs to electrical apparatus, the manufacture 
of oar locks and brass trimmings for the skiffs, canoes, sailing boats,, 
and steam launches turned out of the boat shop, and the making of all 
brass articles required in any of the departments of the institution, give 
the advanced pupils of this class an all-round experience in their 
trade that is of inestimable value. The equipment of the class room, 
in addition to the requisite hand and machine lathes, drill press, 
furnace, forge, milling machine, etc., includes a plating apparatus with 
small dynamo, and pupils are taught the methods of depositing nickel, 
silver, and gold plates on metals. The contribution of the class to the 
new auditorium is a mammoth corona supporting nearly a hundred 
16-candle electric lamps, and a number o f artistic electroliers. The 
course of instruction and practice is as follows:

COURSE IN BRASS FINISHING.

Oral instruction on the draught of patterns, names of files, etc............
Filing parallel and right angle surfaces..................................................
Filing and fitting dovetail plugs to gauge .. ..........................................
Filing and fitting small gear.....................................................................
Making, grinding, and using scrapers......................................................
Filing, setting, and using back-saw— ,...............................................---
To keep in order and use soldering-irons for soft solder .......................
Gating patterns..........................................................................................
Soft soldering on soft metal with blow pipe and alcohol lamp..............
Soft soldering on hard metal with blow pipe................... ......................
Hard soldering with blow pipe..'..............................................................
Hard soldering with forge.......................................................................
Annealing brass..........................................................................................
Hardening brass...................................... - ............. ..................................
Bending brass tubing and rods................... -1...........................................
Hardening and tempering tools, case hardening of iron, bluing screws
Care, grinding, use of twist drills.........................................................
Drilling and tapping................... .'............... - ...........................................
Use of hand tools on speed lathe...............................................................
Use of Tynod tools on speed lathe.............................................................
Turning to standard and hardening speed lathe centres.......................
Use of grinding, polishing, and buffing wheel............................... - - -
Building of a small model complete from drawing...............................

S. Ex. 65------41

Hours.
.. 13 
. .  50 
.. 50 
. .  25 
.. 25 
. . '  25 
. .  38 
. .  2 5  

.. 50 

.. 50 
-, 50
.. 50
.. 25 
... 25 
.. 25 
... 63 
... 25 
... 25 
.. 50 

... 25

25
125-
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Connected with, the class room is a small foundery in which brass 
moulding is taught and where the permanent patterns for the iron 
foundery are made. The pupils learn the parts of the flask, the uses of 
the cope and drag, placing and lifting o f patterns, gating of patterns, 
how to temper the sand, pouring, calculation of shrinkage, mixipg 
metals, care of fire, etc. The course covers a period of six months for 

• men who spend all their working hours in the foundery, and thereafter 
they have practice in making patterns in almost endless variety.

Umbrella making.—This is another of the industries which has as 
an object profitable production as well as instruction, and which is 
largely carried on by second grade men. The major portion of the 
umbrellas turned out are of common cambric, though some o f the more 
experienced hands are engaged upon a liner quality of goods and have 
made high grades of sun umbrellas and parasols from sateens and other 
covering materials. The extent of the instruction afforded will be 
best understood by following am umbrella through its various pro
cesses. The cloth is passed in rolls to operators who single-turn hem 
it on each side. It is then refolded into bundles and given to the 
cutters, who are guided in their work by wooden patterns for each size. 
The gores thus formed are run up into covers by sewing machine 
operators. Meanwhile in another part of the shop the frames are being 
constructed. The ribs are first hung around by one worker, another 
adjusts the runner, and Another the notches. The skeleton is now 
ready for the sticks, to which have already been affixed the cups and 
springs. The cover is secured to the frame, stretched, and ironed, the 
finishers put on the ferrules, the packers inclose the completed 
umbrella in paper slips and bands, and it is ready for the market. As 
the men engaged in these operations become proficient a stated amount 
o f product per day is required of them, the limit being placed at such 
a point as shall enforce close and steady application.

Pipe making.—A  number of the graduates and advanced pupils 
of the wood turning class find a place to put their knowledge to a fair 
test in the shop known as the novelty works. W ood smoking pipes 
of many shapes are the chief product, but there are also made umbrella 
sticks, with olive root, birch, and apple wood handles, for the umbrella 
department, and hatchet handles, lignum-vitse and maple caster wheels, 
and grindstone handles for the hardware department. The workers 
gain experience in handling automatic turning lathes, drill presses, 
band and rip-saws, dowelling and sandpapering machines, and polish
ing wheels.

Plumbing.— When thè members of this division have become 
pretty thoroughly posted as to the use of plumbers’ tools and furnaces, 
the preparing of wiping cloths, making solder, soldering seams, mak^ 
ing cup, over-cast, flange, and branch joints, etc., they are instructed as' 
to the proper arrangement of drain, soil, and waste pipes, supply 
pipes, boilers, tanks, and pumps, and as to the disposal of traps and 
ventilators. In the class room are accommodations for practical illus-
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trations of the treatment o f the plumbing work used in modern tene
ments and factories. The course of instruction and practice is as fol
lows :

COURSE IN' PLUMBING.
Hours.

Caulking and cutting cast iron pipe fittings............................................... ---- 40
Making seams of sheet lead.......................- ........................... ........ .......................  40 #
Over-cast joints....... ......................................................... .....................................  40
Cup joints...................................- ....................... ............................ ......................  4®
Makihg S-traps........................................................................................................ 48
Wiping horizontal round joints........................................................................... 48
Wiping horizontal branch joints.................................... - .................................... ®®
Wiping upright round joints..............................................- ................................  ®®.
Wiping upright branch joints................................................................... .......... ®®
Wiping on stopcocks............................................................ - ................................  40
Wiping flange j-oints on floor on safes............ r....................•................ - .............  40.
Wiping waste in copper lined hath tubs....... ........ ...............................- ............ 40
Wiping flange on 2-inch pipe.......................................   40
Wiping on ferrule from -^inch to 2 inches........................................... - ...............  48
Wiping joints in corners, under floors, or between joists at different angles . . .  40
Making bends with and without sand................................. ................................. 24
Making bottle traps.......................: ...................................................................... - ®®
Wiping tanks or cisterns..................................................................................   40
Making safes for fixtures........................................................................................  40
Putting over floor in sale waste................... - ....................................... -•...........  40
Setting water-closet, wash-basin, sink, urinals, and connecting pipes necessary 

for same..................... — ............................................................................ ......  420 .
Steam fitting .—The miles of pipe in the steam heating and power 

plant of the reformatory, with the constant demand for repairs and 
the connecting'of new radiators, give practical employment to mem
bers of this division as rapidly as they can be advanced to a point 
o f usefulness. In order, the instruction furnished is as follows: Cut
ting pipe, plain and lock-nut threads, and right and left nipples; tap
ping out fittings; cutting gaskets and washers for flanges, unions, etc.; 
packing valves with common screw stuffing box, also water glasses; 
packing valves with follower used in stuffing box; taking out piece of 
pipe and connecting with right and left coupling; taking out pipe and 
connecting with water union; taking out pipe and connecting with 
flange union; taking out pipe and connecting with lock-nut; making 
and placing square or right angle wall coil or pipe heater; making 
box coil of return bends, connecting with lock-nut to header. In learn
ing these details the average pupil requires about 250 hours. There
after he fits himself for his trade by the experience afforded through 
general jobbing work.

Tinsmithing.—The actual practice received, after the novitiates have 
been taught the use of furnaces, anvils, shears, and soldering-irons, and 
have learned how to prepare different metals for hard and soft solder
ing, extends from making simple forms of pans, bowls, cups, pipe- 
joints, etc., to the joining of stove-pipe elbows, the making o f intricate 
ornamental pieces, and roofing. The course of instruction and practice 
is as follows:
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H i
COURSE IN TINSMITniNG. ^

■HB. Honrs.Bgfm-
n f l l Cutting on line witli bench, and hand shears............ .............. .. ,

Marking out from pattern and cutting out work.....................
Turning edge for grooving......................................

Hgr 3 The use of the grooving machine. ....................
B R - Pounding down seams.................................................... %
■B&* • Turning edge for wiring with turning machine...................
Bp-v Use of hand wiring machine..... ...... . ....................... ....

m m i Use of burring machine for turning edge for bottoms..... ..........
Bpü ,̂ 1 Soldering seams......................................................
B E  : ' Measuring for bottoms and cutting out same............................ 50
R i Turning edge for bottoms and putting on same...............................
Eife'' Setting down bottoms ready to double seam..............................
Br.'* a Double seaming by hand........................ ..................

Double seaming with hand machine...................................
Soldering bottoms............................... ~......................
Putting on ears and bails and making the bails.........>..............
Making rims for covers and putting on the same..................... . . . .  30
Making dipper handles and soldering the same........................ 40
Drawing out soldering-irons and filing and tinning same............ ........... 20
Making stove-pipe........................ .....................................Bj£* Making tea-kettles.............. .....................................

• Making boilers................................................................
P g H Final examination, general jobbing.......................... .................

B a r t e r i n g .— The facilities for learning liow to treat crown and face :
- hairs from the standpoint of a barber are exceptionally good as there

IRifev" is constantly at hand an inexhaustible supply'of subjects for experi-
g | H ment. The men in this class, averaging about twenty in number, shaveBiS&*ï 
ÿÉgM ■'■ and cut the hair of all the men in the institution as ofteh as is needed.
gfcu The barber shop is in the No. 1 trades school building, convenient to

the centre, of population during the working hours, and to it are -

R I marched those who need the services of the barbers. The shop is 
equipped with tilting barber chairs, looking glasses, and the necessary
accoutrements of such an establishment. The beginners are not

Hf&v entrusted with razors until they have learned the principles of shaving
§ s *  ■ thoroughly and have acquired the knack of a light touch through

watching the movements of the instructor and the more advanced
pupils. After completing the assigned course the pupil is required to
shave men well at the rate of five per hour and to cut hair in any style
at the rate of one head every twenty-five minutes. The course is as
follows:

H
COURSE IN BARBERING.

Hours.HBM Honing razors........................................................................... . . 36
Lathering and combing....................................................

b h Stropping.....................................................................................
■§£--■ Shaving light beards..............................................................
1 E&H General- shaving....................................................................... 40

Hair cutting (lay down)..................................................................
■&.-.1 Hair cutting (pompadour)........................................................... ..........  40
BBH I Shampooing..................................................................................... 15

Dyeing and coloring...................................................... 30 I1*
■ t  ■ General review, consisting of any work which may come into shop......... ..........  40 /-
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Tailoring.—By tlie members of this class, which usually numbers 
about half a hundred, are manufactured all the uniforms worn by 
inmates of all grades. The course is not intended to develop merchant 
tailorsj but rather to give a good general idea of the trade to those 
who live in a locality where it is likely to be helpful. A ll cutting is at 
present done by the instructor, the pupils learning basting, hand and 
machine sewing, pressing and finishing of trousers, coats, waistcoats, 
and overcoats. In the tailor shop, too, is done the required repairing 
to garments of all kinds.

Shoem dicing.—The manufacture and repair of all the shoes and slip
pers for the members of the community give to the embryo shoe
makers enough practice so that no stock is wasted in experiments. 
For the lower first and second grade men they put together a heavy, 
low-cut shoe of common grade, and for members of the upper first 
grade and paroled men there is manufactured a lace shoe made from a 
good quality bf stock and well finished. The course is as follows:

COURSE IN SHOEMAKING.

Making waxed-ends and bristling them, stitching and blindstitching-----...
Square awl stitching.......................................................................................... .
Lasting and stocking......................................................................... ...... . —
Pegging and nailing  ................- ......................... ........................................ .
Heeling..................... ...........................................................................................
Trimming shoes........................................ ........... : ..............................................
Burnishing.................................—  .................................................................
Bottom finishing...........................................................: ................................... .
Treeing............................ ...................................................................................
General instruction in the different kinds of leather, cutting out work, etc 
Final examination, making shoes alone from beginning of outline to end .

Heurs. 
. .  60 
.. 120 
.. 120 
.. 100 
.. 75 
.. 150 
-  75 
.. 100 
.. 60 
.. 60 
.. 60

CooMng.—In an apartment adjoining the main kitchen of the estab
lishment, and near that in which the meals of the guards and employés 
are prepared, are half a dozen stoves, with a profusion of pots, pans, 
kettles, broiling irons, etc. Here there is assembled nearly every day 
a class learning the science of cookery under the tutelage of the 
steward. In addition to acquiring a useful knowledge of plain cook
ing, and of the adventitious methods of making food palatable, the 
members are instructed in the effects of heat in different degrees upon 
the nutritious qualities of meats and vegetables. Many of the dishes 
prepared by them find places on the tables in the officers’ dining room. 
The curriculum adhered to is as follows :

COURSE I.— BREAKFASTS.

Caro of fires, cleaning utensils, and care of kitchen----
Cutting meat.............................................................
Grilling....................................................................
Fryin g.................................. ...................................
Baking muffins and breakfast cakes................. •-.......
Preparing breakfast . . . . . . . . ..... ................................

Hours.
.. 25 
.. 63 
. .  25 
. .  38 
.. 38 
.. 13
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courts® ir.—lunches.

What a ml ho w to cook........................................ ..........
Meat extracts and broth.,.............. ............................ .
Gruels and beverages....... ...... ....................................
Principles of serving................ .................... .................

Honrs. 
.. 75 
.. 38 
.. 38 
.. 25

COURSE I l l s — DINNERS.
s  Honrs.

Soups and b is q u e s ......................................    50
Roasts......... ............................................................'.......................................  50
Fish.................................................................................................................  38

Vegetables.....................................    7 5

Pastry and cakes....................................................................   100
Entries?!..............................................     50
Arranging dinner..... ....................       1 3 .

The baking class may properly be called a subdivision of the cooking 
class. Its quarters are in the basement of what is known as the domes
tic building, and its experience is derived chiefly through preparing the 
dough and baking the bread for the use of both the inmates and the 
offieers.

Stenography.—For those men whose antecedents, expressed ambitions, 
education, and prospects indicate that they are adapted for a commer
cial career or to act as amanuenses, a well planned course in phonog
raphy is provided. The system taught is Graham’s. The curriculum 
as arranged anticipates the graduation of shorthand writers, capable 
o f taking dictation of ordinary business matter at the rate of at least 
120 words a minute, within a year. In addition to the practice allowed 
in the class room» those who nre capable of writing rapidly enough are 
furnished facilities for taking full notes o f the lectures to the various 
school classes. Hot a few of the graduates have shown their ability to 
maintain a speed of 150 words a minute. The order and division of the 
lessons is as follows:

COURSE. IN STENOGRAPHY.

Consonant signs.
Joining of consonants.
Iss circle.
Word-signs.
Vocalization.
Position of words.
Vocalization of circles, etc.
Vowel word-signs.
Diphthongs.
Method of placing vowels between 

strokes.
Prefixes and affixes.
Brief ways and yays.
Word -signs.
Aspirates.
X, r, and ish.
L  and r hooks.

L  and r hooks with circles, etc.
Hook for in, lev, and rel.
Word-signs and contractions.
Ef, vee, and en hooks.
Shon and tin hooks.
Eshon hook.
Word-signs.
Widening and doubling.
Halving principle.
Word-signs.
Omission of consonants and vowels, and 

jQining parts of words.
Phrase writing.
Omission of words.
Enlarged way and yay.
Word-signs and dictation.
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As soon as tlie elementary principles have been mastered the pupils 
are required to write from dictation at a speed commensurate with their 
knowledge of the code, and this is kept up until withdrawal from the 
class.

Typewriting.—Typewriting is so closely allied to stenography in prac
tice that a course in the latter would scarcely be complete without abil
ity to handle the writing machine with facility. It is but natural, there
fore, that training in typewriting should be an accompaniment of a por
tion of the phonographic course. The pupils begin to practise on the 

* machines when they first take up word-signs and continue until they 
can manipulate the keyboard at the rate of forty words or more per min
ute for ten minutes. The course is as follows:

COURSE IN TYPEWRITING.

Location of letters.
Fingering and evenness of touch. 
Exercises in selected words#
Forms of business correspondence, head

ings, titles, addresses, etc.
Spelling, punctuation, capitalization,etc.

Miscellaneous exercises in writing from 
dictation.

Technical expressions and abbreviations. 
Speed exercises.
Mechanism, adjustment, and care of ma

chine.

Electric lighting.—The artificial illumination of the reformatory and 
its surroundings is by means of about 2,300 incandescent lamps of 10 
and 10-candle power, and 30 arc lamps. In each cell there is a 
10-candle light, in the corridors and class rooms are many 16- 
candle lamps, and about the grounds and in some o f thé shops are 
2,000-candle power arc lamps. The dynamos furnishing the powerful 
currents are located in a bow-roofed building constructed especially 
for holding them. In the plant is included a Brush arc dynamo, four 
incandescent dynamos, and one 90 and two 120-horse power engines. 
There is besides in the domestic building an emergency dynamo capa
ble of lighting 12016-candle lamps. The care and operation of these 
machines furnishes occupation and instruction usually to half a dozen 
men at a time. The practical experience includes stringing wires, 
trimming lamps, laying out and verifying wire plans, calculation of 
spread of light, adjustment of electric call bells, etc. Theoretical 
knowledge is gathered at the meetings of the class in electricity, which 
is a feature of the school of letters.

Mechanical draicing.—All pupils learning trades in which a knowl
edge of draughting is necessary or helpful have a place in the mechanical 
drawing class, which has on its rolls from three to four hundred names 
at a time. The class is divided into three sections, and each of these 
sections is again divided into eleven graded subdivisions containing 
from six to twenty learners. The work of the whole class is under the 
direction o f a mechanical engineer, and he is assisted by a corps of in
mate instructors who have completed the prescribed course and are 
capable of guiding others over the paths they have trodden. One sec-
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tion spends every Tuesday and Friday afternoon in the drawing class 
room, another is there every Monday and Thursday afternoon, and the 
third is under instruction each week-day morning from 11 to 12 o’clock. 
The drawing room, which is about 125 feet long and 50 feet wide, is 
fitted with tilting tables at which the men stand while working on 

-  their drawing boards. The equipment includes a plentiful supply of 
drawing instruments, models, etc.

The outlined course provides for teaching to all members of the class 
the principles of working drawings, projections of planes, lines and 
points, geometric problems, and the use of instruments. From that 
point the course is specialized, and there are subdivisions for the car
penters and wood turners, for the bricklayers and plasterers, for the 
fresco painters and wood carvers, for the machinists, patternmakers, 
and blacksmiths, and for the stonecutters. The carpenters, for in
stance, are made familiar with the draughting of framework and joints, 
sections through partitions, doors and windows, framing plans of ten
ements, scale drawings of buildings from meashrement, etc.; the iron 

' workers learii to prepare machine details from models and sketches, to 
make free-hand working drawings, and to solve problems in construc
tion; and the wood carvers and frescoers take up the elements of orna
ment, lines, geometric forms, leaves, and flowers, and their use in dec
oration.

It is well to inquire concerning the effects of manual training upon 
criminal dullards, as shown by the experience at the Elmira institution.

Hamilton D. Wey, M. D., physician to the Elmira reformatory, 
says that the criminal’s wrongdoing has its origin in blunted or non- 
developed nervous areas [in the brain] and is indicative of wrong
headedness. Whatever may be said of the motives or incentives that 
led to crime, the fact remains that the head of the criminal is wrong.

To correct this abnormal mental condition should be the aim of the 
state in dealing with its convicted felons, and no scheme or plan has 
accomplished .such results as those wrought by education, as comprised 
in letters and physical and manual training, tempered by the whole
some discipline indispensable in successful prison management.

His efforts are directed toward the awakening of dormant mental 
activity by stimulating peripheral nerves. These nerves, roused to 
action, excite corresponding areas or motor tracts in the brain to put 
forth their energies; and, by frequent repetition of this stimulation, 
the growth and development of certain cerebral centres is promoted.

Dr. W ey relates with some particularity the results of the system
atic course of training to which he subjected 43 dullards at the re
formatory. He had baths administered to them at frequent intervals 
and with regularity in conjunction with passive exercise, as kneading 
the muscles, working the joints, and friction applied to the entire 
body through rubbing by a professional trainer, as employed in the
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Turkish batli ; and, later in the day, a manual drill and calisthenics to 
furnish exercise and supplement the routine task hitherto daily per
formed in the shop.

To train these dullards’ arms and legs to motions of precision and to 
act in unison, remarks Dr. Wey, was something more than muscular 
development arid exercise in the common acceptation of the term; it 
was mental training as well as physical.

To the justness of this conclusion any man will subscribe who has 
seen a dull, shuffling lout transformed into ,a prompt, alert soldier 
through the agency of military drill.

The experiment «of Dr. Wey was conducted with great care. The 
weight and physical measurements of each prisoner were recorded both 
before and after the regimen to which he was subjected. For sixteen, 
months this line of treatment, as outlined above, was followed. A t 
the end of that period the doctor records his conviction as follows:

Having in the line of my duties within the past year witnessed the 
results obtained in educational work through bodily training, I am an 
advocate of the employment of an instructor in physical culture, and 
the treatment in accordance with this plan, as a part of the educational 
system, in a course of not less than six months’ duration, of the over
grown dunce and physically defective through malnutrition and past 
excesses.

Such a course might at first result in a monetary deficiency, but the 
improved condition Of the men, and their increased capabilities for 
production, would in the end offset the initiatory loss.

Dr. W ey’s experiment throws a powerful side light on the general 
question of manual training. For, if  such training avails with mature 
and vicious men, with minds made gross and obtuse by crime, how 
much more effectual must the same kind of discipline prove, under 
happier conditions, upon the unperverted mind of youth1?

The physiological argument for manual training at an early period 
of life is well and succinctly stated by Dr. Wey, as follows:

A  large district within the brain is composed of motor centres pre
siding over motor ideas, and according as certain muscles are exercised 
and cultivated at the proper time, the growth period, the cells of gray 
matter comprising these motor areas are developed and multiplied. 
Each centre presides over its own group of muscles, and the neglect 
of these muscles through defective exercise aftd other causes will result 
inu  weakening of that centre and a defect of the motor system. As 
a muscle is exercised it is made to grow, and, as it grows, it develops 
and strengthens the nerve centre that controls it.

The muscles of an infant, giving expression to aimless and inco- 
ordinated motion, and those of the artisan, trained to delicate manipu
lation, are composed of similar anatomical elements; but the difference 
which characterizes them resides in the nervous mechanism represent
ing the movements of which they are capable, and not in the muscles 
themselves.

The motor centres of the artisan are the largest, and the cells in his
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motor areas are more numerous, larger, more branched, and more 
widely connected with other cells.

*

He might have added that the unexercised brain centres remain 
undeveloped and in an infantile condition through life, since this is a 
necessary corollary. Hence, the necessity of early hand training.
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CHAPTER XIY.

THE EFFECT OF MANUAL TRAINING AND TRADE INSTRUCTION 
UPON THE INDIVIDUAL.

As stated in tlie letter of transmittal the original intention of the 
Department, in carrying out the instructions of Congress, was to 
secure, on the widest possible basis, the actual results of experience in 
manual and trade instruction, as evidenced in the after lives of stu
dent workmen in the positions now occupied by them. This intention, 
for the reasons stated, has been only partially carried out. Even with 
much larger means at the disposal of the Department the difficulties 
of carrying it to any great extent were great. Manual training and 
trade schools in this and other countries are not in all cases in posses
sion of information as to the location and employment of their gradu
ates or those who have gone from their institutions to practical work; 
yet many such were found; and from their employers the information 
was sought and, in a large proportion of instances, gained. To secure 
the results in a uniform manner a schedule of inquiries was prepared 
and submitted to many experts, heads of manual training and ti\ade 
schools, and, after their suggestions, adopted.

This schedule was modified for the purpose of securing the results 
of trade schools, and of the teaching of sewing and cooking in public 
schools; but the principle of the schedule remained the same through
out, the inquiries being shaped to the desired end in each class.

RESULTS OF MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS.

The use of the schedule relating to manual training schools resulted 
in securing information for 808 student workmen from the countries 
and the number of schools in each country shown in the following 
statement:
STUDENTS REPRESENTED IN THE TABULATION OE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS.

France.................
Germany............
Norway...............
Russia..................
Sw eden.....................

Total..........
United States . . .

Grand total.

Country. Schools. Students.

4 SO
17 270
2 19
6 65

15 262

44 646
15 162

59 808
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The tabulation ol these results, exhibited in summaries, discloses, in 
three short tables following, the age, length o f employment, the class 
o f occupations covered, and the condition, when beginning work, of the 
students of manual training schools:

SUMMARY OP NUMBER, AGE, AND LENGTH OP EMPLOYMENT OP STUDENTS OP 
MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS, BY COUNTRIES.

Country.

Prance.................
Germany............
Norway...............
Russia.................
Sweden...............

Total.........
United States___

Grand total

Num
ber

report
ed«

30
270
19
65

262

648
162

Graduated from 
school.

Yes.

16
31

219

282
107

SOS i 389

No.

14
270

3
34
43

364
44

Not
report

ed.

Years of 
attendance at 

school of 
non-graduates.

Num
ber

report-

13
270

3
31
21

Aver
age.

1.81.81.0
1.42.1
1.8
5. I

2.1

Under present employer.

A g e  at begin
ning work.

Num
ber

report-

30
269
19
61

262

641
149

Aver
age

(years),

16.3
14.3
16.7
16.8 
17.7
16.1
17.7

16.4

Months
employed.

Num
ber

report-

30
133
19
65

262

509
162

671

Aver
age.

63.6 
13.4 
12 5 
47.1
18.7

23.4
26.6

24.1

SUMMARY OP OCCUPATIONS OP STUDENTS OP MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS,
BY COUNTRIES.

Country.
Metal
Work
ing.

Wood
work
ing.

Plumb
ing.

Paint
ing and 
decora

ting.

Elec,
trical
work.

Stone
and

marble
work.

Watch
mak
ing.

Mis
cella
neous.

Total.

Prance................................ 27 3
115 ^ 4 13 11 43Norway”.............................. 15 4 i VJ

Russia................................ 50 12 1
Sweden.............................. 161 86 4 11 262

Total......................... 368 189 13
United States.................... 70 26 6 9 17 1 33 162

Grand total.............. 438 215 6 22 21 12 4 90 80S

SUMMARY OP CONDITION, WHEN BEGINNING WORN, OP STUDENTS OP MANUAL 
TRAINING SCHOOLS, BY COUNTRIES.

Country.
Num

ber
report

ed.

Beginning work 
as apprentices.

Years of 
apprentice

ship of those 
beginning as 
apprentices.

Paid more than 
other beginners.

Employers 
prefer manual 
training school 

graduates.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Num
ber

report
ing.

Aver
age. Yes. No.

Not
report

ed.
Yes. No.

Not
report

ed.

Prance................... 30 13 17 13 3. 3 14
• 270 2G9 I 72 3.1 14 ..........

Norway.................. 19 19 18
65 10 55 iÓ" * Ë"

Sweden.................. 262 6 241 15 6 2.0 212 20 30- 261 1
Total............ 646 298 333 15 99 3.1 268 330 48 605 20 21United States......... 162 70 92 63 3.9 48 110 4 96 57 9
Grand total.. 808 368 425 15 162 3.4 316 440 52 701 77 30
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Digesting allthe details drawn from tlie manual training schedule, 
which details it is not deemed important to print here, the economic 
results o f  manual training schools have been secured for a large num
ber of student workmen. These results are shown in the following 
summarized table:

SUMMARY OP TTTTC ECONOMIC BESULTS OF MANUAL TBAINING SCHOOLS, BY
COUNTRIES.

'Wm

Student -workman superior to ordinary workman in—

Country.

Use of tools at be
ginning, of bis 
employment.

Increasing bis 
skill innse of 

tods.
Economy in use of 

materials.
Plimmn

arranging
5 an d . 
work..

Yes-. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yeft. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

24
249

6 24 6 21 9 26 4
20 1 231 37 2 217 46 7' 239 31

19 19 10 4 5 16- 1 2
30 35 21 39 5 25 36 4 33 29 3/

249 13 223. 20 19 114 96 52 234 25 3

Total .............. 571 74 1 518 102 26 387 191 68 548 90 8
United States.............. 100 61 1 102 57 3 73 70 19 104 52 6

Grand total....... 671 135 2 620 159 29 460 261 87 652 142 14

Student workman superior to ordinary workman in—

Country.
Promise of mora 
intelligent work.

Moral
qualities: Management of men. Interest in em- 

ployer’s welfare.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No. Un
tried.

Not
report

ed.
Yes. No.

Not
report

ed.

25
256
19

5 25 5 7 7 16 9 7 14
13 i 54 216- . 3 184 68 244 26

7 6 6 3 16 a 7 4
54 7 4 60 3 '  2 12 15 34 4 12 45 8

Sweden.................... 235 27 118 103 41 49 207 6 176 77 9

Total.............. 589 52 5 264 117 265 86 25 457 78 449 162 35
United States------- 114 45 3 98 57 7 30 3 128 1 89 63 10

Grand total. . . 703 97 8 362 174 272 116 28 585 79 538 225 45

This table is easily understood, and the results shown by it must be 
exceedingly gratifying to those who favor manual training, either in 
schools established especially for it or as features o f the public schools. 
It must be recognized that in the foregoing table the facts are as to 
whether the student workman is superior in the various lines indicated 
to the ordinary workman; that is to say, looking at the first three 
columns of the table, it is learned that in 671 cases the student work
man is superior to the ordinary workman in the use of tools at the begin- 
ing of his employment, while 135 have not shown themselves to pos
sess such superiority; or, to take the section of the table relating to 
economy in use of materials, out of 808 student workmen 160 proved 
to be superior in economy in use o f materials to the ordinary workman, 
while 261 had not shown any such superiority, and no reports were
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given for 87. Tims the table can be used throughout, and needs no 
further analysis.

It will be observed that there are no reports in this table for man
ual training schools for Great Britain. The trade school is more fre- 

. quent in Great Britain than the manual training school, while the diffi
culty of securing the names and locations of the graduates of manual 
training schools or those who had gone out from them into practical 
w;ork rendered it impossible for the Department to secure the desired 
information.

Some interesting and valuable information was obtained, through 
original inquiry, concerning the graduates of manual training schools 
for girls in France. The whole number of individual student working- 
women for which the facts were obtained was 50, from three schools in 
France; the schools, the number reported, length of employment, and 
condition when beginning work being shown in the two succeeding 
statements:
SUMMARY OP NUMBER, AGE, AND LENGTH OP EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS OP 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS, IN PRANCE.

School.
Num
ber

report
ed.

Graduated from 
school.

Years of 
attendance at 

school of 
non-graduates.

Under present employer.

Age at bcgin- 
,miig 'work.

Months
employed.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Num
ber

report
ing.

Arer-
age.

Num
ber

report
ing.

Ayer-
age'

(years).

Num
ber

report
ing.

Aver
age.

28 28 28 16.5 28 16.3
de Poitou.

Ecole professionnelle, rue 2 2 2 17.5 2 10.5
Bossuet.

École professionnelle et 20 14 6 2 20 17.2 20 29.7ménagère, rue Fondary.

Total........................... 50 44 6 6 2 50 16.8 50 21.4

SUMMARY OP CONDITION, WHEN BEGINNING WORK, OP STUDENTS OP MANUAL 
TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS, IN PRANCE.

School.
Num
ber

report
ed.

Beginning work 
as apprentices.

Years of 
apprentice

ship of those 
beginning as 
apprentices.

Paid more than 
other beginners.

Employers 
prefer manual 
training school 

graduates.

f

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Num
ber

report
ing..

Aver
age. Yes. No.

Not
report

ed.
Yes. No.

Not
report

ed.

École professionnelle, rue 
de Poitou.

École professionnelle, rue 
.Bossuet.

École professionnelle et 
ménagère, rue Pond ary.

28 28 5 23 2 26
2 2 2 2

20 20 5 15 8 12

Total...................... 50 50 10 40 12 38

From the detail schedules relating to these 50 graduates o f three 
leading schools in France a summary of economic results has been 
drawn, which is as follows:

MBi
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SUMMARY OR THE ECONOMIC RESULTS OR MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS ROR
GIRLS, IN RRANCE.

Student workwoman superior to ordinary workwoman in—

Scliool.

Use of 
tools at 
begin
ning of 
her em
ploy
ment.

In
creas
ing her 
skill in 
use of 
tools.

Econ
omy 

in use 
of ma
terials.

Plan
ning 

and ar
rang
ing 

work.

Prom
ise

of more 
intelli- 
’ gent 
work.

Moral
qualities.

Man
age
ment

of
others.

Inter- 
. est in 
employ

er’s
welfare.

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Not re
ported.

Un
tried. Yes.

École professionnelle, rue 
de Poitou.

28 28 28 28 * 28 27 1 28 28

Écolo professionnelle, rue 
Bossuet. -

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
École professionnelle et 

ménagère, rue Eondary.
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Total............................. 50 50 50 50 50 49 1 , 50 50

From this summarized statement it will be seen that with but one 
exception the student workwoman was found superior to the ordinary 
workwoman, whether the use of tools at the beginning of work, 
increased skill' in the use of tools, economy in the use of materials, 
planning and arranging work, moral qualities, interest in the employer’s 
welfare, or the promise of more intelligent work are considered. In 
the management of others the whole number had been untried. The 
showing, while for but a few, is of great value and thoroughly grati
fying.

RESULTS OF TRADE SCHOOLS.

The prosecution of the inquiries by the Department, on the schedule 
indicated, for trade schools resulted in securing reports concerning
3,030 young men who had secured their equipment in trade schools. 
The distribution of these by countries, with the number of schools 
represented in each, and the number of students from each are shown 
in the following tabular statement:

STUDENTS REPRESENTED IN THE TABULATION OR TRADE .SCHOOLS.*

• Country. Schools. Students.

73 320
41 812
3 121

18 332
4 642

15 126
6 103

24 216
7 185

12 57

Total .................................................... ................................................. 203 2,914
3 116

206 3,030

S. Ex. 05------42
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The results relative to age, length o f employment, occupations pur
sued; and condition when beginning work of the students leaving trade 
schools, and by countries, as shown by the tabulation of the trade 
school schedules, are all brought out jn the three succeeding tables:

SUMMARY OV NUMBER, AGE, AND LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS OF 
TRADE SCHOOLS, BY COUNTRIES.

Country.
Num

ber
report

ed.

Graduated from 
school.

Years oí 
attendance at 

school of 
non-graduates.

Under present employer.

Age at begin
ning work.

Months 
employed..

Yes.
-
No.

Not
report

ed.

Num
ber

report
ing.

Aver
age.

Num
ber

report
ing.

Aver
age

(years).

Num
ber

report
ing.

Aver
age.

Austria........................ 320 294 25 1 25 2.5 320 23.9 320 20.8
812 401 411 410 2.3 811 19.7 808 70. 5
121 98 23 23 1.4 121 19.1 121 22.3
332 301 31 \ 31 2.5 332 • 16.4 329 35.1
642 642 642 2.0 638 17.1 635 23.1

Great Britain.............. 126 42 67 17 43 1.8 106 18.6 87 38.2
103 54 49 48 1.9 95 20.4 68 21.8
216 97 119 117 2.1 216 20.3 210 38.9
185 125 60 37 1.6 184 20.2 184 20.8

Switzerland............... 57 44 13 13 1.9 55 22.4 57 74.3

Total................. 2,914 1,456 1,440 18 1,389 2.1 2,878 19.3 2,819 40.3
United States.............. 116 102 14 14 1.0 112 19.0 115 14.1

Grand total....... 3,030 3,55» 1,454 18 1,403 2.1 2,990 19.3 2, 934 39.2

SUMMARY OF OCCUPATIONS OF STUDENTS OF TRADE SCHOOLS, BY COUNTRIES.

Country.
Metal
work
ing.

Wood
work
ing.

Paint- 
Plumb- in g and 

ing. decora
ting.

Elec
trical
work.

Stone
and

marble
work.

Watch
mak
ing.

Mis
cella
neous.

Total.

Austria.........
Belgium.......
Denmark.......
France..........
Germany.......
Great Britain
Norway.........
Russia..........
Sweden..........
Switzerland..

Total... 
United States»

135
341
19

198
239
26
53

181
32
3

Grand total. 1,227 I

73
50

59
139 23

18
13

4
24
55
9

76

12

4
11
3

20 63
2

3
20

81
300
36
62

«99
33
25

320
812
121
332.
642
126
103

242
45

287 32

19

• 202 81

12
67
21

«7361
7st

216'
185
57

2,914 
116

3,030

a  Including 46 not reported.
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SUMMARY OF CONDITION, WHEN BEGINNING WOKE, OF STUDENTS OF TRADE
SCHOOLS, BY COUNTRIES.

Country.
Num

ber
report

ed.

Beginning work 
as apprentices.

Years of 
apprentice- 

skip of those 
beginning as 
apprentices.

Paid more than 
other beginners.

Employers prefer 
trade school 
graduates.

Tes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Num
ber

report
ing.

i

Aver
age. Yes.

•

No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

320 28 292 28 2.4 36 284 207 96 17
812 28 784 14 2.9 108 694 10 725 86 1
121 28 93 28 4.6 81 38 2 119 2
332 90 242 89 2.3 120 204 8 294 37 1
612 44-4 174 24 109 2.9 8 627 7 614 28

Great Britain....... 126 84 41 1 78 5.4 39 74 13 110 12 4
103 36 65 2 36 4.2 59 44 49 54
216 104 112 94 3.3 105 110 1 184 29 3

Sweden................. 185 12 160 13 10 4.0 83 93 9 174 10 1
Switzerland......... 57 9 45 3 8 1.4 18 37 2 50 6 1

Total.......... 2,914 863 2,008 43 494 3.4 657 2,205 52 2,526 306 82
United States....... 116 45 71 41 3.7 81 33 2 102 13 1

Grand total... 3,030 908 2,079 43 535 3.4 738 2,238 54 2,628 319 83

These tables are so brief and analytical in their construction that 
little text statement is needed. They are to be used in the same man
ner as like tables given under manual training. One or two features, 
however, may be given special attention. Out of the whole number 
only 908 began their special work as apprentices, 2,079 being ready to 
begin work at once, without serving any time as apprentices. In the 
large number of 2,628 cases out of 3,030, the employers prefer trade 
school graduates to those who have not had trade school training. 
These are very significant facts. The tables bring out other points, 
however, that will be found exceedingly useful in any study of the 
theory of trade schools.

The economic results of trade school training' are easily shown in
tabular iorm, as drawn from the details of the trade school schedule.1 % . ,
The following table is to be used in the same way as a similar one given
under manual training; that is to say, taking the first three columns, 
the table shows that out of the 3,030 student workmen leaving trade 
schools, 2,701 were found to be superior to the ordinary workman in 
the use of tools at the beginning of their employment, while only 324 
did not have such superiority. In economy in use of materials 2,138 
were superior to the ordinary workman, and 636 did not have that su
periority. In planning and arranging work 2,684 out of the 3,030 
exhibited superiority to the ordinary workman, and only 307 were lack
ing in such superiority. The other features of the table can be used 
in the same way.
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SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC RESULTS OE TRADE SCHOOLS, BY COUNTRIES.

Student workman superior to ordinary workman in—

Country.

Austria...............
Belgium..............
Denmark______
France ...............
Germany..............
Great Britain
Norway...............
Russia.................
Sweden...............
Switzerland.........

Total.........
United States.. . .

Grand total

Use of tools at be
ginning of his 
employment.

Increasing his 
skill in use of 

tools.
Economy in use of 

materials.
Planning

arranging
and
work.

Not Not Not Not
Yes. No. report- Yes. No. report- Yes. No. report- Yes. No. report-

ed^ ed. ed. ed.

237 82 1 238 77 5 208 110 2 234 86
798 11 3 792 15 5 757 52 3 746 55 n
119 2 115 6 87 18 16 117
282 50 285 40 7 196 45 91 295 31 6
623 19 520 28 94 464 132 46 618 16 8112 14 113 12 1 71 15 40 115 10 1
96 6 1 100 1 2 43 50 10 101 2

120 96 117 89 10 99 114 3 142 69 5
164 21 158 18 9 97 63 25 168 15 254 3 48 9 34 13 10 51 5 1

2, 605 304 5 2,486 295 133 2,056 612 246 2,587 292 3596 20 102 13 1 82 24 10 - 97 15. 4
2,701 324 5 2, 588 308 134 2,138 636 256 2,684 307 39

Student workman superior to ordinary workman in—

Country.
Promise of more 
intelligent work.

Moral
qualities. Management of men. Interest in em

ployer’s welfare.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No.
Not

report
ed.

Yes. No. Un
tried.

Not
report

ed.
Yes. No.

Not
report

ed.

241 78 1 94 15 211 26 294 242 78
771 34 7 726 80 6 257 81 474 749 60
116 5 63 41 17 21 7 93

France...................... 302 25 5 260 63 9 42 10 278 2 222 92 18
Germany................... 636 4 2 19 623 58 21 561 2 578 55 9
Great Britain . . . . . . . 117 7 2 94 13 19 26 3 37 60 75 16 35
Norway................... .- 95 2 6 46 37 20 10 2 73 18 62 38 3
Russia...................... 184 29 3 181 33 2 28 30 96 62 69 128 19161 24 83 69 33 25 3
Switzerland.............. 48 3 6 43 9 5 18 3 26 10 39 9 9

Total............... 2, 671 211 32 1,609 360 945 511 160 2,077 166 2,261 544 109
United States.......... 102 12 2 . 84 26 6 38 2 75 1 96 18 2

Grand total . . . 2,773 223 34 1,693 386 951 549 162 2,152 167 2,357 562 ÎÏÏ

TRAINING IN SEWING AND COOKING IN THE PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS OF PHILADELPHIA.

Tlie plan o f tlie Department, under this branch, of the present inves
tigation, was to secure information from three or four of the cities in 
this country where training in sewing and cooking had been intro
duced in the public schools. The decision of the treasury depart
ment, referred to in the letter of transmittal, compelled the Department 
to close this branch of its inquiry when it had secured only partial infor
mation from the city of Philadelphia. It may be as well, however, for 
the experience of that city, one of the first to adopt the training of sew
ing and cooking in its public schools, is fairly typical of all other 
experience. In securing the information three schedules, adapted 
to the special needs of the case, were prepared. One comprehended
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reports of teachers as to the character, accuracy of thought, planning 
and arranging, promise of future usefulness, etc., of the students under 
their charge; another embraced reports of parents along similar lines; 
and a third, reports of employers who had had experience with young 
persons who had been taught sewing in the public schools. The num
ber of schools from which reports of teachers were obtained was 78, the 
whole number of students for'which parents gave reports was 95, while 
the number o f students concerning whom employers made statements 
was 14. These results are indeed meagre, but they are all that could 
be obtained at the time. The summarized statements, drawn from the 
three schedules described, are shown in the table which follows:

SUMMARY OF TRAINING IN SEWING AND COOKING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OF PHILADELPHIA.

RE PO RTS OP TEACH ERS.

Number of schools reporting...............................
Number whose students are taught sewing .
Average age at beginning the study............
Number whose students are taught cooking
Average age at beginning the study............
Such training develops—

Respect for manual labor......................

Independence of character

Accuracy of thought

Such training develops superiority in— 
Use of materials..............................

Planning and arranging

Promise of future usefulness

Ability to earn a livelihood

Efficient work

78 
78 
8.6 

29 
11. 6

yes.................  66
n o .................  4
not reported.. 8
.yes....................64
n o ......... i ____ 8
not reported.. 6

.yes.................. 61
no..................... 9
not reported.. 8 

' •
.yes....................70
n o .............   5
not reported.. 3

.yes.......... .........62
n o .................. 8
not reported.. 8

.y e s . . . . . . .____ 73
n o .......... . ‘ 3
not reported.. 2

.yes....................72
n o .................. 1
not reported.. 5

.yes................   76
n o ..................’ *1
not reported.. 1
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RE PO R T S OP PARENTS.

Number of students reported............................................................................ ..... 95
Number who have studied sewing..................................................................  95
Average age at beginning the study......... ; ............. 1 ..................................<. 10.5
Number who have studied cooking.................................................... _............28
Average age at beginning the study................................................................  13 .7
Such training develops—

Such training develops superiority in- 
Use of materials............................

Plannim

Promise of future usefulness.

■yes................ . 87
n o ................ . 3
not reported... 5

■ yes.................. 70
n’o ............ . 10
not reported... 15

.yes.................. 68
n o ................. 9
not reported... 18

yes................. . 79
n o ................. . 8
not reported... 8
yes................. . 75
h o ................. . 9
not reported... 11
yes................. . 88
n o ................. . 4
not reported... '3
yes................. . 45
n o ........... . 7
untried ......... 38
not reported... 5
yes................. . 93
n o ................. 1
not reported.. 1

Efficient work.

RE PO RTS OP E M PLO YER S.
«h

Number of students reported....................................... .................„.........................  44
Average age at beginning w ork.............................................................................. 46 4
Average number of months employed. .................................................................... 9 .7
Student workwoman superior to ordinary workwoman in—

Attaining an average skill and efficiency.......................
Economy in use of materials......... . ............................... .

.....................yes................

....................... yes........... ......
not reported..

Planning and arranging work...................................................yes
not reported..

Promise of future usefulness.............. ......................................yes...............
Interest in employer’s welfare................................................... yes................

not reported..
Paid more than other beginners ............................................  yes.............

no..................
not reported..

Employer prefers school trained workwomen................................ yes.......... .
no. .•...............
not reported..

Ml
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CHAPTER XV.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The appended bibliography includes the titles of the more important 
works, American and foreign, relating to the subject of technical 
education.

The list is published in the hope that it may be of service to such as 
desire to supplement the study of this report by researches of their 
own.

UNITED STATES.

A g r ic u l t u r a l  C o l l e g e s  a n d  E x p e r im e n t  S t a t io n s , P r o c e e d 
in g s  oe t h e  F if t h  A n n u a l  C o n v e n tio n  o f  t h e  A sso c ia t io n  o f . 
Held at Washington, D. C.S August 12-18, 1891. Department of 
agriculture, 1892.

A g r ic u l t u r a l  E x p e r im e n t  S t a t io n s  a n d  A g r ic u l t u r a l  
S ch o o ls  an d  C o l l e g e s  in  t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s , O r g a n iz a t io n  
L is t s  o f . Department of agriculture, 1890.

A r t  a n d  I n d u s t r y . E d u c a t io n  in  t h e  I n d u s t r ia l  a n d  F in e  
A r t s  in  t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s . Part I. Drawing in Public Schools. 
By Isaac Edwards Clarke, A. M. United States bureau of educa
tion, 1885.

A r t  a n d  I n d u s t r y . E d u c a t io n  in  t h e  I n d u s t r ia l  an d  F in e  
A r t s  in  t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s . Part II. Industrial and Manual 
Training in Public Schools. By Isaac Edwards Clarke, A . M. 
United States bureau o f education, 1892.

The titles of the chapters of this voluminous compilation best indicate the 
scope of the ■work:

Chapter 1. Industrial art drawing the basis of artistic and industrial educa
tion.

Chapter 2. The demand for industrial education in public schools begins. 
Chapter 3. The educators themselves the leaders in educational reforms, and 

always the severest critics of the schools.
Chapter 4. The new departure in education in public schools.
Chapter 5. Characteristics of the new departure.
Chapter 6 . Educational problepas.
Chapter 7. Industrial education.
Chapter 8 . An attempt to analyze and define the term, “ industrial education.” '  
Chapter 9. The direction and amount of industrial education in public schools 

largely dependent on local environment.
Chapter 10. Industrial education an impending necessity.

665
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Chapter 11. Industrial education in public schools, the beginning of the 
movement.

Chapter 12f! The experiment in Washington, District of Columbia.
Chapter 13. Experiments in some New England states.
Chapter 14. Experiments in some of the Middle states.
Chapter 15. Experiments in some of the Western states.
Chapter 16. School exhibitions.
Chapter 17. The new industrial education associations and their relations to 

public schools.
Chapter 18. Manual training sohools as a part of the public school system.
Chapter 19. The adoption of technical manual training by the authorities of 

Girard College.
Chapter 20. An educational experiment, “ the free kindergarten and working

man’s school,” founded under the auspices of the Society for Ethical Culture in 
New York city.

Numerous appendices.
A r t  E d u c a t io n  t h e  T r u e  I n d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n . By W . T. 

Harris, LL. I).
A paper read before the department of art education, National Educational 

Association, Nashville, Tennessee, July 1889.
B e n c h  W o r k  in  W o o d . By W . F. M. Goss. Ginn & Co., Boston,

1888.
A course of study and practice designed for the use of schools and colleges.

Ca m b r id g e  M a n u a l  T r a in in g  S c h o o l  f o r  B o y s . B y  C. W . Par- 
menter. Cambridge, 1892.

C o e d u c a t io n  of  M in d  an d  H a n d . By Charles H. Ham.
An educational monograph published by the New York College for the Training 

of Teachers.
C o o k in g  S c h o o l s . By Thomas Egleston, LL. D., Columbia College.

An educational leaflet published by the New York College for the Training of 
Teachers.

D o m e st ic  E c o n o m y  in  P u b l ic  E d u c a t io n . By Mrs. E. H . Bichards, 
instructor in sanitary chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology. - *

This is an educational monograph published by the New York College for the 
Training of Teachers. The title sufficiently indicates the nature of this essay. 
An appendix describes what has been done in the Boston public schools, in the 
grammar grades of New York city, in the New York College for the Training of 
Teachers, in the Institute of Technology at Boston, and in the girls’ schools of 
Paris, in the direction of teaching household sanitation, domestic economy, etc.

D o m e st ic  Sc ie n c e  in  t h e  S c h o o l s . B y  Mrs. Emma P. Ewing.
E co no m ic  A s p e c t s  o f  I n d u s t r ia l  T r a in in g . By Bichard T. E ly, 

Ph. D.
E d u c a t io n a l  V a l u e  o f  M a n u a l  T r a in in g , consisting of an exami

nation of the arguments presented in the report of the national 
council committee on pedagogics, at Nashville, July 1889, by Prof.
C. M. Woodward; and a critical review of the same report by G. B. 
Morrison, of the Kansas City high school, with an appendix contain
ing the council report in full. D. 0 . Heath & Go., Boston, 1890.
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E d u c a t io n a l  V a l u e  o f  t h e  T y p e w r i t e r  in  Sc h o o l s . B y  W m .
A. Mowry, Pli. D.

Reprinted from Education for June 1891; and recommending the use of the 
•typewriter in teaching punctuation, spelling, capitalization, etc.

E d u c a t io n  in  E u r o p e , R e p o r t  o n . Made to tlie trustees o f  Girard 
College. By A. D. Bache, LL. D. Philadelphia, 1839.

E d u c a t io n  in  it s  R e l a t io n  to  M a n u a l  I n d u s t r y . B y  Arthur 
MacArthur. D. Appleton & Oo., New York, 1884.

E d u c a t io n  of  t h e  Je w s . By H. M. Leipziger, Ph. D., director of 
the Hebrew Technical Institute of New York.

This is one of the series of educational monographs published by the New 
York College for the Training of Teachers. The monograph is in the main an 
adaptation of Dr. Samuel Marcus’ essay entitled, Zur Schul-Padagogilc desTalmud.

In this little work the writer describes the system of education which has 
existed for twenty centuries among the Jews. It treats of (1) the importance of 
schools; (2) the rise and spread of schools; (3) school organization.—the school- 
house and its arrangement; the teacher, qualifications, etc.; the pupil, school 
age, etc.; subjects of instruction; method, relation of instruction to life, etc.; 
school rules; (4) education of girls; (5) manual training.

E x t e n t  o f  t h e  M a n u a l  T r a in in g  F ie l d . By 0. M. Woodward, 
Ph. D., of the Saint Louis Manual Training School.

H a n d c r a f t . By James Crichton Browne, M .I).,E. R. S.
This is of the educational monographs published by the New York College for 

the Training of Teachers. It discusses manual training from the point of view of 
the physiologist, demonstrating the necessity of the early exercise of the hand 
if it is expected that dexterity shall ever be acquired. After the fourteenth 
year of life (according to Dr. Browne) manual skill is rarely attainable, because 
the motor centres of the brain, if not responsive to tactile stimuli at that age, 
suffer an arrest of development and become atrophied. As a school discipline 
the author would restrict manual training to the two exercises, drawing and 
modelling.

H is t o r y  o f  H ig h e r  E d u c a t io n  in  M ic h ig a n . By Andrew C. 
McLaughlin.

United States bureau of education circular of information No. 4,-1891.
H is t o r y  o f  P e d a g o g y . A  translation of Compayre?s great work 

by Professor Payne of the University of Michigan. D. 0. Heath & 
Oo., Boston. ^  •

I n d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n . By S. G. Love. Kellogg & Co., New York, 
1887.

In d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n : A  Pedagogic and Social Necessity. By 
Robert Seidel, Switzerland. Translated by Margaret K. Smith, 
State Normal School, Oswego, New York. D. 0. Heath & Co., Bos
ton.

This work considers the subject in the following aspects:
Chapter 1. The inner relation between industrial instruction and the social

.question.
Chapter 2.' Errors, contradictions, and inconsistencies of the opponents of 

industrial instruction.
Chapter 3. The economic objections to industrial instruction.
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Chapter 4. The plausible and legal objections to industrial instruction.
Chapter 5. The objections of educators and schoolmen to industrial instruc

tion.
Chapter 6. What do the classic educators say of industrial instruction? 0
Chapter 7. Educational and social necessity for industrial instruction.

I n d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n  in  t iie  S o u t h . By Bev. A. D. Mayo.
United States bureau of education circular of information No. 5, 1888.

I n d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n  in  t h e  U n it e d  St a t e s . Special report, 
'United States bureau of education, 1883.

I n d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n , R e p o r t  of t h e  C o m m ission  on . Made to 
the legislature of Pennsylvania, 1889.

An elaborate report on the status of industrial education at that date in the 
United States, France, Germany, Great Britain, Russia, Sweden, and Switzer
land."

L a b o r  B u r e a u  R e p o r t s .
The following labor bureau reports contain textual and statistical information 

relating to manual and trade instruction, technical education, etc.:
California—third biennial, 1887-1888; Colorado—first biennial, 1887-1888; 

Iowa—first biennial, 1884-1885; Iowa—fourth biennial, 1890-1891; Kansas— 
fourth annual, 1888; Maryland—third biennial, 1888-1889; Massachusetts— 
seventeenth annual,' 1886; Michigan—second annual, 1885; Michigan—sixth 
annual, 1889; Minnesota—second biennial, 1889-1890; Missouri—third annual, 
1881; Missouri—sixth annual, 1884; Nebraska—first biennial, 1887-1888; New 
Jersey—sixth annual, 1883; New Jersey—seventh annual, 1884; New York— 
second annual, 1884; New York—fourth annual,-1886; North Carolina—second 
annual, 1888; Ohio—twelfth annual, 1888; Pennsylvania—second annual, 1873- 
’74; Pennsylvania—thirteenth annual, 1885; Pennsylvania—sixteenth annual, 
1888; Rhode Island—second annual, 1888; Wisconsin—first biennial, 1883-1884.

Ma n u a l  T r a in in g , A  C o n f e r e n c e  o n .
, The papers read and a phonographic report of the discussions had at the sessions 
of a conference on manual training, held at Boston, April 8-11, 1891, to which 
is appended some account of the exhibits made of the methods and results of 
manual training, including also sewing, cooking, drawing, and the study of 
form and color. Edited by Mrs. Isabel C. Barrows. Published by the New Eng
land Conference of Educational Workers, Boston, 1891. Addresses, papers, and 

-discussions on a wide range of subjects relating to manual instruction by some 
of the foremost educators in the United States.

M a n u a l  T r a in in g  a n d  t h e  PuBLib S c h o o l . By Henry H. Belfield, 
Pli. D.

An educational monograph published by the New York College for the Train
ing of Teachers.

M a n u a l  T r a in in g  in  t h e  P u b l ic  S c h o o l s . By Chas. R. Richards 
and Henry P. O’Ueil.

An educational monograph published by the New York College for the Train
ing of Teachers.

M a n u a l  T r a in in g  in  t h e  P u b l ic  S c h o o l s  o f  P h il a d e l p h ia . B y
James MacAlister. v

An educational monograph published by the New York College for the Train
ing of Teachers.

M a n u a l  T r a in in g , O b je c t io n s  t o . By Francis W . Parker.
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M a n u a l  T r a in in g  ' S c h o o l , T h e . By 0. M. Woodward, Pli. D.
D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, 1887.

This "work was written to show how to organize and conduct the manual 
training school. After outlining a three years’ course of study and shop exer
cises the author gives (Chap. V) record and testimony of graduates; (VI) what 
others who have seen it say of the results of manual training; (VII) the com
plementary nature of manual training; (VIII) the fruits of manual training; (IX) 
manual training a feature in general education; (X) the origin, aims, methods, 
and dignity of polytechnic training; (XI) manual education; (XII) extracts from 
the prospectus of 1879; (XIII) the province of public education; (XIV) European 
schools; (XV) plans, shop discipline, teachers, reports, etc.; appendices, giv
ing courses of study in the Saint Louis and Toledo manual training schools, ad
dress of Francis A. Walker on Manual Training in the High School, and Sir 
Philip Magnus’ essay on Manual Training in School Education.

M a n u a l  T r a in in g  t h e  S o l u t io n  o f  S o c ia l  a n d  I n d u s t r ia l  
P r o b l e m s . By Charles H. Ham. Harper & Bros., New York, 
188G.

M a n u a l  T r a in in g , T w o  P a p e r s  o n : (1) The Intellectual Value of 
Tool Work. (2) The Educational Value of Manual Training. By 
W . T. Harris, LL. D.
Papers presented at the National Educational Association, Nashville, Ten

nessee, July 1889.
N a t io n a l  A s so c ia t io n  of  B u il d e r s  o f  t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s  of  

A m e r ic a  : O f f ic ia l  P e p o r t  o f  t h e  F if t h  A n n u a l  C o n v e n tio n . 
Held at New York city, February 9-14,1891.

President’s address on trade schools and subsequent discussions at the dif
ferent sessions of the convention.

N a t io n a l  E d u c a t io n a l  A s so c ia t io n  : A d d r e s s e s  an d  P r o c e e d 
in g s . Session of 1887, held at Chicago, Illinois.

N e w  J e r s e y  St a t e  C o m m issio n , B e p o r t  o f ; appointed to devise a . 
plan for the encouragement of manufactures of ornamental and 
textile fabrics. Trenton, 1878.

N e w  Y o r k  C o l l e g e  f o r  t h e  T r a in in g  o f  T e a c h e r s .
Circular of information, 1892-’93.

P h y s ic a l  an d  I n d u s t r ia l  T r a in in g  o f  Cr im in a l s . B y  H. D . 
W e y , M , D .

An account of experiments designed to awaken the intellectual faculties of 
criminal dullards through the agency of manual exercises, together with an 
exposition of the general laws of cerebral development and the educative influ
ence of hand labor upon the motor centres of the brain, even in adult life.

An educational monograph published by the New York College for the 
Trainiug of Teachers.

P l a c e  o f  S c ie n t if ic  a n d  T e c h n ic a l  Sch o o l s  in  A m e r ic a n  
E d u c a t io n . Published in Technology Quarterly, Yol. IY , No. 4,. 
December 1891.

An address by Francis A. Walker at the convocation of the University of the 
State of New York, Albany, July 9, 1891.
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P l e a  f o r  t h e  T r a in in g  o f  t h e  H a n d . By D. O. Gilman, LL. D., 
president of Jolms Hopkins University.

Ajx educational monograph published by the New York College for the 
Training of Teachers.

P s y c h o l o g y  o f  M a n u a l  T r a in in g . By W. T. Harris, LL. D.
This pamphlet is a reprint from Education for May 1889. It deals with what 

its author deems certain fundamental errors in educational philosophy, and 
especially with what he regards as the fallacies and false assumptions of over 
zealous neophytes in educational work.

B a p p o r t  s u r  l ’I n s t r u c t io n  P u b l iq u e  1  l ’E x p o s it io n  U n iv e r 
s e l l e  d e  l a  N o u v e l l e  O r l é a n s . By B. Buisson. Paris, 1886.

E in d g e  G if t s , T h e .
This is the title of a small volume published by order of the city council of 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1891, and containing a description of the Manual 
Training School for Boys founded in that city by Mr. F. H. Rindge.

Sl o id  in  t h e  Se r v ic e  o f  t h e  S c h o o l . By Dr. Otto Salomon, 
director of the Normal School at Nââs, Sweden.

An account of Swedish sloid by its best known exponent. The essay eonsti-. 
tutes one of the educational monographs published by the New York College 
for the Training of Teachers.

Sy s t e m s  o f  E d u c a t io n . By Gill. D. 0 . Heath & Co., Boston.
T e c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n . By Chas. B. Stetson. James B. Osgood & 

Co., Boston, 1874.
Te c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n . United States consular report, No. 157.

Reports from consuls of the United States at Rome, Saint Gall, Brussels, 
Rotterdam, and Stockholm, Saint Petersburg, Saint-Etienne, and Mentz on 
technical education and manual training schools. ’

T e c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n  in  I n d u s t r ia l  P u r s u it s . By Dr. W . T. 
Barnard. Baltimore, 1887.

Up to the date of its publication this report, compiled for the information of 
the officials of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad company, presents in a very 
clear and concise manner a summary of the history of industrial education at 
home and abroad. The subject is treated with special reference to the railroad 
service, and particularly to the experiment of connecting shop work with school 
instruction at the establishment of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad at Mount 
Clare. The school, unfortunately, has been discontinued.

T e c h n ic a l  I n s t r u c t io n , B e v ie w  of  t h e  B e p o r t s  o f  t h e  
B r it is h  B o y a l  C o m m is s io n e r s  on , W it h  N o t e s . By the late 
Charles O. Thompson, A. M., Ph. D., president of Bose Polytechnic 
Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana.

A circular of information of the bureau of education, 1885. Tbe writer states 
that the object of his review of the five thick octavos of the commissioners is to 
extract the information which they furnish about tbe training of mechanical 
engineers and mechanics; i. e., to endeavor to smelt this mass of ore and extract 
the metal. This essential service the accomplished author most successfully 
performed.

Te c h n ic a l  I n s t r u c t io n . Special report o f  the commissioner of 
education to the United States House of Bepresentatives. 1870.
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Twenty-two Years’ W ork op the Hampton Normal, and A gri
cultural Institute, at Hampton, Virginia. Hampton, 1893.

An interesting record of the antecedents and post-graduate history of the 
negro and Indian students educated at this school.

W ood Working, Exercises in. By Ivan Sickels. D. Appleton & 
Co., New York, 1890.

W ood W orking, First Lessons in. By A. G-. Compton. Ivison, 
Blakeman & Co., New York, 1888.

W ood W orking Tools: How to Use Them. By Prof. Claiming 
Whitaker of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. D. C. 
Heath & Co., Boston.

A course of lessons in the use of the hammer, knife, axe, plane, rule, chalk- 
line, square, saw, gauge, chisel, and auger.

AUSTBIA.

Arbeit als Erziehungsmittel. By Eckardt. Vienna, 1875. 
Arbeitsschule als Organischer Bestandteil der Volks

schule. By Dr. E. Schwab. Vienna, 1873.
Bedeutung;  der Arbeitsschule für Schulerziehung. By

Rissmann. Vienna, 1881.
Beobachtungen über die Fortschritte auf dem Gebiete der 

Industrie und des Gewerblichen Unterrichts. By Leop. 
Fürstedler. Vienna, 1868.

Bericht  zur Fe ier  des 25-Jährigen Bestehens der  K aiser 
lich -Königlichen Mechanisch-Technischen Lehrw erkstätte  
in K lagenfu bt . 1861-1886.

„ Frauenarbeit, etc. Budapesth, 1874.
An account of women’s work at the Vienna world’s fair.

Gew erbliche  F ortbildungsschulen in Deutschland, Belgien , 
und der  Schweiz. By K. Göck. Vienna, 1882.

Gewerblicher Unterricht im Königreiche Belgien. By von
Weigelsperg. Vienna, 1874.

Handfertigkeitsunterricht im Korden. By B. Petzei. Vienna, 
1891.

Kaiserlich-Königliches Technologisches Gewerbe-Museum 
in W ien, 1879-1889. Vienna, 1890.

An instructive historical sketch of the foundation and development of this 
notable museum. The institution, whieh is one of the best equipped in all 
Europe, owes its existence to the Industrial Society of Lower Austria, whose 
semi-centennial anniversary was celebrated and commemorated by the pub
lication of tbis account.

KUNSTGEWERBE : DIE ' GEWERBE- UND KUNSTGEWERBESCHULEN.
By Prof. K. T. Bichter. Vienna, 1869.

Nationale  Hausindustrie  auf der  W iener  W eltaustellung .
By Dr. Börner.
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P a p p  u n d  F e in e r e  H o l z a r b e it e n  im  H a n d f e r t ig k e it s u n t e r - 
r io h t e . By Dr. Theodor Gelbe. Vienna, 1892. •

P r o g r a m m e  d e r  V e r s u c h s a n s t a l t  f ü r  E l e k t r o t e c h n ik .
A Branch of the Technological Museum at Vienna.

P r o g r a m m e  Sä m m t l ic h e r  S p e c ia l -Le h r c u r s e  a m  T e c h n o l o 
g isc h e n  G e w e r b e -Mu s e u m  in  W ie n .

Sa m m lu n g  v o n  M o d e l l e n .
A list of the models belonging to the Innsbruck Industrial School, specially- 

designed for use in furniture ornamentation.
S c h u l g a r t e n , D e r . By Dr. Erasmus Schwab. Vienna, 1870.

An epoch making book. In it the author proposed to open school gardens 
■with vegetable beds, orchards, experiment fields, play grounds, etc., for chil
dren. The seed fell on good ground; for, says Herr Endris, “ by the end of the 
year 1870 one could count hundreds of school gardens in Austria laid out in ac
cordance with this plan.”

S c h u l w e r k s t ä t t e , D i e . By A. Bruhns. Vienna, 1886.
Sp e c ia l -Le h r c u r s e  m it  A b e n d - un d  S o n n t a g s -U n t e r r ic h t .
S t a t is t ik  d e s  U n t e r r ic h t s w e s e n s  d e r  H a u p t s t a d t  B u d a p e s t h .

1888->89.
St a t is t is c h e s  H a n d b u c h  d e r  K ö n ig l ic h e n  H a u p t s t a d t  P r a g .

1887-’88.
T r a in in g  of  T e a c h e r s  in  A u s t r ia . By E. Hannak, Ph. D., director 

of the Pädagogium at Vienna.
One of the most useful of the educational monographs published by the New 

York College for the Training of Teachers. It is a translation from the German 
by Edgar D. Shimer, Ph. D., assistant in pedagogy in the University of the City 
of New York.

“ In the United States, ” writes the translator, “  the provision made for the 
training of teachers is insufficient and lamentably defective.”  Hence, “ Dr. 
Hannak’s masterly presentation of the nature, the necessity, and the conditions 
of professional training for public school teachers in Austria is peculiarly perti
nent to the vexed question of discriminating and syntlietizing the various plans 
of pedagogic training now in vogue in the United States.”

Ueber  S c h u l  WERKSTÄTTEN. By Dr. E. Schwab. Vienna, 1874.
U e b e r  Z e ic h e n u n t e r r ic h t , K u n s t g e w e r b l ic h e  F a c h s c h u l e n  

u n d  d ie  A r b e it s s c h u l e  u n d  d ie  V o l k s s c h u l e . By Eitelber
ger von Edelberg. Vienna, 1883.

BELGIUM.

A d m in is t r a t io n  d e  l ’E n s e ig n e m e n t  P r i m a ir e . Programmes de 
renseignement à donner dans les écoles normales et les sections 
normales primaires de l’état. Bruges.

This is the full title of a work published by the minister of the interior and ' 
of public instruction in Belgium, under an order dated February 28, 1885. In 
this order Minister Thonissen directs that instruction shall be given in the nor
mal schools and in tlie normal sections of the primary schools of the state con
formably to the programmes annexed to the present decree.
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Tlie obligatory branches include religion and morals, constitutional system of 
government (Belgium), pedagogy, practical didactics, notions of agriculture, 
hygiene of domestic animals, horticulture, arboriculture, needlework, writing, 
drawing, and music.

The details of the programme above outlined are given in full in this publica
tion ; and whoever wishes to understand the system of primary education wh ick 
exists in Belgium should carefully study M. Tlionissen’s monograph.

A nnuaire Statistique de la  Belgique . 1889.
A nnuaire Statistique de la  Belgique . 1890.
A ssociation pour l ’Enseignement P rofessionnel des Femmes:

Histoire et organisation. Brussels, 1884.
A ssociation pour l ’Enseignement P rofessionnel des Femmes r

Yingt-cinquième anniversaire, 1865-1890. Brussels, 1890.
Catalogue Détaillé  de l ’Exposition Officielle  d ’Enseigne- 

ment P r im aire . Brussels, 1884. Organized by tlie minister o f  
public instruction.

Enseignement A gricole aux Jeunes Filles . By Paul de Yuyst. 
Brussels, 1891.

Prefacing his report with an essay on the need of agricultural education for 
young farmers the writer takes a rapid survey of what has been done in Ger
many, Austria, Denmark, and Holland for the instruction of girls in the special 
duties of farmers’ daughters. The work then gives a concise history of the or
ganization of the Belgian system of education for farmers’ daughters.

Enseignement des Travaux  du Ménage dans les É coles P ri
maires de F illes et les É coles Normales D’Institutrices- 
Brussels, 1887.

This is a report made by A. J. Germain, director general of primary educa
tion, in July 1887, to the minister of public instruction.

The work sets forth with admirable clearness and ability the actual state o f 
education for housekeeping in Austria, Belgium, England, France, Germany, 
Switzerland, and the United States.

The statistical value of this report is small, but it is full of details of the plans 
of instruction pursued in various cities for teaching the arts of cooking, sewing, 
domestic hygiene, and household economics. Hence the book must prove of 
great service to teachers in these branches.

Enseignement des Travaux  Manuels pour Garçons. By Proí. 
van Kalkeu of tlie Brussels Normal School. Brussels, 1883.

A report to the minister of public instruction.
Enseignement P rofessionnel dans ses R apports avec l ’En

seignement P rim aire  en Belgique . By M. de Bidder, professor 
in the University of Ghent. 1883.

Enseignement Spécial  en Belgique . I. L’Enseignement Profes
sionnel. By H. Bertiaux. Brussels, 1892.

The compiler of this volume proposes to himself a groat work—nothing less 
than an account of all the institutions of learning that exist in Belgium. In 
the present book, however, his attention is confined to schools of technical 
education. Special or technical education, ho says, includes three great divis
ions, viz., industrial education, professional education of boys and girls, and 
schools of domestic science (les écoles ménagères). Every existing Belgian school 
belonging to any of these categories is described in these pages.

S. Ex. 65------43
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Enseignement Supérieur , By DeVaux. 1852.
Courses at t ie  school of arts and manufactures connected with the University 

o f Liege.
Exercices Méthodiques de Travaux  Manuels. By J. Boogaerts. 

Brussels.
- The method of M. Boogaerts, which has been adopted as the standard in 
Brussels, Antwerp, Liege, Mons, Verviers, etc., is clearly explained in this vol
ume. This method continues in primary education the programme of instruc
tion begun in the kindergartens by the method of Froebel. In the one, as in 
the other, geometry forms the basis of evolution for all pedagogic work and ex
ercises.

M. Sluys, director of the normal school, wrote of this method, under date of 
December 21, 1888, describing it as “ a system of excellent exercises for develop
ing manual skill, and for cultivating, at the same time, the taste for the beau
tiful.”

Gew erbliche  Erziehung  durch Schulen, Lehrw erkstätten , 
Museen und V ereine  im  K önigreich  Belgien . Part I. Indus
trial Art. By Carl Genauck. Eeiclienberg, 1886.

Influence de  l ’Enseignement sur la  P rospérité  Industri
elle  et Commerciale. By Eugenê Gauthy. 1860.

Manual Training  in Elem entary Schools for B oys. By Prof. 
A. Sluys o f tlie Brussels Normal School.

This is one of the educational monographs published by the New York College 
for the Training of Teachers.

Manuel des Sciences Commerciales. Used in the Brussels École 
Industrielle.

Modelage Scolaire, By Stepinan and Calozet. Brussels, 1891.
Notice sur les Institutions et Services des Etablissements 

Qockerill . Liege, 1889.
P ro gramme de l ’Enseignement 1  D onner dans les Écoles 

P rimaires Communales. Ostend, 1888.
Rapports sur les Musées et les  É coles d ’A rt  Industriel 

en Belgique et  H ollande. By M. Vachon. Paris, 1888.
Rapport sur la  Situation  de l ’Enseignement Industriel et 

P rofessionnel en Belgique, Présenté aux  Chambres Légis
latives , May 7,1886. By the minister of agriculture, industry, and 
public works. Brussels, 1886.

Revue  Un iversitaire , Brussels. Monthly parts, March 1891 to 
April 1892, inclusive.

Troisième B ulletin  de la  Société Nationale  de Travail  
Manuel . Congrès international de Bruxelles, August 30 and 31, 
1891.

A report of the proceedings and discussions at the Brussels congress, together 
with a list of the members of the Belgian Society of Manual Training. The 
president, M.J Calozet, refers to the years 1878 to 1882 as “ the period of purely 
theoretical discussion” of manual training; from 1882 to 1885 as “ the period of
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groping;” from 1885 to 1887 as “ the period of practical experiment.”  Now, lie 
observes, “ we possess a true national system of manual training.”

FRANCE.

A nnuaire de l ’Instruction P ublique, des Cultes et des 
Beaux  A rts . Paris* 1888.

A nnuaire Statistique de la  France . 1890.
A nnuaire Statistique de la  V il l e  de P aris . 1886.
A pprenticeship Schools in France . By Silvâmis P. Thompson. 

London, 1879.
Code de l ’Enseignement Primaire. By E. de Resbeeq. Paris, 

1887.
C o u r s  d’économie Domestique. By Mlle. Marelief-Girard. Paris.

A book designed for the use of lyceums, colleges, normal schools, advanced 
primary schools, etc.

Cours d ’Enseignement Commercial (classes du soir) Institués 
DANS LES ÉCOLES COMMUNALES DE LA VILLE DE PARIS. 1890.

Cours Normal de Travail  Manuel. By P. Martin. Paris, 1888.
École, L’. By Jules Simon. Paris, 1886.
Écoles d’Enseignement P rim aire  Su périeu r . Historique et lég

islation. Paris, 1886.
Écoles Manuelles D’A pprentissage et É coles P rofession

nelles. Paris, 1887.
Émile. (The Ideal Education for a Boy.) By Rousseau. (In English.) 

Boston, 1886.
Enseignement Commercial et  les Écoles de Commerce en 

F rance et  dans le  Monde Entier . By Eugene Leautey. Paris, 
1886.

Enseignement de l ’A griculture. Paris, 1887. *
Enseignement du Travail  Manuel k l ’École Prim aire . By 

Émile Faivre. Paris, 1887.
Enseignement Primaire. Paris, 1886.

This is a résumé of the discussions relative to manual training and the 
reorganization of the school system of France, in the French senate and cham
ber of deputies.

Enseignement P rim aire  1 P aris , de 1867 1 1877. By M. Gréard.
In this report a list of former' pupils of the Paris apprenticeship school is 

given with their ages, occupations, places of employment, and salaries. The 
exhibit is most favorable to the school.

Enseignement P rim aire  et  A pprentissage . By G. Salieis. Paris, 
1878.

Enseignement Professionnel. By A. Corbon. Paris.
France as it Is. By Lebon and Pelet. London, Paris, and ïTew 

York, 1888.
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Future Ménagère, La . By Mile. Ernestine Wirth. Paris.
The housekeeper of the future will he thoroughly equipped for her duties if 

she learns all that is contained in these lectures on domestic economy, house- 
hold science, hygiene, etc. For school use.

Grandes Écoles de France, Les. By Mortimer D ’Ocaime. Paris . 
1887. ' ’

Guide Pratique des Travaux Manuels.* By G. Dumont and G. 
Philippon. Paris.

Histoire des Écoles Impériales d’Arts et Métiers. Liancourt, 
Compïègne, Beaupréau, Cliâlons, Angers, Aix. By A. Guettier 
1865.

Instruction Spéciale sur l’Enseignement du Dessin. Paris. 
Instruction Spéciale sur l’Enseignement du Travail Manuel 

dans les Écoles Normales D’Instituteurs et les Écoles 
Primaires, Élémentaires et Supérieures. Paris, 1886. 

Manual Training in France. By A. Salicis, late inspector general 
o f manual training in France.

This work is translated from t£e author’s manuscript by B. D. Woodward 
of Columbia College, and published as an educational monograph, in May 1890, 
by the New York College for the Training of Teachers.

Mémoire SUR les Écoles d ’A pprentis. By M. Gréard. 1871. 
Méthode de Coupe et d ’A ssemblage pour E obes de Femmes, 

V êtements D’Enfants, etc . By Mme. G. Schéfer. 1891.
Used in the Paris schools.

Organisation des Écoles Pratiques Professionnelles en 
A llemagne, en Suède et en Russie, etc. By Van der Corput. 
Paris, 1866.

Première Année d’économie Domestique, La . By R. El. Clialamet. 
Paris.

This first year bqpk is for pupils’ use; an advanced work for teachers is in 
preparation by the same author,

Professions et Metiers : Guide pratique pour le choix d’une carrière 
à l’usage des familles et de la jeunesse. Paris.

This work is projected on a most liberal scale, and, when finished, it will con
stitute a complete treatise on the professions (manuelles, industrielles, et com
merciales). It is published in parts, and treats the various subjects comprised 
within its scope in alphabetical order. The 48th part brings the work down 
to Fleurs Artificielles. As in other cases a concise historical sketch of this 
industry is first given, followed by some statistics of the importance of the 
business, and a list of the principal centres of the manufacture. Fifteen thou
sand persons are said to have been engaged in this industry, in 1890, in Paris 
alone, and 30,000 more in the province. The treatise issued under the supervi
sion of M. Paul Jacquemart, inspector general of technical education, is to be 
a cyclopædia of the trades and professions.

Rapport sur la Création d’écoles D’Apprentissage. By H. 
Tolain, senator. Paris, 1883.

Société pour l’Enseignement Professionnel des Femmes.
(Écoles Élisa Lemonnier.) 1891.
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Statistique de l ’Enseignement P rim aire . Paris.
Technical Education in Europe. First part: Industrial Educa

tion in France. By J. Schoenliof, consul at Tunstall. 1888. .
Published by thé United States department of state, and containing a 

detailed account of the French system of industrial and technical education, 
the commercial schools, art schools, and industrial art museums of France.'.

Travail  Manuel. By Victor Brudenne. Paris, 1887.
Travail  Manuel 1 l ’École de la  E ue Tournefort. By D.

Laubiêr and A . Bougueret. Paris, 1888.
Travail  Manuel 1 l ’École et  dans l a  Fam ille . By Bertrand 

and Toussaint (school inspectors), and I. Gombert (school director). 
Paris, 1890.

This book comprises lessons in folding, weaving, paper andpasteboard cutting, 
braiding of threads, straw, etc.-, cutting out of patterns, basket weaving, iron 
and wood work, and clay modelling. The last mentioned branch of construction 

/ work is of special interest, and among the 524 illustrations of this volume there 
are none more pleasing than those of clay models of eggs, plates, books, bottles, 
inkstands, hats, shoes, apples, leaves, flowers, and other objects, such as children 
from 5 to 10 years of age can be taught to make. The work contains within 
the compass of 200 pages explicit instructions for making each of the articles 
named.

Travaux  Manuels et  Économie Domestique. By Mmes. G. 
Schéfer and Sophie Amis. 1889.

Used as a text book in the primary and normal schools.
Trois É coles Nationales P rofessionnelles, Les . Paris, 1888.
ÜBER POLYTECHNISCHE INSTITUTE IM ALLGEMEINEN UND ANSTAL-

ten für  Technische Bildung in Frankreich . By Dr. F. B. 
Hermann.' Nuremberg, 1828.

V isit to a  French Training  College.
An educational leaflet published by the New York College for the Training of 

Teachers, describing a visit to L’École Normale d’Auteidl.
VOLKSSCHULE UND DER GEWERBLICHE UNTERRICHT IN FRANKS 

REICH, MIT BESONDERER BERÜCKSICHTIGUNG DES SCHULWESENS
von P aris , is the full title of a valuable monograph by Dr. Max 
Weigert of Berlin. 1890.

GERMANY.

A chter Jahresbericht über die  Berlin er  F ortbildungsschu
len , 1890-’91.

A meisenbüchlein. By Salzmann.
A nleitung zur  K erbschnitzerei. (42 illustrations of the text.) 

By Clara Roth. Leipsic, 1890.
A nleitung zur  K erbschnitzerei. By G. Völlers. Hamburg, 

1890.
A nweisung zum Modellieren  aus P a pie r . By Rockstroh. 

Weimar, 1802.
A rbeitsfrage , D ie . By F. G. Schulze. Jena, 1849.
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Arbeitsschule als Organischer Bestandtheil der Volks
schule. By Erasmus Schwab.

Arbeitsschule neben der Lernschule und der Häusliche 
GEWERBEFLEISS, By Bausoa-Kaas. Berlin, 1870.

A rbeitsschulen und Hausfleissyereine . By Baydt. 1879.
Arbeits-Unterricht auf dem Lande. By E. von Schenckendorff. 

Görlitz, 1891.
Manual training in the country encounters obstacles of much tbe same kind 

everywhere, and the discussion in this pamphlet embraces subjects of common 
interest in Germany and in the United States.

The writer treats the question under four heads: (1) What do the promoters 
of manual training seek? (2) Manual instruction in the country. (3) A fur
ther reform of the country school. (4) Distribution of the cost of mamlal 
instruction. To check the congestion of the cities, to stay the depopulation of 
the country regions, and prevent this acute disease of the time, which is becoming 
more and more a public calamity, Herr SchcnckendoriFs panacea is manual train
ing. “ Agriculture,”  he says, “ is the most extensive industry in the country, 
so highly developed and extended as to outweigh all other interests.” Hence 
he pleads for such schools in the country as will educate boys to become farmers.

ARBEITSUNTERRICnT IM  AUSLANDE UND IN DEUTSCHLAND, SEINE
W irtschaftliche und Nationale Bedeutung. By Dr. Wolde- 
mar Götze. Leipsie, 1892.

Aus der Lehrerbildungsanstalt des Deutschen Vereins für 
Knabenhandarbeit. Leipsic.

A series of practical lectures on manual exercises in metal work for pupils 
and teacherswith a report concerning the teachers’ school workshop in 1891.

Bedeutung des Kunstgewerblichen Unterrichts für W ürt
temberg. By Prof.’Bäumer. Stuttgart, 1870.

Belustigungen für die Jugend Beiderlei Geschlechts, Durch 
Selbstanfertigung Mannigfacher Technischer Künste
leien und Spielwerke. By Bockstroh. Berlin, 1836.

Bericht über den Stand und die Ausbreitung des Arbeits- 
untherichts in Deutschland. By Th. Sonntag. Leipsic, 1889.

Bericht über die Thätigkeit des Vereins für Knabenhand
arbeit zu Dantzig für das erste Vereinsjahr. 1889-’90.

Bilderwerkstatt (Manual Practice for Youth, the School, the Home). 
By Dr. Georgens. 1857.

Denkschrift Betreffend die Errichtung einer Zweiten 
Handwerkerschule, Berlin, 1890.

Denkschriften über  die Entwickelung der Gew erblichen  
Fachschulen und der  F ortbildungsschulen in Preussen* 
WÄHREND DER Jahre  1879 bis 1890. By Herr Luders. Berlin, 1891.

In this work of 318 pages the author recites the history of 52 trade and con
tinuation schools of Prussia. These schools have all been established within a 
recent period at various points in the kingdom and they are of diverse charac
teristics, some being schools of industrial' drawing, others building trade 
schools, art schools, schools of the metal industries, artisans’ and laborers’ 
schools, master workmen’s schools, weaving schools, schools for locksmiths, 
machinists, etc. A concise description of each school is given, together with 
the statistics of attendance, expenditure, etc.
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Deutschen Knaben Handwerksbuch, Des. By Barth and M e
der ly. 1879.

Deutsche Schule und Deutsches Gewerbe. By Dr. Th, Her
mann. Dresden, 1880.

Education in Bavaria. By Sir Philip Magnus, director of the City 
and Guilds of London Institute.

This is one of the educational monographs published by the New York College 
for the Training of Teachers.

Ein Gesunder Geist in einem Gesunden Körper. By H. Baydt. 
Hanover, 1889.

The book treats of the correlation of bodily health and mental vigor. It espe
cially emphasizes the hygienic value of exercise, games, etc., to the growing 
child, and the importance of manual training as a means of intellectual devel
opment.

Enseignement Manuel et Proeessionnel en Allemagne. By
G. Salicis and G. Jost. Paris, 1887.

Entstehung und Entwicklung der Gewerblichen Fortbil
dungsschulen und Erauenarbeitsschulen in Württemberg.
1889. Published by the royal commission.

Ergänzung des Schulunterrichts Durch Praktische Be 
schäftigung. By Götze. Leipsic, 1880.

Erziehung zur Arbeit. By Karl Friedrich (the pseudonym of Prof. 
K. Biedermann). Leipsic, 1852.

One of the earliest, as it is still one of the best, publications on this subject. 
Though written more than forty years ago it advocates the introduction of 
hand training in schools on the same ground now urged in favor of its adoption, 
i. e., on account of its educational usefulness, not for any industrial end. Profi 
Biedermann still lives and labors for the success of the cause which he has 
always sought to promote.

Erziehung zur Arbeit, eine Forderung der Zeit. By A.
Endris. Leipsic, 1888.

A history of the development of modern educational ideas and methods, includ 
ing the relation which the demand for manual training bears to pedagogics, and 
what pedagogical authorities of ancient and modern times say of this demand.

Fortbildungsschule in Unserer Zeit, Die. By Prof. J. B. 
Meyer. Berlin, 1873.

Frauenarbeitsschule in Beutlingen, Die. By Bector Beiniger. 
Beutlingen, 1881.

Frauenarbeitsschule in Beutlingen, Die. Ihre Entseliung und 
ihre Wirksamkeit. By M. Z. Beutlingen, 1873.

German Boy’s Experiment Book, The. By Emsmann and Dammer. 
Leipsic, 1881.

Geschichte der Arbeit und Kultur. By Kirchmann. Leipsic, 
1858.

Geschichte der Methodik des Deutschen Y olksschulunter- 
richts. By Dr. 0. Kehr. Gotha, 1889.

Geschichte des Arbeitsunterrichtes in Deutschland. By 
Bissmann. Gotha, 1882.
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G e s c h ic h t l ic h e  E n t w ic k e l u n g  d e s  H a n d f e r t ig k e it s -U n t e r 
r ic h t s . By Johannes Meyer.

G e w e r b e s c h u l w e s e n , D a s . By Carl Melchior.
G e w e r b e  und  S c h u l e . By E. Wildä. Briinn, 1882.
G e w e r b l ic h e  E r z ie h u n g  d u r c h  S c h u l e n , L e h r w e r k s t ä t t e n , 

M u se e n  un d  V e r e in e  im  K ö n ig r e ic h  W ü r t t e m b e r g . B y  Carl 
■Genaüek. Reichenberg, 1882.

G e w e r b l ic h e  F o r t b il d u n g s s c h u l e n . B y  H. Grunow. W eim ar, 
1807.

G e w e r b l ic h e  F o r t b il d u n g s s c h u l e n  D e u t s c h l a n d s . B y  Dr.
R. Ka'gel. Eisenach, 1877.

Gew erblicher  Unterricht in W ürttem berg . By Prof. Gen- 
auck. 1882.

The status of industrial instruction in the kingdom of AViirtemberg at the 
above date is very fully defined in this work.

H andarbeit in der  K nabenschule. By Hanschmann. 1876.
Handarbeitsunterricht. By Schallenfeld. Frankfort, 186L
H a n d a r b e it s u n t e r r ic h t  a n  d e n  s t ä d t is c h e n  V o l k s s c h u l e n .

(Anonymous.) Strasburg.
H andarbeits-Unterricht  für  die Männliche Jugend. By 

Urban, May, Bauhofer, and Kreibich.
H andarbeitsunterricht in den Mädchenschulen W ürttem

bergs . By E. Hory. Stuttgart, 1872.
H andarbeit und H ausfleiss. By Herzfeld. Hanover, 1881.
H andbildung und Hausfleiss. By Lammers. Berlin, 1881.

Herr Lammers is editor of the Kord-West, the organ of the central committee 
of manual training.

H a n d f e r t ig k e it s -U n t e r r ic h t . B y  Bauscher.
H andfertigkeits-Un terricht . By Rudolf Petzel.
H andfertigkeitsunterricht für K naben. By Herse. 1882.
H a n d f e r t ig k e it s u n t e r r ic h t  in  d e r  B l in d e n s c h u l e . By Gustav 

Görner, teacher in the Leipsic Institute for the Blind.
Handfertigkeits-Unterricht  und die H öheren Schulen.

By Höhn.
H a n d f e r t ig k e it s u n t e r r ic h t  u n d  d ie  S c h u l e . By Meyer. Ber

lin, 1881.
H andfertigkeit und Schule. By Kreyenberg. Frankfort.
H a n d w e r k e r s c h u l e n , d ie  L a n d e s b a u g e w e r k s c h u l e , u n d  d ie  

K u n s t g e w e r b e s c h u l e n  im  G r o s s -H e r z o g t h u m  H e s s e n . B y  
F. Fink.

A history of the development of the artisans’ schools, the farm work school, and 
the schools of industrial art in the grand duchy of Hesse, from the year 1837; 
and their condition in 1886.

H aushaltungskunde in der  D orfschule und ihre  Stellung 
zu  dem  Unterricht in den W eiblichen  H andarbeiten . By 
Maria Rebe. Gotha.
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Höherer Polytechnischer Unterricht in Deutschland, in 
der Schweiz, in Frankreich, Belgien, und England. By Carl 
Koristka. Gotha.

Household Industry and the Emden Course of Manual Train
ing as Conducted by Clauson-Kaas. (German.) By Gustav 
Oelsliorn. Leipsic.

Illustriertes Spielbuch für Knaben. By Herman Wagner. 
Leipsic.

This book for boys contains 1,001 games and 533 illustrations. 
Illustriertes Spielbuch für Mädchen. By Marie Leshe*; Leipsic.

A book of 1,500 recreations, games, and exercises for body and mind, in the 
bouse and out of doors; with 500 illustrations.

Industrielle Entwicklung im Königreich Württemberg, 
etc. By L. Visclier. Stuttgart, 1875.

Industrie und Schule. By A. Tylor. Stuttgart, 1865.
Junge Kerbschnitzer, Der. By Max Schmiedel. Leipsic, 1891.

A book of patterns for advanced wood working pupils with explanatory text.
Junge Laubsägearbeiter, Der. By Carl Freyer. Leipsic.

This author gives (in 12 sections) full instructions, not only for scroll sawing, 
but for carving, mosaic work, wood painting, etching, etc.

Junge Techniker, Der. By Emsmann and Dammer. Leipsic, 1876. 
Kerbschnitt, Der. (35 pattern sheets with explanatory text.) By 

Prof. I. Koch. Oarlsruhe, 1890.
Kindes Erstes Beschäftigungsbuch, Des. By Barth andKiederly.

Leipsic, 1880. • ■ -
Kleine Relief-Arbeiter, Der. By Wiget. Zurich, 1881. 
Kleingewerbe und der Gewerbliche Unterricht. By Prof.

Ed. Tobisch. Eeichenberg, 1872.
Knabenarbeitsschule zu Darmstadt. 1841.
Krebsbüchlein. By Salzmann.
Kunstgewerbe als Beruf. By Dr. Julius Lessing. Berlin, 1891. 
Kurze Anweisung im Linearzeichnen für Y olks- und Arbeits

schulen. By O. Salomon. Gothenburg, 1876. 
Laubsägearbeiter, Der. By Hugo Elm. Leipsic.

An illustrated introduction to the practice of fret-sawing.
Laubsägerei sowie die Einlege-und Schnitzarbeit. By W al

leneg.
Lev ANA. (The Doctrine of Education.) J. P. Bichter. (In English.) 

Boston, 1886.
Mehr Erziehung für die Deutsche Jugend. By H. Eaydt. 

O. Mantz, Hanover-Linden, 1890.
Menschliche Ernährung und die Culturhistoriche Entwick

lung der Kochkunst. By Frau Lina Morgenstern. Berlin, 1882. 
Modellieren und Zeichnen in der Blindenschule. By S. Hel

ler. Düren, 1890.
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Musterbuch für Kunst arbeiten. By Oitleb. Leipsic.
Nervosität und Mädchenerziehung in Schule und Haus. By

Herr Afer. J. F. Bergmann, Wiesbaden, 1891.
A valuable book on one of tbe most perplexing of modern school problems, viz., 

■ ’ tbe edneation of girls without- impairment of tbe health.
- Within the compass of 106 pages the author, who is connected with the 
Girls’ High School at Altenburg, discusses in a thoroughly practical way 
the causes of nervousness, the importance of recognizing its early manifesta
tions, the influence of study, the effects of examinations, of manual training, and 
of housework, gives advice concerning holidays, Sundays, private reading, piano 
plaj ing, the duration of the school period, misuse of schooling, the supervision 
of schools and school systems by joint committees of teachers and physicians, etc.

Koch etwas über Erziehung. By Salzmann. Leipsic.
Papp Arbeiter, Der. By Hugo Elm.

An illustrated guide for making pasteboard work of all kinds (building of 
card boxes, doll houses, etc.).

Praktische Anweisung zur Erteilung des Handarbeitsunter
richts nach der Methode von A gnes Schallenfeld. By 
Agnes Schallenfeld. Frankfort-on-the-Main.

Praktischer Unterricht eine Forderung des Lebens an die 
Schule. By E. von Sckenckendorff. Breslau, 1880.

Praktisches Hausbuch. By K. C. Rom. Leipsic, 1890.
This is a work on wood carving.

Reform der V olksschule. By Herr Curtmann. Frankfort, 1851.
Reform der Volksschule. By J. Schäppi.
Reports on the W ork of the German Society of Manual 

Training; and on the normal school under the management o f this 
society for 1888, 1889, and 1890 (the last on the teachers’ courses at 
Leipsic), by Dr. W . Götze, are of great value.

Schulkonferenz, und die Künftige Gestaltung des Höheren 
Schulwesens vom Sozialpolitischen Standpunkt. By E. von 
Schenckendorff. Berlin, 1891.

Schulwerkstatt, Die. By Barth and Niederly. Leipsic, 1882.
A guide for the introduction of technical exercises into the school; with J03 

illustrations.
Schulwerkstätte in ihrer Verbindung mit dem Theore

tischen Unterricht, Die. By Bruhns.
Seele und Hand. By Th. Pietsch.
Statistik des Unterrichts- und Erziehungswesens im König

reich WÜRTTEMBERG. 1889-’90.
Stellung des Handarbeitsunterrichts in der Schule, und 

seine Bedeutung für Schule und Leben. By Anna Christiani. 
Bielefeld, 1892.

Studien zur Hauswirthschaft. By Frau Lina Morgenstern. 
Berlin.

Über die Einrichtung yon Beal- und Gewerbeschulen mit 
besonderer Rücksicht auf Heilbronn. By Prof. H. C. Kapff. 
Heilbronn, 1834.
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Über  die  Errichtung  einer  H üttenmännischen Lehranstalt 
in Ob e r -Schlesien. By A . Huyssen. Breslau, 1863.

Über  Gewerbeschulen  und ihre  E inrichtung in W ürttem 
berg . By Prof. F. L. Finckh. Stuttgart, 1829.

Über  Technische Lehranstalten  in ihrem  Z usammenhang mit 
dem Gesammten Unterrichtswesen . By Dr. 0. F. Nebenius. 
Garlsrube, 1833.

Heber  A rbeitsschulen und F örderung des Hausfleisses. By 
Clanson-Kaas. Bremen, 1881.

Ueber  die V erbindung der Praktischen  A rbeit  mit der  Lern 
schule. By Clauson-Kaas. Dresden, 1875.

Ueber  die  Ziele  des Deutschen Vereins f ü r  K nabenhandar
beit . By E. von Schenckendorff. Bielefeld, 1892.

Ueber  Erziehung  zur  A r beit , insbesondere in A nstalten . 
By Wiehern. Hamburg, 1867.

Heber  H andfertigkeitsunterricht und Hausfleiss. By 
Wolf. Würzburg, 1881.

Unnatur der  Modernen Schule, D ie . By H. W igge and P. Martin. 
Bobt. Oppenheim, Berlin, 1889.

Verhandlungen, etc. Proceedings of the cougress of manual 
training and household industry. By Götze. Gera.

Verw altungsbericht des B athes der  K öniglichen Haupt- 
und Besidenzstadt Dresden für  das Jahr  1890. Dresden, 
1892.

V ierter  Jahresbericht des H auptvereins fü r  K naben-Hand- 
arbeit  zu  Berlin  ̂1890-’91.

V o l k s  ge werbschule. By Fr. Biicklin. Leipsic, 1888.
V olksschulwesen in W ürttemberg . By K. H. von Stirm, D. D. 

Gotha, 1873.
W ahrnehmungen und Gedanken ueber  Technische-Gew erb - 

liches Schulwesen. By Wilda. Leipsic, 1879.
Werkstätte der Kinder. In 4 parts. By Blasche.“ 1800-1802.

The titles of other ivories of this author (turned into English) are: The Indus
trial Education of Youth and the Youth’s Technological Friend, published in 
1804; New Patterns of Pasteboard Work, 1809; The Pasteboard Worker, 1811; 
The Paper Worker, 1819; Handbook of Children’s Occupations.

W esen und W ert  der  Schulw erkstätte . By Illing. Munich, 
1880.

Z w eiter  Bericht über  die Gesammten Unterrichts- und 
Erziehungs-Anstalten im  K önigreiche Sachsen. 1889.

î
t GBEAT BBITA1K.

City of Manchester Technical Instruction Committee. Beport 
o f  deputation appointed to visit educational institutions and schools 
on the continent. October 1891. J. E. Cornisb, publisher, Man
chester.
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D ir e c t o r y  w it h  R e g u l a t io n s  f o r  E s t a b l is h in g  an d  C o n d u c t 
in g  S c ie n c e  a n d  A r t  S c h o o l s  a n d  Cl a s s e s . London, 1890.

E n d o w e d  S c h o o l  A c t s , E e p o r t s  f r o m  t h e  Se l e c t  C o m m it t e e  
ON. London, 1886-1887.

H a n d  a n d  E y e  T r a in in g . ' By George Eicks, B. Sc. 2 vols. Cassell 
& Co., London, 1890.

I n d u s t r ia l  E d u c a t io n  on  t h e  C o n t in e n t . By Dr. Lyon Playfair. 
1853. •

L ondon  C o u n t y  C o u n c il . Eeport to the special committee on 
technical education. By H. Llewellyn Smith, M. A. 1892.

M ak in g * of  t h e  H o m e . By Mrs. Samuel A. Barnett. London.
A reading book of domestic economy for school and home use.

O f f ic ia l  H a n d b o o k  o f  t h e  N a t io n a l  T r a in in g  S c h o o l  f o r  
C o o k e r y . South Kensington, London.

S c ie n t if ic  I n s t r u c t io n  a n d  t h e  A d v a n c e m e n t  o f  S c ie n c e , 
E e p o r t s  o f  t h e  E o y a l  C o m m issio n  on . London, 1872-1875. *

S t u d ie s  in  Se c o n d a r y  E d u c a t io n . Edited by A. H. D. Acland, 
M. P., and H. Llewellyn Smith, M. A., with an introduction by James 
Bryce, M. P. Percival & Co., London, 1892.

The contents of this work are divisible into three parts, viz., a historical sur
vey, recent progress, and special district studies, as in London, Liverpool, Bir
mingham, etc.

S u m m e r  a t  Naas, A. By J. B. B. London, 1889.
T e c h n ic a l  a n d  Se c o n d a r y  E d u c a t io n , E e c o r d  o f .

A journal of the progress made by county councils and other local authorities 
in the administration of the technical instruction acts.

Te c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n . Proceedings of the international conference 
on education. London, 1884.

T e c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n  a n d  F o r e ig n  C o m p e t it io n . B y  Swire 
Smith. London, 1887.

T e c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n  in  E n g l a n d  a n d  W a l e s . London, 1889.
Te c h n ic a l  E d u c a t io n , P r o s p e c t u s  of  t h e  N a t io n a l  A s s o c ia 

t io n  f o r  THE P r o m o t io n  o f . London, 1890.
Te c h n ic a l , E d u c a t io n :, W h e r e  Sh o u l d  i t  b e  G i v e n ? By Sil- 

vanus P. Thompson. Bristol.
T e c h n ic a l  I n s t r u c t io n  A c t , 1889.
T e c h n ic a l  I n s t r u c t io n , E e p o r t s  o f  t h e  E o y a l  C o m m issio n e r s  

o n . 5 vols. London, 1882-1884.
The status of industrial education in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, 

Great Britain, Holland, Italy, Russia, Switzerland, and the United States at that 
remote epoch, a decade ago, is set forfh with great minuteness and fidelity in 
these volumes. Their chief value at present is to show the low water mark of 
pedagogic interest in technical instruction at that date.

T e c h n ic a l  T r a in in g . By Thomas Twining. London, 1874.
W ood  W o r k . By St. John. Win. Blackwood & Sons, London and 

Edinburgh.
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W ood  W o r k  (The English Sloid). By S. Barter, instructor of manual 
training in wood work to the London school board, etc. ^Whitta
ker & Co., London, 1892.

Contents: Drawing, timber (its various kinds, qualities, etc.), tools (liow to 
adjust and use them), bench work, work room and its fittings, list of tools re
quired, etc.

ITALY.

A nnali di Statistica , Fascicolo X X X . 1891.
Law  Concerning Schools op A rts and Trades and . Special 

Schools for the A dvancement of Industries and Commerce1
. proposed by the minister of agriculture, industry, and commerce, 

December 2, 1889.
A very important.bill for educational advancement in Italy. Its provisions 

are explained in the text of this report.
Method in Education. By Eosmini. (In English.) Boston.
Notizie SULL’ Istituto A ldini-Valeriane  Bologna, 1892.
Beale  Museo Industriale I taliano . By G. Jervis. Turin, 1S69.
Beale  Scuola d ’ A r t i e Mestieri di Spezia . 1887.
Statistica  d e l l ’  I struzione Secondaria e  Superiore . 1887.
Statuti Organici della  P ia  Casa di Lavoro . Florence.
Statuto Organico d ella  Scuola P rofessionale Tipografica  

in Milano. 1888.

NOB W AY.

H aandarbejdern . By J. G. Smith. Christiania.
H andarbeit in der  Schule. By W . Aubert. Christiania. 1874.

BUSSIA.

Beview  of the P resent Condition of Middle and Lower Tech
nical and Trade  Education in Bussia. By J. A. Anapoff, 
director of the Tsarevitch Trade School, etc. 1889.

Statistisk  À rsbok FÔR Finland. For the years 1889-1892.

SW EDEX.

É cole P ratique  de Trav a il  pour l ’Enfance et  la  Jeunesse 1 
Stockholm. * By K. E. Palmgren.

Slojdskolan och F olkskolan. Parts 1, 2, 3. By Otto Salomon. 
Gothenburg, 1880.

Also printed in German under the title Handfertiglceitsschule und'Vollcsscliule.

Sur l ’Importance du Travail  Manuel dans l ’Education. By
K. E. Palmgren. Stockholm.

This is a report of the conference of February 11, 1880.
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SW ITZERLAND.

E l e m e n t a r  U n t e r r ic h t  in  d e n  W e ib l ic h e n  H a n d a r b e it e n .
By Susanna Müller; Zurich.

F o r t b il d u n g s s c h u l w e s e n , Das. By Dr. J. J. Kummer. Zurich, 
1875.

F u n d a m e n t a l  I d e a s  o f  P e s t a l o z z i  a n d  F r o e b e l  in  t h e ir  
A p p l ic a t io n  to  t h e  E l e m e n t a r y  a n d  Se c o n d a r y  S c h o o l  
G r a d e s . Zurich, 1881.

H a n d a r b e it  in  d e r  Sc h u l e . By Koller. Zurich, 1881.
Tills Book describes the system of instruction in vogue in tbe Swiss common 

and intermediate schools.
Le b e n s f r a g e  d e r  E u r o p ä is c h e n  Z iv il is a t io n  u n d  d ie  B e d e u 

t u n g  DER F e LLENBERGSCHEN BILDUNGSANSTALTEN ZU HOFWYL. 
By Scheidler. Jena, 1839.

L e o n a r d  a n d  G e r t r u d e . By Pestalozzi. (In English.) Boston. 
M é t h o d e  p o u r  E n s e ig n e r  l a  G é o g r a p h ie  p a r  l ’Ob s e r v a t io n  

d e s  F o r m e s  d e  l a  T e r r e  s u r  l e s  L i e u x  M ê m e s  e t  l e u r  
R e p r o d u c t io n  e n  R e l i e f . ByBeust. Zurich, 1875.

R e l ie f  M o d e l l in g  in  t h e  S c h o o l . (A lso  in  German.) Zurich, 
1881.

Y o l k s w ir t h s c h a f t s -Le x ik o n  d e r  S c h w e iz . By A . Furrer. 
Bern. 1885-1889.
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Watchmaking, School of,Bienne, Switzerland... ............................  ...........* ** .................. . . . . .
Watchmaking, School of, Fleurier, Switzerland................. ........................................................
Watchmaking, School of, Neuchâtel, Switzerland............... ............... ......................... ... ..................
Watchmaking, School of, Poremruy, Switzerland.. .  ...................................................... **f .............
Watchmaking, School of, Saint Tmier, Switzerland___ ; . . . . .  .....................................••---•■
Watchmaking, School of, Soleure, Switzerland.....................................
Watchmaking schools in the United States, consideration of.
Watchmaking, Trade School for,Paris, France . . . a ................. H ..........................
W attw yl, Switzerland, School of W eaving...................... ..............................................................
W eaving and Commerce, Advanced School of, Lyons, France ” .....................................I............*.........
W eaving, Dyeing, and Finishing, School of, at Crefeld, P ru ssia .. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ’ ” ! " ” ” .........................
W eaving school, Glasgow, Scotland........................ ................................

516-520 
530-533 
513-516 
196,1Ö7 
265-267 
525, 526 
522! 523 
520-522 
526-528 
528-530 
524, 525 

99,100  
281 

544-546 
285 

338-341 
430,431
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W ea v i ng School, Sorau, P ru ssia ...................................... ........................................................................................
W ea v in g  School, Sprem berg, P r u s s ia ................................................................................................................. . . .
W e a v in g  School, Av&ttwyl, S w itzerland—  ...................................................................................................014  —
W esterly , R . I .,  m anual train ing in  .............................................................................................g...............
W est G eorgia  A g ricu ltu ra l and M echanical College, H am ilton, G a ....................................................... “ i r
W e st  V irgin ia , agricu ltural colleges in, consideration p f . ............................ ............................................
"West V irg in ia  U niversity , M organtow n, W .V a ., agricu ltural education m  .......................................
W h ite  W ater, AVis., manual train ing i n ............................................................................ - .............................  '°!.'A
W iener-N eustadt, A u stria , m anual train ing i n ........ ..................... - .............................................................
W ile y  U niversity , M arshall, T ex ., m anual tra in ing in  ( c o lo r e a ) ............................................................  <4-

W illiam son  F ree  School o f  M echanical Trades, W illia m son  School P . 0 .,  P a ., consideration  o f .  8o 87
W interthu r, Sw itzerland, School fo r  Professiona l Im provem en t............................................................
W in terth u r, Sw itzerland, School o f  M eta l W o rk in g .................................................................................... jXi'
W in terth u r, Sw itzerland, the T ech n ik u m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............................................................i ........... 011
W in th rop  T ra in ing School fo r  Teachers, Colum bia, S. C m m anual tra in ing  in .............................. ..
W ip k in gen , near Zurich, Sw itzerland, School fo r  S ilk  W e a v in g ...................................................... ..
W iscon sin , a gricu ltu ra l colleges in, consideration o f . . . . .............................................................................  "
W iscon sin , m anual tra in ing schools in .con sideration  o i . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . .................................................
W  omen, schools o f  the Society  fo r  the In du stria l lidu ca tion  of, P a n s, P ra n ce .......... ..................... » -
W om en, T rade School for, Basel, S w itzer la n d .................................................... ...........................................
W om en , Trade School for, Bern, S w itzerland................ ......... . . . . . . . . . . .  . .............- • • - - ;  - y  • ?oq i i n
W om en ’s  School o f  Industria l A r t  and T echnical D esign , H ew  Y ork , N. Y ., consideration o f  . 109,110
W om en ’s W o rk  School at N urem berg, B avaria .............................................................................................. '¿1?
W ood  Carving, School for, Brienz, S w i t z e r l a n d . . . . . . . . . . . . ; .............................................- ..................... " i y i E ,
W o o d  w ork in g  industry, trade school o f  the, Bruck, A u s t r ia ................................ ................................
W o o d  w ork in g  industry, trade school o f  the, H all, A u s tr ia .....................................................................
W o o d w o rk in g  industry, trade school o f  the, ViUach, A u s t r ia .............. ...............................................
W orb , Switzerland, H ousekeeping S ch ool................ - .......................................................................................  12fi
AVorcester, M ass., W orcester  P olytech n ic In s titu te ....................................................................................  ^ 7
W orcester  P olytech n ic  In stitu te , W orcester, M a s s . . . . . . . . . .  ...............................« V a i
W ork in gm an ’s School, D r. F e lix  A d le r ’s, N ew  Y ork , N . Y ., m anual tra in in g  i n .......... ..............- c*
W ork in gm en ’s School, Bern, Sw itzerland........................ - —  - ------- 1........... ---------------- y ------ -S -..........
AVorking people in  Sw itzerland, institu tions for  the education ot, consideration o t ....................... aA
AVorking W om en, College for, L ondon, E n g la n d ........ - - - - - - ............... ..................... i  l “ " *•*"...........  17
AVorksliop instru ction  or m anual dexterity , term s used in  G erm any fbr m anual train ing . . . —  
W iirtem berg, industria l trade schools and contin uation  schools in , consideration o t ............ .. doo-aiu

Y.
Yorkshire College, Leeds, England 428,424

Z.
Zurich, Switzerland—

Industrial Art School..................................................
Industrial School........................................................
Polytechnic School......................................................
School of Art ami Needlework...................... - .........
Trade School for Ladies’ Tailoring and Needlework

569,570 
574,575 
584-586 
560-562 
546-549
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